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SITTING OF
Resumption of tbe session
Order of business:
Mr Hutton; Mr Bangemann; Mrs Castle; Mr
Glinne; Mr zton der Wing; Mr Rogers; Mr
Bangemann; Mr Hutton; Mr Nyborg; Mr
Papaesfstratiou; Mr Harns; Mr Arndt; Mr
Ansart; Mr Blaney; Sir James Scott-Hopkins;
Mr Fortb; Mr Rogers; Mr Bangemann; Mr
Blaney; Mrs Walz; Mr Adam .
Point of order: Mr Seligman
Action taken by the Commission on the
opinions and resolutions of Parliament
Deliaeries of agricultural products to the
t/ssR.'
Mr_Glinne; Mr Dalsager (Commission); Mr
Tolman; Sir Henry Plumb (Cbairnan of the
Committee on Agriculture); Mr de la Maline;
Mr Denis; Mr Dakager
Procedural motion: Mr Hord .
Mr Curry
Question Time (Doc. 1- I 56/81):
Questions to the Commission of the European
Communities:
Question No H-173/8 I by Mr Delors and Mr
Gtaoazzi: Tbe so-called mandate of SO May:
Mr Andriessen (Commission); Mr I. Fried-
rich; Mr Andriessen; Mr Moreau; Mr
Andriessen; Mr Diana; Mr Andriessen; Mr de
la Maline; Mr Andriessen
Questton No 1 by Mr Nyborg: Alternatioe
use of agricultural products ;
Mr.Dalsager (Commission); Mr Nyborg; Mr
Dalsager; Mr Seligman; Mr Dalsagei; Mr
Marshall; Mr Dalsager
Question No 2 by Mtss De Valera: Secre-
tarialjobs at rish:
Mr Richard (Commission); Miss De Valera;
Mr Richard; Mr Tuckman; Mr Ricbard .
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Question No3 by Mr Combe: Dfficulties
encountered by European car manufacturers
in exporting to Japan:
Mr Narjes (Commission); Mr Combe; Mr
Narjes; Mr Berhhouuer; Mr Narjes 15
Question No 4 by Mr Deleau: Tbe /apanese
offensioe and the European ,oait'aid see'
policy:
Mr Narjes; Mr Cousti; Mr Narjes; Mr
\Y'ekh; Mr Narles; Mr Miiller-Hermaon; Mr
Narjes; Mr Deleau; Mr Narjes; Mr Marshall;
Mr Narjes; Mr Milller-Heftnann; Mr Narjes . 16
Procedural motion: Sir Frederick rVarner 19
Question No 6 by Mr Nieken: Enforcement
of Community legislation :
Mr Andriessen; Mr Nieken; Mr Andriessen;
Lord O'Hagan; Mr Andiessen; Lady Elles;
Mr Andriessen D
Que.stion No 7 by Mrs Pruaot: Foreign
students'tuition in tbe United Kingdom:
Mr Ricbard; Mrs Pruoot; Mr Richard; Mr
Coutsocheras; Mr Richard; Mrs Kellett-
B_outman; Mr Richard; Mr Enright; Mr
Richard; Mr Seligman; Mr Richard -. . ZO
Procedural motion: Mrs Kellett-Boutman 2l
Mr Patterson; Mr Richard . . 21
Question 
_No 9 by Mrs Fourcade: Implica-
tlon1 of the agreenents between Spaii and
Latin America:
Mr Ricbard; Miss Hooper; Mr Richard . 2l
Question No I0 by Mr Moreknd:
C.ommunity assistance follouting codl mirre
closures:
Mr Richard; Mr Moreland; Mr Richard; Mr
Seligman; Mr Richard 22
Question No 13 by Lord O'Hagan: Cidcr
tax:
Mr Dakager; Lord O'Hagan; Mr Dakager 22
Question No la by Sir Frederick Varner:
Basalt aggregate for road ase:
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12
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Mr Narjes; Sir Frederick Vl'arner; Mr Narjes
Question No 15 by Mr Seligman: Mobility of
emploYment:
Mr Richard; Mr Seligman; Mr Ricbard; Miss
Quin; Mr Richard; Mr Cahtez; Mr Ricbard;
Mr Van Minnen; Mr Richard
IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
The sitting opened at 5.05 p.m.
President. 
- 
The sitting is open
I Petrtrons 
- 
p6surngnl5 received 
- 
Texts of Treaties
forwarded by the Councrl 
- 
Authonzatton of repons
- 
Referral to committees 
- 
Transfers of appropriatrons
- 
ff6116n taken on a number of mottons for resolutions;
see Mrnutes
| . ResumPtion of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 10 April 1981.1
Before we tackle the agenda I would remind you that
our new Rules enter tnto force as of the Present Part-
session.
On Thursday morning the vice-presidents, the
chairman of rhe Committee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions and myself will meet to formulare the
most urgent questions that the application of the new
Rules might pose. I am convinced that we shall very
quickly reach agreement on the inrerpretation of the
various texts presenting certain difficulties. I am also
convinced that a[[ the Members of our Assembly
would wish to cooperate to this end with the presi-
dency so that, avoiding discussions on procedure, we
may devote the maximum time at our disposal to the
many items on the agenda. If any of you already
perceive, even before they arise in plenary sitting,
vanous difficulties in ihterprering the Rules of Proce-
dure, we should appreciate it if they would notify
them now so that we can consider them with the vice-
chairmen of the Committee on the Rules of Procedure
and Peritions. I would also point out that the Secre-
tariat would be delighted to answer any questions you
might have on the Rules of Procedure.
Question No 18 by Mr Fanton: Freedom of
trad.e in tulheys:
Mr Dakager; Mr Fanton; Mr Dakager; Mr
Harris; Mr Dakager; Mr Conrell; Mr
Dakager; Mr Battersby; Mr Dalsager 24
Procedural motion: Mrs Kelleu-Bolt)tnan 25
ANNEX 26
2. Order of business
President. 
- 
The first item is the order of business.
Ar irs meetings of 7 and 9 April the enlarged Bureau
drew up the draft agenda which has been distributed
to you (PE 72.750/rev.). At this morning's meeting the
chairmen of the political groups authorized me to
propose a number of amendments.
Concerning today's sitting; following the communica-
tion from the Commission on action taken on the
opinions and resolutions of Parliament, Mr Dalsager
will make a statement on deliveries of agricultural
products to the Soviet Union. In accordance with the
new provisions of the Rules of Procedure, brief and
precise quesrions may be put to the Commission for a
maximum of 30 minutes.
At the request of the committee responsible, the von
'!fl'ogau report, on the harmonization of procedures
for the release of goods for free circulation, as a result
of Greek accession (Doc l-165181), will be taken
without debate.
The parliamentary commirtees have also informed me
that rhey had requested the procedure without report
for the seven consultations concerning the accession of
Greece to the Community (items 55 to 61 of the draft
agenda).
Furthermore, since the debate on the Moreau report
on competition policy (Docl-867/80) had had to be
broughr to a very rapid close on the Friday of the last
part-session 
- 
it began, as you will recall, at 1.50 p.m.
- 
we agreed that before the vote, scheduled for this
afternoon, the rapporteur, a spokesman from each
political group and one spokesman for the
non-attached Members would be allowed to speak for
five minutes each.
The first item to be considered at Question Time will
be the question by Mr Delors and Mr Giavazzi on the
'mandare of 30 May'.
Finally, items on the agenda which cannot be taken at
today's sitting will be included at the beginning of
tomorrow's agenda.
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Concerning Tuesday, 5 May, ir is proposed rhat a
report from the Commitree on Budgets on rhe
non-automaric carry-over of appropriations, will be
included at the end of the agenda.
No change is proposed for'l7ednesday.
Concerning Thursday, 7 May, it is proposed that the
repon by Mr Ghergo on social security for employed
persons (Doc 1-150/81), should be included at rhe end
of. the agenda. It goes withour saying that the repons
scheduled for Thursday rhar cannor be raken thai dav
will be carried over ro Friday.
Concerning Friday, 8 May, ir is proposed that rhe
'Warner repon on food aid (Doc l-lZ8l81), on which
urgenr procedure has been requested by the Council
and Commission, the Leonardi reporr on technical
standards and regulations (Doc 1-974/BA) and the
Beumer reporr on manufactured tobacco (Doc l-871/
80), should be included afrer the votes wirhout debate
so rhar there is no risk of rheir being deferred once
again.
I call Mr Hutton.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
I am concerned, Madam President,
about rhe menrion of adding an exrra question ro
Question Time roday. It has always been my under-
standing rhat questions were pur down for answering
in the order rn which rhey were received, srricrly
numerically, and there was ro be no alreration of this
procedure. !/har I would like to know is, under what
procedure is rhis quesrign suddenly being given
priority and have we now dispensed with the proce-
dure whereby quesrions are tabled strictly in rhe order
in which rhey are submitted to the Parliamenr?
President. 
- 
Mr Hutron, rhis procedure has already
been applied, at the request of groups and wirh the
agreement of the Commission, when we have been
unable to include on rhe agenda oral questions with
debate. In the new Rules of Procedure it is governed
by the provisions of Rule 42 (2).
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangc-ann,- (DE) Madam President, on behalf
of my Group I would ask you and rhe House to take a
vote at 3 p.m. on \Tednesday on rhose reporrs on
which the debate has already been complered. !(/e
have a grea[ many reporrs to consider this week but
too few voring rimes. !fle shall therefore have ro vore
on a large number of repons in a very shon space of
time. It might therefore be useful ro arrange for the
vote [o be taken ar 3 p.m. on 'lTednesday on rhose
reporrs on which the debare has already been
completed. Could you pur that suggesrion ro rhe
House?
President. 
- 
I shall submit your proposal to rhe
Assembly ar the same rime as the other proposals for
amending the drafr agenda.
I call Mrs Casrle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Further to the point rhat was raised
earlier about the additional question ro be pur into
Question Time. Do I take it thar this is ro be a ques-
tion wirh debate, that that time will be taken our of the
normal Quesrion Time? Do I also rake it that rhis
suggestion has to have the approval of Parliament and
that therefore you will be putring ir to the vote?
President. 
- 
Ir is nor a quesrion wirh debate, but a
quesrion to be dealt wirh in the same way as the other
questions in Question Time 
- 
which is merely being
added 
- 
and which should only take a few minures to
consider.
Furthermore, there is no need to submit rhis requesr ro
Parliament since, under Rule 42 (2) of rhe Rules of
Procedure, the decision lies with the Presidenr.
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinnc. 
- 
(FR) On behalf of my Group I would
ask for consideration of rhe repofl by Sir peter
Vanneck on a moratorium in the nuclear energy
sector, which appears on che agenda for the late afrer-
noon of Thursday, rc be held over. I do nor wanr rhar
report. to be held over indefinitely bur only until such
time as the repon now in prepararion in the commitcee
responsible for safety in the nuclear secror has been
submitted to our Assembly. It seems absurd and illog-
rcal to me ro discuss a morarorium withour firsr
assessing the conflicting arguments on rhe vital aspec[
of safery and wirhout discussing the general srraregy
for energy policy as a whole. My remark applies ro r[L
report by Sir Peter Vanneck and not to rhe text by Mr
Seligman because his proposal is for a hearing to be
organized and that is something which could be done
at an early dare.
President. 
- 
Mr Glinne, we shall decide in due course
what action to take on your requesr, which was made
in good time.
I call Mr von der Vring.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(DE) Madam President, for
reasons of principle I hope rhar you will nor accede ro
Mr Bangemann's requesr. I would have no objection
to some adjusrment in the Rules governing voring
trmes.
But I do not consider it desirable ro change yet again
the time ar which rhe votes are to be raken since, after
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all, we do have regular voting periods. But chere rs also
no marerial reason why the voting time on Thursday
should not be extended somewhat. There are not as
many votes to be taken as on one occasion in the past
when we were obliged to vote for three whole hours.
There is no difficulty this time. But I would have no
ob;ection if we took the votes on '!flednesday in future
instead of Thursday.
President. 
- 
There must be some misunderstanding:
Mr Bangemann did, indeed, request a voting period,
but it was not to encroach on Question Time.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I fully
understand that. My purpose is to ensure that the
votes are taken at the times rndicated in the draft
agenda which was distributed to Members; I do not
want an additional voting period to be introduced at
shon notice on the Monday.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Madam President, that is as I under-
stood Mr von der Vring first of all, that he is not
bringing up the point of whether one should vote in
Question Time but that one should not vote'at all on
the Vednesday. I must admit I am rather surprised at
Mr Bangemann's suggestion 
- 
he never brought this
into any of the Bureau or enlarged Bureau meetings
when we discussed at great length the general struc-
ture of the week's business. Since we now, this week,
are attemptrng to get through on a formal pattern with
urgencies being brought forward and so on, we must
realize rhat to throw in another voting period on a
'!flednesday is really going to upset the general
conducr of the business.
Now, I would go along with the general principle at
the end of the day that perhaps we ought to vole at the
end of every debate.
(Applause)
And I am sure Members would agree with this. But I
cannot think of anything more farcical than continu-
ally having these block voting periods. Now we have
got voting on Tuesday, we have got voting on
Thursday, vocing on Friday and now again a sugges-
tion for 3 o'clock on \Tednesday. I do not know wha[
business we will Bet through. At the present rate we
will not get through any business to vote on anyhow. I
really think that Mr Bangemann and his Group ought
to bring it in front of the Bureau and enlarged Bureau.
He normally does not have any hesitarion or is not shy
about bringing forward proposals and I would suggest
he leave it until the meeting tomorrow morning.
President. 
- 
Tomorrow mornlng will be too late: the
agenda must be fixed now. Might I ask Mr Bange-
mann for clanfication on the votes he would like to be
taken on Vednesday at 3 p.m.?
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(DE) Madam President, the state-
ments by my two colleagues made a strong impression
on me. But my sole intention was to facilrtate the work
of this House somewhat and above all to increase its
public impact. If too much time elapses between the
debate and vote journalists lose interest, as we all
know. But if my colleagues find it difficult to fall in
with my proposal I shall willingly withdraw it. I hope
then that I will have the supporu of my colleague Mr
Rogers and the other Socialist members of the
enlarged Bureau when we propose that in future an
additional voting time be set ac 3 p.m. on V/ednesday
to avoid the need to adopt an excessive number of
reports on Thursday. My intentions were good but I
readily understand that some colleagues in the
Socialist Group may not believe me straight away.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
In point of fact, this week we shall not
have too many resolutions to put. [o the vote on
'lflednesday, 
as Mr Rogers has poinred out.'We could
therefore forego this in the present part-session. \7hen
the enlarged Bureau draws up the draft agenda for the
June part-session, rt could examine how best to
balance the voting times. '!ile shall clearly have to
adapr our habim to the new Rules of Procedure over a
certain period.
I call Mr Hutton.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
Madam President, I apologize for
coming back to the point that I made originally. I
sympathize with your problem over the Rules. I have
now had an opportunity to look at the Rules and the
rule that you referred to says 'In urgent cases the
President may propose directly ro the Parliament that
a question which could noc be placed before the
enlarged Bureau . . .' Now 'proposed' suggests to me
thar you must have the authority of the House as well
as of the appropriate instirution for adding a question
to Question Time and I would ask you, if you would,
to pur the proposal to the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DA) Madam President, this should
not be pur to rhe vote here in the House. According to
Rule 44 (2) of the new Rules of Procedure it is a
matter for a decision by rhe Presidenr.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Papaefstratiou.
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Mr Papaefstratiou. 
- 
(GR) Madam President, I
should like some clarification as to wherher repon No
52 by rhe Committee on Agriculture is going to be
discussed today or tomorrow.
President. 
- 
That would normally be today, Mr
Papaesfstratiou; but whatever cannot be considered
today will be dealt with tomorrow morning.
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Madam President, it is funher ro the point
of order raised by my friend, Mr Hutton, and Mrs
Castle. I am glad now [hat you are going ro pur ir ro
the House but I hope that, in doing so, you will grve
an explanation of the proposal to take this panicular
extra question. Because if we are looking at the right
one on these benches, it is the oral question originally
intended, with debate, by Mr Delors on new informa-
tion technologies and I for one cannot see what is
urgent about it. Before it is put, as I say, I hope you
will give an explanation for your proposal.
President. 
- 
Mr Harris, I do not have to explain to
the Assembly the substance of the question. Quire
simply, I was notified, by several groups, of a request
concerning an oral question. The chairmen of all rhe
political Broups discussed the matrer this morning and
considered that the best procedure was that laid down
under Rule azQ) of rhe new Rules of Procedure.
It is this proposal from the group chairmen rhar I am
now going to pur ro the vote.
I call Mr Arndt.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(DE) Madam Presidenr, you seem ro
have made a mistake in connection wirh the new Rules
of Procedure. The decision as ro which quesrion shall
be raken first during Question Trme is taken on the
basis of Rute aa(2) and not on rhe basis of Rule 42(2)
to which you referred.
You are therefore entitled ro decide withour
consulting Parliament.
You proposed just now that this parricular question
should be placed at rhe head of Question Time. If the
vote is taken in accordance wirh Rule 42(2) as you
said a momenr ago, it wiil become a questron wirh
debate. But you said you wanted it to be the first ques-
tion during Question Time and rhat is governed by
Rute 4a(2). You can take rhe decision yourself without
consulting us.
But if you wish to take a differenr decision we musr
follow the text of the Rules of Procedure. The marrer
would then be to decide whether this is an oral ques-
tion which would not form part of Question Time. I
should therefore be grateful if you would simply rule
that this is the first quesrion for Question Time. On
that you may decide yourself and rhere can be no
objections by rhe plenary Assembly.
President. 
- 
Mr Arndt, it was, originally, an oral
question with debate. Consequently, it is not Rule 44
that should be invoked, bur Rule 42. I shall consulr
Parliamenr on whether rhis quesrion should be
included in Question Time.
Ve shall now proceed to the requests for amending
the agenda submitted in pursuance of Rule 55 of the
Rules of Procedure.
I have received from Mr Blaney, on behalf of the
Group for the Technical Coordination and Defence of
Independent Groups and Members, a request for a
debate on the hunger strikes ar Long Kesh at the
beginning of tomorrow's sirring. By lerter of 2l April,
Mr Ansan, on behalf of 19 Members of the
Communist and Allies Group, also requesred a debate
on this subject. The chairmen of rhe political groups
discussed these requests this morning and agreed ro
ask the enlarged Bureau, which will meer tomorrow
morning at 9 a.m., to consider rhis matter wirh a view
to a strictly humanitarian gesrure which the presidency
could make in the course of tomorrow.
However, in accordance with Rule 56 of the Rules of
Procedure and quire aparu from the decision which
will be raken tomorrow by rhe enlarged Bureau as ro
the desirability of such a humanirarian gesture, I shall
submit the requests by Mr Blaney and Mr Ansart to
the Assembly for their vore.
I call Mr Ansart.
Mr Ansart. 
- 
OR) Madam President, at this very
minute Bobby Sands is dying. Despire the trust placed
in him by 30 000 of his compatriors who
elected him a Member of the House of Commons,
despite many expressions of solidarity rhroughout the
world and despite numerous calls for reason addressed
from all quaruers ro the British Governmenr, Mrs
Thatcher is obstinarely refusing ro sarisfy a reasonable
and legitimare demand 
- 
namely that rhe British
Government cease trearing imprisoned Irish parriots as
common law criminals.
On behalf of my colleagues, I wish to give voice ro our
anxiety and register a solemn prorest againsr the piti-
less revenge now being taken on a Member of Parlia-
ment who is guilry of being the brave spokesman for
the aspirations of rhe Irish people to freedom and
dignity.
Bobby Sands is dying or perhaps even already dead
today. Some of his comrades are also in a critical state.
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Faced with this dramatic situation and the conse-
quences which it may well have and in face of this blatant
infringement of human rights, how can we take the
responsibility of condoning 
- 
if only by our silence 
-the refusal to hold a debate on freedom and on the
righrs of man and of the people rn a country of the
European Community? That is why we are makrng
this request in an attempt to ensure that a debate is
held on this topic today in thrs Assembly. I therefore
formally ask for the vote to be taken on our proposed
change in the agenda and, in doing so, I pay tribute to
the grief and dignity of Bobby Sands' mother and I
salute the courage of this Member of Parliament who
is adding hrs name to the long list of martyrs of the
people and of Irish patriots
(Applause from certain quarters of tbe extreme left)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Madam President, I wrsh to add my
voice to the appeal that has just been made. I do so for
many reasons, but particularly the humanitarian
reason that was so ably espoused by my colleague ,ust
now. I would point out to [he House that the appeal
and the expression of concern by the six lady Members
of this House in the last few days has not gone unno-
ticed. The Gaullist motion calling for an urgent debate
is already in the hands of our administration, as also ts
a motlon which not onlv bears mv name but indeed is
representative of the' Christian Democrats, the
Communrst Party, the Sociahst Party, the Gaullist
Partv and some of the Independents.
One might therefore ask why, wrth these motrons
coming up for normal consideration, there is a need
for us to lnten'ene here this evenlng. There is a need
because, as has been said already, Bobby Sands is
nearing death, may,in fact be on the brink of death as,
indeed, may be some of the others, and if we lntervene
tomorrow morning rather than on Thursday as would
be the normal practice we may save not onlv those
lives but also the lives of many others who are not in
prison but are the lnnocent vlctlms of the srtuation
existing in mv country at the present time
This rs the sole motive behind our request for a change
in the agenda. I v'ould hke to add that the humani-
tarian considerations apply not only to Irish people.
Unlike what some others may say, it is not simplv an
internal matter for the United Kingdom. It concerns
all of the people in Ireland and concerns rhousands of
British mainlanders who are now in the north-eastern
part of my country. It may concern their lives and
therefore it is not an internal matter as has been said.
Ir is an Irish matter from North to South and East ro
'!fl'est.
In addition to rhat may I say rhat whar has been
sought is not political status. Vhat has been sought is
already being enjoyed and was enjoved in the Long
Kesh Maze Prison in the years tp to 1976. Many of
you will be surprised to hear that the conditions which
are being sought by those who are dying on hunger
strike are in fact enjoyed by 200 similar prisoners in
the Long Kesh Prison even at this moment as also by
Irish prisoners who have been committed to prisons on
the British mainland as a result of political offences. So
we are not asking for a neu' preceden[, we are asking
for a cessation of the discrimination between British
mainland repubIican prisoners and those serving
senrences rn Long Kesh for pre-1976 convictions on
rhe one hand and those who are dying today on the
other.
In the few minutes available to me ir is impossible to give
anything like rhe picture that I feel would appeal to so
many people here, but may I just finish by saying that
when I visited Bobby Sands, this MP elected to the
Mother of Parliaments only a few weeks ago, his final
words were: 'l would rather die than return ro the
conditrons that I have endured like an animal for the
past frve years' Those were his words and those are
the reasons why he is dyrng today. I therefore appeal
to this House to give us rhe opportunity to consider
this matter tomorrow rather than Thursday, since by
so doing we may save many innocent lives quite apart
from those of the hunger strikers
President. 
- 
I call Sir James Scott-Hopkins.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Madam President, I, on
behalf of my Group, oppose this application to change
the agenda. I do not believe it is in the interests of
peace or security in the United Kingdom that this
should be done. This man who is on hunger strike and
indeed his colleagues are common crimrnals. They
have committed murder, they have committed robbery
with violence, and they are imprisoned in the United
Kingdom for those crimes.
'!7e had a debate on this issue not long ago when a
simrlar hunger strike was taking place. At that time this
House decided not to intervene, and I believe that
decision was largely responsible for the callng off of
that hunger strike. Now we are being asked to do it
a8arn.
I would remind the House that this man is dying of his
own volition and, as Cardinal Hume himself has said,
this is an act of violence in itself. That is what is
happenrng. That is what he and his colleagues are
doing. I do no believe that any government 
-certainly not [he Government of the Unircd Kingdom
- 
would wish to give in to blackmail, for that is
fff:,, 
what is being applied at this moment by these
I did not hear or notice any demand for debate when
there was a hunger striker in the Federal Republic of
Germany who died. Thrs is a similar case to that.
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There are no humanitarian grounds for action, excepr,
perhaps, that this House should express irs sympathy
for all those victims of violence in my country, in
Northern Ireland and in my country as well . . .
(Applause)
. . . who have died because of the actions of these
criminals. They seem to Bet fortotten during these
emotronal debates. Only last week members of rhe
police force were killed, innocent civilians as well
blown up. Are we really going ro ask rhis House to
exacerbate that position, because thar is what I firmly
and honestly believe will happen? Madam Presidenr, I
may speak with passion: I do indeed, because I too
have a personal stake in this. I have sons who serve in
the army, who have done their service in Norrhern
Ireland and who will be dorng ir again in rhe next few
months. Of course I do nor wan[ ro see violence
increase in that counrry, in my country, of course I
want this violence ro cease; but it is these evil men,
backed by people, honourable Members on rhe back
benches there and indeed opposire here, who are
encouraging this violence. I beg thrs House to refuse
this request.
(Applawsefrom the European Democratic Group)
( Parliament rejected these requests)
President. 
- 
Ve have not to decide on rhe organ-
ization of topical and urgent debates.
Under Rule 55 of the Rules of Procedure these urgenr
debates may be divided into two periods of nor more
than three hours' total duration. The chairmen of the
political groups proposed that one hour be set aside at
the beginning of the afternoon's sitting of Thursday,
7 May and one hour from 9.30 a.m. to 10.30 a.m. on
Friday, 8 May. I have since received two amendments
to this proposal:
- 
one by Mr Forth proposing that all the debates on
topical and urgent marters be taken on Thursday,
from 9 p.m. to midnight;
- 
and one by Mr Blaney proposing that the debates
on topical and urgent matters be taken on
Thursday, from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
I call Mr Forth.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Madam President, I believe that the new
Rules under which the House is now operaring give us,
for the first time, an opponunity to ensure that the
House can dispatch rhe business for which it is
primarily responsible without interruption and without
the kind of problems which it has faced over the past
18 months or two years. My proposal to set aside the
three hours between 9 o'clock and 12 o'clock on
Thursday night for urgent debates is designed to
enable the House to control its business for the rest of
each pan-session, because I think the time for urgent
and ropical debates may be variable, anything between
zero and three hours. By holding such debates late on
a Thursday night we shall enable the rest of the week's
agenda to be fixed and anticipated by members who
can then organize their business in such a way as ro
discharge their responsibiliries ois-i-ois the Commis-
sion and the Council. That is my first reason, Madam
President, and I believe the House would benefir
greatly from taking rhis approach.
My second reason is that I am convinced 
- 
afrer
having witnessed now several occasions where people
have pleaded for urgency early in the week and then
not managed to be there larer when urgency was actu-
ally debated 
- 
thar we shall be able to enjoy contribu-
tions from those who argue rhar things are urgenr,
since they will actually be able to artend the debares
between 9 p.m. and 12 p.m. on Thursday nighr. It will
also contribute to enlivening rhar period of parliamen-
tary business which is a proper period of business and
should be regarded as such, and Members will be able
to support their plea for urgency by actually being
present in this Chamber for that period. That will also
enhance the reputation and seriousness of rhis House.
So for these main reasons, Madam President, I hope
the House will give serious consideration ro my
suggestion which I put forward in the most consrruc-
tive way as an effort to contribute to the business of
this House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Madam President, I wondered if,
through you, I could ask for a point of clarification on
Mr Forth's proposal. Is he suggesting that there be
three hours set aside and in the event of rhere nor
being sufficient urgencies, then the House finish, or
that, at 9 o'clock, urgencies srart and then business be
taken afterwards that can be done on that evening? I
would support him if in facr that is what he meanr,
because I can certainly imagine that, if urgencies are to
be held after 9 o'clock on a Thursday, we would have
a drastic drop-off in people requesting urgencies.
(Laughter)
(Parliament agreed to Mr Forth\ proposal and Mr
Blaney\ proposal tberefore fell)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(DE) Madam President, the three
hours on which we have just decided should also
include the opinions of the Commission and Council
and the votes. Otherwise we should be in the unfor-
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tunate situation of being only able to vore on urgent
matters on Friday morning. I do not think the authors
of this proposal wanted that. I hope that this interpret-
ation will be followed when the decision comes to be
implemented.
President. 
- 
The three hours would comprise rhe
statements bv the Commission and Council and the
vote, which would in fact leave some two hours
speaking time for allocatron.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Blaney.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
In the vote just taken I was quite satrs-
fied, even though ir was not the same hours specifred.
Mv purpose in putting in a motion in this regard was
to try and ensure tha[ three hours were presen'ed,
where necessary. It is little enough, and to reduce it, as
is suggested, to an hour on Thursday and an hour on
Friday, I think is wrong. Vhen the vote was actually
taken, I was quite happy and applauded the result, but
you now say, Madam President, that in effect it is only
two hours. Now rs it two hours or is it three? Are we
being reduced from three to two, or do we strll have
the three? Because if we do have the three, I can
happily withdraw rf the three hours has been estab-
lished by the decision taken.
President. 
- 
It is indeed a total of three hours, which
would include debates, statements by the Council and
Commission and the vote .
This decision has only been taken for the presenr
part-session.
Also, I have received from Mr Glinne, on behalf of the
Sociahst Group, a request to withdraw from the
agenda the report by Sir Peter Vanneck on the mora-
torium in the field of nuclear energy (Doc. 1-49l81).
I call Mrs lValz
Mrs \(alz. 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I cannot really
see why this report should be wrthdrawn especially as
it has been under consideration for more than a year
and repeatedly discussed in committee. It is closelv
relared to the Seligman report, which is not to be with-
drawn. Moreover the gurdelines for the period up to
1990 containing decisions on nuclear energy and alter-
native forms of energy have already been placed
before this House I must say chat I vrew all this as a
delaying tactic whose purpose I cannot readily under-
.stand especially as the speaker can only have been
referring to the INFCE report when he mentioned a
report on nuclear safety, but it makes no reference to a
moratorium. I am against the removal of this report
from the agenda.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Adam.
Mr Adam. 
- 
Madanr Presrdent, the reasons for
askrng for this report to be put back untrl such rime as
we have the report from Mrs Lrzin on the Harrisburg
incident, are these. the Vanneck reporr irself is a very
rnadequate report on a very complex subject. The
Harrisburg incident was the most dramatrc event of its
kind to catch the public imagination in recenr rimes,
and the original motion asking for the morarorium
sard that workers and people generally are rncreasingly
disturbed about the nuclear energy industry. The
Vanneck report says that rhe rapporreur does nor feel
that this assenion is correct. Now, if anyrhing is self-
evident it is the widespread public concern about rhe
safery of the nuclear industry so rhat ro decide on the
moratorium issue without rhe benefit of a detailed
consideration of the Harrisburg incident 
- 
the one
incrdent which really gnpped and disturbed rhe public
in recent months 
- 
would be to fail in our durry to
Members of Parliament who have asked for rhis
subject to be treated seriously. The Vanneck report
does not take this subject seriously and I am urging
the House to delay considerarron of this reporr unril
we have l\4rs Lizin's reporr on rhe incident.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seligman on a point of order.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Mr Adam said Harrisburg was in
recent months It happened two years ago, and the
whole of that has been settled.
President. 
- 
That was nor a poinr of order!
(Parliament ryected tbis request for aithdrawal, and a
subsequentlyt the proposal by Mr Hutton not to inclade
in Question Time the Delors and Giaoazzi qr4estion)
The order of business is agreed.2
3. Action taken b1 the Commission on the opinions of
Parliament
President, 
- 
The next item is the communitation
from the Commission on action taken on rhe opinions
and resolutions of Parliament r
I note that no one wishes to speak on thrs item.
1 By electronrc vote.
2 Detailed order of business 
- 
Deadline for tabling
amendments 
- 
Urgent and topical debates 
- 
Proce-
dure withour report: see Minutes.
r See Annex.
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4. Deliperies of agricultural products to the 1ISSR
President. 
- 
The next item is the Commission state-
menr on deliveries of agricultural products to the
USSR.
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I want very
briefly to ask the Commission whether the position
recently adopted by it on the supply of cereals to the
Soviet Union in any way changes its position on trade
in other products to other destinations. More specifi-
cally, I would mention that a powerful government of
North America seems to be intent on imposing a kind
of boycott on trade in food products with Nicaragua,
probably in an attempt to penalize rhe Sandinist
authorities of that country for having got rid of
the Somoza dicratorship and raken a new poliry line.
I would therefore hope that the Commission will adopt
a logical approach. If it considers, for example in the
inrerest of Community cereal growers, that supplies of
cereals to the Soviet Union should be resumed, does it
not also think that a similar position should be
adopted on deliveries to other countriesl to put it
absolurcly clearly, has the Commission yer adopted
any position whatever on the possibilrty of supplies to
Managua?
I also wish to stress the fact that our group has never
considered that food deliveries may be used as a polit-
ical weapon against any developed or underdeveloped
country. In a world which rs becoming increasingly
closely knit with interdependence of our peoples
Browrng day by day, food supplies should be taken for
granted in the name of international sohdanty. Polit-
ical reproof must be expressed through diplomatic
channels, through the chancelleries. The interesrc of
mankind as a whole and of individual nations cannot
possibly be served by breaking off traditional sources
of supply. \7e hope that the recent guidelines adopted
by the Commission in this matter will hotd good in
future regardless of the partrcular country concerned.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission' 
- 
(DA)I am
glad to have this opportunity of making a brie{ state-
ment about the matter referred to by Mr Glinne, agri-
cultural exports to the Soviet Union, and I rhank you,
Madam President, for ailowing me to do so.
On 24 April, as the honourable Members will be
aware, the Amencan President announced that the
USA would lift its embargo on exports of cereals to
the Soviet Union and that exports of agricultural
products from the USA would be resumed immedi-
ately. The Commission learned of this decision by the
American Government just before it was announced in
Vashington. It created an entirely new situation for
the Communiry and the Commission discussed the
question as a ma[ter of urgency at its meeting of
29 April. Immediately after that meering the President
of the Commission, Mr Thorn, informed the President
of this Parliament of our conclusions in a telegram
which was also sent to your Committee on Agriculture
and Committee on External Economic Relations. I
should be glad to explain the content of that telegram.
It is clear thar the American announcement nullifies
the Council's statement of 15 January 1980 affirming
the principle that
'dehverres from the Community, whether direct or indi-
rect, may not replace the USA's deliveries to the Soviet
Union'.
Now that the go-ahead has been given to American
exports to the Soviet Union, there is no longer any
justification for the Commission adopting measures in
accordance with these guidelines. The Commission
has therefore decided to reintroduce normal condi-
rions for agricultural exports to the Soviet Union
immediately, except for dairy products. The usual
rules governing refunds will apply henceforth to
cereals, poultry and beef and this means, in particular,
that the Sovier Union wrll be included in tendering.
These changes have been made by the Commission
under the same procedure by which the original deci-
sions were adoprcd, that is, by vinue of rhe Commi-
sion's responsibilities for the managemenl of the
market. For administrative reasons it will take from
two to three weeks before exporting can begin after
new licences have been granted.
In rheory we could also lift export restrictions on milk
products and butter oil. However, the position in
regard to storage and supplies in the Community
allows very little scope for exports for the time being.
'\fl'e need to see how the market situatron develops
over the new few weeks. 'We also want to consider
ways and means of regulating the flow of exports of
milk powder to the Soviet Union in the long term,
possibly through some kind of agreements or other
arrangement.
I should like to emphasize that, although expon
restrictions have been lifted, the Commission is
retaining the system of monitoring expons and rhat
includes the five-day moratorium for the advance
fixing of refunds. That gives us a chance to keep a
constant watch on the flow of exports and if necessary
to act promptly to prevent speculation in the future.
Madam President, I have mentioned only the most
importanr points so as not to exceed my speaking time,
but I should like to add a few further remarks.
First of all, the Commission now thinks it sensible to
re[urn to a more normal position with regard to
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exports to the Soviet Unron so as to give our own
farmers and exponers a chance to compere on an
equal footing wirh their comperitors from other pans
of the world. Everyone knows rhat our export. resrric-
tions were adopted for polirical reasons in agreement
with our American parrners. Ve in the Community
have scrupulously kept ro our side of the agreement 
-far more scrupulously than certain other exporring
countries 
- 
and the measures have had a certain
polidcal impacr.
Secondlv, it may be asked what quanriries of cereals
and other products we are thinking of exporting and
what the budgetary implicarions are. I rhink Parha-
ment will understand that this is a quesrron which by
its very nature cannot be answered precisely. Now that
we are reverting to the normal situation with regard to
exports to the Soviet Union we cannor control or
guide them any more than those ro orher desrinarions.
Exports depend on rhe expansion of the market and
on w'hat the exporters decide to do. So we cannor
quantify these exports or say what the expenditure on
refunds will be. What I can say is rhat rhe effects of
this return ro normality q.ill be posirive and not nega-
tive as far as the Community budget is concerned.
Obvrously, restricrions regarding the desrination of the
exports limit our room for manoeuvre and can lead to
storage, whrch then leads to more expenditure.
My reply to Mr Glinne's question is that rhe
Community has normal trade relations wirh Nicaragua
and there has been no suggesrion in talks in the
Commission that there should be anvthing other than
normal trade relations wirh that counrry,.
As regards the question of princrple raised b1' Mr
Glinne, whether it is right to use sales of food as a
political weapon, I think Mr Glinne wrll agree that it is
not for the Commrssion to take such decisions. This
was a decision adopted by the Member Srates at their
meeting on 15 January 1980. I should like to see the
commission that would refuse ro accepr such a unani-
mous decisron bv the Member States. So this is a
matter that should be raised with the Council rather
than wrth the Commission.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tolman.
Mr Tolman. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I must
assume rhar you supposed us ro be in possession of the
text of rhis statement. That is not so; neither I nor anl.
other member of my Group were aware of the content
of the statement. Clearly ir refers ro a new situarion.
'We understand the position put forward by rhe
Commissron. The Community adopted a perfectly
correct approach during rhe period of the embargos
and now we have a normal situation again. '!flhen Mr
Dalsager now tells us that meat and cereals are indeed
to be exponed to Russra, I would like to know
wherher, despite exporrs to rhe Sovier Union, supplies
w'ill remain avarlable for Poland so rhar furure requesrs
resulting from the srruarion in Poland can be met. As
we all know, there is a real food shonage in that
country and goods in transit for Russia are even being
plundered so rhar thev do not reach their ultimate
destination.
My second question is this: if Mr Dalsager is saying
that this does not apply ro dairy products, could he
explain whv and tell us whether the siruarion is such
that no more dairy products ar all can be exported?
President. 
- 
I call Sir Henry Plumb.
Sir Henry Plumb, Chairman of the Committee on Agri-
culture. 
- 
Madam President, I would like firsr of all ro
thank the Commissioner for rhe sratemenl he has
made in announcing rhe decision of the Commission
to lrft the embargo on rrade wirh Russia, and I note
wirh some sarisfaction rhe decision he has made ro
limit this to grain and beef and to exclude dairy prod-
ucts because this has been a very emorional and quite a
substantial issue in many par[s of the Community.
However, I regret very much rhat the decision has
been taken wirhout rhe full consulration with my
committee and with the Parliament which would have
enabled us ro express our opinion on rhe full rmplica-
tions of re-opening thrs trade outler, for the USSR has
not matenally changed its policy towards Afghanistan
or Poland since we supporred rhe embargo for polit-
rcal reasons about a year ago.
(Applausefrom the European Democratic Group)
Madam President, Parliament can only exercrse irs full
powers as pan of the budgetary aurhority if it is
consulted on decisions wirh possible big money
spending implications.
Having said that, I can only speak rn a personal capa-
crty, since I have nor been able to consult members of
mv committee, but I believe it would profit us nothing
to condemn the Commission for reaching a decision. I
was informed by Mr Dalsager immediately afrer the
decision was taken, and I therefore recommend rhat
we accept the repon Mr Dalsager has made ro us on rhe
understanding rhat this trade is kept under review and
that the quanrities are monitored when rhe trade
resumes. I would, however, like to know of course the
estimates and the amounrs that are likely to go to
Russia 
- 
the Commissioner has already referred to
this 
- 
equally rhe cost of restiturron and, of course,
the level of stocks. One recognizes rhat it is early days
to be forecasting the 1981 crop situation, particularly
in areas that have been suffering from such unseason-
able weather in recent times.
Therefore I would like us ro accepr this repon,
Madam President, on the understanding that we are
kept informed on future developments.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr de [a Maldne.
Mr de la Maldne. 
- 
(FR) I am astonished by the
Commission's observations. I thought we had decided
- 
or rarher that the Council had decided 
- 
an
embargo on deliveries of cereals to the Soviet Union
because of Afghanistan. It now seems tha[ we imposed
the embargo because the Americans did so. The Amer-
icans lift their embargo and we do the same. Thar
makes us look rather foolish. I do not put much faith
in embargoes of this kind but I do pur some fairh in
Europe and I musr say tha[ occurrences like this do
not help us to believe in Europe.
(Applause from the right)
If rhe Americans decide tomorrow to impose an
embargo on something or other for some reason or
another we will follow them. Then they will lift their
embargo again and we will do likewise. I really
believed that this embargo had been imposed because
of Afghanistan. I made a mistake and I regrer the fact.
(Applause on the right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Denis.
Mr Denis. 
- 
(FR) You have had to abandon a discri-
minatory measure and we welcome thar fact. May I
ask Mr Dalsager wherher the Commissron does not
also propose to put an end to a different form of
embargo which consists rn refusing food aid to a
number of counrries for political reasons because they
do not like the regime: for instance Vrernam or
Cambodia. It is no good saying that the Commission
has already given a negative answ.er on rhis because I
well remember that the Commission gave a negarive
answer on [he subject of the embargo on the Soviet
Union which is now berng lifted at the request of the
Unired States.
President. 
- 
Being pressed by the timerable 
- 
Ques-
tion Time is due to begin in a few minutes 
- 
I cannor
call all the speakers still listed; we shall only have time
for the Commissron's answers.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.
(DA) Madam President, I shall try to answer the
questions that have been put very briefly. Mr Tolman
complains that he has not been informed of the rexr of
the communication, but, as I have already pointed our,
this text was sent by rhe President of the Commission
immediately after the Commission had reached its
conclusions and, furthermore, its decision was also
communicated to the chairman of Parliament's
Committee on Agriculture and to the Committee on
External Economic Relations. Mr Tolman referred to
Poland; I can confirm thar aid to Poland will nor be
affected by the Commission's decision. Mr Tolman
and Sir Henry Plumb spoke of milk products. The
reason why milk products are not included this time is
simply that we have none available for export just now
and if we were to start exporting milk products it
might mean we would be unable to meet the demands
of our own markets.
(Laughter)
As to consulting Parliament, this was a decision that
was closely connected with that taken by the American
Government. Mr de la Maline says he cannot, under-
stand why the two decisions should be connected, but,
when the Community's original decision was taken, it
was bound up with the Americans' decision and the
intention was that the Community should not step in
and fill the gap left by the American exporters. Now
that the Americans have decided to resume exports,
there is obviously no point in our continuing an
embargo designed for that purpose. So of course the
two decisions are interrelated and the lifting of the
embargo in the two recent decisions are also interre-
lated.
To Sir Henry I would like to say 
- 
as I also said in
my first statement 
- 
that the budgetary implications
of thrs are favourable to the Community, inasmuch as
it is cheaper to export than to intervene. Lastly, in
answer ro Mr Denis' question about food aid, may I
say that this question has not, of course, been dealt
with in the Commission. If Mr Denis has a question
about food aid which he wants to ask me and which, if
I understand him correctly, he asked the last Commis-
sion, he is naturally at liberty to do so.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hord on a point of order.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Madam President, when we were
discussing the procedure earlier, you stated quite cate-
gorically that there would be 30 minutes to deal with
the statement which Mr Dalsager has just made, and I
see no reason, bearing in mind that it is such a very
important issue with many constitutional conse-
quences, that we should reduce that 30 minutes to 10.
(Applause from certain quarters)
President. 
- 
Mr Hord, it is 6 30 p.m. whenever we
have had to put back Question Time, in order ro
conclude a debate, it is nearly always your Group that
protesred. It is 6.30 p.m., we shall now begin Question
Time, an item which has always been ranked 
- 
by
your Group, above all 
- 
as a high priority.
I call Mr Curry.
Mr Curry. 
- 
Madam President, when you invite us to
put shon, sharp questions to the Commissioner, does
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that presuppose that the Commissroner will answer the
questions? If he does nor, do you consider it your role
to invite him to try again? In parricular would you
invrte him to replv to Mr de la Maline's quesrion
which was, why was the imposirion of the embargo a
polrtical act and the removal of the embargo an
administrative act?
(Applause from certain quarters)
President. 
- 
Mr Curry, ir is nor myjob to check rhe
Commissioner's words: I invite him to speak and he
expresses himself as he pleases. If Members are nor
satisfied with his remarks, it rs up ro rhem 
- 
and not
the President 
- 
to inten,ene.
'!fle 
shall decide tomorrow morning, ar rhe beginning
of the sitting, whether to continue interventions on the
Commission's statement.
5. Question Time
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is Quesdon Time (Doc.
l-ts6/ 81).
Today we are dealing with questrons ro rhe Commrs-
slon.
In accordance wrth rhe decision taken a litrle while
ago, I call frrst of all the questron by Mr Delors and
Mr Giavazzi (H-17 3 / 81) :
Havrng regard ro the rmportance of rhe so-called
mandate of 30 May for rhe future of the
Communrty and for a revn'al of European consrruc-
tion
Grven that the Commrssron rs to submrt rts report,
withrn the framework of rhrs mandate, by 30 June
The authors would like to know if :
the Commissron rs prepared to supply informarion
already rn its possession and to assure rhem rhat it
concelves its mrssron rn the wrdest possrble terms,
that is ro say rn the only way that wrll enable ir to
assess the srare of the Communrty and to lav rhe
foundations for a malor revival
rf the Commission is prepared effectively to
rnvolve Parliament rn the activtres inherent in the
implementarion of the mandare.
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NZ) As far as rhe procedure for dealing with thrs
marter is concerned, rhe Commission finds itself in a
strange position.
'\flhen I learned at the meering of group chairmen rhrs
morning that a majoriry of members wished the
Commission to make suggestions and pur cerrain ideas
to Parliament on this mandate, I did not formally wish
to invoke the possibilities which the Rules of Proce-
dure may well offer on rhis because I understand rhat
rt is important for Parliament to deliver irs opinion on
a mandate which is also considered an exrremely
lmportanl matter by the Commission; bur I must say
that I now face procedural difficulties as a result. I
obviously cannot enter lnto formal undertakings roday
on behalf of the Commission since we have had no
opportunity to make proper prepara[ions for such a
discussion. I shall therefore marnly confine myself to
listenrng to the views of Parliament without taking up
any position in the matter.
I wish to make a further remark which is not unimpor-
tant: [he text of the mandate rn effect asks the
Commission ro make certain srudies and if rhe
Commissron rs then asked to interpret rhe mandate in
that sense I can certainly state thar we shall take up
that option under our own responsibility in order to
rmplement our mandate. But I must add a funher
point: in the conrext of the subrile allocation of powers
and responsibilities to the different Community insti-
[utlons, the Commission sees the implementation of
this mandate as its own specific responsrbilrty 
- 
a
responsibilitv which it cannot and does not wish ro
share with other institutions. In other words the
Commrssion will come forward with its proposals at
the time strpulated in the mandate after which Parlia-
ment wrll naturally have every opportunity to explain
its position before the Council takes a definitive deci-
sion; Parliament will also be able to bring im influence
to bear in respect of the further implementation of rhis
mandate. This means that the Commission will narur-
ally hsten to whar Parliament has to say on this and
thar, while retaining its responsibility in the marrer,
it will give full weight rc the opinions of Parliament.
Mr Ingo Friedrich. (DE) The Commissioner
u'ished to hear the view of Parliament. 'W'e on the
other hand quite naturally wanted to be informed of
the Commrssron's rdeas before determining our posi-
tion If the Commissioner does not wish to make a
statement a[ thrs stage and has been unable to discuss
the matter beforehand with his colleagues, I would put
one question to him: a great deal has been said about
the mandate of 30 May and I often have the impres-
sron that its signrfrcance has not been clearly defined
- 
could the Commissioner explain the actual content
of that mandate in short and clear terms?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) I do not think that it is for
me to read out to Parliament rhe actual conrenr of the
mandate. The Commission is carrying out the terms of
the mandate by studying how policy and policy objec-
tives can be restructured. I can say no more than thar
at this stage.
Mr Moreau. 
- 
(FR) If I have undersrood you
correctly, the Commission inrends ro assume im full
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responsibility for the discharge of this mandate but a
number of studies have already been made and we in
Parliament would have liked to be associated with
them, not rn drawing up the proposal which will even-
tually be made bv the Commission but in the general
discussion which is ro take place. I therefore ask the
Commissioner whether it would not be possible to
transmit to Parliamenr the various studies which have
already been carried out rn this area so that, without
encroaching on the territory of the Commission, if I
may put it like that, Parliament will be able to begin to
reflect and work on this matter which is vital to rhe
future of the Community.
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) I can hardly imagine that
Parliament would confine itself ro the role outlined by
the previous speaker if it were presented with the
documentation which it is asking the Commission to
provide. I myself used to be a Member of Parliament
and I cannot imagine that things would turn out rn this
way. The result would auromatically be a debate
which would have the effect of an attempt to share in
the implementation of the tasks set out in the Commis-
sion's mandate. I have already stated that in the
Commission's view that would not be the correct
procedure and I therefore think that it would be better
to wait untrl the Commission has completed its work
- 
having regard also to Parliament's freedom to
assess the Commission's proposals from its own stand-
point. I think that as matters stand at present this rs the
best solution.
Mr Diana. 
- 
Un I do not think that we are speaking
about a matter of only secondary importance. The
objective of convergence of the Member States' econ-
omies rs surely the factor which led to the endeavours
to build a Community Europe. However, after all
these years since the signing of the Rome Treaties, the
objectrve of economrc convergence has not been
attained and, on the contrary, has become even more
remote. I thrnk we are bound to recognize that there is
something in the common policies which is not
workrng properly; there is something which is causing
the economies of the Member States to diverge instead
of converge. If I have understood it rightly, the
mandate given to the Commission on 30 May last year
was to restructure pohcies in order to promote the
cause of economic convergence. If that is in fact our
ambitious objective, I do not believe that the matter
can be dismissed in terms of prestige of institutions or
definition of responsibilities; we are not discussing the
responsibilities and prestige of the Commission or of
the European Parliament. '!flhat we want is to be able
to work together in order to put forward proposals for
[he restructuring of our existing policies in an effective
manner so as to enable the ultimate aims to be
achieved; failing this we shall once again find
ourselves occupying divergent positions with the
Commission on one side, Parliament on a second and
the Council on a third. My view is that in such an
ambitious area the institutions should for once be able
to find common ground and work together.
That is rhe first aspect of the question which we are
asking thg Commrssion to answer. There is also a
further point in Mr Giavazzr's question namely that, in
our view, the problem of economic convergence
cannot be confined within the budgeary context. The
problem is that of restructuring all the common polr-
cies beginning, for example, with the common agri-
cultural policy which is an imponant aspect; in that
sense we would hope for assurances from the
Commission that it does not intend to limit its own
mandate to a discussion of problems of budgetary
balance. Ve are looking for precise assurances that it
intends to interpret its mandate and its own role in
such a way as to bring about the restructuring of those
policies which have up to now led to divergence
instead of convergence. '!fl'e would like precise assur-
ances from the Commission on that point.
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) The Commission shares the
view that the issue is one of policy restructuring and
not simply a budgetary question. Madam President,
the Commission attaches such importance to a careful
approach to this important problem that it prefers to
hold the discussion with Parliament when it has had
the opportunity to develop its own ideas carefully.
Bur I can also set the honourable Member's mind at
rest; I rhought I had already said that the Commission
is not approaching its mandate in a limitative spirit as
the honourable Member may fear.
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(FR) Vhen the mandate of
30 May was first given, I personally and the members
of my Group found that this mandate was a tissue of
contradictions from which the Commission would be
unable to escape. I wish to put the following question:
since the time when this contradictory mandate was
first given, the Commission has adopted a position
hostile to the concept of the fair return and I approve
that position, which I readily understand. The Council
then took a further decision to increase agricultural
pnces, which I welcome. Under those conditions, does
the Commission not think that with the initial contra-
diction and the contradictions which have arisen in the
meantime, there are now so many contradictions that
the mandate of 30 May has become pracdcally imposs-
ible to implement?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) I cannot claim that things
have become any easier but it is still up to the
Commission to determine an equitable balance
between all the interests at stake.
President. 
- 
I call Question No l, by Mr Nyborg(H-836/80), ex 0-30/80 :
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Does the Commrssion not think that rt would be more ro
the pornt ro frnd alternatrve uses for agricultural prod-
ucts rhan to reduce productron?
And rf so, what action has the Commission taken ro
lnvestlgate alternalve uses for agncultural products)
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.- (DA) The
Commission considers that agricultural production
should expand only in relatron to actual demand and
not be sustained artifrcrally by subsidies if we are to
approach the problem of surplus production in the
most profitable way, through price policies and
co-responsibility levies. The honourable Member may,
however, take comfort from the fact that we have also
set up research programmes on wavs of using agricul-
tural products for energv producrion, for example, the
productron of ethvl elcohol, and a whole series of
other projects of which he will no doubt be aware.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DA) tWe all know that for a number
of years the Commission has contravened the provr-
sions of Article 39 of the Treatv bl. holding down agri-
cultural productron through its price pohcv. '!fl'e know
this was agreed to by the Council, but we have been
hoping all rhe rime that it u.as onll. a remporary expe-
drent and that the Commissron lnrended eventually to
adopt the correct approach. Therefore I ask the
Commission again 
- 
since I do nor feel we have been
given a reph' 
- 
u'hat is being done ro rerurn ro
Article 39 of the Treatr.? It does nor sav anyrhing
about holding down production, but on [he conrrar]'
of ensuring that production can be used. If we cannot
use it for rts original purpose, that rs, for food for
human beings and to some exten[ for animals, u'hat
then? The Commissioner has menrroned cerrain
research projects, but I should be glad rf he could give
us a fuller account of these and tell us when the results
are expected
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) I must pornt out ro Mr Nvborg
that, given the lrmrrs of the Community's toral budget
and the fact that not all the funds are available for
agricultural purposes, there are cerrarn limrts beyond
which the Commrssion cannor go. There are a number
of research pro;ects golng on. I thoughr, to be honest,
rhat Parhament knew about them, since rhey have
been discussed here in an earlier pan-session. I am not
in a position at the momenr to say when we may
expect the results.
One of these projecrs, Iet me say, ro whrch a grear deal
of attention has been paid, concerns rhe cosr of pro-
ducing alcohol from agricultural producrs, e.g. from
sugar, wine and corn, and we know that in Brazil, for
lnstance, great strides have been made in the produc-
tion of alcohol from sugar. But we musr remember
that the cost of such production is much lower in
Brazil, labour and land are very cheap, and the climate
rs much better for these crops. Therefore rt is nor
certain 
- 
even if such an undenaking may be profit-
able in Brazrl 
- 
that rhese producrs could also be
profitably used ro produce fuel in Europe with rhe
productlon costs we have here, since at present we
find that the cosr of producing, for example, ethyl or
methyl alcohol for energy would be subsmntially
higher than the presenr cosr of these fuels
Mr Seligman. 
- 
\fill rhe Commissioner quantify rhe
agricultural land which is suitable for conversion ro
production of energy crops? Does he accept rhar
conversion of a quarter of rhe Communitv's farmland
to producing energv crops could save some[hrng like
30 million tonnes of rmported oil? If he agrees wirh
thrs w-ould he take some actlon ro encourage the
converslon of farmland [o energy corps such as sugar,
straw or artichokes?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(D-4) I do not agree with the sugges-
tion just made. I srmply do nor rhrnk it realistic in view
of the expenditure entailed to talk of converrinB such a
large proponion of the Communiry's farmland to the
production of energv crops. I do not believe any
finance mrnisrer, nor this Parliament rtself for rhat
matter, would be prepared ro approve rhe expenditure
thrs v,'ould involve es things srand at presenr, since, as I
have said, rt is considerably cheaper to use rhe forms
of energv v,'e have used up ro now) even though rhese
are, as *'e all recognize, verv expensive. It q,ould be
rmpossible to replace them economicallv at presenr by
the products produced rn the wav proposed bv the
honourable Member.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Vhilst welcoming the Commis-
sioner's starement that he belreves that output should
keep pace v"'rth demand, can one have an assurance
that this is gorng to be genuine demand and not artifi-
ciallv stimulated and subsidized demand ? Is the
Commissroner aware that such subsidies on exporrs ro
Russia and other counrries cause a grear deal of
repugnance to most people in the Community?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) It u'ould be very rash of me to
give an assurance that our producrlon can be disposed
of in future vears) roo, wlthour subsidies. In any case,
everv Member here ought ro know that the merhods
of farming and rhe effrciencv of our farmers rogerher
with scientrfrc advances mean rha[ we musr expecr a
steadv increase in agricultural production, unless other
measures are adopred. This risrng production musr
presumablv be disposed of wirh the help of some kind
of subsidv or other. \7e can be glad that such frnancial
support has been reduced in recenr monrhs and lasr
year, but none the less we believe it musr be assumed in
future that expanding producrion 
- 
such as we musr
expect 
- 
cannot be disposed of wrrhour subsidies.
Besides, the whole Communiry system of agricultural
market organizations rmplies rhar surplus producrion
may be disposed of p-ith help of subsidies.
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- 
I call Quesdon No 2, by Miss De Valera
(H-687 /8A):
'!?'har 
steps does the Commission believe should be taken
to avoid a situation where up to 5 million secretariesr in
Europe over rhe next ten years could become redundanr
as a result of the rnrroductron of micro-technology,
particularlv the use of small computers, r'ord-proces-
sors, facsrmrle machines and compurerized relephone
termrnals ?
Mr Richard, Member of the Commrssior. 
- 
In the
Commission's vrew [here are as yet no reliable esti-
ma[es regarding the quantitative impact of microe[ec-
tronics on the volume of employment rn the next
decade. It is, however, fully recognized that secretaries
will, in all probability, be amongst those employees
most affected in the short term, particularly those
carrying out routine duties that are standardrzed and
repetrtive.
'\7ith regard to the policy implications of this situation,
the Commission has taken note of the discussions
which have been held at Community level last year, in
particular at the Standing Employment Committee in
February, at the Manchester Conference on equality
for women in May, at the meeting of the Council of
Minisrers of Education in June and at the hearing by
the Youth Forum on the employment of young
women rn December. To summarize the main conclu-
sions to be drawn from these discussions, which are
particularly applicable in the case of secretarial
emplovment, the Commission emphasizes that new
technologies should be accepted with an open mind by
society, but rhat they should be made to serve rather
than to dominate.
Also I should like to emphasize that in the Commis-
sion's view the effects on the volume of employment
are bound to depend to a crucial exten[ on the rate
and on the socral conditions with which the new tech-
noIogies are introduced.
Miss De Valera. 
- 
I wish to thank the Commissioner
for his reply. However, as he will be aware, rhe conse-
quences of the situation which I have outlined in this
question could be so grave that I would ask the
Commission to take steps, and to take them immedi-
ately, to prevent such a situation arising. I wonder if the
Commissioner could give me any information on
whether or not such steps wiil be taken in the near
furure and, if so, could he outline exactly what those
steps would be?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I am not sure whether I can talk about
steps, but I can certainly talk about the way in which
we are beginning to formulate policy. I think it has to
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be in three distinct areas. First of all I think rhere is
bound to be a need for sustained action to encourage
job creation, to increase re-employment possibilities
and to allow for losses in new jobs when the new tech-
nologies come in. Secondly, I think that there has to
be action on appropriate forms of information and
consultation of workers by employers on when the
new technologies are going to be introduced and how
they are going to be introduced. Thirdly, I think it is
bound to have an effect on education and training
policies. I think it particularly needs a reapprarsal of
policy at all levels ro ensure that all existing and future
members of the work force acquire a basic under-
standing of the new technologies and that opportunr-
ties for initial and continuing training are expanded
and indeed constantly updated to take account of
future labour market needs. \flhat I cannot give the
honourable Member today rs so to speak a blueprint
for action. '!7hat I can do and have tried to do is to
rndicate to her the sort of areas and ways in which the
Commission's mind is a[ present. working.
Mr Tuckman. 
- 
In thankrng the Commissioner for
his very calm and ratronal answer, I would like to ask
whether he does no[ agree that the attitude which lies
behind the question, which in Britain in the lasr
century we used to call 'Luddism' is in fact highly
destructive to future employment ln the long term,
especrally as we are unable to control the use to which
these machines and methods will be put by our
competirors and that, therefore, the damage to
employment would in fact be very much greater if we
were not wilting to use these machines?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I am bound to say that I think that is a
somewhat extreme and rather unfair view of the ques-
tion. As far as I see it, rt rs a perfectly legitimate ques-
tion that has been asked and indeed it is a perfectly
legitimate question for the Commission to concern
itself with. I can only say, finally to the honourable
Member that if he is able to look into the mind of an
Irish Member when he asks a question, then he rs a
better man than I aml
President. 
- 
I call Question(H-83a/80):
No 3, by Mr Combe
Does the Commrssion not aBree that the enormous diffi-
culties facrng European car manufacturers in the form of
the constantly changing regulation applied by the
Japanese type-approval authorities constitute at least a
unilateral protectionist measure rf not a clear infringe-
ment of the rules of rnternatronal trade?
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Type
approval of vehicles in Japan is covered by two proce-
dures: type notification involving individual authoriz-
ation for vehicles, and type designation involving
authorizarion for particular models. All European cars
exported to Japan at present are subject to the [ype
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notrfrcation procedure favoured bv the European
man ufactu rers.
Changes rn the notification procedures rn Japan
normallv apply to all manufacturers without disrinc-
tron by natronalitv. The Japanese admrnrstrarion
informs the rmporters of foreign motor vehrcles of all
changes rn the procedure. At rhe request of rhe Euro-
pean Communrty and of the United States, the author-
lzxuon provisrons rn respect of compliance with
exhaust gas specrfications and the possibility' of
carn'rng out certain tests in Europe have been relaxed
shghtly. Some difficulties of s'hich the Commissron rs
well aware in connectron with exports of European
motor vehicles to Japan result from rhe fact that rhe
type notification procedure requires an individual
inspection of the vehicles locally whrle certarn other
criteria cannot be quantified.
Gn'en that unsatrsfactory situation, the Commission
has been making constant efforts for several years to
alleviate these difficulties and has asked the Japanese
euthonties to change their procedures. It will be step-
ping up those efforts in the context of the instructions
given to it by the Councrl of Ministers to facilitate
exports of European motor vehicles to Japan.
Mr Combe. 
- 
(FR) Your answer does not satisfy us
at all, Commissioner, srnce rhere can be no doubt that
the rules of rnternational trade are berng breached.
Since an agreement has recenrly been concluded
between Japan and the Unrted States on this marter
and rs bound to have important repercusslons on the
European market, my question is this: when will rhe
Commission take the necessary measures to restrict
imports of Japanese cars inro rhe Community?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) The supplementary by Mr Combe
does nor relate to his main quesrion. I would like to
add one point, however, in connection with his ques-
tion: we are obviously aware that there are obstacles
to exports and imports in borh direcrions and that
technrcal barriers to trade provide a welcome oppor-
tunity of erecting even grearer obstacles than are really
warranted.
In the case of Japan rhe specific pornt is rhat while rhe
norse and brake tests can satisfactorilv be carried out
in European resr cenrres, differences in respect to the
exhaust gas tesrs are still wide. A further unsatisfactory
point is rhat we can only work on rhe basis of rype
notification and cannot organrze a general type desig-
nation for mass exporrs to Japan. All this is now under
discussion
It is drfficult to quanrify the exrent of the effect of
Japanese barriers to imports on sales of European
motor vehicles in Japan. The honourable Member
may, however, be interested in the srarisrical rrend of
imports of European motor vehicles in the first quaner
of this I'ear. In 1980 a total of 33977 moror vehicles
was exported to Japan, 190lo less than in 1979. The
losses were 130/o for British vehicles,270/o for French
vehicles, l9a/o for German vehicles and 250/o lor
Italian vehicles. The firsr quarrer of l98l seems ro
have been marked by a further fall rn exports to Japan
which I cannot quantify in detail at this stage. As
regards the other pan of the honourable Member's
question I suggest that he raise it in connection with
the next quesrion, which does deal with this particular
POlnt.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) My pertinent quesrion now
is whether, havrng regard ro the agreemen[ recently
concluded between Japan and America on a volunrary
hmitation of Japanese imporrs into the United States
- 
I am putting mv quesrron differently from Mr
Combe but rt amounrs ro rhe same rhing, 
- 
there are
not grounds to fear rhat Japan, after losing possible
exports to the Unrted States, will now seek much more
energetically to obtain compensation on rhe European
market) Should the Commission not therefore exer-
crse particular vrlrgance and rake acrion in this matter?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I will use rhis opponunity ro
answer Question No 4 by Mr Deleau.
President. 
- 
I rherefore call Questron No 4, br. Mr
Deleau (H-819/80):
Noq' rhar the Japanese offensrve rs affecrrng such wrdelv
varylng sectors of the economy as the passenger vehrcle,
goods vehrcle, motor cycle, coloured televrsron, video
recorder and watchmaking rndustnes, does rhe Commis-
slon not thrnk that lts reactlon so far has been rnade-
quate, and that the decrsion merely to monrror three key
secrors rs symptomatrc of the Communrtv's present
weakness ?
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
In recenr
months the Commissron has, on various occasions,
explained ro this Assembly its position on Japan and,
above all, on the increase of Japanese exports [o the
Communitv. It refers in partrcular to its answer of
ll March 1981 to MrAnsquer and to the Council
declarations of 25 November 1980 and, 17 February
l98l In those declarations rhe Council expressed its
grave concern at rncreasing motor vehicle imports.
The Council called for effective controls in those
sectors in which a further increase rn Japanese expor[s[o the European Community would creare difficulries.
At the beginning of thrs year rhe Commission intro-
duced a Comrnunity procedure to moniror imporus of
passenger cars, colour television sets and colour televi-
sion tubes as well as cerrain machine rools from Japan.It will be reporting in accordance with the Council,s
wish as soon as all the results are available for the first
three months of 1981. As regards rhe panicular siru-
ation of private cars, the Commission is of rhe opinion
that the impon rrend in the monrhs of January to
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March 
- 
as ir appears from Japanese dara 
- 
is nor
compatible with the wishes of the Council and
Commission for effecrive conrrol over Japanese moror
vehicle exporrs. The Commission will be discussing
this matter with rhe responsible Japanese authoriries in
the near future.
The Commission rs of rhe opinion thar the Japanese
motor vehicle industry must impose voluntary resrric-
tions on rhe European Communrty market in exactly
the same way as on the American market to avoid a
further deterioration in the drfficult situation facing
the European motor vehicle industry. That holds good
rn particular 
- 
rf I may add this point now 
- 
for the
concern expressed by Mr Berkhouwer that cars which
cannor be sold in rhe United Stares may now find their
way to the European market.
As a matter of principle, however, rhe Commission
does not view import restrictions as a suirable way of
facing up to keener Japanese comperirion in the long
term especially as the European indusrry has to face
Japanese comperirion nor only in Europe but on alI the
world markets.
In line wrth the wrshes of the Council, rhe Commission
will rntensify its efforts ro srep up European exporrs ro
Japan. It will do so in cooperarion with European
rndustrial interests and is counring on the support of
ParLament ro rhe exrent rhat additional budgetary
appropriations may be necessary to finance more
intensive export promotion measures.
As regards the measures raken last weekend of which
the Commission's representative in Tokyo was
informed on I Ma1', rhe Commission made it clear in a
press release of 2 May that rr is seeking immediare and
detailed clarifications of the content and scope of che
agreements reached between rhe Unired States and
Japan. The Commission will be informed on 6 May,
i.e. on Vednesday morning, of the result of these
inquiries and of the conclusions to be drawn there-
from.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\7IELE
Now for my second quesrion: since monitoring
arranBements have been made do we already have
figures for March in respect of rhe various producrs
imported from Japan?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) It would indeed be desirable for
Japanese technical restricrions on imports ro be codi-
fied and reviewed ar rhe earllesr possible opportunity. I
sard a momenr ago that this has proved possible in
some areas bur rhat there are great difficulties in the
case of exhaust gas control and in effecdng the change-
over from type notification to rype designation. These
difficulties consist essenrially in the fact thar European
manufacturers cannot be expected to arrange for these
tests to be conducted in Japan; it must be possible for
them to be conducted in Europe and accepted by
Japan.
The Commission is working on rhar aim in Japan andit is of the opinion that the crisis triggered by the
recent agreement berween Japan and the United States
provides a sufficient opportunity to make progress
because rhe Japanese Government irelf has repearedly
been insisting thar European moror vehicle manufac-
turers should inrensify their exports ro Japan. The
Japanese Government would be contradicring irs own
wishes if it farled ro cooperare in the area of rechnical
barriers.
I have also poinred our rhar rhe Commission will be
reporting ro the Council as soon as possible in respect
of the firsr quarrer of 1981. However, ar this stage we
do not yer have all the figures for the producrs
concerned. I assume that registrations of European
motor vehicles in Japan will have fallen still further in
the first quarter of rhis year.
Mr Velsh. 
- 
\Uflould Mr Narjes accepr thar in fact
type approval is a symprom of rhe problem, not the
problem itself, whrch is caused by the Japanese distri-
bution system, for ir is virrually impossible for Euro-
pean manufacturers ro establish a disrribution in Japan
which will enable them to sell the sort of volume rhat
would jusrify their changing their types? So as part of
the rapprochementwirh the Japanese rhar the Commis-
sioner mentioned, would he consider requesring the
Japanese Government to use irs good offices [o per-
suade the principal Japanese trading companies ro rake
distributorships for the'leading European car manu-
facturers, on rhe basis that this would be by far the
best way of penetraring rhe Japanese market and
securing an adequare volume of sales?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I agree enrirely with the honour-
able Member rhat there are obstacles 
- 
especially in
the marketing secror 
- 
other than rechnical barriers,
but question No 3 was concerned wirh technical
barriers and nor with the general subject of obstacles
to access for European manufacturers to the Japanese
Vice-President
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(FR) Ve have had rwo answers ro rwo
questions, Numbers 3 and 4. My first supplemenrary
quescion is this: as regards rhe criteria for admission of
vehicles to the Japanese marker, is ir not high rime for
rhe Community and Japan to harmonize rheir respec-
tive criteria?
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market. If we extend the question to cover all the
barriers which have to be overcome in order to sell
goods on the Japanese market, we must, in my vteu',
also give our altention to linguistic and cultural
barriers. In that area the European manufacturers have
shown a number of weaknesses in the past as a result
of which they have no[ even made an attempt to over-
come the existrng barriers. In recent months however
there has been a perceptible change.
Mr Miiller-Hermann. 
- 
(DE) I should like to put
t*'o questions to vou Do vou not thrnk that it would
be desrrable to sound the alarm tn Europe following
the arrangements betu'een the United States and
Japan, since anyone who is familiar with these prob-
Iems kne*' that an arrangement would be offered by
the Japanese before the visit by the Japanese Prime
Minister to the United States?
Secondll', rt might be useful for the Commtssion to
know that on 18 February rn Tokyo, the Japanese
Foreign Trade Minister, Mr Tanaka, stated clearly to
a delegation of European and Japanese Members of
Parliament, rn answer to a specifrc question which I
put to hrm, that there was no lntention of transferring
to the European market those vehicles which could no
longer be sold on the American market following a
self-limitation arrangement with the United States. It
might also be useful to know that the Japanese
Government, through Mr Tanaka, drd not specifically
promlse a srmilar voluntary limitation agreement to the
European Communtty but qurte evidently envisaged
that as a real possibilrty.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) ln answer to Mr Mriller-
Hermann's frrst question: we are disturbed by the fact
that the agreement between Japan and America has
not been accompanied by a simultaneous agreement
between Japan and the European Community. The
Communrty had been led by previous Japanese pohcy
ro suppose that the [wo agreements could be
concluded in parallel and that that was in fact the aim
of the Japanese authontles.
Secondlr., I note with satisfaction rhe observations
which Mr Mtrller-Hermann reported Minister Tanaka
as having made to the European Parliament delega-
tion That gives us all the more reason to expect some
form of self-limitatron in trade with the Community.
Unfortunately, this rs contradicted by certain declara-
tions made by the present Japanese Prime Minister on
the signing of the agreement on 1 May. His statements
make it necessary to pursue this matter without delay
and in a spirit of seriousness.
Desprte all the criticrsms and however we may view'
the iituatron, rt must naturally never be forgotten that
the European Community is rtself in a desolate situ-
ation on this matter. That is because there is no
common poliry for trade with Japan and Japan can
rightly claim that Europe seems [o be split into at least
four or five pans on this and can therefore scarcely
expect to be treared as a single entiry. That observa-
tion is directed to all of us and should be yet another
warning of the need, in the present situation, to inten-
sify our effons to achieve a common commercial
policy and not to continue with our previous Practices.
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(FR) I arn not at all satisfied with this
procedure: t*'o questions, Nos 3 and 4, have been
confused. No J relates specifically to the motor vehicle
sector while No 4 has far more general implications. I
should have liked an answer bv the Commission to
Question No 4.
The Commissioner seems ro believe that he has
already answered but I am not satisfied. I therefore
u'ish to put the following supplementary question to
him do you not thrnk that the Communi,y 
-including therefore the Community rnstitutions 
- 
has
a duty rn this very difficult period which the European
econom)' rs experiencing, to enable the European
undenakings in the sectors cited by me to fight effec-
tivelv against world competition of unprecedented
rntenslty which rs ravaging the European economy and
havrng the painful social consequences wich which we
are all familiar?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I am perfectly willing to answer
rhat question. I gather that the honourable Member
agrees that this problem can only be solved offensively
by measures to strengthen the competitiveness and
productivity of the European motor vehicle indusrry
and to enable it to compete with Japanese products on
all world markets, not merely rn the United States and
Japan
My second observation is this:I think the crisis is not
affecting a whole sector but rather individual Euro-
pean undenakings In the first place it is the task of
those undertakings to restore therr competitiveness.
To the extenr that they require Community aid and
support for restructurlng, the European Community
v"'rll see what it can do. As you know one major case is
already being studied by the Commission. .!(ie have
discussed it ,1ointly with the government concerned, as
you have alreadv been informed on another occasion.
But I would ask you once again to make a distinction
between the lack of competitiveness of individual
undertakings anci the inability of the European
Community to arrive at a common polrcy on trade
wirh Japan. Those two topics should be separated and
a surtable solurron found to each one of them.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Vould the Commissioner accePt that
in order to get free and reciprocal trade between the
Community and Japan, the one-sided barriers Put uP
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by Japan have to be removed and rhat rhey are inequi-
mble and cause resenrment and anger wirhin ihe
Communiry? \7ould he accept my assurance that he
will have the wholehearted suppon of this House if
the Commission takes the strongesr possible acrion ro
ensure rhar trade berween the Communiry and Japan is
fair on both sides?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I am grareful for the honourable
Member's assurance.
Mr Miiller-Hermann. 
- 
(DE) Following on from
Commissioner Narjes' remarks, I would like confirma-
tion that our appeals for voluntary self-limitation are
directed not only at the Japanese but also, and above
all, at our own industry? Is it not true rhat up ro 1979
the European auromobile industry achieved record
sales but failed ro adjusr in good time to rhe changes
resulting from rhe energy situation so that our criri-
cisms should perhaps be directed in the first place ar
certain motor vehicle companies which rested on rheir
laurels insread of taking energetic acrion?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) !flhile appreciaring Mr Miiller-
Hermann's questions I cannot subscribe to his general
evaluation of rhe performance of rhe European auto-
mobile industry.
President. 
- 
Quesrion No 5 by Mr Balfe will be
answered rn writing, as the aurhor is absent.r
I call Sir Frederick !flarner on a point of order.
Sir Frederick '!7'arner. 
- 
Mr Presrdenr, I did ask you
if I could ask a supplemenrarv quesrion. You indicated
that I could do so and you then went and called
another Member tu.ice and passed me over I don'r
think the Chair should do rhis, if I may be so bold as
to say so.
President. 
- 
I am so sorry, Sir Fredenck, I had not
realized that you wished to ask a quesrion.
The next item is Question No 5 by Mr Nielsen(H-8a2l80):
It is generally left to the nauonal authonties rn the indr-
vrdual Member States to supen'ise comphance wrth the
legal acts of the Communrty as with their own narronal
legislation. Does the Commission agree that rhis super-
vision varies so widely as regards merhods used and
resources deployed, and rhus efficiency, that cerrain
Community provrsions have such varying effecrs on the
conditrons under which smail firms in paruicular operare,
dependrng on the country in whrch they are located, rhat
competrtion within the Communrty rs drsrorted? If so,
whar does ir inrend to do to remedy this problem?
Mr Andriessen, Member of 'the Commission. 
-(NL)ln so far as rhe honourable Member is referring
in general to the application of Communiry legislation
by the authoriries of rhe Member Srares, my answer is
negative. As rhe guardian of rhe Trearies rhe Commis-
sion naturally warches over rhe application of
Communrry law and ir has never hesitated ro initiare
the procedure defined in Arricle 169 of the Treaty
when it has learned of cases in rwhich the Member
Sntes failed to apply a binding Community decision
or did not apply such a decision correcrly.
Mr Nielsen. 
- 
(DA) My question is a complex one
and Mr Andriessen has raken rhe Presidenr's words
about keeping his answers shorr very literally.
However, I can cite a few examples of rhe difficulries.
For example, there is rhe question of checking the
labelling of packaged foods. This can raise difficulries,
because traditional pracrices vary widely from counrry
to country and because there are, as we all know,
some countries with a very extensive bureaucracy 
- 
I
can, of course, cite my own country, which checks
these rhings exrremely efficiently. I mighr also mention
something thar in a sense concerns the Community's
finances, that is, how rhe basis for VAT is assessed, for
this determines what rhe individual counrries even-
tually pay. \7har is being done to monitor these
things? I do not mean [o suggesr rhat there are some
Member States where there is no surveillance, bu[ we
have seen examples before now of quite enormous
infringemenrs of the Communiry rules 
- 
in rerms of
the sums involved 
- 
and one could well imagine
something similar going on in the case of rhese conrrol
measures. So I ask rhe Commissioner: 'What is being
done by rhe Commission by way of spot-checks and
the lrke ro keep a warch on such marrers?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) In a number of cases local
inspections do in fact take place. Clearly the Commis-
sion cannot be informed of everyrhing although it tries
to obrain the fullest possible derails. Vhen it does
learn of an rrregularity it tries to conduct an rnquiry. I
think it safe ro say rhar the Commission does every-
thing in its power and if the honourable Member has
concrete problems and can name specifrc examples I
should like to hear of them now or later on in order to
ascertain what the Commrssron can do.
Lord O'Hagan. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware rhar
there is a contradiction berween rhe dazzling compla-
cency of his first answer and the more factual appraisal
of the inadequate trurh in his second? Surely the
Commission cannor really believe, unless it is wholly
incompetent and ignoranr, rhat all directives and orher
regulations are being equally applied in all Member
States and surely the Commission acceprs that if this is
not so, then belief in and respecr for Community law is
being consrantly undermined. \7har new programme
to ensure a real and genuine equality of implemen-I See Annex of 6 5. 1981.
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tation will the Commission now bring forth, or.are
these nothing but fine words and phoney reassur-
ances ?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) The difference between the
general nature of my first answer and my more
detailed second reply is explained by the fact that the
first question was couched in general terms and the
second in a detailed form.
Once again, the Commisston remains vigilant and
when it learns of specrfic problems it does everything
possible to ensure the uniform application of the
relevant provisions. If Parliament wishes to have fuller
information on this from the Commission and if
Members can indicate specific instances the Commis-
sion will gladly take action accordingly.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Vould the Commrssioner therefore
please take note of a further question that I have put
down, No 32, relatrng to Directive 77 /728, regarding
the labelling of paints, which has been implemented in
Belgium and Holland and has cost a firm in the United
Kingdom l4OO OOO to change rts labelling methods
but has not been implemented in other Member States,
so that this firm has to retain the other form of
labelling when selling its products in those Member
States? If the Commissioner wants an example of inef-
ficiency and muddle and considerable costs to indivi-
dual firms, he has it, therefore in Question No 32 of
the document called Question Time, Doc. 1-156/81.
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(|'{L) Mr Narjes will be answering
that question in more detail in a moment.
President. 
- 
The next item is Question No 7, by Mrs
Pruvot (H-3l81):
Can the Commission confirm repons that the tuttton
fees payable by foreign students have risen by 250/o n
the Unrted Kingdom?
If so, does it not agree that such a measure adversely
affects students who are nattonals of the other Member
States, panicularly in rhe case of racially disadvantaged
stud ents ?
Mr Richard, Member of the Commtssion. 
- 
The
Commission is aware of the rise in tuition fees in the
United Kingdom for overseas students. Since the
academic year l98O/81, however, on the initiative of
the Commission, Community students in the Unircd
Kingdom are charged home student fees, which are
drfferent from, and distinctly lower than, overseas
rates. May I say, however, that the Commission does
consider the considerable rise of tuition fees tn some
Member States ro be a serious obstacle to the imple-
mentation of a policy of enlarged mobility for students
in the European Community, the principles of which
were adopted by the last meering of the Councrl of
Ministers of Education on 27 June 1980. The
Commission has asked the Permanent Representative
of the United Kingdom to submit a review of the
development of undergraduate and post-graduate
tuition fees for home and overseas studenr during the
period 1979-81 m the Commission. As soon as the
answer is received, I shall be in a position to give this
House a more detailed picture of the situation in the
United Kingdom in writing.
Mrs Pruvot. 
- 
(FR) Since the Commrssioner has just
stated that we would have to wait I see no point in
putting supplementary questions for the moment. I
reserve the nght to put a further question when the
Commission is able to give me an answer after
obtaining the necessary information from the Perma-
nent Representative of the United Kingdom.
Mr Richard. 
- 
I should perhaps point out to Mrs
Pruvot that in fact I thought I did answer at least Part
of her question by pointing our the distinction between
home student fees and overseas student fees. The
question was, perhaps, based upon a misunderstanding
of rhe nature of the difference between home student
fees and overseas student fees. !7hat has now
happened, as I understand it, is that the United
Kingdom charges students from the European
Community home student fees and not overseas
student fees.
Mr Coutsocheras. 
- 
(GR) Greek students who are
studying in British universities are being asked to pay
enrolment fees for the current academic year of up to
f 5 OOO instead of fees ranging from t 215 to ! I 105
like British students. As you know, Mr Presidenr and
colleagues, Greece has been a member of the
Community since I January 1981 and, in accordance
with the Treaty, Greek students should be entitled to
equal treatment and should pay the same enrolment
fees as Britrsh students. Therefore, what is presently
happenrng in British universities is, on the one hand, a
violation of the express provisions of the Treaty and
funhermore 
- 
and I want to underline this point and
call on all of you for your support 
- 
it is preventing
Greek students from continuing their studies in British
universities because most of them unfortunately
cannot afford the additional fees. !flhy do they go off
to universitres in western countries anynvay? Because,
unfonunately, in Greece we have the nr't nerus
clausus sysem. Thank you, Mr President. I should
like rc have a reply on this matter and I hope that the
Treaty will be implemenrcd so rhat Greek studens pay
the same as Bridsh studenm.
Mr Richard. 
- 
M.y I start by congratulating Mr
Coutsocheras on being able to ask Question No 36 so
high on the order paper this afternoon? May I try and
answer his question, on which I have some consider-
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able sympathy with his point of view? I should,
however, perhaps make ir clear rhar in rhe next
academic year, 1981/82, and thereafter, the policy
of che United Kingdom Governmenr will be in line
with the policy of other Member Srates and there will
be no discriminarion, as I understand it, from 1981
onwards against Greek students.
Perhaps I can also say this, thar I personally have
raised this quesrion with the Secretary of Srate for
Education in the Unired Kingdom in London. I regret
to have ro inform rhe House that I did nor ger what I
consider to be a satisfactorv answer.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware
that the student/lecurer rario in rhe United Kingdom
is the besr in the world and the rime raken to obtain a
degree is on average a year less than the time taken ro
obtain comparable degrees elsewhere. The Unired
Kingdom therefore still represenrs a very good bargain
for third country studenrs, especially rhose from
Singapore and Malaysia, many of whom are made
very welcome at my own Universrty of Lancaster and
many more of whom we would narurally like ro see
there ?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I can only rell Mrs Kellett-Bowman
that the question I am answering is confined to
studenrs from within the Communiry ar institutions of
higher learning in rhe Unired Kingdom. Of course I
have views abour overseas students from the rhird
world coming into the United Kingdom and rhe
wisdom or otherwise of the policy ar present being
pursued by the authorities in rhe United Kingdom. But
happily, or unhappily, as the case may be, rhat does
not seem to be within the scope of these questions. I
would be delighted to debare ir wirh the honourable
Member on another occasion.
Mr Enright. 
- 
To follow whar the Commissioner has
.just said, would rhe Commission nor agree that in facr
the discrimination against African, Caribbean and
Pacific srudenrs, whilst perhaps not against the letter
of Lom6, is undoubtedly against the spirit of it, quite
apart from the fact thar it rs detrimental ro ourselves in
that many of these students are now going to Amer-
ican rnstirutions where rhey are gerting a much
cheaper university educarion rhan rhey could get even
at a technical college?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I think any quesrions as to the inrer-
pretatron of Lom6, either literally or as to its spirit,
should in fact be addressed ro my colleague, Mr
Cheysson.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Does the Commissioner not accept
that we are talking about foreign students 
- 
the ques-
tion concerns foreign students 
- 
nor just Communiry
srudenrs? And does he realize rhat before we pur rhe
price up ro a reasonable level the United Kingdom was
not flooded by continental or Community studenrs but
by Iranian students who spent mosr of rheir time
demonstrating outside the Iranian Embassy and
making a damn nuisance of themselves?
Mr Richard. 
- 
Mr Seligman or any orher honourable
Member of this House really must nor. expecr me [o
defend the policies of the governmenr rhar he
suPPorts.
Mrs Kellett-Bowmen. 
- 
On a point of order, is ir in
order for the Commissioner to say thar in fact the
question is something other than what it is? The ques-
tion refers quite clearly ro foreign studenrs and is not
confined to Community students.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Perhaps I could re[urn ro rhe inrri-
guing question of what was discussed berween the
Commissioner and the representarive of the British
Government on the matter of Greek srudents. I put a
question on this matter to the Council some time ago
and received a reply which appeared to indicare thar
the British Government. was in breach of the agree-
ment on the treatment of Greek studen[s, namely that
derogation was only possible on administrarive
grounds, whereas Her Ma.jesry's Government said it
was on financial grounds. Is the Commissioner
pursuing his discussions with rhe Brirish Government
on [he matter of Greek studenrs because fees are paid
by term and not annually 
- 
not by academic year?
Mr Richard. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I can raise the veil a
little on the discussrons I had with the Secretary of
State. I asked him to be rarher more generous ro
Greek students in the currenr academic year. He
refused.
President. 
- 
As rhe author is absenr, Quesrion No 8
by Mr Turcat will be answered in writing.t
Question No 9, by Mrs Fourcade (H- I I /81):
Can the Commrssron specify the practical implicarions of
the agreements hnking Spain to rhe Latin-American
countries in terms of the movement of manpower and
trade ?
In view of the existing close links between Spain and
Latin America, does the Commission intend m propose
arrangementJ for Latin America similar to those granted
to the ACP or the Mediterranean countries?
Mr Richer4 Member of the Commission. 
- 
Spain is
not bound by any agreements with Ladn-American
I See Annex of 6.5.1981
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countries on the movement of labour. To the Commis-
sion's knowledge there are no preferential trade agree-
ments between Spain and Latin-American countries
which would have to be repealed as a result of acces-
sion. The Commission does nor inrend ro propose for
the Latin-American countries arrangements similar to
those granted rc the ACP or Medirerranean counrries.
Miss Hooper. 
- 
Has Spain in the Commissioner's
knowledge raised the questron of preferential arrange-
ments between rhe Community and Latin America as
part of the negotiations for the entry of Spain into the
Communitv?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I am afraid I do not know the answer
ro that question, but I will try and find out and let the
honourable Member know.
President. 
- 
Question(H-33l8 l ) :
No 10, by Mr Moreland
In view of the closure of coal mines that wi[ take place
in the Community due to depletion, what plans is the
Commrssron making to ensure that schemes wholly' or
partly frnanced by the Communrty can be rntroduced as
soon as (or before) closures are announced for
retraining redundant mrners, with assistance for them in
frndrng new ;obs and for bringing jobs to the areas
affected ?
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Coal
miners who lose their jobs as a result of partial or
complete colliery closures can benefit from various
aids payable under Artrcle 56(2b) of the ECSC Treaty.
These include retraining aids. There are also tide-over
allowances and aids which contribute towards removal
costs. Aids are not paid on the initiative of the
Commission but on application by member govern-
ments. The trming of payments of allowances to
workers made redundant when closures take place rs a
matter for those governments and for the companies
or natronalized industries concerned Payment from
the Community is usually made promptll' wrth the
Commission reimbursing its share of the expenditure
shortly thereafter. So far as the creation of new,1obs is
concerned, the Community has a number of rnstru-
ments at irs disposal which can contribure to this end.
There are areas specrfically affected by closures in the
coal and steel sectors where conversion loans are
granted under Artrcle 56(2a) of the ECSC Treaty. In
many cases the interest rates on these loans are subsi-
dized to the extent thar the projects supported can
provide 
,1obs for former coal or steel workers.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
I would like to ask the Commis-
sioner in view of what he has ;ust said whether he is
considering applications from the government of the
United Kingdom on this matter) panicularly in view of
the fact that it rs known that a number of mines will
have to be closed because of depletion. And if he is not
discussing this with rhe Government of the United
Kingdom, does he not think that since this will have
implications for the furure budgets of the Community,
the Commission ought to be planning ahead, taking
some initiatives rtself and having consultations with
governments, so tha[ lt. can assess over the next four or
five years what are the financial rmplicarions of some
of the closures that are likelv to face the Communitv.
Mr Richard. 
- 
As the honourable Member will
know, the United Kingdom rs rndeed a considerable
beneficiary of aid under these various schemes. I am
tn,ing to think as best I can as to whether there has
been a fresh application in the immediate past. I am
afraid I cannot remember offhand but if there has been
I q'ill let the honourable Member know. May I just say
one final word about planning ahead. Of course one
can plan ahead, except for the fact that the application
has to be made by the member governments. And
unless and until member governments make the appli-
cation, then franklv there is very little the Commission
can do. Vhat we can do in a general way rs r.o rry and
get our policy guidelines right, and on the whole I
think we are trying to do that, but in terms of actually
applying them and so to speak paying the cash our, the
initiative for rhar has to come from the member
governments concerned.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Does the Commissioner not agree
that the best way to handle the problem of job shor-
tages in the coal industry is to promote the prosperity
of that industry? Vhat the indusrry needs is markets
for its coal. It has got grear stocks building up. It needs
to be able to sell its coal. And will he therefore colla-
borate with hrs colleague, Mr Davignon, in promoting
the conversron o{ orl-fired power srarions to coal
q'hrch would be the brggest u'at' and the most
successful q'al' of promoring the interesrs of rhe
industn,?
Mr Richard. 
- 
As far as the first part of rhe
gentleman's quesrlon is concerned the answer is yes.
As far as the second parr ls concerned, I will indeed
consult wrth Mr Davignon.
President. 
- 
As the authors are absenr, Questions
Nos 11 and 12 will be answered in writrng.r
Question No 13, bv Lord O'Hagan (H-52/81):
Does the Commission rntend to bnng rn a rax on cider?
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commissiotl 
- 
(DA) ln
the answers to rhe Ora[ and '!/ritten Questions
Nos 1097180 and 1568/80 Parliament was given a
I See Annex of 6. 5. 1981
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detailed account of the Commission's position with
regard to cider. This position has not altered.
However, I can add that in rhe discussion in the
Council a compromise was proposed by the President
whereby tax on cider would be excluded from
harmonization. The honourable Member will no
doubt be glad to hear that the Commission expressed
support for this solution to the problem.
Lord O'Hagan. 
- 
Can I take ir that the Commis-
sioner is confirming the policy of the previous
Commission thar cider with an alcoholic content of
8.50/o or below wilI be exempt from new harmonized
legislation?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) I have to say thar that depends
on what rhe Council can eventually agree, but the
Commission has endorsed rhe compromise proposal
put forward for the exemption of cider from these
harmonization measures.
President. 
- 
Question No 14, by Sir Frederick
'STarner (H-7a5/80):
Vhat degree of standardizatron for basalt aggregate for
road use exists between different Member States of the
Communrty and what plans, if any, does the Commis-
sron have for establishing common standards throughout
the Communrty)
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) The
Commission is acquainted with national standards
relating to the use of aggregates in highway construc-
tion. For thrs purpose basalt is classified among [he
heary aggregates. No work has as yet been done on
international standardization.
Secondly, on 30 November 1978 the Commission
submitted to the Council a proposal for an outline
directive concerning construct.lon materials and prod-
ucts which would enable the Commission to adopt
certain drrectives on individual products where rech-
nical barriers to trade are obstructing the proper func-
tioning of the common market. That directive has not
yer been adopted by the Council.
Thirdly, the Commission has not as yet received any
complaints relating to the trade in heary aggregates; it
is a fact that internal Community rrade in those prod-
ucts is small.
If barners to trade do become a problem, the Commis-
sion will be able to take measures in the context of the
directive on cons[ruction materials as soon as the
Council adopts the outline directive. If the honour-
able Member is acquainted with any specific cases I
should be grateful if he would inform me to enable the
necessary action to be taken.
Sir Frederick !tr7'arner. 
- 
The Commissioner, I think,
has really made the point that I wished to make, which
is that trade is limrted, but is the Commissioner aware
that this is largely due to the multiplicity of standards
and the fact that it is almost impossible to move this
substance around the Community because at every
internal frontier within the Community it meets with
fresh requirements. I therefore would ask the
Commissioner if he would give consideration to this
problem in the context of the building materials' direc-
tive.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) The honourable Member has
brought to our attention the first insrance of an
obstacle to trade of this kind. I shall gladly look into
the matter and would appreciate further informarion.
President. 
- 
Questron No 15, by Mr Seligman(H-76s/80).
In view of the unequal rncrdence of unemployment in
different parts of the Communrty would the Commission
consrder measures to inform distnct labour exchanges
and job centres of ;ob opportunrtres and vacancies for
specrfic skrlls in all member natrons of the Communuy,
rn order to promote rmproved labour mobility?
Mr Richard. Member of the Commission. 
- 
A proce-
dure already exrsts for the exchange of informarion
relating to vacancies and applications for employment.
At least once a month the employment services of the
Member States, in accordance wirh Anicle 15 of Regu-
lation No 1612/68, send each other demils of vacancies
and applicants by means of a uniform system of job
description known as CEDOC. Certain Member
States already crrculate some of rhese vacancies to
regional and local employment offices by means of
periodic bulletins and other internal procedures.
Neverrheless, the Commission is constantly encour-
aging the Member States' employment services to
bring these vacancies to the notice of as wide a public
as possible. It is currently pursuing the possibility of
financrng the publication of selecred job opportunities
throughout the Community by means of radio and
other media.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
That reply was extremely inreresting.
I do think that this quesrion of being able ro work in
other countries of the Communiry is one which makes
people enthusiastic about rhe whole concept of the
Communities, especially young people. But I have
been to my local Labour Exchange on more than one
occaslon
(Laughter)
- 
not to look for a job for myself, but to look for jobs
for young people 
- 
and I have only been given
extremely short and patchy lists: one or [wo jobs in
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Germanv and one or lwo jobs rn Denmark. I feel that
rvhat he has suggested of frnancing rt ln a stronger wav
would be ven'welcome indeed, and so I am very glad
that he rs going to try and make the whole system
work more comprehensivelv and actively.
Mr Richard. 
- 
Can I thank the honourable Member
for his kind words. I think the CEDOC system is an
interesting one and I think it is beginning to work, as
far as the Commission can tell. One of our problems is
that CEDOC supplements but clearll, cannor replace
existing placrng procedures. Consequently it is not
possible to separate the figures of people frndrng
emplo','ment through this system from the others, so
s'e are not absolutely certain precisely how manv
people it has found jobs for. On the other hand there
is a noticeable rncrease of activity using CEDOC
procedures and an evaluatron of rt has been promised
bv the Commrssron sen'ices and no doubt, in due
course, Members of Parliament might be interested in
rhat
Miss Quin. 
- 
Would the Commrssioner not agree that
what is much more vrtal than the point made by Mr
Seligman is the need to direct lobs to the regions and
keep emplovment out of the already over-developed
parts of the EEC ) \(i hat new initratives doe s the
Commission propose in this sphere?
Mr Richard. 
- 
I am afraid that question goes very
much wider than the question I have just tried to
answer. It raises, indeed, fundamental questions of
regional policy, rndeed almost of theology as far as the
Communitf is concerned. Certainly I think all of us in
the Commissron would agree that the principle of
convergence is one which the Community, and
Europe, and, indeed, Member States should work
towards.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(FR) Could CEDOC not add to its
activities in some form or another the system advo-
cated by, our colleague Mr Seligman? I think that
would satisfy evervbodr.
Mr Richard. 
- 
I am not absolutely certain what
preciselv Mr Seligman was suggesting, but as I under-
stood it, what he was worried about was the fact that
the CEDOC rnformation does not seem to reach the
local employment offices in a particular Member State.
Certainly, as far as we are concerned we would be
prepared to look at the procedures to see whether or
not they somehow or other cannot be made to work a
bit more effectively. But I do have to say to the House
that there are a lot of these matters; although we can
do something at a Community or an international
level, very ofren rhe implementation of it has ro
depend upon the way in which Member States operare
their partrcular employmenr or placemenr policies.
That is the drffrcultv. But I would certarnly be willing
to look at it and see rf there is anything we can do to
iron out some of the kinks in the procedure and make
it work more smoothlr'.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) !7ould the Commissioner
say whether he is aware of all the risks which this
mobility may entail for workers. Only this weekend I
read in English and German newspapers a repon that
British waiters and British chambermaids who had
been attracted to Bavarian hotels s/ere rapidly
dismissed there again for laziness because they ried to
inrroduce British trade-union practices. I should like
to put that question to the Commission for further
consideration.
Mr Richard. 
- 
The honourable Member musr nor
tempt me; but he certarnlv would not expec[ me to
aBree tha[ British rade-union procedures necessarily
meant that workers were lazy.
President. 
- 
Questron No l6 by Mr Krrk has been
withdrawn. Questron No l7 by Mr Johnson will be
answered rn wnting since the aurhor of the quesrion is
absent. I
Question No 18, bv Mr Fanron (H-a2/81):
Faced with soarrng rnflation, Brirish consumers are
turnlng to cheaper meats and as a result sales of poultry,
partrcularlv turkeys, are rising sharplv. At rts present
level turkev production in the Unrted Kingdom lags far
behrnd demand and imports are therefore required.
Can the Commrssron take immediare steps to remove the
barners 
- 
admrttedly rndrrect rn that they are cleverly
disquised as health requrrements 
- 
pur up by the Unrred
Krngdom to trade rn rurkeys produced in the other
Member Stares)
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DA) As
far as the Commission is informed, the United
Kingdom rs not applying health restrictions to rurkey
imports from other Member States, so I cannot answer
Mr Fanton's question.
Mr Fanton. 
- 
(FR) The Commission has no informa-
tion. I find that rather surprisrng because this is not
confidential news but something which has been
reported in the press. I have the rmpression rhat the
Commission is always the lasr to be informed of what
is happening in Europe. If it was able from rime to
time to use its sen'ices in the various countries to
obtain information it would know whar is going on. I
hope that our numerous British colleagues who have
asked to speak will now give the Commission the
information which it is lacking.
I SeeAnnexof6.5. l98l
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Mr Dalsager.- (DA) I must poinr our thar, if rhe
Commission were to react ro all the rumours put about
by the press, we would have no choice but ro investi-
gate them. In rhis sort of case, the Commission acts in
response to specific complaints from Member Stares or
inrerested panies and as long as it has not received a
complaint or learned for cerrain that rhe position is as
Mr Fanton suggests, we obviously cannot act.
Mr Harris. 
- 
For once, I welcome rhe Commission's
reply, but I completely refute the claims made by our
colleague behind. However, could I ask the Commis-
sion whether it could commenr on the national aids
which are now being given by France, 
- 
I can
produce evidence of this 
- 
given under rhe guise of
regional assistance to the rurkey industry, parricularly
in Brittany, and which are [hreatening rurkey pro-
ducers, panicularly in the south-west of England and
causing enormous resentmen[ and anger among them?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) This is somerhing thar the
Commission has been formally notified about and we
are rn process of investigating it.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
I pry tribute ro Mr Fanron for rhe
intellectual curiosity of his question; but those of us
who have an agricultural area and who have accurare
information are able [o suggesr ro rhe Commissioner
that a verv large amounr of national aids are available
to turkey producers in rhe Britrany area. Mr Commis-
sioner, I am surprised rhat your information has not
revealed this to you, since these producers have made
no secret at all that rhey are using French government
aids, which could be regarded as illegal under rhe
treaties, in order ro obtain a market in the United
Kingdom. There has been absolutely no arremp[ ro
hide this wharsoever, and I personally find rhe pauciry
of your reply uncomplimentary. I wonder whether you
could comment on whether you chink narional aids are
at work in this panicular turkey enterprise in Brittany
which, as my colleague, Mr Harris, has said, is causing
grave concern to producers in the west of England?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) As I have said, I have just
recently received a formal complainr abour rhis and I
have also said that the Commission is looking into the
matter in response to rhar complaint. At rhis stage, of
course, it is impossible for me to say what acrion rhe
Commission may take, but I repear that I am aware of
the problem and it is being invesrigated.
Mr Battcrsby. 
- 
Of course, not only the producers in
the south and west of England but also the big turkey
producers in the east of England and Humberside are
up in arms roo, because it can put them right out of
business. Since Mr Fanron is referring in his question
to health requirements, can rhe Commissioner
comment, hand on heart, on the level in France of
inspection of poulrry, including the rurkey industry,
and can he state caregorically thar the condirions of
cleanliness and hygiene in all French production units
and slaughter poinrs are fully in accordance with the
standards required by the Community?
Mr Dalsager. 
- 
(DA) Mr Batrersby knows very well,
of course, that I cannor do thar, because rhe Commis-
sion has neither the personnel nor orher resources to
investigate wherher all these rules are being complied
with. The answer I gave ro Mr Fanton's quesrion was
that I have not been informed either formally or infor-
mally rhat the Unired Kingdom is using healrh restric-
tions to limir imports of turkeys. Unril I receive a
formal complaint from, I suppose, the French Govern-
ment, there is no case to investigate. This is what I said
in my answer and this is what the question was abour.
President. 
-I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman on a point of
order.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
The point that I was going
to raise q,'as that I understood you were going to call
one of my colleagues who has already spoken,
whereas you excluded me on rhe grounds chat I had
spoken, but since all rhe poinrs that I wrshed ro raise
have been raised very ably by Mr Harris and Mr
Battersby, I am perfectly happy with the answers rhar
were glven.
President. 
- 
Thar was nor a poinr of orderl The first
part of Question Time is closed.l' 2
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting closed at 8.05 p.m.)
See Annex of 6. 5. 1981.
Agenda for the nexi sitting: sce Minutes.
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ANNEX
Commtssion action on opinions on fis proposals delioered by the European Parliament at tts
April I 98 I part-session
I As agreed wirh rhe Bureau of Parliament, the Commrssron rnforms Members at the beginning of
every part-session of the acrlon lr has taken on oplnrons deln'ered at the previous part-sessron in the
conrext of parliamentary consultauon
2. At rts Apnl part-sesslon rhe European Parhament delvered l2 opinions on Commissron proposals
ln response to Councrl requests for consultatton
3. At rhe part-sessron six reporrs were discussed in connectron wrth whrch Parltament delivered
favourable oprnrons on or did not request formal amendment of the proposals mentroned below'
Report by Mrtiflolt;er on the proposal for certarn measures designed to put an end to abuses resulting
from the sale of agncultural products on vessels (COM(80) 7l l);
Report by Mr Fri.rh on the proposal for common measures to accelerate the tmprovement of rnfra-
srrucrure rn cenarn less-favoured agncultural areas of the Federal Republic of Germany (COM(80)
7AA\,
Report by Mr Provan on the directrve concerning the statrstrcal sun'eys on cattle herds to be carrted
out by the Member States (COM(8A) 729),
Report b1'Srr Henry Plumb on three proposals concerning cattle productron in Ireland (COM(8 l)
l 06);
Report by Mr Gauuer on rhe recommendation concerning the conclusron of a fishery agreement
between the Canadran Government and the EEC (COM(80) 887 final),
Reporr by Mr Muntingh on the decrsron on the conclusron of the convention on the conservation of
Antarcuc marine resources (COM(80) 6a3).
4. In srx cases the European Parliamenr asked the Commission to alter its proposals under the
second paragraph of Artrcle I 49 of the Treaty and adopted proposals for amendments.
Dunng discussion of the
repolt b! Mr Sutra de Germa on tbree proposals for:
O regulauons establisbtng cornmon orgdnizatton of the market in cereals and sugar and the Common
Customs Tarifi,
(i) a regulation on productrcn refunds m respect ofcereals and nce,
(irr) a regulation on import and export drrdngenents for products processed ftom cereals and rice(coM(80) 833),
the Commissron decrded to maintatn tts proposals.
Durrng drscussion of the
report by Mr Gouthier on the Commisston proposal for a decisron empou)enng tbe Commission to
contrdct loans tn order to promote ,nuettnent m the CommunrtT (COM(80) 670),
the Commissron explarned why rr wanted to marntain rts ongrnal proposal.
Durrng drscussron of the
report by Mr Ippolito on the proposal for a deciston establtsbtng a researcb programme for uranium pros-
pecting and mrnmg (COM(80) 382),
the Commrssron said rt wanted to maintain its proposal.
'!fluh regard to the
report by Mr Newton Dunn on the drrectrue on the protectton of worhers agatnst the dangers of harmful
exposure to lead (COM(79) 83),
the Commission is to present an amended proposal shordy which will incorporate most of the
:I11f,..r.::*.rted 
by Parliament and try to take account of parliamentary concern regarding equal
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Vrth regard to rhe
report by Mr.oon 
.Wbgau on the directioe on the approximatrcn of tbe laws on the indication of ongin for
certarn textile and clothrng products (COM(89 557),
the Commissron is re-considenng its proposal. Thrs has not yet been completed.
'!/rth 
regard to rhe
report by Mr Legd on ta)o proposdk for
(i) a regulation on the recntitment ofoflicials in consequence ofthe accession ofGreece,
(ii) a regulation intoducing special measures relating to lhe de/inilive cessation of duties by offi-
cials (COM(80) 283),
the Commission having accepted some of the amendments proposed by Parliament (as Mr Richard
stated during the discussion), it will be presenting an amended proposal to rhe Council shonly.
5. The Commissron also expressed irs views during discussions concerning rt and took note of the
European Parhament's oprnrons on rhe
repon by Mr \flelsh on the renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement, accounr being taken of the srtu-
ation of rhe European rextile industry in panicular;
report by Mr Colleselli on the present srruatioo of wine-growing in the Community;
resolutton on the ad.iustment of the cooperation agreemenr with Yugoslavia following the accession
of Greece to the Communiry;
resolution of the Unired Narions Conference on the Law of the Sea;
report by Mr Valrers on the economic aspects of explortrng the sea-bed;
resolution on the supply of foodstuffs to Poland,
resolutron on Communiry aid for Afghan and Pakistani refugees;
resolution on the joinr Council meeting;
repon by Mr Price on rhe European Parliament's administrative expenses;
report by Mr Sprnelh on the Communiry's own resources;
report by Mr Adonnrno, Mr Ansquer, Mr Dankert and Mr Jackson on rhe inrennsrirutional dialogue
on certain budgerary matrers;
resolution on the military junra in Turkey;
resolutron on the persecurron of the Bahai community in Iran;
resolutron on the Lebanese crisrs;
resolution on rhe Franco-German loan,
resolution on the situarron in Poland;
resolurron of the Maastncht European Councrl.
6. The Commrssion took the opportunity to tell Parlrament what ard rt had granted disaster victrms
srnce the previous part-sesslon.
Decrsrons ro granr emergencl aidhadbeen taken, as follows:
500 000 ECU for drought vrcrims rn Guinea,
400 000 ECU for drought vrcrims rn Mali,
25 000 ECU for the vrctims of an epidemrc of menrngrtis in Upper Volta,
500 000 ECU for the victims of recent events rn Chad,
100 000 ECU for the victims of a cholera epidemrc in Tanzania,
13 000 000 ECU for African refugees,
100 000 ECU for rhe vrctrms of recent events in Lebanon.
Vith regard o food aid granted in connection uitb duasters,
(i) on 7 April the Commisston proposed ro rhe Council that 2 OOO r of skimmed milk powder and
8 000 t of colza oil should be granted the victims of natural disasters in various prounces of
China;
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(ri) on 25 March 1981 the Commtsston decrded to grant 950 t of cereals to El Salvador,
(iri) in vrew of the gravity of rhe siruation rn Africa, on 27 March 1981 the Councrl decrded ro make
an advance grant of 50% of the cereals rn the 1981 food aid programme to Aflcan States
scheduled to be recipienrs under the programme, which has not vet been approved by the
Councrl.
The Commissron has decrded [o gran!
3 OOO OOO ECU ro Greece for those affcced by the eanhquake in February/March 1981. This emer-
gency aid is inrended primarily ro assure the means of existence and the protection of the lives of the
victims.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS
Vice-President
(The sitting opened at 9.00 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal of the minutes
President. The mrnutes of proceedings of
vesterday's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
I call Mr von der Vring.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presrdent, we have
new Rules of Procedure. Rule 3 (2) of these Rules of
Procedure requires a list of the names of Members
present to appear in the minutes. The draft minutes
before us do not contain this list. The minutes are not
rherefore complete.
President. 
- 
You are quite right,
In some of the language editions
present is not given. It should be
rhe Rules of Procedure.
Mr von der Vring.
the list of Members
given accordrng to
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, can I
conclude from this that the names of our Members
have different versions in the various languages?
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
A rose by any other name would smell as
sweer 
- 
or unsweet. I think the best that you can do,
Mr von der Vring, is to take page 30 out of the French
editron, shove it into vour German editron and then it
wrll be complete.
( Laughter)
However, you are quite nght to draw attention to the
point.l
1 Appltcatron oftbe Rules ofProcedure: see the minutes of
rhe sitting
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2. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidenr, I have an objec-
tion to today's agenda. Irem 63 is a reporr drawn up
on behalf of the Committee on Budgers, by irs
chairman, on Parliamenr's estimates. According to
Rule 59 of rhe Rules of Procedure such documents
should be avarlable 24 hours before they are to be
debared, and as it was nor available ar 7 o'clock
yesterday evening I see no alrernative ro postponing
discussion of this matrer until tomorrow.
President. 
- 
Mr Nyborg, rhe marrer is on rhe agenda
and I feel that we should adhere to the agenda.
However, if when the item is called an objecrion is
raised, a ruling can rhen be made. In orher words, Mr
Nyborg, the decision on whether rhe matter will be
discussed will be taken when we reach that irem. The
chairman of the Commirree on Budgets will be presenr
and we can sort the problem ou[ ar that [ime.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, rhere is nothing
to decide and nothing to discuss. It is quire clear from
Rule 59 of the new Rules of Procedure thar 24 hours
must elapse from the time when a document is made
available until rhe time it may be discussed and
debared. There is therefore no room for argumenr, no
need for a lengthy debate when we come to rhat item,
as according to our new Rules of Procedure it cannot
be debated until tomorrow. And there is no point in
making a new se! of rules if we are not going ro obey
them.
President. 
- 
The important thing abour rules is thar
you comply wrth them.
(Cries from the European Democratic Group)
This item was placed on the agenda yesterday and
approved by the House. Ve have now ro proceed with
another. I do not rntend ro change rhe agenda at the
moment. So you may well be perfecrly right, Mr
Nyborg, thar the relevanr rules have nor been
complied with 
- 
bur that can be decided when the
matter is brought before the House.
The matrer is closed.
I call Mr Peponis.
Mr Peponis. 
- 
(GR) I should like, if ic is possible, Mr
President, to know why items 59 and 60 on the
agenda, which was distribured to us weeks ago, are
not going to be discussed roday. If we are to rake it
that there has been a decision ro yore on rhese
Commission proposals withour a debare, I should like
to make the poinr rhat, as far as I know, rhe provisions
of Rules 99 and 34 of the Rules of Procedure have nor
been observed. Nobody has pur forward a proposal
that we should pass rhese proposals wirhour debate
and without a report and, therefore, I should like a
debate on these two marrers, namely irems 59 and 60,
which are extremely importanr as far as we Greeks are
concerned.
President. 
- 
Thar will be dealt wirh ar 5 o'clock
tonight.
I call Mr Haralampopoulos.
Mr Haralampopoulos. (GR) 
- 
'With reference to
what Mr Peponis said, Mr Papaefsrrariou asked if the
debate on the ten irems contained in rhe agenda which
refer to Greece's accession ro the Community was
going to begin, and Mrs Veil replied 'Of course, as
long as we have time', meaning thar rhere would be
enough time before Question Time began. !fle
thought that this was serrled, and for this reason I
approached the rostrum 
- 
as did Mr Glinne, rhe
chairman of the Socralisr Group 
- 
and rhere are our
names, mine and Mr Peponis', listed to speak for a few
moments on these marters 
- 
just for a few minutes. I
cannot understand why another decision has been
taken this morning. Thise are very importanr marrers
to Greece, and we Socialisrc, as well as the other
parties which represent the Greek people in this
Chamber, should not be deprived of rhe chance to
express our opinions.
President. 
- 
I will refer this to the President and I will
ascertain, in fact, what undertaking was given
yesterday. Ve can then come back to ir afrerwards.
3. Delioeies of agicuhural producu to the USSR
(continuation)
President. 
- 
The nexr item is the vote on rhe conrin-
ua[ion of the questions on the Commission sratement
on the deliveries of agricultural products ro rhe
USSR.'
(Parliament decided to continue with the questions)
I call Mr Moller.
Mr Msller. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I should like ro put
a very brief question to the Commissioner on rhe
lifting of the embargo on rhe sale of wheat ro rhe
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Soviet Union. As the Commissroner himself said, it
was introduced on political grounds. Ve took these
political grounds, the Russian invasion of Afghanistan,
very seriously when we debated the matter last year.
Now we have lifted this political sanction on the
Soviet Union, and I should like to ask Mr Dalsager
what concessrons rhe Soviet Unron has made to the
USA, to Vestern Europe or to Afghanistan to have
the wheat embargo lifted? How many Russian divr-
sions have been withdrawn from Afghanistan? Is there
anv hope that lifting the embargo will ease the Soviet
grip on Afghanistan? That is the crucial point, and if
the Commissioner is unable to give a positive answer
then I maintain that Europe and this Assembly, our
Commissioners and the Council, have abandoned any
attempt to influence a Russian withdrawal from
Afghanistan, and we are then once again acquiescing
rn injustice.
(Applausefrom various quarters on the right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pranchire.
Mr Pranchdre. (FR) 
- 
Mr President, Mr Commis-
sioner, we note with satisfaction the lifting of the
embargo, which we see as a victory for those who
srood against using food as a weapon. But the truth of
the matter is, as I see it, that the Commissron has '
purely and simply taken its cue from the United States.
My first question, in case it should again decide to
pursue its own independent hne, is as follows: does the
Commission intend ro call for the renegotiation of the
GATT agreements which place the Community and its
Member States at a particular disadvantage as regards
a whole range of questions, notably that of oils and
fats? Secondly, Mr Commissioner, you gave us to
understand that what was preventing growth in dairy
exporrs was insuffrcient production. You must admit
that that is a surprising, not to say astounding, state-
ment. After all the talk about butter mountains, we
now find ourselves unable, if we understand correctly,
eirher to maintain trade at a leve I consistent with
demand 
- 
Mr Villain, a director-general at the
Commission, actually told us that che Soviet Union
would have been prepared to buy 200 000 tonnes of
butter in 1980 
- 
or else to carry on with the embargo,
which would be a totally unacceptable decision for
you to take. My question in this connection is this:do
you intend to remove the obstacles to the expansion of
dairy production, particularly in France where we are
currently facing severe difficulties, and first and fore-
most will you do away with the co-responsibility ler.y?
Second question: how can you hope to have a genuine
export policy of the kind you referred to before the
Committee on Agriculture and that is referred to in
the Commissron's document when you cannot even
meet the demands made to you, and not Just by the
Socialist countries?
Are vou going to meet the demands of the ACP coun-
tries, particularly those put forward at the Freetown
meering?
Finallv, there is a third questron to which vou have not
rephed and on whrch vou have taken a posrtion that is
not satisfactory. \7rth reference to aid to Vietnam, as
the Commrssroner personallv responsible, and in view
of the collective responsibility of the Commission as a
u'hole, do you intend to resume aid to this country
which has, as everyone knows, suffered terribly as a
result of American aggression?
In reply to a question put by another Member, Mr
Chey.sson stated last October that the Commission did
not rntend to resume this ardl
President. 
- 
Mr Pranchdre, this period is intended to
enable Members to put questions to the Commission.
In speaking so Iong you are abusing the right of other
Members to take part in the procedure.
I call Mr Marshall.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
!/ould the Commrssroner not accept
rhat thrs action is nothing short of a constitutional
ourrage, in that the Commission's decision was taken
without consultation with Members of this House or
the Councrl? Should an appointed body such as the
Commission not listen to the wishes of this House and
of the Council before taking a decision such as this?
\7ould the Commission not agree that this decision
has caused grave public concern throughout the
Community? Vhy should the Russian gauleiters Brow
fat at the expense of the Community taxpayers?
Frnally, would he not accept that there is no political
reason for making this decision as long as the Russians
are still in Afghanistan? Vould he accept the verdicr of
a friendly critic that this decrsion was polrtrcally inept,
consritutronally *'rong and economically mad?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hord.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, this is possibly one of the
mosr imporranr political and consritutional issues that
has confronted the House in the last year. It would
seem that the Commission has taken the decision ro
export cereals and other agricultural products to the
Soviet Union at a time when Russian aggression in
Afghanistan has been stepped up, when Russian
bombers are bombing the poor people of Afghanistan
and millions of people are seeking refuge in Pakistan. I
should like the Commissioner to tell this House how
the Commission is able to undertake such a unilateral
decisron which involves subsranrial amounts of
taxpayers' money without any consultation with either
Parliament or the Council. Ve now have an urgency
procedure; this is often used by the Commission and
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the Council where budgeran' issues are at stake and I
would like to knop' wh1' the Commissron has not
invoked the procedure in rhrs insrance.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delarte.
Mr Delatte. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, I feel we are
departing somewhat from rhe marrer we are supposed
to be discussrng in this debate. In my view the
embargo q,.as a failure. Vhv? Because, in spite of
everythinB, manv countries continued to supply grarn
to the USSR and because Europe connived in the
trade rn American grain r-hich passed through Europe,
was turned rnto flour and sold to rhe USSR.
Todat, the embargo has been lifted. Right now in
Europe we have grain srocks of 600 OOO tonnes which
are gorng to be something of a liabilrry come the
han'est; 600 000 ronnes that we musr sell ourside the
Communitr', excepr for a buffer stock which we need
for ourselves And so I want to ask the Commission:
why is it presenrlv refusing ro sell rhese 6OO 0OC tonnes
to the USSR, given thar the ban has been lifred and
that all rhe other surplus countnes will rake over our
place on the USSR market? 'Why are w.e still not
selhng these 500 000 ronnes, which ir rs imperative thar
we dispose of right away?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Might I simply ask the Commission
u'herher it took no accounr at all of the political issues
involved in thrs matter, because from the srarement
made by rhe Commissioner yesterday it appeared rhar
it did not pay a.ny attention vu'hatsoever to these rssues.
As mv friends have said, this is a marrer, and the
Commissioner musr recognize this, which is causing
tremendous concern and holding up rhe Community
to virtual contempt in some of the member countries.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Commission.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.
(DA) Thn debate has been characterized by rhe
refusal of speakers to acknowledge rhe *.ording of the
decrsron taken on 15Januan. 1980. For rhe record I
shall repear rhe rerms of that decision. It established
the pnnciple, in so man1, words, that delrveries from
the Community should neither directly nor indirectlv
replace deliveries from the USA to the Soviet market.
Therefore, regardless of what the Communitv decides,
that decision is nullified once the US Lfts ,tr'"rnb".go,
as it u.ould be pointless to decide whether or nor ro
replace deliveries from rhe American market if the
Soviet Union and the USA had alreadv negotrated a
resumption of American exporrs. There rs therefore no
point rn debaring whether we should conrinue ro
refrarn from replacing rhese US exports if they have in
fact been resumed.
If we wish to contrnue our embargo of the Sovier
Union *'e should, in fact, have to rake a new decision,
and I have not heard the slightest suggestion that rhe
Foreign Ministers might be considering such a step. I
would add that the Commission's decision was ro
resume normal rrade relatrons with the Soviet Union,
and that decision was ratrfied in COREPER by all ten
Member Stares It is therefore unrrue ro say rhar rhe
Commission has taken any political decisions off its
own bat, for the Council's decision of over a year a1o
has been invalidared bv the acrion of the US. To carry
out the n'ishes being expressed here today we should
need a new decision for separare action by [he
Communiry against the Soviet Union.
Mr Gouthier spoke of milk producrs and criticized me
for what I said vesterday. Our decrsion on milk and
butter exports was a purely commercial one, as a[
present the Communiry has no large srocks of burter,
for example, that we could make avarlable for expon.
That situatron will change. Ar some future dare stocks
will have accumulated again, but that is not rhe case
today and we therefore have no desire to encourage
exports of these products. To Mr Delatte I would say
that when the Community, before rhis siruation arose,
refused to subsidize the export of the famous 600 0OO
tonnes of grain, rhe reason was rhar the Commission
wished to uphold the Council's decision nor to replace
US exports ro Russia. The decision I announced ro
Parliament yesterdav finally annuls rhe previous deci-
sion, and the Commission is now ready to proceed
with invitarions to tender in the normal way, but
obviously rhis will take some time, so a refusal by the
Commission ro allow the export of rhese 600 000
tonnes of grain does not arise.
Mr Fanton. (FR)- Rubbishl
President. 
- 
This irem is closed.
4. Competition pohcy
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda rs the
report bv Mr Moreau (Doc. 1-867/80), on behalf of
the Committee on Economrc and Monetary Affarrs,
on the Ninth Repon of the Commission on Comperi-
tion Poliry (Doc. l-127 /80).r
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President
I call the rapporteur
Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladres
and gentlemen, competition polrcf is not an end in
irself for us. It rs an essential means to an end, to
achrevrng the economic integration of the Communitr'.
It also has parucular relevance at the present time rn
vien' of the economic situation which continues to
rntensify, competition and provoke protectiontst reac-
trons both rnside and outsrde the Communitt'. The eim
of the report was to examine the rules on competttion
embodied in the Treaties and the w'av thev have been
applied over the past ts'enty years, and to look at what
must be done to applv them, tmProve them and in
some cases adapt them to changrng crrcumstances. I
n'rll deal urth the report under three main headings:
the effectrveness of competition polrcr', its flexrbility
end rts objectives.
The rules on competition must be applied fullv and as
rapidlv as possible, rn full knou'ledge of the facts, and
ln even' sphere where competrtion must rightfulh'
exist If it is to be effective, competitron policy should
alloq'for a revrslon of the present procedure, further
extension of rr field of application and greater
equalitv in the conditrons of competition
The procedure needs to be revised. The present proce-
dure followed by the Commission in applying the rules
on compet.ition is restricted to exPorts alone, inappro-
priate in some cases, not lransparent enough and short
on resources. The Advisory Committee on Restrictive
Practices and Dominant Positions, whose opinion is
sought before any decision is taken on the implemen-
tation of Articles 85 and 85, rs made uP entirelv of
offrcrals appointed bv the Member States. If necessary,
the Commrssron mav seek advice from vartous sectors
of rndustn', but the trade untons, employers' organiza-
tions and consumer associations are not suffrcientll'
rnvolved in competrtion poLcy. That is whv u'e are
calling on the Commission to provide more extensive
information to these organizations on the arms lt is
pursuing and the measures it rs taking. This is vrtal if
competition policf is to be understood and applied bv
even'one ln the Community. If the procedure for
implementrng the rules on competrtion ls too slow or
rnsuffrcienrly transparent, then clearh' rt is inadequate
Paragraph 7 of the resolution suggests some remedres.
In vrew of the fact that there rs considerable overlap-
ping between national and Community legrslations, we
also suggest that the Commission should seek closer
cooperation with consumer organlzations, national
monopolies commissions and the Economic and Socral
Committee. The Economic and Social Commrttee has,
rn fact, recentlv shown its interest ln competltion and
has prepared and adopted a report on the subject. It
has also become apparent that the Commtssron does
nor have the staff to pursue a fulll' effective competr-
tion policy.
As regards the field of application, we are particularly
anxious that the Commission should in future provrde
us with an annual summary of its activities in the
financial sector and the insurance sector where very
little progress has been made in recent years. As for
[rxnsport, we hope the Commissron will shortly submrt
r&'o proposals on the application of the rules on
competition to air transport and sea transPort.
Furthermore, if rt rs to be effectrve, competition policy
implies some degree of harmonrzatron of legal, tech-
nical and fiscal provisions in the Community. In this
connection the resolution underlines the need to acce-
lerate the removal of technical barriers to trade
resulting either from laws and regulations or from
exrsting provrsions, in line wrth the judgment handed
down by the European Coun of Justice in the Cassis
de Dijon case on 20 February 1979. As regards the
fiscal srde, u'e deplore the inadequacy of tax harmont-
zatron in the Communrtv which rs at the source of the
inequalrties rn the condrtions of competition. Para-
graph 17 of the resolution details the action to be
taken rn this area. In relation to foreign trade, we
cannot create a genuine comperition policy unless our
competlrors on the world markets are prepared or can
be persuaded to abide bv the same basic rules we
impose on ourselves. The Commission should there-
fore activelv seek to extend the rules on competition to
rhe other countrres too by doing rts utmost to abolish
rax havens, eliminate flags of convenience and abolish
other unfair practices in the field of competrtion.
The rules on competitron contained in the Treaties
*'ere devised during a period of economic growth very
different from the srtuation we have at the moment. It
goes without saying that in the present changed situa-
rion the rules on competitron must be applied, scrupu-
louslv of course, but also wrth sufficient flexibility to
take rnto account both the economic situation and the
capacltles and functions assigned to vartous competing
economic operators, whether privare or public under-
takings, large undertakrngs, small and medium-srzed
undertakings or national and transnational undertak-
rngs.
Vrth regard to private undertakings, the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs accepts that rn a
perrod of exceptional structural cnsls, a few closelv
controlled agreements of Iimited duration mrght be
necessarv in the European Communrtv to assist
restructuring under Communrtv rndustnal policies.
'Vherever possible, undertakrngs should be given the
opportunity to plav their part in restructurrng, pro-
vrded of course that any exemptions they may eniov
and anv profits rhat mav accrue from them are used
primarilv, if not exclusively, for restructuring and
reconverslon rn rhese sectors. Generally speaking, the
Commission does not at present have the necessary
powers to influence the trend of the market. In fact
rhe Community market is moving towards an oligo-
polistic structure, [o the point where rn some sectors
there is more collusion than competition. It is deplor-
able that the Council has still not adopted the
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proposed regulation on the control of mergers which
would give the Commission the necessary insrrumenr
to pre\ent excessive concentrations.
The Commrttee on Economrc and Monetary Affairs
q'elcomes the proposal pur forward by rhe Commis-
sion 
- 
*'hose competence in respect of public under-
takings was recently challenged in an acrion brought
before the Court of Justice 
- 
because this proposal is
designed to ensure greater rransparency of financial
relatrons betq-een pubhc undertakings and Member
States
Frnally we move on to transnatronal undertakings, and
here we regret [o say that the Commission has failed
to act. 'W'e are still waiting for a proposal on transfer
pnces and for measures which would provide more
informatron on the acrivities of [ransnatronals.
A flexible competition polcv, that is to say, one that
can adapt to the size and scope of the various under-
takings that are competing with each other, musr
promote the interests of small and medium-sized
undertakings whose dynamism, needless to say, is so
essentral to the economic life of today. The Commis-
sion drd indeed make a statement on small and
medium-srzed undertakings in November 1980, but
the Commrssron's actual report on competitron policy
::Jr,:t"r 
vrrtually no srgns of developments in this
To round off, the report deals with the objectives of
competition. Competrtron cannot be said to be effec-
tive unless it is beneficial to the economy in general
and the consumer in particular. This is not invariably
the case The monitonng of national aid schemes is
also an essential xspect of competition pohcl'.
According to Artrcle 92 of the Treaty, aid must not
lead ro drstortron of competition and is compatrble
u'ith the principles of the Common Market onlf if it
promotes economic development. This aspect has
acquired crucial importance in the present penod of
economrc difficulties when there is a general tendencr'
to resort to ard. Paragraph 25 of the resolution spells
ou[ verv clearlv what are the requirements of a compe-
tition policy which marntains the competrtrveness of
indusrry and not the reverse. Specifically, we are
askrng for a detailed review of the effects of the rmple-
menrarion of the Council Decision of 18 December
1979 establishing Community rules for specific aid to
the iron and steel industrl'. In general, effectil'e moni-
toring of aid schemes depends on close coordinatton
betn'een the various other Community policies, parti-
cularlv industnal policy, and competition policy. And
thrs is something we cannot overemphasize to
Commissioner Andriessen, and indeed to all the
Commissioners. In the present circumstances, the
continued development of the single market depends
to a large extent on aid schemes berng kept under
effective Community control.
As regards consumer protection, the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs stresses once again
rhat the Commission must follow up in its enquiris
into price drspanties with practical measures designed
to eliminate them. But lower prices are not the only
benefit the consumer has a right to expect. In this
connection, paragraph 25 of the resolution draws
attention to the great care needed in applying the rules
on competition, rn order to take account of the special
nature of certain services such as air transport. The
reports by Mr Beumer and Mr Schwartzenberg
respectively stressed the importance of maintaining a
high standard of service in these areas, regardless of
the possible advantages to be gained from increased
comperition. I felt this was a point worth underlining.
Those are the main provisions of the report. If we are
to have genulne and effective competition that can
adapt to various situations and to various economic
operators, and that is beneficial both to the
Community and to the consumers as a whole, clearly it
is vital that the Commission, and not only the
Commission but also the Member States and the
Council, should have the will to apply the rules on
competition to the full. Bur this will alone is not
enough; they must also have the capacity to implement
them, especially in the face of the powerful legal
resources at the disposal of the production and distri-
bution units. That is what we meant by improving and
adapting the procedure for implementing the rules on
compeiltion. Competition is an instrument serving a
policy; what we need now is the political resolve to
follow the direction indicated in this report.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Valter. (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Socralrst Group approves Mr Moreau's
report. '!7e also approve the statement he has made
here, since his reporr takes cntical stock of rhe present
competition policl'.
'!fl'e are, of course, all familar wrth rhe picture of a
common market where there are no subsidies and the
trade frontrers are open. In reality, the European
Community is quite differenr. The Member States of
the European Community fight each other ar rhe fron-
tiers with trade tricks for which we have invented the
fine term 'technical barriers to trade'. The Member
States of the European Community are engaged in a
cut-throat narional subsidy race and, in their efforts to
protect their economies, they are constancly coming
up with new protectionistic external rrade restrictions.
I believe we are furrher away from [he common
market in the European Community rhan ever, and
the failures of the competition policy show us that the
European Community has entered a phase of rena-
tionalization. Under the pressure of the economic
crisis, protectionism is on the increase in the
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Communitv. I therefore say that, if economic crises
are not to turn into social and economic catastrophes
in rhe Community, action must be taken, particularly
rn this cntical period, to expand and maintain the
common market.
I would, hov"-ever, stress that the Communi'y rtself is
partly to blame for this development. The differences
rn levels of prosperity in the European Communitv
form an ideal breedrng ground for national protec-
tionism. But despite all the European Communtty's
efforts we find that it has not yet been possible to
reduce these differences. Since there is no effective
structural and socral polrcv in the steel industry, we
should not be surprised if the Member States resort to
national subsidies. Since the Communiry does not
have an effective regional policy, we should not be
surprised if the Member States propose and introduce
national regional aids. So let us not ask too much of
the European Community's competition policy. It
cannot make up for the mistakes and omissions made
in other political areas of the European Community
The Socialist Group is, of course, particularly inrer-
ested in the future of the concentration of undenak-
rngs in the Community. This concentration has
increased, albeit at a slower rate than before. But this
only goes to show' rhat we have already gone a rela-
tivelv long s'ay in abandonrng markets in the
Communrty This has senous implicatrons for pnce
formation, it has serious implrcations for agreements
and market sharing and for the abrlrty of the workers
rn the undertakrngs to safeguard their interests.
After all, what use is even the best national legrslation
on the rnvolvement of workers in corporate decision-
makrng if the process of international concentration
results in responsibilrty for economic decisrons being
removed from the natronal subsidiarres of international
companies? \What good is even the best and most
consistent natronal fiscal policy- rf tnternational
companies use lnrernational transfer prices to get
round it? I say this to those who, when talking about
the economy', alu'avs use the v"'ord 'market'. I also sai,
it to those Members of this House who are closelv
assocrated with organized economic interest groups.
'Market' does not only mean customs dutres and
barriers to trade; it also means consumers and
q.orkers.
I therefore appeal to the governments of the Member
States at long last to introduce the control of mergers
that has been under drscussion in the Council of
Ministers for so long. I also appeal to the Conservative
partres in this House to abandon their resistance to the
adoption of the directives on companv law in the
Community, which concern the extensron of workers'
nghm in companres. The way the Frfth Directive has
been plaved around with in the Legal Affairs
Committee is truly unworthy of Parliament and means
that the Community is not seizing the new political
opportunities open to it.
I also appeal to the Commission not to delay any
Ionger rn submitting a proposal for solving the
problem of the transfer prices used by international
companies. I regard it as disrespect for the request
made by Parliament n 1977 that the Commission
should not yet have put forward any practical propo-
sals rn this area.
Ladies and gentlemen, the credibility of the European
Community among workers and consumers depends
very largely on whether we make any progress in these
areas.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christran-Democratic-Group).
Mr Herman. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in their attempts to find a way out of an
economic crisis, governments and polrtical parttes have
frequently resorted either to a policy of strmulating
overall demand or to a so-called supplv policy; some
of the policies are monetarist or Friedmanite, others
are Kevnesian, but one does not hear much about
competition policv. This is no doubt why Parliament
devotes so lrttle attention to rt Competrtron policy is
not popular, and vet it is a policv we cannot do
without. Vhy? Because competirion is the only policy
that enables the benefits of productivity to be passed
on to the consumer in the form of reduced prices for
the goods he buvs. That way we can maintain a
reasonable level oi demand without inflation That
$'ay our cosrs can sray competitive. That way the
developing countries can contrnue to buy from us
without risk to their balance of payments. That wav
we can rob the OPEC countnes of the excuse of our
rrsing costs to keep rncreasrng the price of oil.
In fact, it is through lack of competition that the
benefits of productrvitl' either show up as increased
profits or as increases ln costs and wages, and very
often both. So it is that the wage increases awarded in
the protected sectors and in the high-productivity
sectors raprdly spread through the I.rw-productivrty
secrors, leadrng to bankruptcies anr unemployment.
The process of de-industrialization that Europe is
undergoing is rhe result of these tendencies, in other
words the lack of competitron. The best way to
lmprove purchasing power is to lower pnces and not
to give wage increases whrch very quicklv trigger off
inflation and so lead to higher prices and a reduction
in purchasing power.
That is why, Mr Moreau, while being all rn favour of
giving rnformatron and of ensunng as wide as possible
'an understanding of competition policy, we are not in
favour of trade unions being involved in competition
policy in the sense that they might have a say in its
shaping, since both management and workers in an
undertaking clearly have a common interest in
resrsunB any lowering of prices and any competition.
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The cake to be shared out is very much larger when
there are no competirors, and rhar is why ir rs viral that
those who have to make decisions relating ro competi-
tion be totally impartial and removed from any kind of
pressures. Apan from that, our Group by and large
endorses what the rapporreur has had ro say, and in
essence we supporr rhe report as adopted by the
Committee on Economic and Monetarv Affairs.
President. 
- 
I call rhe European Democratic Group.
Mr Balfour. 
- 
Mr Presrdenr, competrtion policy lies
at the heart of the Communrrv, and yer rhe curious
thing is that few areas show more clearly the complete
lack of political will at Member State level. Consider-
able effort has gone into developing a corpus of
Community legrslation under Articles 85 and 85. All of
these are necessarily directed against concentrations of
power ar the level of rhe private undertaking. Rela-
tively little has gone into redressing the real imbalance
- 
national aids. Litrle has been done to force Member
State governmen$ to pracrise at home what they so
readily preach at Communrty level. It is rhe usual
thing. Bash the privare sector and featherbed the
pubhcl Fine and harass a privare undertaking, but
subsidrze and protect the public!
In a period of recession there is a real danger that rhis
will get worse, nor berrer. In a period of hideous
unemployment, do you leave it to freer competition to
create more jobs bv increasing rhe porenrial for trade
and industrial efficiency, or do you pump cash into the
economy [o employ, directly or indirectly, some of
those unemployed? It is likely that rhe Commission
wilt find it increasinglv difficutr here to eliminate the
mosr distorting elemenr of all 
- 
rhe interference by
governments through na[ional aids; yet this musr be
the Commissioner's top priority. Perhaps the Cassis de
Dijon case will enable him to develop a means of
expanding the scope of Article 90-94. The implications
of that case need to be examined. Certainly rhe
Commissioner will have to show the same zeal in
enforcing Articles 9Q-94 as his predecessors have done
in developing legislation under Anicles 85-86.
Parliament has shown, in Mr Moreau's'paragraph 21,
that it will welcome and support rhe Commissioner in
identifyrng and prosecuting distortions of competition
where these are created by a lack of rransparency,
which is our jargon for saying narional aids. The
Directive of 25June 1980 is an exrremely imponanr
one, and we regret bitterly that three Member States
chose to challenge it in the Court of Justice. Parlia-
ment, conscious of the great and important efforts of
the Commission and Court of Justice in developing a
body of legislation against the abuse of dominant posi-
tions and cartel agreemen[s, has begun ro push for the
righr of defendants to be better protected. Para-
graphT of rhe Moreau reporr is a good srart in rhis
directron. But what has for long puzzled the mind is
how the efforts of DG III can be prodded by rhe
growing powers of DG IV. This is a huge area where
Parliament wilI welcome Commission ideas and
action. How can we bring fully wirhin comperirion
policy such things as rype approval tesr directives,
public purchasing directives, frontier holdups, MCAs,
tax harmonizacion directives, harmonization by refer-
ence to standard bodies? In all of these areas, the
efforts of Mr Andriessen will be judged by the extent
co which his powers and energies are marched by an
equal commitment from Mr Narjes. Mr Andriessen
can attack the private secror, bur Mr Narjes as well as
Mr Andriessen will have to attack the public sector.
And for this, this House is impatient.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Leonardi. 
- 
(17) Mr President, ir is reassuring to
see how, even in difficult dmes like these, the
Commissron adheres to its established custom and
draws up a reporr like the one on comperition in
accordance with procedures now nearly rwenty years
old.
\7e feel, however, that even in rhis respect some
changes should be made. In the presenr siruation, we
should have rhe courage to discard rhe old sysrem and
look beyond the usual examination of innumerable
cases based on intervention by rhe Commission to
enforce compliance with Articles 85 and 85 of the
Treaty. Ve should add to the descriprion of these
cases a general evaluarion of the effecr of the policy
on comperition on Community economic development
in the past and in the presenr.
It must be acknowledged rhat, on page 1l of the
Commrssion's reporr, such an effort has been made,
although in a manner nor only inadequare but also
completely misguided. The passage in question affirms
that, thanks ro the policy on comperition, the
Communrtl' has substanrially maintained its exrernal
competitive ability. \7e believe on [he conrrary rhat the
Community has nor maintained its exrernal comperi-
tive ability, and that this is especially due to the failure
to provide a common market and, among other rhings,
to the failure of rhe old policy on comperirion based
on the faith rhar rhe eliminadon of obsracles would
inevirably lead to the creation of such a market by
natural economic forces.
As you are well aware, rhis did nor happen; on'the
contrary, aid from Member Srates to individuai secrors
our industries is growing; more agreements are being
made; the akeady numerous technical barriers are
increasing fasrer rhan they can be destroyed. So great
are rhe tensions felt by rhe indrvidual countries due to
transfers of income abroad caused by higher prices for
raw materials and other commodities, and so great are
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the national structural differences that each country
tends to respond in its own way, making it impossible
for the forces of competition to create a homogeneous
market. Certarn countries or certain sectors mav
perhaps enjol'advantages for a brief period, but thev
eliminate general competition and therefore do harm
to everyone.
]f u'e want [o preserve competition, we must give it a
frame of reference, that is, we mus[ finallv produce
policies on the Community level; we must go from a
defensive to an actlve policy, dorng rn substance what
our competrtors 
- 
the United States and Japan, for
example 
- 
have done rn the electronics industrv. It
can certainlv not be sard that the rules of competitron
were respected there: for this sector in these countries
action was taken based on plans callrng for coopera-
tion among the individual companies.
'We believe that only in these terms can the policy on
competition, even within the limim laid down in the
Treaties, be usefully applied and serious errors, such
as the belief in a competitive ability on the Community
level which has long since disappeared, be avoided.
Naturally the competent Commissioner could obsen'e
at this point that such problems are not his responsi-
bility, and indeed we urge that this problem of
comperitive abilrty be dealt with b1'the Commission as
a whole, for it is basic to any possible policy on
competition itself.
As far as the Moreau resolution is concerned, we
acknowledge rhat ir makes many interesting and accu-
rate obsen'ations, but a resolu[ron can certainly not
compensate for the fundamental errors in the
Commission's report, which we have briefly pointed
out. For this reason, we will abstain from the vote on
the Moreau motion for a resolutron.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Delorozoy. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Mr Moreau's
excellent report has the attribute of being very exhaus-
tive, but if there is one thing on whrch I would mildly
take him to task, it is the fact that he has sought to lay
stress on the need to regulate competitlon. Now, our
Group is against any trend towards a planned and
controlled economy that limits free enterprise and
sub;ects undertakrngs to binding rules. Rather than
passing new legrslation and settrng up new Community
controls, we should surely be concentrating on
harmonizing poLcies, on concerted action, on looking
at the specific problems of small and medium-srzed
undertakings and on regulating official aid. There are
in fact four important points which could help to
ensure genuine competition. It is not normal or desir-
able for the Commission and the Court of Justice to be
put in the position of having [o negotiate and interpret
because of the exrstence of different and sometimes
even overlapping national laws. Coordrnation and
harmonization of the different economic legrslations
of the Member States, both as regards private
commercial law and open tenders, would eliminate a
good many of the legal difficulties.
Coordination and harmonization are clearly essential
if the technrcal barriers to trade are to be removed.
These disguised protectionist measures, which are
more and more commonplace, especrallv in the present
economic cnsis, are still the matn obstacle [o the free
movement of goods and sen'ices between the countries
of the European Economic Communin'. The arm is
not to standardize products in a wav that would limrt
the free choice of the consumer; but anv forn-r of
improper market protection on the pretext of quality,
safett' or public health must be prevented. There
should, we believe, be yet another important option
available, that is to say, consultation *'ith all the
parties concerned, For instance, it is inconceivable that
Community' and national jurists and economists
should confuse q'hac is desirable with what is feasible
in even'day economic life and fail to go for the real-
istic options as regards regulating competition. These
options, by virtue of their concept;on, can in many
cases be interpreted and applied onlv at a later date byjurists and economists who, however eminenr, will
have to be recruited from within the large undertak-
lngs.
The rhird important point in this debate is, without a
doubt, the position of the small and medium-sized
undertakrngs. The Community's most dvnamic under-
takings must not be the victims of Communitv rules on
compeutron which are intended primarily to curb the
abuses of the dominant undertakings Vhen the
Community goes all out using the law to break up
monopolies and prevent the abuse of domrnant posi-
trons, it is often found that the small and medium-
srzed undertakings are consistently the victims of such
abuse. The spectacular penalties inflicted on some
mulrinarionals are one thing, but they should not make
us forget the rens of thousands of small and medir.rm-
sized undertakings that constitute the backbone of our
economv
Lasr but not least is the problem of officral aid to
undertakrngs and sectors in drfficultv. Forgetting for a
moment our fundamental oppositron to any kind of
interference by'the public authonties in the running of
undertakings, while it may be quite natural that aid
should be glven to undertakings tn sectors undergoing
restructuring, as in the case of shipbuitding and steel,
it is obvrous that by giving ard to undertakings and
sectors that are chronically making a loss, one limits
the competitrve opportunities of the remaining healthy
units It goes without saying that Community and
national authorities have a part to plaf in reconverttng
dyrng rndustries and safeguarding employment. It is
intolerable, however, that other undertakings in the
same sector should be made to bear the cost. Genuine
competition is important today as never before. As the
rapporteur pointed out, structural changes, the differ-
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ences in development between the various EEC coun-
trie5 and the continuing high rate of inflation all
naturally lead to distortions of competition. \fle should
therefore take particular care not to jeopardize the
concept of a single market, which is the cornerstone of
our European Community.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\7IELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call rhe Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(FR) Mr P;:esident, the Commission's
Ninth Report on Competition Polio'is an extremely
important document., and it is quite clear that competi-
tion plal's an essential role in the European economy,
as indeed was underlined by the rapporteur in his oral
presentation. The founders of the Common Market
were firmly convinced, as we ourselves are, of the
benefits of healthy competition between the undertak-
ings of the Member States. In fact, properly controlled
compeurion will among other things create the condi-
tions for innovation and technological advance, make
for greater market transparency and help to fight
rnflation. It is an instrument serving the consumer tn
that it assures hrm better value for mone)'. It is also an
instrument of economic policy whrch should make rt
possible to rationalize industrial structures and limit
the scope of agreements between producers and distri-
butors. But this competitron policy must be realistic
and the competition must be fair. A little more firm-
ness will no doubt have to be exercised in enforcing it.
We know it is difficult but we shall have to do it, or at
any rate make every effort to do it, for while competi-
tion polcy has its merits it also has its limrtations.
Jacques Moreau dealt in greater depth with these
essenrial points I have just mentioned. I too should like
to congratulate hrm on his conscientious work in such
a difficult area. \flhile on the subject of competition
policy, we feel bound to mention the unfair competi-
rion indulged in by certain third countries and to
express our condemnation of all unfair practices. It is
an aspect of competition that we canno! afford to
overlook. \Tithin the Communrty, observance of the
rule s on competitron must be linked with the introduc-
tion of a coherent Community commercial policy
which we see as fundamental. Vhile competition
policy is an important aspect of all common policres, it
cannot hide the reality of other policies, such as indus-
trial policy, social policy and commercial policy. And
we must mention the links which exist between
competition policy and industrial policy. A proper
competition policy must be compatible with a dynamic
industrial policy, giving undertakings the means to
adapt to a modern economy and thus to conserve
employment. Today the steel industry and the textile
industry are in a critical condition as a result of
competition from certain third countries, principally
Japan and the South-East Asian counrnes. In facr, we
discussed these problems at some lengrh yesterday
evenrng.
All this militates in favour of a change of arritude.
'!7hat then can we say about the system of national
aids? Vithout a doubt it can be brought into play
more swrftly and is more flexible than Communiry aid
mechanisms which are criticized for being too slow
and insufficiently developed. Accordingly the Euro-
pean institutions should streamline the machinery for
intervention rn cases of crisis and thereby avoid the
kind of anomalies we have referred to. Take the steel
industry, for example.
Finally, something we feel is very important 
- 
and the
rapporteur has emphasized it 
- 
is that the Commis-
sion must give high priority to developing small and
medium-sized undertakings. In this connection, steps
must be taken to strengthen their legal security not
only rn the area of licences, patents, trade marks'and
so on, but also in the area of company law and
harmonization of tax laws. Any competition thar is not
adequately controlled will always favour the large
production and drstribution unirs ar their expense. I
know that the Commrssion attaches special and consi-
derable rmportance to the problems of small and
medrum-srzed undertakings. I can do no more than
encoura8e them to persevere in this direction.
Mr President, there you have the few observation I
wanted to make on behalf of my group in connection
with Mr Moreau's excellent report.
President. 
- 
I call the non-attached Members.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I am speakrng on behalf of the Italian
non-attached members, and I join with those of my
colleagues who have lamented the fact that a problem
as important as that examined in the excellent Moreau
report was hastily dealt with in the last moments of the
Friday of the last part-session, in a nearly empry
chamber.
This problem involves a basic element of the Treaty of
Rome, that is, the common commitment to defend an
economy based on competition, a fundamental prin-
ciple whrch the Moreau report re-emphasizes while
lustly defining its terms in conformity with the present
state of the European economy, whose development
indubitably benefits from free competition and will
continue to do so, provided that free competition is
preserved by means of precise rules respected by alt.
Otherwise the European economy will not only fail to
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benefrt from competition, as Mr Leonardi has said, but
on the contran'rt wrll runs the risk of srnkrng more
and more deeplf into the cnsrs rn u'hrch rt frnds rtself
todar'. It rs also obvrous that \\'e must not alloq'free
competltion to become free opportunlsm, ro the detrr-
ment of one country or another. It rs a question of
rules uhich rr'e are all bound to obsen'e rules aimed at
fiscal harmonrzation, uniformitv in energv prices
determined bv honest studres of the costs of energy'
resources and the greatest transparencv in regard to
them, and elrminatron of rnternational tax evasion; u'e
call for an end to rhe so-called 'tax havens', flags of
convenrence and all similar practlces s'hrch entail not
free competrtron but unacceptable speculations and 
-I repeat 
- 
concealed protectionism.
N{r President, in sayrng thrs I feel I have nou clearlv
explained the reasons s-hv I and mv non-attached
Italran colleagues u'ill vote rn favour of the N{oreau
rePort.
President. 
- 
I call N'Ir Nlarkozanrs, rhe second
speaker for the non-attached Members
Mr Markozanis. (GR) Mr President, dear
colleagues, to Mr N{oreau's reporc on competrtion
policy I hare tabled en amendment (Amendment
No 3) on exemption from rhe provisions of controlled
competitron involving tax allou'ances and aid to tech-
nologr. in connection s'ith the establshment and oper-
ation of organized erport trade companres consisting
of small and medrum-sized firms.
As we know, the Communitv grants in'u'esrment ard to
problem ereas [o establish industnes and small craft
businesses This grant is made for social reasons, r.e ro
keep the working popularion rn these areas, and for
reasons *'hrch are clearly economic. i.e. to remove the
economic disadvantages caused bv the lack of;obs and
the deficrencres ln the basic industrial infrastructurc rn
these regions Insofar as these granrs offser the rrsing
cost of establishing and operating productron units,
thel' provrde a guarantee of equal terms of competi-
tron betu'een frrms established in problem regrons and
firms establrshed rn developed regrons. There are
partrcularlv strong economic arguments rn favour of
providrng natronal aids to establish and operate organ-
rzed e xport trade companies u'hrch are essentrally
non-profit makrng and consist of small and medium-
srzed firms.
The following factors have emerged from research.
First, rhe search for foreign markets by small and
medrum-srzed frrms involves a high commercral cosr
per production unrt and makes small and medium-
srzed frrms uncompetitive compared to the large
manufacturing industnes Second, because of thrs
shortcomrng small and medium-srzed frrms have to
look for markets nearer home v"'hich means that the
kind and quality of goods whrch they produce is
dependent upon trade, with rhe result that thev cannot
dran' up a production programme! nor can they
operrte at therr full production capacrly on a regular
basis. Consequently, productron cosrs are hrgh. I'hird,
the fact that the'r'olume of production is smalI means
that they are unable as separare units to deal with large
orders v,'rth rhe result rhat frrms who rrade with rhem
come to lose fairh in therr abrlrn, to deliver the goods
on time in accordance wirh the agreed specificarions.
It rs clear that rhese shortcomrngs considerablv reduce
the competitn'eness of small and medium-srzed firms,
and no matter hoq' much frnancial assistance is giien
to thrs sector of production it u,ill not be enough to
solve the problem.
The solution ro rhe problem, Mr Presrdent, lies in
provrdrng economlc assrstance for non-profit making
partnerships of small and medium-srzed firms ro ser up
export trade companies which, firstlr., will take on
orders and share them our amongsr the firms and,
secondlr', n'rll undertake at the same rime to provide
technrcal gurdelrnes to small and medium-srzed frrms
on productron and packaging of products. In this way
the obstacles can be overcome and competirion on
equal terms betq'een small and medium-srzed irrms
and large industnal concerns guaranteed. This could
also lead ro rncreased competition rn the European
market n'ith positlue effects on prices, and ro small and
medium-sized frrms operarrng at a satrsfacton' level of
therr established productron capaciry, which increases
as direct profits are ploughed back in as rnvesrmenr.
Thus, there will be an increase in the productrviry of
the economv wrth posrtive results for production and
for emplovment. At the same rrme, there shouLJ be
some relaxatron in the limited monev supply which the
Communitv is facrng as a result of the continued pnce
lncreases for crude orl.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission.
(,4/Z) Mr Presidenr, I am grateful that, thanks ro the
procedure Parliament has adopted ro debare rhe Ninrh
Repon on Competition Policy, I too have an oppor-
tunity of making a few remarks on [he debate so far. I
am in a rather difficult position in that various general
sraremenrs were made at the end of the last pan-
session, and there is not, of course, enough time for
me to repeat them all. Nor is there any need for this: it
can all be found in the Repon of Proceedings, but my
answer today will, of course, also reflect what has
already been said.
I too should Lke to begrn by congratulatrng the
rapporteur, Mr Moreau, on the qualitv and soundr-ress
of hrs report and on many of the views expressed in rr.
The report contains manv recommendations u.hrch the
Commrssion also endorses. I do hope, however 
- 
and
I believe thrs was also mentioned during the last pan-
sessron 
- 
that it *'ill be possrble to debate the Tenrh
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Repon on Competition Policy rather earlier, certainly
before the Eleventh Repon appears. I have my doubts
about that being possible in June, as Mr Prout
suggested at the lasr part-session, but I hope rhe
procedure can be speeded up somewhat, because the
competition policy is a very topical matrer and there-
fore needs to be discussed as quickly as possible.
Any discussion on competition must take in even'
aspect of competition and the 'r'arious wavs in which it
can be distorted, to which almost every speaker in
today's debate has referred. It goes without saving that
in rhis respect I wish ro acr as a kind of postbox for
Parlrament, passing on its remarks to those of my
colleagues n'ho are concerned with internal market
problems, fiscal harmonrzation and the harmonizatron
of legislatron.
I also agree x,ith the emphasis that has been placed in
thrs Assembh, on the need for an instrument to control
concentrarions. Like the Assemblv, I regret that the
Council has not made any progress in thrs area since
1973. ln the coming monrhs I cenainlv inrend to
consider ver1. senously whether and, rf so, ho*' thrngs
can be got moving agarn in the Council.
The Commrssron has been accused, sometimes expli-
crtly, sometrmes implicitlv, of attaching too lrttle
importancc to the lnterests and significance of small
and medium-sized undertakings. It has been sard that
the tens of thousands of small undertakings form the
backbone of the European Community's economrc
structure. L feel there is a great deal of truth in this, but
I r.ould point out that 
- 
at least as far as the competi-
tion policv is concerned 
- 
a clear Iine has been
followed, a hne that I shall continue to follow in the
future, of taking particular accounr of the specral posi-
tion and the opportunities of small and medium-sized
undertakrngs when general legislation is being formu-
lated. Again, whether sufficient account is taken of
our efforts will be revealed bv the debate on another
report.
The Morr:au report and the various statements that
have been made place considerable emphasis on the
need for the various groups affecrcd by the competi-
tron pohcy to be actually involved in that policy. I
support this idea. I believe that a competition policy
can only succeed if 
- 
despite all the resistance it may
encounter 
- 
it is generally accepted in the society to
which it relates. On the other hand, I would point out
- 
to take up something Mr Herman said 
- 
that a
fundamental requiremenr for the success of the
competition policv is that it should also be rmpartral
and ob1ective.
In this context, I would refer ro anorher conflict, also
noted rn the report, the conflict between the legal
secunty needed to pursue a strictly ob;ective policy
and the ad;ustments required to take account of the
structural problems facing the economy today. On rhis
pornt, of course, the lawyers and economists cannot
agree. Nor do I have answers to all rhese problems
today. I would merely point our rhar some people
begin bv enrering a strong plea for a srrict and objec-
tive competitron policv and end by recommending the
addition of a little water [o rhe competirion wine. I feel
there rs some conflict here, and we must be aware of
this; the Commission will certainly bear it in mind.
Reference has been made to the link between competi-
tion policy and industrial policy. This link exrsts, but
the confhct the competition policy faces stems from
the fact that, while the competrtion policy is pursued
rn accordance with European standards, there is little
evidence of a European industrial policy, although
there are a few exceptions. As long as the Member
States lack the political will to give national industnal
policy an rnternatronal, European dimension, the
conflict betu'een competition poLcy and industrial
policy will contrnue, and wuhout the political will of
the Member States 
- 
the Commission has, after all,
less influence over industry than over competition 
- 
it
will not be easy to remove this obstacle. I can assure
you tha[ we of the Commission, with the powers we
have, will attempt to do what is necessary.
I should like to sav a few words about the assistance
governments give to the business communiry, parricu-
larly indusrry. Almost all the speakers have referred to
this. I can tell you thar this question has taken up mosr
of the short time I have been responsible for the
competition policv. The same conflict occurs here. At
European level recommendations are made 
- 
and
they are made by the Member Srares too 
- 
for a strict
policv, while at national level a completely different
approach is often adopted. Here too rhere is conflict
between the European dimension and national policy.
I can assure you that the Commission fully endorses
the idea expressed here rhat aid, particularly ro pro-
ductron, seriously distorts competition and is therefore
fundamentaily wrong, and rhar we take due accounr of
this when applying the policy on the approval of aids.
To conclude, a few words on procedures. A great deal
has been said in Parliament 
- 
including this report 
-and in the international debate generally about deci-
sion-making procedures, particularly where competi-
tion between undertakings is concerned. This is a
fundamental issue. The procedure adopted musr
enable the Commission to acr as quickly 
- 
rhere has
been enough cntrcrsm about the speed with which we
take decisions 
- 
and as objecrively as possible. I
dispute much of the criticism levelled ar rhe Commis-
sion's procedural rules in rhe inrernational debate ar
the moment. By rhis I do not mean thar rhe procedure
is not capable of improvemenr or rhar rhe Commission
is not sensitive to thrs quesrion, bur rhis Commission
can certainly not be expected 
- 
wirh particular refer-
ence to the competirion policy 
- 
to make a funda-
mental revision of procedural rules relaring ro compe -
tition.
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To close, I should ;ust like ro sav this: Parliament's
debate on the competition report 
- 
and I appreciate
this 
- 
has generally kept to the broad hnes, a general
analvsis of the pohcv. For my part I have also tried to
discuss these aspects in this short statement. I can onlv
hope that Parlrament's positive approach towards this
rmportant aspect of European polio' will help us to
achieve an effective competruon policl' that is rn the
consumer's interests.
President. 
- 
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, to end
this debate I should like ro make just three obsen'a-
Irons.
The first concerns the somewhat conventlonal nature
of rhe report that has been presented to vou. In this
connectron I q,-ish to replv to the remarks made by
Mr Leonardr. I believe this Parhament should in the
not too distant future hare an opportunity to discuss
the Tenth Report, but over and above that rt should be
able to debate in more general terms the whole
concept of competitron policv n'ithin the Community,
given that, as the policl' stands nou', the Communrty is
having some drfficulty ln creating a single market and
is facing gro* rng problems on the outsrde.
Nevenheless, I am the first to concede that this report,
which marks something of a departure from what ma1'
have been done in the past, could not have gone much
further, given the membership of our committee and
the nature of the report it submitted.
Mv second observation concerns the accusatlon
levelled agarnst the report that it seeks to put competi-
tion in a stralt-)acket, to regulate it too much. Our aim
is not to stifle competition but to ensure that it can, in
the spirit of the Treaty, serve not,ust. some but all
sectors of the economy and enable them to enjoy the
advantages that they have even' right to expect. If s'e
are seekrng rn effect ln some way to ratronalize
competition, it is simply in order to reverse the trend
we have seen developrng in the Community, that is to
say, to prevent the large undertakings, the multina-
tionals in particular, from rmposing therr way, their
rules and ultimately their decisrons on the economic
actrvrty of the Community as a whole.
'What, in fact, are we trying to achreve through this
report ?
'We are trying to persuade the institutions to devote
some thought to how competition can be modified to
enable the small and medium-sized undertakings and
all the various sectors of the economy to derive the
mosr benefit from it and to facilinte the grou.th of the
Community economy.
The final observation concerns procedures. The report
goes much less far than the inirial proposals thar were
put forward for a revision of the procedures. The
reason u'hy u'e on the committee are so anxious to
involve the trade unlons and consumers is rhat we
belreve rhat *'irhout makrng rhe present procedures
an), more cumbersome it is imperative that, in consul-
tation q-ith the Commrssion, the trade unions o[ the
various organlzatlons and the consumers should be
more fully acquainted wirh the Commrssion's objec-
trves rn relation to competition policy, wrrh the various
procedures available to them and, finally, with the
gradual evolution of rhese procedures.
In conclusion, I belreve that whar we should realJy be
working towards today is making comperirion policy
an effective arm of a genuine Community industrial
polio'. That rs a very importanr objecrive. If the
Commrssron accepts that idea and tries to work along
those lrnes, then I believe we shall not have been
wasting our rime.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. Ve shall now
proceed to take the vote.1
()
Paragraph 7 
- 
Amendment No 1
Mr Moreau, raPportettr. 
- 
(FR) I am against Amend-
ment No 1 in the light of the discussions in the
committee which was in favour of some changes in the
procedure but was not prepared to Bo as far as this
amendment *'ould have us do
()
Paragraph 7 
- 
Amendment No 2
Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
{FR) As before I am
agalnsr, in lrne q'ith the outcome of the drscussions in
comm rttee
President. 
- 
I call the Commissron.
Mr Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission.
(NL) Mr President, like the rapporteur, I am opposed
to thrs amendment. As rt is worded, the effect it would
have on rhe procedure would hardly be acceptable to
the Commission
Paragraph 23 
- 
Amendment No 3
The Report of Proceedrngs records only rhose pans of
the vote whrch gave rise to speeches. For details of the
vore the reader is referred to rhe mrnutes of the sirring
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Mr Moreau, rapporteilr. 
- 
(FR) May I firsr of all
polnt out a small error in paragraph 21, at least in rhe
French version. In the rhird line from the end 'rappelle
les actions'should read 'regrette les actions'. I apologise
for not bringing this ro your attention earlier.
As for the amendment tabled by Mr Markozanis, I am
against it as the committee was not in favour of
makrng such exceptions.
()
(The resolution u.tas adopted)l
5. European University Institute
President. 
- 
The nexr item is the reporr bv
Mr Schwencke, on behalf of the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Sport, on the
European University Institute (Doc. 1-148/81).
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Schwencke, rapportertr. 
- 
(DE) Mr Pres'dent,
ladies and gentlemen, this own-initiative report c,n the
European University Institute, which I am pres(ntrnB
to you rodav on behalf of the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Sport, fc,llows
on from reports Parliament has adopted in the past.
This not only reveals the continuity from the old dele-
gated Parliamenr ro the directly-elecred Parliamerrt but
also goes to show once again that the Eur,rpean
Community is not onlv an economic Communrty, but
is increasingll. becoming, at least as the majority of
this Parliament see it, a cultural and educatronal
Communitv as well. The report on the positicn of
artists and the resolution on the fixrng of book prices,
which have been debated at recent part-sessions, have
again made it clear to the public that the ma;ority of
the European Parhament take seriously the task it has
been given of broadening the scope and political quali-
fications of the European Community.
The educational mandate of the European Uni,rersity
Instirute in Florence is clearly defined in its statutes.
To start wirh the mosr important conclusion, [hr3 crux
of my report is political : the committee proposet; in its
resolution that the European Universrty Institute
should become a Community institution, in other
words, responsibility for it should be transferrecL from
the original nine and now ten governments 1.o the
Community, so that in future the European Parlia-
ment and its educational and budgetary ideas ca.n also
be involved.
Urgent procedure.'for this item
sitting.
Vhat is this European University Institute in Badia
Fresolana? It is a post-graduate university which has
now been in existence for five years and was set up, as
the 1976 convention states, to contribute to the
development of Europe's cultural and sciendfic heri-
tage in its unity and multipliciry through its activities
in the areas of university teaching and research. Its
work is to cover the major processes of change and the
insritutions thar characterize the history and develop-
ment of Europe and to take account of the links with
non-European cultures. In the close association of
research and teachrng, the European University Insti-
tute aims to investigate any subject relevant to research
on Europe and so 
- 
to quote 
- 
'make a new contri-
burron to the rnrellectuat life of Europe'.
Today, over five years after rts establishmenr, some-
thing like the moment of truth has arrived here in
Strasbourg, or at least in Parliament. Have the enor-
mous resources the Member States, the European
Community and above all Italy, the host country, have
invested been wonh while? After all, the budgetary
funds set aside for this purpose this financial year
amount to DM 13m. Or to ask another question, have
we really made any integral progress towards
achieving the ambitious objectives I have quoted with
the aid of the European University Institute?
Mr Presrdent, ladies and gentlemen, as any university
teacher knows onlv too well, five years is far too short
a time for any academic institution to make definitive
s[atemen[s on success or failure Some criticize the fact
- 
and there is undoubtedly some justification for this
- 
that in the five years so far only about a dozen
research students have completed their studies at the
Institute with a doctorate. Others criticize 
- 
doubt-
Iess rightly so 
- 
the 6lrtist ratro of saff to research
students at the Institute: there are over 100 members
of staff for some 120 young research workers. Yet
others will criticize the cumbersome structure of
responsibilrty, and we should like to see some changes
made in this respect. There have also been massive
critrcisms rn some parts of the press 
- 
criticisms of
contenm, methods and costs of the courses offered.
In my report I have considered all the aspects of these
vanous deficiencies, but I also express appreciation for
the success that has been achieved in these five years.
\7e all, and particularly the founding fathers,
undoubtedly expected far too much of this Institute, Ir
began without adequate academic or organizational
preparations having been made, after a period which
appeared far too long, but was in fact far too short for
the activities and structure of the Institute. The ambi-
tious range of tasks involving both research and
teaching, at least as it is described in the statutes, has
proved to have been rmpossible to achieve. So wide a
range of tasks at so small an Institute has not been a
success, there is no denying that. Nor, in my view and
also in the opinion of a number of professors teaching
at the Institute, has the division of a small Institute
see the minutes of the
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with rwo dozen academic teachers into four depart-
ments proved successful, the departments being history
and cultural history, economics, law, and politics and
the social sciences.
I at least am not impressed by the research projects
that have been completed in the five years. Better
research into such subjects as the hisrory of the Nonh
Sea srnce the l5th century can undoubtedly'be carried
out in Hamburg or Bremen and possible Rostock or
Danzig than in Florence. And betrer work can be done
on Franco-German relations here at the Universrty of
Strasbourg or in Bonn than in the Badia Fiesolana.
Ladres and gentlemen, the Institute and its various
bodies have, of course, also asked themselves such
questrons, and rn a Profile Report of high academic
and political standrng mant' critena have been rede-
fined. In addrtron, there have been the annual reports
submitted bv the outgorng frrst Presrdent, rhe
esteemed Max Kohnstamm They refer to the defi-
clencres and discuss different ways and means, which
have been adopted, of concentrating the Institute's
efforts at a higher academrc level.
I will refer to only a few of the organizational, Iegal,
administratrve and academic factors. The organizatron
and activities of this academic Institute are closely
connected. It is not possible to separate one cleanlv
from the another.
Both the academic and the administrative srrucrure
must, however, be improved to enable the work being
done in Florence to proceed more efficre ntly, now that
rt rs to concentrate rts efforts on the research secror,
and the first reallv important decrsions to this end have
been taken. Vhat we have here is a research institute,
and rn view of the other universities concerned u'irh
aspects of European policy, its goals and objectives are
an important, not simply an additional factor. The
Institute can and will conduct its own research in thrs
area. I should like to make specifrc reference ro some
shortcomrngs which I feel should be remedred as,soon
as possible. The professors musr be enabled ro sray
longer at the Institute, but wrthout becoming long-
term professors. \7e must fix the first period of office
of the Princrpal, who will be elected in a few days'
time, at four years, '!fl'e very much welcome rhe fact
that the European Commission has decided ro deposit
rts archives at the Instrture. 'We call on Parliamenr
similarly to place its archives at the Insrirute's disposal.
Of importance for the young research srudents are
better living conditions, a harmonizarion of scholar-
ships and above all the recognition of doctorares in rhe
five countries which do not yet recognize rhem.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, rhis is most
certainly nor a jet-set university, although we propose
improvements in the Institure's communications facili-
ties and other infrastructural improvemenrs such as a
European School.
Mr Presrdent. w'hat we want rs ro see the conrent and
style of the Insrrtute's research ser ar a very high level;
the Badia must disringuish itself through research that
rs multinatronal, interdisciplrnary and compararive in
character.
The stages in the Institute's development have been
drfficult ones, ranging from the first deliberations in
1955 at the Messina Conference to rhe 1972 agree-
ment setting up the Instirute, and yer slnce work was
begun in 1976 much has been achieved. I should like
to make that absolutely clear, not only to the highly
respected Principal, Mr Kohnstamm, bur also ro rhe
first professors and research srudents who have
worked at the Instir.ute. The repurarion ir enjoys also
reflects on [his House and rhe European Community.
Let us help to strengthen this reputation further by
adopung the motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Socialist Group.
Mr Arfd. 
- 
(lT) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen,
I qould first of all Iike ro express my appreciation to
Mr Schencke for his report on a very difficult sub;ecr:
the European Unrversrty Institute rn Florence, v"'hrch
had the misfortune to be founded at a momenr when
neithcr its functron nor its precise rasks had been
defrned. At that time no one troubled ro ask how the
European University Institute should be distinguished
from the other grear universities of Europe, which
have been and remain the traditional cenres of Euro-
pean culture.
The results of rhis uncertainty, of rhis inirial confusion
subsequenth' became apparenr. Mr Schwencke drew
up a balance-sheet of what has been done up to noy/:
perhaps an overly optimistic one, for rhe research
accomplished has been haphazard and subordinate to
the scientific interests of rhose in charge rather rhan ro
an organic plan. The same can be said of the courses
held, which, though ofren excellent and on a high
level, could be found in any European university. All
this, together with the uncertainty prevailing in regard
to the degrees obrained from this University, have led
many young people to see ir as an opporrunity for
cultural tourism, a fact which explains why relatively
few students have concluded their srudies rhere.
I think that Mr Schwencke has very clearly grasped
which are the weak points which call for intervention.
The first is rhe inter-governmental nature of this Insri-
tute: it has too many mas[ers, and at the same time
none at all. It would be desirable for it ro come under
Community conrrol, and thereby become the Uni-
versitl' of the European Community. The second point
concerns rhe technical, scientific, and pedagogic
organization of rhe Institute. There are rwo
hypotheses here: eirher we seek ro create a permanen[
teaching staff 
- 
though I have serious doubts thar rhis
could be accomplished, and if it were, we would only
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have created one more university ro compete with rhe
other European universities 
- 
or, and rhis rs rhe solu-
tion favoured by Mr Schwencke, we rurn rhe Insriture
into a centre for research. This seems to be rhe besr
solutron for this Institute: a research centre, a centre
for the exchange of international experience concen-
trated around the theme of Europe. Ir rs not necessary
to do in Florence what can be done elsewhere . From
thrs point of view, I believe it rs of great importance to
transfer the histoncal archrves of the Community to
Florence, for in this case we would have a place thar
would attract researchers, studen[s, and young people
with possibilities for stud1, exisring nowhere else. I
would say therefore thar the transfer of rhe
Community archives to Florence and their effective
and screntific organization is a vital step rowards
giving the Institute a true character and function.
These are the reasons which lead me to believe that
this document should be supported and approved. I
ask of all my parlramentary colleagues a continued
interest in these problems. The Community is passing
through a cnsls: one of the fundamental means to
overcome thrs crisrs is to strengthen in all of us, in all
European citrzens, the awareness of a common
destiny, and rnstirutions such as this can make a signi-
ficant contributron in this regard.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Partv (Christian-Democratrc Group).
Mr Hahn. (DE) Mr Presrdent, ladies and
gentlemen, nowhere else in Europe is there an estab-
hshment [ike the European Universitv Institute in
Florence, at u'hrch multinational teams of professors
and voung research workers from different cultural
movements in Europe and different discrplines can
work together on the major topics of Europe's past
and future. If the Institute seizes this opportunrty, rt
can make an important contribution to the develop-
ment of our cultural and scientific heritage. Those
were roughly rhe words used by the present, highly
respected Principal, Professor Kohnstamm, and this
srarement is fullv endorsed by the European People's
Pany and our Group. !7e believe that the European
University Institute in Florence should not only be
maintained but that it must also be given the oppor-
tunitv of performing this task. 'Ve therefore share the
view that it must become a European Community
institution.
So far it has not in fact been able to perform this task
fully. This has given rise to criticism, and there have
even been calls for the closure of the Institute. But it
must be said 
- 
and in this I agree with the previous
speakers 
- 
that these five years have been an initial
and experimental phase. No one could have come up
with a design which immediately pleased everyone and
prevented any difficulties from arising. But now, we
must admit, is the time to learn lessons from these first
few years and to begin a second, more effective phase.
The success of this will depend on rhose working at
the Insritute uking decisions. But it will also depend
on us in the European Community, on the European
Parliament, the Commission and the governments of
the Member States.
Vhar can we expec[ of the University Institute itself? I
would refer you to the excellent report by
Mr Schwencke. The European University Institute
must concen[rate its work. It must also decide whether
it is going to be a research institute or a university
institute for the teaching of posr-graduate students in
the future. This, in my opinron, is anorher unsolved
problem raised by rhe motron for a resolution. For if,
as rs proposed, a one-year course leading to a masrer's
degree is introduced, the Institute wilI surelv be a
teaching establishment.
The amendment tabled by Mrs Gaiotti, on the other
hand, proposes thar only very short seminars should be
held. I feel we need somethrng between rhe two.
Doing away with teachrng altogether in favour of
research may result in the European University Insd-
tute becoming an ivory tower and withering away for
lack of fresh blood. A mandate that provides for
proper teaching, however, will not allow inrensive
research to be carried on. But what should the Insri-
tute be doing? The newly formed Research Council,
which we very much u'elcome, will have not only to
draw up a multiannual research programme but also to
decrde in thrs question. Above all, however, the Insti-
tute must be expected to from proper research reams
to work on subjects of relevance to European unifica-
tion. It must be an honour to cooperare in a team of
this kind.
But what mus[ we in Community do? Here again I
agree wrth Mr Schwencke. I will very briefly
summarize what has to be done: firsrlv, the inclusion
of the European University Institute in rhe
Community budger, since it is unreasonable to expect
the Institute to negotlate wirh ten governmenrs or ren
parliaments; secondly, recognition by all ten Member
States of the academic degrees awarded by the Euro-
pean University Institute 
- 
at present only four
recognize these degrees; thirdly, the long-term availa-
brlity of research funds, enabling the Instirute to plan
rts research work several years ahead; fourthly, safe-
guards for the continuity of rhe work being done
through the adoptron of a flexible artirude towards the
term of teaching contracrs and scholarships awarded
to partrcularly gifted young research workers to
enable them to spend longer at the Insrirute; fifthly,
we also welcome the Commision's decision to deposit
its archives at the Institute in Florence, bur we should
like to see all documents of importance to the Euro-
pean Community deposited there. This marerial must
be readily available for research work in Florence.
Finally, we should like to thank Mr Schwencke for his
excellent report, which forms a really good basis for
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an assessment of the European Universrtt' Institute's
work. But we also thank the whole generation of the
Institute's founding fathers, led by the present Prin-
crpal, Mr Max Kohnstamm, and u'ith hrm the profes-
sors, assistants, administrative staff and also the young
research workers, the students, who have gone to
Florence. Frnally, u'e thank the Italran Government
and call on rt make further improvements rn the
workrng condrtrons of the European L.lniversrty Insti-
tute rn Florence.
IN THE CHAIR: MR DE FERR{NTI
Vtce-Prcsrdent
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratrc Group.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Mr President, the frrst questron
u'hich I v!'an[ to address mvself to rs u'hv the European
Parlrament rs debating thrs matter at ell. Now rt mav
seem cunous that the question arises. However, the
House should knou' the briefing n'hich I have recer"'ed
from mv o&'n government n'hich, I suspect reflects the
atrrtude of all the governments of the Member States,
u'rrh probabh'the honourable exceptron of the Italian
Government.
An offrcral of my own Department of Educatron and
Scrence E.as surprised that the Parliament l'as
concerning itself q'ith the matter at all, because the
Institute was an inter-governmental rnstrtutron. Now rt
is precrselv thrs aspect of things that the Parlrament's
Committee on Youth, Culture, Educauon, Informa-
tion and Sport n'rshes to challenge. Ve do recognize
that setting up the Instrtute u'as, in Mr Schq'encke's
u'ords, 'an impressive example of cooperatron among
the nrne signatory States involved'. However, we are
convinced, and I personallv am more convinced than
ever, havrng heard the oprnions of my on'n govern-
ment, that the basis for the Institute, both organiza-
tional and financral, should cease to be inter-govern-
mental and become genuinely communautaire.
Now this is quite clear at a budgerary level. My Group
believes that where taxpavers' monev rs lnvolved, the
elected representatives of the taxpayers should also be
directlf involved, and for this reason s'e support para-
graph + of the resolution rhat rhe Institure should be
financed directly from the Communrtv budget. It is
interestrng ro note in thrs context that rhe Institute is
already financed in some part through the budget,
notably through Anicle 294. Three-quaners of the
research and study Brants glven by the Community are
used to finance projects at the Institute.
The same principle is true as regards administration.
Mr Schwencke's report notes that Parliament has
already called, in 1974, for the active involvement of
the Communrtv insrrturions and the ParLament rn the
\\-av the Instrtute rs run. Indeed, it is fairly clear that
the European Parliament rs in practice the best and
mosr constructrve alh' that the Institute has got. And it
rs this which gives the lie to rhe contentron of the
natronal governments that Communrtv rnvolvement,
frnancral or adrninrstratrve, would compromrse the
Instrtute's rndependence
Mr Sch*'encke's report in fact represents a thorough
studi' of the Instrtute's problems and its recommenda-
rrons reflecr the minrmal requrrements of the Institute
rf it is to progress from an rmagrnauve pilot project to
a genuine centre of learning for the Community. I
wanted to drau' attention to a number of points.
First, like the other speakers, I q'elcome the decrsion
of the Commrssron to deposit histoncal archives rn the
Insutute and also urge thar the other rnstrtutions of the
Communrty should do the same
Secondlr', there are the staffing problems, v"'hich our
report suggcsts could be solved in a number of vn'avs
For example, the lack of teaching staff continurty
could be remedied by offering oppen-ended contracrs of
up to seven vears'duratron, or even of no frxed term
and perhaps, also, a European School rn Florence
r,"'ould be an advantage
Thrrdlv there are questions of the qualificatrons
offered bv the Instrtute. To begrn with, Mr Presrdent,
it is a disgrace that not all signaron, governments have
formallv recognrzed the Institute's doctorare So
much, I mav remark, for intergovernmental status.
Furthermore, there rs the quesrron of introducing a
qualrfrcatron follou'ing a one-year programme u'hich
might be a lUaster's degree 
- 
I am glad ro say.rhar my
government supports this.
Finallr', there is the capacrtr. of the Institute, and it is
such that the number of students could be increased,
alrhough u'e do pornt out rn the report that improve-
ments ln accommodation and transport u'ould help
and thar something should be done about the level of
grants rnvolved.
Itlr Presrdent, you asked me to be brief and I will
conclude. The educational and cultural aspects of the
European Community are often overlooked, vet it
remains the case that the European Community must
be more than an economlc marketplace I very much
hope rhat the first five years of the European Insritute
can now lead on to a steady development leading to
the same functions for the Europe of the next century
that the early foundations of Bologna, Padua, Paris,
Oxford and Cambridge provided for the Europe of
the Middle Ages and the Renarssance. I end by
quonng agarn from the reported opinion of my own
government depanment thac the European Parlia-
ment's view would have little effect anlrway. I look to
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Mr Rrchard to see that this does not turn out to be
case and I support the Schwencke report.
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Papapietro, 
- 
(lT) Nk President, u,'e wish to
offer our sincer,: congratulations to Mr Schwencke for
his exhaustivcly documented report. Ve share in the
generallv posrtive evalualton he presents of the first
five vears of ac,ivrtv of the European University Insti-
tute rn Fiesolt' and agree u'ith the proposals he
advances to bring about the necessar)' modifications rn
its legal, acaderric, and adminrstrative structures.
I u'rsh to list verv briefly the pornts wtth q.'hich we are
in complete agr-eement. First, w'e share the belief that
the Institute should be a centre for research rather
than one for post-graduate study and that it should be
a Communit.,' rather than an lnterBovernmental rnsti-
tuuon; it is for this reason thet u'e are discussing the
matter ln the Er.rropean Parliament.
If these premlses are accepted, tt'o immedrate conse-
quences necess,rrilv follov': frrst, that the work accom-
plrshed in thrs research tnstttute must be formallv
recognrzed, 1t must lead to a 'postgraduate drploma',
as it says rn rhe Italan translatton. Ve know that the
lrteral definrtr,rn is different and that rt implies
complex problems for each Community countn' In
any case we wish to say rhat this diploma should not
be an acadernic title but rather en officral attestation
rhat qualrfied research work has been profrtabll'
accomplrsherl.
The second cc,nsequence is that the Instttute must be
financed from the Communrtl' budget. Ve call upon
the nations which have subscnbed to the Convention
of Februan' 19'76 
- 
for our part we will call uPon the
Italian Government 
- 
urging them to effect the
amendments vzhrch would permlt the rnclusron in the
Communitv b,rdget not only of a token entry, as ls
currently dont', bur of a real appropriation. The vital
point in our oprnion is that the Commrssron has
decided to tr:rnsfer the Community archives to the
Institute at l:iesole, we hope that Parliament, rn
approving this report, will send rts own archives there
as well.
Time permrts me onlv to make a brief mention of
some of the points raised in the report, pornts t-hrch
were thoroughly' drscussed in committee and on v'hich
we are in agreement. The first concerns the
re-emphasis oI the interdisciplrnary nature of working
methods; our ,Group as well feels that the organization
of the departrnents is too rigrd. Other points include
the creatron of a European school in Florence, the
increase in rhe number of researchers and the
improvement of their livrng and workrng conditions,
and the modi :ication of the crireria for recruiting the
reaching staff. li/e also agree with the obsen'atrons 
.iust
made bv Mr Arfd to the effect that there can be no
permanent staff, for the Institute would then become
just another university.
I u'ould lrke to conclude n'ith two observations: first,
that it would be well to carry out for the other Euro-
pean cultural instrtutions studies similar to that made
of the European University Institute by the Committee
on Youth and Culture. Ir rs Parliament's duty to make
such a study, which might reveal that alongside the
Instirute, *'hrch is fundamentally sound despite its
problems, there are other cultural institutions which
do not use the funds and facilities made available to
them bv the countries of the Community with equal
effrcrencv. Such a general studv appears all the more
necessary consrdering that proposals have been made
for the establishment of other European centers, foun-
datrons, or academies in the Community's legal and
administratrve sphere. Ve feel that addrtional institu-
trons should not be created, but rather that those
alreadv in exrstence should be modifred and rendered
more efficient.
'W'e u'rsh to refer to Artrcle 2 of the Conventron t'hich
rs quoted rn the Schu'encke report. The Institute has
the task of contnbutrng, wrth rts acti\'rtv in the sector
of higher educatron and research, to the development
of the screntific and cultural patrimony of Europe,
taken in rts unitv and in rts drversitr'. \Work rs concen-
trated on the great movements and rnstrtutions whrch
characterize Europe in its history and evolution.
Europe's ties with other civilizations are also taken
lnto account l'he idea of Europe cannot become
concrete through rhetoric, nor can it be, as it too often
is, an ob;ect of pure propaganda Verv frequently the
rnformation released by the Communrtv and even bv
Parliament itself is propaganda favounng a concept of
Europe so general and vague as to be meaningless.
The idea of Europe is instead a cultural and politrcal
conception; internallv, as the text of the Convention
asserts, Europe presents both srmilanties and differ-
ences, and lt cannot be concerved of apart from its
essential historic tres with the extra-European civiliza-
tions On the basrs of this cultural view of Europe we
must call upon the European cultural institutions to
carn' out therr research in the same manner as that
emploved in the European Institute in Florence.
The toprcs of the research prolects carrted out are
organicallv bound up with the questions dealt with
here in Parliament: economic and political coopera-
rron, the welfare state, the accessrbilitv of ;ustice, the
rights of peoples, etc
It is necessary, however, to keep frrmh'to the principle
that for this Instrtute, and substantially for all the
others whrch should be subiected to a srmilar study,
the legal status of a Community rnstitution and direct
connection of its fields of research wrth the polrtical
and cultural life of the Communitv and the Parliament
does not mean a lack of autonomy and freedom in
research, but merely the orientation of this activitv
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towards an insritutionallv defined cultural objecrive.
The results and the scientific merhods employed are
the responsibiliry of rhe researchers.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mrs Pruvot. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presrdent, in view of the
difficulties rhe European Economic Community is
experiencing in advancing rhe process of European
integration, culture would seem ro be today rhe suresr
means of forging a true European idenrity, wirhout
which nothing is possible.
Since September 1980 rhe Liberal and Democratic
Group has for its part been engaged in a dialogue with
representarives of Europe's foremost universities. On
the basis of whar we have learned we should like ro
make a few observarions on rhe present recruiting
policy of the University Insrirure of Florence.
The European Parliament has a duty ro look inro the
existing obstacles to the smooth running of rhe Insti-
ture. Mr Schwencke's report brings ro light a cenain
number of problems, panicularly in relarion to staff
manaBement. These problems are fairly clearly
reflected in the budger and in rhe research
programme, in the difficulties of atracring research
srudents and recruiting academic staff and in rhe lack
of teaching continuitv at the European University
Instrtute rn FIorence.
In our view rhe overriding problem concerns rhe
administrarion of the Institure. Article 19 of the
Convention provides for possible financing by rhe
Community, in other words budgetizarion of rhe Insti-
tute's budget. As the rapponeur points out, the
Commrssion's budget akeady has a heading in
Article 288, entitled 'European Unrversity Insritute',
with a token entry However, funds cannor be enrered
under this item until the conrracting States have made
the appropriate amendment to the Convention. It is
manifestly apparenr that the position of the Insriture's
budget is dependent on the political resolve of the
Member States. There is no valid reason for leaving
the European University Institure' oumide the
Community's budgetary procedure. Its inclusion
would give the European Parliament some polirical say
in the financial provisions for the Institure wirhout this
detracting in any way from the larter's independence.
Another essential fearure of Mr Schwencke's report
concerns the position of rhe academic sraff. Teaching
staff applying to the European Institure musr sarisfy
certain basic requirements bur they must also be
willing and able ro obtain a rhree-year leave of absence
from their university of origin, ro come to Florence.
Since there rs no possibility of life ar the Insritute, no
member of the teachrng staff can actually consider
giving up hrs university posr in his own country. Fur-
thermore, unril the Instrture has established a respecr-
able academic reputation, the career advantage to
younger teaching staff is not always on a par with
what it rs at their own university.
As regards that status of research students, it is worth
pointing out that they do receive grants from their
respective governments. The scale applied is that
applied to any student and, in most cases, no special
allowance rs made for rhe fact that the students will be
studying in Florence alongside students from other
countries whose grants will vary considerably in size.
It seems to me that much could in fact be gained by
harmonizing grants which could be financed by the
Community
At present only four Member States of the Community
formally recognize doctorates awarded by the lnsti-
tute. Doctorate or not, what specific career opportuni-
ties do two or three years at the Institute hold out to
researchers? The general feeling at presenr is that the
career prospecr of Institute alumni are in fact severely
limired.
The last problem is that of lack of teaching staff
continurty. As Mr Schwencke points out, while many
members of staff may find it difficult ro obtain a
three-year sabbatical, the fact remains that three years
at the Institute is an extremely short period of time.
Every year one-third of the academic staff mus[ be
replaced, some[hing that places a major burden on the
Academic Council and others involved in the selection
of new teaching staff.
Mr Presidenr, the Liberal and Democratic Group will
vote rn support of the motion for a resolution. I should
like to rhank Mr Schwencke for his excellent report,
and on behalf of my Group and also of the government
of my counrry may I join in the tribute akeady paid to
the academic sraff, research srudents, administration,
members of the Hrgh Council and, in particular, rhe
Principal of the Institure. !7e cannot omit ro menrion
also the considerable suppon given by the Isalian au-
thorities without which the Institute could not have
succeeded.
President. 
- 
I call the non-attached Members.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, everyone
who has spoken so far has underlined the importance
of this Insritute and I should like to assocrare myself
with these expressions of support. I musr also congra-
tulate the rapporreur, Mr Schwencke, for his very full
report whrch contains some concrete proposals.
I should like ro underline the importance of an Insti-
tute such as this for the European Communiry as a
whole. I believe that the European Insritute in Flor-
ence could evolve into a Community thinkrank and
serve as a coordinating body for all research projects
on Community-activities; the European lnsritute in
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Florence could become a centre for coordinarion,
study and research in this field. To promore [hese
objectives it rs, I believe, essenrial rhat the European
Instrtute should develop into a university centre where
research w,luld, of course, continue to be carried out
but whicr would also be able to confer diplomas and
especiallv r,rasrer's degrees in interdiscrplinarv fields of
specral lnterest to the European Community. A greater
level of frnancial supporr is, therefore, essential.
Furthermo'e, it is of primary imponance thar this
Institute should be reorganized in order to emphasrze
its CommtLnity character. The shortcomings referred
to by Mr S,chwencke in hrs report underline rhe need
for a much greater degree of supporu so rhar the Insti-
tute can play an rncreasingly important parr in the life
of the Con-rmunity I believe that the Community as a
whole is entering a phase of reorganizarion. In thrs
con[ext, I feel that research projects, education and a
very wi<le influence in rhe academic world will do
much to strengthen Community acrion as a whole and,
in parti,:ular, our Parliament's action. I therefore
warmly w'3lcome the specific proposals contained in
the Schq,encke report.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Buchan.
Mrs Buchan. 
- 
Mr President, Iike mosr of the
members c'f the Socialist Group I too am pleased wrrh
the Schwencke reporr but for reasons whrch I think
are verJ' different from rhose described bv other
people i,ere. Like many people and like my Danish
colleagues in particular, I am verv disturbed about the
idea that the Community mrght acquire a role in
educarion that frankly many of us do nor think it
should hai'e. I think Mr Schwencke said something
very important when he said rhar when the idea of thrs
Institute u'as conceived expectations were set far [oo
high. The same could be said of the Common Marker.
Indeed part of the difficultv is that the Institute has
failed tc rneet rhe expecratrons of those who rnitiallv
were so enrhusiastically in favour of ir.
'What we wanr is for this Institute ro justify its exisr-
ence. I {ully accept that no research body can do that
in a mere frve years. But this reporr sers out a srruation
that franklv I find scandalous, and I use the word
scandalou; in rts literal sense. Because here we have a
body of 1 1O students served by 25 staff Lbrarians and
45 members of an adminisrrarion and I am amazed to
hear a Bri':ish Tory, i.e. one of those who normally are
yelling their heads off about cosrs ro the taxpayer,
thinking that rhis rs OK. In rhe United Kingdom this
week hrgher education s'ill suffer an unprecedenred
attack {rom the British Government. The University
Grants C ommittee is to meer, I understand, on
Thursday, It will be very hard for vice-chancellors of
universitie s with rhe kind of acrrons that Mr Patrerson
spoke abour to accepr this Instirute in the way thar it is
presented here. Because we have a situation where the
British Government apparenrly provides almost half a
million pounds for 2, 3 or 4 studenrs, while at the same
time the attacks rhat the Brirish Government has made
on Greek students, v,'ho are normally accorded a
warm welcome in Brirish universiries, is norhrng short
of disgraceful. If rn fact we have this money, and I
think despite our drfficulties we do have this moncv rn
the Unrted Kingdom, we ought to be thinking of a
better use for it than to have an lnstirure of thrs son.
I want a research bodv, I wan[ a place for archives, but
I do not think that the role rhat is set out is necessarily
the right one Moreover, this should onlv be a srart.
On looking at this Institure in Florence, we musr seek
not only to bnng irs existence to public knowledge,
because rn the meetings I have had wrth people in the
United Kingdom about this a number of people had
not even heard of rt, but to remedy the distressing
difficulties mer bv students who have been there in
acquiring their doctorar.es, one young man having had
to journev ro Florence three rimes.
I also think that one of the problems rhar we face was
highlighted in a point made by Mr Patterson when he
said that perhaps one of the things that we could have
is a European school. European schools are a marter
of verv Breat concern, especialll. to people who have
therr children in them. I do nor honestly thrnk that
settrng up a school where the average pupil/teacher
ratro is one to ten pupils is exacrly going to be appre-
ciated by people rn the United Krngdom despite what
the government has said to you, Mr Patrerson. You
are not going to find rt very eas)' to sell that ro parents
facing cuts in their educational sysrem. Educatron
costs a great deal of money and perhaps those of us
fighting for it ought ro be a bit more belligerenr.
Perhaps we oughr to say rhar what we do we cannot
alwavs quanrify. Ve cannor simplv say give us an insti-
tute, give us a school and we will provide vou with a
culrured, inrelhgenr, vandal-free societv. I wrsh we
could. But I am not roo sure that we can necessanly
allow rnsrirutes of this son ro go on unrrammelled.
I certainly do not want ro ask Inly to spoil Florence
by adding an airport to make it easier ro ger ro this
Institute. I really cannor go along with rhat. Florence
is, after all, the jewel of Iraly's renaissance crown. I
don't really see thar providing an airport or providing
a European school is going to raise rhe standard ofthis
Institute. It has problems. Ir is there. I do not want ro
see rt dismantled. However, I do wan[ to see its role
closely examined and I do wanr ro see rts cosr effec-
tiveness closell' examined. Conrrary to what the right
wing thrnk, left-wing people too wanr value for money
in rates and raxes and I am nor too sure rhat rhis
provides it.
I would say that rt would be impossible ro ask for
support for this in the UK. I do not think that even the
most elite college, with the possible exceprion of Kings
College, Cambridge, has 25 librarians for
110 studenrs, arrracrive though rhe proposition might
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be. I thrnk that perhaps what we should be mosr
grateful to this report for is for making it possible for
academics and educationalists to go to their Bovern-
ment and say thanks very much, we'll settle for the
same thing. I certainly am grateful to the report for
hrghlighting this and I hope that educationalists and
academrcs in the United Kingdom, particularly when
they' go to meet our government, our deeplv reac-
tionarv government, on Thursday, will in fact say to
the government fine, we think that rs a verv good
status and we will serrle for pretty well the same thing.
So, if only for that reason, I am glad to have the report
and I look forward to future reports on srmilar institu-
rions that have been set up by the EEC, because I
think that we ought to turn a very close scrutinizrng
eye on their existence, on their costs and, at the end of
the dar', on their contnbutron, no[ to the Community
but to Europe, to Europe proper, the Europe of more
than 20 countnes, instead ofjust the 10.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Garotti De Brase.
Mrs Gaiotti De Biase. 
- 
UD Mr President, as other
speakers have done, I too would like to begin by
thanking the rapporteur for the interest and intelli-
gence with which he has carried out his task; mv
appreciation is deepened by his acknowledgement of
the commitmen[ of the Italian Government in this
matter, and I express it also on behalf of the chairman
of the Committee on Youth and Culture, Mr Pedini,
v"'ho is at a meeting of the Council of Europe this
morning but who would have wirhed to offer his
thanks personally.
Mr Presrdent, at lhe origrn of the European Institute
there is a strange contradiction, one of the many
contradrctrons whrch frll the history of the
Communitv. On the one hand, there was excessive
ambition: the desire to be a university in the widest
sense rn a Europe where there are universtties *'ith
centuries of tradrtion, and this at a moment when the
critical current reflecting on [he nature of universitres
n'as especrally strong. On the other hand, a simulta-
neous lack of conviction denied to the institution the
full Community character which was in a sense its onlv
justification. It must be said that a paradoxical desire
to be both an archetypical universrty and inter-govern-
mental is svmbohc of the uncertainties and ambiguities
of the European commitment. This contradiction was
resolved 
- 
and it ts easier to resolve it when the insti-
tutron is rndulging in a constant self-critical reflection
- 
precisely by the concept developed within the Insti-
tute in rts written profile. On the one hand, the idea of
the Institute as a research centre has developed,
obviously not excluding a post-graduate orientation
but giving rhe Institute a particular character. On the
orher hand, the document also expresses the desire 
-or rather, the need 
- 
mentioned by so many other
speakers to be a Community institution and to see this
Communiry quality inscribed in its own statutes and in
its own organization.
The role of science, of scienrific research and tech-
nology rn Europe is now recognized in rhe
Community 
- 
albeit in too casual a fashion 
- 
as an
integrated area of production and trade. On the other
hand, however, appeals are still very often made in an
excessively idealistic or romantic vein, often abstract
and impoten!, to a Europe of ideas and a generic
culture. Between these two tendencies there is room
for a rigorous and sciendfic view of sociery, of
history, of insritutional mechanisms, of economy, of
law, of social classes and groups which are at [he root
of the construction of Europe. The development of a
common critical and systematic view of the resem-
blances and differences which have characterized the
evolutron of European societies, now and in the most
recent past, is necessary if the construction of the
Community is to be based on a comprehensive stra-
tegy. Perhaps, Mrs Buchan, it would be well to involve
a British Labour Partv member in these activities and
these seminars, so that he might be brought a little
closer to a Community viewpoint.
It is rn this context that we confront rhe concrete
problems Mr Schwencke has very accurately identi-
fred; that is, the problems of the presence of the
professors, for whom, I beheve, it is necessary to find
a solution which compromises between the need for a
minimum of continuity and rhe possibiliry 
- 
which I
propose in an amendment 
- 
of shon-term turnovers
in rhe snff. This should be done in order that the Flor-
ence Institute may be a meeting place and a common
point of reference for many other research effons
being made in. Europe on Community topics and
represen[ an axis around which university interest in
these ropics can develop with some degree of regu-
larity. I join with orher speakers in srressing the
importance of the transfer of the Community archives
to Florence; not only the archives of the Commission
- 
whom we thank for this decision 
- 
but also those
of Parhament, the Court of Justice, and other Euro-
pean bodres. By this act we create a nucleus of
memory 
- 
for now we have the right to speak of a
historical memory for the Community 
- 
and the sign
of a now substantially irreversible reality.
President. 
- 
I calI Mr Coutsocheras.
Mr Coutsocheras. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, when my
friend, Olaf Schwencke, for whom I have the greatest
regard, was a member of rhe Council of Europe, he
always took the greatest interest in the European
University Institute in Florence and also did a great
deal of work for it within that body. I also was then,
and still am, a member of the Council of Europe, and I
also have busied myself very much with this Institute.
I agree fully that it must be supported financially, but I
do not share the view of my friend, Mr Schwencke,
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that it should be placed under the exclusive control of
the Community and become a Community instiru-
tion. The first reason I would advance for this is that
the interests of the Instirute are broader, extending as
they do outside of Europe, and also that the Councrl
of Europe with its 21 Member Srares must naturally be
involved rn ir. The second reason is that I feel that if
the Instrtute is not to lose its rndependence, it can no
longer be regarded as a mere universiry subsrdiary. All
universities and unrversitl, institutes must rerarn their
independence, and this is a well-known fact. On this
point therefore I would suggesl rhar the paragraph of
the motron for a resolution aimed at constiruting the
Institute as a Communrtv rnsritution should be deleted.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Commrssron.
Mr Richard, Member of the Commtssion. 
- 
Mr Presr-
dent, may I say that in the Commissions's view rhis has
been a useful and interesting debate. A number of
poinr of detail have been made in the course of ir and I
have no doubt that those responsible for the admrnis-
tration of the Institure will wish to consider what
Parliament has said. I hope also, as Mr Patterson and
one or two other speakers underlined, member
governments will pav considerable arrenrion ro what in
fact has been said here today.
On behalf of the Commission, may I thank the
Committee on Yourh, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Sport, and Mr Schwencke in particular, for
their excellent and valuable report. It is very clear
indeed that a great deal of thought has gone into the
production of this report and into its presentarion here
today. It seems to me rhar this indeed is an appropriate
time for this Institute to undergo this type of examina-
tion. The report is especially valuable coming as it
does .when the European Universiry Insriture has
reached a turning-point in its developmenr and also
when the Board of Governors is about ro appornr a
successor to Mr Kohnstamm. The Commrssron is
gratified to see that several of the things the repon and
the motion called for are exactly those which the
Commissron itself considers to be the nght ones, in
other words that research projecrs shou[d have a
bearing on ma[ters of importance to [he Communrrv
and Communirv institutions, rhat rhere should be
thorough planning of projects and an interdrscrplinary
approach in tackling them, that researchers should play
an active par[ in carryrng them out and rhat the find-
ings should be published. !7e find ourselves in broad
agreemenl with the report on all these marrers.
As regards the matter of the Communiry funding of
the Institute, which was raised by one or rwo speakers
in the course of the mornrng: rnav I just say that the
Commission would like to confrrm rhat that is the
arrangement that the Commission has always
favoured. On the other hand, rhe one thing that I
would not be in favour of would be that there be
academrc interference by the Commission, or indeed
by any other instirution, in the way in which an
academic body with considerable freedom pursues irs
academic fields of inquiry. Thar is certainly nor
anything that we would wish ro see. And the question
therefore of rhe funding of the Instirute I think, with
great respecr ro one or rwo of rhe speakers rhis
morning, is somerhing entrrely different from the
question of rhe academic freedom that the Institure at
present has and should continue to have.
On the matrer of rhe archives, concerning which a
proposal was forwarded to the Council nor long ago,
the Commission is pleased to nore that rhe reporr
before you agrees rhar rhe archives should be lodged
in one place and specifically at the European Univ-
ersity Instrtute.
The Commission is convinced rhar the facr of the
records berng housed there will benefrt the Institute's
future, which, as is clear from rhe repon rrself, is
something thar Parliament also cares strongly abour.
Finally, Mr Presrdent, may I just sum up by sayrng
that, in our view, this reporr will make a valuable
contriburion to reflecrions abour the furure of rhe
Instrtute. It rs a report roo which we hope Member
governmenrs will treat seriously, as indeed rhe report
and this debate undoubtedly deserves.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be raken at the next voring time.
6. Adapting legtslation as a result of Greek accession
President. 
- 
The next irem is the joinr debare on:
Repon by Mr Papaefstratiou 1Doc. l-llO/81), on
behalf of rhe Committee on Agnculture, on rhe
proposal from rhe Commrssion ro the Councrl(Doc l-a5l81) for a decrsron amendrng, as a result
of Greek accession, Decrsron 7B /9OZ/EEC
adoptrng ;oint research programmes and
programmes for coordrnaung agnculrural research,
Repon by Mr Didd (Doc. 1-147/Bt), on behalf of
the Commrttee on Social Affarrs and Employment,
on rhe proposal from rhe Commrssron to rhe
Councrl (Doc. l-42/81) for a regulatron modrfying
Regulatron (EEC) No 2895/77 concerning opera-
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tions qualifying for a hrgher rate of interventron by
the European Social Fund.r
I call the rapponeur.
Mr Papaefstra;ciolu, raPPorteilr. 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
when Greece signed the Act of Accession to the Euro-
pean Communities it was obliged to implement certain
decisions which were made prior to the signing of the
Act of Accession. Amongst these decisions is Decision
78/902/EEC on joint Programmes for coordinating
agricultural research which has to be amended to
include Greece The Committee on Agriculture, on
whose behalf I have the honour to Present this report,
has rightly stressed rhe importance of agriculture to
the Greek economy and also the general contribution
made by Greek agriculture to the economy of the
European Communities, given that Greek agricultural
products do not create surpluses in the Community' It
is obvious that Greece should be included immediately
in the Community's agricultural research programmes
and, in particular, in the programme on agriculture in
the Mediterranean, since it should be recognrzed that
Mediterranean agricultural products ought to be given
the same treatmen[ as products from other regions in
the Community as far as financial assistance is
concerned. It should be realized that, in resPonse to
the acute and long-term enerBy crisis which we are
unCergoing, agriculture can play an important role by
permanently modernizing production as regards pro-
duction methods so that they can be adapted as
required to local conditions, with the result that agri-
culrural production can be re-geared to cultivation
methods and crop varieties which produce higher
yields at lower costs. I am referring, for instance, to
the fact that agnculture backed up by research has
access to new merhods using solar energy, wind
energy and geothermal energy, etc. Irrigation and
land-improvement work also make a special contribu-
tion to improving the quality and quantity of produc-
tron. As the substructure is improved areas under irri-
gation can be extended and forestry resources and
pastureland in different regions rn the Communitv can
be made more productive. It should be pornted out
that research programmes are also atcempting to eradi-
cate diseases affecting crops and livestock. The general
aim of these research programmes is to reduce produc-
tion costs and to improve the standard of living of
farmers who need all the support they can get to
ensure that their income level is on a par with other
producers in the countries of the Communrty. In this
sense, programmes for coordinating agricultural
research are not just another item of expenditure but
an excelent investment for the Community. Funher-
more, it should not escape anybody's notice just how
important changes in methods and techniques of agri-
cultural production are for future generations, espe-
cially in view of the fact that in several pans of the
*'o.id th... rs a substantial increase in the size of the
population accompanied by extremely poor living
conditions, with the result that there are serious
dangers in store as regards basic food supplies' For the
,.r*nt which I have put to you I ask you to adopt the
Committee on Agriculture's proposal which calls for a
l5olo increase ro rhe amount of 18 502 000 EUA for
agricultural research to bring it to an amount of at
le-ast 21 392 OOO EUA so that Greece can receive effec-
tive support from agricultural research.
President. 
- 
I call the other raPPorteur.
Mr Didd, rdPporteur. 
- 
(lT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, 
-the 
Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment has examined the Commission's proposal
conie.ning the granting to Greece of the benefit of a
la.ger quoia from rhe Social Fund, to be reserved for
..glont'characterized by a particularly serious and
prolonged imbalance in employment.
The situation in Greece, whose Pet cdpita gross
national product was at 43'40/o of the Community
mean in 1978, with a high inflation rate, unemploy-
menr nearing 150/o of the active population and appre-
ciable regional imbalances, fully ,1ustifies the adoption
of such a measure. Moreover, indusrry 
- 
which
employs 3Oolo of the active population as compared
wirh rhe Community mean of 380/o 
- 
numbers among
its strong sectors some, such as the textile sector,
which are rn crisis Community-wide. The industrial
structure is for the most part composed of small and
medium-sized undertakings, protected up to now from
outside competition by various measures destined to
be eliminated by the effects of the accession of Greece
to rhe Community.
This means that the most highly industrialized regions,
like Athens and Salonika, will be obliged to make a
considerable effon in restructuring and productive
reconversion which must be supported by substantial
aid rc be measures and, in particular, lo Professional
training. In view of the fact that around 70% of the
existing structures for professional training, structures
which are already weak, are concenuated in the
Athens and Salonika regions, the Committee on Social
Affairs, unanimously with four abstentions, rejects the
Commission's proposal which excludes the Athens and
Salonika regions from benefiting from the increased
contribution from the Social Fund. Such an exclusion,
indeed, is motivated by the need to concenuate action
in the less-developed regions, helping to crearc struc-
rures which do not yet exist.
Thrs rtem also rncludes the report by Mr von \7ogau, on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affarrs, on the proposal from the Commission to the
Council (Doc l-a6l81) for a directive amending, as a
result of Greek accession, Drrective 79/695/EEC on the
harmonrzation of procedures for the release of goods for
free crrculatron (Doc. 1-166/81), whrch would normally
be wrthout debate
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I would point out that at best the creation of new
structures for professional training in the leasr-
favoured regions will take several years. In the mean-
time Greece would be unfairly penalized because it
would not be able to benefit fully from the contribu-
tions fronr rhe Social Fund. The Committee on Social
Affarrs holds that the inclusion of all regions of Greece
in the increased contribution from the Social Fund
would not be detrimental to the less-developed
regions, while failure to extend these benefits would
certainly harm the two regions which, though rela-
tively more developed rn respect to the others, are still
ro be considered less favoured in the context of the
European Communrtt'.
For these reasons, Mr Presrdent, and bearing in mind
that q'e are dealing with a temporary measure to be
operalrve until it is decided which Greek regions are to
receiv,: priority benefits from the Social Fund, the
Comnrrttee on Social Affairs proposes that the
Comnrissron's regulation be modified to include also
on a provisional basrs the regrons of Athens and
Salonrka among those whrch ma1' benefit from the
increased contribution from the Social Fund. This
criterion was adopted for other countnes which have
charar:renstrcs of underdevelopment similar to those of
Greece, and I franklv cannot imagrne what arguments
could be used to suppon the Commission's position. I
therefore recommend that Parliament approve thrs
proposal from the Committee on Social Affairs and I
call u1>on the Commissron to accept this modifrcation.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Haralampopoulos. (GR) Mr President,
colleagues, with reference to the Commission's
propc'sal to the Council for an increased amount of
finanr:ial assistance from the European Socral Fund for
Greece, excluding the areas of Athens and Thessa-
lonika, i should like to point out that the broader
social and economic situation in Greece ought to be
taken rnto account, as inflation there is approaching
30% and the real level of employment, as referred to
by the Commissron's proposal, is somewhere between
15 ard 17 .80/o.In connection with rhe fact that 45a/o
of thr: total population and 500/o of the working popu-
lation of Greece are concentrated in the areas of
Arhens and Thessalonika, we are of the opinron that
unerrployment and under-employment, in particular
of yc,ung people, is reaching alarmrng levels in these
areas. Furthermore, I should point out that the gross
per cdpitd income in Greece is only 43.40/o of the
Community average, which clearly indicates the
differenr levels of development and standards of living
as between Greece and the other Member States of the
European Community.
1 5[6,uld also like to make the point that 700lo of the
substructures for professional training are based in the
regic,ns of Athens and Thessalonika, which have been
excluded. Moreover, having regard, as far as Greece is
concerned, to the unsatisfactory average price
increases for agricultural products which were fixed by
the Council's recent decision, we agree with and
support the view of the rapporteur, Mr Didd, and we
take the view that lhe measure to increase the amount
of financial support from the European Social Fund
should include the regions of Arhens and Thessalonika
since it is clear, from the facts which I have just
mentioned, thar the main objectrves for intervention
by the European Social Fund are concentrated rn these
reSlons.
Given that a countrv like Ireland, whose requiremen[s
for development when it entered the Common Market
were similar to those of Greece, was classed as a
priority area as a whole and received the increased
amount of financial support from the European Social
Fund wrthout any areas berng excluded, it is our view
that Greece should be given the same opportunities as
orher Member States and that anv departure from thrs
procedure amounts to clear discrimination against
Greek interests.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Partv (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr Diana. (IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the Group of rhe European
People's Party I would like to express our appreciation
and approval of the report presented by Mr Papaef-
stratiou for the Committee on Agnculture on the
Commission's proposal concerning the decision which,
consequent ro the accession of Greece, modifies Deci-
sion 78/902/EEC establishing common and
coordinated programmes of agricultural research. This
modification appears to me to be not only useful but
indeed obligatory, since in the Treaty it is clearly laid
down that the rules valid for the countries which are
already members of the EEC are to apply to the tenth
Member State as well. It is useful and obligatory also
because I think that the importance of agriculture to
the Greek economy justifies a Community commit-
ment in its favour. In particular rhe request made in
Mr Papaefstratiou's motion for a resolution for a 150/o
increase in the funds destined for this 'research'
heading seems to me to be quite acceptable, consi-
denng that in the Mediterranean regions of my own
country, and in fact in all countries on the Mediterra-
nean, there ls a type of agriculture that calls for
specific research. Mediterranean crops are different
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from those of continental Europe, and I believe that in
rhis respect an effort in research and experimenrarion
is not only justified but absolutely necessary precisely
in order to attain the objectives of economic converg-
ence and development which are fundamental to
Community philosophy. Therefore, Mr President, I
reiterate my appreciation and express our approval of
the motion for a resolution under examination.
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, there is no need
for me to stress the importance of research in general
and of agricultural research in particular. Research is
particularly important to Greece because Greece is
lagging behind in this field. Indeed, research institu-
tions in Greece are inadequate, especially in terms of
their numbers; they are cut off from everyday life and
production; no measures have been taken to ensure
the liberalization required in the organization and the
direction of these institutions; there are no facilities
for post-graduate studies with the result that the
results of any research rhat does take place are limited,
very limited rndeed. Therefore, a research programme
of any kind is particularly important for Greece.
However, Mr President, I should like rake this oppor-
tunity to point out that the Commission's decision is
really only providing peanuts both absolute and rela-
tive terms. It is providing about 400 000 000 Greek
drachmae per year for research as a whole and about
30 000 000 drachmae for Greece. These sums, as we
all know, are completely inadequate. In addition to
this, these agricultural research programmes will be
under the control of the responsible bodies of the
EEC, which means that the research will not, in fact,
be directed towards developing the Greek agricultural
economy in line with Greece's potential with respect
to its soil, climate and economic situation. On the
contrary, the research will be directed towards
atrempts to convert the Greek agricultural economy so
that it complemenrs that of the EEC.
These, Mr Presidenr, are my reservations on the
report on agriculrural research.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pesmazoglou.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I want to
say straight away that I am in complete agreement
with the proposals made in the repons drawn up by
Mr Papaefstratiou and Mr Dido which refer respec-
tively to agricultural research and interventions by rhe
European Social Fund.
I should like to say rhar Mr Didd's reporr in parricular
and the general picture which he presents of economic
and social development in Greece are basically accu-
rate. To my mind, there are serious signs of social
weakness, social crisis in certain regions of Greece.
The symptoms of unemployment, in particular, and
environmental decay in the large centres, especially
Athens, Piraeus and Thessalonika, are an immediate
and serious problem. Consequently the repon on agri-
cultural research designed to restructure agriculture as
a whole in the Mediterranean and the report on
increased intervention by the Social Fund are of
crucial imponance to Greece. However, the adjust-
ments which are proposed amount to the absolute
minimum needed to ensure that Greece is adapted to
European conditions and developments. At this point I
should like to underline the grave problem caused by
excluding the area around the capital of Athens and
Piraeus and the area of Thessalonika from interven-
tions by the Social Fund and by the Regional Fund. I
should also like to point out that, as Mr Haralapo-
poulos said, quite rightly, a few minutes ago, the fact
that the large urban centres were not excluded in the
case of Ireland constitutes an important precedent for
Greece, as the problem is even more acute in Greece.
Therefore, I must make the point of insisting on the
necessity of extending to Athens and Thessalonika the
higher rate of interventions by the Social Fund.
I should like to finish, Mr President, by pointing out
that these adjustments proposed in these repons, as
well as those contained in other reports still to come,
are no more than the first step for Greece. There is a
wider problem connected with the way in which the
European Community functions in general and this
calls for a more comprehensive plan. If a more general
plan is not drawn up, then Greece will not be in a
position to face up to the serious problems confronting
it. The plan which I am proposing and which is needed
should be based on a number of different approaches
providing for an economic growth rate within the
Community of approximately 3-40/0, with the excep-
tion of large regions which are economically weaker
like Ireland, southern Ialy and Greece, where the
growth rate should be between 5 and. 60/0. If these
Brants do not achieve their aims, then it will be impos-
sible to deal effecdvely with the social and economic
problems of our regions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Peponis.
Mr Peponis. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, amongst rhe
package of proposals on Greece from the Commission
to the Council there are some which rcuch upon or
deal with problems which, at this point in time, are
lirerally tragic as regards the scope of their effect upon
the Greek people. I am referring, in particular, to the
Greeks who live in the Athens-Piraeus basin and in the
region of Thessalonika. I am referring, even more
particularly, to all the motions for resolutions
connected with the well-known envirohment problem.
From 1979 up to the present day the Breater part of
Athens and Thessalonika has been more and more
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frequently choked by the so-called photochemical
cloud and photochemical pollution. Likewise, the once
clean area of Athens, with its clean sky and clean
atmosphere, is becoming increasingly charged with
tens of thousands of tonnes of suspended particles
conaining toxic substances. Cement works, steel-
works. petrol refineries all concentrated in the Gulf of
Elefsir,a at a disrance of only 22 kms from the centre
of Arhens are, we suspect, discharging into the atmos-
phere rbout 50 000 tonnes of sulphur dioxide per year.
In other words they are discharging a quarter of the
total amount of sulphur dioxide in the large Athens-
Piraeus region where the population now exceeds
3 million. !/hile, on the one hand, the Commission
appears to want to exclude Athens and Thessalonika
from the resources and financial support of the Social
Fund, on the orher hand, it is proposing a number of
decisions for us to adopt 
- 
I refer, for instance, to
Decision No 80/779 (EEC) 
- 
which touch on the
problem of the environment and talk about raising the
permissible levels for sulphuric anhydrite and
suspended particles.
The Greek people who have sent us here will ask us
what che aim of these decisions is and what is to be
done ro improve their living conditions. I should like
to say that, as far as we are concerned, the environ-
mental problem and the problem of public health are
above all political and social problems of an interna-
tional nature. This deadly cloud, which is presently
suffocating the people of Arhens, is nothing more than
the product of rhe monstrous and antisocial mentality
which lies behind the planned activities of Greek and
foreign capitalists. CapitaI is being invested in an
uncontrolled and unchecked manner as it usually is in
countries on the periphery of the capitalist world.
Capit,rl is being used to concentrate factories in
densely populated areas where there is an abundant
worklorce, to put up buildings which fall below the
srand,rrds required in other countries in the capitalist
world, to destroy the countryside and the sea, but
rhere is no provision to spend money on machines to
clean up the waste and pollution. Finally, capital
undermines the administrative machinery and influ-
ences government policy which, essentially, is policy
of apathy.
The rSouncil of Ministers' directives provide for the
provision and exchange of information. However, this
body ought to know that certarn industries 
- 
not by
any nreans all 
- 
are doing all they can to ensure that
the 13reek people are not informed. The prime
conc('rn of us Greek MPs of the Socialist Group is to
ensure that the Greek people is informed. Further-
more, we should know 
- 
because when we discuss a
subject we ought to deal with all its aspects 
- 
chat the
Confederation of Greek Industry in its Bulletin
No 423 of September 1980 calls on its members not to
give relevant information to ecological research
centres, nor to organizations and other grass-roots
bodit:s which are concerned with polludon. And I will
rell y.ou the reason for this 
- 
the Confederation of
Industry maintains that the release of this information
will cause a stir. However, this Parliament ought to
know that the only struggle which is uking place in
Greece is that which is being carried on by 
- 
and we
are indebted to them for it 
- 
grass-roots bodies,
grass-roots organizations, municipalities and
communes, and journalists. The vast majonty of
people have already understood that only by bringing
about a radical political change can effective measures
be taken [o protect. the environment and public health.
Mr President, we are not opposed to any international
agreement which really and truly aims to protect the
environment and public health. On the contrary, the
kind of internacional cooperation which we particu-
larly have in mind rs precisely cooperarion designed to
serve peaceful ends and human life. However, I must.
say here that none of the regulations, decisions or
resolutions on the environment which the EEC wishes
to pass will be effective. For Greece these will be no
more than empty words as long as supPort is provided
by other methods, through other channels and by
other means for the network of interests which wants
to keep Greece in a dependent and rechnologically
backward stare, allowing its land and sea to be
exploited by unaccountable capital interests.
To put the matter in a nutshell we are complaining, on
the one hand, because there are moves, as Mr Hara-
lampopoulos explained, to exclude the regions of
Athens and Thessalonika from intervention by the
Social Fund while, on the other hand, we are being
asked to vote upon certain provisions aimed at
creating the illusion that these provisions can deal with
the environmental problem and the problem of public
health in Athens, Piraeus and Thessalonika.
'We, as Mr Haralampopoulos explained, do not agree
that Athens and Piraeus should be excluded and we
shall abstain from the vote on the provisions on the
environmenr in order not to give the Greek people any
false impressions that something important is going to
be done to improve the unacceptable living conditions
of the people in Athens and Thessalonika.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Battersby.
Mr Battersby. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group I should to support
Mr Papaefstratiou's report. Agriculture is more rmpor-
tant to Greece than to any other national economy in
the Communiry. 450/o of the Greek people depend on
agriculture as their main source of income, and as a
nation with 2rlz milhon small farmers which is recov-
ering from many years of war that devastated rural
Greece and which has spent many years developing an
industrial base, Greece has not so far had large finan-
cial resources to devote to agricultural research. If we
are to help Greece create more wealth, increase her
gross domestic product and keep her farmers on the
land, it is essential that we now aid Greece practically
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and realisticallv in the field of agriculrural research bv
developing her agncultural scientrsrs and specraLsts
and her research cenrres. Mr Papaefstratiou's proposal
- 
whrch was passed unanimouslv bv the Commirtee
on Agriculture 
- 
to increase bv l5% over the next
feu' vears the relativeh' small fund available for agri-
cultural research to meer the needs of Greece's 2 %
million small farmers is, I submit, very reasonable and
should be supponed by this Parliament in the long-
term interests of Greece and also in the long-rcrm
interests of the Community as a whole.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bournias.
Mr Bournias. 
- 
(CR) Mr Presrdent, I am rn agree-
ment with the two rapporteurs of the reports which
were presented to us today and u'ith all the previous
speakers, even wrth mv colleague from the Communrst
Partr', Mr Kappos, l'hose ideas are normallv very
different from my own. I am sorry that I cannot say
the same about mv colleague, Mr Peponis, who has
unnecessarih' made a political issue out of a matter
which has nothing whatsoever to do with politrcs.
The proposal under discussion on agricultural
programmes for which I congratulate the
Commrttee on Agnculture and thank my Greek
colleague who drew up the report, Mr Papaefstratiou,
for what he said to us today and for what he wrote in
his report 
- 
asks us to grve an opinion on [he
proposal from the Commissron of the European
Communrties to the Council for a decrsion amending,
as a result of Greek accessron, a prior decision
adopting joint research programmes and programmes
for coordrnatrng agncultural research. It rs clear,
Mr President, hou' important thrs sub;ect rs for the
Communrtv and Greece, which since I Januarv l98l
has been entitled to participate in the ;oint research
programmes and the programmes for coordinating
agrrcultural research, given that even before accession
Greece set up a v"'orking partv which drew up a list of
major pnonties on Greek partrcrpation in the field of
lornt agricultural research programmes, rn accordance
with the provisrons contained rn the amendmenr to
Council Decrsion 7 I / 902 / EEC.
The working partl' from the Greek Ministn' of Agri-
culture dre*' up ten programmes directlv concernrng
Greece and in Brussels last u'eek, on 29 and 30 April, a
decrsion was taken on hou' Greek participation is ro be
achieved and on the order of priority which is ro be
given !o rmplementing, these plans. Since the
Communin,'s agriculture rs complemented by thar of
Greece which, rn partrcular, because of its soil and
climatic conditions, can harvest a substanrial amounr
of its farm produce as both late and early crops
thereby supplying the Community with out-of-season
products, there is a clear need to esrablish farmrng
methods adapted to local conditions and to find ways
to reduce energy consumption in the agricultural
sector.
I am pleased to nore that it has been decided rhar
Community officials should come ro Greece ro super-
vise the task of coordinating agricultural research. The
Commrttee on Agriculture's proposal is complerely
yustified in calling for a 150/o increase in the amount
provided for by DecisronTS/9a2/EEC for agriculrural
research programmes, rhus bringing rhis sum ro more
than 21 292 0AA EUA. I hope rhat Parliamenr will
unanrmously adopt this proposal, and I am also sure
that it will unanimously adopt the orher proposal by
Mr Didd, which I shall not dwell on as all the previous
sperkers were in agreement on it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coutsocheras.
Mr Coutsocheras. 
- 
(GR) Mr President and
colleagues, I am also an MP for Athens hke Mr Hara-
lampopoulos and Mr Peponis, and I have a special
duty to point out that our capital, the famous city of
Pencles, is being damaged by rhe pollution caused by
the rndustrial belt u'hich surrounds it. Atl of us from
even. countr!', dear colleagues, have a dutv to prorecr
thrs famous citl' of Pericles where the Acropolis and irs
monuments are kept and preserved for mankind for, in
my opinion, these are nor jusr our ancestral heritage
but the inhentance of the whole of mankrnd.
Indeed, rt v,'as for this reason that I was amazed by the
Commrssron's proposal to exclude Athens. I, of
course, am also going ro make the pornt u'hrch Mr
Peponis made that the MPs of PASOK will abstain
from the vote on pollution.
I also n'ant to make the point rhat Thessalonika is
berng damaged in the same way by pollution and, a[
this point, I want to register my opposition, my total
opposition, ro rhe fact thar Thessalonika is not
rncluded 
.in the proposal on this matter. I am, of
course, in agreemenr with everphing rhat my
colleague, Mr Drdd, said on Thessalonika.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Markozanis.
Mr Markozanis. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenr, colleagues,
Parliament musr today decide on a question which
concerns the rate of interventrons by the European
Social Fund. It is a matrer of vital importance, given
that the financial aids which are to be granted to the
Greek economy under this heading should enable
Greece to accelerate its integration into the
Community's economic framework in rhe mosr effec-
tive manner. Mr Presidenr, I should like to repear
what I have had rhe opportuniry to point our in
previous debates in this Chamber, namely rhat
Greece's presenr sratus as a Member State should act
as an impetus for the granring of concessions of a
specral nat.ure.
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In the first place, u'e musr nor forget rhat rr rs nor only
Greece that will benefit bv rts swift and complete rnte-
gration rnto the Communrtv, but that this is also a
basrc requirement for buildrng an integrated economrc
community which, as we all know, rs an essentral
element rn the move towards building Europe. Conse-
quentlv, it is essential for Greece that notrce rs raken
of the demands arising out of its new status as a new
member of the Communiti'. Efforts srmrlar ro those of
the Greek Government should be made to ensure tha[
Greece becomes fullv integrated into the Communrn,'s
economic svstem in the shortest possible time.
For this reason I agree [hat the proposal under discus-
sron should be adopted, since it makes a real attempt
to help the Greek economy in its struggle to become
rntegrated into the e conomlc framework of the
Communitv in this important freld. The reasons wh1'
all the specral conditions which govern the granting of
the increased rate of inten'entron by the European
Socral Fund should be apphed to Greece are analysed
in the motion for a resolutron rtself. Ho*-ever, I do not
think it is necessary to linger on thrs point. I Just want
to mention the fact that Greece, despite the notable
and steady economlc progress r,,'hich it has made in
recent years, is at a level of economic development
more or less equal to that of Ireland and, for this
reason, it has problems whrch are [he result of a rela-
tivelr. low level of economrc progress and, at rhe same
time, problems ansrng from its recently acquired status
as a Member State of the Community. It is precisely
for these reasons that, whereas all the other reglons
and areas in rhe Community in u'hrch rhe fund is oper-
atrng have fundamentallv strong grounds for support,
Greece has particularlv strong grounds for inren'en-
tion rn addrrion to rhese.
I think it would be wrse of us to oppose, as para-
graph 4 of Mr Didd's report stated, rhe Commissron's
proposal to exclude the areas of Athens and Thessa-
lonika from the possibility of receiving the rncreased
rate of intervention by the Socral Fund. The reasons
w'hich the rapporteur put forward are, without doubt,
sound and accurate. More than 450/a of rhe roral
population, which constitutes 500/o of the working
population of Greece, live in the areas of Arhens and
Thessalonika. The same areas cont.ain the vast mass of
industrial unrts and 7Oa/o ol all vocational training
institutrons, which should be given appropnare
support to safeguard these regions, as [hey are of vital
importance for the education of the Greek working
classes.
Finally, I should like to recall, in complete agreemenr
with the rapporteur, that the help which Greece will
receive from the Social Fund is not just of prime
importance to Greece but also to the whole
Community as it is intended to help Greece to acce-
lerate its rate of integration into the Community's
economic framework rn the most effectrve manner.
Likewise, if the Regronal Fund provides sums ln
accordance with the presen[ proposals, it will be in
total agreement v'ith the provisions laid down in para-
graphs 2, 3 and 4 of rhe Prorocol of the Treaty' of
Accession of the Hellenic Republic.
In the paragraphs referred to above pro."'isron was
made for the Communitl, to make use of all the
measures and procedures laid down in the EEC Treatv
and, in particular, to make appropriate use of
Community resources with a view to working along-
side the Greek Government rn its attempt to integrate
Greece into rhe Community's economic framework.
For the reasons I have given above, Mr President, I am
askrng that Athens and Thessalonika should be
rncluded amongst those regions which will be granted
the increased rate of inten'entions bv the Social Fund.
I hope that the needs of the Greek people are taken
into account in the present case. The goodwill whrch
has already been shown on manv other occasions u'ill
once again sen'e as the distinctive mark of future rela-
tions between the European Communrty and Greece,
u'hrch rs now an inseparable member of it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fotilas
Mr Fotilas. 
- 
(CR) Mr President, on che subject of
the Commission's package of proposals concerning
Greece, I think two short obsen'ations need to be
added and stressed in order to explarn two crucial
points First, on the quesrion of excluding the regions
of Athens and Thessalonika from the increased rate of
rnten'e ntion by the European Social Fund, rt should be
pornted out that it does not refer to the drstribution of
the amounr of this inten'ention within Greece, which
is sureh'a problem that will be dealt with after
prolonged and serious in-depth research on the
marter. Vhat is of more importance is the fact that the
exclusron of these two regions means that Greece's
share of the total amount of the increased rate of
prionty appropriations which are to be paid from the
European Social Fund to Greece will be reduced by
about half. Ve know, colleagues, and we should
retlize, or at least those who have forgotten it ought
to realize, that these appropriations are distributed on
the basis of population distribution. Consequently, the
exclusion of these two regions in which, as was
pointed out, 450/o of the total population and 50% of
the counrrv's working population are concentrated has
the totallv unreasonable effect of limiting Greece to
half the amount of appropriations q,hich it should
Iogicallv and ,1ustly receive in accordance wrth pnoritl'
intervention on social and economic grounds.
Therefore, these two regrons should be inciuded, not
simply because we are asking the Parliament and the
Community's institutions to distribute the appropria-
tions in this manner, but because it is only just that
these areas should receive the rncreased appropria-
tions. Beyond this point, undoubtedly, the
Community's institutrons and the Greek services
responsible will decide as to how the total sum of
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appropriations which are provided should be used in
such a way as to contnbute to the solution of rhe
growing social problems of the whole counrry and the
regions in question.
The second point to whrch I would like to draw atren-
tion concerns the questions of agricultural policy and
agricultural research. Throughout the debare on how
to use the rncreased appropriations for agncultural
research in Greece, reference was made time and time
again, albeit in a somewhat vague manner, ro rhe way
rn whrch the Greek economy complemenr5 rhar of rhe
Community This is a dangerous view and it is
dangerous, dear colleagues and Mr President, for the
following simple reason: the Greek economy is not
being geared so as to complement internal producrion
within the Communrty, but in line wirh the
Communitl.'s obligatrons to accepr imports of goods
from third countnes. Typical examples, for instance,
are oil and tobacco which are two noted Greek prod-
ucts both affected by problems. If research, as it is ro
be developed wrth rhis rather small amounr of finance
which is being provided, 
- 
we hope, however, that in
the future thrs amount can be substantially increased
- 
really has aims which are based on rhe principle of
complementarity, then, in rhe case of these two prod-
ucts, for instance, a way should be found co make
them produce higher returns and to provide support
for their production. Indeed, seeing that the
Communitv has an obligarion based on different inter-
na[ional agreements to import abour 1 200 000 ronnes
of olive oil, then clearly there is no point in our
boosting oli','e production in countnes which are
naturallv predisposed to producing thrs product at a
relatively low cost wrth a greater yield.
However, rn realrty, Greek olive oil production would
be completelv complementary if the Community had
not undertaken the artificial obligations which it has
undertaken for the import of similar products.
Tobacco is a product which is hardly produced ar all
in the countries of the Community. However, research
should be carned ou[ in selected areas which can
develop the product varieties preferred by consumers
rn rhe Communitv, so that huge quantiries of robacco
do.not have ro be imported from orher regions outside
the Community which place a burden on narional
budgets and the Community budget causing problems
for the disposal of home-grown goods like tobacco in
Greece.
Returning to the subject of oil, I should particularly
like to point our rhar rhe biggest problem in producing
orl rs the problem of collecting the olives and devel-
oping a specral technique for picking them, since this
problem, which is mainly technical and has not yet
been solved, constrtutes the largest element of produc-
tion costs. If research is carried out in this area, then
there is no doubt that we will promote rhe comple-
mentarity of the economy and the protection of
national economies as regards the production in
different countries of products, like tobacco and oil in
Greece, which are naturally surted to the soil and
climatic conditions and the production methods.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vardakas.
Mr Vardakas. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, first of all,
thank 1.ou for allowing me to speak. I do not intend so
say very much, given that the previous speakers have
said most of what I was going to say on the matter in
question. I agree entirely with everybody and, in parti-
cular, wrth every word of Mr Bournias's speech. There
is no doubt that Greece, in view of its economic char-
acterrstics which were outhned in full by Mr Didd, is
entitled to an increased rate of intervention. The
regions of Arhens and Thessalonika should not be
excluded from the increased rate for the reasons given
by practically all of the previous speakers, except those
who wandered away from the issue and wanted to
turn it into a political question involving other matters.
Mr President, as other people have said what I
intended to say, I shall not take up Parliament's time
and I shall simply point our that it is necessary and
absolurely vital that Greece be considered as a whole,
without exceptlon, as a region entitled to the increased
rate of intervention.
I shall finish by underlining my complete agreement
with Mr Didd's report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Frangos.
Mr Frangos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, in my shon
speech I should like to add to the well-founded and
correctly reasoned arguments advanced by the rappor-
teur, Mr Didd, 
- 
whom I congratulate and rhank 
-and my colleagues with some fresh legal and factual
arguments in suppon of his views.
First, I recall that the European Social Fund, in
accordance with Article 3 of rhe Treaty of Rome, was
established with a view to improving employment
opportunities for workers and ro contributing to the
raising of their standard of living and, in accordance
with Mr Petrilli's view, its aim is to share berween the
different countries what can be referred ro as'rhe
socral cost' of the Common Market. In its sections on
employment it is basically concerned with: first,
dealrng wnh unemploymenr; second, vocational
re-rraining; rhird, revision of principles; fourrh, reset-
tlement.
On the other hand, rhe Regional Developmenr Fund,
which v"-as esrablished by the Council regulation of
1 8 March 197 5, is complerely different and has
separate aims. The aim of rhe Fund is to correcr rhe
principal regional rmbalances within rhe Communiry
resulting, in particular, from agricultural preponder-
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ance, industrial change and structural under-employ-
ment.
Given that there is no ambrguity between the facts just
referred to, I cannot understand why some people
wish to categorize the two separare funds, the Social
Fund and the Regional Development Fund, under the
same heading. Vhat Community principle or decision
is the Commissron usrng to make an interpretation of
this kind in the case of Greece? I do not know of anv
provision in the Trearies establishing rhe European
Communiries, nor any Community act, regulation,
decisron, resolution or directive which allows for rhe
separate funds to be treated as one and rhe same.
Second, the recent earthquakes caused damage in the
order of 50 000 million drachmae and the region of
Athens was hit particularly badlv. In addition to the
damage done to buildings and factones, unemploy-
ment was caused as a result of the fear which led to
reduced commerciaI activity. Therefore, the Social
Fund should provide help for those workers who were
temporarily put out of work or on short time.
Third, one of the aims of the European Social Fund is
to deal with the unemploy.ment and the problems of
resettlemenr caused by the environmental over-
crowding of che regions of Athens and Thessalonika.
Indeed, a proBramme has already been started to close
down factories which are causing pollution, and these
will have to be removed or their filter systems and
other machrnery replaced with safe, modern technol-
ogical equipment. And so, this again brings about the
problem of unemployment and resettlement for which
the Social Fund aims to provide help to ensure that
workers maintain the same salary levels while waiting
for further employment or a move elsewhere. This is
actually happening in Athens-Piraeus and Thessa-
lonika.
Fourth, the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment, of which I am a member, adopted Mr Didd's
resolurion by 20 votes ro none wlrh 4 abstentrons,
whrle last Thursday the Committee on Economic and
Social Affairs had alreadi, given a unanimous opinion
that the Commission should change rts inrrial proposal
and classify the whole of Greece without exceptron as
a pnority area.
Finally, Mr President and colleagues, when we refer
to Athens this does nor just mean the two or three
wealthy quarters, it also means Peristen, Elefsina and
Anthoupoli, which you have probably never heard of.
However, there are also the poor areas of Piraeus
which are drowned by floods when it rains and where
the sight of dozens of poor souls who need a roof over
their heads, sanitation, water and social security is
enough to make you weep. The Greek Government,
which has to take responsrbility for these ma[ters, is
aware that Athens and Thessalonika should not be
excluded from berng given pnority by the Social Fund
as these areas, in fact, have most social problems.
I should like to end by commenting upon somerhing
whrch I have just heard, namely, the inrentron of the
MPs of PASOK, with the exceprion of Mr Fotrlas, to
abstain from voting on rhe Didd report. I hope that
thrs rs onh,due to a mrsundersranding.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gondrcas.
Mr Gondicas. 
- 
I should like to congratulate both
rapporteurs for the excellent work they have done on
the reports thev presented to us today, but I also wanr
to dra*'your attention, as well as the attention of the
other Members of this House, to three main points
which emerged from our delrberations here today
First of all there was a consensus [hat we must aim at
increasing the total sum to be invested in the scientific
agricultural research programme in the future. And if I
may so, Mr Presrdent, the amount of the lncrease
which our rapporteur, Mr Papaefstratrou, requested
this time is only one-hundredth of what is spent in a
week within the Community.
The second point rs that equal treatment must be given
to simrlar cases ]n other words, I absolutelr. agree that
there must be no discrimination between Member
States.
Mv third point is that I believe we must draw up a plan
as the basis for a scientifrc research programme to be
applred srmultaneousl)' to the [hree rnterested coun-
tries, namely Ireland, Italy and Greece, exploiting
what the exlstrng possibrlities are todav and putting
forq'ard the aims ro be achieved in the near future .
Last but not leasr I musr say, Mr President, thar I
regret the fact that our Greek colleagues from
PASOK will obstain from a vote whrch marnly
concerns Greece.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Katsafados.
Mr Karafados. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, colleagues,
before speaking on rhe quesrion under debate I should
like to give a brief answer to mv friend, Mr Kappos,
who is a representative of the Communist Party of
Greece and who spoke on behalf of the Communrst
Group. It has become boring and monotonous
listenrng to Mr Kappos railing against Greece even
when he is in agreement with our proposals. I should
srmply lrke to remind him that our country, whrch is
governed by a democratic and free regime, has
managed to attain a present level of development three
or four trmes above that of neighbouring countries
which are ruled by Socialist, Communisr and Marxist
systems. That is all I wanted to say. If he cools down,
so will we.
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As regards the matter under discussion, Mr President
and colleagues, I should like ro point out rhar the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment and the
rappor[eur, Mr Didd, have done an excellent job. The
report which we are discussing mirrors fairly accur-
ately Greece's background and irs present situation,
and we are in agreement with the conclusions thar rhe
report draws. In panicular, we are in agreement with
the committee's proposal that rhe areas of Athens and
Thessalonrka should nor be excluded from rhe
increased rate of rntervention by the Social Fund and
with the reasons put forward in rhe report in support
of the committee's proposal. I should like briefly to
add to these reasons some other reasons which are not
referred to in the report. As the reporr says, more rhan
45a/o ol the population of Greece lives rn rhese regions
and between 50 ro 700/o of the counrry's economic,
professional and educational activity takes place rhere.
Consequently, the fact that these regions have prob-
lems necessarrly means that there are economic,
professional and educational problems rhroughout rhe
whole of Greece.
The environmental and regional planning situation in
these areas provides another reason for supporting the
commrt[ee's and Mr Didd's proposal. The committee's
report refers to the rapid economic developmenr
q,hich has been takrng place in Greece in the last
20 vears. This has had 
- 
indeed it could not fail to
have 
- 
adverse consequences as regards planning rhe
development of these regions, with the result that
many serious and critical problems have been caused.
Thus, the atmosphere around Athens, Piraeus and
Thessalonika todav has a level of pollution which
regularlv borders on the highesr levels permitted and
frequently goes wa)' beyond these levels. Public open
spaces and parks in these areas account for just 20/o of
the available land, while in large European ciries this
figure is round about 30%. Finatly, when it comes to
the question of keeping Athens, Piraeus and Thessa-
lonika ticking over, suffice ir ro sav that, whereas rn
other main European ciries peak-hour traffic keeps
moving at an average speed of 20 to 30 kilomerres per
hour, rn Athens, Piraeus and Thessalonika the speed is
about l2 kilometres per hour. These are some of the
problems rn our regions. And it is quite clear, in mv
oprnron, colleagues, that these problems are lowering
the quality of life to a critical level and are paralyzing
the contrnuing attempt to develop the economv of
Greece. It rs also clear that a solutton needs to be
found to these problems not simplv as a matter of
convenlence, but as a case of necessity and urgencv.
For rhrs reason I think that the commtttee's and
Mr Didd's proposal 
- 
which calls for the regions of
Athens, Piraeus and Thessalonika not to be excluded
from the increased rate of interventton by the Social
Fund 
- 
is not only indispensable but totally justified
and should be adopted. In finishing, Mr President and
colleagues, I should lrke to express my amazement
that whrle PASOK are roughly in agreement with
these views, one of the members of PASOK,
Mr Coutsocheras, has stated that PASOK will abstain
from the vote. Abstention? Permit me.
(The President banged on the rostrum)
Mr President, I ask you to allow me [o continue my
speech, given that I am in rhe process of summing up. I
see that my colleagues in PASOK are protesting.
There is no need for this as all they have to do is
declare whether they will vote in favour of the
committee's and Mr Didd's proposal that the regions
of Athens and Thessalonika should be included in the
increased rate of rntervention by the Social Fund.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Zardrnidrs.
Mr Zardinidis. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenr, I just want to
add a few words to point out that most of the voca-
tional training esrablishments are based in the regions
of Thessalonika, Attica and, in particular, Athens. In
Thessalonika, in partrcular, we have the Farm School
which brings together young farmers from all the
regrons of Macedonia and Thrace for educational and
trarning purposes. There is also the Merchant Nary
School and private and State schools which need
support to develop their activities in preparing young
people for certain forms of employment.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, the two issues that have been raised are ones
which are clearly of importance to many Members
who have taken part in the debate.
I would deal first of all with the report of Mr Didd,
since in some ways it is perhaps the more complex of
the two. I really do think, Mr President, that there is
an enormous amount of misunderstanding as to
precrselv what rhe Commission's attirude is, as ro whar
rts powers are and as to the effect of the Commrssion's
proposal. Vrth great respect [o some of the honour-
able Members who have spoken, it does not lie within
the function or the powers of the administrators of the
European Social Fund to preserve the Acropolis, any
more than it does to srop Venice sinking into irs
lagoon One of the honourable gentlemen who spoke
this morning set out precisely and with great clarity
what the powers of the European Social Fund are, but
a great deal of misunderstanding seems to have arisen
on the precise effect of rhe Commission's proposal ro
exclude Athens and Thessalonika from the increased
benefit. Therefore let me try very briefly ro clear rhis
matter uP.
It is not proposed 
- 
and many I emphasize rhis to
some of those Members who have spoken 
- 
to
exclude Athens and Thessalonika from rhe operatron
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of the European Social Fund. Of course it is not. Both
those areas are part of a Member State and are entitled
[o participate in the same way as anv other Member
State is entitled to participate: therefore, for proposals
which the European Social Fund rs prepared to accept
and promote in Athens and Thessalonika, thev will get
what most areas in the Communitv get 
- 
namel\,,
500/o from the Commissron. The proposal is that rn
relation to the whole o[ Greece apart from Athens and
Thessalonika, that 500/o should be increased by l0%
so thar in relarion to areas outside Athens and outside
Thessalonrka the contribution that the Commission
will make under the terms of the European Social
Fund wrll be 55% instead of 50%.
I do think it is very important, Mr President, that
honourable Members who participate rn this debate
should not leave with the impression that what the
Commission is doing is somehow to exclude from the
operation of the Socral Fund the two most populous
and richest areas in Greece. This is not so. Vhat we
are saying is that in relation [o the rest of Greece,
outside Athens and Thessalonika, the contribution
that the Commission should make 
- 
because inevit-
ably there are regional differentiations and differences
withrn Greece itself in relatron to areas outside Athens
and outside Thessalonika 
- 
is not 500/0, but 550/0.
Now rhat, with respect, is the sum total of the
Commissron's proposal. If I react as an old parliamen-
tarian, parliamentarians in this room will forgive me,
when I say that some of the things I have heard being
said in this debate rn the Chamber this morning, about
the effect of the Commission's proposals, can, I thrnk,
only arise from an almost total misunderstanding and
misconception of what the precise effect of those
proposals are.
Now let me just make two or three other points. On
the major issue, which rs the principle of extending the
higher European Social Fund intervention to Greece,
there is general agreement in the House 'Where there
is disagreement 
- 
and I accept it is on an important
issue, but it rs basically a secondary rssue 
- 
is on the
single question of u'hether to extend the higher rate to
the whole of Greece, or to exclude Athens and Thes-
salonika.
Now there is a real difficulty here for the Commission
which, if I may, I will spell out so that the House can
apprecrate it. \7e would be in a difficult position rf we
had to follow the lrnes advocated in the draft resolu-
tion before the House for two reasons: first, the drift
of the amendment would seem to suggest that
Community assistance should not make any distinc-
tions in regard to the particular features and regional
differentiations within Greece itself and especially that
we should not take account of the need [o ease the
pressure in the areas in question to the benefit of the
less-favoured areas of the country.
Secondly, and thrs rs another real difficulty for us, if
the amendment were to be adopted rt would deter the
Commission from following what has been an unfarl-
ingly followed pnncrple, namely of a consistent
approach to Social Fund assistance and Communtty
regional assistance. In other words, we have tried to
pursue parallel goals in relation to Socia[ Fund
expenditure and Regional Fund expenditure, and if we
were to accept the amendment proposed bv the
rapporteur and bv Mr Didd we would not, in thrs
rnstance, be able [o pursue that parallelrsm. As the
House knows, the choice of regions to receive
Regional Fund assistance and, a fortiori, those elrgrble
for the hrgher inten'ention rate rs intimately lrnked
with the requirement that such aids be compatible u'rth
the Common Market, particularly as regards the rules
of competrtron. Mr President, I must sav to the House
thar until examlnation of thrs question with the Greek
Government is complete, it would seem to us unq ise
to act in the wav rn which it is now suggesred we
should.
On the other hand, u,hereas we have a real difficulty, I
accept that on the demographrc figures, and on some
of rhe figures and points that have been made this
morning, there rs a very real difficultv on the other
side. Therefore the Commission u'ill do two things rn
order to try to deal with the problems that have been
raised and obviate some of those diffrculties.
'We are very aware of the fact that a large number of
the operations rhat could be eligible for Social Fund
erd are bound to take place in the two areas in ques-
tion: Athens and Thessalonika, where most of the
vocatronal training facilities are located Nor', to take
accounr of that the Commission is supplementlng rts
proposal wrth two decisions. First of all, there is one
inrended to ensure the use of all 
- 
and I emphasize
the word 'all', 
- 
the Communrn.'s financial instru-
ments to accelerate the setting up of trarning facilities
in the less-developed regions themselves. The second
decrsion 
- 
and this rs perhaps more important to the
House this morning, 
- 
is to give to the management
of the Social Fund sufficient flexibrlity so that it can
appll'the higher rate 
- 
that rs the 550/o as opposed to
the 500/o 
- 
to all operations carried out on behalf of
workers from the priority regions, even rf those opera-
tions are carried out in Athens or in Thessalonika. I
rhink, wrth respect, that this takes care of the point
that has been made, namely that so much of the
mechanism for operating the Social Fund is situated in
[hese two areas.
Mr President, I think that given this two-fold assurance
by the Commission to enable Greece to qualify for the
higher rate, rt would seem difficult for the Commis-
sion at this stage to amend irs proposal.
I was interested, rf I may sav in conclusion on this
part, to see that the draft resolution puts [he case for
an adjustment of the financial allocation to the Social
Fund rn order ro take account, among other things, of
increased expenditure in respect of Greece. I fully
share the views of the House on this point. I confirm
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that it is mv rntenrion, as I have told rhe House before,
to request a substantial lncrease rn rhe fund's budget
for thi next frnancial year.
So, Mr Presrdenr, on rhe poinrs made by Mr Didd in
his repon and the amendment proposed by him, I can
Bo some wa1' towards meeting it at a practical level,
but I fear I cannor go all the way with hrm in accepting
the amendment.
On the other report, namelv on agricultural research, I
am afrard thar I have to be even bleaker as far as the
House rs concerned. As vou know, in the area of agn-
cultural research, the Commrssion's proposal for a
Council decisron concerning the agricultural research
programme was for an increase by. 1.783m unirs of
account for a period of three r.'ears.
The Commission thanks both the Committee on Agri-
culrure and the Commirtee on Budgets for rhe
approval which thev have grven ro the proposal to
rncrease the budget for agricultural research by I .8m
unlts of accounr. Ve note, hou'ever, that the
Committee on Agnculture *'ould u,ish to go further
u'rrh an rncrease in rhe budget of 2. 8 milLon unrts of
accounr. I sa1,at the outset that I entirelv understand
and I entirel)' symparhize with the rnotir., of those
u ho wish ro pur thrs budget up. I must also say,
hou'ever, that the Commission is charged not only
rlith the task of submrrting proposals ro the Council
but also wirh the obligation of trying to get those
proposals though the Council. And I must say rn all
candour to rhe House thrs morning rhat from the
currenr discuSsions at Council level it appe ars mosr
unlrkell' that we shall be able to reach an agreemenr on
anv ,.mount higher than that which has been proposed
bv the Commrssion. Indeed, I should perhaps give the
House a warnrnB that the trend is even ro reduce the
amount thar we have already gor in 
- 
namely,
I . 8 million units of accounr. So while, as I say, I
svmpathrze grearly q.irh the mo[rves of rhose who wish
Io put the proposal up from 1.8 million to 2.8 million
and also, if this proposal were accepred, I have no
doubt that rhe Commrssion would be able to spend
that rncrease in their resources and spend it in wavs
that verv many Members of this House would wish ro
see it spenr, I have to say ro you rhat in our view it
u'ould not, frankly, be q'ise for us now to go back to
the Council with an increase of thar amounr in rhe
proposal. Ve are, as I say, rn rhe process of trying to
negotiate a successful conclusion in the Council on the
present proposal for I .8 million, and to go back wirh a
proposal for 2. 8 million would not seem [o us to be a
sensible *'ay of trving to ger through the proposal rhat
v,'e have already pur up.
Mr President, may I finally say a word about rhe
debate generally. I hope that when honourable
Members have had an opportunity of looking at what
I have said, particularly in relarion ro rhe amendmenr
in Mr Drdd's reporr, I hope they will not feel the
Commission is being ungenerous. 'We are, afrer all,
trying to exrend the operations of rhe Social Fund to a
new member country 
- 
Greece. 'We are for rhat
purpose trving to get additional resources, which we
u'rll undoubtedly spend in Greece. Ir rs a country
which will certainly come very high on the list of
pnorities as far as the Commissron rs concerned.
Indeed, Ee not only accept this but there is evidence
that we accept. it., because we have increased rhe rate
of inten'ention from 500/o to 55%. !/e have put it up,
that is to sar', bv 100/o for the whole of Greece except
for Athens and for Thessalonika, and in relation to
those tu'o areas we wrll make specific provlsions so as
to grve the Fund flexibrlitv in its operarion and ehable
rt to spend the extra 50/o in relarion ro workers who
come from outside those two regions of Arhens and
Thessalonrka.
I fear, Mr President, that my answer will not satisfy
everbody in this House today, but I fear also thar ir is
the best compromise thar rhe Commission is at presenr
able to make.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put ro the vote at
the next voting rime.
\7e shall now suspend our proceedings and resume
themar3pm
The House will rise.
'lhe sitting utas suspended at 1.15 p.m. and resumed at
3P-.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR JAQUET
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sirting is resumed.
7. Estrmates of revenue and expenditure of Parliamentfor
I 982
President. 
- 
The next irem is rhe report (Doc. 1-173/
8 1) drawn up by irc chairman, on behalf of rhe
Commrrtee on Budgers, on the draft estimates of
revenue and expendirure of the European Parliamenr
for the financial year 1982.
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President
I call Mr Bogh to speak on a point of order.
Mr Bogh. (DA), Mr President, pursuant ro
Rules 82 and 84 of the Rules of Procedure I move that
this report on the estimates of revenue end expendi-
ture for Parliament be relected as inadmissible M1
reason for dorng so is that when this report was drawn
up [here were infringements of the rights of the
minority and, in particular, of Parliament's Rules of
Procedure, whrch Parlrament should not allow to
happen.
My frrst point was the refusal to pnnt the rapporteur's
report examining the estimates line bv line and cnti-
cizing the impossibility of supervising the use of public
funds. My second ob;ection is that Rule 100(4) of the
Rules of Procedure, *'hich states that if the commrttee
is not unanimous the report shall also summarize the
vrer-s of the minority, was ignored.
Mr Presrdent, regardless of their other failings, our
Rules of Procedure do make the fundamental point in
Rule 100 that democrac)' can exrst only where the
minority rs also allowed a sar'. In this particular case
the minority was a ven'large one,8 out of 19. It is
disgraceful that such an attempt should be made to
silence rhem. I s'ould varn this House that, in rts fear
of publicity for unrefuted criticisms of its handling of
public funds, it is in danger of disregarding funda-
mental democratic principles and its own rules.
President. 
- 
Mr Bogh has therefore just moved the
previous question.
Let us settle thrs point first, and then I shall admit
other points of order.
I call Mrs Hammerich.
Mrs Hammerich. 
- 
(DA) Mr Presrdent, mv reason
for moving the rejectron of this report as inadmissible,
in additron to the arguments put forw'ard bl' Mr Bogh,
is that rt includes no actual budget. All we have is a
string of figures, a few million here, a few million
there, which are then luggled at random, allowing the
adminrstration to spend what it likes, while giving, the
budgetan, authontres no idea of the basis on which rt
is dorng so. The rapporteur set out six requirements
for budgetary transparency. They *'ere not an Utopian
catalogue, but minimum requirements whrch would
help us discover what the figures concealed. It took
the rapporteur three months to persuade the adminis-
tration to clarify the budget; he wrote a 50-page
reporr on the subject, vhich was neither pflnted nor
distributed. Thrs is censorship and an infnngement of
the right of free expressron.
The report examrnes each item in the budget and
clearly demonstrates its obscurity. A poor basis for
decision-making, a lax and secretive budget, ripe lor
misappropriation. If this had been a Danish Finance
Bil[, the Minister would have lost his job and the offi-
cials would have been on the carpet. This budget does
not meet the most elementary requirements it would
face in our country, and we have therefore referred it
to the Danish Government Auditors, as our taxpayers
money is involved. Ve therefore believe that this
report should be rejected, and I cannot imagine that
any reasonable Member in thrs House todav *'ill
oppose a thorough rnvestigat.ion of the matrer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Langes.
Mr Langes. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I find rr drfficult to
say whether I am for or against. I am agarnst Mr
Bogh's proposal. I am very surprised at what Mr Bogh
and Mrs Hammerich have had to say, particularlv as
neither of them was ever present in commtttee.
Obviouslv, the rnformation they have been given by
the person drrectlv concerned, Mr Bonde, vr'as very
one-srded. I can only say that rr'e of the Commtttee on
Budgets 
- 
includrng, I assume, those members who
were opposed [o one or other aspect of this report 
-fully agreed that our chairman, Mr Lange, should
present these draft estimates to Parliament today. The
committee drd not in anv wav denv the minoritv the
opportunrt\r of expressing tts vieq's. That w'as expressh'
confirmed bv the committee. \7e constantly stressed
that the committee's report u-ould express the views of
both rhe majority and the minortty, although the
rapporteur must, of course, present the majoritv vrew-.
That surelv rs his dutv rn this House. As he was not
prepared to do that oralll', the committee felt that the
report should be presented bl' the chairman, as
permitted bl' the Rules of Procedure. Ve must there-
fore make rt absolutelv clear that, one, s'e have
obsen'ed the Rules of Procedure, t$'o, r-e have acted
legrtimatelv and, tl-rree, \\ e rn no rvav sought to
exclude the minontr', stnce it has another opportunitv
todai' of making its objectrons and proposals for
amendments knoq'n. I therefore call on the House to
reject rhis request.
President. 
- 
I call the Committee on Budgets
Mr Lange, chairman of the Committee on Budgets. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, I do nor
reallv need to sav anything, since Mr Langes has
alreadl' sard it for me. But I am surprised at the
prophetrc abilities of Members q'ho have no idea what
the acting rapporreur is gorng ro say. Thev should q,ait
and see what he says before they draw such strange
conclusions
Let me just add one remark: as chairman of the
committee I have probably been more accommodating
towards the rapporteur rhan was officially necessary. I
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asked him on bended knee ro rake over the report as
adopted by the commirtee and ro presenr the differing
views of the majority and minoriry on rhe various
points or on the repon as a whole. He did nor feel able
to accept rhe report proposed by the commitree. His
explanatory statemenr, after all, no longer corres-
ponded to the resolution and the annex ro rhe resolu-
tion. Thar is why the explanatory sraremenr had to be
dropped and rhe comminee decided rhar rhe report
should be presenred orally The rapporreur agreed to
this on 23 April, but he changed his mind the very nexr
dav and said it was no longer his report and he could
not present it. The commitree then acted as Mr Langes
has explained.
Ladies and gentlemen, we have to discuss the matrer
today, because [he vore is being raken on Thursday.
Ve cannot postpone the debare. But let no one tell me
Members have not had an opportunity ro examine
these estimates, because nearly sixtv amendments have
been tabled. That is nor, of course, a bad thing. I at
least am opposed ro this item being removed from rhe
agenda on such flimsy grounds.
(Parliament relected the request for referral bach to
committee)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patrerson, who wishes ro
appeal to the Rules of Procedure.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Mr President, there seems to be a
lack of continuiry in the ruLngs made by the Chair.
'!flhen Mr Rogers was in the chair rhis morning, the
chairman of the Commitree on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions pointed out rhar, under Rule 59, this
matter could not be taken roday. This documenl was
distributed 24 hours before rhe debate.'We could have
saved ourselves a lot of time if you had raken my point
of order or alternativelv ruled on Mr Nyborg's point
of order earlier on. It is impossible no* ro fiaui this
debate under our Rules of Procedure, so we had no
need to debate an adjournment. Mr Nyborg has
already made this point. I ask you now ro rule defrni-
tively on Rule 59.
President. 
- 
It is possible that not enough copies were
printed and rhat rhe distribution secrron had run out of
them at some srage yesterdiy, but the reporr was
certarnly distributed in the normal way. Ir was disrri-
buted to the Groups in any case, otherwise we
wouldn't have rhis srring of amendmenrs. The debate
can therefore be held.
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, Mr Patterson is
misleading the House. I did nor rule in any way and
made no qualrtative assessmen[ at all rhis morning.
Vhen Mr Nyborg raised his point of order as to
whether the item should stay on the agenda I said rhat
the agenda had been approved yesterday, that I was
going to proceed with rhe agenda and rhat the appro-
priate time ro raise an objection to an irem on rhe
agenda was when the matter came up for debare.
Now, this is, as I understand, whar Mr Nyborg has
done.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I should firsr [ike
to say that Mr Bogh's request, on which we have
already voted, was irrelevanr, as Rule 84 of rhe Rules
of Procedure concerns only marrers lying oumide the
purview of Parliament. From rhar point of view we
should not have had a vote, but we did, and it is past
history now.
The second point, as to whether we received the
report in good time as defined in Rule 59, is open to
argument, as there is some confusion as to what is
meant by the repon being disuibuted. A clear defini-
tron of what is meant by the distribution of a report is
therefore urgently required 
- 
whether ir is enough
that it should have reached rhe political groups or
whether it should be available to all Members. If the
latter is the case, the requirements were certainly not
met in rhrs instance, as rhis reporr was no[ available
from Distnburion yesterday evening before 7 p.m. Bur
as I do nor wish to be obsrrucrive I feel we should now
debate Mr Lange's repon, but would make it abso-
lutelv clear that this is by way of exceprion and does
not set a precedent.
President. 
- 
You have just raised a very interesting
problem, which the Committee on rhe Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions, of which you are chairman, could
verv usefully consider.
As this item therefore remains on the agenda, I call the
raPporteur.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets.-
(DE) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, I should
like to begin bv saying once again rhan I am sorry rhar
the rapporteur origrnally appointed has felt unable ro
accept the decisions raken by the Commirree on
Budgers. The reason he gives is that rhrs is not his
report, whrch is rrue. However, ir is not the rapporteur
who holds sovereign power bur rhe commirtee, and it
is the commitree that decides. The rapporteur is
commanded by rhe commitree. '!7here a rapporreur
drsagrees fundamentally with rhe commrrree's deci-
srons, the only possible course open ro him is ro resign
as rapporreur. Mr Bonde did not do this. But his
refusal ro accepr rhe report and to defend it led the
commrttee, as I said jusr now, to enrrusr its chairman
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with its presentation afrer Mr Bonde's explanatory
statement had been rejected the previous evening 
- 
I
will be sayrng somerhrng abour that in jusr a moment
- 
and its content no longer corresponded to the decr-
sions taken by the commitree. He was therefore ro
present the report orally and to rnform the House of
the views of the ma;oriry and rhe minority. He did not
s'ant to do this I repear: I regret this and, as I said jusr
now, as committee chairman I have perhaps done
more than my duty calls for. But to get back ro rhe
matter rtself, a rapporteur has to present the
committee's report and not his own person opinion. I
shall endeavour ro obey rhis rule in my presentation.
First, a feq' r,ords on rhe position fiom which we
begin: rn accordance u'ith agreements between the
Bureau and the Enlarged Bureau on rhe one hand and
the Committee on Budgets on rhe other, we musr for
the first time proceed on the basis of Rules 49 and 50
of the old Rules of Procedure.
Under Rule 49 of the old Rules of Procedure the
Bureau is responsible for the esrablishmenr plan and
the list of posrs. In other words, it has rhe last word in
this respect. The Bureau's proposals are communicated
to the Commirtee on Budgets, which considers rhem
and informs the Bureau of its opinion. The Bureau can
then decide in accordance with im own responsibilities
and convictions. Hence rhe text of paragraph 2 of the
resolution. The Bureau, the enlarged Bureau and the
Committee on Budgets agreed that in vrew of rhe
increase rn staff under the 1981 budget 
- 
various
posts are srill blocked 
- 
there musr be no further
increase in staff in 1982. There should therefore be a
zero here. The Committee on Budgets agreed,
however, that there should continue to be possibilities
for promotion, and these possrbrlities exist rn the form
of conversrons of posts The Bureau has nos.
submrtted an appropriate proposal for l6 upgraded
posts and 4 converted posts. The Commrttee on
Budgets decided by a ma;onty 
- 
in fact a ver1, large
ma;ority in this case 
- 
rhat it could nol agree ro rhis
because there was no proper jusrrfication for
upgrading and converting rhese posrs, ar least as the
Co,nrnittee on Budgets and irs members see it.
Hence paragraph 2 and the corresponding commen-
tary, which does not object to the principle of promo-
tion, even though we do not vr,anr anv additronal posts
for 1982. In this connection, I would appeal to the
political groups which, albeit too late, have applied for
additronal posts, ro wrthdrar,,' their requests. For if we
stick to the pnnciple of nor increasing staff in 1982,
the groups must not call for an increase in staff above
the 1981 level erther. In other words, rhe groups must
try to get by wirh the present sraff complement of
almost 2 900 or 3 000 On this, rhen, rhere are no
other drfferences of opinion.
The Bureau was represented in the committee by Mr
Jacquet, a Vice-President and the Bureau's delegare,
and I can only sav that we all tned ro creare a reason-
able basis.
Now to the financial side. The Bureau originally
submrtted a draft, presumably on a proposal from the
administration. I say presumably, because under the
agreements we reached in commitree rhe adminisrra-
tion is no longer able ro express irs views irelf in the
Committee on Budgets. Ar besr it can make irs views
known through the Bureau's represenra[ive rf he asks
to be informed of those views. So presumably rhe
Bureau based its decision on rhe administrarion's
proposal and arrived at a total figure of some 215.5m
EUA. The proposal was then forwarded ro rhe
Committee on Budgers, and I musr admrt thar Mr
Jacquet did not have a very easy task here, because
from past experience 
- 
somerhing to which rhe
adminrstration draws the Bureau's attenrion often
enough 
- 
we feh in the Commirree on Budgets that
the expenditure was on the whole excessive. As a basis
for discussion rn the Bureau and also ar rhe suggestion
of its rapporteur, the Committee on Budgets began bv
proposing virtually the same figure as in 1981. So we
started n,ith a figure of somerhing more than 199 or
215m EUA. \fl'e reduced the 1981 figure from almost
210 to just under 200m EUA. Ir was possible ro repear
this process this vear.
The rapporteur, Mr Bonde, did not feel able to make
an)' comment at all on rhe various rtems. After rhe
discussron s'rth [he enlarged Bureau, the two rappor-
teurs, Mr Jar:quet for the Bureau and Mr Bonde for
Committee on Budgets, tried to reach a compromise.
It should be pointed our ar rhis juncture 
- 
and I can
sa)' this on er,eryone's behalf, not only a minontv and
u'rthout conflictrng with a malority 
- 
that the
Committee on Budgets as a whole felt dissatisfied at
the inadequacy of rhe ;usrificatrons for the various
requests and the rmpossrbility of establishrng whether
or no[ an actual need existed. The Bureau musr
certainly bear this in mind u.hen drawing up future
estimates, otherwise rhere is a genuine risk of there
being a serious dispute one da1. The ma;onty of the
Commitree on Budgets drd nor accepr rhe proposal
submitted bl' Mr Bonde rhat the whole sum of over
199m EUA should be entered rn Article 1OO. He felt
that rransfe rs could subsequentlr. be made from
Article 100 to the various budget lines when appro-
priate 
,1ustrfication had been presented.
That was not enough for the Committee on Budgets,
and, rightlv ,:r wrongly, we decided by a majority ro
put the procedure rn its existrng form to the test agarn
Ve know the difficulries involved Ve also know that
the sums not spenr by rhe end of the financial year can
be very extensive particularly in the case of Parlia-
ment's budget. I can only refer in thrs respecr ro para-
graph 3 of our resolution and say rhar the Committee
on Budgets is wrlling to use the time until a decision is
taken at the first reading to clarify as far as possible
the rtems which it is not yer able to verify. This mav
mean that the estimates in their presenr, provisional
form 
- 
in which I assume and hope rhey can be
approved 
- 
wrll look completely different at rhe time
of the first reading, with some items reduced or
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increased, although, as far as I can judge, the total is
likely ro be smaller rather than larger.
At this poinr, I should like to describe the differences
wirh the Bureau. The first discussion, after which the
two rapporteurs, Mr Jacquet and Mr Bonde, sat down
together, was no[ encouraging. Both sides must realize
that the inrtial position each adopts cannot be the final
position, but that they must come to an agreement. '!?'e
cannot rherefore have one side wanring to present the
other with some krnd of ultimatum. That was the view
raken by the majority, while rhe minority of
8 members, who are mentioned on the introductory
page of the report, felt that we should stick at zero, in
other words, not increase expenditure over 198 1.
However, the argument resulted in the frrst draft
submitted by the Bureau to the Committee on Budgets
being reduced from 215 to about 209m EUA This is
equrvalent [o an rncrease b1' just under 4'90/o
compared with 1981. This reduction, was, however,
made with the reservation mentioned rn paragraph 3
of our resolution, that a further check would be made
with a vreq' to improving the transparency and clarity
of the budget. In its present form, everything is rather
unsatisfactory
Reductions were made in the travel expenses and daily
allo*-ances of Members and in the travel expenses of
sraff accompanying delegations and of the delegations
rhemselves. The same applies to travel within the EEC
on constltuencv business, but not to travel within
Members' ou'n constituencres. Reductions were also
made in the case of assistants and movable equipment,
entered under Chapter 22, Movable property, inrtial
equrpment, materials, etc. The staff as a whole were
also sub,;ected ro reductions in some of the allowances,
expatriation allowances, secretarial allowances and so
on, as far as we can see u'rthout jeopardizing the
forthcoming Councrl decrsions relating to staff remu-
neration. Reductions were also made in rents, water,
gas, electricity and heatrnB, and cleaning and enter-
tainment In addition, contrary to what the political
groups wanred 
- 
but I believe in agreement with the
Enlarged Bureau 
- 
we have reduced the original
request from the groups for lI0/o more than the figure
of ;ust under 4.9a/o planned for Parliament as a whole
to this level of approximately 4.9%. As long as the
Groups go on requesting resources without saying
what they have done with their money in the past and
how much they have hoarded, the Committee on
Budgets will, with the best will in the world, not be
able to approve the position they adopt.
Added to this, we mus[ all be slighrly more careful
abour our spending. This applies to travelling, ro dele-
gations and so on and so forth. !7'e cannor afford to
be regarded by the public as a tourists' club.
(Applause)
That is quite impossible. The Members of Parliament
should be drawing these conclusions.
'We can also work far more cheaply if this Parliamenr,
disregarding its wandering circus status for a moment,
srops acting as if the commitrees have to produce
essays like universiry students. That is surely the last
rhing we should be doing. It is a complete waste of
paper, of staff and of the costs involved. The commit-
rees should agree to do away with repons of that kind
and ro do no more than table the resolution and
explain it here orally, because this explanation is in
any case printed, and that is enough. There is no need
for the submission of great volumes, which are
supposed to create the impression of thoroughness or
even of academic knowledge.'!fl'e are a political body,
and we do not have an academic task to perform here:
we are here to develop political will and to put it to
effect.
I feel this Parliament, by which I mean its individual
Members, would do well to think about this and also
about the personal requests that are sometrmes made.
You need only think of the frequent occasions on
which up to 600 amendments are tabled, leaving aside
reports, and of all the material, time, cost and so on
and so forth rhat this involves.
The committee is very anxious to draw attention to
rhis. A majority of the committee then reached this
compromise, the 200m EUA or so, with the provision
referred to in paragraph 3 of our motion for a resolu-
tion. The minority of 8 members, who wanted to
rerain rhe 1981 figure of 199m EUA, voted against.
I should now like to refer to the amendments. The
Commirtee on Budgets will be discussing them once
again at 6 p.m. tomorrow. But I can tell you now that I
feel it would be best to reject all the amendments,
regardless of rl'hether rhey call for further reductions
or further increases, and to leave it at this compromise.
\What we have here is, after all, only a provisional set
of estimates to enable the Commission to put forward
the whole of the preliminary draft budget by 15 June,
which rs why rhe June part-session would have been
too late for a debate on this report. That is why these
provisional estlmates must be adopted here, even if
some Members, including myself, consider them to be
an unsatisfactory compromise. In the next few weeks
and months we shall then have an opportunity of
looking at things in greater detail and, as has been
announced, preparing any changes that may be neces-
sary for the first reading and putting them forward in
a different form from this provisional draft.
I believe I have now covered all the shades of opinion
represented in committee, without stating what the
majority and the minority think about each and every
item. It would be going too far at this time to consider
rhe estimates ircm by item. Vhat I am anxious to do is
to make it clear that the uneasiness that has been
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voiced is felt not only by the minority but in fact by
the whole committee, but that, as in previous vears, a
majority has sought a compromise to help preven[ two
organs of Parliament from taking opposite sides in the
debate and possrbly the vote: the Bureau and the
Enlarged Bureau on the one hand, the Committee on
Budgets on the other. !7e should not take this risk in
this connection. The compromise that has emerged is
due not least to the goodwill and the sympathetic
cooperatlon of those directly involved. Vhere the
Bureau rs concerned, this rs principally a reference to
Mr Jacquet, who has acted as rapporteur for the
Bureau and the Enlarged Bureau.
Unfortunately, Mr Bonde felt unable [o present thrs
report here. He wanted to do so in writing, but that
would have meant convening another sitting to hear
his explanatory statement. And that would have
resulted in what Mr Nvborg has already hrnred at. \7e
would not even have been able to observe the calendar
which we have proposed to the Councrl and Commis-
sion for the various stages of the budgetarv procedure
\)7e all felt that would have been on the whole irres-
ponsible. \7e musr, of course, respect Mr Bonde for
the work he began. I have no objections to that. It is
just that the wa1' rn which he then tried to present it
and to gain acceptance for it was not approved by the
committee 
- 
and a rapporteur must be able to accept
that.
Ladies and gentlemen, I call on you to approve thrs
compromise on Thursday. This is not the final deci-
sion: rhat wrll not be taken until the time of the frrst
reading of the general budget in October. lVe shall
therefore have the opportunity of making the changes
we consider necessary.
Mr President, I felt I had to describe thrs rn somewhat
greater detail, which is why I have taken rather longer
than is perhaps usual for the presentation of a report.
Thank vou once again for vour patience.
IN THE CHAIR: MT MOLLER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the Bureau.
Mr Jaquet. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should like now
for my part to offer you a few reflections on behalf of
the Bureau of Parliament. In fact the Bureau,
prompted by its desire to give proof of the political
scope of the budget of the European Parliament, has
this year decided, for the very first time, to instruct
one of its Vice-Presidents to follow up the budget esti-
mates for 1982 right from the stage of the origrnal
proposal bv the Secretary-General. The Bureau
further decided that this same Vice-President should
be assocrated with the Committee on Budgem
throughout its deliberations on the draft budget.
Finally, I have now to draw your attention [o the fact
that, in accordance with Rule 113(3) of the neq, Rules
of Procedure and under the new procedure lard downjointly with the Committee on Budgets, it is the
Bureau's responsibiliry to decide the number of staff in
its secretariat, after consulting the appropriate
committee.
The Bureau has accordinglv instructed me to put
before you in the course of this debate the reasons
underlving its proposals on the establishment plan and
rts general approach in relation to approprlatlons.
Le t me first of all say a few words about the establish-
ment plan. In the light of the present situation, and
until a decisron is taken on the seat, our proposals
have been dictated by a need for prudence Thev have
led to the decision not to create any new posts in the
establrshment plan for 1982. \fle are, however,
proceeding u'ith the upgrading of sixteen posts in the
interests of a more equitable career development
wirhin some of the servrces and in line with the ration-
alization of the various career structures begun in the
establishment plans of 1980 and 1981. In doing so we
shall be following the guidelines laid down in the
Ripamonti, Jackson and Ansquer reports. 'We are also
going ahead with the conversion of four auxilialv
posts into esublished posts in order to regularize the
position of four members of staff in the new section of
the European Parliament's criche.
Vhat essentrally has led us to adopt these proposals?
First of all we have to recognlze that such fundamental
changes as Parliament has seen over the last eight
years, and especially' the last two, prompt us naturallv
enough on the one hand to give prionty to rntegrating
new offrcials lnto therr new u,'orking environment and
on the orher ro aligning the posrtion of Greek officials,
who are exposed to workrng hours and methods qulte
new to them. I have rn mind particularly the Lnguists.
Ve should point out thar this brearhing space is
rntended as an opportunity to complete the analysis of
the structural changes that will ultimately be necessary.
At the same time, r'ork should proceed on rational-
izing internal systems and reorganrzrng some of the
departments, in particular in the administration.
To support rhese proposals with incontrovertible
documentary and statistical evidence, the Bureau has
forwarded to the Committee on Budgets detailed
statistics on the activities of the directorate-general
responsible for recrurtment, that is to say an up-to-
date job description book for all posts rn the European
Parliament in 1981, a summary table comparing the
establishment plans for 1979,198A,1981 and 1982 and
including, for this last year, detailed justifications in
support of the upgradings and conversions requested
and, Iastly, a m'emorandum containing extracts from
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rhe reports on the 1979, 1980 and 1981 budgerc which
give the views of the rapporteurs of the Commirree on
Budgets in regard to the upBrading of posts. After
consulting the Committee on Budgets, the Enlarged
Bureau, as Mr Lange indicated a moment ago, finally
adopted the proposals on the establishment plan ar its
meetrng of 7 April. These proposals were ourlined in
rhe repon just presented rc you by the Chairman of rhe
Committee on Budgets.
Mr President, I ihould like to move on ro the marter
of appropriations. On 7 April, the Enlarged Bureau
was told that the Commictee on Budgets had delivered
an opinion in favour of freezing appropriations for
1982 ar 199 million ECUs, the same as for 1981 
-in other words a zero increase. The Enlarged Bureau
thereupon, and after long discussion, adopted the
preliminary draft estrmates for 1982 on the basis of the
provisrons of Rule llaQ) of the new Rules of Proce-
dure, fixing the rate of increase at 6-50/0. At that time
I was rnstructed to confer together with the rapporteur
of the Commitree on Budgets, Mr Bonde, in order to
rry and bring the Enlarged Bureau and the Committee
on Budgets closer together. After lengthy talks with
the rapporteur, no compromise was reached. The
Enlarged Bureau subsequently confirmed its earlier
decisions and instructed me to inform the Committee
on Budgets that it was prepared to consider a reduc-
tlon ln some of the items so as to stay within the
proposed 6.50/o increase over lasr year. I was also
instructed to pass on the requests from the political
groups for increases in appropriations for items 3705
- 
relating to contributions to the secretarial expenses
of the polrtrcal groups 
- 
an 37a6 
- 
relating to other
political acrivities 
- 
and also for the inclusion of a
token entry to cover the financing of the publicity'
campaign for the 1984 European electrons. As part of
my brief, I attended the meeting of the Committee on
Budgets on 23 April at which the overall increase in the
budget total for 1982 was cur back, as you already
know from Mr Lange, to 50lo and the token entry was
re;ected. This then is the draft budget that the
chairman of the Committee on Budgets has just
presented to you.
The Enlarged Bureau has given its assent to the
changes introduced in the original draft and I am
delighted that agreement has been reached. I am
bound to pornt out, however, that an overall increase
of yust under 50lo over last year is considerably lower
rhan the average rate of inflation inside the
Communrty. CIearly, in these circumstances, any
further cutback could mean a supplementary budget
during the course of this year.
Just one final word. The new procedure decidedjointly by the Bureau and the Committee on Budgets is
beginning to bear fruit. For one thing, the two-stage
examination of the budget estimates provides an
opportunity for more derailed discussion. In effect,
this procedure allows the Bureau to give more careful
artention to the establishment plan and to evaluate
more precisely Parliament's budget requiremenrs. One
of the firsr and mosr important results of this coopera-
tion is, in my view, the much greater transparency of
the 1982 budget compared to the previous year. The
remarks accompanying the budget have lost some of
their inscrurability and allow the reader a clearer
understanding of the justifications for the appropria-
tions. An effort has been made to explain the various
irems of expenditure more fully by showing the exact
amount and purpose of each. This new procedure will
be finalized over [he next few years, but the fact alone
of having introduced changes in this area is a matter of
some satisfaction and sets Parliament apart from rhe
other Community institutions.
Mr President, may I say in conclusion that I regard the
fact that a representative appointed by the Bureau has
been allowed to explain the Bureau's position to the
House in plenary sitting as a useful precedent. I also
wrsh to take rhis opportunity to assure you of our will-
ingness to continue the dialogue and our determina-
tion to work with the House in effective coopera[ion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hord to speak on a point of
order.
Mr Hord. 
- 
I wanr to raise a point of order in
connection with the capeciry in which the last speaker
addressed the House. Do I undersrand that he speaks
as a rapporteur and, if so, for which committee?
Because, if he is speaking in behalf of the Bureau, as it
sounded to me, the Bureau, in my understanding of
the Rules, is not a committee and therefore he was out
of order.
Prcsident. 
- 
Rule 114 stipulates that the Bureau may
deal with such matters, and it is on behalf of the
Bureau that Mr Jaquet has spoken, just as. he has also
been spokesman for the Bureau in the discussions in
the Commirtee on Budgets.
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Da.kcrt. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, my Group feels
that rt can agree ro these drafr estimares ar the moment
and I stress, at the moment. The reasons why we find
them acceprable have in fact already been stated:
firstly, the limired percenrage increase in expendirure
compared with last year's budger, a percenrage 
- 
as
Mr Jacquet has already said 
- 
which is well below rhe
average inflation rate in rhe Community. Bur an
equally imponant reason is that the Enlarged Bureau,
which is particularly comperenr in this field, has
decided nor to request any additions ro rhe establish-
ment plan or an increase in rhe sraff. Both these facrors
indicate that the somewhar wild and uncontrolled
developments in Parliamenr's budgets in the year
before and rhe two years afrer rhe elections are now
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apparently to be followed by a period of stabilization.
\7e must take advantage of this period of stabilization,
as, I feel, paragraph 3 of the resolution says, to find
out at long last whether the budget is well structured,
whether all its component parts are in good order and
whether it is perhaps capable of inrprovement.
But that is a cask, it seems to me, which will undoubt-
edly keep rhe Committee and Burlgets and the Bureau
occupied initially in the cominB months and then
perhaps in the coming years. And there is every reason
for thrs when we consrder the frgures of past years.
Underspending of Parliament's budgetary resources is
rarher serious compared with the other institutions,
with the one exceprion of the Court of Audirors.
'!7hile we budgeted for 177.3m in 1980, expenditure
amounted ro 137 .8m, a difference of almost 250/0, and
rhat naturally means in practice that the administration
and the Bureau have plenty of scope to use a budget of
this kind in a way that was probably not intended
when it was established.ln 1979 the situation was the
same: 144m budgeted for, 115rn spent, a somewhat
smaller difference, but still too large both in compari-
sion with the other European institutions and in abso-
lute figures to be acceptable. I f,:el the Committee on
Budgets musr use the time availarle to it rn the coming
months to prevent the 1982 budget from resulttng in a
simrlar difference between the amounts estrmated and
[he amounts used. A significant cause, Mr President,
of underspending in past years -- accounting for two-
rhirds to three-quarters of this underspending,
according to my calculations -- has been the poor
estimation of staff costs and the unfilled posts in the
establishment plan. I wonder vhat the present situa-
tion is wrth regard to the establishment plan. I feel that
we of the Committee on Budgets do not yet fullv
understand this situation, and I believe that the Bureau
imelf does not fully understand it either But consid-
ering the enormous number of posts which has been
authorized ln the past and the enormous number of
vacancies or unfilled posts, p,erhaps I should say,
which strll exist according to all kinds of sources, there
is a danger that the staff apprc,priations will again be
underspent in 1981, and this may have implications for
1982.\t therefore seems to me lhat a closer look needs
to be taken at this aspect before the 1982 budget is
finally adopted.
Mr President, it is also wort]rwhile consrdering the
situation in rhe past in another context, an approach
which Mr Bonde finds very attractive. In 1980 expend-
iture amounted to l37.8m ELIA, rather less than the
amount budgeted for 177m EUA.
The appropriations estimared for 1982 rotal 209m,
which, if we continue with this theoretical approach,
represents an increase by more than 500/o in the two
years, the new Parliament has been in existence. And
rhat is a further reason for examining the contents of
rhe various budget items. Thts is necessary, and the
rapporteur, who has been unable to defend this report,
had made a start on an analysis of each individual
budget item in order to achieve a better understanding
of trends.
Mr President, rr has become clear that three months is
too short a time for the Committee on Budgets and
the committee's rapporteur to do this, partly because
the time was too short and partly because it is always
extremely difficult to obtain the necessary rnformation
from the adminrstratron and the other organs of this
Parliament. I feel that there rs room for a substantial
improvement here.
Mr President, reference is made in these estimates to
greater transparency. I cannot say that the transpar-
encv of budget items rs now optimal, but efforts have
for the first trme been made this year to achreve
greater transparency with regard to a number of items,
partrcularly those that have come in for strong public
criticism. I feel that the publcrty surrounding delega-
tions ro BogotiL and so on have greatly contributed to
thrs. But again, rt rs not clear what is involved in all the
items. Some explanation is needed. For example, item
105, language courses for Members: the costs rncurred
by Members in connection with these language
courses are included in a different item of the budget.
There must certainly be an improvement in the tran-
sparency of this kind of expenditure, above all through
a clearer breakdown of items.
Mr President, there is, of course, an obvious way of
reducing Parliament's budgemrv costs even further It
is not for the Committee on Budgets to do this: it is
for Parliament itself to seek an early solution to the
question of its seat. I believe this is another factor
which could substantially reduce the critrcism of the
size of the budget, which is, of course, largely due to
rhe language problem and the various places of work
this Parliament has.
Mr President, I have akeady said that my Group
approves rhese draft estimates as they stand. This
means that it will be voting against all the amendments
to them.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Partv (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr Langes. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the European People's Party approves the
draft estimates which have been presented by the
chairman of rhe Committee on Budgets, Mr Langc,
whose statement has my complete approval. !fle feel
that although these draft estimates are still unsatisfac-
tory in some respect and cause some uneasiness where
one or other item is concerned, it is, in our view,
wonh while debaring these estimates now so that we
have the time until October to discuss them in detarl
with the Bureau.
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'We have, after all 
- 
and I should like ro quote these
figures once again 
- 
fixed the draft esrimates ar 2O9m
EUA in a very lair discussion 'with the Bureau. This is
equivalent to a 4.90/o increase over 198 1.
On one point, however, Mr Jacquet, I musr conrradict
vou. In my opinion, paragraph 3 of our motion for a
resolution makes it clear that we cenainly can discuss
further savrngs in the nexr few monrhs withour rhis
entailing the announcemenr of a supplementary
budger lor 1982. 'We have undoubtedlv adopted the
course, rogether with the Bureau and fully aware of
our responsrbiliry, of submirring to rhrs House drafr
estimates which, I feel, Members can approve.
I should now like to take up just a few points which I
consider imponant. The Bureau has already made ir
clear that there will be no increase in Parliament's staff
in 1982. The Bureau has taken a very good decision
here, and ir has our full support. On rhe other hand,
we have blocked somerhing under 2OO posts in 1981
and developed a procedure 
- 
and I would ask the
President to make this very clear to the Bureau once
again 
- 
under which the Bureau and the Commirtee
on Budgets proceed very carefully in releasing these
1981 posts, rhe object being ro achieve the much
sought after transparency in rhis area too. ] believe we
can do this together. In orher words, the Committee
on Budgers is proposrng 
- 
and I fully endorse rhis on
behalf of my Group 
- 
that the expansion of Parlia-
ment's adminisrration should be progressively
submrtted to a close examination and effecred wrth the
necessary transparency, because we are) of course,
aware that we have gradually grown ro not inconsider-
able proportions A 4.890/o increase 
- 
as you,
Mr Jacquet, have righrly poinred our 
- 
is below the
average rate of inflation. So rhis makes ir clear rhat, if
we adopt paragraph 3 of our morion for a resolution,
we are prepared ro reduce Parliamenr's budget ro a
reasonable level.
Mr Danken has jusr referred ro the difference
between actual and planned expendrture. Of course,
there is some disparity in this respecr. But ir has many
different causes. Perhaps there was roo much of a
vacuum, if I may pur ir rhat way, in Parliamenr's
budget again last year, but is it really such a bad thing
for there to be a difference berween acrual and
planned spending under our budgets? Surely nor,
otherwise we would have to teil Parliament's adminis-
tration to keep up the spending so rhar irs actual
expenditure was abour the same as planned expendi-
ture, because then rr will be praised by Parliament for
submirting correcr estimares. Ve are famihar wirh thrs
from national governments and national instirutions.
\7e must not allow a situarion in which thrifty officrals
are, as it were, punished afrerwards on the princrple
that they have misguided us.
Ve must recognize the ambivalence of such, action. I
believe, to be fair, this should also be made quite clear
to Parliament's administration.
Mr Bonde's proposal that the budget should simply be
frozen by rransferring the resources to Article 100 was
rejected by the Commitree on Budgers on [he grounds
that we are seeking budgetary honesty, for which
Mr Bonde himself called. In other words, we feel we
should state accurarely what we need. Budgerary
honesty forms part of a budgetary procedure, and we
also call on the Commission ro give the individual
items clearer designations. I should therefore like to
say to all those who were no! presenr at the meetings
of the Commitree on Budgets thar this was one of the
reasons why we could not agree with our rapporteur.
Ladies and gentlemen, we are very much in favour of
looking at rhings very closely, of our checking our
own activities in panicular, but we do not, of course,
believe that the Commitree on Budgets should become
some kind of inquisirion where Parliament's adminis-
tration is concerned.
I should like to take up anorher point that has ;'ust
been stressed by the rapporreur, Mr Lange. Ve have
deliberarely made a subsrantial reducrion of 2.6m
EUA, from 35.5m in 1981 ro 33m in 1982, in expendi-
ture for Members of Parliament. This shows, ladies
and gentlemen, rhar we intend to impose stringenr
standards not only on orhers but also, and above all,
on ourselves.
!7e should therefore try to show the public our budget
with composure, calmness and resolureness. Ve have
nothing at all to hide. !7e should be very critical of
ourselves.
Anyone who cnricizes us will be heard. Of course, rhe
criticism levelled ar Parliament's budget takes various
forms, for example criticism which regards thrift as the
greatest vlr[ue, a vrew I share, and I know that the
Conservative Group includes various Members who
pursue this objecr wirh puritanical zeal, which leads
them to adopt the wrong political course, in my
opinion. But I rake rheir various criticisms seriously.
But there is another kind of critrcism rhat is levelled at
Parliament's budget, and I would ask rhe members of
the Conservative Group to be very careful they are not
confused with those who seek ro attack Parliament as
a whole through their criticism of irc budget and
merely wanr ro expose our Parliament ro rhe public. As
a German Member I know only too well from history
how in the years from 1930 to 1933 the Narional
Sociahsts under Hitler pilloried the freely elected
Reichstag of the German people, calling it a talking
shop which did norhrng but spend money. Their aim
was to attack the democratic institurion, and it is here,
ladies and genrlemen, that we must make a distinction.
\7e must completely rejecr criricisms of rhis kind. Ve
approve these esrimates.
(Applausefrom the centre andfrom the right)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR ZAGARI
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the European Democraric Group.
Mr Balfour. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I am delighted to take
rhe floor after Mr Langes, because I think ir is high
rime this House began to understand the position of
my Group. For M.r Langes ro say rhar our advocacy of
grearer economy for this Parliament is a way of pillo-
rying it is profoundly to misunderstand an honourable
and decent politir:al motive. I would ask him ro lisren
to what I have to say with the same digrrity wirh which
I listened to his remarks a few seconds ago.
Ve are well awarr: in our Group that our effons in the
past to speak our againsr an increase in rhe overall
costs of this Parliamen[ have been seen as an awack on
the institution its,elf. There are remarks like 'puritan
zeal' from Mr Langes. Although this may be an inevit-
able response, it is wrong and it is sad. Ve, in our
Group, believe v,-'ry deeply in the validity and the
importance of this institution. It is the engine force for
the future development of European integration. '$7'e
do not wish to limit the power or the scope of rhis
Parliament. Thert: are a large number of us in this
House who believe thar the significance of the
Community should be enormously increased, and we
as an institution are asking for new own resources. Ve
want new policies and we want a better balanced
budget.
For our paft, we believe that Parliament has to show
thar it can be ruthlessly tough wirh itself before it will
be trusted to be tough with an expanding Community
budget. The Community will not go broke if we vote
ourselves an extra 5o/0.
Our own populanty back home will not change for the
better or the worse if we do so; but let no one in this
room forget rhar .vhat we are seeking as a Parliament
is something very unusual. \7e are trying to persuade
the executive'in tlLe Community to spend more of the
raxpayer's money. Normaily parliaments are there to
do the very opposite. These new funds to finance new
policies, which we support in this Group, will only be
granted by the Member States and put into a Euro-
pean pool if the Commission can be trusted to spend
them wisely. Ultinrately, controlling the Commission is
our responsibiliry. Control of its expenditure is our
only real weapon; and we shall only be able to wield
rhat weapon if q.e have earned the respect of the
people of Europe, In order !o earn this respect, we
believe we must show that we car) be financially strict
wirh ourselves. If necessary, we call upon [he House to
overdo it in thar respect, and this is why we ask the
House to support us when we call for a zero increase.
'!(i'e are not seeking a cheap headline back home. It is
no[ an excess of zeal and ir is not an attack on the
institution. Ve are genuinely anxious to eliminate the
over-budgeting of recent years. \tre are keen to show
the world that we are fit to monitor an expanding
Community budget.
Of course, like Mr Lange, we want to hold group
expenditures where they are. Our groups are well-
financed already. Of course we want, to put an end to
political tounsm, as he put it, and our position on
these subjects has been made quite clear in commirree,
but the priorities have nor changed since the days of
Robert Jackson and Mr Ansquer.
First, the two-line reference by the Maastricht Council
seeking to maintain the status quo on Parliament's seat
was shameful. Moving between three cities is a hated,
expensive and demoralizing exercise. And it bloats our
budget.
Secondly, there are still many Members who are
nervous about rhe willingness of our Bureau to engage
sympathetically and on equal terms in concrliation
with the Committee on Budgets, or even with the
House in part-session.
Thirdly, there are still more Members and mililons of
people outside this House who look in amazement. at
our capacity for over-budgeting our own institution.
Ve in our Group shall continue to demand precise
explanations for this unsatlsfactory state of affairs.
However, we are not all of us only in favour of cuts.
For instance, u'e believe in principle that this institu-
tron should pay rts own Members' parhamentary
salaries. Vhen a Member of Parliament from York-
shire, like myself, goes to Vestminster, he rs not pard
by the North Yorkshrre County Council, he rs pard bv
the National Exchequer. \flhen a Commrssioner is
appointed by his Member State, he is not paid by his
Member State. '\tr7ell, we do not believe that we should
be paid by our natronal governments. Let us try to
make room for such future expenditure.
\We ask the House to stand still on its appropriations,
but the marn battle remains our place of work. 'We
give the Council, once aBarn, formal notice that for
budgetary reasons as well as for political and human
reasons we shall not rest until there is a single and
permanent seat and place of work for thrs House. The
House will see that we are proposing both a. zero
increase, with one amendment, and the settinB up of a
separate working party [o investrgate whether further
cuts could take place. This last posture is consistent
with everything that Mr Lange said, with everythrng
that Mr Danken said and with everything that
Mr Langes has just said, and it is therefore wrth confi-
dence rhat I recommend it to the House.
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President. 
- 
I call the Communisr and Allies Group.
Mr Gouthier. 
- 
(IT) Mr President, this year the
procedure for the approval of Parliament's budget has
been panicularly laborious, right from the beginning.
I agree with the factual reconstruction and to a large
degree with the judgmenm expressed by Mssrs Lange
and Jaquet regarding this procedure as it has devel-
oped up to the present.
The hub of the matter, as it presenm itself today, is
quite evident. Because of serious economic difficulties
and because of the facr that Parliament is directly
elected certain needs arise: on the one hand, the need
to curtail expenses severely; on rhe other, rhe need to
make Parliament's budget fully transparent as a guar-
antee of efficiency, functronality, earnestness, and
rationalrty. The fact that Parliament is an elected
parliament, however, necessitates a demonstration
that its functional capacrty is conrinually rncreasing. I
fully share the ideas q.hich arise, for example, from che
study made by some of our colleagues regarding the
expenses of delegations abroad. Here severe cuts
should be made, but one concept should be made
clear: the European Parliament has a function not
only in the continental sphere but also on a global
level, and we must therefore ensure that it remarns
capable of exercising thrs function.
It seems to me that when we deal with the problem of
Parliament's budget we mus[ combat rwo extreme
positions: on [he one hand there are those who want
to present the enrire budget as potential waste, a
source of real or possible manipulation, and therefore
they propose indiscriminate cuts. Such an attitude
gives rise ro many suspicions. '!7e naturally do not
wish to make generalizations, for not all those who
fight so fiercely for indiscriminate cuts in Parliament's
budget are attacking the Community institutions; we
are able to make distinctions even here. But it is never-
theless obvious that someone wishes to make use of
this already delicate ground 
- 
made even more so by
the economic crisis 
- 
not [o rationalize the budget
but to strike a blow at Parliamenr imelf and hinder it in
the full exercise of its functions. \7e see that some seek
to organize their 'politrcal lives' around this question,
no[ hesrtating to invoke the morbid'curiosity of cerrarn
sectors of public opinron. 'We have faith in our own
possibilrties, however, and we believe it is our dutv to
discuss these difficult marrers calmly; we have faith rn
the understandrng of pubhc opinion in all of our coun-
tnes.
There is another position equally as extreme which
should be resisted: thar which holds that the budget as
it is now organized is basrcally acceptable, that, all
things considered, progress can still be made by
making some slight alterations here and rhere. We are
not of this opinion, even though we have made our
ou'n contribution rowards an agreemenr between the
enlarged Bureau and the Committee on Budgets, an
agreement which we feel is very posir.ive and which
concerns the necessary reduction of Parliament's
budgerary expenditures for the coming year. Parlia-
ment's budget must be renovated, however, and ir
must be renovated in the light of two basic problems:
the first is that of the seat of Parliamenr, the second is
that of the legal status and economic rrearment of the
individual Members.
As far as the seat is concerned, we are familiar with
the situation and we know how Parliament's margin
for decision is restricted. '!7e say that Parliament
should continue to fight, that it should be firm in
pursuing the struggle with the Council in order thar
definitive choices may be made as soon as possible.
The Council must know that thrs uncertainty rhrows a
shadow of discredit on Parhament, involving as ir does
an appreciable waste of financial resources.
The matter of the legal and economic rreatment of
members is, in the first place, a moral quesrion, for we
are aware that corresponding to the equality in the
work load rhere is a profound inequality in national
remunerations. This inequality must be overcome. In
thrs respect, however, there is also a problem of finan-
cial morality, a problem of budgenry rransparency, of
credibility in the face of public opinion. 'We know rhat
national remunerations are embedded in a sysrem
made up of a muldplicity of various indemnities. 'We
feel therefore that in progressing rowards a single level
of remuneration we must aim ar simplificarion and
Breater clarity. '!7e must have the courage to move in
this direction, speaking openly among ourselves, in the
Chamber, if necessary, and speaking clearly before
public opinion.
The amendments we presented to the resolution and
the preliminary drafr budger do not aim at an increase
in expenditure. They are the classic manifesration of
the nummus unus. Ve wish to give a precise and
concrete sign that the present situation is untenable
legally, morally, and also from the view poinr of finan-
ciaI policy and the healthy adminrstrarion of the
parliamentary budget. Ve want ro correct this siru-
ation gradually, dealing with the problems of remuner-
atron ln a uniform manner both in regard to base
salaries and in regard to the right ro pensions and
health insurance. I repeat, this is not a call for
rncreased expenditure, because we say nummus unus
- 
that is, an EUA in the budget 
- 
but a manifesta-
tion of a clear and precise politrcal intention.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mrs Scrivene r. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I will tell you
right away thar rhe Liberal and Democratic Group will
be voting for the reporr on the draft estimares of rhe
European Parliament for 1982 submirred by the
Commitree on Budgets, particularly since we know
that it is the result of long and difficult discussions in
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commitree, provoked by rhe very exrreme posirion rhat
the rapporteur, Mr Bonde, felt obliged to adopt.
It is true that a greater measure of restrarnt was called
for than in previous years. But what do we find? The
draft estimates submrrred to Parliament certainly show
restraint inasmuch as they provide for an increase of
4-930/o over 1981 even though rhe Community has
now got ten Member States. Moreover, no new posts
are envisaged and only the regrading of a few posrs ro
maintain normal career development has been
accepted. In real terms and raking into accounr. infla-
tion, this budget, which is rhe resulr of genuine coop-
eration between the Bureau and the Commitree on
Budgets, not only shows evidence of a commendable
restraint but has to be seen effectively as a cut in rela-
tion to the last financial year. In conrrasr, the system
proposed by Mr Bonde of making sysremaric cuts in
every budget heading wirhour any consideration of the
nature of the expendirure did not recommend itself to
us. It is nevenheless a fact that rn future years an effort
will have to be made to correlate es[imates more
closely with actual expenditure and we believe thar
what has been proposed for 1982 is an importanr srep
rn this direction.
Let me also say that, given the business that Parlia-
ment has to conduct and the addirional burdens it is
having to bear, I think ir would be desirable if, in
October, we were to compare the estimates wirh rhe
actual budget. In fact, it is nor simply a matrer of
making savings just for the fun of it in areas where
certain activities 
- 
and in particular the representa-
tion of the European Parliament abroad 
- 
are among
the tasks that are indispensable ro its proper func-
tioning. On the other hand, the usefulness of such
activities must be undersrood bv the public and it is up
to Parliamenr to explain them. And when Members do
go on mission outside the Community, careful plan-
nrng and preparatron, especially on the financial level,
is essentral, although this rs not always the case.
In conclusion, the Liberal and Democratic Group will
vote in supporr of the draft esrimares as rhey stand and
reject any attempts to introduce changes whrch could
ultimately desrroy the compromise reached berween
the Bureau and the Commirree on Budgers after such a
hard effort. '!7e for our parr artach the grearesr
importance [o thrs cooperarive effort.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr de la Maldne. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, what I have
to say is more in the nature of a warning against the
procedure we have adopted in examining Parliament's
budget. To me it seems a very bad procedure, which is
why, on behalf of my Group, I have tabled some
amendments to reinsrare rhe Bureau's budget. I believe
that is the correct and indeed the only legitimare
method of discussion.
It is not usual ro have a debate such as this and to do
so is simply to lay ourselves open ro every kind of
demagoguery by the enemies of our Parliament. r)ne
can of course always find thar one is spending too
much, bur the responsibilities should be very clearly
drawn. lWe elect rhe President and Vice-Presidenrs
who make up rhe Bureau. They are the persons
responsible, because we elected rhem to be so. It i:; up
to them to draw up [he esrimares. If they are nor right,
ir rs thev who are responsible. Bur we think that the
system whereby we ger the Bureau to draw up a
budger, which is then submitted to the Committee on
Budgets for their critical commenrs, which then comes
before the House, with all the demagoguery rhar can
lead to, is a system rhar could do our Parlianrenr
untold harm. I have always let it be known to rhe
Bureau rhar I objected to rhe expendirure; but here I
am speaking of budgetary procedure. I believe we are
doing our Parliamenr a drsservice, are allowing its
opponents to place rr in a difficult position. That is the
.way to destroy a parliament.
The amendmenrs I have tabled, and I have no illus,ons
as to their fate, are amendments of principle, inrended
as an assertion that the procedure being followed 6;oes
directly against the interests of our Parliament!
President. 
- 
I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dinatron and Defence of Independenr Groups and
Members.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidenr, I should like to
start with an unpalatable assertion; nobody spealiing
today knows whar he is talking about. Nobody in this
Chamber knows the conrenr of the budgetary items we
are debating. Nobody, whether from the Commirtee
on Budgets or from the enlarged Bureau, knows u'hat
they will be voting for on Thursday. I ought ro be the
person nearesr to knowing somerhing. Three months'
intensrve q'ork on rhe budget ought to have made a
dent in my ignorance, but the only rhing rhat I kno'v is
that nobody knows anl.thrng.
These estrmates hide much more rhan they reveal.
\fhen the Commrtree on Budgets consrdered it rhere
was only one item which mer the absolure minirr um
requiremenrs for clarity, and thar was rhe prinrrn6; of
EP News, where rhe expendrture happened to be
calculated oumide rhis insdrudon. Mosr other irr:ms
were so obscurely drafted rhat, as Mrs Hammerich has
said, if a Danish minister submitred a similar finance
bill he would lose his job overnight.
Let me give a few examples of the elementary infor-
mation I was unable ro obrain as rapporteur. As we
have a[ seen in our offices here, typewrirers, desks,
dictaphones, erc. and all other office furniture irnd
equipment are painsrakingly firted with metal number
plates. However, nobody was able to supply an inven-
tory. Ve know thar Parliamenr has over 2 800 offices
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in 25 buildings, but rt was impossible to obtain a list of
these offices sayrng who was sitting where. \7e know
that the Bureau speaks of restraint in recruitment and
appropriations. It has even said so in print. However,
the estimares allow a 500/o increase in administrative
staff in one single year, and despite countless requests
nobody will tell how many new posts are planned for
1982. \7ith all the talk of savings, expenditure next
year will be allowed to rise by 50% over actual
spending last year. This all means that what is being
pur ro us is not in fact a budget estimate but a cheque-
book for the administration and the Bureau to use
freely next year, as they have used rheir funds in the
Past.
I regard this laxity in im budgeting as so serious that
the People's Movement has reported the European
Parliament to the Danish Government Auditor, to the
Danish Parliament and the Government and asked
them to take action against what we would call extrav-
agance, maladministration and plain illegality. The
latter may appear to be an unsubstantiated assertion,
but ir is not I who has prevented publication of the
exlanatory st.atement. I submitted a 50-page document
for distribution ro Members, which showed, item by
item, a flagrant lack of the basic information required
for any budget, but they will not publish it, perhaps
because it might bring Parliament into discredit, as has
been said in committee.
But it is this which has really brought this Parliament
rnto drsrepute. The extravagance of paying a Member
as much in dailv allowances for three or four days as a
Danish pensioner has to subsist on for a whole month
is one rhing, on which opinion can be divided. But
what rs far more serious is that Parliament is unable to
render accounts for such ex[ravagance or to budget
for it and, when this is pointed out, chooses to hide irc
head in the sand without even feignrng an interest in
putring its affairs in order. It is trying to give the
impression that nothing has happened, and on
Thursday the majority in this Chamber will adopt a set
of esrimates wrthout a single Member being able to go
out and tell his electorate what he voted for, and what
it really meant.
Vell, congratulations on their ignorance. Congratula-
rions on breaking Parliament's own Rules of Proce-
dure, preventing the rapporteur from including the
views of the minority in the commit[ee's report.
Congratulations on the successful censorship, in which
some Members of this Parliament have set themselves
up ro judge what the others should be allowed to read.
I really mean congratulations, but I am not talking to
the majority in this Chamber, but to the many oppo-
nents of the EEC in our countries, who are thus being
provided with documentary evidence of a situation
worse than they even suspected, and fresh encourage-
ment for the Danish people, for example, in their
desire to get out of the EEC !
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fich.
Mr Fich. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, we are today
debating this budget of the European Parliament for
the first time and we shall be returning to it on several
occasions in the autumn. Unfortunately we have to
debate it in a situation where the rapporteur has with-
drawn, and it is obviously worth examining how and
why this happened. Several months ago the Committee
on Budgets decided to endorse the rapporteur's view
that there should be a comprehensive examination of
the budget followed, of course, by major changes, and
the European Democratic Group and the Socialist
Group, among others, expressly backed a serious
atrempt by the rapporteur to get to grips with the situ-
ation, to carry out investigations and ro make changes.
It might be interesting to see where the investigations
have led; what we have learnt from the press and in
the Commrrtee on Budgets is rhar we do not, in facr,
know any more than we did two years ago when
Mr Jackson so meticulously examined the same
subject. At the time he described the situation very
clearly, and nothing new has emerged since. It was
clear even then that the budget was poorly drafted,
that there q'as over-budgeting and general obscurity.
Bur our present complaint, which touches the heart of
the matter, is that nothing has been done. Ve have
carried out the same investigations over again, but the
real need was for action in the intervening years.
Conclusions should have been drawn from
Mr Jackson's revelations of a couple of years ago,
which were echoed by Mr Ansquer last year. That was
where I should have expected the rapporteur 
- 
or the
ex-rapporteur 
- 
to have tried to bring about improve-
ments. But all we have seen is a proposal to freeze
Parliamenr's expenditure at last year's figure which, by
the ex-rapponeur's own reckoning, is about 50% up
on 1980. That was not what I have expected. I had
expected clear and precise proposals on the individual
items in the budget, arguing where expenditure was
unjustified and where changes should be made. \7e
find nothing of the kind, and no proposals to change
structures, which are in fact the real reason why some
spending is too high, and why in many cases efficiency
is too low. Ve are of course at liberty to speculare why
there was nor one proposal to change the present stare
of affairs. I myself shall be so indelicate as to insinuate
rhat rt was because the ex-rapporteur did not, in fact,
want to change anything, as it was not in his interests
to change what he described as a scandalous srate of
affarrs, and which is, in fact, one of his main argu-
ments, and he has therefore joined forces with those
favouring inefficiency and extravagance.
I oppose this strategy on principle. Last year I
proposed cuts amounring to about 10 m EUA, which
were accepred and this year I proposed cur of 12.5 m
EUA, with rather less success, but at least I made the
arrempr. I hope and believe that we shall continue this
process, trying not simply rc make savings, although
they are, of course, a worthy object in themselves, but
also to get rather more our money, thus increasing
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efficiency within existing limits. I had hoped, and still
hope, to see the budget kept under 200 m EUA, and I
very much hope to see an effort to remedy the basic
structural problems affecting the operarion of rhis
Parliament.
This trme I have confined myself ro one amendmenr. I
propose cutting the 400 EUA paid monthly ro
Members on what I regard as very dubious grounds.
Members' circumstances vary so widely that it has no
connection with reality. Some Members do not incur
expenditure of this kind, and to others the money is a
problem. I believe we should abolish it and await more
permanent solutions related to Members' circum-
stances. But I would srress rhar that is my amendment
at this stage. Ve shall, of course, be considering this
budget again in the autumn, in Ocrober and
November, and I might well table other amendments
then if the Bureau, with the aid of the Quaestors and
the Secretariat, has not really got to grips with the
problems ln the meantime.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Norenboom.
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, rhe outsranding feature of these drafr esti-
mates, in my opinion, is nor rhat rhey are good esri-
mates but that we have applied the provisions of the
Rules of Procedure for rhe first time for years. I
regard that as being rhe most significant and the most
satisfactolv feature of these draft estimares. .We now
have a division of power between the Bureau and rhe
Committee on Budgers, with the Assembly as a whole
taking the final decision. This is the first rime for years
thar this has been done. Mr de la Maline said that this
is wrong, thar rhe Commitree on Budgets has norhing
to do with rhis, that this is a matter for the Bureau
alone. Bur what he in facr was saying was thar rhe
Assembly has nothing ro do wirh this, and I find thar
cannot be right in a democratrc Parliament. He did
nor say so rn so many words, bur that is surely what he
meant. Are we, the elected representatives, not to have
the right to establish our own budget) I do not know if
that is the custom in France, but I do not think so, and
it is certainly not so in the other Member States. I
must reject thrs idea, however imperfect the Rules of
Procedure may be. The fact is that for the frrst time
the attempt has been made to apply the Rules of
Procedure properly, and I welcome that fact. For a
number of years I have felr extremely dissatisfied with
the preparation of the budget A pointless atmosphere
of tensron had grown up between a large number of
the Bureau's members on the one hand and various
members of the Committee on Budgets on the other.
After careful consideration, the correct procedure has
now been used in Parliament for the first time. The
two sides have come closer together, they have
listened to each other and agreed on changes, which
was not the case last year. Last year the proposal put
forward by the Committee on Budgets was also lower
than the Bureau had planned, but tension emerged and
a genulne compromise was not reached. Now, at last,
we have lisrened to each orher and cooperated with
each other, and I rhink that is important.
The fact that there rs to be no increase in the sraff
complement is also ro be welcomed, even if the present
level is, in m1. view, far too high. I feel thar far too
manv new staff have been appointed in recent years.
Fortunately, a number of posts have not yet been
released, but all the same:whar we can now do in the
1982 budget rs put a srop ro staff recruitment, which is
what has been proposed, and I ver,v much hope that
this will be approved.
I will not repear rhe amounrs esrimared, but in real
terms there is a decrease. And there is a need for rhrs:
it is nothing special, nor is it exceprionally good,
because it is srill far more than whar we have actually
been able to spend in recenr years. Bur, comparing
budget wlrh budger, this is a decrease in real terms,
and that rs a good thing. The 4.9a/o is in fact a
decrease.
That does not, in my opinion, make the estimates
perfect, as other speakers have also said. For years I
have felt that our budget is too high and that we have
too many staff, and this despite the tu'o aBgravatrng
factors of three places of work and the language
problem. Thrs is because there is no management. The
Secretary-General should not take this as a personal
affront, because I do not mean it as such. \fhat I mean
is that it has not vet been properly decided at Bureau
level what facilities the Members of Parliamenr are
entitled to and what can be expected of our staff, and
that has first to be decided at political level before the
Secretan.-General can organize his people accord-
ingly. \7e must rhen see what staff we need and what
resources are needed. But at present what happens all
too frequently is that brg gods and litrle gods ger their
way where resrstance is weak, because there are still
too many decrsion-making levels rn Parliament,
possibly working agarnst each other. This rs not a critr-
crsm of specific people. All I am saying is that we need
strong management and proper political decisions.
The questron is what does Parliament want, which
needs can be met and which cannot. There must be
economres everywhere, including Parliament, and this
is somethrng which is too easily forgotten. It is too
easl'for committees or committee chairmen, for dele-
gations or leaders of delegations, for political groups
or their chairmen or individual Members to come up
with arguments for exceeding the limits that have been
set and to get their way, and that is why, measured
against objecrive requirements, our staff is still too
large, at least in budgetary terms. I did not ask to
speak so that I might criticize, but to explain the
reasons for my approval of these estimates. I am saying
rhis because I have refrained from doing so for three
years. For three years I have voted against or
abstained, either in rhe Committee on Budgets or in
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rhe Assembly, because I could not see a way out of rhe
situation, because I cou[d not see satisfactory decisions
being taken, and now I see this happening. I am not
saying that I am completely satisfied, but a start has
been made on an improvemenr of the procedures. For
this I rhank Mr Jacquet and all those in the Bureau
who were willing to listen and who have abandoned
rhe idea rhat the Committee on Budgets consists of a
set of maniacal economizers, as we have been called in
various quarters. That is not so, with a few exceptions.
The Committee on Budgets has adopted a responsible
attitude. Just as it does in its dealings with the Council
and Commission, it has adopted a consistent approach
rowards requests expressed in Parliament. There were
no maniacal motrves behind this. Mr Jacquet played an
important part here. I therefore regret that it has been
openlv asked q'hat Mr Jacquet is in fact doing.
MrJacquet has done what rhe Rules of Procedure
prescribe: he has shown that influence has been
exerted both bv the Bureau, represented by
Mr Jacquet, and by the Committee on Budgets, repre-
sented by our chairman, Mr Lange, following
Mr Bonde's regrettable resignation as rapporteur.
Anorher welcome feature is that some items, by no
means enough, have become more transparent, parti-
cularly smaller items, where the intention is clear, thus
making it possible for policy to be adjusted through
budgetary decisions. Above all, changes will be made
- 
at least if that is the decision on Thursday 
- 
to
existing arrangements for Members' ailowances. As a
small item of the budget has been reduced, rhis
arrangement must necessarilv be adjusted. This is a
good thing. The budgetary authonty is entitled to do
this. !/e do the same to certain items in the Commis-
sion's budget: we begin bv making them rransparent
and then rnfluence policy through the decision on the
budget. That rs what has happened here with the
budgetary decision proposed, with the intentron of
influencing polict', even encroaching upon established
rights. Some people are happy wirh this, others are
not, opinions mav vary, but it is certainly a good thrng
that there is the courage to act in this way.
I therefore fully endorse what Mr Langes has said on
behalf of our Group, and I will reiterate as little as
possible, but because I have for a number of years
been critical of the budgetary procedure adopted, I do
feel the need to say why I shall be voting for the draft
estimates. In the Committee on Budgets I, of course,
made various proposals which were not all adopted by
the Bureau, but I shall not be voting for amendments
whrch correspond with my original proposals because,
as Mr Lange has said on behalf of our committee, this
is a compromise, and I shall not call for more or for
less as otherwise we shall be attacking rhe essence of
the compromise. If I am asked whether this budger can
be further reduced, my anss.er is yes. If I am asked
whether I can state where another 8 or 9 or l0 million
can be cut, I can do so. But that is not the poinr. A
start has now been made on a budgetary decision that
has emerged through consuharion. That is a good
thing, and I will show my respect by voting with
convrction in favour of this compromise.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Msller.
Mr Msller. 
- 
(DA)Mr President, twice this after-
noon I was interested to hear that Mr Bonde has
denounced this Parliament to the Danish Government
Auditors for contravention of financial regulations
applying in Denmark. For four or five years I was
chairman of the Danish Government Audit Board. I
no longer hold that office, but I can assure Mr Bonde
that his action has been completely pointless. The
Government Auditors are bound to reject his case.
First because of course they have no authority over
thrs Parliament, and secondly because their task is
solely to audit accounts presented, not to inspect esti-
mates submitted by the budgetary authorities. This is a
budget, no[ a set of accounts.
It was typical of Mr Bonde that, in clarifying his posi-
tron, he ended up by clarming that the affair would
encourage opposition to the Community at home in
Denmark. I thrnk that has been his aim all along. A
couple of monrhs ago I praised Mr Bonde, and
thanked him for undertaking a useful and valuable
task, sharing our common objective of making the
Parliament of the European Communities work. I
regret [o tell the House that I was over-optimistic. I
Iooked on the brighr side. I believed, Mr Bonde, that
you were serious. I am sorry to admit it, but there it is.
'\flhen it came to the crunch, Mr Bonde was no[ there.
Ar the first encounrer he simply turned his back on the
whole budget, produced a torrent of abuse and uied
to hide behind a smoke-screen of fatuous claims that
nobody but him understood what the budget
contained and he had not been able to investigate it. I
regret it and I believe that Mr Bonde too will regret it
when he realizes what he has really been doing.
I can therefore only ask Mr Bonde to suppoft my
Group's proposal for an unchanged budget for 1982,
wrth no increases. He can do so by voting, without
havrng to be a rapporteur and thus, with his high-
flown talk of what he did not know and what others
did not know, I would remind him of the line by
Holberg, thar forefather of the Danish and Norwegian
theatre. 'Take courage Anthony, you have done
nothing wrong'. Mr Bonde has done norhing wrong,
for he has done nothing; but he mighr try to take a
little courage rarher than run around wirh his tail
between his legs. For example, he could send us the
5C pages. He might say he cannot afford it, ir would
cost loo much. But ar the same time he rells us thar we
are rolling in money. Let him use some of his excess
money to distribute the 50 pages so rhat we can see
had on his mind, whar was trying rc criticize. That
what he would be an easy way of gefting closer to rhe
truth, or at least giving us some of the knowledge he
feels we lack.
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I shall not labour the point. I shall be supporting my
Group's proposal for an unchanged 1982 budger, and I
hope that on Thursday the results of the vote on the
amendents will enable rhe Committee on Budgets to
work on, with or without Mr Bonde's help. Should rt
be without, I am confident that bv this autumn the
Budget Commrttee, especrally wirh Mr Frch's astute
and tenacious approach, will arrive at a budget of
which we need not be ashamed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mart.
Mr Mart. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presrdent, the Communtity's
budget is an opportunity for every Member of the
European Parliament to criticize proposed expendi-
ture which in his or her eyes is either too large or
inadequate.
For months we have seen the Bureau of the European
Parliament coming under increasingly hearl fire. The
visit by a few parhamentarians to Bogota, accompa-
nied by a host of secretaries, translators and so on,
gave some anti-Europeans an opportunity to discredit
Parliament and the European institutions as a whole in
the eyes of pubhc opinion.
I should like to make a few observations of my own in
rhis connection.
In rhe frrst place, it seems [o me that our Parliament
has reached a turning point. Ve can no longer be
content simply to carry ou[ our daily routine business,
however important it is. What is needed now, above
all, is a heightened awareness of Parliament's interna-
riona[ responsibility. At present our hands are exces-
sively tied by the national interests of most of our
governments. I am sure that we all realize how weak a
role Europe plays on the inrernational scene. The
whole world is wairing for a coherent European
policy, while we are content to leave this freld to the
two superpowers, namely the United States and the
Soviet Union !
In rhis con[ext, I regard the Bogota visit as a very
useful one, as a step along the slow and difficult road
to a future European foreign policy. But this vrsrt, like
earlier ones, has been condemned by public opinion
and by a great many of us here because Parlrament has
so far shown itself unable to distinguish between
necessary, worthwhile expendrture and waste.
Firstly, the fact that every speech automatically has to
be translated into seven languages represents an enor-
mous expense. An organization like the United
Nations functions 
.just as well, better even, using just
two languages. A reorganization of budget expendi-
ture in this area is therefore imperative.
Secondly, Europe must make her presence felt on the
international scene. The peoples of Asia, Africa and
South America want a strong Europe because they are
looking for a valid alternative to the deliberate policv
of confrontation between East and \7est, cynically
pursued by the two superpowers. Europe must find a
way off this dangerous path of escalating East-Vest
confrontatron, a way that, believe me, is eagerly
awaited and will be followed by the whole world. But
to get there, our Parliament has to give a lead and
show the way to our respective governments. It must
formulate a common foreign policy: it is high time
Europe learned to speak with one voice ! Let us
remember from what ruins we sprang up.
Thirtv-six years ago the whole of Europe was in ashesl
nobody believed then that the enemies of yesterdar'
could one dav find themselves meeting in a European
Parliament in order to seek together a solution to their
problems. In those thirty-six years Europe has seen no
more wars and it rs our duty to see to lt that Europe
never looks back.
That is why I cannot understand why Members of the
European Parliament, like Mr Pannella and his asso-
ciates, are seeking at any pnce to discredit the Euro-
pean institutions. Has Mr Pannella forgotten how
Italy, particularly the sourh, suffered in the Iast war?
Granted, it is the right of everyone, including Mr
Pannella, to criticize certain things; but it is a big step
from there to outright rejection of European initia-
tives. It is intolerable that extremists of his kind should
seek to sabotage the unification of Europel Of course
the construction of Europe and its institutions has
called for and will continue to call for great sacrifices
- 
and not only financial sacrifices 
- 
and, yes, we do
waste a great deal of time and money on pointless,
sometimes even fatuous discussions, but all that is the
price we have to pay for our peace and our unity. It
should be obvious to anvone that the European insti-
rutions cost a lot less than wars which destroy human
lives by the millionl It is a pity that extremists, bigots
in other words, are so blinded by their own ideology
that they cannot see reality when it stares them in the
face. Is peace not worth some sacrifices, is it not worth
our working all out to presen'e it? I do not believe
Europe has any need for politicians who seek merelv
to destroy it and who have hitherto failed to come up
wrth a srngle valid proposal for improving the lot of
our peoples.
Of course there are many things to criticize, to call
lnto question; for instance, the pointless discussrons
and other wasteful exercises which cost enormous
sums of money, money that could better be spent, for
example, on putting together a coherent European
foreign policy. Just think how many billions are need-
lessly spent because of Europe's chronic inability to
standardize its armaments or effectively coordinate its
defence sys[ems. And where these practical problems
are concerned, incidentally, we do not hear any
prorests from all those who set themselves uP as the
so-called defenders of the people's righrc. In this area
they are prepared to tolerarc any waste. One could
even be forgiven for believing that, quite apart from
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the question of national self-interesr, cenain poliri-
cians would rather rhar Europe remained weak and
disunited, in rhe hope of esmblishing a utopian
socialism, a son of socialist will-o'-the-wisp, which no
one can define precisely but which has clearly shown
that it would lead rc mass bankruptcy, or even to the
verge of economic disasrer and famine, as is happening
at the moment in Poland.
Our duty, as Members of rhe European Parliament, is
to make our voice heard so that our people will know
that there is a European Parliament which is looking
after their security and which is seeking rhe parh of
stable and just world peace. For rhar, Europe must be
strong inrernally and strong in irs external relarions.
Our people will never tolerare rhe presence in our
mrdsr of parliamentarians who seek ro destroy the
edifice which allows them to live in peace. \fle have to
give birth to the European idea and show the peoples
of the whole world the road ro universal and lasring
peace. 'We have to put aside our perry narional differ-
ences and stop squandering our resources, so as to
make the necessary funds available for coordinating
our defence sysrems and for purring rogerher a
common foreign policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I should like to
make it clear from the ourset that I am not speaking
on behalf of my Group; thar was done by Mr de la
Maline, and I would point out thar in doing so he was
not speaking for me, as there is some difference of
opinion between us on budgerary marrers.
For a trme ir gave me great pleasure ro see Mr Bonde
playing his part in rhe work of the Committee on
Budgets on the estimates of revenue and expenditure
of Parlrament for 1982. Although politically Mr Bonde
and I have very little in common, in this rnstance he
seemed to be raking the same line as I had on previous
occasions when the Communrties' budgets were under
discussion, that is, rn favour of public spending cuts.
\fhen Mr Bonde undertook ro act as rapporteur on
the budget for the European Parliament, I was glad ro
see that his attitude had changed since his election
campaign. If you want ro change things, you must be
prepared to make an effon yourself.
I am therefore astonished to see that rhe rapporteur
for this report today is nor Mr Bonde, but the
chairman of the Committee on Budgets. The People's
Movement against. the EEC has been announcing in
the Danish press thar Mr Bonde was rejecred as
rapporteur. That will nor do. For a start no one can
require a rapporteur ro wirhdraw on the grounds
mentioned in the Danish newspapers, and nobody can
prevent the inclusion of a minority opinion in a repon,
as this right is enshrined in old Rule 42(2), new
Rule 100(4), if the report is accompanied by a wrirten
explanatory statement. I have known Mr Lange for a
long time now; I know that he has been a Member of
this Parliament for a generation, and I refuse to
believe him capable of any breach of this Parliamenr's
Rules of Procedure.
Secondly, as far as I could see, there was no panicular
reason why Mr Bonde could not have submitted this
report, as it is reasonably similar ro the draft he
himself produced. A rapponeur does nor have to agree
with the report he is tabling 
- 
for he is tabling it on
behalf of the committee 
- 
and there have been plenty
of examples of this in the past. Everything indicates
that Mr Bonde himself was seeking one way or
another to relinquish his task before he committed
political suicide.
As he said in his working document of 22January
1981, his initial target was a 100/o cut in all spending
by comparison with the 1981 budget, i.e. total
spending of about 179 m EUA. This initial target does
not seem to.have been panicularly realisric, as, in his
draft repon of 21 April, Mr Bonde was proposing
199.4 m EUA. In the course of his work with the
committee he had therefore accepted an increase of
200 m EUA, 17.40/0, above his original figures. This is
very sad, for I believe he staned out wirh the righr
idea, although of course we cannot make across-the-
board cuts, we have to consider each item on its merir.
T'he estimates now tabled by the chairman of the
Committee on Budgets menrion roral spending of
209 m EUA, 4.8-4.90/o higher than Mr Bonde's last
frgure.
N{r Lange's report contains no more than a morion for
a resolution with an annex relating to the estimates,
the explanatory statement thus to be given orally.
There can be no doubt that this matter has been
discussed in even greater denil in committee. '!7e
therefore wonder what actually happened there. 'What
was the onginal rapporteur trying to do? \flas he really
trying to rationalize Parliament's whole budget? If so,
the task was [oo much for him. Ve could hardly
expec[ a rapporteur to accomplish all that in the course
of a couple of months. A rationalization of Parlia-
ment's budget is clearly needed, but if Mr Bonde
believes so, why did he not propose that, for example,
a team of efficiency exper[s be called in? Thar would
have been an obvious move. I cannot account for Mr
Bonde's hopes or intentions, but I have to admit that
he probably managed ro achieve some of his objec-
tives. His work was then thrown away!
However I look at the evidence I cannot avoid the
conclusion that Mr Bonde had no material reasons for
stepping down as rapporteur, but why he did so was
clear for all to see in the Danish press last week. One
might go so far as to call it a media trip. Mr Bonde
dare not answer to the People's Movemen[ against the
EEC in Denmark for the responsibility he had
assumed and the work he had carried out. I therefore
have to conclude that the claims printed in the Danish
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press are largely incorrect. No one can require a
rapporteur to table a documenr on behalf of rhe
committee if ir is not available in his mother ronglre.
Under the Rules of Procedure, if the commirree is not
unanimous the repon shall also srare rhe views of rhe
minority, if there is a wrirten explanatory srarement. If
there is not, the minority opinion shall be delivered
orally at the same time as rhe explanatory sraremenr by
the majority. To compare the 1981 estimaces with
actual spending in 1980 is a misrepresenrarion on rhe
par[ of Mr Bonde, as the two figures are nor of course
directly comparable. It is misrepresentarion ro do so
without saying why rhe 1980 spending was relarively
low, and it is less than honest of Mr Bonde ro rell us,
which is undoubtedly rrue, thar the 1981 budget is
520/o higher than 1980 spending, but not to tell us tfLat
his own proposals were 45a/o higher, and that the
difference was thus a mere 70/0. His whole argume.nt
rather collapses at this poinr.
In conclusion, as several orhers have already said, .vr:
can continue our effons to achieve savings, for we are
not bound to spend the whole budger, and we havt:
plenry of time between now and October, when tht:
final debates will take place, to work out whar 'wr:
wanr to do.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Forrh.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Mr President, my Group opposes rhe
repon submitted on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets 
- 
and we are a part of the minority which
has been referred [o many times this afternoon 
- 
[or
the reason that we have always been unhappy abr>ut
the procedure followed in the matter of determining
Parliament's budger, and not, I should stress, for rhe
reasons given by Mr de la Maline this afternc,on
suggesting that whatever the Bureau of this Parliament
does must, by definition, be correct. Nothing, I regret
to say, Mr President, could be further from the truth.
Ir is precisely because the Bureau of this Parhament
has consistently faited to adapt a responsible attitude
to the budget of Parliament rhar we are unhappy ab,ruLt
it. That is the first reason.
The second is that, as has been mentioned over and
over again by many speakers thrs afternoon, the virtue
of the figure that we have in the report from the
Committee on Budgets is rhe fact that ir is the result of
a compromise. Nol., compromise may be virtuous, in
many circumstance! but not, I regret, in rhis circurr,-
stance. The compromise arose solely and purely frorn
the Bureau starting the bidding with the very high
figure of 215 million unirs of accounr based on the
Secretary-General's reporr. The Committee on
Budgers took an initially verl' responsible attitude in
saying that the figure for the coming financial yr:ar,
i.e., 1982, should not go beyond the existing figure' of
199 million units of account for the Parliament for two
reasons. Firstly, for many years now and right up to
the present Parliament has consistenly underspent its
budger. Secondly, and related to that, the fact is that
neither the Secretary-General nor the Bureau was able
to give cogent reasons for requiring an increase in
expendirure beyond the level of 199 million. \7e have
not had reasons, and that is why this Group has been
unhappy with the increase that has been suggested and
rhe figure pur forward by rhe Committee on Budgets
roday.
It has been said thar there has been no increase in the
staff. '\7ell I should hope not, because we know that
the number of staff authorized for thrs Parhament is
about 2 900 people '!flhat we also know is that this
Parliament employs at the moment some 2 000 people.
That raises tv'o very interesting questions. First of all,
how can we functron as well as we do at the moment
with 2 0OO and justify an increase to 2 900? Secondly,
if we were to recruit 900 more people in the coming
financial year (a) what would we do with them and (b)
where would we put them? Now these questions have
not been answered by rhe admrnistration or by the
Bureau, and it rs precisely for that reason that my
Group has consistently opposed any increase in the
budget of rhis Parliament until such time as cogent
reasons for such an increase are given. It is that lack of
justificatron that we come back to time and again. My
Group is always prepared to listen with interest to a
case being made for an increase in expenditure. But we
are aware, as my colleague Mr Balfour said earlier,
that berng part of the budgetary authonty of this
Communiry, it is incumbent on us at all times to be
aware of the responsibility we have to control our own
budget before we set out to scrutinize and control the
budgets of other institutions of the Community. These
are rhe reasons for our unhappiness with the report
from the Committee on Budgets. They are the reasons
for the amendments to that report whrch have been
submitted in the name of this Group and which I hope
the House will support. It is also the reason why we
urge yet again in our amendments that further consid-
eration be given to this over the coming months in
order thar this Parliament can end with a responsible
stance borh in terms of the public and in terms of the
other insriturions of the Community and in order that
in furure we can discharge our role with pnde and
with confidence.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nielsen.
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, in rhis
the initial debare on Parliament's 1982 budget, in
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which spending is not in fact being increased, I should
like to say that in my view the Parliament we have set
up is well run. The speeches we have heard so far have
been critical in tone, but I think it is working well, two
vears after direct elections. To the best of my know-
ledge, two thirds of our spending goes to maintain rhe
position of the official languages, and as I and many of
those who have spoken roday are Danish, we, as the
representatives of rhe smallest language grouping,
would be affected first if thar two-thirds pan of ParLa-
ment spending was tampered wrth.
Another point is that our spending has been devoted to
equipping this Parhamenr ro rhe standards required of
a modern instrument of democracy. The world has
become a complex place, the problems v"-e have ro deal
with are intricate, and the other bodies we come into
contact with, whether the major interesr groups,
industry, commerce or officral bodies such as rhe
Commission are large-scale insritutions wirh consider-
able resources. If the elecred body is to conducr irs
affairs properly and on an equal foorrng wirh rhe other
organizations, it needs good technical and expert
support, which is one of the things we have achieved
in this Parliament. 'W'e have competent, capable assist-
ance. I find it very encouraging that we have obtained
facilities that many national parliamenrs are still only
hoping for. Mr Lange's words should be rreated with
caution. Normally I find his views reasonable, bur here
he has been warning agalnst attemprs to produce
screntific rrearises. I admit ir should nor be raken to
excess) but ir is a good thrng that Parliament can
demonstrate its competence rn such matrers and its
willingness to provide a counterweight to rhose we are
cooperatrng with.
That is my view, but of course Parliament should also
practise economy. I do not wish to get involved in the
ridiculous argumenr started by my fellow Dane, Mr
Bonde, the communist, but of course efficiency is
needed. \7hen the grear expansion of Parliament's
staff was being planned before direct elecions, I spoke
in thrs House on 13 March 1979 on behalf of mv
Group advocating a number of ways of conducting
that enlargement more economically. I do nor intend
to Bo over the subject again, but I just wished to point
out that I was concerned with rhis aspect at rhe time.
I do not wish to go into any further detail ar this point,
but I did feel thar, during this debate on Parliament's
budget and spending, the poinr had to be made thar
our presen[ Parliament, which this proposal will enable
to conrinue irs activiries, works quite well. Represenra-
rion of the people currrng across old, well-esrablished
frontiers is a completely new rask, and I feel we are
involved in an exciring and hirherto successful experi-
ment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Langes to make a personal
statement.
Mr Langes. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I have asked to
speak because I realize from the statement by Mr
Balfour of the Conservative Group that I expressed
myself badly or what I said was not correctly trans-
lated. I should therefore like to reiterate that I am in
favour of a very critical appraisal of these estima[es
and that there is a group in this House, the Conserva-
tive Group, whrch regards thrift as the highest vinue.
But they rate the vinue of thrift so highly thar it may
result in politically wrong conclusions being drawn.
Then there is another group which does nor view these
estimates with any kind of virtue and merely seeks to
discredit and harm this Parliament. This group, which
sits at the back over there and has made its views
known on several occasions through Mr Bonde, Mrs
Hammerich and Mr Pannella, has the desrruction of
our Parliament as its sole objecrive.
The conclusron I drew from this reminded me of
German hrstory: from 1930 to 1933 the Narional
Socialists described the freely elected Reichsrag as a
talking shop that only cosr money, and thus destroyed
first part and then the whole of rhe democratic sysrem.
That, ladies and gentlemen of the Conservative
Group, was what I said.
President. 
- 
Your statement will be noted.
I call Mr Bonde to make a personal statement.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I should like to
make a bnef personal statement pursuant to Rule 57 of
the new Rules of Procedure .
I am glad ro see my views confirmed by today's
debate, for all those voices raised in criricism have
attacked me for views I do not hold.
I did not propose that the budger should total any
partrcular figure. I did propose rhar all funds should be
entered in Chaprer 100, where they would be effec-
tively frozen until 218 Members of rhis House
assumed responsibility for releasing rhem, which is a
completely differenr maner. But those who have criti-
cized views I do nor hold have also demonstrared rheir
failure ro understand rhe views I do hold, and to
understand the crux of the matrer, which is that ir is
impossible to draw up proper esrimares for rhis Parlia-
ment unril the content of the individual budget head-
ings is known. There is therefore lirtle poinr in rabling
amendments or proposals regarding rhis or rhat figure.
That was what I said in commirtee and in rhe 50 pages
- 
I myself have rhe drafr, and Mr Moller can have it
after the sitting. Those are the views I expressed, and
rhey have no[ been cridcized here today.
President. 
- 
I call rhe rapponeur.
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Mr Lange, chairman of the Committee on Budgets. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, rhis has
been an interestrng debate, but ir shou[d not focus on
the attitude and views of one Member of rhis House.
It musr simply be said that the rapporteur originallv
appointed 
- 
the political groups presented him to us
- 
was nor prepared in the end ro presen[ rhe views of
the Commirtee on Budgers. The chairman was conse-
quently instrucred to explain the commitree's position,
a condition being that rhe various views and ideas put
forward in rhe Committee on Budgets should be
described, and this has been done.
Today it has again become clear rhar rwo rhings are
not understood: firsrly, whar rhe rapporteur's task is
and secondly, what European law as opposed [o
national law means. I will nor sav any more about this
because I do not want. ro inflate anyone's imponance.
It was once said there rs a certain disease . . . bur I will
not go on. I have told the person concerned personally
that he is a victim of this disease because, like the
rabbit transfixed by, the snake, everyone has been
staring at something.
'\7e should 
- 
and we shall 
- 
continue our work in
the normal way. I can therefore reassure everyone
who has been very critical that we shall contrnue ro
examine the preliminary drafr budget until the first
reading, as we say in paragraph 3 of the motron for a
resolution, which I assume will be adopted on
Thursday. \7hat people will be involved, however,
remains to be seen.
I would also point our once again that I do not
consider it advisable to recommend rhe House to
adopt any of the amendments. I have said how diffi-
cult this compromise was ro reach. Ve need it as a
reasonable basis for funher discussions 
- 
including
those between the organs of Parliamenr 
- 
and as a
means of establishing whar can be done ro achieve
greater clarity, greater rransparency in Parliament's
draft budget for 1982.
I should like to emphasize once again rhat rhe sran-
dards we adopt for ourselves and for our own budget
must not be different from those which we impose on
the Commission's budget and the other administrative
budgets, in other words, the Council's 
- 
rhe Council
and Parliamenr have a mutual agreement nor [o inter-
fere with each other 
- 
and also rhe Court of 
.|usrice
and the Court of Auditors. That, rhen, is what rhe
Committee on Budgets inrends to do. On rhat you
have my complere assurance. I would ask rhe political
Broups to rhink very carefully once again about calling
for amendments to what is, after all, only a provisional
preliminary draft. \(e should not act as if this is Parlia-
ment's final decision on irs own affairs, because thar
will not be taken until the special part-session in
October. By thar time the whole issue musr be prop-
erly arranged, and it is therefore right rhar everyone
should be asked to withdraw his amendmenr.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken ar rhe nexr voring time.
8. Budgetary control
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on the
rePorts
bl' Mr Irmer, on behalf of the Committee on Budg-
etarv Control, on
I. the accounts of the E,uropean Parlrament and
the drscharge in respect o[ rhe 1979 frrrancral
year
II rhe drscharge to be granted to the Commrs-
slon on the implementation of the budget of
the European Communrty for rhe 1979 finan-
cral year and the report of the Court of Audr-
tors (Doc. 1-662/8a)
III the drscharge ro be granted ro rhe Cc,mmis-
sron of the European Communrty rn respecr of
the utrlzation of the appropriatrons of rhe
fourth European Development Fund in the
1979 financral year
IV. the comments accompanylng rhe decisions
granung a discharge on the rmplementarron of
the budget of the European Communrty for
rhe 1979 financral year (Anicle 85 of rhe
Frnancial Regulatron of 21 December 1977)
V. the discharge to be granred to the Commis-
sion of the European Communrty rn respect of
rhe activities of the frrst, second anc[ thrrd
European Developmenr Funds in thc 1979
financial year (Doc. 1-136/81 / A and B) ;
by Mr Kellett-Bowman, on behalf c,f the
Commrttee on Budgerarl, Control, on the budg-
etary control aspects of the Joint Research Cenrre
estabhshment at Ispra (Doc. 1-59l81);
by Mr Kellett-Bowmann, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgerarl. Control, on the budg-
etary conrrol aspecm of rhe data-processing centre of
the Commrssion of the European Communities
(Doc I -66181),
by Mr Gaben, on behalf of the Commrrree on
Budgetary Control, on rhe powers of contro of the
Commissron of the European Communrries over the
collecrion of own resources following the ;urlgmenr
of the Coun of Jusrice in Case No267/78 Como
butter (Doc. 1-695/8C);
by Mr Coust6, on behalf of the Commrrree on
Budgetary Control, on the inrensificarion of polit-
ical control over the borrowing and lending activ-
itres of the Communities (Doc. t-l',t5/81);
by Mr Danken, on behalf of rhe Commr:ree on
Budgetary Control, on the Nrnth Financial Report
on the European Agricultural Gurdance anC Guar-
antee Fund 
- 
1,979 
- 
Guarantee Section (Doc.
t-17 4 /8r).
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I call Mr Aigner to speak on a point of order.
Mr Aigner, chairrnan of the Committee on Budgetary
Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I wish ro refer to the
agenda. 'We are all extremely surprised that, although
we set aside a whole day for the debate on the
discharge in accordance with the Bureau's decision,
this being the only legislative act for which Parliament
is responsible, we are now being called upon to deal
with this matter in the last half-hour. If we cannot
continue the debate straight away tomorrow morning
- 
and apparently the Bureau's decision does not
permit this 
- 
there is a danger that we shall not be
able to complete the debate before the vote on
Thursday. That would mean this House having ro vote
on one of the most important acts for which it is
responsible without completing the debate. In these
circumstances, as chairman of the Committee on
Budgetary Cbntrol I am not prepared 
- 
and I have
agreed on rhis with the general rapporteur 
- 
to allow
the debate to proceed in this fragmentary form.
If it is not possible for us to continue first thing
tomorrow morning, I would ask you to withdraw
these reports and to enter them in the agenda for the
next part-session on the clear understanding, backed
by the Bureau's decision, that we begin the debate on
Tuesday morning and continue until it has finished.
President. 
- 
Mr Aigner, I understand your concern.
It is true thar we have very little time left today.
However, we could go a long way in this debate this
evening. Vith regard to continuing the debate
tomorrow morning, I am not empowered to take this
decision, since, as you know, it is not the Bureau alone
but Parliament itself that has adopted the present
agenda. And according to this agenda Vednesday
morning is to be devoted to considering other matters.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I appreciare your
difficulty, of course, but Parliament took its decision
in complerely differenr circumstances. But if you feel
unable to take a decision in this particular emergency
situation, for which none of us is responsible, I would
ask, with the rapporteur's approval, for the reports to
be held over. 'We therefore withdraw the reports, and
there cannot therefore be anv debate on them.
President. 
- 
\7e are dealing here with several reports
by Mr Irmer, Mr Kellett-Bowman, Mr Gabert, Mr
Coust6 and Mr Dankert. Ve are no[ at all sure that all
the rapponeurs will agree to withdraw their reportsl
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the chairman of
the committee can withdraw the reports. And I now
do so. In any case, the rapporteurs who are present
are, I believe, in agreement. Mr Irmer, Mr Kellett-
Bowman, who else is here? I cannot unfonunately ask
the others because they are not here. But I believe we
are ail agreed because we cannot see any other way
out. \flhat I do not want is that we should take a vore
without a debate in which all the political groups have
panicipated.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vettig.
Mr \(ettig. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, as Mr Gaben has
appointed me as his substitute for his repon, I duly
withdraw his repon on his behalf.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Price.
Mr Price. 
- 
Mr President, if we look at Rule 87,
dealing with the adjournment of a debate, we find that
it enables any Member, before or during a debate on
an item on the agenda, to move that the debate be
adjourned to a specific date and time. I would invite
Mr Aigner to amend his proposition so that he asks
Parliament under Rule 87 rc adjourn the debate on
these issues until 9 a.m. on Tuesday 16 June. !7e
should have a specific date and time fixed for this
debate.
President. 
- 
Nevenheless, the agenda for the next
part-session musl be considered and drawn up in the
light of all these factors involved. Mr Aigner's
proposal that rhe debate be adjourned is perfectly in
order under the terms of our Rules of Procedure, but I
do not think that we can go beyond that and fix here
and now the day and the hour ar which rhe marrer will
be considered.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I believe your
interpretation of the Rules of Procedure is correct.
Under the Rules of Procedure Parliamenr adopts the
agenda on [he Monday of each part-session. \tre
cannot now anticipate a decision which we shall be
taking on the Monday of the next part-session. $7e
can, however, put forward a proposal, r'hich would
read: Tuesday, 9 a.m., or Vednesday, 10 a.m.,
whatever the Assembly considers advisable. But the
final decision cannot be taken until the Monday of the
next part-session when the draft agenda as a whole is
presented.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Price.
Mr Price. 
- 
Mr President, I do think that Mr Bange-
mann has left out of account what Rule 87 of our new
Rules says. It says quite specifically that any Member
may move that rhe debarc be adjourned to a specific
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date and time. Now, if anybody wants any clarifica-
tion I, being one Member, now specifically move thar
the debate on these budgemry conrrol issues be
adjourned until Tuesday, 15June, at 9a.m. That
cannot in any way be in conflict with Rule 87 of our
Rules. It says specifically rhar that is what any Member
can do, and that is what I am now doing, Mr Presi-
denr.
President. 
- 
Mr Price, you have the righr ro make
this proposal, but it is rhe Assembly thar will decide on
this matter, and there is a funher fact of which I
would like to remind you. Suppose for a moment rhat
the Assembly were [o approve of your proposal and to
decide not only to adjourn rhe matter ro rhe nexr
part-session, as Mr Aigner proposes, but also ro put ir
on the agenda for a cenain day and a cenain hour,
when it came to draw up the agenda on Monday in rhe
exercise of its sovereign right, ir could still in any case,
rf ir saw fir, change the decision rhat had been taken
today. That is why I find it hard to see any value in
this proposal.
I call Mr Irmer.
Mr lrmer. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, I am exrremely
grateful to Mr Aigner, the chairman of rhe Commirtee
on Budgetary Control, for ensuring thar the debate
will not now take place until June. I will briefly explain
my reasons.
This Parliament should not be surprised thar it enjoys
a low reputation with the public when ir treats its most
basic rights in the way ir has done today. Parliament's
right to granr a discharge is the only legislative act
which can be performed by this Parliament alone. \7e
do not need to ask either the Council or rhe Commis-
sion in this respect. The resolution now before us is
binding on the other institutions. It represents a very
clear opportunity for this Parliament to exercise
power. But we ailowed yesterday's agenda to be
continued this morning, the repons on rhe discharge
to be postponed and the speaking time allocated to the
political groups yesterday to be added to today's
proceedings. I was given another 8 minutes by .y
Group, and as general rapporteur I need at leasr
18 minutes to present this repon. Through rhe change
in the agenda rhese 8 minures have, of course, been
used up by other members of my Group, and I would
have had to present this report in 10 minures. Mr
President, I can speak quickly, but l0 minutes would
have been an impossibiliry. I therefore urge rhe Bureau
to plan the agenda nex[ time in such a way rhar there is
ample cime for this importanr report, which concerns
one of the most importanr opporruniries we have as a
parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(DE) It is a pity thar we are wasring
our valuable rime on a debare on the Rules of Proce-
dure. I would remind the House that I have asked rhe
Bureau not only ro agree ro lhe postponement bur also
to draw up an agenda for Tuesday which has the
debatr: on the discharge down as rhe first irem. I
believe Mr Price and Mr Bangemann are both right.
'We can only make a recommendarion to the Bureau,
backed by a decision of Parliament. But I would urge
the Bureau ro show rather more understanding for the
year's work of a commitree whose commitmenc and
workload are well above the average, and to show
some respect for rhis work. Hence my requesr thar
steps be taken to ensure 
- 
I am not looking f,cr an
argunrenr, Mr Bangemann 
- 
[hat this recommr:nda-
tion is accepted by the Bureau. That is all I am asking.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemam. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I fully agree
with rvhat Mr Aigner says, bur I am at rhe momenr the
only group chairman in the Chamber. Let me repear
what Mr Irmer has already said: the guilty party is nor
the Bureau. The House consranrly accuses the Bureau
when it places obsracles in its own parh through its
own tlecisions. The Bureau had the debate down for
9 a.m on Tuesday. It was rhe House that decided to
continue Monday's debate, nor the Bureau.
It was the House which decided ro allocate speaking
time as it was allocated. You should realize,ladie.s and
gentlemen, that you are always attacking your own
decisions, not rhose taken by the Bureau. Let us get
that quite clear once and for all. Of course, the Bureau
can also make a mess of things. But when rhe l:louse
does so, it should not make the Bureau its scapeg,car.
President. 
- 
I rhank Mr Bangemann for coming ro
the Br-rreau's defence. It needs ir.
I call Mr Bartersby.
Mr Battersby. 
- 
I would like to point out rhar on
16 June we have the future of the common agricuLltural
poliq. [s1... us 
- 
that is, Sir Henry Plumb's report
- 
and I do rhink that the future of rhe common agri-
cultural policy is perhaps more imporranr rhan whar
went on in 1979.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Commissittn. 
-One word, Mr President, since I cenainly do not wanr
to become involved in an internal parliamentary
debate. I would, however, like ro say, with refcrence
to Mr Aigner's remarks, that we have always attached
the greatest imponance ro discharge. Ve believe thac
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rt is a major event in the Communiry year and it is, as
Mr Aigner himself has said, an event in which Parlia-
ment has unique powers. Obviously we are disap-
pointed that the debate was not able to start this
morning. Three Commissioners are here to speak in it
and a number of officials, but I think that the point
thar adequate time on a conrinuing basis should be
made available for the discharge, as Mr Aigner and Mr
Irmer have said, is a very important one and certainly
for my part, and for my institurion's part, we would
welcome more importance and weight being atuched
to this function.
(Parliament agreed to the requests made by Mr Aigner
and Mr Price)
President. 
- 
I call Mr von der Vring.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, when you
began the vo!e, you asked a question that rather
surprised me. I do not think that we can vote on an
interpretation given by Mr Aigner. All we could do
was vote on Mr Price's proposal. Vhether or not his
proposal was admissible, can be decided by the Bureau
afrerwards, but undl it is otherwise decided, the
proposal in precisely the form in which it was made by
Mr Price srands. Our Rules of Procedure may not be
perfect, and they may create a number of problems,
but I feel the procedure for gradually overhauling the
Rules of Procedure should be conducted along orderly
lines and not by means of interpretations given by Mr
Aigner.
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, I have already drawn
the artention of the Assembly to the fact that it would
be of little use to adopt Mr Price's proposal, since,
while it might be a rather worthwile gesture, it will not
prevent the plenary Assembly from having its own way
in drawing up its own agenda on the first day of the
next pan-session. This is what Mr Aigner also was
saying. There is no question therefore of the force of
Mr Pnce's proposal being deflected by means of an
interpretation; it has been adopted in the most regular
manner and will form part of the documentation to be
submirted first to the Bureau and rhen ro the Assembly
on the first day of the next part-session.
The sitting is suspended until 6 p.m., which was
decided upon as the next voting time.
(Tbe sitting was suspended at 5.50 p.m. and resumed at
5 P.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
9. Votesr
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on reports on
which the debate has been closed.
Ve shall begin with the Schutenche report (Doc. 1-148/
8 1 ) : European Universiry Institute.
()
A.fter paragraph 13 
- 
Amendment No I
Mr Schwencke, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Madam Presi-
dent, the amendment enhances the rext. I very much
welcome it.
()
Paragrapb 23 
- 
Amendment No2
Mr Schwencke, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Madam Presi-
dent, I have no objection to the amendment as such,
bur ir would conflict with the vote taken in committee
if I supported it. In committee we adopted three
different amendments, not just one like this one. Like
rhe majoriry of the committee, the House should
therefore reject the amendment, even rhough it
concerns European schools and it is Europe Day
today.
()
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pedini to give an explanation of
vote.
Mr Pedini. 
- 
(IT) Madam President, I rise merely to
state that I shall vote in favour of this resolution,
because it signifies for me a renewal of the spirit that
gave rise many years ago now in the Council of Minis-
ters of the European Community to the lJniversiry of
Florence. I shall vote in favour because, thanks to the
rapporreur and ro the assent of this Assembly, the
European University Institute of Florence is becoming
more closely bound up with our Parliament. Parlia-
ment must now develop its own role not of being a
*'atchdog but rather of supponing the Institute with
the long-term vision of taking funher steps along the
road of cooperation between universities and stimu-
lating the creative output of the existing national univ-
ersities. I am glad that the Schwencke report, which
w-as adopted unanimously in committee, is now going
The Repon of Proceedings records only those pans of
the vote which gave rise to speeches. For deuils of the
vorc thc rcadcr is refcrred to the Minutcs of the sitting.
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to be rewarded with a favourable vote also in this
Chamber.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
President. 
- 
!7e shall now go on to consider the
Papaefstratiou report (Doc. 1-110/8 1): Programmes for
coordinatmg agricultural research.
(Parliament adopted the proposalfor a Commission deci-
sion (Doc. 1-4t/81 ))
I call Mr Haralampopoulos to give an explanation of
vote.
Mr Haralampopoulos. 
- 
(GR) Madam President,
PASOK will vote in favour of Mr Papaefstratiou's
report. However, I should like to explain this vote so
that there are no misunderstandings. There is no doubt
that the question of research, if taken by itself, will
find, in my opinion, all sides of the House in agree-
ment that lt ls a crucial elemenr for stimularing
development. Consequently, from this point of view
we have no objections. However, since Mr Papaefstra-
tiou's motion for a resolution conrains certain refer-
ences which do not accord with the opinions of
PASOK, I am making rhis speech to ensure that there
are no misunderstandings and point out that we
cannot help but have reservat.ions on those paragraphs
in Mr Papaefstratiou's report which are contrary to
PASOK's position. 'We also have reservations on the
amount by which the rate is to be increased and the
way in which the funds are to be spent on research.
Finally, Madam President, I have to say this because
this morning, when we were discussing Mr Papaefstra-
t.iou's motron for a resolution, some colleagues from
New Democracy 
- 
I don't think there was any nasty
motive behind it 
- 
misunderstood our position.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kappos to give an explanation
of vote.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(CR) Madam President, two Greek
colleagues have commented upon my speech. One
agreed with me, the other attacked and distorted the
rrue state of affairs in socialist countries etc. Madam
President, what I want to say in reply is that I thought
that they borh belonged to the same party. It seems I
made a mistake. Of course, this is not an explanation
of the vote. Nevertheless, Madam President, permit
me to say that it is an answer that had to be given in
response to what was said.
( Parliament adopted the reso lution)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider rhe oon tilogau
report (Doc. 1- 165/8 1): Harmonization of procedures for
t he release of goods for free circulation.
(Parliament approoed tbe proposal for a Commission
directioe (Doc.1-46/81) and then adopted the resolu-
tion)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the Didd report
(Doc. 1-147/8 1); Operations qualifiingfor a higher rate
ofinteroention by the European Social Fund.
()
I call Mr Didd to give an explanation of vote.
Mr Didd, rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) Mr President, I mus[ say
only that the observations made this morning by
Commissioner Richard at the close of the debate were
unsatisfactory and contradictory, and that the vote just
made by the Assembly is a confirmation of dris. I
would like to point out that it is unacceptable to
exclude the regions of Athens and Saloniko frorn the
increased contribution of the Social Fund and that the
Commissioner's declaration of the wish ro meet us half
way has absolutely no concrete meaning: therelore I
ask him to take note of Parlrament's vote.
( Parlr amen t adopted t he re s o lution)
,, 
"' 
,,
President. 
- 
Under the procedure without reportl we
must now pronounce on seven proposals.
Frrst of all I put to the vote the proposal for a Council
regulation adapting, as a result of the accession of
Greece, Regulation (EEC) No ll08/70 introducing
an accounting system for expenditure on infrastruc-
ture in respect of transport by rail, road and rnland
warerway (Doc. 1 -a8l8 l).
( Parliamen t approoed the proposal)
I put to the vote the proposal for a decision adapting,
as a result of the accession of Greece, Decision 80/
344/EEC adopting a second research programme in
the field of medical and public health research, con-
sistrng of four multiannual concerted projects
(Doc. l-35l81).
(Parliament approoed tbe proposal)
See debares of 4.5. 1981
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I put to the vote rhe proposal for a directive adapring
Directive 79/689/EEC concerning rhe methods of
measurement and frequencies of sampling and analysis
of surface water rnrended for rhe absrracrion of
drrnking water in the Member Srates (Doc. 1-40/81).
I call Mr Peponis to give an explanarion of vote.
Mr Peponis. 
- 
(GR) Madam Presidenr, the Greek
members of the Socialisr Group wanr ro make rt clear
that they will abstain from the vore on these proposals
since they are convinced that all of Greece's environ-
mental problems are, in rhe main part, internal prob-
lems which can only be dealt with by making radical
socral and economic changes. The draft proposals
refer to internal procedures and internal tasks of
cenain bodies which are nor going to do anlthing
whatsoever to assist rhe Greek people which is strug-
gling to improve the environment and public health.
Frnally, our abstentron on the vote is consistent with
our basic position 
- 
yes, to a specral association rela-
tionship; yes, to a speci4l relarionship in the EEC; no,
to accession brought abour by the very people who
created today's frightening conditions in rhe environ-
mental situation in Greece .
( Parliament approoed the proposal)
President. 
- 
I put to the vore rhe proposal for a deci-
sion adapting Decision 77/795/EEC establishing a
common procedure for the exchange of information
on the quality of surface fresh warer in rhe
Community, following the accession of Greece ro rhe
European Communities (Doc. 1 -al /8 1).
I call Mr Peponis ro give an explanation of vote.
Mr Peponis. 
- 
(GR) I refer ro what I said before
which is still applicable in the presenr case.
( Parliament approaed the proposal)
President. 
- 
I pur to the vote the proposal for a direc-
tive adapring Direcrive 80/779/EEC on air qualiry
limit values and guide values for sulphur dioxide and
suspended particulares (Doc. 1-43l8 1).
I call Mr Peponis ro give an explanarion of vote.
Mr Peponis. 
- 
(GR) \flhat I sard before is particu-
larly valid in the presenr case concerning the fright-
ening conditions of the atmosphere in Athens, Piraeus
and Thessalonika. I refer back to what I said before
and I thank you for allowing me to speak.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kappos to give an explanation
of vote.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(GR) Madam President, I do not find
it acceprable to vo[e on mo[ions for resolutions
without discussing them. But, there is an even more
important issue in addition ro [his. These proposals
have not been distributed to us. I was asking for them
and looking for them up until a few mrnures ago and I
am surprised that orher colleagues are nor complaining
about this siruation.
( Parliament approaed the proposal)
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the proposal for a direc-
tive adapting Directive 80/778/EEC relating to the
quality of water intended for human consumption
('Doc. 1-44l81).
( Parliament approoed the proposal)
I put to the vote the proposal for a directive adapting
Council Direcrive 79/409/EEC on rhe conservation of
wild birds (Doc. t-47 /81).
( Parliament approoed the proposal)
lQ. Carry-ooer of appropriationsfrom the I9g0 to the
1981 financial year
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the report by Mr
Dankert, on behalf of the Commirree on Budgers, on
the list of requesrs for rhe carry-over of appropiiations
from rhe 1980 ro 1981 financial y.ri-1Guidrn..
Section of rhe EAGGF) in accordance with Article
108(3) (b) of rhe Financial Reguladon of 21 December
1977 (Doc. t-143/81) 
- 
(Doc. t-188/81).
I call the rapporreur.
Mr Dankerr, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Madam presidenr, I
shall be very brief. On behalf of the commirree I wishto make 
.a requesr ro the budgetary aurhoriry
regarding the non-auromatic rransfer of rlre not incon-
siderable sum of 177 125777.90 units of accounr
relating to strucrural improvement projects under the
EAGGF, Guidance Section. Thrs request is made
pursuanr to Anicle 108(3) (b) of rhe Financial Regula-
tion, particularly because these projects ro be financed
from rhe EAGGF, Guidance Section, concern rhe
period before rhe first enlargement of rhe Community,
to which special arrangemenls apply. Madam presi-
dent, it is, of course, absurd and very regrettable thar
there should be such delays with projecd of this kind
and that in an exrreme case it can take 15 vears before
they are implemenred. \7e therefore *.lco-. the facr
that the Commirree on Budgetary Control will be
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conducting an investigation inro the problems
connected with the implementation of rhe remaining
545 projects with a view to obtaining a clearer under-
standing of the causes of the delays. But, once again,
these are things which have been promised, and the
delay in implementation is primarily due to narional
measures. The Commission cannot be blamed for this,
and the Committee on Budgets therefore agrees ro the
proposal for the non-automatic transfer of this sum of
over 177m EUA.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be raken at the nexr voting time.1
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting utas closed at 6.25 p.m.)
I Agenda for next sitting: See thc Minurcs of the sittinl;.
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(The sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting rs open.r
l. Dectsion on urgenry
President. 
- 
The frrst item on rhe agenda is the deci-
sion on two requests for urgency.
I Approoal of tbe mtnutes 
- 
Documents receiz,ed 
-and urgent debate cf Mrnutes
c Questions to the Foreign Ministers:
Question No 57, by Mr Puruis: Iranian
Baha'i:
Mr Van der Klaauw (President-in-Office of
the Foreign Mintsters); Mr Puruis; Mr Van
der Klaauat; Mr Prag; Mr Van der Klaauzo;
Mr Israel; Mr Van der Klaauw; Mr Habs-
burg; Mr Van der Klaauw . 146
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ANNEX
Ve begrn wrth the Commission proposal for a regula-
tionfixtng tbe guide pncefor cotton (Doc. 1-82/81),
I call the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr Friih. (DE) 
- 
NIadam President, on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture I would like to give mv
support [o rhe requesr for urgenr debate. The
Commrttee on Agriculture approved rhe report on
23 April, so that there is no longer anyrhing ro prevenr
us from deaLng with it in thrs sitrrng.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. (DE) 
- 
Madam President, I now
heve to vore on the requests for urgent debate on these
proposals, and of course I have confidence in Mr Fnih
and the Committee on Agriculrure, bu[ I have ;usr
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heard from the documentation office that both propo-
sals will be available this afternoon at the earliest. I do
not feel in a position to vote on the urgency of propo-
sals which I have no[ yet seen. I assume that this
applies ro the whole Parliament or at least to those
who are not members of the Committee on Agricul-
Iure.
Madam President, may I rake rhis opporcuniry to
make a proposal relating to the new Rules of Proce-
dure. I think it would be a good thing if we could
receive rogether with the agenda, on the day on which
the decision on urgency is taken 
- 
and indeed such a
decision must be taken this afternoon 
- 
a list of
requests submitted to the Enlarged Bureau so that we
may familiarize ourselves to some extent with them,
since, Madam President, you did indeed read these
proposals aloud, but rather rapidly. I would regard it
as useful if Members were to have an opportunity to
study in advance the proposals which will be voted on
this afternoon
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kappos.
Mr Kappos. (GR) 
- 
Madam President, I understand
the reservatrons of my colleague who spoke earlier,
but I think that the documents have been distributed.
The poinr I wished to stress is that it is necessary to
debare the problem of cotton prices, rndeed, to grve
full considerarion to the problem, so that the pro-
ducers know, before they grow it, precisely what they
are likelv ro get for it 
- 
what the price will be. For
that reason, we think that the matter is reaily urgent
and rhat rr needs to be debated.
President. 
- 
I would point out to Mr Sieglerschmidt
that the report drawn up on behalf of the Committee
on Agnculture is now available and is being distri-
buted. On the other hand, the Commission documents
have not yet been distributed and wrll certainly not be
distrrbured until tomorrow. I therefore propose, in
accordance with the reques[ made by the Council and
the opinion expressed by the Committee on Agricul-
rure 
- 
which has already adopted its report 
- 
to vote
on urgency this morning, bearing in mind that all the
documents will be distributed tomorrow. They will
probablv have reached us from Luxembourg by
Friday, when we shall have to vote on the substance.
( Parliament adopted urgent procedure )2
I u,ould also hke to tell Mr Sieglerschmidt, who
expressed concern about the requests for urgent
procedure scheduled for Thursday evening's debate,
that all the proposals tabled have been distributed,
except that by Mr de Lipkowski on the Lebanon,
v"'hich was withdrawn by its aurhor, and that of the
Group of the European People's Party on Thailand.
All the requests for urgent debate have therefore been
distributed in accordance with Rule 48. They should in
theorv be debated on Thusday between 9 p.m. and
midnight, unless it is decided otherwise rhis afternoon
through a request for a change.
President. 
- 
'We now move on to the Commission
proposal (Doc. 1-95/8 1) for a regulation laying down
measures for the conseruation and management offishery
resource s.
I call the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr Friih. (DE) 
- 
Madam President, unfortunately I
cannot recommend in thrs case that the request for
urgent debate be accepted. The Committee on Agri-
culture has not yet been able to study thrs matter, slnce
the request for urgen[ debate reached it only
vesterday. Ve have not yet examrned this document,
and u'e do not think we will be in a position ro do so
in the course of rhis plenary sitting. I therefore ask you
not to adopt the urgent procedure, but to postpone
consideration of this proposal to the next plenary
srtting, when the Committee on Agriculture will have
discussed rt.
President. 
- 
It has been pointed out to me that not all
the documents have yet been distributed. Since the
Commrttee itself has not been able to consider the
matter, I propose that this vote be removed from the
agenda and reinserted in it when the documents have
been distributed.
2. Indus tnal cooperation
President. 
- 
The next item on rhe agenda is the
report (Doc. l-157/81), drawn up by NIr Delorozoy
on behalf of the Committee on Economrc and Mone-
tarl' Affairs, on industrial cooperation between the
Member States.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Delorozoy, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Madam Presidenr,
ladies and gentlemen, in the last 25 years the world
economy has gone through an exceptronally pros-
perous phase and, from the time the European
Economic Communrty was born unril 1975, the coun-
tries of Europe experienced tremendous growth. Bur
the world rn the mid-1950s, when the Trcaty of RomeI The item was placed on the agenda of 8 May
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was srgned, was of course differenr from the world as
it is todav, and no thought was given to policies which
would have ro be adapted ro cope with difficult rimes
like the presenr.
The fact is that the message has finally been forced
home on Europe. Since the oil crisis we have seen a
new distributron of wealrh, and if we wanr ro be able
to compete with rhe resr of the world we have ro move
qurckly by making sure we do not limit industrial
cooperation to obvious sectors where thorough
restructuring is needed ro prorecr them from external
competition.
Europe must come ro rerms wirh the emergence of
new technologies, such as data processing and tele-
communications. Development in rhese areas in the
European Communiry is hampered by the
Communrty's lack of acuon or drrve and by rhe
absence of agreement which is necessary for any major
and speedy achievement. The aim of the report before
the House ls nor ro consider the ins-and-ours of the
sectoral problems and certainly nor ro come up wirh
some philosophical rreatrse on industnal policl.. It
does, however, highhght the lack of political resolve
and solidarity among rhe Member Srates in achreving
genurne cooperation on industrial policies, even
though 
- 
and I am ar pains to poinr rhis our 
- 
[here
is already provisron in the treaties for definrte legal,
admrnrstrative, politrcal and financral procedures
which, if properly employed, would enable us ro
achieve thrs level of cooperation or at leas[ encourage
it.
The report looks at the rreaties and then consrders on
the basis of these the institutional and politrcal frame-
work and the procedures which now exrst, before
going on to the conditions and actions required to
arrive at a poLcv of industria[ cooperarion.
Vhat rs rhis institutional and polrtical framework?
Under the ECSC Treary the decrsion-making power
and responsibility lie wirh the Commission, which is
required simply to consult the Council. Consequenrly,
under the ECSC Treary, rhe Commissron acted inde-
pendentlv in implementing the programme ro deal
with the crisrs in the iron and steel industry, intro-
ducing the anti-dumprng rules and laying down a
quota system, with rhe unanimous approval of the
Council, in accordance wirh Article 58 of the Treary.
Things are different in the case of the Treary estab-
lishing the European Economic Community. This
Treaty contains only a few isolated provisions which
form a much looser framework than the ECSC Treacy.
Pursuant to Anicles 85 et seq., the Commission has
extensive powers to implemenr a policy on comperi-
tion. Artrcles 92 'et seq. allow ir ro supervise rhe
granting of State aid, while Articles 100 and 101 cover
all rhe legal aspects of economrc acrivity: tax law,
social and environmental legislation. Article 113 gives
the Communrty the power to draw up a policy for
foreign trade. Finally, Article 235 of the EEC Treaty is
a general provision for rectifying any omissions or
inadequacies of the Treaty and would seem to be
viewed as a means of exrending the powers of the
Community.
It appears therefore that there is a considerable
number of legal provisions which permit the rapid
establrshment of industrial cooperation among [he
Member States. Unfortunately, it must be remembered
that many of these provisions need the qualified
ma,ontv or even the unanimity of the Council and, as
you well knou,', it is often diffrcult to attain this level
of agreement rn the Councrl because there is a glaring
lack of politrcal resolve there, with the Member States
all too often adopting positions different from their
stated rntentions. I must add that other Community
bodies emplov procedures which rake far too long to
rmplement and are therefore rneffectual. They are
among the reasons for these wholly regrettable delays.
Not unul the end of 1976, for example, did the
Commission implement the frrst measures to srem
u'hat rt calls a sectoral crrsis, the crisis in the iron and
steel rndustry which I mentioned earlier. '!flrrhout this
delav certain disastrous social, economic and financial
effects could have been lessened. Srmrlarly, in rhe key
sector of data processing, which is vital to the furure
of the Community, the ambitrous but essenrial objec-
tive ser our in rhe Council Resolurion of tS luly Ol+
of ensunng that by the early 1980s there is a fully omble
and competitioe European-based industry is a far cry
from realitv
In fact, Europeen computer manufacturers command
onlr' 160/o of the world market and rheir share in the
area of peri-informatics fell from a third in 1973 ro a
quxrter rn 1978. In the crucial micro-electronic
conrponents sector F.urope imports over 800/o of its
rntegrated crrcuits. l-astly, the total world market in
mrcro-processors is shared by fi"e ma;or companies,
none of u'hich is European.
These weaknesses are most ofren the result of the
inconsistency of measures taken at national level or
the fragmenrary narure of rhe measures proposed by
the Community. The fact is that ar the Paris summlr in
197 2 the Heads of State or Governmenr of rhe
Communitl' considered it necessary ro establish a
single industrial base for the Communiry as a whole.
In order to answer this need the Commission, in its
programme of action in the field of technological and
industrral policy, submirred in March 1973, specrfied
some gurdrng pnnciples on which the policy should be
based. These princrples still apply today.
Presenting the Commisslon programme ro the House
on I I Februarv' this year, the President of the
Commission, Mr Gaston Thorn, said that rhe adapta-
tron of our industrial apparatus to the demands of
todar''s world was an area where non-intervention by
Europe could have appalling consequences, parricu-
larll' rn the polrtical and economic conrexr. Increased
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industnal competitiveness was a precondition for a
return to full employment in Europe.
Vith this aim of industrial cooperation, the
Community must not usurp the position of undertak-
ings or States but encourage the greatest possible
degree of cooperatron) slnce in this day and age no
measures of any srgnificance in the area of industrial
polrcv can be unrlateral. Any proposed action is
complex ln nature and requrres the cooperation of the
States, the undertakrngs and both sides of industry,
and also calls for specifrc measures appropriate to the
sectors concerned. A policy of convergence within the
Communrtv should not involve tncreased intervention
and control, which restrict or even paralyze industrral
lnruarive, innovation and research, but should, on the
conrrary, encouraBe free enterprise, promote adapt-
ability and strengthen the competitive position of
undertakrngs. Efforts must be directed towards a
unrted and competitive market; this does not mean a
unrform market
Durrng its work the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs considered it particularly important
ro obtain the views of the Unron of Industries of the
European Community, the European Trade Union
Confederation and the Economic and Social
Commrttee at the heanngs which took place last
November and December. It should be pointed out
here thet the representatrves of these organizattons
were agreed, in several areas, in recognizing the need
for measures to promote rndustrial pooperatron in the
Community.
The motion for a resolution before the House points
our thar it is the responsrbility of the Commission,
togerher with the European Parliament, to stimulate
- 
wrthin the powers of the treaties and the existing
frnancial and administrative legislation the
consensus which rs needed to implemenr genuine
industrial cooperation in the Communiry. There can
be more effectrve use of exrsting financial insrrumenrs.
The European Investmenr Bank can easily expand irs
loan programme directly and by strengthening rhe new
Communrtv lnstrument which was set up ln October
1978. Interest rate subsidies granted under the Euro-
pean Monetan' System now accoun[ for a signrficant
amount of aid. ECSC borrowrng and lending opera-
nons 
- 
rnvolving loans totallin g 1 Q26 million EUA rn
1980 
- 
facilrtate restructuring in cerrarn sectors, espe-
crallv the iron and steel industrv, but in vrew of the
high level of industrial invesrment whrch is needed it
would be betrer ro arrive at grearer coordination of all
these schemes and to expand them. A major
Communrtv loan could be floated ro amass the capital
required for an exrensive industrial programme.
There rs also a need for a fund for indusrrial innova-
tron and development for rhe purpose of rechnologrcal
adaptation and the encouragement of comperitivene ss.
Detarls regarding the setting-up and operation of such
a fund should be prepared by the Commission and
approved by the Counci[, after consultation wrth
Parlrament. Naturallv, the fund should not be used to
provrde financial support or additional aid for sectors
undergoing reorganization.
Industrial cooperation could no doubt be improved by
the creations or strengthening of a number of adminis-
tretrve bodies.
The Council of Ministers of Industry should meet at
regular inten'als; the first such meettng since the
Communrtv was created did not in fact occur untrl I I
and 12 June 1980.
An Industrial Policy Committee could be set up on the
lines of the Medium-Term Economic Policy
Committee. Its task would be to exrmlne all the
matters of common interest whrch you wrll find Iisted
rn the explanatory statement of the report and to do
the preparatorv work for the Councrl of Ministers.
There rs also a need to encourage the work of the
Business Cooperatron Centre, although nothing could
be achreved bv usrng the powers provrded in the trea-
ties and implementing budgetary, frnancral and admrn-
rstrative instrumenrs rf the conditions for rndustrial
cooperation did not exist.
Among others, there are four areas rn s'hrch action is
needed to create an environment conducive to rndus-
trial cooperatron:
- 
unrt), of the market by eliminating technical and
administratii'e barners to trade;
- 
introducrron of open brdding for public conlracts
rn all areas of actrvrty;
- 
existence of a real capital market in the
Communitv to allow transnational trtvestment and
to encourage investments of nsk caprral;
- 
harmonization of conditrons of competition to
assure the effrcrent functionrng and dynamism of
the economr'.
In general terms, the development of industrial coop-
ereuon requlres Benurne equalrzation of conditions of
competition among undertakings. There must be
consistency of national measures and tax harmoniz-
arion ro eliminare differences in the basis for assess-
ment.
Lastly, industrial cooperation should not srmply be a
matter for the large production and marketing
concerns, and appropriate financial, administrative
and technrcal provisrons for the small and medium-
sized undertakings must be found.
To sum up, this report highlights the regrettable fact
that untrl nor,,' European industrial policy has been
primanlv defensrve and concerned with the protection
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of declrnrng sectors, rather than employed to boost the
compeutiveness of undertakings. The European
economv rs in a situation in which rt must, at one and
the same trme, ad;ust rapidly its industrial structures
and come ro terms with the unprecedented intensity of
competltion on world markets. In rhrs context, rndus-
trrel cooperation would appear more vital than ever.
'We believe that this report shows that the Community
authoritres can achieve this goal if everyone has the
*'ill to do so.
Madam President, I have no doubt spoken longer than
is normal for a rapporteur but my Group will accept
responsibrlrtv [or the extra time.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Moreau. 
- 
(FR) Madam Presrdent, ladres and
gentlemen, speaking on behalf of the Socralist Group I
em delrghred that Parliament has seen fit ro consider
the matter of industrial cooperauon among the
Member States. This is a pressing matter in our
opinion. The fact is that no session of Parliament goes
bv u,rthout the inclusion on the agenda of reports or
motrons for resolutrons on Community intervention in
some declinrng sector or other or in some srngle-
indusrry regron that is having a hard rime of it.
I think it is about time we all woke up to the fact that
Europe cannot afford to lose anv more time Each and
everv one of the instrtutions must somehow work out
x proper policy for industrial cooperation. Unless thrs
rs done, there rs not going to be any European
Communitl rn a few years' time. Apart from the insrr-
tutional and legal problems, the most serious short-
coming as I see it is the lack of readrness among Euro-
peans to get together and do something on the indus-
tnel front. All the lnstruments the Communlty can
emplov are not gornB to be of any use, or are already
of no use, rf the wrllrngness to do somethlng rs just not
there I-et's get things straight. Is there anyone who rs
not awAre of the tremendous challenges facrng Europe
rn the 1980s) I am not going to dwell on this point
srnce rt has already been repeated often enough. Just
let me mentron unemployment and the widening gap
betqeen ourselves and Japan and the United States.
'We have to be in a positron to respond more swiftlv to
the chellenges of the third industrial revolution. \We all
kno'*' that there is not one of our countries that can go
rt alone end we also know tha[, even rf some of us
seem to be getting along quite well at the present rime,
the results at the end of the day, if we take a medrum-
term vreu', could be farrlv drsastrous. Thrs wrllingness I
*as talkrng about is not only advisableiit is essential in
the light of circumstances which are quite obvious. Ve
have fallen a long wav behind and we are running out
of trme. Ve need this willingness on the part of the
Commrssion, on the part of the Council and the
Member States, and also on the part of Parliament.
Nobody can cntrclze the European Parliament at this
trme for wanting to have its say on this matter and for
srressing its belief that raprd acrion is needed. The
report by' Mr Delorozol' is an excellent report in this
context. It is a very useful addition under the heading
of Th* is rphat you do. It is not at all vague and very
carefulll' lists the means available to the European
instnutrons to achieve greater cooperation xmong the
Member States and to work towards the development
of a Communitl, policr'. It shows that the rnstitutional
difficultres, which cannot be denied, are not the sole
reason for rhe ditherrng and any lack of acrion The
report outlines the framework for the actrons rncl
decisions of each institution in the Communrt\ l,r.\ ,/('
trots.It cennot be emphasized enough that the consolr
dation of the common market is absolutelr esscntr.rl
E'ery effort must be made to create the right cirnclr-
tions for a genuine single market. To a large cxte,rt,
the exrstence of thrs market is a precondrtron for a real
commercral polrcy. Unless we have e real common
market, we know that any common commercral policy
rs gorng to be shaky'
.A.s for the rapporteur's proposals, we want to endorse
the idea he came up w-rth for the creation of a fund for
rndustnal rnnovatron and development. Thrs rs an
essentral measure but at the same trme rt would
si'mbolrze for the benefrt of the Communitv our wrll-
rngness to nse to the challenge of the thrrd industrial
revolutron. 'We are also ven' happy at the idee of
havrng frequent meetrngs of the Councrl of Minrsters
of Industrv and of establishrng the conditrons, by both
the Commrssron and the Council, wherebv a
consensus can emerge as often as possible The same
goes for the Industrial Policy Committee, as it is
clescrrbed in the report. \7e should have tiked a
proposal for the rmmedrate setting-up of a European
Instrtute for Economrc Analy'srs and Research. The
circumstances force us to make do wrth cooperation
xmong the vanous natronal instrtutes. 'We trust that the
Commrssron and the Councrl of Minrsters will make
the appropriate proposals lnd decisions so that the
rdeas rn the report.rre rmplemented as quicklv as
possible
l\lembers of the Socialrst Group have spoken on
nurnerous occxslons, during debates on the budget or
on other matters, to reiterate the need to obtain the
financial resources and instruments which are necess-
ary if we are going to have a genuine pohcy of indus-
trral cooperatron in all sectors, rncluding those in
trouble and those of the future. This involves the
budget as well as the European Investment Bank and
the neu' Communrty rnstrument As far as we are
concerned 
- 
and several colleagues har.e already
expressed our support on rhis 
- 
we are in favour of
the rdea of floating a major Community loan. But all
these rnstruments must be lrnked ro a pohcy and are
porntless on therr own. The Socialist Group, in
response to unemplovment and the current problems,
\r'xnts to see e wrde-ranging policy of industrial coop-
eranon emerge) based on the Communrty lnstruments,
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although the aim of rhis wish 
- 
and I want to make
this quite clear 
- 
is not to hinder the normal working
of the market. Basically, rhe idea is ro redress rhe inac-
tion or the confusion of certain narional measures so
that efforts can be coordinated at rhe only level which
seems surtable [hese days, at the European level. The
idea is not to curb firms' initiatives but to make them
more effective and to enable Europe to respond to the
current. problems in the areas of innovarion and
com petitiveness.
The Socialist Group hopes rhat the Commission and
the Council of Ministers will bear in mind the wrshes
of this Parliament 
- 
the desire to see the Communrty
at last assuming responsibility in this area and no
longer hiding behind various institutional excuses 
-and arrive at the policy which everyone needs. As rhe
rapporteur said before me, our industrial pohcy must
not be simply defensive if we really want to be in a
position to satisf), the needs and aspirations of our citi-
zens Vhat we need is an aggressrve and forward-
looking policy.
IN THE CHAIR: MR BRUNO FRIEDRICH
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr Herman. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in view of all the talk at the present rime
about rndustrial policy, it ought to be pornted ou[ [hat
the besr industrial policy consists first of all in having a
sound economic policy. This has [o ensure rhat rhe
major elements are kept in balance: savings and invest-
ment, production and consumprion, imports and
exports. It is because rhis is rarely achieved that our
governments are prompted to get involved in what
they call an industrial pohcy bur which is really just
shutting the stable door. Sound moves at rhe national
level are even more sound ar the European level
because at thrs level rhere is not the whole range of
intervention measures which are available to the
Member Stares. This explains why, at rhe Community
level, we have to emphasize the need for all the
Member States to work rowards rhe convergence of
economic policies in order ro crea[e the general condi-
tions for development which go under the name of
unity of market and 
- 
a point which Mr Delorozoy
lard great stress on 
- 
comperition policy. If I may
repeat wha[ I said briefly yesterday, competirion policy.
is the only way tha[ the Community as a whole can
benefrt from increased productivity in conditions rhat
are not conductive to rnflation and it is the only way
of having continued growth withour the frequent
hiccoughs caused by monetary upheavals. !7ith regard
to a policy of tax harmonization and rhe problems of
aid, the action to be taken ln thls area cannor be
emphasrzed enough. As for the capiml market, every
one of the Member States, apart from the United
Kingdom and to some extent Belgiurn, still has a
policv of exchange control. This is ridiculous in the
age of a common market and it means that the Euro-
pean dimension is thwarted when it comes to dorng its
,1ob and channelling capital ro the mosr profitable and
most productive sectors. Finally, there is monet.ary
policy, about which we cannot. srare often enough thar
it has to be continued. '!fl'e have stopped when we are
halfn'al' there, although there are some people who
sav that the EMS has been a success and that they are
happy w'ith what has been achieved, wirhour golng any
farther. Of course there are difficulties and of course
there are instrtutronal changes to be made in each
country, but we are still a long way from achieving
total monetary stabilrty in Europe and we must carry
on the struggle to get there. These are all the precon-
ditrons which need to be satisfied before we can srarr
talking about industrial pohcy. And I could add
external trade policy to [his list. \fl'e are faced wrth
tremendous drfficultres at the presenr time and each
State is tempted to sertle irs problems with Japan
separately. This rs ridiculous from the European angle
and rt is pretty pointless havrng rndustrial policies in
these circumstances, with each Member Scate carrying
on as though the common market did nor exisr.
This brings me to the excellent report by Mr Delo-
rozoy. Our Group endorses the conclusions and
proposals in this report and we also go along with its
"rnal1'sis and dragnosis. For my part, I have a few
comments to make about some of the proposals. \7e
agree with Mr Delorozoy enrirely when he says that ir
rs not the instruments which are lacking, but the polit-
rcal resolve Unfortunately, we rake an even more
pessimistic view than he does on rhe subjecr of political
resolve. Vhat we know of how decisions are taken in
the Council of Ministers nowadays promprs me ro say
that it is not really the resolve of rhe politicians which
is lackrng. I am sure that as indivrduals each one is a
convinced European and there can be no doubts abour
their sincenry. \7here it all goes wrong is that most of
these men, weighed down by multiple responsibrliries,
often delegate the power of decision to their narional
administrations and ir is here, wirh a remarkable srub-
bornness which is matched only by the blind inabiliry
to take a long-term view of things, rhar national pol-
icies are constantly and consistently made to prevail. It
is the natronal adminisrrations which are againsr our
making European policies because rhey are afraid of
any transfer of power, which will affect them firsr.
T'his is the main srumbling-block in rhe way of Euro-
pean integration. It is nor rhe politicians who lay down
the broad guidelines who are ro blame but Coreper,
the permanent representatives, when it comes to the
routine decision-making, because it is there thar mosr
of the decisrons ger made. If you take a close look at
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their decisions as a whole, you will be amazed at the
remarkable determination, firstly, ro srrip the
Commission of what lirtle power and scope for action
it has, and secondly, ro rhwarr the Council of Minis-
ters in its moves towards supranationalism and ro drag
most of Community cooperarion down ro their level,
to the level of intergovernmental cooperation. This is
where the problem [ies. And it is obvious whar rhe
result is going to be: failure and deadlock. You only
have to think of some of the things that have happened
in the last four or five years to realize thrs.
'V'e 
are ready to see greater use made of rhe financial
resources available to the Communrty. Like many
Members here, *e are sorry to see that one or two
States nowadays are giving in to the temp[arion ro
float loans with ;ust one or two other countries, when
it would be much more worthwhile and profirable for
everyone concerned, including those States which
have opted for this course, to floar Communiry loans
on a European scale. The financial clout of Europe is
much greater than anything rhat France or Germany
or the United Kingdom can achieve on the rnterna-
tional markets. Mr Delorozoy is therefore right to
advocate gradual and wider use of rhe financial insrru-
ments, although he was a bit vague on rhe subject of a
fund for industrial innovation and development. \7e
thrnk rt would be useful, but it has to be defined
better, of course. \7hat would it consist of, where
would the money come from, who would run it, what
would the set-up be? These are the things we should
like to know.
Speaking personally 
- 
and rhis is my oprnion 
- 
it
will come as no surpnse to you if I say I should like to
see emerBe, either as part of the European Investment
Bank or closely collaborating alongside it, a European
company which could make investments of risk capital
in industrv I think it is legitimate to be very optimisric
about this kind of thing in view of the success which
this type of institution has had at national level. I feel
that a European investment company would make a
narural and happy march for the EIB, since the crea-
tion of such a body would go some way towards
offsetting the drawbacks, such as the absence of a
capital market and rax discrimination, which still
restrict the use or at least the increased use of risk
capital.
Lastly, I want to end these few words by urging rhe
Commission and the Council ro ensure that Europe
adopts a realistic and ambitious approach on external
trade policy in the face of the difficulries provoked by
competition from Japan and the countries of southeasr
Asia. If we srt back and rely on GATT rules, we are
bound to fail. Ve need a more voluntarist approach.
'We need to start a dialogue along general lines wirh
these countries and Japan, and it must nor be limited
ro an exchange of statements of inrent but must lay rhe
groundwork for an international order to rnclude
Japan, which would pledge to honour rhe commit-
ments incumbent upon a major international power.
Japan musr agree ro pay irc share of what I might call
the running costs of the world economy: defence,
environmental protection, monerary srability, aid to
the developing counrries, and so on. I do not think this
policv has been followed vigorously enough in the
past. '!7e see our ministers rrorting off to Japan and
the Far East, where they put in pleas for more
balanced trade. They ask and almost beg Japan to take
voluntary measures so thar we are not swamped with
Japanese goods. I am nor sure wherher this piecemeal
approach will have any effect. !7har I do hope is rhat
Europe will wake up so that we can be more vigorous
and forceful 
- 
there rs no reason why we should nor
admit it 
- 
in taking a more defensrve and at rhe same
time more forward-looking attitude. If we let thrngs
go on as they are, we are bound to fail.
In closing, let me say again to Mr Delorozoy that our
group will give irs backing to his reporr and v,,atch rt rs
not just pigeonholed. Through the national parlia-
ments and the national governments we shall arrempr
to prod the Councrl inro giving its most enrhusiastic
and utmost supporr to these proposals.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Miss Forster. 
- 
Mr President, the European Demo-
cratic Group also wishes to support this excellenr
report and motion from Mr Delorozoy, bur I am
afraid we deeply regret that in many respecrs it does
not go far enough. There is not one paragraph in the
morion which calls for actron by the European parlia-
ment itself in the development of a European indus-
rnal policy; nor, for [hat matter, does it suggest that
the Committee on Economic and Monerary Affairs
should take funher initiatives.
This present report is the result of a request from the
committee that we should produce an own-iniriative
report following the ioint report on rhe restructuring
of the shipbuilding and fibres industries, when the
committee agreed rhat it was pointless to consider
these two industries in rsolation and that whar was
needed was a coherent industrial strategy for the
Community as a whole. Over the years, Commission
and Council have taken a series of ad hoc steps,
including measures to alleviate the social consequences
of declinrng industries such as steel, shipbuilding and
textiles and others to promote the new growth indus-
tries such as micro-electronics and telematics; but in
reality, as Mr Herman has so eloquently said, very
litrle has been done at European level and the
governments of Member States continue to act as
though they were living in isolared self-sufficient
communities. They miss the point that the EEC States,
actinB in cooperation if not in unison, could produce a
community with the indusrrial strengrh and political
power of the United States. Conservative Members of
this House certainly do not wanr an interventionist,
central planning bureaucracy in Europe; but we do
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want to create conditions where indivrdual companies
can grow and prosper and where the potential of a
market of over 270 million people can be used for the
benefit of those people and not squandered away by
the lack of a coherent policy between one Member
State and another. This Parliament must be the forum
where progress towards this aim is measured.
Mr Delorozoy asked the Council of Ministers to take
sreps to set up an rndustry policy committee. That is
fine; but I have not seen much evidence of forward
thinking from the Council, and as usual their benches
are emp[y and they are not even listening to this most
important debate.
I feel rhat the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs should spend much more time on this subject,
and because our committee has so much falling within
lts lerms of reference, from the overall economic posi-
rion within the Community down to the seemingly
technical but often very important non-tariff barrters
[o trade, the European Democratic Group suggests
that a subcommrttee be formed with responsibility for
considering and reviewing those matters which fall
wirhin the heading 'industrial policy' and whose deli-
berations would parallel those of the Council of
Industry Ministers.
Both the Parliament and the Council have sard they
wanr a reform of the budget and a decrease rn
spending on agriculture; but there has been very little
debate on how the Community's policres in spheres
orher than agriculture are going to develop outside
the clearly-defined fields of the Regronal Fund and the
Socral Fund. If more money is to be made available
from decreased spending on agriculture or perhaps
from an increase ln [he Community's own resources,
how is spending to be allocated between all the other
sectors such as energy, transport and industry? The
priontres need to be established, and we suggest that a
subcommittee of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs should do thrs for industry.
A few months aBo, rhis House debated the problems
facing the car industry, and later today we shall be
debaring electronics. '!7'hat, Mr President, is the result
of these debates? I am afraid our paper mountatn is
growing with every part-session. I feel that the time rs
long overdue for far more tangible results in the indus-
rrial field, and certainly Mr Delorozoy's report,
coupled with the estabhshment of an industry subcom-
mrttee, would be a step in the right direction.
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Alhes Group.
Mr Bonaccini. 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, when we had the recent debate on the
renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement our Group
emphasized the need for common industrial policies.
Consequently, we fee.l that credit is due to the
Committee on Economrc and Monetary Affairs and
the rapporteur, Mr Delorozoy, for grasping this
opportunity ro launch a fresh discussion of the need
for common policres and actions in industrial sectors.
The excellent inrtratives referred to in the preamble of
the motion for a resolution have not led, in the last ten
years or so, to the results which we might reasonably
have expected. It rs clear that the questions which
everyone of us is entitled to ask do not concern parti-
cularly the industrial aspect but are related to basic
political issues which point to serious shortcomings as
far as commitment to full European integration is
concerned.
Moreover, the economic and social context has
changed radicalll'. Economic competition has taken on
a worldwide dimension, or not far short of it. New
centres of industry have emerged and people are
calhng for a different and fairer share of the opportun-
ities for work in the world. The ability to adapt and
the ability to boost the overall productivity of the
production system by real resources are decisive
factors at rhe current stage of competition, and they
are rhe key factors in rhe struggle to maintain and
increase jobs and wages. In other words, we have to
fight the inclinatron to accept the idea that our conti-
nenr is losing its industrial role and being reduced to
lrttle more than an entrep6t ro[e for lack of sufficient
energy resources.
In a penod when there has been so much in the way of
pressure and problems, the fact is that the Community
has found irelf adrift without any politrcal ideas to
enable it to produce genuine and purposeful action
and rnitiatives of note by way of encouragement and
support. In other words, even though it covered the
conunent and had a structure suited to the times, the
Communitv found that it had no industrial policies
commensurate with this scale of operations and it has
not always been effective in making up for the lack ofjoint initiative on the part of undertakings. The idea
that by establishing a common market 
- 
which in any
case falls far short of harrng been done properly 
- 
we
could in this way steer national policies towards
common goals has turned out to be iust a myth.
'fhings are no better with the plans for monetary
measures, which have been put on ice not long after
their introduction. And this was done againsr the
cxpress wrshes of this Parliament. I think I can second
in thrs regard everything that Mr Herman said earlier.
A Community without common industnal policies rs
bound to make no progress towards convergence and
the reduction of regronal disparities. 'fhis can be
inferred from the tough problems which have recently
affected the farming and steel sectors and from the
rnabilrty to get anywhere in the monetary sphere. The
institutions, roo, are at the same tlme to blame for and
victims of this situation The regular use of the veto by
Member States in the Council, on the grounds that
vital national inrerests are involved, and rhe Commis-
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sion's stoic refusal ro make use of rhe opporrunities
provided by the Treatres do not represenr rhe ideal
insritutional frame'vork for common industrial poli-
cies. 'We are nor blind to the fact thar rhe necessary
changes cannor be made overnight but the revival of
plans for industrial cooperarion can and musr ensure
that the insriturrons and their activities are rn rune with
an advanced common market operating as one in its
relations wirh the rest of the world. It must be based
on the coordination of national policies and open the
wa1, for changes in the actual institurrons.
Thrs explains some of our amendments which seek to
make a poslr.lve contribution ro overcomlng these
shortcomings. Ve hope they will be accepted by rhe
rapporteur and by the House. The morion for a reso-
lution offers a significant opportuniry for a revitalized
approach, but if we do not wanr [his to ger bogged
down rn the face of political lethargy, we have to call
on the Commission to prepare a proper programme of
rndusrrial cooperarion and paragraph 12, wirh its
corporate plans for rhe various secrors in a societv
where theri is already far too much of this corporarl
approach, will have ro be altered so thar alongside
consultation and agreemenr berween the rwo sides of
rndustry there is also the independent polirrcal respon-
sibilitv of the institutions. Here, [oo, [here has to be
more coherent regronal development and better envi-
ronmental protection.
Ever srnce it was elected, thrs Parliament has keenly
debated our nations' economies and their integration.
These are two aspecrs which reflect the expecrations of
most of our voters but only the rntroduction of
common rndustrial polrcies bv rneans of real coopera-
tion between States and undenakings can open the
\r'av to a rethrnk of the pornrlesslv limited ideas of rhe
competition policy and to a refinement of the common
market so tha[ rt can operare properlv. To our minds,
thrs motion offers an opportuniry to reviralize the
u'ork of the Commission and Parliamenr and to forge
a Irnk with positive action by the Council. This is why
we are suggesting a few improveme'hrs wrth a view to
prompting decrsions as regards the debate itself and
the ideas u.hich wrll come out of it.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Deleau. (FR) Mr Presrdent, ladies and
gentlemen, in rhe report on industrial policy which our
rapporteur, my good friend Mr Robert Delorozoy,
has drau'n up on behalf of rhe Commrtree on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, he has pointed rhe
frnger squarell, at the Community's shortcomrngs on
the industnal front, which all too ofren have taken the
form of a wait-and-see approach wirh serious conse-
quences for the whole of European industry. He has
prnpointed the causes: lack of resolve among
Communrty bodies, Iack of sohdanty among the
Member States, Community procedures which are far
too cumbersome. The Group of European Progressi','e
Democrats agrees with rhis analysis.
\What we are lookrng for now rs a consisrent economic
programme which wrll enable Communrty undertak-
ings to frll the role they should have in the European
and world economies. This is absolurely essential. It is
in the Communitr/s inrerest to protecr and guarantee
the healty state of rts undertakings and we are nor
going ro manage it unless we have closer industnal
cooperatlon among the Member States. But we have
to provide these undertakings with the means appro-
priate to therr requrrements. First of all we have to free
them from the procedural jungle, and this is rhe job of
the Commissron. 'We have to pur the accent on coop-
eration because where this rs concerned the Business
Cooperation Centre has not always produced rhe
expected results. In general, rhe agreements which
have been signed so far cover financial cooperarion
between big frrms or holding companies. Ve have to
make a bigger effort to attract smaller firms, the small
and medrum-sized underuakings and improve the
scope for contact so that they can expand and rake a
bigger share of the Community market. If we want
industnal cooperation, the aspects we have to tackle
- 
the rapporteur listed them but I wanr ro repeat
them here 
- 
are the removal of technrcal and admin-
istrative barriers to trade, effectrve introductron of
open bidding for publrc contracrs, tax harmonization,
aid to small and medium-srzed undertakings and rhe
adoptron of rhe srature for a European company.
These are some of the headings whrch have been dealt
,l'ith rn an excellent manner rn the Delorozoy repon.
The ultimate aim will remain an industrial strucrure
whrch cen meet rhe two challenges facing European
rndustn' todav: how to create ;obs 
- 
which is our
number one prioritl'- and how to be competitive on
world markets.
I u'ant to end these few words bv saying that we
cndorse the conclusrons pur ro us in this report. The
Group of European Progressln.e Democrats u,rll be
voung rn favour of the motion for a resolutron tabled
by Mr Delorozoy and I want ro say once again that
we echo the praise which earlier speakers have voiced.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pesmazoglou.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presrdent, I should hke
to emphasrze the importance of Mr Delorozoy's
report and the need for an rndustrial policv rn the
European Communrtr.. I think Parliament musr agree
n'ith most of the rapporreur's proposals, but I should
like to refer to a more general aspect of any common
rndustnal policy for the Community, concerning
present-day problems, and more paruicularly the prob-
lems facrng the Communrtl'.
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My suggestion is that any common industrial policy
must also involve industrial decentralization within the
Communrty, with a view to the industrial development
of the large areas of the EEC which are economically
weaker. I refer specifically 
- 
and more Particularly 
-to Ireland, southern Italy and Greece, as well as to
relatrvell' large areas of the other Member States
which are economicallv and industrially less well
developed.
There are three problems which I think ought to be
dealt with tn any document or report on a common
rndustrial policv for the Community. The first one is
the need for a medium-term Community rndustrial
policy, i.e. a pohcy extending for a period of three to
seven or eight years. This will indicate the hnes which
rndustrial poIicy and industrial restructuring tn the
European Community should be expected to follow.
The second aspect, the second criterion for a common
rndustrial policy, relates to questions of industrial
technology. Nowadays the whole world rs talking
about the need for a universal division, an interna-
tional divisron 
- 
no longer srmply of rndustrial pro-
duction, but of technology as well. There rs talk of the
need for the industrially developed countnes to
concentrate on the production of goods requiring an
increasingly advanced technology. Again, there rs the
question of a drvision within the European
Community, as well as in the world in general, of
those industrial activities associated with a particularly
high level of technology. This is something which is of
interest to the Communitv, to the underdeveloped
regions of the Community 
- 
including the Mediterra-
nean 
- 
and to the world as a whole
Mt' third point is that the proposals contained in Mr
Delozoror,'s report 
- 
which I should again like to
emphasize is of major importance 
- 
should be asso-
ciated wrth the need for the industrial development of
those regrons to which I have already referred. I think
it would be pertrnent to have these considerations and
suggestrons included in Parliament's final text and in
the frnal rext of the Commrttee on Economic and
Monetarv Affairs, and that they should be the subject
of studv by the Commission of the European Commu-
nltles.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mihr.
Mr Mihr. (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, few people in this House who have to deal
.r,ith the problems facing the European economy, can
remain unconvinced of the necessity of indusuial coop-
eration, whrch rs rn the interest not only of firms but of
*'hole regions, which, as we know, often depend on
our industry flourishing. But industrial cooperation is
especiallv in the interest of the employees of these
frrms. The increase in unemployment in Community
Srares, panicularly in recent months, speaks for itself,
and I believe the Commission and the Council must
consrder more seriously the need for cooperation
outlined in thrs report.
Enterprises only call for State aid and assistance once
they are on their last legs and need funds. Likewise
Perlramentarians wait too Iong before demanding
social programmes and financial support after the
damage is already done. Given the way things are
likely to develop in the 80s rhe Commission must take
the initiative to promote rndustrial cooperation in
good time. Not only is there a threat from outside,
especially from Japan's export drive in recent years
and months, which we have often discussed in this
House and which we shall be looking at again during
the comrng months, for example, on the basis of an
ov"'n-rnitiatrve motion which comes up for discussron
this u'eek.
But developments in foreign trade with the USA will
also have a greater influence on the EEC in years to
come. This is partrcularly true of technical develop-
ment, mrcroeleclronics, which is the subject of much
drscussion. In view of these developments, which is
also known as the thrrd industrial revolution, the
Councrl and Commission must control the rate at
t'hrch these necessary technical rnnovations, which we
naturallv welcome, ere rntroduced, if unemployment
in the rndividual EEC countries is not to rncrease even
more. It rs essentral to take social factors into account.
Ve believe that it is not enough simply to provide the
financial resources for promoting new innovations,
unless they are used in the interest of all of us, that is
of all branches of industry and of each individual
State. Ve believe that the Commission still has time to
encourage better cooperation in a great number of
indusrial sectors.
Furthermore, I believe that, as is outlined clearly in
this report, something can be done without having to
restrict competrtron.
The call for protectionism which we hear again and
again rs not, I belreve, in the lnterests of EEC trade
The Commission must not therefore try to play down
obvrous cases of protectionism in some countries, but
must pornt out clearh' why cooperatton ts necessary in
these areas too.
\7e u'elcome the rnitiatives set out in the report and
shall grve it our support.
President. 
- 
I call Sir David Nicolson
Sir David Nicolson. 
- 
Mr President, this is a good
report on an extremely urgenr subject. But I think rhat
we must be very careful not [o trear rhis urgent subjecr
superficially in a sea of generalizations while the
competitive decline of European industry continues
and partrcularly in the growth areas of industry. I am
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very worried about the role of this Parliamenr and its
abrlrty to Benerare the polirical will which is needed for
realh' posrtive acrion. There is a real opportunity here
for this Parliament, as Mrss Forster has said, to give a
lead in an area which rs one of rhe most vital in the
European Communiry because this is our major source
of unemployment where we already have 8t/z million
unemploved 
- 
a figure which is expected to rise ro
ll mrllron b1' 1985 
- 
and we musr ask whar are we
dorng about thrs, where is our plan and what can rhis
Parliament do as a marter of urgency? 'We must
organlze ourselves to debate the many large and
compLcated policy problems whrch are involved in this
subject and to Benerare the political will which is
lacking.
Let me give vou some examples. Reform of the
Communitl'budger for 1982 should include the estab-
lrshment of an industrial development fund as well as
enlargement of rhe Social, Regional, Transport,
Energy and Research Funds 
- 
all of which affect
industrial regeneration, which is our currenr priority
need.
The rndustrial policy committee, suggested by Mr
Delorozoy, should be a committee of the Parliament
- 
a ma,or committee 
- 
to be set up in January 1982
with the responsibilitv for monrtoring rhis Industrial
Development Fund rn rhe budget on behalf of the
Parliament's ;ornt budgetary aurhonry. I personally do
not feel a subcommittee of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs is psychologically
adequate for this vital task . . .
(Cries of 'Hear, Hear')
. . . because w'e have gor to make industry in this
Community as imporuant a subject as agriculrure.
Thrs commrtree must pav paruicular artention to policy
coordination in such areas as rhe development of hrgh
technologv and innovarive enterprises, technological
trainrng and education and the increase in productive
rnvestments and productivrty ro achreve social and
economrc ob.jectives and reduce unemployment. And
all of these needs u,ere emphasized at rhe recent
Council in Maasrricht. 'We also, of course, need a
dynamic social policy ro generare a new climate of
rndustrial relatrons and permit industnal restructuring
end rnvestment confidence.
The Industry Commrrree, therefore, shou[d also cover
industrial relations and should be authorized ro meer
with the two sides of indusrry to draft a new, volun-
tary European industnal charter for which the moral
authority of the whole Community should be sought
as a guide for the future. This comminee should also
meet with the European Investment Bank and the
Commissron ro discuss the more ,flexible use of
frnance, not ro supporr declining indusrry but ro
stimulate new industry in ways such as the financing of
a neu European standards insrirute, the award of
contracts to publrc and private sectors for research and
development, including, particularly, small businesbes,
the encouragemenr of intra-Community investment to
promote internal trade, the acrive panicipation of
rndusrrv in programmes for energy conservatron and
transport infrastrucrure which would raise industrial
competrtrveness. Ir shou[d also debare the role of
E,uropean chambers of commerce wirh which Mr
Delorozoy rs well acquainred and the role that they
heve, or could have, in completinB rhe common
market which we need so badly.
This commrtree should de bare and report ro rhe
Parliament on an annual report from a new economic
and industrial research unit in the Commrssion dealing
w'ith industriaI development, compeririveness and
opportunities for growth. And these are only some of
the things which such a committee should tackle,
should debate, and which are nor being tackled fully
and debated at rhis trme. It is high time that this
Parliament recognized rhe urgency of this sub;ect and
did something abour it.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Clercq.
Mr De Clercq. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have the
honour of actrng as spokesman for rhe Liberal Group,
and I should like to begin by congratulating Mr Delo-
rozov most sincerely on his very sound report. The oil
crisis has been haunting the Member Srates of rhe
European Communitv ever since the beginning of the
1970s, wirh rhe result that production cosrs have risen
end the competiriveness of European companres in the
Communrty and on exrernal markets has come under
pressure Unfortunately nerther the Community nor
the N{ember States have ac[ed or reacred promprly.
Propprng up lame ducks and providing never-ending
support for indusrries in trouble is no way to tackle rhe
economrc problems facing the Member Srares. More-
over, the Community and the Member States are
struggling with the budgerary and financial problems
brought about by the economic recession. All this is
well known, which makes rr all the more incompre-
hensrble why the scarce resources in Europe are
frequently tipped into what are, for all pracrical
Purposes, bottomless pits. Ever since the 1960s,
academics and cerrarn scienrific srudy cenrres have
been suggestrng rhar public funds should be invesred in
growth industries. The current economic situarion,
n'hich rs rn rtself serious enough, has been exacerbated
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by the fact that no proposals have been forthcomrng
from the Commisston and no decrsions have been
taken by the Council. As the Delorozoy report rightly
poinrs out, the European Community already has the
optrmum Iegal, administrative and even financial
resources to set up a future-orientated industrial
policy. The fact that the competitiveness of Vestern
Europe's sreel, textile and automobi[e indusrnes has
plummeted can hardly be blamed on Japanese or
American competitors, who have achieved better
results by way of superior cost-price calculating and
the optrmum utilization of production plant. Let us put
our own house rn order first. It rs high time the Euro-
pean employers' and workers' organizations and the
Communrty rnstitutions apphed themselves to this
problem. It is wrong to claim that the lack of financral
resources makes it rmpossible to put a policy of indus-
trial renewal into practice. Apart from the polrtical will
which is of course always a sine qua non for rhe realiz-
arion of any policy, the budger must also be orientated
rowards the available future options. It would be a
flagrant injustice if the common agricultural policy
were ro be grven a back seat in favour of industrial
policy. The Member States of the European
Communitv must realize the complexrty of economtc
developments and be prepared to draw the necessary
conclusions, i.e. they must be prepared to transfer
certain of therr powers and certain of therr resources
to the European Communiry. The need for rndustrial
cooperation cannot be viewed rn isolation from the
efforts to achreve economlc, legal, fiscal and monetary
harmonrzatron, which is an essential prerequisite for
any policy. Technical barriers to trade, other measures
*ith srmilar effect and other ingenrous devices, which
are so typical of times of economic recession, can only
be done away with at European level. The Community
must do evervthing in its power to ensure that the
results of research carried out by European universitres
and research centres are made available to industrial
undertakrngs promptly and effectively
Special attenuon must be paid to cooperation between
small and medrum-srzed undertakings. Bv virtue of
therr nature and structure, these economlc units are
equrpped par excellence to be flexible and to adapt effi-
crently to the changed market situatton. As far as we
Liberals are concerned, industrial cooperation
amounts to giving all undertakings, regardless of their
size and alms, a chance to realtze their maximum
potentral. The European Community is not being
asked to adopt protectronist measures, nor 
- 
and this
would be even more serious 
- 
to grant ard whrch
would distort competrtron. It is, however, essential to
se[ up an economrc, social and fiscal framework within
which the most viable firms can secure their futures.
The Delorozov report rs due credit for clearly setting
out the desired options. If the European Communrty
wishes to be more than jusr a first-aid station for
moribund industnes and undertakings, we must give
our approval to Mr Delorozoy's proposals, and above
all, these proposals must be implemented by the
Commission and the Councrl. Ve sincerely hope that
thrs rs what will happen.
President. 
- 
I call the Commrssion
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, the Commission attributes a Parti-
cularlv high degree of importance to the inrtiative
taken by this Parliament 
- 
and, more specifically, by
its Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
-rn submitting a report on the general conditions for
rndustrial cooperation.
For it is qurte [rue, as several speakers have stressed,
that hardh' a session goes by without Parliament
havrng to debate the problems of industry, whether
from the angle of trade policy, or that of a particular
sector, or in the context of an economic and monetary
anall'srs of the situation or in connection with one
parricular provision or another relating to harmoniz-
ation and improvement of the functioning of the
internal market. It is on[y too evident that nowadays
we are faced with an entirely different situation from
that obtaining when the Treaty of Rome was inaugur-
ated, and that these specific drscussions by themselves
no longer suffice to enable us to shoulder the responsi-
biliries of the Community in the economic and indus-
trial spheres.
It is only too obvtous 
- 
and here I agree with those
u ho emphasrzed this point this morning 
- 
that the re
are Brave shortcomings at Community level when it
comes ro defrnrng what should constitute a
Community industrial policy which would be aggress-
rve rather than defensive and which would advocate
expansron rather than recession. There is a simple
explanatron for this farlure: governments, some indus-
trralrsts, sorne members of both sides of rndustry and
the unrons, all thrnk that cooperation is only possible if
the cooperating partv is in a strong posilion. Everyone
pal's lrp sen'ice to cooperation, but at the same time
thet' all lockey for a dominant or privileged posrtron I
vt'xnt to make it qurte clear to the Members of this
House that the inevitable result of such an attitude is
that industrial cooperation fails, because 
- 
tnevttably,
under these conditrons 
- 
it is alwa)'s introduced too
I ate
A polrcv of adjustment rs thus applied in the same way
to all sectors, whether they are in declrne or booming.
It rs obvious what happens then. If you think about it,
rs there any difference between adoptrng a Community
restructuring polrcv whrch has become indispensable
for certain tradrtional rndustnal sectors, and doing it
fn'e vears too Iate, and devisrng a development and
rnnovatron polrcy which is also five years out of date?
l'he Commissron believes that these two errors are
comparable, alrhough the second of the two probably
has more disasrrous consequences than the first. Ve
must not allow ourselves to be mrsled on this question
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of an innovation policv. If we rmplement such a policy
fn'e vears later than our rndustrial partners, we are in
effect introduclng a policy of adjusrment. Such a
polrcv cannot truly be regarded as one of promotion
and development. I wanted to point thrs our to the
House to avoid confusion, so that no one wrll be
duped into thinking rhat an ad;usrment policy in a
boom sector rs no longer an adjustmenr policy. It
contrnues to be so. Such adjustments are no longer
sufficient for the Communrtv. This is the fundamental
issue
Mr Delorozov showed rn his extremely clear report
that the questron of industrial policv cannot be
isolated from its constiruent parts. This accounts for its
difficulty and complexity as well as its sheer size.
I should like to ask rhe House a quesrion: Does
anvbody here thrnk that we can insritute a polcv to
boost industry in the contexr of rhe conrradrcrory
economic policres, all out of step with one another,
pursued by the Member States? The answer is of
course no. The increased harmonizarion of economrc
policies within the Community is therefore a basic
condition for adequare stability and growth, in the
absence of which renewed rnvesrmenr and the creation
of neu-opportunrties will not be enough.
Secondlr' 
- 
and Mr Herman $'as correct in drawrng
specral attention to thls matter 
- 
we need a monetarv
polrcv whrch creates better condrtrons for security as,
if conditions are not dependable, we will be unable to
encourage the investment of risk caprral. This is of
course irrelevant 
- 
should anvone misundersrand me
- 
if such rnvestment is the decisron of people n'ho are
not takrng any risks, namely the public aurhorities,
u'ho are always expected to make the first move.
This questron is also inextncably hnked wirh the need
for an energv policv, How can we possrbly rnrroduce a
polrcv to promote investment if, as a result of rhe
different national energy polrcies 
- 
and this is the
drrectron tr'e are going rn 
- 
there are significant
drsparities rn the real cost of energ), in the varrous
counrries? Could rr be that industries which consume a
great deal of energy are going to establish themselves
in countries u,here the cost of energy is lower, or will
obstacles be raised to block rhis trend, given thar there
rs a tendencv to prop up such industnes because of the
repercussrons for emplovment in rhe areas where they
are besed ?
If such obstacles are rarsed, all thar we have said about
rndustnal cooperation and the functioning of the
market will vanrsh into thin air. It is essenrial that the
Committee on Economrc and Monetary Affairs
continues to act es a forum for the discussion of rhese
questions, because we will never achreve an effective
industrral policv if we have nor defined strategies for
monetary stabiliry and independent and coherent
energy policies. Make no mistake about it: it would
no[ matrer if we set up a bilhon dollar fund and spenr
it all, we would not be able to create a single extra
investment or a srngle additional job unless we had
made progress in these other spheres. I wanted ro
make thrs quite clear so that no one should misunder-
stand the aims of Mr Delorozoy's report, aims which
the Commrssron supports wholeheartedly.
It can therefore be seen that this quesrion of industrial
policr.' is of kev rmportance to both the Parliament and
the Commission and will determine whether the
Communrty succeeds or founders ln the next ten years.
Mr De Clercq was qurte righr to say thar we must srop
thrnking that the requrrements of an economic or
industrial policy depend on the outcome of the current
revren' of the agricultural policy. \7e must pursue a
correct end coherent industrial policy' which is part of
an overall economrc srrategy: that is essential. Such a
policv and strategy must be financed and operated in
accordance with their own requirements, and must nor
be tailored accordrng to savrngs which ought to be
made but which are not possible Each questron has to
be exemrned on rts own merits. The upshot of it all is
that vou cannot build a Community if, once and for
all. Communrtl' funds are limited to l0lo of own
resources obtained through VAT. That rs patentlv
obvrous Vhat is the pornt of our initiating polrcres rn
the frelds of energy, research and rnnovation 
- 
which
bv therr ven/ nature must be long-term policies 
- 
if
we have to tell rndustnalrsts, researchers, university
teachers and others responsible for training
programmes that thev musr get it rnto therr heads from
the outset that the contrnued pursuance of the
programme depends on what is left over in the
Communitv kitty! For we will of course have selected
a completelv arbitran, figure restrictrng Communitv
funds for such projects. How can such a policy achieve
credibrlrn' when anyone can see that unreasonable
restrarnts have been placed upon it, while the advan-
tages u'hrch would accrue from it are brushed aside?
Vhat rs the basic issue which is emerging from rhrs
debate) Mv underlving concern about this discussion
rs that, u'hen u'e get tred up in the de tarls of budgetary
debrtcs nobodv points out the loss to Europe in terms
of 1obs, cre.rtr\'rtv and growth whrch is caused bv a
lrck of polrcres which we wrll be obhged to implement
xt some pornt, but onl1, when lr is roo late, and when
they q rll be even more costly and have an even
slimmer chance of success. \Whar does an increase in
the budget matter if expendrrure rs offset by' greater
benefrts? This is something which we musr work out
and was one of the argumenrs raised by Mr Thorn
u'hen he made his speech introducrng rhe new
Commrssron, in which he said that the cosr ro rhe
Community if it did not intervene in these areas would
outweigh by far anv xmounr we could ever ask for ro
achieve these policies.
I have just one more pornr, Mr President, on the more
specrfic recommendatrons of the report. As I have
already sard, the Commissron approves the spirit of the
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report, the way in which it was compiled and its objec-
tives. It does, however, have some misgivings
concerning the setting up of a fund for industrial inno-
vation and development. It is not rhat we do not think
that such funding rs necessary, far from ir. It is just
that I feel that there is a risk of setring up new srruc-
tures every time a new suggestion is made at
Community level. The agricultural, regional and social
policies all have their own funds, the industrial policy
rs going to have to have its fund, ro be followed by the
energy policy and the research and development
policy. Vell, rt is my belief rhat if we do nor put all our
various finances into one kitty rn order to achieve our
ob.jectives, the citizens of Europe will feel that we are
not exercising our responsibiliries correctly, by which I
mean that we are nor making proper use of the money
obtained from our own resources.
Mr Pesmazoglou nghtly pointed out that. industrial
policies should promote not only innovation and
restructuring but also rhe development of underindus-
trialrzed regions. Is it not true, in cases such as this,
that industry should also derive support from the
Regional Fund? And should no[ the enormous chal-
lenge of the new technology and training needed for
this purpose be met with aid from the Social Fund? I
therefore wonder whether we should not define what
is needed, and then make sure that the allocations 
-and I am deliberately using this budgetary expression
- 
from all the funds that we can draw on are such
thar, by combrning our income from Euratom loans,
by makrng use of the EIB, the NCI, our research
programme, certain sections of the Social Fund, the
ECSC and the Regional Fund, as well as whatever else
could be added to strmulate essential investment, we
make the best possible use of our financial resources. I
do hope that no-one in the House is under the illusion
rhat I am tryrng to back-pedal or climb down on
behalf of the Commission. The opposrte is true. The
firmness whrch I am advocating wrll, I believe, enable
us to avoid the nsk of not coordinating all our
differenr actrvitres. In this way we will manage to
arrive at that basic economic policy which we need,
and of which some components can be found in Mr
Delorozoy's report, namely those which refer to
boosting industry. Mr President, the Commission will
make a number of suggestions regarding various poli-
cies when rt submits irc budger lor 1982, and there will
of course be a central element in the Commission's
discussion on the mandate of 30 May. There is srill a
crucial point, namely to what extent we are going to
pursue our battle with the Bovernments of the Member
States. The majonty of indusrrialisrs 
- 
whether their
firms be large or small 
- 
who have been in contact
with the Commission have sard they would support
our campaign. Narurally, we musr be firm with the
industrialists as well, and nor allow them ro shirk therr
own responsibilities [y getting others to finance them.
Having had discussions with trade union organiz-
ations, we know that they want to devise, together
with che Commission, a policy which really will
promote expansion and development based on both
industrial reorganization and innovation.
But what is the attirude of the Member States to all
thrs? They are keeping very quiet about it. They are
not grving anything away, either at national or
Community level. I beheve that it is vital to exert the
krnd of pressure Mr Herman spoke of on the govern-
ments of the rndividual Member States. The Commis-
sron will certainly do rts part to exert pressure where it
can. As for the Parlrament, rt needs no lnstruction
from rhe Commission about how to question the
Council. The speeches by Miss Forster and Mr
Nrcholson were a clear indication of Parlrament's
desire not to skim over these issues and to hold all of
us to our responsibilities, including the Commission
and rhe Council, though neither more than the other.
It is essential that the Members of thrs Parliament,
havrng adopted such a clear-cut and determined
approach to thrs question, 
- 
and tfie rapporteur might
spare a thought to this 
- 
should find out from their
Bovernment what rts positron will be when the crunch
comes. That is to say, they should ascertain whether
therr government intends to opt for a short-term
pohcl'rn the national interest or a long-term policy in
the rnterest of the Community, or it is intending to
combine its responsrbilities at national and Community
level. I for one am quite convinced that without such
unrficatron both national and Community policies will
farl, and thrs would be intolerable for its effect on
human lives, for its politrcal consequences and for the
future of the Community as a whole.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motron for a resolutron will be put to the vore at
the next votlng tlme.
3. Restructuring the iron and steel industry
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the
report (Doc. l-167/81), drawn up by Mr Ingo Fried-
rrch on behalf of the Commrttee on Economrc and
Monetary Affairs, on restructuring policy for the sreel
rnd u strv.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Ingo Friedrich, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr,
ladies and genrlemen, we all know that rhe sreel
rndustry rs presently gorng rhrough a crisis. The
number of jobs has fallen from 8OO OOO rn 1975 to
600 000. This represents a drop of approximarely
25%, which is quite dreadful The indusrry's capacity
utrlrzatron rate is at present. 550/o and pnces in Europe
- 
it is amazing but true 200lo lower rhan in
t\merica and Japan. Firms simply cannor survive on
these prices roday. Naturally, this has led ro an
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eid-race. Figures of up to 50 thousand million DM in
the last three years have been quoced. I have been
unable to check these figures, but they are certainly
mere invention. \7e, the European Parliament, have a
definite responsibility, since the ECSC Treaty gives
the Commrssron greater powers of intervention in this
area [han rn practrcally any other area, powers which
no minrster for trade and industry rn Parts, Bonn or
Rome possesses.
In rhrs report which I lay before Parhament and which
has already' been adopted by a large majority in the
Committee for Economic and Monetary Affarrs, we
have set out the following aims. First of all, to return
the steel rndustry international competitiveness, i.e. to
close old production plants. As we know, only a
competrtive industry can offer secure long-term jobs.
Secondly, this rndustry is expected to lose another
50 000 to 60 000 ;obs in the next few years. Therefore
we are obliged to take accompanying special measures
for the workers concerned, so that they do not
suddenly find themselves out on the street.
Thrrdlv, we have to bear in mind that many regions rn
Europe are practically monostructured, i.e. they live
on steel alone. I come from Bavaria and even there
there are regions for example Nuremberg, which are
totalh' dependent on steel. Naturally we cannot just
announce job cuts in places like this, but have a duty
ro crexte new jobs. It is easy to say'create new jobs',
but how do we go about it? Only by using the newest
and the latest techno[ogy. I do not want to enBage rn
party politrcs, but in many areas there is a certain
hostilitv towards technology, which naturally hampers
the creation of new jobs. People are not prepared to
use the new technologies rn telematics or microelec-
tronlcs, because they are afrard that certaln structures
will be changed. But nothing in this world remarns the
same; everything changesl Only those who are able
end prepared to use new technologies can create new
jobs. The holding back of multi-million mark invest-
ment projects, as is happening for example in nuclear
energy and airport'construct.ion, also prevents the
creation of new jobs. All who are in favour of stopprng
such large-scale projects should realize that they are
also preventing the creation of new jobs.
Fourthly, we must put a stop to rhe distortion of
competition which is presently going on. For example,
ir is claimed in the Federal Republic of Germany thar
steel production rn a neighbouring counrry 
- 
I do not
\\'ent to name names just now 
- 
is being subsidized by
100 DM per tonne, which means that similar subsidies
should be guaranteed within Germany or at least a
ce rtain compensatory tax should be levied ar rhe
border.
Therefore the subsidy code must be srrictly complied
v''rth end all direct, indirect or regronal subsidies must
be reported to the Commission so thar the amounr of
subsidies given to each competitive enterprise can be
checked 
- 
I am glad to note the presence of Mr
Davignon, who is fighting a campaign which is vital to
us all. Lastlr,, we aim to keep protectronism in Europe
u,rthrn lrmits and even put a stop to it, because if such
tendencres take root again then we can certainly sav
goodbl'e to a prosperous Community.
Finallv, what concrete decisions contarned in thrs
repor[ are gorng to have a real effect? Frrst of ail, we
are not lust asking for all subsidies to be reported, r e.
for the subsrdi, code to be complied with, but that a
start be made on abolishing them 'We cannot keep
pumping more and more tax money into this rndustry.
Today's subsidy level can onlv be cut back, not further
increased.
As [or restructuring, we want new productton plants in
enterprises to be rnstalled onlv if correspondinB capac-
ities in older plants, which only run at a marginal cost,
are eliminated, so that they do not continue to
produce, as it were, en pdssant, which would only
rncrease the supply of steel if new plants were being
rntroduced at the seme time.
Frnallv we are asking 
- 
this is a new rdea whrch I
hope the Commrssion *'ill take up 
- 
that certain
premrums be introduced rn cases where it rs proven
that non-r'iable productron plants have been closed
down.
As for socral measures we call upon [he Council of
Ministers to carry out Parlrament's decision. Parlia-
ment decrded, as you know, to allot the sum of 100
million ECU to workers affected by the crisis rn the
steel regions over the next few years. So far the
Council has,failed to rmplement this decisron although
we have provided funds for rt in the budget.
As for the compulsory cartel 
- 
and this is the last
pornt I can touch open todav, the Commrssion's
exceptionallv severe inten'ennon of October 1980,
which forced enterprises to comply with certain pro-
ducrion quotas and which required whole armies of
inspecrors, is expected [o exprre as planned on 30 Julr'.
But appeal to firms 
- 
for u'e realize that cut-throat
rrvalrv must not be allowed to develop in rhrs sector 
-to behave like reasonable people and not like children
so [hat they can come to voluntarrly agreements on
certain production quotas \7e should reheve the state
of responsibility in this matter and leave it to the
comparlres to deal with rndependently.
lVe want, and this bnngs me to the end of mv report,
to help restore the profitability of firms rn the steel
sector as soon as possible and safeguard stabilrty of
emplovment, wrthout the European taxpayer being
bled to rhe bone.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Lizin.
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Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presrdent, we have ,ust heard
Mr Fnednch telling us about the socral measures,
monrtonng of ards, and credit policy. I would hke to
know w'hether Parliament is sarisfied, in rhe context of
this debate, simply to listen to Mr Davrgnon, or thrnks
that Mr Richard, Mr Andnessen and Mr Ortoli should
also be heard. Particularly when Belgium is involved,
the responsibrlity rs often taken by Mr Ortoh and Mr
Andrressen when things are not gorng well. I would
lrke all those responsible to be present, or at any rate I
would like the representatrve of the Commission to
commrt himself on behalf of the four Commissroners
concerned and particularlv' the Commissioner respon-
srble for emplovment polrcv
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Davignon, Vtce-President of the Commission. 
-(.ER) I imagrne that Mrs Lrzin rs familiar with the
Treaty. The Commission is a collegial body, and it is
on behalf of thar body that I shall speak.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr Schnitker. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presrdent, ladres and
gentlemen, I think the House will join with me rn
thanking the rapporteur for his careful and well
balanced report I take the libenr. of once more
emphasrzing the following points and aims. First of all,
rr'e have to make sure [hat direct and indirect oper-
ating subsidies to the iron and steel industry are abol-
rshed as soon as possrble in all countnes of the
Communrt!' Thrs includes, I must stress, regional ards
Secondly, the Commission must monitor these subsi-
dres, and this process is made extremelv difficult
because Member States frequentlv omrt to norify' rt of
such pavments
Thrrdly, we call upon the Commissron to rntroduce a
svstem for granting aids for the closure of obsolete
and non-viable plants, a process which, if not carried
out today, will be forced upon us some dal' by
economrc pressures and wrll cause problems on the job
market
Founhly, it is unacceptable and even harmful to the
European steel rndustry that steel prices on the Euro-
pean merket remain svstematically lower than those on
the Japenese and Amerrcan markets. Fifthty, the estab-
lishment of compulsory productron quoras pursuanr ro
Artrcle 5ll must remain an exceptional measure.
Srxthlv, free trade wrthrn the Community must
conunue to be assured in the steel sector too. ft rs
unacceptable that steel is persistently, being subsrdrzed
rn one of the EEC countries which takes absolutely no
account of profits and losses and which then dumps
this same steel on other people's doorsteps.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vtce-President
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr 'Wagner. (DE) Mr President, ladres and
gentlemen, first of all I would suppon my colleague
Mrs Lizrn in her request, and I do so not just as a
matter of form and procedure. lf'ithout in an1' vu'av
detracting from your great commitment,
Mr Davrgnon, it would certainll. be worthwhrle rf not
on]r' the Commissroners rcsponsrble were also present,
but the President of the Commission would give his
attention ro thrs vrtal matter of the sreel crisis, and to
frndrng a vrable solution in terms of social and compe-
trtion policl', srnce rt rs the Commission as a whole
n'hrch has responsibility. I would ask rf somethrng
could be done about it dunng this debate. Perhaps our
Presrdent can ask the gentlemen personally to attend
the further stages of the debate and perhaps even
lttend tomorrow's vote on this rmponant motion and
the amendments.
Ladres and gentlemen, steel is not 
,usr. any old sector
but a kel' sector and a key pohcv of the European
Communities. It is yust over 30years ago that the
[:CSC Treatv was srgned. \X/hat is needed now is for
the responsible politicians and rndusrriahsts to finally
do therr dutv agarn in the sprrit of the founding fathers
,.rf the ECSC Treatv and the European Community
;rnd to shoq' more courage and resolve in order to
o\ ercome this cnsrs as humanelv as possible. It is
rmportxnt for Europe to show humanirv rn steel poli-
crcs too and that the u'rll, arms and spinr of the ECSC
'1'rcatr be turned rnto pracrrcal policies.
frme being short, I shall limit myself to three points
I\{r' colleagues wrll comment on orher aspects larer on
rn the debate. The debate on the steel cnsrs and how to
solre rt should be wrth us and remain an important
task for us for some time ve t.
The wav European steel frrms have behaved over
roluntan'production quotas and a voluntan' cartel to
combat the crisis showed us hou. the mutual trust,
uhich thev keep demanding from orhers as a major
prereqursite for economic activrry, was undermined to
such an extent last vear thar we have no option but to
applr, .{.rticle 58 to avord chaos rn our employmenr and
economic policres on the European steel marker and in
the European steel indusrry. Large surplus capecities
n-rade rt necessan'to rake disciplinary measures and to
use the instrumenrs avarlable under the ECSC Treary,
u'hrch v',ere developed by men who believed in the free
merket economy, but I warn !'ou against tn'lng to
make these measures a matrer of princrple in this
drscussion about applying this Article, as rhis will only
starl an argument. That would be of no ayxl[ 
- 
6n ths
contrary, I would call upon rhose who caused rhe
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damage to see to it rn their own ranks that, after
Article 58 ceases to applv from 30June, the cartel be
effectively' dissolved and that this process be strictly
monitored and complied with in practice.
It does not look as if this will happen at present, as
some important points still have to be cleared up. Ve
urge the Commission and Council and the steel manu-
facturers to face up to their responsibility and do their
best ro implement some effective measures.
Jobs must be safeguarded in the individual steel areas,
and I must stress that busrness lnterests alone should
nor be considered when seeking a solution to the steel
problem. Equally important obiectives are to safeguard
emplovment and come up into an effective regional
polrcl' for creating new and alternative jobs and
rmproving social and economic condrtrons and rnfra-
structure not only on paper, but in practice Thrs gives
firms a good deal of the responsibility, and we cannot
go on asking the State for help every time managers
and certain entrepreneurs make mistakes.
Therefore my Group firmly rejects the proposal ro
provide closure premrums. I would hke to ask those
s,-ho have alway's called for solutrons based on the free
market economv how they can reconcile this measure
with rhe market economy ideal. Those verv people
n'ould be rewarded and compensated who made gross
errors rn investment and planning at the expense and
sacrrfrce of the workers who subsequently lost therr
lobs. I am speaking about Europe . .
( Iil terruptton )
as for co-management, I thank the honourable
gentlemxn for his inrerruption and can quote him an
erample Unfortunately we do not have much trme
otherwrse I could grve him a more detailed example.
Let me just take the example of my own regron, Saar-
land. Thanks to the trade unionrsr struggle, which was
supported by'our frrends in trade union and political
circles Luxembourg and Lorraine, and thanks also to
the co-management provisrons of the ECSC, there
r\-ere no larger-scale redundancres in Saarland afrer all.
Exemplary social plans have been made there which
did not just fall from heaven rnto rhe emplol.ers' or
u-orkers' laps, but were hard fought for If it had not
been for Montan ECSC co-manaBemenr and the
determined fight of the v"'orkers and their unions, rhen
things would have been bad, verv bad. I shall nor go
into rt in any more detarl.
Closure premiums are, therefore, not a solution. On
the other hand, structural programmes are undoubt-
edlt' necessarv, but not without accompanying socral
measures. This is of special importance to our Group.
From what has happened in my home area, and with
the problems facing its industry and the region as a
whole, which rs strongly monosrructured, it rs impera-
tii'e that we ask the Council of Ministers and the
governments to finally implement the social measures
contained in the Peters report, and which have long
since been taken up by Mr Davignon and
Mr Vredelrng, r,ho have done much excellent work.
These measures are necessary if working hours are to
be shortened, a frve-shrft system introduced, and
further professronal trainrng and retraining imple-
mented, as u'ell as other social safeguard measures.
This includes the lowering of the age of retrrement to
55 r'ears for people in the steel industry who do hear"r
work.
Frnallv, rhat rmportant chapter u'hich everyone keeps
bringrng up, includrng our colleague Mr Friedrrch,
and I believe he is srncere because he is probably
speaking from bitter personal expenence and experi-
ence in his ov''n constrtuencv. \7e cannot go on pro-
nrising alternatrve work and doing nothing or next to
nothing about creating it. I must rrtake thrs qutte cle ar.
'['he Commissron and governments have to see to lt 
-and the re ere examples in other sectors, e.g. the
non-quota sectlon of the European Community
Regional Fund 
- 
that the subsidies, which up to now
have been disriburcd nationally, and the European
Commission's financial resources for necessary
restructunng and reduction of surplus capacities, are
emalgamated and used for safeguardrng emplovment
rn the lndlvldual steel areas. Our main arm rs to
combet unemployment effectirelr,, to provide pros-
pects for the t,ounger generxtlon and make sure that
these eims are safeguarded rn Europe not only for the
sake of workers and the population as a whole, but
especiallv for voung people.
There is another point I would like to mention.
Arrangements must be made from I July whereby
pnces cen be frxed hrgher than production cost and
t'herebv frrms and concerns 
- 
which brings me back
to the heads of firms and concerns 
- 
ma)' not srmply
cut back on yobs. In Germany people have begun to
use the euphemisric term'Frersetzung', r,"'hich is a
dreadful q'ord because it sounds as though people are
being set freelThev should call rt simply what rt is 
-secking, cold-blooded sackingl In these diffrcult times
we must ask concerns p'hrch are havrng to cope with
restructuring problems to extend further processrng
themselves u'rthin the restructuring programmes, while
emplovers themselves must face up to thelr responsi-
brlrtr and create nes' ,;obs, and the Commission must
make sure that this is done More must be done to
further research and development in market and
product research, as well as in humanrzing working
cond rtions.
One thing has so far been forgotten, and I would lrke
[o mention it rn conclusion, namely that for every one
job losr in the steel industry two more jobs are lost rn
related and sen'ice rndustnes, and it would be a good
thrng rf the Commission were to submit a report on
thrs and say what, if possible, they intend co do about
rt. Therefore, we cannot just look at the loss of jobs in
the steel sector itself, which is shocking enough, but
we have to consrder the serious consequences for small
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and medium-sized rndustries and the self-employed. I
would have been hrppy, Mr President, rf
Mr Schnrtker, in his contribution to rhe debare, had
put his finger on this sore poinr. Thousands of jobs are
being lost elsewhere as a result of the sreel crisis, and
somethlng must be done about rhem too.
These areas need help, and we musr ensure that Euro-
pean Communiry policies are geared above all to the
future, to workers and to people and nor towards
short-sighted egoistical busrness objecrives. It is in the
interesrs of steel firms and everyone else to restore
competruveness, ro pur full employment and job
secunty to the fore, and to avord depopularion in the
reg ions.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democraric Group.
Miss Forster. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, frrst I would like to
congratulate Mr Friedrich on this most excellenr
report, which the commitree supponed and rhis Group
supports. I think in paragraph 3 he really lists the main
thrngs he is trl,rng to achieve Firstly, he rs rrying to
restore the steel industry rn Europe to internatronal
compeutlveness and, as he has said, prices in Europe
are some 204/o lower than elsewhere in the world and
the industry wrthin the Communitv is not in a state ro
compete wrth Japan, Taiwan and the other steel
makers.
Secondly, he wants to restore profirabrlrry, and I am
sure that if MrrVagner's concern is jobs, he would
agree that the only long-term way to preserve jobs is
to ensure that the indrvidual steel-making concerns are
profrtable.
Thrrdh', Mr Fnedrich asks that we should prevent
distortion of competrtion berween rhe steelmakers. I
would like to deal wrth thar last pornr firsr: rhis group
fully supports the abolition of both drrect and indirect
aids to the steel industry. In trmes hke these when
there is vicious competrtion within the indusrry, we
find that the pnvately frnanced firms are being forced
out of the market because, as pnces have fallen, onlv
State-aided concerns have been able to continue oper-
atrng wrth frnancral success. But if we are to remove
those aids, I do ask that the Commissron look not only
at direct financiaI subsrdies, but the rndrrect aids, such
as aid with energy costs or transpon costs because
these can be equallv important in affectrng the compe-
trtron between firms.
Coal and steel are, of course, treated in a special way
in the Community because they come under the
Treaty of Paris and rn some ways our policies towards
the steel industry have developed further than our
policy for general rndusrry srraregy which we debated
earlier this morning. However, this Group sees rhis as a
danger because it can possrbly lead ro more interfer-
ence in the industry than is really necessary. Last
October, when the voluntary marker broke down, rhis
Group supporred rhe introduction of Anicle 58 and rhe
declaratron of manifest crisis. Ve did not like doing
that, Mr President, because we support competirion
but we rhoughr it was necessary and so did all rhe
member governments. \fle thought it was necessary to
spread productron between the firms and to achieve
some rise in price levels.
Srnce that time prices have, in fact, risen some 300/o
but the question now rs, what is going to happen at the
end of June? Despite Mr Davignon's efforts, no
voluntan'aBreement has 1,et been reached and I
understand that no reaily waterright arrangements
have been made for the third quarter of rhis year. I feel
that some voluntary arrangement musr be made in rhe
rmmedrate future, because otherwrse through July and
August there wrll be chaos rn rhe market and all the
good that has been achieved by the use of Article 58
will be [ost. So today, Mr President, this Group
supports this report, and in panicular Arricle 24 wirhin
it, and s'e support Mr Davrgnon's efforts to find a
solution on a voluntary basis for the rest of the year.
However, if he does not achieve rhis, this Group will
L.rrr::tl, 
ask to return to thrs subjecr ar rhe June parr-
President. 
- 
I call the Communrst and Allies Group.
Mr Bonaccini. 
- 
(fT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the current economic and industrial crisis
has affected the steel rndustry more than most other
sectors. In the past vear, we have referred to it on
several occasions in this House, examining one aspect
or another. Ve have not wasted a single opportunity
to criticize rhe institutions for dragging their feer for
such a long time as the crisis deepened. It is now more
rhan a u,hole vear since Mr Leonardi and I presented
our motion for a resolution. It would have been of
rnuch more use if, durrng thrs year, Parliament had
exerted pressure to have vital decisions taken.
-[-he present crisis was predictable, and its likely
development has also been foreseeable for some time.
-[his 
rs a sector rn whrch the Treaties explicitly provide
for a common polrcy and dispose of instruments and
procedures on a incontrovertible legal basis for imple-
menung such a policv, and yet the powers-that-be
[rave delrberatell, chosen nor [o intervene for some
ume now. Frrms and governmen[s must both take the
bleme for therr part in this affair. The living proof that
thrs poLcl' of playing for time has not paid off can be
seen from the fact that firms are closing down, men
are berng lard off, and hasty anempts are being made
to force through restructuring; all these measures
which have now become imperative because sreps were
not taken in trme to prevent them, are likely ro become
a heary burden on the backs of the workers.
Ve should heed the warnings of past experience and
thrnk clearly and carefully about whar is co happen in
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the future. Three basic features emerged from the
svstem for regulating the market followrng the agree-
ment xmong EUROFER producers. These were moni-
toring of minimum prices and production quotas, and
the part played by rmports from third countries. So
far, it seems that only the frrst of these three has been
tackled positrvely Even today there is still uncertainty
over the voluntary definition of quotas for the various
caregones of products and especrally for the largest
caregory The strategic core of Mr Friedrich's whole
report can be found in paragraph 24. It is evident that
it was conceived and drawn up by someone who takes
ir for granted that the system of quotas provided for
under Article 58 of the ECSC Treaty is going to
expire. But such conficlence has no solid basis in fact,
and I thrnk, therefore, that we are entitled to manifest
a certarn amount of pessimism. In any case, respect for
the truth and a minimum of caution demand that para-
graph 24 should havt: been expressed tn a more
hvpothetical fashion As for imports from third coun-
tries, they are not even mentioned in passing, although
it would have been of interest to hear from the
Commrssron about the role it has played ln recent
events, especrally since the Unrted States trigger-price
sl,stem does not seem to have been of any help to
European exports in North America. The motion for a
resolution focuses almost entirely 
- 
and Mr Fned-
rich's speech onll' con[irmed this 
- 
on public aid for
restructunng plans, arrd takes no accoun[ whatsoever
of the decision by the Council of Ministers on
26 March, even though this is a crucial ingredrent in
instigating the new phase of the system governing the
steel industry.
The result rs that even the laudable considerations
regardrng programmer; and public aid are put forward
in a context which rs rnevitably unbalanced. Only
reference to the 26 March communicatton and to
direct and indirect forms of such aid can parrly help to
rectrfy this In thrs brir:f summary, I have tried ro indr-
.r,. ih. reasons s,hich, together with those of a more
specrficalh'soctal nature, have led us to resen'e,udge-
menr on the draft put forward in committee.
As regards the social aspects, ir rs of course essential
that funds should be provided to help all those people
,r'ho may well lose their jobs as a result of restruc-
turrng measures. 'We propose that emphasis should be
placed on promoting a procedure whrch provides for
adequate information, discussions and agreements on
social rssues. '!7e have put forward some amendments
Ve n'ill onlv decide how we are going to vote when
we ha'e seen the course of thrs debate, heard the state-
ments of the Commissioner and seen what happens to
our amendme nts.
President. 
- 
I call thr: Libe ral and Democratic Group
Mr Damseaux. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gent.lemen, the general economic recession which has
been hrtting Europe for the last few years has dealt a
particularlv heavy blow to some of the key sectors of
our economy. Foremost among these is the steel
rndustry, .rs one out of every seven persons ln the
Communrt\" earns a living either directly or indirectly
from steel
Vrthout entering into a thorough investrgation of the
reasons for the present crisis 
- 
whrch would be point-
less 
- 
it ls nevertheless interesting to examine some of
the basic causes in order to avotd repeating in the
furure the mrstakes of the past.
The marn cause s'hrch we have to keep in mind today
was an error commrtted after the ratificatron of the
Treatv e stablishrng the European Coal and Steel
Community in Juty 1952. The Vest then experienced
a quarter of a century of unprecedented economic
development and prosperity. The Member States
measured their strength by the success of the steel-
makers. At that trme everything seemed possible and
that is why countries made the basrc mistake of trying
to achreve growth ln their production capacities at any
cost. Now we are faced with a trend which is irrever-
sible and $'e must come [o terms wtth an unavordable
situation. There rs no going back on the fact that the
colonres are no more. Nor does the Vest have direct
control over raw materials any longer. Vith the Yom
Kippur war and the subsequent rtse in the prices of orl,
coal and ore, the countries producing raw materials
finallv realized how indispensable therr mineral
resources were to the industrialized countnes. JaPan
- 
u'hrch is a country with no rron ore or coal 
-
responded bv building up the most profitable steel
industry' rn the world, thanks to the creativity and
productivit,v of its firms, a remarkable level of tech-
::.ril. 
,.nt.t.ment and extremely low manufacturing
Markets which were traditionally always oPen to the
Europeans are now closed to us forever. Thrrd World
countries, such as Algeria, Egypt, South Korea and
Taiwan, have set up thelr own steel plants to cater for
their own needs and also to export a[ a lou' price. But
there rs no point rn wringrng our hands over these
developments They have happened and will go on
happenrng, with all their inevitable consequences for
our countnes, namel}', a fall in the price we can
charge, en eppreciable reductton tn the use of produc-
rion eapacities rnd a drop in lnvestment.
Vhen the crisis reached its height, with losses aver-
agrng I OOO Belgran francs for each tonne of steel
produced, the EEC raised the barricades and estab-
lished minimum prices, even though it was aware that
the abilitv of the engineering and automobrle indus-
tnes to compete rn the world was likely to be adversely
rffected 'fhrs measure was supplemented by the estab-
lrshment of anti-dumprng prices based on the differ-
ences bet*'een the basic Europeen price and the actua[
deliven' price of products coming from third coun-
tries. 'W'e have to acknowledge that all along these
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measures have merely been a palliarive. Steel firms
have never managed to recover a satisfactory balance
betu-een therr selling price and rheir producrion cosrs.
They have been working ar less than 7Oolo of their
capacrtv 
- 
whereas any experr will tell you that rhey
have to manage a[ leasr 85% in order to become profir-
able again 
- 
and have been quite unable ro restore the
balance between outpur and demand.
The crisrs deepened srrll further rn 1980. Firsrly, there
was a sharp fall in demand which brought rn its wake a
slashrng of prices in an attempt to rerain some sort of
foothold in the marker Given rhese condirrons, it is
obvious rhar the financial siruation of firms deterior-
ated still further. As neither the firms rhemselves nor
the national governmenrs seemed to be able ro reverse
this situarron, the Commission 
- 
nghtly in the first
instance 
- 
decided ro cur. crude steel producrion
quoras rn Europe for rhe second half of 1980, bv
roughly 100/o compared with the second half of t979,
and at a later stage in December 1980 
- 
it invoked
Article 58 of the ECSC Treary, thereby openly
declaring a srare of crisis and establishrng complete
control of tonnages and prices and a closure of the
ECSC market unril June 1981.
As early as November the Lrberal and Democraric
Group indicated the short and long-rerm measures
it thought indispensable ro ger the European sreel
industry on its feet again. In rhe short term, a clear
overall strategy for Europe, strict supervision by rhe
EEC of rndustnal planning and trade policv, and
lnvestments by steelmakers are all necessary for frve
reasons. Frrst, production capacrtres musr be lrmited.
-fhe 
average rate of use of steelmaking capacirv rn the
Communitl' has been about 680/o for the lasr five
vears, whrch is far too low. Secondly, we musr diver-
sify, end make basic changes to the range of products
u'e produce, as well as to services and markets.
Thirdly, productivity musr be improved. Fourthly, we
must allevrare the social repercussrons and foster
redevelopment. Frnally, research and developmenr on
steel must be stepped up and coordinated as ir is an
erea npe wirh unexplored possibihtres and iron ore
resen'es in the world are pracrrcally without limit. So rr
can be seen thar sreel technologv does have ever-
increasing scope for development in the future.
In the long term, the exrremely hrgh binhrate in
non-industnalized countries is going to produce a vast
pool of manpower, in the shape of young people who
are not trained bur who are very cheap to employ in
tradrtional manual ;obs. In Europe, on the orher hand,
the birthrate has been falling, wrth a ratio of t . 8 chil-
dren per woman in 1978/1979, whereas a rauo of 2.2
u'ould be necessary;ust to replace the present genera-
tion. Then there rs rhe fact that a growing proportion
of voung people are conrinuing with rheir educarion
for longer, so the trend rn rhe Community will be the
opposite of that in rhe non-rndustrialized countries. It
is therefore inevirable rhat labour-inrensrve acrivities
such as crude steel making are golng to be concen-
trated in Thrrd Vorld countries to specialize progres-
srrelv rn basic steelmaking activities.
Thev could therefore produce crude steel for Euro-
pean companres who would in turn concentrate more
on more elaborate products v,.hich require advanced
technology and hence highlyskilled sraff and close
con[ac[ with users.
I should lrke to make four more poinrs in conclusion,
Mr President. Frrstly, my Group welcomes the impor-
rant decrsron taken by the European Council on
26 March 1981. This is really rhe firsr positive srep,
the frrst move made ro lnstrrute a general and genuine
industrial srraregy at the behest of the Council of
Minrsters. One point on which we perhaps all agrce 
-the Parlrament, the Commissron and the Council 
- 
rs
that, u.ithout a general srraregy, governments have
admrtted that we wrll never be able ro introduce the
necessary changes. The crisis musr be managed over a
long period, problems musr be treated in all rheir
.lspects and we must avoid selective or piecemeal solu-
trons.'We need, rherefore, ro bolsrer resolve in the
Communrty, as without sohdaritv there can be no
Communrty policv But we also have to fix a date for
rhe establishment of resrrucrunng programmes. This
dete 
- 
lJulv 1983 
- 
musr be adhered ro orherwise
rndustrral cooperauon, rhe willingness ro accepr
changes, and the sacnfices by one and all will come to
nought.
Mv second pornl concerns direct subsidies to steel-
rnakers. These musr be abolishe d as quickly as
possrble. I am, of course, referring only to direct subsi-
dres to malnrarn production, as all the other subsidies
are ards allowed under the resrructuring plans must
naturally be scrupulously respected, both at(lommunrtv and ar narional level, if wc wanr rhese
restructunng plans to succeed.
N{r' thrrd point, whrch I will combine wirh my fourth
rn order to bring my speech to conclusion, is rhat the
present system of regulations will cease to exist afrer
lJulv 1981. At any rate, it wrll no longer exist unless
the Commission does somerhlng after the necessary
telks or as e result of an inrriative on rhe part of a
l\4ember State. It is therefore vital thar agreemenr
should be reached among European sreelmakers on
I June. If thrs could be achieved, the worst of our
problems would be over, although the Commrssron
v''ould strll have the enormous rask of introducing rhe
necessary accompanl.ing measures to ensure the
success of the re-srructuring plans decided upon.
As Liberals, we would very much prefer to see an
aBreemenr among steelmakers because we feel that
there is one very senous flaw in Article 58 
- 
which
mus[ in any case be used only exceptionally. The flaw
is that this Article is apphed across rhe board, wrthout
drstrnguishrng berween obsolete firms running ar a loss
and in receipt of ard and orher firms which are already
being reorganized. It rs rhese go-ahead and competi-
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trve firms which are the frrst vrctims of aid granted to
xntiquated frrms running at a loss.
On these terms, we wrll vote for Mr Frredrich's report
and u'e u'ill also suppon Amendment No 4 by the
Socralist Group, so that if there is no agreement and
the Commrssron has no response to make we will not
go atr,ay completely empty-handed. \We supporu the
entire repon and ask the Commission to do its utmost
[o ensure that Community steel producers agree to
limit their productron of therr own accord.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Deleau. (FR) Mr Presrdent, ladies and
gentlemen, the senous threats looming over the
Community steel sector have prompted members of
the Group of European Progressrve Democrats to
speak out on several occasions.
'!fle do nor expect today's debate on Mr Friedrich's
repon to come up with any mrracle solutions, but we
do at least hope that it will produce some precise and
positive guidelines. For while a few years ago we still
harboured illusions as to how long the crisis would
last, roday these are dead and buried. The main
reasons for the crisrs will not vanish overnight. The
worsenlng of Europe's competrtive posltron interna-
tionally and the fall in demand for steel have made it
vital to contlnue wrth rhe measures in force The only
polrcl' objectives acceptable are those which aim at
resroflng the competitiveness of the Community's steel
industry in the world, rhose which aim at makrng steel
firms profirable again, and those which guarantee
stabilitv of emp[o1,ment and eradicate unfair competl-
tion between frrms.
Be that as it may, these objectives cannot be separated
from the short-term measures nken by the Commis-
sion under Article 58 and the necessary accompanying
social measures. A great many European undertakings
have already reacted favourably. On average, produc-
tiviry in the European sreel industry has increased by
250/a n 5 vears. This effort must be continued, with
encouragement from the Commrssion. Ve are there-
fore onlr too happy' to support the Community decr-
srons concerning the stnct supervlsion of national,
regronal or local ard grven to the various steel rndus-
tries. Equalh', any investment aimed at setting up new
production facilrtres will have to be carefully examrned
bl, the Commrssron, and p'rll have to involve a corre-
sponding reductron in obsolete capacities before being
grven the go-ahead. Some precedents 
- 
such as the
Bagnoli affarr 
- 
have not alwavs been very convincing
in this respect, desprte the highlv technrcal explana-
rions gl'en bv Mr Davignon. The most interesting
feature is the contribution whrch could perhaps be
made by the Commission to withdrawal of investment,
by whrch I mean the granting of aid to shut down
obsolete production units. But none of these measures
will have any effect unless the anti-cnsis plan rs
replaced bv an effective svstem on I July.
In the attempt to echreve some sort of balance between
steel demand and supph,, the quota system for
Community production of steel has had a posrtive
effecr without any doubt, especially when one con-
siders how the marker for steel has continued ro
deteriorate. Indeed, since a state of cnsls was declared,
orders for the main products have dropped by 200/0.
Thanks to the measures taken, prices have not fallen
to the same degree as in the pas!. On the contrary, the
introduction of quotas has resulted in a definite rise in
prices, for most products, although the rise rs still nor
as high as we would lrke. Costs have also rncreased
srnce Lhe spnng of 1980, and prices will have to go on
berng raised rn order to compensate for thrs. But grven
the delay in institutrng the restructunng measures, we
cannot possibly allow the European market to be free
of control as from July. \fle realize that the European
producers are about to conclude a voluntarv agree-
ment to regulate steel production. \7ill the Commis-
sron be eble to ratrfv such an agreement) \7ould rt not
be logical that such an agreement should contein et
least two Buarantees, nemely, that rt would be brndrng
on all producers, rncludrng those who have so far
esceped all forms of supen'rsron and control by the
Commrssron, and a decleratron from the Commrssron
that there will be a return to the crisis arrangements if
the agreement is not respected?
To conclude on the production crisis, I should like to
pornt out that, in 1980, European sreel exports fell by
almost 3 mrllion tonnes in comparison wirh 1979,
marnl',' because of the obstacles encountered by Euro-
peans on the American market. Vhat is more, during
the first quarler of 198 1, European steel supplies to the
Unrted States fell by l7a/o compared with the first
three monrhs of 1980. In addrtion, notrce has been
gruen of further antr-dumping procedures. \7hat does
the Commissron rntend to do to try to put a stop to
these practrces, uhrch are so obviously flying in the
facc of the aroued prrncrple of free trade?
Although the problem of steel rmporr.s ls nor so acute,
rt rs bv no means neglrgrble In facr, although steel
imports from thrrd countries dropped to less than 40lo
rrr 1980, -*'hen compared with 1979, they were srill
hrgher than rhev were before the crisis. It is therefore
all the more essentral to monitor the bilareral arrange-
ments, and rf thrs cannot be done, we would recom-
mend that the provrsrons of Artrcle 74 should be
epplred again. It u'ould be a pity if 
- 
as in the case of
Article 58, for which our Group has been clamouring
for such a long time 
- 
the authorities only chose to
make use of this Artrcle of the ECSC Treaty when it
was too late. But all these measures will only be viable
in the long term if the intolerable harm being done to
certain sections of society and to certain regions is
halted It is unacceptable for the Council not to give
the Commission the funds it requrres for the large-
scale measures still to be carried out. \7hat has become
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of the I l2 million units of accounr deemed necessary
bv the Commission to cerry our its priorities, i.e.
grvrng erd to early retirement, promotion of short-time
u'orkrng, etc.? I should like to ask another quesrion,
too will the Council deal with these problems on
13 Nlav l98l ? For nearly 3 years now, the Commis-
sion end the Parlrament 
- 
represented by our
colleague Mr Vincent Ansquer 
- 
have been calling
for the transfer of customs duries on steel products to
ECSC funds. To sum up, the restructuring prolects,
the accompanying social measures and the short-term
anti-crisis plan are inextricably linked. If onll' people
\'!'ere prepared to shoulder their responsrbrhries, we
feel that the European steel indusrry would srill have a
future. But for the moment, and to mark this occasion,
it is of the utmost rmportance thar we should have
some ideas rn our heads, so that they can be put into
practice if necessan'. Firstly, if the Eurofer group,
enlarged to take in the independent sreel makers, does
not manage to exercrse control over the market and if
no other coordrnated solution can be found, we
recommend a return to Artrcle 58. Secondly, ler us
make use of the opportunities offered by Article 74 to
lrmrt rmports rnto the Communrty, if bilareral agree-
ments are not suffrcrent, so tha[ we can again have a
fair balance between domestic demand and imports.
Thirdlv and lastly, the Council should permit the
socral measures accompanving the anti-crisis plan to
be implemented wrthout delay.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I thereby
conclude the comments and suggestrons of the Group
of European Progressive Democrats with regard ro Mr
Friednch's report, and I hope that the Council,
Commrssron and Parlrament 
- 
naturally 
- 
will take
note of them.
President. 
- 
I call the Group for the Technrcal Coor-
drnation and Defence of Independent Groups and
Nlembers
Mr Vandemeulebroucke. (NL) Mr President,
ladres and gentle men, I should like to begin bv
congratulating Mr Friedrich on indrcating the direc-
tion rn which the steel industry must move. He also
rightll, pointed out that any support measures must
make a contributron to a genuine restructuring of the
steel industry, that the subsrdres which have been
granted so far must be stopped, that distortions of
competitron must be avorded and that the Commission
must be given much wider-ranging watchdog powers
over government support to the steel industry.
I am sorrv to have to say that the government of my
o*'n country clearly does not care a fig for the
Communrtv gurdelines and recommendations on this
matter. The Commission has twice asked the Belgian
Government for an explanation, but that is as far as we
have got. Onlv recently the Belgian Government
approved a fresh set of support measures for the rron
and steel industry in the French-speaking provinces of
Belgrum. Moreover, Belgium has now received a total
of I 800 mrlhon EUA in the form of Community aid.
The new measures are desrgned to make up for a loss
of 25 000 mrllron Belgian francs, while furure losses
are put at 22 000 million Belgran francs, and that too is
gorng to be met bv the Belgian Government. The
government is also financing 9 000 million's worth of
invest.menr, and rhar is not all . . .
The effect of these debts on the Belgian budget wrll be
felt up to the vear 2005, and will place an enormously
hearl'burden on the next generarion. Unfortunately, I
fear that all this aid will have no effecr in rhe long run.
On the contrary, there are already sure signs that the
'Wallonran steel rndustn'wrll be coming along again in
a feu'r'ears'time to beg for more government aid. All
these thousands of millions of francs are not being
used rn a serious attempt to streamline the industry or
for rnvestment purposes. They are merely being cast
rnto a bottomless pit which is gettrng bigger day by
d") The fact rs that the \Tallonian steel industry is
doomed, and there is no hope of recovery tiThat we
hare here rs a classrc instance of the use of government
subsrdies to drsrort competition.
I should like to ask the Commission wherher rr is
content ro address a few polite requests to the Belgian
Government. I have every sympathy for the disastrous
social and economrc situation in the French-speaking
pro',inces of Belgrum, but precisely for that reason, I
frnd rt deplorable for a total of 150 000 million Belgian
frencs rn subsidies to be granted to the '!flallonran sreel
rndustn', because thereby we are missing our chance.
It *'ould have been far better ro carr!' out a future-
orientated polio' of indusrrial resrructuring and to
crerte ne\\';obs. I cannot help but feel rhat mv govern-
ment 
- 
u'rth rhe complicity and support of rhe
Commrssron 
- 
is implementing a backward-looking
polrcv u'hich rs bound to produce negarrve results.
President. 
- 
I call the non-attached Members.
Mr Petronio. 
- 
(fD The reasons underlying rhe
cnsrs rn the European iron and steel rndustry, Mr
Presrdent, have been amply de monstrated on a number
of occasrons both in rhe Committee on Economic and
Monetan' Afferrs and rn this Chamber this verv
mornlnB
For this reason \{'e would like to make it plain thar,
quite apart from the fact that the new steel-producing
countnes have raken a$'a)'parrs of Europe's tradi-
tional markets. Quire aparr from the second reason for
the crisis, r'hich is the rncrease in the price of iron ore
and coal, demand for coal has fallen steeply and
resulted in a crisis in other sectors. That, at least, rs
what is berng said. \7e would like to pur our own
vieu's forward on rhis it seems to us rhat the crisis in
other sectors is not a resulr of the crisis in the sreel
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rndustry but that the converse is the case. We can
expect to put nght the crisis in the steel industry 
-which rs an essential supplier of other sectors 
- 
in the
reasonably short term only in proportion to our efforts
towards a new and progressive industnal polrcy. \7e
have talked about the crrsrs in the shipbuilding
industry', we have talked about crises rn many other
secrors. Ladies and gentlemen, if we do not look at it
from this point of view, we cannot expect any measur-
able, real future improvement in the steel industry.
And of course we would not want zero growth for all
time since that *'ould be contrary to any hopes of
development.
\fle should therefore, with national programmes and
European commitments, be thinking seriously of some
commitment to the shipbuilding industry, for which a
nerru' future is starting s,'ith new ferry boat servtces and
perhaps inland ports on the navigable waterways
whrch are being contemplated from the Rhrne to the
Marn to the Danube. from Milan to the Adriatrc and
so on. Automatron 
- 
closelv associated wlth the auto-
mobrle secror 
- 
must be opened up for the steel
rndustry; so must the rarlway sector, so must the elec-
tronics, the dara-processing and the telematic sectors,
the nuclear and aerospace sectors after the recent
Amerrcan successes, and of course the construction
rndustn, 
- 
which is also rn a serious crisis, if we
consrder that, for example, rn Italy the cost of housing
has risen by some 40 to 450/o in one year 
- 
and the
specralist industry of burldrng in earthquake zones,
u'here Italy rs now conducting tests following the
eerthquake and which could constitute a field of appli-
cation for the steel industry'.
As regards the costs, a number of costs have been
quoted to us, but not enough has been said about the
cost of mone)', which, in Italy for example, has now
reached the rate of 3ao/o: this is usun'; this is bringing
business to its knees, whether it is State-owned or
privately-owned. \fle are looking forward to hearing
the report which Mr Davignon says he proposes to put
before us together with Mr Andriessen: such a report
should give aid [o rhe steel industry, partly through
direct aid, partly through financial restructuring,
partly in the coking coal sector, panly with transPort
subsidies, partly wirh subsidies on energy, loans at
advantageous interest rates and aid in making the
labour market more mobile, all of which at least
should be properly highlighted.
Lastly, we q,'ould invite the Commisslon to ensure that
the prrce rules established by Artrcle 60 of the Treaty
are protected, and that there is some real connection
between list prices and the prices offered by manufac-
turers. \7hat is more, we tnvite the Commission to
encourage the publication of rehable price lists which
would guarantee transparency and a true relationship
berween prices and costs. Lastlv, we call on the
Commission to arrange adequate external protection
and rmplement whatever measures are necessary to
prevent the dumping of rmports from third countries,
so that *'e may be sure rhar the sacrifices demanded of
Communrtl' businesses under Article 58 will not be
repard bv the marker berng captured by rmports from
third countnes
President. 
- 
I call Mr Abens.
Mr Abens. (DE) Mr Prestdent, ladies and
gentlemen, I believe a majoritv of this House accepts
the need for the European steel industry to pursue a
policv of restructuring to secure or restore lts competi-
tive posrtron. It is not enough, though, to be merell'
for restructuring. It is not enough to close down works
or ratronalize them rn such a way as to do awe\' \\ rth
thousands of jobs. It is not enough to call for thc
abolition of operarrng subsidies It was decrded last
year ro abolish ard to the steel rndustn', but the
mechanics of such a scheme must be carefully
balanced
Ir is up to the Commission ro bear in mind the situ-
ation as a whole when it comes to assessing each area
and each works. For instance, ln the case of Luxem-
bourg, the country I represent in thrs House, it must
be borne in mind rhat our steel industry has received
practrcallv no aid since rhe 1974 cnsis. Another point
ro be considered rs that, when rt comes to restruc-
turing, we must not allow production capacity to be
dismantled to such an extent that the steelmakrng
ereas of the Communlty as such are placed in
jeopardv, as this would have serious social and polit-
rcal consequences. The main steelmaktng areas must
retain at least a mrnrmum level of productive capacity.
That is the point covered in Mr Glinne's amendment,
n'hrch we shall be votlng on tomorrow.
'fhe same applies of course to various areas in the
French-speakrng provinces of Belgrum and to steel-
meking areas of the Unrted Kingdom, Lorraine, the
Saarland and of course Luxembourg. As far as these
xreas are concerned, a polrcy of solidarity at
Communrtl' level rs absolutely' essential. In other
uords, what we need is a policl'which gives pride of
place to rhe;ob-creatrng and socral aspects. In this
respecr, the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affarrs has rdentrfred the problems accurately.
The Socralrsr Group takes the vrew that the process of
restructuring must be accompanied by the essential
socral measures and by measures to create new jobs rn
the regrons concerned. As regards the socral measures,
the Peters Report last vear set out the detarled policy
which would be needed to cope with all the unpleasant
consequences of restructuring. Allow me just to
remind l'ou of the most lmportant measures proposed:
early, retirement, overtlme restrictions, changes in shift
working, working trme and working condrtions, and
the provisron of 112 million EUA in the Community's
general budget Even so, these measures alone will
scarcely' suffice to solve the problems generated by the
current crisis. In thrs respect, I should like to draw
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your attenrion to various amendments tabled by Mrs
Lizin q'hrch we shall likewrse be voting on r.omorrow.
The Councrl has so far refused to take decisions on the
basrs of the Commission's proposals, and rhe
112 milhon EUA have likewrse not been set aside,
although all the experts agree thar even this amounr rs
totalh, inadequate. Nor has verv much been done at
Communrtv level to creare ne\r. jobs, mainly because
the necessary resources are not available in the
Communitl, budget.
I am of the opinion thar the measures provrded for in
the ECSC Treaty are inadequare ro cope with rhe
crisis facrng the iron and sreel industry. The Council
should adopr the Commissron's proposals, and should
in particular make far more money available ro enable
superfluous u,orkers to be pensioned off or retrained
under acceptable condrtions.
I feel I must commenr very briefly on the need to
organize the Communrty's steel market if restruc-
turing rs ro be carried out successfully. A market
organizatron is truly what we need in a situation
where prrces are 2Oa/o lower than rhose of the marn
exporting countries, the USA and Japan.
Mr President, rn order to conform with the terms of
the Treatt', and because I mrstrust all cartels, I would
fal'our the applicatron of Arricle 58. I therefore
deplore the facr that the Member States and the
emplol'ers' represenrarives have confined themselves in
their negouations ro EUROFER II 
- 
that is to say, a
production and supplies 6211s1 
- 
and a minimum price
svstem. After all, rhe obstacles we have encounrered in
the past still errst, especially on rhe employers' side.
For that reason, we should nor simply drop Artrcle 58,
as rt could prove ro be useful over rhe coming days and
s eeks
In conclusron, I should lrke to stress once agaln that lr
is extremelr.damagrng ro rhe Community rhat so little
has been done so far at Community level in rhe socral
sphere and with a view ro rhe crearion of new jobs in
rhe tradrtronal sreelmaking areas. Ve Socialrsts
attacked thrs Iack of actrvity before direct elecrions,
and u'e have continued ro press the poinr ever since. If
the Communrt\. connnues like thrs and leaves it up to
market forces or, ln some case, rhe monetarist policres
pursued bl' the Member Srates' governmenrs, ro effect
the necessary strucrural changes, the employers will
never be persuaded to abandon their caurious artirude
to the consrructron of Europe.
I would therefore address my appeal in particular to
the governments of the Member States to show at long
lasr, bl'their atritude to rhe steeI rndustry, thar thev are
prepared to adopt a socially responsible, progressive
and future-onentated policy at Community level.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Franz.
Mr Franz. (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I wholeheartedly support what the
prerious speaker had to say. Of course) rhe elimine-
tion of subsidres and industnal restructuring are not
enough in themselves, but they are the rwo mosr
important pornts. 'We are aware that the subsrdies
v"'hich are handed out so liberally tend ro disrort the
market, and we must find a solution to this problem in
terms of the market economy. To that extenr, rhere-
fore, rt is true after all that 
- 
as Mr Friedrich's report
says 
- 
priority must be given to the abolirion of subsi-
dies.
As regards the question of closures and restrucruring
measures, I can onlv salr that we realize there is too
much production capacrty. As we cannot expect the
market to recover to such an extent as ro utilize all this
cepacitv, old plants musr be closed down. Anicle 58
can do nothrng to help in this respect, and here I must
take r drfferent view to the previous speaker. I do not
belreve that apphcation of this aruicle would bring
about a solutron in terms of the market economy;
rnstead, I thrnk rt would merely help to marntain the
exlsung structure. It rs my view that we musr find a
genurne solutlon that would rnvolve the closure of
obsolete and uneconomrc plants. Of course, as Mr
Friedrrch's report says, anv such polrcy must be
accompanred bv the establrshment of new future-
onenteted rndustnes, appropriate soclal measures and
masslve concerted efforts on the part of European
industn,. Obviouslv, rhe report on rhe steel industry
produced bv the Commlttee on Economic and Mone-
tan' Affarrs cannor solve all the problems. It certainly'
cannot do so rn the short term. But I believe that this
report shou's thar we are on rhe nght path, and I hope
thar the Commrssron will be qurck ro pur our sugges-
trons rnto practrce. On behalf of the EPP Group, I
u ould ask vou to supporr rhe reporr.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Frischmann.
Mr Frischma (FR) Mr Presrdent, reading the
report for us and Irstenrng ro rhe speeches made roday,
rou reallv do get the rmpresslon that we are refusrng
to drau' anv conclusions from lhc meesures which led
to the sltuatlon u'e have todal'.
The crisrs rn rhe iron and steel industn'has now reallv
reached a catastrophic srate. Just now th. .rppo.t.u.
admrtted that 200 000 lobs have been lost in the
Communrrt. rron and steel rndustry, and that 50 to
50 000 u'ill be going rn rhe nexr few years. These
frgures are without doubt an understa[ement since the
French VIIIth plan is proposing a furuher reduction of
49 000 jobs rn rhe French steel industry in compliance
*'rth the Communitv sreel plans.
At the same rlme the Commission's 'anri-crisis'
measures published in November 1979 provide for
French sreel-making capaciry to be reduced in 1982 by
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almost 50/o over the 1974 figure 
- 
thar is ro say rhe
frgure of seven years ago 
- 
whilst rhe Federal
Republic's is to be increased by more than 11.10/0.
Trends such as this will lead ro an irremediable decline
in French sreel producrion whilst ar rhe same time
470/a of the French home market is covered by imporrs
from other Community countries.
There are events and people who are responsible for
this situation, this crisis. Those who are responsible, in
our country, are the French Government and the
European Commission, who ser up their plans for
restructuring and redundancy, who pu[ rhem ro us as a
cure for all ills and which for our pan we have never
ceased to oppose, alone though we frequently were.
til/hat is more, the true underlying causes of rhis crisis
in the steel industry mus[ be regarded as part of the
greater crisis which is working its way across Europe.
Policies of austerity, wage conr.rol and redundancy
bring with them ever-worsening world economic srag-
nation. Ve are abandoning plant, sysremarica[[y
dismantling production capaciry in order to make
production profitable whilst national requirements are
not being met.
And yet what is being proposed to us again today 
- 
by
the Commission and Mr Friedrich's report 
- 
is rhe
continuation and hardening of this policy. The same
arguments have invariably been put forward in support
of these views for 3O years: competitiveness and pro-
ductivity. \Torking people know what thar means. For
them the pursuit of productivity means hundreds of
thousands of jobs disappearing and exploirarion
increased. The national economy, meanwhile, derives
no benefir from this since restructuring quire simply
means rhe destruction of part of producrion po[enrial,
abandoning skills and experience and research facili-
ties, delays in using rhe most modern technology and
increasing dependence on impons.
\7hat is quite clearly being sought here is nor progress
for the steel industry nor improvemenrs in supplying
national demand or in inrernational rrade, what we are
talking about is simply and solely safeguardrng privare
profit, using the euphemism of competitiveness and
the reality of profitability.
Ve rherefore rei[erare that rhis disastrous policy,
which has already creared an intolerable siruarion,
must be abandoned. Because of the seriousness of rhis
deliberately-provoked crisis we are resolurely in
favour of exceptronal national provisions to prorecr
production and employmenr: o[her counrries such as
the Unircd States and Japan have shown us the way. In
our view a start must be made by reducing consider-
ably the amount of imports inro our own country and
grving our steel industry rhe real development which ir
needs through complete narionalizarion, since privare
managemen[, even with the help of vast amounts of
public money, is bankrupt. '!7e consider rhar a srop
must be put to all restructuring and all redundancy by
adopdng, without waiting for hypothetical European
agreemen[s the urgenr social measures which are being
called for by all trade union organizations, such as
reducing the working week to 35 hours, establishing
five-shrft working for 24-hour jobs, bringing down the
retirement age, allowing a further week of paid holi-
days, improving health and safety conditions and, of
course, rncreasing the spending power of wages,
together with any other measures which are likely ro
bring about a return to economic growth. That is a
proper anti-crisis programme, without which nothing
will get better and everything will ger worse. That is
why we reject Mr Friedrich's report.
(Applause from the extreme lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davern.
Mr Davern. 
- 
Mr President, I am to replace Mr
Cronin here this morning, who rs ill ar rhe momenr.
Mr President, in the two minutes thar are allocated to
me I would like to thank Mr Davignon and rhe
Commrssion once agarn for therr understanding of the
problems of the Irish steel-based industry in which
215 jobs have been lost in the last 12 months. I feel
that the problems which have beset it in the past have
received great understanding from the Commission.
Now the re-employment of these people as from
3l Juty wrll put 198 people back to work. I hope rhat
the Commission will make every effon to ensure rhar
the jobs in the Cork plant are provided as promised
and that,,with regard ro rhe base from which any
voluntary cuts in production should be made, consid-
eration will be given to the cutbacks over the past
l8 months, much of which have been voluntary
because of new tcchnrques, methods of production
being introduced. '!7e hope rhar rhe Commission will
continue to show a sympathetic arrirude and that rhe
only steel plant in Ireland will in fact be allowed to
return to full production, which is an essential require-
ment for the future of the Irish indusrry.
My thanks to the Commissioner Mr Davignon for his
understanding ar[irude towards this problem.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Spaak.
Mrs Spaak. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I would like ro
offer my congratulations to our rapporreur for a very
fine repon, and to complimenr this House for its
initiative in choosrng this particular momenr to hold
this debate. It is, of course, essential rhar such a debare
should take its place in the decision-making process
even [hough Parliament is not officially required to
give an opinion in this case.
Such initiative gives to this Parliamenr a political cre-
dence which cannot be dissociared from its credibility
in the mind of a public which has been disorientated
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by an ever-worsening crisis, a crisis which the public
feels although rt has yet to reach its worst. Mr Fried-
rich confirmed it only a few minutes ago when he
referred to the [ragic increase in the number of unem-
ployed which we can srilI expect.
The wav in which the points put forward by speakers
in thrs debate are answered will enable the European
Parliament to be more critical, since we have ar leasr
shouldered our own responsibilities. At this time when
governments, faced wrth great difficulties, are seeking
natronal solutions, natronal forms of self-defence 
- 
a
curious reflex action 
- 
and are making all sorts of
excuses for themselves, putting the blame on others, it
is important that all parties and all nationalities in the
European Parliament should make plain the need for
the positive strategy which only Europe is capable of
implementrng.
I would also like those members of this House who
are also members of their national parliaments, or who
have connections with them, to follow up any deci-
srons which we take here. It strikes me that we would
be u'rong not to do so ln our own parliaments.
.\ posrtive strategy, however, cannot succeed unless
certaln conditions, which seem ro me ro be essential,
are fu lfilled :
- 
!7e must first recognize that we must work
toge[her, otherwise no long-term programme will
be possible. If all those involved 
- 
manufacturers,
factors and governments 
- 
forget the need for
discipLne, rt will be impossible to implement any
overall strategy.
- 
Clarity and transparency ln the programme are
essentral, so that every individual knows that
others have made the same sacrifices as he.
- 
An impartial authority must ensure that the
programme rs carned out properly and thac the
rules are respected.
- 
Finally, but, I regret, before all else, national
governments must abandon their ambrguous atti-
tudes which give support to the Community when
rt takes on responsibility for an essential strategy
which they themselves have delayed imple-
menring, but at the same time refuse to give the
Community the means to carry out the necessary
complementary restructuring and social
programmes. It is not possible to ask the
Community to engage in an active policy and then
to refuse the means with which to do so.
And if all these conditions are met, the European
Parliament must still remain vigilant. \7hat we are
dealing with, Parliament's own credibility, is so impor-
tant that the Commission must keep us regularly
informed.
The European economy needs iron and steel. The old
industrial regions 
- 
l7allonia especially 
- 
need a
new steel industry which will be a symbol of hope
rather than a symbol of a bygone age.
I do not propose to reply to Mr Vandemeulebroucke's
speech 
- 
I notice moreover that he has left the
Chamber 
- 
but I would like to point out to our Euro-
pean colleagues that the speech he has jusr made is one
of national politics. He is young and a new member of
rhis House, and I am sure he will learn to be a little
more European in his ways.
A new policy will nevertheless be even more difficult
for such regions as Vallonra because so much time has
already been lost. Such a policy, would, however, be
rmpossible wrthout a general plan worked out at
Community level and carried out with the support and
xuthority of Europe and the political approval of a
majoritv of the elected representatives of the people of
Eu rope.
Such a major plan will take a long time and will call
for sacrifices from us all, but what rs at stake is worth
the effort.
That, Mr President, is how we shall be voring shortly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Caborn.
Mr Caborn. 
- 
Mr President, could I echo whar some
of the previous speakers have said abour trying to
drscuss the question of rhe steel rndustry wirhout
discussrng the overall industrial srrategy as far as
Europe is concerned. It is peculiar thar we have had a
discussion on industrial policy earlier this morning and
now we are drscussing the crisis of the sreel induscry. I
agree with the previous speakers that unless you have a
strategy for indusrries that use steel, it is very difficult
to come up wirh something that is going to be accept-
able to ordinary working people rhroughout rhe
Community. \7hen one looks ar the shipbuilding
industry and the car rndustry, which are under artack
from imports 
- 
and some would argue rhar in many
instances, it amounts to unfair comperirion
obvrously that is going to have repercussions as far as
the steel rndusrry is concerned. The report uses rhe
word 'restructunng' and we have on a number of
occasions in this Parliamenr used the same word. Bur
we have ro st.art by defining what we acrually mean by
restructunng. 'W'har elements are actually taken inro
consideratron when we are talking about the resrruc-
turing of the steel industry? Are we slavishly going to
follow that of the free marker economy, or are we
going to consider social measures? Are we going to
consider the need, hopefully, for an expanding manu-
facturing base inside Europe for which sreel would
have to be provided; and are we also going to look at
economy of scale? Economy of scale as far as rhe steel
industry is concerned is very important indeed. Vhen
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one looks at the way restrucruring is being carried out
at the momen[, we see in the United Kingdom, for
example, that we have come down from something
around 26 million ingor tonnes of steel ro somerhing
less than l4 million. This has lek 400/o of rhe work-
force unemployed in the areas where sreel plants used
to operate. Major decrsions will have to be taken on
the question of economy of scale in rhe UK in rhe not
too disrant future and ir could well result in one of the
three major plants shutting down.
So I would suggest that rhe repon before us should
develop two clearly distinct posirions: one on
Article 58 and the other on the restrucruring of the
steel industry. If I could,usr say a word on Article 58.
There are many in the United Kingdom who would
argue that Artrcle 58 ought to conunue beyond July
and rhat it ought ro be renewed. Vhile that control on
the steel industry is there, the restructuring
programme can be discussed across rhe length and
breadth of the EEC.
I turn now, Mr President, to the question of the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community. I want to draw the
artenrion of this House to the facr rhar the ECSC
Treaty does not cover rhe whole of rhe steel industry.
It does'not cover major parts of the specia[ sreel sector.
Sheffield, the consrituency I represenr, produces 900/o
of these special sreels, and rhe vasr majority of rhat is
not covered by the ECSC. Import penerrarion from
within the Communiry has gone up since 1973 lrom
less than. 120/o to more than 550/o in rhe special sreels
area. So I ask with some feeling, where is rhe
Community spirit and Community solidarity? The
very factory where I worked before I came to rhe
European Parliament declared some three weeks ago
1 200 workers redundant. Hatfields, in the same city,
last week declared 1 900 people redundant, and
indeed that fauory for all intents and purposes will be
closing down. But I say this very seriously, Mr Presi-
dent, that that part of the steel indusrry rs very impor-
tant for the new technology rhat is ro be developed,
whether in the aerospace industry, the nuclear power
industry or the power-generation industry. Those
industries rely on special steels. I say to Commissioner
Davignon that, although he has tried to control it, I
would suggest that a very serious look has got to be
taken at the ECSC to determine what levels or whar
types of steel are covered and wherher in 1981 there is
a need to expand it to include the steel industry as a
whole.
I conclude by saying that there are four points thar we
believe ought to be given consideratron. Firsr of all
Article 58: we believe it ought to be continued as far as
the UK is concerned. Secondly, restructuring ought
not to be discussed at the same rime as Article 58.
Thirdly, we ask the Commission seriously to look at
the ECSC and its expansion to include special sreels.
Fourthly 
- 
and this I think is probably as imporrant as
any of those rhree points I have already mentroned 
-is the question of social measures. There is no way that
you are golng ro ger rhe confidence of workers on any
restructuring if it is going to mean massacre with no
concern for rhe consequences of those redundancies.
The Peters reporr I think adequarely outlined rhe stra-
tegy that oughr to be followed by this Community.
More than rhar rhe Council of Ministers has gor ro
give the required moneys ro rhar so rhar it can be
effectively followed rhrough. !flithout rhat rhere will
be no restrucruring. It will mean conflicr.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kappos.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we understand
the problems of the steel industry and, mosr of all, of
those who work in it in rhe Community countries. But
the measures provided for in the reporr, far from
solving these problems, will only make rhem more
acute. In the same repor[, Madam President, it is
acknowledged rhat the restrucr.uring is bound [o cause
the loss of very many jobs. However, Madam l)resi-
dent, we must srress rhat the situarion of the Cireek
steel industry and of rhe workers in this secror is parti-
cularlv unfavourable, and the application of rhe
measures being taken by rhe Communiry are having 
-and will conrrnue to have 
- 
parricularly harmful
e ffects.
There are a number of reasons for this. Firstly, the
restructuring plan favours the large steel monopolies
of the more highly-developed EEC countries vrhich
have modern plant and technology at their disposal
and en;oy narional subsidies, while for small and
medium-srzed steel underrakings, and especially rhose
in Greece, the plan is rantamount to giving these
undertakings second-class srarus as regards production
and technology or even making them disappear alto-
gether. Secondly, wirh Greece's enrry into rhe
Community, imporu duties on steel products were
limited to 500/0. As a resulr, the Greek steel indusrry
faces tough competition from rhe monopolies of rhe
Community counrries. Thirdly, on accounr of the
economic crisis and the restrictive measures applied to
manufacturing in Greece, the Greek steel industry is
workrng ar 55-650/o of irs capacity. As a resuk, quoras
and whatever other resrrictions are imposed on steel
production are making it impossible for Greek under-
takings to keep on operating.
Thus the Greek steel industry, which produces t,arely
10lo of toral Communrty steel production, is in danger
of being wiped our by the measures and the plan for
restructuring the sreel industry. And ar rhe same time
thrs means, of course, rhat the dreams of achieving any
basis for the independenr economic development of
Greece are also in danger of being wiped out.
The consequences of this situation are parricularly
grave for Greek workers in the steel sector. There are
mass redundancies and facrory closures 
- 
recenrly, at
Chalivourgiki, the largesr sreel concern in Greece, the
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coking plant and another section were closed down 
-
and there is the threat of further mass redundancies.
In the meantime, we must stress rhat, so as to be able
to rmplement any EEC projects, Greek employers
trample mercilessly on [he trade-union movement by
dismissrng trade unionists, transferring trade unionisrs
to dead-e nd 
.iobs, etc. Consequently we request 
- 
no,
demand 
- 
that the Greek steel industry be exempt
from any quotas which may be imposed in future, that
rhe restructuring plan should not be carried out and
that natronal measures should be taken to ensure the
survival of the Greek steel rndustry and the jobs of
Gree k steelworkers.
Any other way of dealing with the Greek steel
industry will mean its demise and will really be a crime
against the Greek people and the workers in the steel
sector.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nicolaou.
Mr Nicolaou. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the crisis which
has been affecting the European steel rndustry since
1975 undoubtedly constitutes a phenomenon wirhout
precedent in the history of the EEC. But it is an
equally undisputed fact that the Greek steel industry
has played no part in bringing about this crisis.
Ir is really strange that the Greek steel industry is now
berng called upon ro reduce its production 6y 2a0/o on
the basis of the quota system rn what I would stress is
Greece's very first year as a full Member of the EEC.
On the one hand, we have the in any case indispens-
able restructunng of rhe European steel rndustry,
which, as we know, produces structural surpluses; and
on the other hand, we have the reduction in Greek
steel productron, whrch only accounts for 600/o of the
rndustrl"s actual production capacity.
It is well known and has already been stated that the
total production of Greek sreel hardly amounrs to 10lo
of European producrion and is destined mainly for the
Greek market and exports to the Arab countries.
Exports to EEC countries are negligible or even
non-exlstent. Thus, despite these facts, the EEC is
now forcing Greece either to disconrinue its exports to
the Arab countries or to import more European steel
- 
and as we know, it already impons enough Euro-
pean steel to mee[ rts internal market requirements. In
erther case, the result is unfavourable as regards both
the balance of payments and rhe Greek economy as a
u'hole. And it amounts to a provocation to us when
the rnterests which are being served by the implemen-
tation of this policy are those of the large European
concerns and not, I would stress, those of the small
and medium-sized undertakings.
Thus, the PASOK unfortunately has no other choice
but to vote against the Friedrich report, whrch we
appreciate does have many positive points. !fle shall
vote against it, nevertheless, because it is in substantial
agreement with the measures adopted so far in the
steel sector and because we consider that these
measures, even if only temporary, are damaging to our
country in a sector which is vital for its development.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Markozanis.
Mr Markozanis. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I have no
doubr thar Mr Friedrich's report is important for the
Community and I too should like to express my agree-
ment with the other colleagues of mine who advocate
the voluntary reduction of steel production. I should
like, however, to refer to the special problems of the
Greek steel industry, rn which production has notice-
ably decreased in recent years as a result of the
economrc cnsis and the reduction in building activity
in Greece. It is *'ell known that the production of the
Greek steel industry, as other colleagues of mine have
also stressed, represents in the context of Community
production a minimal portion which does not exceed
abour l0lo and has no rnfluence whatsoever on the
diffrcult problems experienced by Community steel
production.
If the Commission does not take account of the special
problems of the small Greek steel industry and wants
to apply the output reductron to it as well, this will
result in the small steel plants rn Greece having to shut
dou'n and thus in thousands of workers losing their
jobs. And, in addition to the other economic conse-
quences, rt will irrevocably damage the efforts of the
Greek economy to adapt itself to the economrc set-up
of the Community.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, today's debate is on a subject
which Parlrament knows well since Commission and
Parliament have now been discussing it for more than
four years.
From the policy point of view the Commission is
delighted that Parliament should wish to express its
opinion on every aspect of what our iron and steel
polrcy should be: market questions, long-term prob-
lems and associated measures. Indeed, Parliament is
qurte right srnce the Council will, from next week to
the end of the summer, be reaching decrsions which
w'rll rnvolve the making of new tools with which to
adapt an industry which is essential to the European
Communrty.
Mr Fnedrich's report comes in the wake of highly
detailed drscussron rn the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, and I think ir covers all the
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points on which a political choice has to be made.
Indeed, until such time as the politrcal choices are
made, it will be extremely difficult to define and set
out the precise ways and means by which the problems
can be solved.
,As far as these options are concerned, I would like ro
set out where the Commrssion stands. I think we
should begin with the short-term problem: it covers
ryo well-defined questions.
Frrstly, what can we do to ensure that the present situ-
ation regarding prices is done away with? In his
report., Mr Friedrich points out that internal prices
within the Community are anything up to 200/o less
than the internal prices of major comperitors, which is
to say the United States and Japan. There is not a steel
indusrry in the world today which is so efficient that it
can carry through an intelligent industrial policy
including both sufficient production and sufficrent
investment to guarantee lts own furure with the prices
that we have today.
Ir is rherefore essential 
- 
and this is my second point
- 
that we take anticrisis measures for the market 
-this is Parliament's view too 
- 
to ensure that a fruit-
less campaign on prices does not result in the total
destruction of our steel industry for the sake of a few
[onnes of extra sales.
I would stress, then, char in the Commission's view it is
impossible to carry through rhe programme of
changing and adapting the steel industry successfully
unless we have a plan for solidarity and sharing in the
market which will allow us both to increase prices and
then to ensure that every business undersrands its role
in the European steel industry. That is wha[ we were
doing bv using Article 58 when all other ways forward
were blocked; that is what we want to carry on after
1 July in a new system, when responsibiliry does not lie
exclusively with the Commission but is shared between
the Commission and industry. \7hat we do not want is
ro go from the situation where business alone is
responsrble for the future of the steel market, without
regard for the objectives of restructuring or for this
vital solidanty 
- 
the Commission has never consid-
ered that such a situation was either desirable or
possrble, or even necessary 
- 
to the sysrem which we
have at present in which responsibility for its everyday
management is entrusted only to public administration
and which is not viable in the long term. I should add
that the very stnct statutory limrtations of Article 58
do not always allow us to take account of rhe differ-
ences between these two situations and that therefore
it has not always been possible for us to reward
adequately those companies which have already
started down the road to restructuring by allowing
them to exploit to the full the changes they have made.
The Commission will be using every effon to bring
about a voluntary agreement with the steel companies,
with merchants and with governments, and in consul-
tatron wirh workers' representatives, so that this mixed
Commission-business system will be in existence on
1 July: a voluntary agreement monitored by the
Communities which will allow us to cope with events
throughout the duration of restructuring. That is the
first, essential, point.
!7hat I would like to say secondly is that the difficul-
ties which the steel industry is going through are the
result not of the problems of their own situation but of
the problems of the European economy in general.
Thar is the heart of the problem. Eighteen months ago
rhe economic situation in the USA was particularly
shaky, and American steel companies 
- 
even those
with the most efficient equipment 
- 
had considerable
difficulties. The Japanese are the only ones who have
avoided these problems because they were the first to
make the necessary adjustments. That is something
which we always forget when we look at the Japanese
problem. To a certain extent the structural over-capa-
city for steel production is a result of overestimatrng
what the demand for steel would be in the 1980s 
-not only by us Europeans but, more particularly, by
the Japanese. And there can be no doubt that the
growth in Japanese production capacity has contri-
buted to the world struct.ural over-capacity with which
we are nou' famrliar. There is no doubt about that.
The Japanese were, however, [he first to appreciate
the change. They reduced their productron capacity by
lO to 35% at a time when it was still easy to find
substirute jobs. That was the tragedy of the European
steel industry: looked at objectively, rts situation was
no worse rhan that of any other, but the tragedy arose
from the fact that the effort to adapt came later rhan
other people's, at a time when the economic situation
had become even worse. The problem of creating new
jobs was therefore all the more difficult and jobs lost
in iron and steel are not being replaced by other indus-
tries in the same regions. Europe is therefore going
through a second crisis at the same time as the steel
cnsis, and that is that we are unable to cope with its
consequences.
I ought perhaps ro tell the various Greek members
who have spoken rn the debate that I have the impres-
sion that lack of communication 
- 
for which the
Commissron is ceruainly partly responsible 
- 
has
given rise to a misunderstanding.
The Commission is in fact fully aware of the special
situation of small steel producers. You heard your
Insh colleague, Mr Davern, a few moments ago when
he said how the Commissron had been able'to take
account of the very special situation of the Irish steel
industry. You did not hear any of your Danish
colleagues talking about Danish steel-making, which is
also small-scale, because we were able to take account
of therr partrcular situation too. I have heard some
quite extraordinary things said, particularly that the
Commissron would be preventing manufacturers from
exporting outside the Community, whereas in fact it is
made quire clear thar production quotas can be
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increased as soon as there is any evidence that rhe
increase is for export. I should rherefore like to talk ro
those Members so that I can give them a proper
explanation of the benefits which Greek businesses can
obtain because of rheir special situarion. 'S(i'e musr be
careful though: rhere will be no Community system if
we have exceptions as a marrer of principle and if
people start off saying 'we only produce 1ol0, and so
we are insignificanr and the normal rules should nor
apply to us'. Can you imagine what thar would mean
when applied to all the various policies we have? Ir
would mean that rhose counrries which have no steel
industry or which have already finished resrrucruring
could take the view rhat they had no parr ro play in rhe
solidarity we are asking for in creating rhe means of
developrng new jobs in regions outside rheir own fron-
tiers, since it would be done under a social programme
which was not their own. Solidariry, like liberty, is
indivisible: it either exists or it does not exist; it is
el[her practised or not practised. There are no excep-
tions to these basic principles.
Even rhough the situations vary and rhe technical
implementation cannot be rhe same, solidariry remains
a fundamental principle underlying rhe whole of what
is being undertaken in rhe iron and steel indusrry, and
implicit in it is a mutual bargain: a bargain which is
watched over, a bargain which is recognized. There
cannot be any change and any alteration to rhe steel
industry without a programme of Srate aid. Aid ro the
steel industry, whether in the social sector, aid ro
investment or in the crearion of ahernative employ-
ment, goes hand in hand wirh our efforrs ar resrruc-
turing. Such aid is only possible when given through
solidarity. Vhy otherwise should those who do nor
need help themselves be willing to give help ro poren-
tial competitors, if it is not rhrough solidariry and
because a Community effon is required? In exchange,
the way in which rhis aid is granted 
- 
and, no marr.er
what its form, its legal basis is irrelevanr provided it
helps a firm rn irs business 
- 
musr be known and musr
help towards a clearly defined goal in resrrucruring
which has been approved by rhe Commissron 
- 
and ir
rs here that I would stress the clarity, the transparency
and the definition of the bargain 
- 
rn such a way rhar
the grantrng of rhe aid does not disron marker compe-
tition and does not vitiare the solidariry I was talking
about a moment ago.
Before the end of this year, rherefore, we musr ser
down precisely the way in which restrucruring is to be
carried out and, as a function of that, set out the way
in which we can conr.inue temporarily, and on a
reducing scale, rhe various types of aid which are
needed to bring abour the objectives we have in mind.
That, I am sure, is essential.
I do not propose ro rerurn to the question of job crea-
tion and industrial acriviry, since we dealt with ir
under Mr Delorozoy's reporr, which was rhe first item
on the order paper rhis morning; my third point is that
an essential element rn Community srraregy, and in rhe
Community's credibility, is to demonsrrate our ability
to overcome rhe present problems and regenerate hope
and development. I would like to return to one poinr
whrch the Commission considers unacceprable, namely
the Council's refusal to make provision for the parallel
social measures which would be the normal conse-
quence of Community activiry in rhis area.
Mrs Spaak srressed in her speech the profound ambi-
guitv underlying the atritude adopred by Member
States, which musr nor be allowed ro conrinue. !7har is
happening in fact is that Member Srates are in favour
of restructuring: they accepr [har an ourside authoriry
tells them rhat if the machine is not ad justed it wilI not
keep going much longer, bur rhey hesitare to admit it
because qurre often their own programmes have been
brought in too late and are therefore far more of a
burden. That is rhe heart of rhe question. The real
problem in iron and steel is not rhat rhe ad.justment is
being made, but that it is being made too late, wirh rhe
result that rhe effort required ar any one time is too
great; [hat the rask is too difficulr. The mistakes are
those made by businesses and by Member States, and
not by the Community. Communiry inrervenrion is ro
ensure that the consequences of such mistakes are not
exaggerated, and rhe Communiry takes the political
responsibility and shoulders rhe consequenr unpopu-
larity which befalls all rhose who predicr bad news
whrch turns out to happen. The Commission considers
that it must be shown rhar everything is being done to
keep the rndividual's problems to a minimum and ro
ensure thar the normal rules of the ECSC remain in
force during this period. Parliament agrees. The
Commission agrees. The Council agrees in principle.
Nothing, though, is more ambiguous than agreement
in principle, because ir means norhing at all. They
agree provided thar it cosrs norhing. They agree pro-
vided ir changes norhing. Here we come up againsr
9ne of the basic quesrions, that of rhe credibility of
dialogue berween the Commission, Parliamenr and rhe
Council: the question of knowing what rhe Council
will do in rhese circumsrances. Now, with rhe facr that
the 1981 budget exists, rhe financial possibiliries are
there, and it would not be difficulr ro agree on rhe
transfer ro rhe ECSC of 70 or 80 million EUA out of
what has been added ro the Social Fund. The money is
available, rhe reserves are rhere in rhe budger, what is
needed is rhe political decision.
I should like to make it clear rhar there is one thing on
which no-one should counr, and rhat is thar rhe
Commission goes on soaking up criticism about the
inadequacy of its own acrions rn job conversion and
the social field, whilsr the fault lies in the Council's
refusal ro use rhe means which have been made avail-
able to it by the Parliamenr, since such a reserve has,
in a way, already been created. This is somerhing
which has to be decided: (and I am now addressing
not the Council, but the Parliament) 
- 
what will
Parliamenr do later in the year when it becomes clear
that we have agreed about aid, that we have got a
voluntary agreemenr on anti-crisis measures in the
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market, and we still have no decision on the social
side? How far will things go before there is a confron-
ration? I am not inciting you to mutiny or to revolt. All
I am trying to do is to ensure that Parliament knows
thar the Commission will not accept criticism about
the inadequacy of its reconversion policy and social
policy rf we cannot. cut the Gordian knot and transfer
available funds from the EEC budget to the ECSC,
just because the Council does not want to. That is not
the Commission's responsibility. The Commission is
not the budget authority. The budget authority is the
Council and the Parliament. I would like that to be
perfectly clear.
To close, Mr President, I believe that the Commission
needs approval of Mr Friedrich's report as a proof,
firsrly that a policy for iron and steel is not simply a
policy of aid for an industry which is in trouble, but
thar it is an indusrry renewal policy which Europe and
the steel workers need. That is the first way in which
today's resolution can be taken. Secondly, and this is
the second way in which it can be read, tt confirms
thar no matter how the situations of individual
companies vary, solidarity is the only policy which will
enable most of rhem to survive. This solidarity never-
theless presupposes clearly defined objectives and
methods. The Treaty gives the Commission responsi-
bility for the impartiality, the transparency. and the
monitoring. The Commission will do thrs with the
Consulrative Committee, which consists of the trade
unions, dealers and businesses. It will do so with this
assembll'and with the Council.
I think, frnally, that if we succeed with this policy 
-and we have no option but to succeed 
- 
that it will
enable us to prove that in this very difficult sector,
which was begun so badly and where national feelings
could easily be hurt, we were able to carry through the
dynamic policy and that the funeral orations for the
steel industry which were so willingly pronounced
were ill-judged. It is possible to be confident, but
confidence has to be earned and it can only exist if we
establish a firm policy with objectives and terms that
everybody knows. It is a long and difficult task but
wrrh rt we share the ambrtion of those who created rhe
original ECSC Treaty. It is our duty to rise to the task
and rhe Commrssron will not fail to do so.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolutron will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.
lilfle shall now adjourn until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sining anas suspended at 12.55 p.m. and resumed at
3 P.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR GONELLA
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed
4. Topical and urgent debate
President, 
- 
The next item on the agenda is a vote on
the requesrs for changes to the lrst of motions for a
resolution for urgent debate communicated by the
presidency this morning.
Two proposals for changes to the ltst communtcated
by the presidency have been submitted in the terms
and according to the procedure laid down by the
Rules of Procedure:
firstly, from the Lrberal and Democratic Group, a
request thar the motion for a resolution on Radio K
tabled by Mr Jaquet and others (Doc. 1-198/81) be
withdrawn;
second[y, from the European Democratic Group, a
request that the two motions for resolutions relating to
Bobby Sands' hunger stnke and the hunger strike at
Long Kesh (Docs 1-194/81 and t-200l81) be with-
drawn.
I would'remind vou that, in accordance with the Rules
of Procedure, Parliament must decide on these
requests for changes without a debate and without
explanations of vote.
(Parlnment rejected the tuto requests)
I would remind 1'ou that the deadline for tabling
amendments to the motions for resolutions on the list
of urgent procedures has been set at 6 p.m. today.
5. Regulation on microelectronic technology 
- 
Recom-
mendation on telecommunication s
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the joint
debare on two reports drawn up on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs:
the report by Mr Leonardt on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communrues to the
Council (Doc 1-434/80-I) for a regulatton on
Community actron rn the field of mrcroelectrontc
technology (Doc. l-137l8 l),
rhe report by Mr Herman on the recommendattons
from the Commtsston of the European Community
to the Councrl (Doc. l-a34l80-II) on telecommuni-
catrons (Doc l-138l81)
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President
I call the rapponeur on microelecrronic rechnology.
Mr Leonardi, rapporteur. 
- 
(ID Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, the motion for a resolution which I
have the honour of presenting to this Parliamenr for
examlnatlon is extremely straightforward. I have rried
throughout not to get too deeply involved in the tech-
nical problems in order to draw your arrenrion ro rhe
politrcal aspects. My main point rs rhar I rhink ir is
essential for our Community and individual countries
to pull themselves out of rhe position of inferiority
thet' at present occupy in the field of mrcroelectronic
technology when compared with the two leading
countries, the United States and Japan.
It rs my'belief, ther rn order to do rhis we have ro make
an effort to change our attitude; instead of regarding
microelecrronrc technology as an inevitable evil, we
must look upon it as an opportunity to come to grips
with the processes of redevelopment and restruct.unng
of our svsrems of production, which we spoke about at
great length this morning. In other words, mrcroelec-
tronrc technology should be seen as a means of
improving our ability ro compere. \flrth this morion for
a resolution, therefore, I am asking us ro rake a polir-
ical decrsion which will enable the Community to
compete on equal rerms with rhe Unired States and
Japan.
I am well aware that one of rhe major obstacles in our
path is the effect whrch rhe apphcation of microelec-
tronic technology has or may have on employment. In
the explanatory sraremenr of my report, I wenr into
thrs question at. some lengrh and examined rhe various
contrastrng posrrions which people may adopt. Basi-
callv, there is one position which we may call rhe
pessimrstrc one, since it assumes that the maln reason
u,hy mrcroelecrronlc technologies are developed and
introduced is to rarionalize exisring manufacturing
processes and not to increase and diversify the range
of products made. If rhis were true, it is obvious that a
number of jobs would be lost. On the other hand,
there is the optimistic arrirude, which rakes the view
that the introduction of microelectronic technology
provides opportunities not only for rationalrzing
exlstlng manufacturing processes, bur also for creating
new serv'ices and new types of production rn highly
diverse frelds, such as agriculture, banking, the pubtic
sen'ices and so on. According to thrs viewpoint, ;obsq'ould not be lost, bur, on the contrary, would be
rncreased and modified.
I belreve that this second view is rhe correct one. \7e
must be bold enough to meet the challenge of technical
progress, as has always happened in human history
and as we in !fl'estern Europe have always done,
mastering the problems which technical progress inev-
itablv bnngs and hrghlighring the benefits once rhese
disadvanrages have been overcome. Even if thrs second
optlmlstic viewpornt is correct., however, and the range
of products is extended thereby providing new jobs,
we must nevertheless remember rhat in any case some
time wrll elapse between rhe shedding of old ;obs and
the creatron of new ones. Mobility of manpower,
better training and inrervention by the public
authorities to promote a genuine and comprehensive
labour poLcy will all be necessary ro achieve such a
transformatron
\flhar we must avoid above all else is rhar such a tech-
nrcal leap forward should be achieved a[ rhe expense
of the workers, because ir should be the outcome of
efforts on the part of society as a whole, as it is society
as a whole, after all, which will reap rhe benefits. In
thrs particular case, then, we must regard the funds we
deplov for the promotion of employmenr and for rhe
improved training of employees as producrive invest-
ments and not as financial aids. Ler us not forget that
our work capacity is the greatest basic resource of our
vanous countnes.
This, then, is the atrirude we musr adopt to technical
development. 'W,e must have courage, we musr take up
the challenge and acr posirively. Vhat is cerrain,
however, is rhar this will nor happen automarically,
that the positrve solurion will nor be achieved with
good rntentions but only with positive choices and
acuons. So, given rhe prevailing economic system of
our countries, we will have to inrervene with public
funds It is the national policies above all which will
have to converge to fulfil our common objectives.
Although private firms will play a decisive role where
technrcal developmenr, marketing and sales are
concerned, public aid will srill be necessary; even in
the United States and Japan, microelecrronic rech-
nology was developed mainly, or ar leasr substanrially,
p'ith the aid of public money, and this aid was crucial.
So we too must follow thrs course, adapting it to suit
our requirements. In rhis way, the Member States will
have a big say in the policies to be adopted, bu[ some
decrsions will remain with the Community. The scope
of Community acrion could basically take one of three
forms: we could try [o intervene direcrly ar
Community level by helping the microelectronic
industry or we could lntervene in the means of pro-
duction of microelectronic equipmenr, or we could
leave productron completely alone and just promore
distnburion, above all by encouraging the use of
microelectronrc equipment, in which case problems
w'ith technologv and the manufacruring of compo-
nents would be only secondary.
Of these options, we believe 
- 
or ar leasr, I believe 
-that the second is the besr and hence thar our role ar
Communiry level is to promore the development of the
means of production which we paruicularly lack in our
countnes. In other words, our intervention should
occur at an earlier stage in the development of micro-
electronic production. For this reason, I approve the
draft regulation submirted by the Commission. It does
have some defecrs, however, and does not go far
enough. It is based on rhe coordrnarion of national
funds and national policres; it does not bring out suffi-
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ciently rhe need to promore occupational rraining;
finally, such a development process will take several
years. Nevertheless, despite rhese flaws and all the
others singled out by Mr Turca!, the drafrsman of the
opinion of the Commitree on Energy and Research,
we feel that the Commission's draft regularion ought
to be supported because as a choice of policy it is on
the right lines and is broadly an artempr to put the
Community on a new footing so that, as I said earlier,
it will be able to rise from its inferior position in this
basic technological field.
In the last analysis, our support. for the draft regula-
tion also stems from the need ro define once and for
all who is responsible for whar. Virh its resolurion of
19 September 1979, the Council of Ministers was
asking the Commrssion ro put forward proposals in
this very field. The Commrssion has made proposals
and I believe that we, in our capacity as polrrrcians, are
duty-bound to support rhe Commission, even though
the proposals may not. be perfect. Ve should nor wasre
time in a desperate atrempr ro achieve perfection by
making extraneous criticisms which would only have
the effect of tying everyone's hands. Today, rhe
Council of Ministers has a precise proposal before ir
from the Commission. Ve supporr it, and now we
must see what the Council of Ministers' reply will be.
But if we were to get bogged down in minor details,
recommendations and further attempts ar perfection,
we would be giving the Council of Minisrers a good
excuse for their own failure ro acr decisively. By
adopting the position which I advocate of supporting
the Commission's draft regulation 
- 
despite its imper-
fections 
- 
it seems to me that we are taking a polirical
stance and that we are helping to clarify policies at
Community [eve[.
I thereby conclude what I wanted to say briefly and
recommend 
- 
as I said before 
- 
thar we agree ro
adopt the draft regulation put forward by the
Commission.
President. 
- 
I call the rapporteur on telecommunica-
tions.
Mr Herman, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, neither Mr Leonardi's report on tele-
mat.ics nor my own, which I have the pleasure of
present.ing to you, is exhaustive by any means. '!(l'e
confined ourselves to the first two parts of the docu-
ment submitred to us by the Cornmission, the first of
which is about microprocessors and contains proposals
for a directive, the second being about telecommuni-
ca[ions, and including draft recommendations. The
rhird rs merely a report on the overall policy. \7e shall
soon be submitring to you a report on the whole range
of information technology.
In integrating new digital service networks, Europe is
falling alarmingly behind the Unircd States, Japan, and
Canada, not to mention other less important countnes.
Although we support. the general objecrives set out by
the Commisslon, we regre[ the European Communi-
ties did not make that a more vigorous attempt earlier
to harmonize the networks, and to find common stan-
dards of connection, interface and equipmenr since the
Member States of the European Communities, whose
Member States constitute [he majority of members in
the European Conference of Postal and Telecommun-
ications Administrations.
Thus new telematrcs servrces are springing up ail over
Europe without anything being done to make sure that
they are compatible and can be harmonized. Ve are
heading rowards a repetition of the Pa[/Secam conflict
which had drsastrous effects on the development of the
European industry for relevision indusry. Neither the
Commission nor the Council of Ministers have learned
their lesson, for we are about to repeat the same
mistakes in the field of telematics.
As for harmonizing networks, we think that the
recommendation is too general as irs proposals are not
specific, and it does not opt for any switching system
or advocate any one type of network or support
medium.'Sflhat are its main priorities?'!7hat intercon-
nection is there between different networks and how
can ground networks be integrated with the new re[e-
communication sarellires which are soon to be
launched in the United Stares and perhaps elsewhere?
Nor does the recommendation touch uPon the
problem of tariff policy, or at least it deals with it rn a
very general way, whereas this is, I think, a crucial
problem affecting not only the financing of large
investments, but, and this works the other way, the
distriburion of new services. '!fl'e know the obstacles to
settinB up such a policy, we would have liked the
Commission to have indicaced more clearly what they
were in order to overcome them better. I refer to the
extraordinary diversrty of admrnistrative structures
which exist within switching and disrnbution
networks, and the frequent confusion in most adminis-
trauons between transport and services, and between
operation and control. All this considerably hampers
the implementation of the objecrives of harmonization
and integration.
I would also like to say that the recommendation for
setunB up a common market for telematic terminals
should have been a directive. Ve do not think that the
defrnition 'telematic terminal equipment' is clear, as it
is a political compromise rather than a logical working
concept. !7e would therefore urge the Commission to
apply itself more vigorously to working out type
approval procedures and rules needed for harmoniz-
ation.'!7e would also argue with the Commission to
use its powers to governing free movement of capital
as provided by the Treaty to oblige adminisrration to
remove discriminatory and non-reciprocal type-
approvals, which present technical and administrative
barriers.
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Ve would also ask that the national ceritres respon-
srble for granting type approval of equipment be
required to comply with the same standards and prac-
tices throughout the whole Community and in the
longer term we would like to see these different
national rnsututes gradually merge to form a common
integrated centre.
Finally, with reference to recommendadon No III
about opening public telecommunicarion markets, we
regret that the Commission, despite its considerable
power in rhis area pursuant ro Anicles 37, 85 and 86 of
the Treaty, has not tackled the problem of opening
public markets in a bolder manner. Since we know
what an important matter this is, and realize we are
laggrng behrnd and we are aware also that develop-
ments in telematics can contribute enormously to our
economic growth and decrease our energy dependen-
cies, it is our hope that more decisive progress will be
made rn this freld in the near future.
Finally I shall end by saying that while we think it is
not a bad thing ro set up a working pany or at any rute
an advisory liarson commrttee, but we would like a
body or at any rate a workrng party to be created
wrthin the Commission itself, to pressurize national
admrnistration and see to it that the recommendations
which we are discussrng here, and whose objectives
and general gurdelines we approve of, are imple-
mented as quickly as possible.
President. 
- 
I call the Council.
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Office of the Counal.
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to intervene in
this debate to answer the quesrion put to me by Mr
Delors on behalf of the Commitree on Economic and
Monerary Affarrs concerning new information tech-
nologies.
The European Council stated in November 1979 rhat
it attached great importance to the new information
technologies, and expressed rhe hope that a develop-
ment strategy would be formulated for this field. The
Council's recent activities have tended to strengthen
this view. These new technologies are of paramount
importance, not only to the informatics rndustry itself,
but also to the development of European industry in
general and its competitiveness in particular. The
Councrl can therefore do no more than reiterate that
we shall continue along the parh mapped out in the
resolutrons of July 1974 concerning a Community
policy in the informatics field and of September 1979
regarding a Community effort to encourage micro-
electronic technology. Incidentally, in the latter reso-
lution, the Council undertook to take a decision as
quickly as possible on the specific projects aL
Community level for which proposals were awaited
from the Commission. lfith effect from September of
last year, the Council has these projects at its disposal,
and in order to comply with the undenakings given in
tle resolution, it has 
- 
pending receipt of the opinion
requested from the European Parliament 
- 
already
made a start on the technical discussions wirhin rhe
Council. 'W'e can rherefore do no more than state that
we shall study the proposals submitted recently by the
Commission with the greatest possible care and
urSenc)'.
As regards the resources which will be needed to get a
Community effort in the microelectronics field off the
ground, I am sure you will appreciate that it would not
be expedient to make the details known before specific
projects have received the Council's approval. After
all, the main rhrust of our effort is already well known
to the Members of rhe European Parliament. In its
1979 resolution, the Council indicated what fields the
Community would have to concentrate its effons on,
and what main conditions should apply to rhe projects.
For instance, projects must be submitted jointly by
undertakings, research institutes or users in different
Member States.
As regards rtem 3702 concerning Community
measures for the development of the informatics
industry, the Council wishes to point out that Article 2
of its decision of I I September 1979 on a 1979-1983
multiyear programme in the field of informations
provides for a maxrmum of 10 million EUA to be
made available for general projects and a maximum of
l5 million EUA to be made available for specrfic
projects aimed at stimulating the informatics sector. In
its draft budget for 1981, the Council has entered
under item 3702 5 million EUA in the form of
paymenr appropriations and 8 million EUA rn rhe
form of commitment appropriations to take accounr,
rn the first instance, of the extraordinary under-
pavment of appropriations rn 1980. For the same
reasons, the Council decided on 24 November 1980 to
reject Parliament's Amendment No 9l seeking ro
increase this item by I 478 000 EUA paymenr appro-
priarions and 978 000 EUA commitmenr appropri-
ations. Parliament did not amend this Council decision
on 18 December 1980.
As regards ircm 3704 concerning studies in the field of
telematics, the Council decided on 23 September l98O
to allocate this item a roken entry so that, should the
need anse, work can srarr some rime in 1981. \flhen
the Council came [o review the situation in the conrexr
of the second reading of the draft budger on
24 November 1980, it lefr Parliament's Amendmenr
No 92 unchanged, thus serring aside I million EUA in
pavment appropriatrons for rhis project.
As regards rhe social consequences of rhe changes
whrch will be brought about by the introducion of
neu. technologies inro indusrry, allow me to remind
vou that, a[ the meering of the Smnding Commirree on
Employment on 26 February 1980, a srarr was made
on a thorough Communrty review of rhe situation.
The meeting in quesrion was based on the Commis-
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sron's communlcatlon on employment and the new
microelectronrc technologv. In his conclusions, the
chairman stressed the need to strmulare an active
policy capable of making a contribution to the necess-
ary changes in the fields and sectors affected by rhe
nen' technology, so as to safeguard the Community's
competi[ive positron, stimulate demand and avoid the
negative social consequences re sultrng from unem-
plovment and which might exacerbate tension in the
present employmenr srtuation. The Standing
Commrttee asked the Commission ro pursue its efforts
in this freld so that discussions could be resumed at the
next meetlng.
President. 
- 
I call the Committee on Energy and
Research.
Mr Turcat, draftsman of an opinton. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presi-
dent, ladres and gentlemen, the Committee on Energy
and Research was consulted on one document only,
that on mrcroelectronics, but all the others are based
on it.
In the various reports and proposals before you,
everyone recognizes how' crucially rmportanr elec-
tronlcs and micro-components are, and that rhey pose
problems of social impact, market control or emplol,-
ment.. Firs! of all, I would say that while it rs worth
knowing q,'hether the number of jobs will decrease or
increase, this does not, in my opinion, help us much.
For we are bound in any case to profit rf more goods,
and therefore wealth, are produced '!7e cannor
choose whether we want progress or not. On the other
hand, a question we can ask is where and at what
production level the added value lies. Before asking
two questrons, I would like to point out two pheno-
mena. The first is the added value flow, which at
present goes from the equrpment industrv ro rhe elec-
tronlc components rndustry and consequently to the
manufacturers of components. The second is rhat,
because we subcontract in cheap-labour countries,
notablt, rn South-East Asia, we have a second added
,.'alue drain. Consequently by buyrng 75a/o or 80% of
our components and by subconrracting in countries
u'rth cheap labour, we in Europe end up with at most
only' 20% of the total added value of the components
we use, and this is what is causing a serious employ-
ment problem. The first quesrions I want us to ask
ourselves is under the circumstances should we feel
happy' about the American and Japanese installations
rn Europe ? In the immediare term, yes, since it is
providing us with jobs. Some people think that our
situation is so bad that we have to cooperate even wlth
the devrl: for all that, the devil must agree and there
must be real coope ration, not simply a foothold for the
devrl on our territory. And we must at least be aware
of the dangers: outdated technology, leaving deci-
sion-makrng to others, jobs threatened by unilateral
decisions. It is dangerous to put ourselves at the mercy
of foreign multinatronals. But on the other hand we
cannot neglect the very profitable technological bridge
u'ith the United States. Some large French producers
hare alreadl'set us an example.
The second questlon rs do we have to develop compo-
nent productron equipment when we can be supplied
by the Unrted States? Yes, of course, because unless
we have the most up-to-date equipment we shall
cont.inue to be surpassed as we are at present. And to
be surpassed in this field means losing world markets
and rn the long run our own, unless we can offer tech-
nical progress and mass-production prices. Nor must
we be dependent on anyone for electronic products
intended for defence or the numerous key products
for manufactunng large-scale equrpment.
This, then, rs the technical and industrial background
against u.hich we have to judge the Commissron's
proposals. Can rhey meet the challenge referred to bv
Mr Leonardi on behalf of the Committe e on
Economrc and Monetary Affairs? It would not appear
so, but it must be acknowledged that the Commission
has been trving harder srnce 1975. In my opinion it rs
dorng what rt can in the face of the reluctance and
national self-seekrng of Member States, and some-
times of industrialists, who will only start the necess-
ary cooperation if they are given much bigger finan-
cial incentives than what is being proposed [o us, even
consrdenng the Commission's wiles and the fact that
they, have access to the budgets of Member States, on
which the Committee on Budgets has given its
opinion.
I shall briefly summarize these proposals:
- 
The first proposal is for the coordrnatron of
national programmes. Let us have no illusions
about this. Of course we musr do all we can ro
find out at least the general aims, but this will be
made difficult by their confidenrial narure, and so
we wish the Commission the best of luck. They
wrll certainly not get enough information to fill a
data bank.
- 
The second proposal is for computer-aided design
and testing. Ve wholeheartedlv agree wirh this.
No problems of confidentiality are raised, but we
think that it should be concentrated particularly
on the application of a specialized circuit.
- 
The third proposal is for the promorion of a Euro-
pean equipment industry. This is really the key
problem. Despire rhe difficulties which exist, the
Commission has our full support. But in our
opinion rr would have been wiser to give purely
Communiry aid to companies buying newly devel-
oped European equipment. Bur that presupposes
the existence of a budget which we do not have,
and we reject the argumen[ by which we are rold
when we come to vore on rhe budget that the
budget cannor be rncreased because there is no
definite polcy, and today thar we have to fix the
policy according ro rhe budger. In short, and this
is the last point, the equipment indusry cannor
receive financial supporr unril standardization is
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carried out and aid is given ro the basic sofrware
industry, for which a favourable climate musr be
created, and we hope thar rhe Commission will
continue its efforts rowards rhis goal.
Vhen all is said and done, is the proposal for a regula-
tion before us really adequare? !flhile we are happy
wrth i[ in some ways, we find it extremely inadequate
in others, and the Seal resolution 
- 
which rhe
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs did
not take rnto accounl in its resolution 
- 
and rhe rone
of Mr Delorozoy's report on indusrrial cooperation,
which we discussed this morning, show us clearly rhat
such efforts do not go far enough. Bur it is srill a step
rn the right direction. Therefore I would supporr rhe
Commission and the report of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, which could have
been usefully backed up by the funher proposals from
the committees to which ir was referred for an
oprnion. At the same time we would like to make an
appeal. First of all to the Commission ro make more
ambitious proposals and create a favourable climate
for our rndusrries. And secondly ro rhe Council and
the political witl of the Member Srares to encourage
indusrial cooperation, insread of developing their own
individual plans, which would cause us to lose out in
the field of electronics.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Although this is a joint debate, Mr Presi-
dent, the two reports involved are in my view very,
very different. Moreover, I know that the Commission
tends to mix up telecommunications and microproces-
sors and call them telematics, but I hope that afrer this
debate this Assembly will be better informed and able
to appreciate why telecommunications and micropro-
cessors should be considered separately. In fact,
anyone nking the trouble to read the explanatory
statemenrs in rhe two report.s would realize why a
separate approach is necessary. I feel rather sad that
when we come to debare such an important topic
which rs going to affect the lives of all of us, the
Assembly is so devoid of Members, and yet when we
debate topics about which as the European Parhament
we can do very little, it tends to be very crowded.
Let me first deal with Mr Leonardi's report on micro-
processors. I certainly commend Mr Leonardi. I think
he has produced an excellent report. It is well
researched and he has obviously put a very great deal
of work into it. I do congratulate him on his report.
I do feel, however, that he could have been a little
more adventurous in the motion for a resolution that
he presented. \Thilst I see rhat he has covered all the
possible alternatives concerning for instance, Commis-
sion involvement, I feel that just to accept the reasons
contained in the explanation setring out why the
Commission has refrained from direct financing is not
good enough. \fle must insist, as has been said by the
last speaker, on more direcr involvement and direct
financing from the Commission, for which reason
paragraph 5 of the motion, insread of being loosely
worded, could and should in my opinion be much
st ronger.
I also feel a little unhappy about just one word in para-
graph I I do not see why, althdugh I agree that
microelectronic technology wiil promote Breater pro-
ductivity and this in irelf should make the whole of
the mrcroelectronic industry more competitive, we
have gor ro ralk about competition in this context. As I
say, this is automatically covered by greater product-
ivity. It is the only word in the motion that I do really
object to, but at the same t.ime I do feel that rhe
motion does not really reflect the logical outcome of
the arguments that are put forward ln the explanatory
statement. I would like to stress to all who are present
the imponance of microelectronics to our way of life
in the western world.
One speaker said that we all know the porential effects
on [he socral and working patterns of our lives, but I
feel that to judge by the attendance in the House,
however, rhat is not so. If we are to avoid further
masslve unemployment, we must start planning for
microelectronics now.
The suggesrion put forward by Mr Leonardi that a
strategy be prepared [o preven[ a time lag between job
loss and job creation will obviously be acceptable to
everyone rn this Assembly. But this can only be
achreved by planning ahead, by economic planning, by
social planning 
- 
in fact by socialist planning. If we
are ro prevent massive social disruption and massive
unemployment because this is a situation which is
developing in this particular way the gap between job
loss and ;ob creation must be narrowed. It is growing
because not enough new jobs are being created to
compensate for the jobs which are being lost. More-
over, all the new processors which are being created
are very highly automated so it is not possible by
creatrng new processors to fulfil the job requirements.
It will therefore be up to each Member State, hope-
fullv under guidance from the Commission, to change
rts views on publrc spending. In our opinion, this will
be the only way to create sufficient jobs to close this
8aP.
Another important point which must be borne in
mind, and it is not mentioned in the motion, although
rt rs mentroned in the explanation, is that of depend-
ence. Ve have seen in the western world the problems
caused by our dependence on certain countries for oil,
and microelectronics wrll very soon be equally as
important. Ve musr nor be torally dependent upon the
USA and Japan for our microelecrronics. '!7e musr nor
be totally dependent upon them for all our furure
automatron. Indeed, one of my Danish colleagues has
elready informed me rhar cerrain firms in Denmark
whrch were producing very clear silica for use in
microelectronic circuits have been taken over by
American firms and closed down in order to eliminate
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competition from the EEC. Thar is something rhar the
Commission should be very much aware of.
I do, however, once again commend Mr Leonardr
upon his report. I think rt rs excellent and I hope the
Commission wrll take note of it.
Let me turn now to the Herman report. Here again I
can agree with part of it. I can agree with the criticisms
of the Commrssron's lethargy, but some of the sugges-
trons I cannot. accept at all and neither can [he trade
unrons representing telecommunicat.ions' workers
accepr these ideas. If the ideas on totally opening up
markets are followed, then we will be practising the
kind of disastrous policy that has been followed by the
Tories, particularly Keith Joseph, rn the United
Kingdom. And this is something that we must avoid.
I can support the recommendattons concerning
harmonization in the field of telecommunications
since we all feel that it is most important that emerging
integrated digital neworks of the different countries
be such tha[ customers in any part of the Community
can communicate effective[y and easily with those in
any other. As Mr Herman probably knows, in the
United Kingdom the integrated network which is
berng planned, SYSTEMEX, is already being installed
in certain areas. France also is investing large amounts
of cash in telecommunications. It is very obvious that
we must have harmonization in these fields.
I have, however, serious reservations about the recom-
mendations concerning the first phase of opening up
the relecommunications market. \fle would not want
ro see a situation where the employment prospects of
those rn the telecommunications' manufacturing
rndustry were threatened even more than they already
are by new technology and the loss of world trade.
I also have strong ob.iections to the recommendations
concerning the creation of a Community market for
telematlc terminals. \Thitst obviously I accept that rhe
newer type of terminals, such as communicating word
processors, should be outside nattonal monopohes, I
do believe that all terminal apparatus which is an inte-
gral part of the public switched telecommunications'
services, such as telephones, telex and data terminals,
should be supplied, installed and maintained by the
narional bodies.
Such terminals would obviously rnclude all telephone
insrruments, private automatic branch exchanges, tele-
pnnters and modems.
And it rs not for any idealistic reason I put forward
these objections. I would like to give you some main
xrguments for these objections, Mr Herman. I hope
you wrll take note of them. The natronal bodies, by
teking on rhis responsibility, would ensure that we Be[
the hrghest possible standard of technical efficiency
and safety. The telecommunication network is often
compared to an electncity or a Bas system. But such
comparisons are misleading and false because, whereas
faulty appliances or installations connected ro rhe elec-
tncity or gas supplies only affect the cusromers using
them, a public telephone network is such a complex
technical operation that, if [he cusromer's telephone
installation is wrongly designed, or wrongly installed,
or wrongly maintained, it can endanger telephone
users, the staff and the system rtself. It can give poor
performance on calls; rt can interfere with other
people's calls and it can involve extensive manpower in
investigatrng service complaints.
Therefore rt is essentiat 
- 
it is no good savrng
'rubbish', 1ust listen for a while 
- 
to the technical effi-
ciency and safe operation of the public network thet
they are obhged to provide a service to any customcr
who wishes ir, at a reasonable price, and of good
quality. By having the national bodies carry out such
control we would provide the best possible sen ice to
the customer. At present any customer knows that the
equipment which he rents from the national bod1, is
safe for him to use, is technically compatible wrth the
network and is capable of interacting wirh all the other
equipment ln the network. If a fault develops he is
guaranteed maintenance wherever he lives, whatever
the nature or location of the fault, and he receives as
effrcrent a service an)'where throughout the country
where the national body is in control.
It also strengthens the modernization programmes of
the national bodies. If the markets are open to private
companies, inevitably these would only look at the
profitable parts and consequently the profitability of
the national bodies would be undermrned and this
u'ould have one of three consequences either the
natronal body would have to finance the capital
programme by borrowing, which would increase costs,
and which would have to be borne by the customers
and everyone, throughout the Community; or the
national body would have to meet its investment
proBramme by raising the revenue through increased
tariffs to subscnbers; or alternatively, the narional
body would have to postpone the modernization
programme, thus reducrng the potential service to the
customer. In anv one of these three cases, however,
the customer would suffer and your proposals would
ensure that the customer would suffer.
And finally, the argument against opening markers rn
thrs way is thar, hrsrorically, the natronal bodres
throughout the European Community have boughr
European equipment in the main and this srrengrhens
the EEC telecommunications rndustry. The free-for-
all which you are suggesting particularly in the supply
of subscriber apparatus for attachment ro rhe network,
v',ould run diametrically opposed to this approach.
There would be no protection againsr subsrantial
imports from the USA and from Japan. At the same
time technical problems of compatibility wirh the
public network service would be created, thus
reducing the employment and profitabiliry of the
EEC's telecommunications industry.
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As I said at rhe beginning, I would accept some of Mr
Herman's recommendatrons bur I hope he, and in
particular the Commissron, will take on board the
argumenrs I have put ro this Assembly.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democraric Group.
Mr Beazley. 
- 
Mr President, my Group very much
welcomes this series of technological debates that the
House is having both today and tomorro*', and rt fully
supports the approach taken by both rapporteurs in
the case of action in the field of mrcroelectronics and
telecommunrcations. 'We should like to congratulate
both the rapporteurs on their excellenr work and
Mr Turcat for his valuable opinion. 'We also, of
course) support the criticisms made by all three
rapPorteurs.
It is more than fittrng that rhis House should be
mindful of the need for industry in the Communrty ro
maintain and renew its technology. Ir is all loo easy ro
take for granted that Europe will, rn the future as in
the past, be a leader in this field, and rhe economic
and v"'ealth-creating capabilicy of rhe Communiry is an
assured fact on which we can automatically count. For
those q'ho have already read the documents which we
are debatrng today and tomorrou/ and the reports on
mrcroelectronics and telecommunrcatlons in parricular,
this is anythrng but the case. Our rapporreurs lay
clearly before us in the stark terms of realism the
tremendous challenge which we face. Both repons
clearlv show not only Europe's terrifying level of
import dependence for the present components of
modern technology rn thrs field, but rhe alarmrng rate
at u'hich we have fallen behind the Americans and
Japanese, the world leaders rn these new and fast-
developing technologies.
Furthermore, in the case of communications,
Mr Herman rightly pornts our. [har, not only have we
got to catch up quickly with the terrestnal networks,
but that these in the very near future will be made
obsolete bv the capabrlitres of space satellire communl-
cations which themselves are already entering therr
second generation In this area of modern rechnology,
Mr Presrdent, we are faced by the danger that,
wlthou[ the most extraordrnary combination of derer-
mined political will on the part of rhe Community and
the Member States and technical skrlls and dedication
on the part of industry, the task may already be
beyond us.
Mr President, this House qurte rightly spends much of
its time in debating rhe reconstruction of lgth century
industries on a European basis rn order ro make them
competitive in a world with industries such as the
Amencan ones which enjoy a scale and technological
content v"'hrch rs not available to rhe much more
limited resources of the European nation Stares. !?'e
debate, furthermore, how European industrl. can
compete wrth the great rndustrial competence and
dedicatron of rhe Japanese and with the low-wage
socreties of the young developing Far Eastern narions.
In electronics and telcommunrcations we have nor
onlv a challenge, but a new opporrunrty.'We can build
neu'rndustries appropriate to the modern world based
on our European drmension and nor restricted and
cramped by the historical drversity of rhe specificarions
of individual nation States. l7irhout this we shall have
no chance of success
Thrs rs the clear message of both these reports. They
call for technological sysrems to be set up with
harmonized specifrcarions, with componenrs and
svstcms which are comparible. Mr Presidenr, we have
at present an rmperfect common market which still
suffers from all manner of technrcal barriers to rrade.
In these ne*' spheres we must ensure rhat we do not
add to our present difficulrres by failure ro accepr rhe
challenge to set up from rhe start harmonized specrfi-
cations and compatible systems. Only in this way can
*'e hope to be competitive with rhe world leaders. It is
' from the ir unified state thar srems rhe synergy which is
all but totally lacking in Europe today. The vast
procuremenr programmes for space exploration and
defence whrch the Unrted Srares can provide produce
funds for sclence research and development and for
production programmes which creare, not only a new
rndustrial and technologrcal revolutron, bur economic
growth and social security, good jobs and a standard
of lrving for all at an incredrbly high level.
The tu'o reports before us indrcare that we have not
onlv fallen behrnd but that, without utilrzing all the
means evailable ro us as a community. rn prrtrcular rhe
frnancral resources that can be provided by the Euro-
pean Invesrment Bank, by NIC and by other facilrtres,
the total drmensron of the European common market
urth rrs srze, both as regards production and consump-
tion, its porenrial as a single unifred marker free from
all barrrers to trade, ir ability ro operare wirhin a
single unified set of specificarions, the combined pro-
duction, technical and marketing skills of Europe which
have onlt'been used, unfortunarely, rn a few examples
such as the Airbus, we shall settle for being a second-
class Community, impon-dependent on componenrs,
technologically backward in modern sysrems and, Mr
President, rmpoverished in wealth and 
,opportunity.
Unless we concert our efforts, which otherwise will be
unsuccessful in these partrcular new technological
advances, we shall have counted ourselves out of this
new technological revolurron wirh all the polirical,
economic and social consequences for our Community
today.
Finally, Mr President, our Group supports che
approach which these reporrs take towards rhe part
played bv industry, the narional Member States and
the Community. Thev appreciate that the main weight
wrll fall on industry rtself and that Member Stares of
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the Communitv must provide the necessary supportlve
circumstances wrth which these desirable aims can be
achieved. It welcomes particularly the positive attitude
taken by the rapporteurs to the inevitable social prob-
lems of employment where the Community with rts
Social Fund can play a major role.
The necessary requirement, Mr President, is the polit-
ical wrll of the Member States so that the message
from this House goes out to the Councrl loud and
clear: Europe is not willing to be left behrnd rn the
new industrial revolution. The people of Europe have
the skrll and rhe will. Europe is determined to use the
resources available to it to claim its position as a leader
rn world technology. This House will not lightly
rolerate rts derermination being frustrated by the nega-
tive, inward-looking, displaced self-interest of indivi-
dual groups of Member States.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vrce-Presrdent
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Le Roux. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, once again an
attempt is berng made to impose a Communitv indus-
trial policy, this time rn the freld of telecommuntca-
tions and microelectronics In this, as in other sectors,
the French Communists and Allies Group wants
France [o remaln free to develop her own economic
potentral in her own war'. Fundamental political issues
are clearlv visible beneath the technological jargon of
rhese tu'o reports. It is quite clear, parttcularly in Mr
Herman's report, that the strategy put forward by the
Commissron and approved by the rapporteur contains
real dangers, not least of which is the dismantling of
the natronal Post and Telecommunications service
with the avowed intent of handing over the most profit-
able sections free of charge to private enterprise, with
a total disregard for social needs and the legitimate
requrrements of the public services. This would also be
the effect of Mr Delors' proposal, in his oral question,
to open up the market to privat enterprise. The gflm
consequences of the other EEC industrial policies
justifl' our worst fears. Furthermore, the rapporueurs,
along wrth the author of the oral question to which I
have just referred, are trying to present the introduc-
tron of new technology as a justrfication for redundan-
cies which they claim are inevitable. The truth rs
nowadavs that the use of new technology in offices,
banks, insurance companies, hospitals, is not intended
to lead to progress nor to the improvement of the
working conditions of the hundreds of thousands of
clerical, technrcal and executive personnel directly
concerned. \flork has become more repetitive,
debased, unskilled; rndrvrdual responsibility is gradu-
ally being eroded. Instead of introducing technology
for the sake of progress it becomes the excuse for
more redundancies and for confronting the workrng
people concerned with additronal hardships.
'!7e, for our part, have a qurte different conceprion of
the use to whrch new technrques can and ought to be
put. The development of telecommunications and
microelectronics rs more necessary than ever, but this
development should, frrst and foremost lead tt, r,r
improvement rn working condrtions by a reducrr,r,r ,,I
working hours and a consequenI creatlon of ncr. ;,,lrt
It ought to safeguard the rnterests of workers .rncl rlrt'rr
participation in decisions concernlng the rntrodur tron
and application of these new techniques. It t.ught rtr
lead to the raising of professional standards .l'he
introductron of these developments ought tc. cneble
the productron and use of these technologres ro be
promoted at national level. Onlv rn this way can tech-
nological progress become the servant of men and
nations. Our policy is obviously quite differenr from
the one which has once agarn been proposed. It
implies the total condemnation of the harsh conse-
quences of restructuring. It is the policy which we will
continue to defend, and rt explains our rejection of
these proposals.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats
Mr Remilly. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Europe today is
havrng to make a tremendous effort to adapt to new
\\'.r.\'s ln order to safeguard employment. There can be
absolutelv no question of abandoning traditional
sectors of the economy, because a viable industrial
strategy can be based solelv on efforts to give Europe
the hrghest degree of economrc independence. The
route to this indcpe ndence, however, today lies in the
development of such neu' growth sectors as micro-
electronics and te lecommunications which are the
sublect of these reports by Mr Leonardi and Mr
Herman
Mrcroelectronics, data processing and telecommunica-
trons wrll grve to knowledge and its dissemination as
powerful an impulse as did printing. If the price of oil
has risen tenfold over the past ten years, the cost of
computers has decreased a hundredfold. The Japanese
have understood this and han'e invested very heavily in
these advanced-technology sectors which will, rn the
long run, be the most productive of new job opportun-
rties. The efficient processing of rnformatron in the
basrs of economic success. This is how Japan, through
computer sclence and partrcularly through micro-
processors, has been able to make the technological
leap forwaid with which we are all familiar, as it
captures our motor-car, motor cycle and shipbuilding
markets, and our markets in hi-fi and video equip-
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ment. Japan is, however, dependent on other countries
for 800/o of her needs in raw ma[erials. Thrs only goes
to show that the wealth of a country derives not only
from its natural resources, but also from the use it
makes of its resources of human inrclligence. It is now
up to us to follow this example by developing industry
on an international scale and by checking the massive
flow of rmports which is bringing poverty and unem-
ployment to Europe. There is a twofold objecrive 
-the creation of jobs and the avoidance of unemploy-
ment. As the Commission so rightly says, it is not just
by spending enormous sums of money that we will
make the European microcomponents industry
competitive. It is more important ro break with the old
habit where by European firms compete too often wrth
each other instead of combining their efforts.
The proposals which are now being put forward by the
Commission, in particular the proposal to set up a data
bank ro determine the various ways and means by
which firms in the Community can cooperate, seem to
me to be an important frrst step in this direction. 'W'e
must, however, give priority to the creation of a
unrfied European market for the machines and equip-
ment necessary to keep thrs new technology well
supplied. Industry must cooperate closely with poten-
trel users of these products in Europe. This will enable
rt to promote the most profitable products and tech-
nrques in order to become competitive on a world
scale. The new technologres would then in a posirion
to back up new services such as electronic mail, video-
text facilities and dara transfer by satellite. Europe
must make a great leap forward in this direction and
we must give her every encouragement. Even so,
before markets withrn the Community can be opened
up, and particularly rn the fields of telecommunrca-
tions and telematrcs, two conditions must be satisfied.
Frrstly, there must be technical harmonization so that
eqiripment will be compa[ible, and secondly, there
must be a broad non-technical infrastructure 
-administrative, financial and legal 
- 
so that all
competrtors will have equal opportunitres. A realistic
appraisal of these problems can only be achieved with
the cooperation of the industriahsts concerned. Today,
Mr Presrdent, we lnvlte them to join in this common
effort.
President. 
- 
I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
drnation and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke. (NL) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the developmenr of microelec-
tronics will bring with it such changes ro rhe way wc
work and the way we organize our lives that it rs
perfectly legitimate to refer to whar rs happening as a
genuine revolution, jusr as far-reaching as the indus-
tnal revolution which starced ro make rts mark two
hundred years ago 
- 
perhaps even more so. The
Vestern world has taken a century and a half to come
to terms with the social consequences of the industrial
revolution and to seek a new social equilibrium, and
all this at the cost of untold human suffering. The
technical revolutron now gathering pace will not leave
us another hundred years to adapt narurally to the
economic, social and cultural consequences by
applving liberal policies or by way of a touch of
reform every now and agarn. W'e are now facing the
gulf which has opened up between the exponential
growth rn our technical know-how and the linear
grotr'th in the human sciences. Human ingenuity is
equipping us at a gathering speed with unimaginably
sophisticated tools wirhour giving us sufficient rime ro
rntegrate these in a humane fashion into our social
patterns. '\fl'orse strll, there is a danger that, if the
human sciences contrnue to lag behrnd, we shall even-
tually reach a srage where nineteenth-century political
sentlments come to dominate our thinklng to such an
extent that we shall forget to prepare ourselves for the
r.r-enty-first century. On the one hand, microelec-
tronrc technology of course opens up a multitude of
possrbilrties, as the rapporteurs, Mr Leonardi and Mr
Herman have explained in detail. On the other hand,
though, the new technology also gives cause for
concern. The electronic chip is sweeping all before it,
but is at the same time jeopardizing the privacy of our
people, effecting a shift in our social power balance,
and science and educatron are gradually producing a
small, select class of insiders and a large group of
'operatrves', and leaving the large mass of people on
the outsrde, wirh all the dangers this entails for the
proper functioning of democracy. Clearly, microelec-
tronic technologv will do away with a large number of
jobs, and that at a period of economic recession which
is rn itself having an adverse effect on rhe employment
situation. In the near future, only 250/o of the active
population will be involved in rhe industrial process,
and q'hat is then to happen to the other 750/o,who are
probably going to feel superfluous? Is ir not rime our
socral system adapted to the situation? Despite what
our emlnent economists from the 1960s may have
clarmed, the dream of full employment is no more
than an illusion. That is the major challenge we are
facing today, and whrch has been described rn
masterly fashion by the American Socialist AIvin
Toffler in his book The Tbird 'V'aoe. To my mind,
thrs report pays rnsuffrcient artenrion to [hese matrers.
Ve must adopt a posirive atrirude to developmenrs in
the microelectronics field, but we musr ar the same
time be prepared to give some thoughr to the much
further-reaching social consequences which are
described here; rhat is, we musl not only give thought
to the matter, but also find remedies and prepare our
people to accept them. It is precisely in rhis field rhar
the Communlty must, in my view, think ahead, not in
economlc terms or in terms of growth rate, but rn
rerms of a new social parrerns which will undoubtedly
be spawned by the new technology and which our
children will have to come ro rerms with. They will
;udge the European Community by its response ro this
challenge, and I hope wrll not find it wanting.
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President. 
- 
I call Mrs Sahsch.
Mrs Salisch. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I have very litrle
time left to speak in this debate, as our speakrng rime
has been almost used up. Nonetheless, I should like to
comment bnefly on Mr Leonardi's reporr.
I am, lrke hrm, a rapponeur on this sub;ecr, alrhough I
do not thrnk I shall be able to tell you until the next
part-session what conclusions I have arnved ar
regarding the likelv effects of mrcroelecrronics on the
emplovment situatron rn the European Community.
Lookrng at the problem from this poinr of vrew, I
someumes wonder what makes Mr Leonardi so opu-
mistic Consrdering the hkely effecrs of microelec-
tronlcs on workers in the Community, I can see
nothrng to 
.lustifi. such oprrmrsm.
All the evrdence so far points to the fact that process
rnno\ atlon rs easily, outpacing product innovarion. I
u'onder whether we shall in the furure be so much
more creatlve as to be able to offer new jobs, new
products and neu, sen,ices to replace without delay
u'hat has been rarronalized out of exrstence. Let us not
forget that every second lob wrll be affecred 
- 
and
perhaps even done awa1, wrth 
- 
by the new rech-
nology. I am not trying to say rhar we should
renounce mrcroelectronrc technology 
- 
which is
undoubtedly a great. challenge ro us 
- 
but we must
reahze that, rf we fail to lnrervene and conrrol evenrs,
the working people of Europe u,ill once agarn be left
to prck up the bill.
I also wonder rn what areas we can possibly make a
breakthrough, in view of the fact that Japan and the
Unrted States now control more rhan 80% of both
production and sales markets. Here again, we are
faced wrth an enormous challenge to European crea-
tivitl' to compete on sensible 
- 
rather rhan merely
destructrye 
- 
termS.
In discussing the question of microelectronrcs in this
House, v"'e should refrain from sinking into a euphoric
trance of modernrsm-for-rhe-sake-of-modernrsm
Instead, we should seek a sensible approach ro rhis
third industrial revolutron, which rs just around the
corner and, in some cases, already upon us. In other
words, our approach should be neither defensive nor
xBgressrve, but sensible and meticulously planned,
werghrng up what consequences would ensue for the
workers from specific policies. Personally speaking,
this brings to mind the quesrion of shorter working
time and co-responsibility, ro ensure rhar the workers
here in Europe will not be sold down rhe river when it
comes ro stepping up the introducrron of microelec-
tronlcs rn the Communirv. But I assume thar we shall
be coming back to this quesrion ar rhe nexr parr-
sesslon.
Mv conclusion from all this is that we can live with the
Commrssion's proposals. The first sreps 
- 
or rarher,
the fact that we are dealing with this matter at all 
-are promrsing I can al,,o live wrth the morion for a
resolution tabled bl' Mr Leonardi. I hope he r-ill not
take umbrage when I say that cenain lmportanr
components are missing but I very much hope thar we
shall be able to take a decrsron on rhrs matrer at the
next part-session.
President. 
- 
I call Sir John Stewart-Clark.
Sir John Stewart-Clark. 
- 
Mr President, we can onl1,
combat American and Japanese competition if we
match these countries in technology, whrch means
creatlng the condrtions for large scale and competiti',e
rndustrr,. If we turn t: semi-conduclors, today the
Unrted States has over .100/o of the q'orld's market and
vet it produces 7aa/o of world requiremenrs. Europe
takes 300/o of world se ni-conductors but we produce
less than 20a/0. On top of that, 250/o of all European
production is Americen-controlled Surelv we have to
change that. In telecommunications we see totally new
technrques on our doorsteps, digitat relephone
netq'orks, neu' electrorrrc products such as vrewdata,
vet there ls no srgn that one can see of cooperation
betvn'een nation states in the Community to see rhe
establishment of genurne European technical sran-
dards
Ve deplore the fact t[rat publrc procuremenr in tele-
communications is sr ll virtually closed. It is still
nationally based and t[,is too must change Turning to
the Commrssron's proposals, we welcome the fact that
positive recommendations have been made It is the
result of much hard vork and I would like to sav
partrcularlv how glad B,'e are that industrv has been
involved throughout. I'he Commrssion recognizes [har
it has to be the caralvsr but that rt is rndustry that musr
decide. Hor,"'ever, v'e do recommend that rhe
Commrssion staff sh ruld be srrengrhened rn thrs
sphere to ensure that its proposals can be properll,
followed up. As for che proposals themselves, thel'
need to be thoroughl r rested. 'We have alreedy seen
them commented on rn the debate today. Ve have
commented on them r.lso in a booklet which mr. o*n
Group has published t,:day. So I would rherefore only
sav the following. Let us look ar the databank. It must
be recrprocel. It rs ro good one nation farrhfullv
contributrng q'hilst th: other merely profrts It is vital
[o ensure that there rs no duplication of effort and
Communitl' funds must be used to that end This goes
as r,.'ell for a databarrk as for collaborative develop-
ments, the programm('s into computer-arded design.
'We also support the Commission's proposals for
rarsrng the level of engineering skitls. But we do ask
them to remember tc, take the back seat ln dccidrng
pnontres and let pnorities be decrded by those who
can best decide and rhat is industry rtself. Turning to
lnvestment and lrcens ng, it is unfortunately a fact that
Europe cannot do wrthout rmported technologv. \7e
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must therefore conunue to encourage Amencan and
Japanese rnvestment in the Community provided
certeln conditrons are met. Research and development
must be brought into the Communrty. Ve do not want
to see 
.iust assembly plants established. There has got
to be reciprocity \7e, the Community, must be able to
inrest freelv in the United States and in Japan if we are
to give similar conditions to them. \7e must encourage
lrcensing agreements and we must encourage as far as
\\'e can jornt vent.ures upon our soil.
As far as the social side is concerned, in microelec-
tronrcs todav teachers are backward in the technology.
Equipment rs rnsufficient rn schools. There are not
e nough technical colleges wrth microelectronics in
their curricula Thrs must change. Our young men
musr be given the opportunity of gaining knowledge
of this vital new technology of microelecrronics. There
is a need for a will; there is a need for funds, both
from narional gor,'ernments and from the Community,
to set up European technical colleges to encourage
scholarshrps and exchanges between countnes of the
Communrtv, to put computers into every college and
everv school and to educate teachers as well as pupils.
Frnally, we have to dispel the fear amongsr people in
rhe Communlt)' that microetectronics are something
bad, that thev mean a loss of ;obs. !fle must show the
people of the Communrty rhat it is only by investing in
new equipment, in new technology and in microelec-
rronics that the voung people of the Communitl' can
be guaranteed the opportunities thev seek in the
fu tu re
President. 
- 
I call Mr Markozanis.
Mr Markozanis. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, ladies and
Bentlemen, I too should like to start by drawing your
artention to certain fundamental Polnts concerning the
general sr[uatlon in the microelectronics industry.
Frrstly, we musl stress the need for European cooPera-
rron so that technoloBy can overcome the problems it
is alreadv facing in this sector.
Secondly, this is a sector in which the Member States
cannot act individuallv, since they cannot match the
enormous economic and technological resources of
the Unrted States. This means that it is a typical matter
for the Communitv. The EEC is the ideal framework
for solving such problems. Thirdly, in the case of such
cooperatlon within the Community, it is essential,
among other things, to organize a system of profes-
sional training which will take account of the job
opportunities and the requirements of the European
mrcroelectronrcs industry. \7e must also stress the
importance of professional training, grven [hat this rs a
field which rs specialized par excellence. The Commis-
sion wrll have to provide for economic ard in this
context. For that reason, I should like to call uPon the
representatlve of the Commission to submit to us a
report on the above, taking account of the following:
frrstly, the growth prospects for the market and,
consequently, the lines along which professional
training should be oriented; secondly, the statistics on
vacancles and unemployment in the mrcroelectronics
sector; thirdly, the true ProsPects for Community
financral aid from the vartous funds.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr Presrdent, before I begin my speech I should
lrke to express my feelings of regret and surprise. The
regret rs that this mornrng, dunng the debate on Mr
Delorozoy's report, we were all of the opinion that the
fundamental problems lay in the future and not in the
pasr. It seems to me rhat this view is not wholly shared
by all the Members of Parliament, since I see that only
a faithful few rematn to participate in such an impor-
rant debate. Vhat caused my surprise was that, after
seerng Mr Van der Klaauw in the Chamber iusr now, I
was lookrng forward to being able to make a number
of points to the Council, all the more so because we
have before us an oral question addressed to both the
Commissron and the Council. Could it be because I
had an opportunity to reply in the presence of the
Council representative that Mr Van der Klaauw has
left? . . . This rs a procedural question which the
Bureau wrll perhaps look rnto, because in this specific
case there is a question of equal opporrunity which, in
m1' opinion, needs to be checked by the Bureau. I
therefore request, Mr Presrdent, that you convey the
Commission's concern over thls matter to the Bureau.
(Applause)
Now to get down to more serious matters, I thrnk that
we ought to be grateful 
- 
and personally I am 
- 
to
Messrs Leonardi, Herman and Turcat, all three of
whom very clearly defrned the limited extent of the
Commission's proposals. This is not, however, a
recantation. The Commission deliberately wanted 
-and rt can be criticrzed for this but tt was a deliberate
act, we did not do it because we were faint-hearted,
careless or through an oversight 
- 
because we had
seen ln the past that proposals which were too general
often farled, to remind the Council of its responsibrli-
ties rn a number of specrfic areas. I think that the three
rapporteurs made rt quite clear how risky thrs was. The
danger was that, having broken the deadlock on these
issues in this way, what we had thus gained would
seem to us to suffice. I should like to reassure Mr
Herman and Mr Turcat that the Commrssion has
absolutely no lnrention of resting on its laurels once it
has 'got its foot in, the door'.
I feel 
- 
and I thank Mr Leonardi for having pointed
this out 
- 
that thrs is a good way of gettrng straight to
the heart of the matter in order to create a situation in
r,,,hich real drscussions can take place with the industry
the Member States and the trade unions on a specific
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issue which will enable progress and headway to be
made on a number of questions. It is cerrainly rmpor-
tant for Parliament ro reacr quickly ro rhis typ. of
proposal from the Commrssion because thrs shows that
if the Councrl does not reacr or is slow in reacting, it
cannor put this down, as rt has in the past, to Parlia-
ment's lack of interest 
- 
a srare of affarrs which
q,ould enable the Council ro go no furrher than a rech-
nrcal discussron srage.
I should like to thank Parliament for irs painstaking-
ness I should also like to rell you rhat, on the subject
of how our proposal on mrcroelectronics could be pur
into practrce, that is ro say on the choice between
Communrty financing and joint financing on which
during the various debates some of you have expressed
resen'ations, rr now seems to me rhar we can be bolder
than u'e were in our initial proposal. Should the
contacts we are now having bear fruir, then we *.ill
make an amendment [o our proposal so that the part
we shall frnance will be exclusively frnanced by the
Community rn rhe future. This clearly shows that rhe
method n'e chose was nor such a bad one.
Well, hos'drd things go with rhe Council? !fl'e started
discussions, and then the Council said 'but these
Member States have no programme!' Vhat exactly
drd this mean, thar we should exclude rhem from the
financrng scheme or that we should invent. a
progrxmme for them?
Ve said no, rhar for us rhere was no difficulty
rnvol'"'ed \7e can modify our proposals, provided that
the same broad sum is kepr, that is ro^ say thar we
should keep to approxrmarely 5O million ECUs and
that the proportion of assistance should remain the
same, v,'hich means rhar we should keep ro 500/o from
industn,and 500/o of aid from ourside sources. I there-
fore feel that the supporr we have had, and rhe method
we have used, will enable us 
- 
I cannot set a precise
date for this 
- 
to complete rhis task during the Dutch
Presidency,. Thrs is why I should have liked to have
heard the Dutch Presidency make its point of vrew
qurte clear. In its reply to Mr Delors' question, the
Presidencv referred to rhe four-year programme on
computers, but did not make any menrion at all of rhe
programmes on microelectronlcs and telecommunica-
tions which are now being debated, even though the
programme on computers has already been decided
upon and enrered in the budget. I therefore think that
frnancrng will be solely Communrry rn origin, and I
belreve that this is a real step forward.
There is another concern whrch I can understand as
berng uppermost rn Members' mrnds, and that is ro
wonder v"'hether the procedures we are now estab-
lishing do nor granr excessive power ro the Council.
Thrs rarses the old problem of the advisory commit-
tees. I must state that it is difficuh for me to kill two
birds wirh one srone, that rs at one and the same time
[o ensure that v',e have Community financing, and not
joint financing wrth Member Stares, and to abolish the
advrsory commitree as it stands ar presenr, so thar rhe
Council cannor veto Commission decisions
I can, however, reassure you lhar the Commission will
do everl,thrng rn its power to amend irs proposal so
that frnancing will become Community in origrn. The
Commission wrll take parns ro see rhar the advisory
committee cannor impose lts ultimatum on the
Commission, and that it should remaln as ir has been
described rn our proposal.
These, Mr President, are rhe observations I wished to
make on microelectronrcs.
Now we come [o telecommunrcarions. Vhat Mr
Herman had to say touched me on a very sensit.rve
spot. As for Mr Seal, he sard quite the opposire. Thrs
shows how tncky'this subject is.
Mr Herman asked us why we had nor adopred the
Directrve form, which rs an instrumenr enrrrely in
keeping with the rask in hand and provided for in the
Treaty. Ve did not do so because a Direcrive requires
a unanimous decision by the Council, and means a
further rime lag w'hile this law is incorporated into
national legrslation, and also because the preparatory
work we had carried out showed us rhar in such a
sensitive and technical field as rhat we are now dealrng
with, we would have had ro wait a long time before
there was any pracrical ourcome from a directive.
Accordingly 
- 
nor because we were faint-hearted as
he said, but because we wanred ro advance by stages
- 
we reached the conclusion that we had to show
publiclv to companies, ro rhe aurhorities and to rhe
outside world that somerhing had changed in the freld
of telecommunications, which up ro now has been an
exclusrve preserve if ever there was one.
I should have liked ro make a number of remarks on
thrs subject to the represenrarlve of the Communist
Party who explarned how much easier [hings would be
rf we were working on a natronal scale, and who,
nonetheless, took the same stance as the Councrl. This
is because she prefers speechifying to listening. Srnce
she rs not here to hear me, I shall nor makc my
remarks. I therefore come back to the problem as it
stends, namely that we have to show progress can be
made. 'Ihis is the drrft of my statement which wrll
prevent the specialists from hiding behrnd the excuse
that rhere is a lack of polrtical guidance or rhar rhere
are no direcrrves being rssued by ministers. This is why
I q,ish to restare lhar a process which tends rowards
including us rn rhe decrsion-making mechanism is a
positive achrevement.
The same rs true of litigatron procedures. Such proce-
d u res are important bur long-winded, and we
preferred to arm for a positive approach to harmoniza-
tion 
- 
thrs is what we propose and what you are
supportlng rn the motion for a resolurion 
- 
which
means avording having to tell industrialisrs 'you cannor
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do thrs, that or the other thing'. !7hat is the real disad-
venrage of taking legal action? The drsadvantage is the
rrme it takes. \With the best will rn the world, on prob-
lems such as this legal action takes 18 months to two
years. In that period, what do firms do? They either
glve ln so that they continue to operate on the market,
or else they take a stend whilst warting for the decision
to be made. It rs quite obvious that they give in. They
cannot efford to cease thelr economic activities for
two years This means that the method is not as effec-
rrve as it would seem at first sight. This is the prece of
practrcal rnformation I wished to grve you.
Mr Seal, too, said a *'hole range of important things.
The frrst vt'as that a public service must remain a public
sen'ice. No one drsputes this fact. That is why when
we look into terminals, we do not consider rhe service
'*'hich musr conunue to be provided, but the way in
whrch users can benefit from the service. And it is in
this area that quite clearly the situatron must be
rmproved. One onlv needs to see to wha[ extent, when
rhings are changed, the market is altered and
expanded. I shall give you a very simple example, not a
Britrsh but a German one. In the Federal Republic of
Germanv, some frrms have developed a technique for
usrng the telecommunications network for office tele-
matics and telephone receivers, the use of which is still
rllegal. They cannot therefore sell such apparatus
anyryhere but on outside markets. If such markets then
are closed, this would mean [hat when they are one
day'opened 
- 
and thrs will inevitably happen 
- 
prod-
ucts from outside will not be able to enter such
markets. This is why I do not agree with Mr Seal's
vrev''. If our only wish is to protect ourselves, then we
reallv cannot create a situation in which our firms can
become realh' competitive. And if we are no longer
reallv competrtive, thrs will mean that the only people
t'ho can sell products in our markets will be those who
have already manufactured them elsewhere.
The rhird point, which was ratsed b1' everyone and
whrch rs a fundamental one, is that of employment,
training, and the use of telematics in schools and uni-
versitres. In thrs connection, the problem will be espe-
cially serious because, not only will these new activities
have an lmpact on employment, but there wrll be no
compensauon for lost jobs because we will not be
manufacturing the equlpment ourselves It will come
from outsrde and we shall therefore once more be
sub;ect to a tu'ofold constraint, namely that of reor-
ganlzrng our rndustnes as a result of the change, and
the fact that we wrll not be in a posruon to benefit
from the growth which this new economrc activity will
have generated. This seems to me to be a very
dangerous point and this rs why, in my opinton, we
must proceed wrth caution along thrs path. Why
should we be cautious? !7hat hrdden problem is there
behrnd orders from public services? If we all protect
our markets, rt is simple enough to calculate that a
natronal company, let us say X or Y, will be able to sell
rts goods on the national market. Let us say this
market represents 100. Company Z or \7 witl sell 75
on its own narional market. But the fact is that because
these markets are broken up, the total market is not
1 O0 + 75 but perhaps 250 for other sorts of equipment
which will only be obcainable from the United States
or from Japan. Therefore, the real stze of the market is
250. Ve cannot exploit this total market because one
firm is afraid of losing rts market of 100 and the other
rrs market of 75. Industrial cooperation would mean
that openrng up markets would nd companies of this
fear of losrng their market for 100 items, and would
move into the new market of 175, which will no
longer be restricted to its country of origin. This is
perfectly possrble, and it is perfectly possible to launch
projects of this nature within the framework of indus-
trial cooperation
Thrs is phased opening up of markets. It does not
mean keeping the 100 we have at all costs but rather
working to obtain the 75 we do not yet have. This is in
mv view the real problem and if this is looked at from
a purelv nationalistic pornt of view, then we are
pulling the wool over our own eyes because we are
worrying about what we mrght lose and forgetting
what we srand to gain. A policv of thrs nature, in a
field in whrch change is so radical and where the aim
of industrial strategy would be the safeguarding of
existing markets whrlst the world market is expanding,
would mean a drop in the relative size of our market
share. This rs exactly the tvpe of failure which awaits
us if .r'e continue pursuing this policy.
This is u'hv the Commissron feels that the proposals it
has presented, whrch are, I must repeat, incomplete,
have onll'been presented in order to focus attentlon
on the above fact
The Member States' selfishness can be overcome as
can the ambrvalent attitudes of the major frrms, a real-
rstic polio. can be estabhshed whrch will prove that the
situatron has been improved by using the full potential
of Europe and of a European strategy. Once thrs has
been done, we will have a good frame of reference.
Abstract compansons will no longer be drawn between
the results obtained by national policies and those
achreved bv the policies we have wished to implement
on a European scale. \7e will have a frame of refer-
ence q,hich will show what this stimulation has pro-
duced albert on a lrmrted scele, but will also encourage
an increase ln the speed at which things are done as
regards both the budget and regulations. This is what
the Commrssron will make every effort to do once it
has firmly established 
- 
and that was the aim of these
proposals 
- 
irs sphere of action and its initral achieve-
ments.
President. 
- 
I certainly, drd not think that it was
Parlrament's rask to be the forum where Commrssion
and Councrl members have to meer. I thought they
had easier and more rapid contact, and I do not think
it is a good sign for our Communrty if this is not the
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case. I hope that the Commissron representative's
desrre for a development of microelectronics will lead
to the telephone system being such that the Commis-
sioner can rapidly get hold of the Council member
who deals wirh the marter.
(Laughter)
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President , I would like to be very precise
about the point of my complaint. It is not rhat I need
Parliament in order to talk to the Council. It is a ques-
tion of method. Mr Delors put an oral question to the
Council and Commission in the same terms. It seems
to me proper thar Parliament should hear the replies of
the Councrl and Commissron at the same time and that
it should have the opportunity to make comments on
them.
(Applause)
Out of counesy towards Parliament and to avoid
taking up too much time, I agreed to give an overall
reply at the end of the debate, including the reply to
the oral question. I merely express surprise that the
President of the Council, for his part, chose to reply to
thrs question at a different time and that the debate
which was to have ensued can no longer do so. That is
what I expressed surprise about. I did not want to
begin an exchange of views wrth the Council. I have
enough opportunities to do that, but as it happened it
was a question of principle and of organization. I was
fully prepared to speak after Mr Van der Klaauw. I
would have spoken twice, and everyone knows how
much I like talking. I would have allowed myself this
extrapleasure...
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
I am pleased that communications
between rhe Commrssion and the Council normally
function wellt
The debate is closed.
The motions for resolutions will be put to the vote at
the next votrng time.
6. Goods contained inrtraoe,l:;rji:r*, or sent in small
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the
repon (Doc. 1-67/81), drawn up by Mr Schinzel on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, on the proposals from the Commission to the
Councrl for
I. a directive amending Directives Nos 59l129lEEC
and 78/1a35/EEC on tax-free allowances apphed
rn lnternauonal travel and [o lmporls of goods rn
small consrgnments of a non-commercral character:
rhird counrries
II. a thrrd drrective amendrng Directrve NoTa/651/
EEC on the tax reliefs to be allowed on the rmpor-
tatron of goods in small consrgnments of a
non-commerclal character wrthrn the Communrty
(Doc 1-854/80)
III a regulatron amendrng Regulatrons (EEC) Nos
154+/69,278a/78 and 3060/78 on the tanff treat-
ment applicable to goods contarned rn travellers's
personal luggage or sent rn small conslgnment to
pnvate rndrvrduals (Doc I -845l80).
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Schinzel, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the directives and regulations under
discussion here drrectly affect what we like to call
'dav-to-day Europe'. On the one hand, we are
concerned with the tax and customs treatment of
goods cerried by travellers, a distrnction being drawn
of course between goods from the Community and
goods brought by travellers from third countries.
Secondlv, we are concerned with the tax and customs
treatment of small consignments.
At Community level, the practrce is always to specify a
fixed amount in EUAs, which rs then converted tnto
the varrous national currencles. If the pantl'between
rhe natronal currencies and the fixed EUA amount
changes b1' more than 50l0, the country concerned is
required to alrer its tax or duty-free allowance
accordingly.
The problem we are faced with now is that the UK
Government would effectrvely be forced, by reason of
exchange-rate flucruations for the pound, to reduce
the allowances for goods imported by travellers rnto
the United Kingdom. In the Commission's view 
-and rt is a vrew shared by our committee 
- 
this would
have enormous negarive psychological repercussions
which we should hke to avoid if possible. For that
reason, the Commrssion has proposed that the EUA
allowance be increased so that the UK Government is
not obliged to reduce its tax and duty-free allowance,
X::.:r" 
thus continue to apply the fixed EUA allow-
To stnke a crirical note, lt must be sard that the
Commissions's proposal is admrttedly necessary to
ensure that the Bntish people do not get [he impres-
sion that rhe United Kingdom is drifting further away
from Europe, but from our European point of view,
the proposal is totally inadequate. As we all know,
inflation rn the Member States of the European
Community differs wrdely, but is on [he whole fairly
hrgh 
- 
up to 200/o As a result, there is a steady fall in
the real value of what a traveller is allowed to take
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with him over rnternal Communiry fronriers. In other
words, we are gerting closer and closer to the point
where a traveller taking normal, everyday goods wrth
hrm across a border will be making himself hable to
prosecution unless he declares the goods ar the border
and 
- 
in some cases 
- 
pays the appropriate duty.
'We Europeans want [o see this kind of check at
rnternal Communitv borders done away wirh once and
for all, together with the need for travellers to queue
for mile after mile to be asked about what they have
wrth them. \7e should therefore like the Council ro
give some attention at long last to what should become
of the Commission's proposals. After all, the Commis-
sion has proposed that the,allowances be increased as I
explained just now. 'We take the view that the best
solution would be to get rid of thrs kind of duty and
tax-free limit for travellers within the Community
eltogether. As I said, the Commission has proposed an
increase but the Council has so far failed to reacr ro
thrs proposal, and as such is presenting a miserable
image to the public. The travellers who year after year
- 
at least when they go on holiday 
- 
are krndly
requested to ;oin one of these long queues ger a very
poor lmpression of the srate of Europe, a Europe
*'hich likes to call rtself a 'Europe of the people'.
Our Committee therefore expects these allowances
applying at internal Community borders to be changed
ar long last, so that we can do something for the
people of Europe and not concentrate solely on what
tends to be called the European economy.
As the Commission was unable to take parr in rhe
drscussions held by the Commrrtee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, we have put our remaining ques-
tions rn v"'riting. \What we are mainly concerned with is
the real annual income derived from durres levied on
travellers for exceeding the existing allowances. 'W'e
suspect that, at European level, this lncome is negli-
grble, at least compared wirh the resources available to
the ten Member Stares of rhe European Community.
'S7e therefore see no real reason for maintainrng
checks of this krnd I would appreciate ir if the
Commrssion could answer our questions in the course
of this short debate, so that our commirtee can decide
on its future work. After all, as far as we are
concerned 
- 
and I make this point in conclusion 
-this matter is by no means sertled ye[. '!7e supporr rhe
Commrssion's proposal ro rncrease marginally the
allowances in question so rhar the United Kingdom is
nor obhged ro reduce irs own allowances. But we
expect [he Council to reach a favourable decision in
the near future on a substantial increase in the allow-
ances applying at inrernal Community borders ro
enable us at last to do something for our people.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Group of the Europe an
People's Party (CD Group).
Mr Beumer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I shall be brief. It
is clear from the report that the Commirtee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs was in full agreement
that the measures mighi be in the interesm oithe peo-
ple of Europe. \7e too deplore the fact that, despite the
Commission's readiness to increase the allowances by
I January 1980 at the latest, we are still discussing the
matter now rn 1981, and we are still waiting for the
appearance of improvements which should, as Mr
Schrnzel ,1ust said, Iead to the abolition of levies alto-
gether. \flhere do we go from here? The Commrssion
has put forward what are really only very modest
proposals, and for that reason 
- 
and in view of the
position the UK is in 
- 
we feel that they at least
should be implemented. But I should like to associate
myself wirh whar Mr Schinzel said to the effect that it
would be preferable to set up a system whereby the
people of Europe could see clearly rhat the
Community had done away with this kind of petty
obstacles. Anocher important thing in our oprnion,
Mr Presidenr, rs thar we should obtain a clear picture
of the relatronship between income from levies of this
kind and the cost of imposing them. 'We have a feeling
that the cost of collecting this revenue accounts for a
large proportion of the takings, which means in effect
that such levres can hardly be called productive, and
mal' in fact be counter-productive, not only from a
psychological point of view, but probably in the
material sense too. We should therefore like to draw
vour artention once again to this matter, and we hope
that the Commission can give us a clear answer, parti-
cularly in view of the fact that we support what it is
doing in principle.
President. 
- 
I call the Commissron.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commisston. 
- 
Mr
Presrdent, as Mr Schinzel sard when introducing the
debate, this is an extremely bnef item, but I hope that
e'e never reach the day when the interest or import-
ance of sub;ects is judged solely by the length of the
debare. I would begin by thanking the Committee for
the general support rt has grven the proposals which
u'e have put forward and also confirm the view that
Mr Schinzel put forward, that we want a Europe of
crtizens rather than a Europe of self-contained units.
Now rhrs repon deals with the Commission proposals
aimed at avoiding a reduction in the common tax and
duty-free allowances in rerms of the pound srerling.
\Zhen submitring these proposals, the Commission
Iimited itself to this aim and did nor arrempr ro develop
further the Community systems rnvolved, so as to
expedite adoprion of the direcrives and regularions by
rendering them non-conrroversral. Expenence wirh rhe
intra-Community travellers' tax-free allowances,
where the Commrssion has already proposed increases,
has not, as the House knows, been very encouraging.
'fhe Council so far in fact has been unable ro accepr
any increase at all, despite our views and despite a
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good deal of pressure from this House, and I
remember debates going back into the early part of the
year.
The Schinzel Report is favourable to the Commission's
initiatrve and in paragraphs 2 and 3 of the resolution
echoes two of the Commission's main concerns in rhis
field 
- 
namely, the question of maintaining rhe
purchasing-power of allowances and rhe problem of
porcntial distonion of competirion which is posed by
mail-order firms. The Commission can fully supporr
the views of rhe Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, as set our by Mr Schinzel, and we are, as I
said at the outset, grateful for his supporr.
He mentiqned the fact that he has submitted ro us a
written question, and in fact I have the lerrer which he
wrote to us in front of me. This arrived just before the
Easter holiday. I will endeavour to get a reply ro him
as soon as possible, although it may take a lirtle whrle
because rhe problem is complicated and it entails
obtaining information from a number of sources. Bur
it is an importanr quesrion and I shall seek to get an
answer to hrm.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
The motion for a resolutron will be put ro rhe vote at
the next voting trme.
\7e shall now adjourn until 5.30 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting tuas suspended at 5.05 p.m. and resumed at
5.30 p.m.)
T.Question Time
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-Prestdent
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
The next item is, the second part of Question Time(Doc. 1-156/81) \7e begin with the questions to the
Council.
Since rts auth)r is not present, Question No 47 will
receive a writt,:n reply.r
I call Quesrion No 48, by Mr Morel and (H-32/81):
]s the Councrl concerned about drcrepancies rn the
energy pncing polcres between drfferent Member
States )
Mr Yan der Klaauw, President-m-Ofice of the Council.(NL) I-asr aurumn rhe Council received a
communication from the Commission regarding
energy and economic policy, with particular reference
to pricing policy for energy products. The Council
recognized rhe relevance of the problems identified rn
the Commission communicarion. It asked the
Commissron ro give rhese problems more thorough
study and to submir a further communication on [he
matrer as soon as possible.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
I should like to ask the President-
rn-Office, 
- 
and I might say that I welcome generally
his answer 
- 
does he not agree with me rhat this is
really becoming a very urgent matter because energy
costs are now a very large proportion of indusrrial
costs and that rf we have fair competition within the
Community there must be some common approach to
energy pricing strucrures within the Communiry and
therefore action must be taken as soon as possible,
particularlv in regard to those governments that have
policies of subsidizing some of their energy cosrs
which he mrght know of himself? Does he nor agree
with me then that this is a subject which now has got
beyond the area of studying and has got into the area
of action ?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I fully agree with the
honourable Member that this is an urgent matter.
However, it is also a many-sided issue 
- 
as I am sure
he is aware 
- 
involving fiscal and other problems.
Nor rs it a simple matter) and if it can be solved it must
be solved in a way which is generally acceptable.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
'What preparation is the Council
making in advance of the Ottawa Economrc Summit in
order to echieve transparency in energy prices in the
USA, Canada, Japan, as well as the Member States?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I do not rhink this
specific marrer as such will be rncluded on the agenda
for the Ottawa Summit. Prepararions, in whrch rhe
Presidency is also involved, are currenrly being made
for thrs meerrng. Energy problems will, I assume, be
discussed within the general conrexr of the economic
situation as a whole, but I do no expecl this question
as such to be discussed, as rt is more a Community
matter.
President, 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question
No 49 will receive a wrirten reply.l
See Annex See Annex.
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I call Questron No 50, by Mr Seligman (H-672/80):
Cen the Councrl confrrm rhat the long delayed quesuon
of the esteblrshment of the European Foundatron in
Pans u'as drscussed at the last Forergn Affarrs Councrl
on l5/ 16 December 1980) if not, x.hen does he propose
to drscuss lr ln vlew of the facr that rt was last discussed
at the Forergn Affarrs Councrl rn December 1978?
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Although the general outline of the Founda-
tion q,'as laid down by the European Councrl and the
ob;ecrive remarns as srated, it has not yer been possible
to establish a system for the operation of rhe Founda-
tion and more especlally to agree specific financing
arrangements The matter was raised agaln at rhe
Council meeting on l5 and 16 December l98O The
Presrdencv was forced to conclude that unfortunately
the posrtrons of the delegations hed not altered srnce
1978. Therefore the prereqursltes for unanimous
agreement on the detailed arrangements for serung up
the Foundation have not vet been met.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
I understand the European Founda-
rion was first proposed in the Tindemans Reporr in
order to give financial help to other institutions to
spread knowledge and understandrng which would
lead to Breater unity in the European Community.
In vreu' of the growing disillusionment wirh the Euro-
pean Communitv, rs it not a good opportunity and a
landmark for the Dutch Presidencv to establish some
progress rn the creation of this Foundation? It would
be a good memento of the Dutch Presidency if he
could do thrs.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I can assure the honour-
able Member rhat the European Foundation is a
matter whrch has recerved a great deal of attention
from me. However, as I sard, rt is unfortunately 
- 
and
I srress 'unforrunarely' 
- 
impossible for the Dutch
Presrdeucv too to estabIrsh anv progress in this malter
rn view of the problems s'hich still exist between the
Membe r States. I mr.'self particularll' regret this.
President. 
- 
I call Questron No 51, bl' Mr Hutton(H-735l80):
Vrll the Councrl nou' adopt the proposals of the Euro-
pean Parhament,l the Commrssron2 and rhe Three Vrse
Menr for a return to voung in the Councrl by' mayorrty
or unanrmltv, as presclbed by'the Trearres, r.hrle
retiunlng a resrdual rrght of veto only for substanrral
quesuons of genurne nrtronal interesr?
1 OJ No C 140, 5 June 1979.r Bulletrn of the European Communrtres, Supplement
2/78, parx 3l-52I Reporr of rhe European Instrtutrons, October 1979,
^^ 
(n (f
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Ofice of the Counal.
- 
(NL) The honourable Member may resr assured
that the Council takes its decisions in accordance wirh
the provrsrons of the Treaties, under conditions which
have already repeatedly been described in connection
v"'rth previous questlons pur by various Members of
Parlrament.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
M"y I first welcome the Minister to
Questron Trme wrth us today and say how pleased we
ere to see him here.
( Laugbter)
But mal' I sav also that I am slightly disappointed by
his answer, rf he does not mind me saying so, and ask
him rf he could tell us which governmenrs in rhe
Council insisred on such an equivocal answer and
whrch favoured a more posirive answer Could I also
:rsk him, perhaps, ro give us an answer in the direct
and forthnght manner which we have come to expecr
of hrm
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) As Presidenr of the
Council, n rs naturallv impossible for me ro rell you
what positions the various Member States have
adopted rn this matter. However, I can tell you as a
Dutch Mrnister lhar I am very much in favour of
mejority decrsions wherever possible.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Can rhe President of Council confirm
that, if there had been a majority vote in Council, we
would bv now have a srngle seat for this Parliament?
\Would he rherefore stnve to throw open the delibera-
trons of the Council in order that, instead of therr
shenanrgans ln secret, proper democratic pressure can
be brought to bear on them.
(Laughter)
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) No, this is not the case,
since the seat of Parliament must be fixed by a unani-
mous decision between the representatives of the
governments.
Mr Velsh. 
-'!7ould the President-in-Offrce, as Presi-dent-in-Office and as a Dutchman, assure us that he
s'ill make approaches ro rhe nexr presidency of rhe
Council with a vrew ro, perhaps, establishing the prin-
crple of ma;ority votrng within the spint of the report
of the Three \7ise Men)
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I have already made
arrangements with Lord Carrington to make the
changeover ro rhe next presidency as smoorh as
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possible, and this question will undoubtedly be
drscussed in this context roo.
(Laughter)
Mr Prag. 
- 
I was very surprised, Mr Presrdent, a[ the
President-in-Office's answer. Can it possible be that
he rs really not aware that his answer bears no relation
to what really happens in the Council of Ministers,
which is that they never vote on anything except budg-
erary matters, but attempt to reach unanimity, even on
minor matters?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Yes, but that is the
whole point. Mr Prag mentions 'minor matters' and
these are exactly what I am talking about. There are a
number of very weighty marters which, it has been
agreed, must be decided unanimously. However,
majority decisions are in fact taken on other r4arrers.
This does not mean, however, as I have already said
- 
and again I am speaking in my capacity as a Dutch
Minrster 
- 
that I would not like to see the range
covered by these'other matters' extended.
Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
Can the President-in-Office tell me
whether there have been any votes, and if so how
many, first in the Foreign Affarrs Council and
secondly, in any of the other speciahst Councils during
the period of the Dutch presidency?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I hope I have under-
stood the question correctly. There have indeed been
votes, and in the Foreign Affairs Council too. I even
think this may well be the Council rn which things are
easrest, but I naturally do not have any figures with me
at [he moment
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question
No 52 will receive a written reply.l
I call Question No 53, by Mr Balfe (H-18/81):2
In December l98O I asked a written quesuon (1754/80))
about the practrce of a German registered lottery selhng
trckets by post in the Unued Krngdom, which rs tllegal
The Commrssion has replied that thrs falls outsrde the
Communrty's competence, but should be followed up bv
drplomatic initiatrve between Forergn Ministers.
Srnce the sellrng of trckets constitutes trade, wrll the
Councrl agree that there are certaln aspects of the free
movemenr of goods that do not fall within the compe-
tence of the Communrty, and will the Councrl define
what these are)
See Annex
Mr Lomas deputized for Mr Balfe.
Bulletrn No 57l80.
Mr Yan der Klaauw, President-in-Ofice of the Council.
- 
(NL) It is not for the Council to pass judgment on
a reply made by the Commission to a parliamentary
question, or to comment on the interpretation which
the honourable Member himself appears to give it.
Moreover, it is no part of the Council's function to
state an opinion in the abstract on the scope of parti-
cular provisions of Community law. However, on the
supposrtion that the tickers in questron constituted
goods imported into the United Kingdom, the
honourable Member's attention could be drawn ro
tl.re provisrons of Article 35 of the Treaty establishing
the European Economic Community.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 54, by Mr Kappos(H-63l81):
Is the Councrl aware that rn l98O at least J 000 workers,
rncludrng 250 members of unron branch executrves and
factorl' committeesr were sacked in Greece on account
of therr trade union activrrres?
Is the Councrl also aware that this number rncludes
about 80 members and all the executlve members of the
unron branch rn the Greek aeronautical industry)
Does not the Councrl consrder that these drsmrssals are a
crude attack on workers' elementary trade union rights?
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Offrce. 
- 
(NL) The
Council, while recalling the Jornt Declaration rt made
wrth the European Parliamenc and the Commrssion
stressrng the prime importance which all three Institu-
lrons attach !o the respect of fundamental rights as
enshrined in particular in the constitutions of the
Member States and in the European Convention for
the Protection of Human Rrghts and Fundamental
Freedoms, would draw the Honourable Member's
attentlon to the fact that the problem raised is a matter
for the Member State concerned.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the reply was
completelv vague. 'We have condemned one specific
fact. In 1980 approximately 3 0OO trade union
members were dismissed, some 250 of whom were
members of branch executrves. In one company
80 u.orkers who were forming an association were
drsmrssed and found rhemselves on the street together
with therr executive. This is what is at stake. Quite
apart from that, after Greece's accession to the EEC,
Greek workers are wondering whether the EEC can
help them put a srop to this campaign of dismrssals . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Kappos, you must put a supplemen-
tar\. question, not state your views on rhe matter ln
hand.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(GR) My question is whether the EEC
can help Greek workers rn their struggle to defend
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their trade union rights and ro put a stop ro rhe
campargn of drsmissals for trade unron ac[ivit.ies.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I can only repeat rhis
matter does not fall within the comperence of rhe
Councrl. I have referred to the basic principles 
- 
I
thrnk thrs is important 
- 
and I have also pointed out
that this is a matter for the Member States concerned.
I have nothing to add.
Mr'$(/elsh. 
- 
Could the Presidenr-rn-Office explain to
the honourable Member, as a matter of general prin-
ciple, that when, unfortunarely, workers occasionally
become redundant it does nor amoun[ ro an atrack on
trade unions'rights
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) It is not for me to go
rnto the reasons why these workers were dismissed or
to answer the quesrion as to wherher, as marntained by
the questioner, rhese dismissals were connecred wirh
trade union actrvities or were simply because rhe
u,orkers had become redundant.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 55, by Mr Hord(H- 131/81, formerly a-6/81):
It has been reported rhat dunng 1980, firstly
I 15 000 tonnes of butter and burrer orl *'ere exponed to
the USSR and secondly rn reply to Vnrren Question to
the Commission 1273/80 by Mr Parsley, that surplus
Communrtl, agricultural produce to the value of
591 875 millron ECU was sold to the USSR rn the first
slx monrhs of 1980, compared ro a value of
421 5ll millron ECU for the whole of 1979
I Y/har acrron does the Councrl of Mrnrsters intend to
take following the farlure of the Commrssron to abrde by
the rnstrucuons rssued by the Foreign Ministers meerlng
in polrtrcal cooperatron on 5 January l98O regardrng rhe
export of surplus agrrcuhural producrs to rhe USSR?
2. Is the Councrl comtemplarrng formal communrca-
rion wrth the European Parlramenr as ;oint budgetary
authority to consrder whether the Commissron has acted
v"'rthout budgetarv cover ln respect of the rncrdent of
excess sales of surplus agricuhural products to the
USSR, over and above rhe normal levels envrsaged by
the Foreign Mrnrsters meetlng rn political cooperanon
on 5 Januarv l98O?
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Ofice of the Council.(NL) Mr President, following the evenrs in
Afghanistan and the subsequenr measures adopred by
the Unrted States regarding supplies of agrrcultural
products to the USSR, the Council of the European
Communrtres, ar irs meering of 15January 1980 laid
down the principle thar supplies of Communrty agri-
cultural products ro the Sovier Union should nor be
used as direct or indirect replacemenrs for supplies
which the United States were refusing ro make ro rhar
country. The Council decrsron also specified rhar rhis
principle of non-substirution was to be subjecr ro tra-
ditronal trade patterns The Council, which asked the
Commission ro take the necessary measures regarding
cereals and other derived products and to propose,
where possible, other measures for orher agricultural
products, has been kept regularly informed by rhe
Commission of the implemenrarion of rhe Council's
decisron. \7ith particular reference ro rhe assessmenr
of traditional trade parterns, the Commission adopted
in pnnciple as a reference base the average over the
perrod 1976-1979. Of all rhose producers who
endorsed the pnnciple of non-substrrurion it rs beyond
doubt the Communiry which has mosr srricrly
complied, and continues ro comply, wirh that prin-
ciple. The Council reviewed lrs posirlon after the
Unrted States had decided to lift the grain embargo
vis-ti-ois the Soviet Union, and has agreed rhat its
decrsion of 15 January 1980, in which the Commission
was requested ro ensure rhat Communiry supplies did
not act as a substirure for Unired Stares supplies, no
longer applies.
Mr Hord. 
- 
I would respecrfully suggesr ro rhe Presi-
dent-rn-Office of the Council rhat he has failed ro
answer my question but has concerned himself with
the recent decision ro hft the embargo.
I would ask the President-in-Office of the Council ro
answer my original quesrion and ar rhe same rime
confirm that he agrees rhar rhe Commission's perform-
ance rn regard to the excessive sales of surplus agricul-
tural commodrries is not only deplorable but has
contravened the Council's own decision of 15 January
I 980.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I think I have in fact
answered the honourable Members' questions and,
that, rn particular, as I have already said, I have made
no criricisms of the Commission on rhis matter. The
Community has, I rhink, kept strictly ro rhe agree-
ments reached and to the Council's decision.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Mr Hord's quesrion refers specifi-
callv ro rhe Commrssion acting wrrhour budgerary
cover. tVould the Council, as parr of the joint budg-
etary authority, consider jorning wrth the Parliamenr
in asking the Court of Audirors to make special inves-
tigatron of this in conjunction wirh its prepararion of
the discharge for l98O? It is a question of budgerary
cover.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) It would appear ro me
thar rhis is more a quesrion for the Commission,
and thlt Parlramenr could also consult the budgerary
xuthority. It is not a question I can answer here today-
Mr Harris. 
- 
Vith respecr, I do nor thrnk rhe Presi-
dent-rn-Office can really Ber away with that. May I
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respectfully ask hrm to look again at the original ques-
tion by Mr Hord, which deals with the sale of burrer,
not with the subsequenr arrangemenrs for lifting the
grain embargo. '!fle dealt with those earlier rhis week.
Those arrangements in my opinion were totally
deplorable, but never mind; this quesr.ion relates to
butter, rt is specifically directed ro the Council and ir
asks rhe Council what it intends to do as part of rhe
budgetarv authority.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) As far as butrer is
concerned, I can assure you rhat COREPER is
keeping a close eye on all developmenrs in this marter.
Mr !U(elsh. 
- 
\7ilt the President-in-Office accepr rhar
the two figures quoted in Mr Hord's quesrion show
that 170-odd thousand EUAs' worth of produce was
sold to the Russians by the Commission when the
Council had specifically forbidden ir to do rhar?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) There was no exporr
ban on butter, it concerned the grarn embargo and the
resultant situatron.
I think that rs the answer.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
Since their authors are absen[, Questions
Nos 56 and 57 will recerve writren replies.r
I call Question No 58, by Mr'!flelsh (H-83/81):
On 23 January 1979 the Commrssron submuted a
proposal for a directive establishrng measures for rmple-
menratron of Directn,e 77/489/EEC on the protection
of animals in internatronal transrt.
Could the Council make a statement on the progress of
these proposals and identify the principal obstacles to
their speedy adoptron?
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Offce of the Counal.
- 
(NL) The Council is able to announce rhar, as rhe
remaining substantive problems have been resolved, it
intends to adopt rhe Directive in question formally at
its meetrng on 12 May 1981.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 59, by Mr Colla(H-ell81):
Vhat does the Council rhink of the idea of having the
European Communrty, possrbly in cooperatron wrth the
existing broadcastrng companies, produce a radio and
televrsron programme and, should such a scheme be real-
ized, what are lls vrews regarding, on rhe one hand,
advertrsrng and, on the orher, rhe safeguardrng of the
rnteres[s of mrnorities and groups of all polirical and
phrlosophrcal tendencres rn relatron to such broadcasts
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Office of the Counal.
- 
(NL) Mr President, the Council has so far not had
occasion ro discuss rhe matters raised by rhe honour-
able Member.
Mr Colla. 
- 
(NL) \Ufould it not be a good rdea if,
since it knows that such an important quesrion mighr
well arise, the Council could occasionally discuss ir in
advance ra[her [han after the event, since ln most cases
this is too late, as rs unfortunately ofren rhe case in the
Council.
Mr Yan der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Naturally, I could speak
at great length over the quesrion of whether or nor [his
would be a sensible thing ro do. I think, in view of the
many problems facing the Council and in view of the
fact that the Council should grve rhe Commission
general guidelines with respect ro rhem, rhis is nor rhe
most important of [he many subjecrs which musr be
discu ssed.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
It is very diffrcult ro pur a supplemen-
tary question if the President-in-Office is nor prepared
to discuss lt at al[. Nevertheless, does he not regard ir
as important to acquire television and radio channels
for the Community, rn order to be able to broadcast ro
the member narions and to save rhe enormous cosr of
direct lines? Shoutd he not, rherefore, ger on and ask
the Commrssron ro acquire rime on narional satellire
channels if we cannot do it on a Community one?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Might I say a few words
in my capacrty as a Dutch Minister? Minorities recelve
consrderable attention in the Durch broadcasring
svstem. For example, [here are programmes for
migrant workers in their own languages, such as
Turkish, and there are special broadcasts for rhe Suri-
namese living rn the Nerherlands. I assume this is also
the case in orher countries of the Communiry, bur I
have no details. I wonder, however, whether or nor
this rs more a narional marter rather than one wirh
which the Council should directlv concern itself.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
Vould the President-rn-Office of the
Council no[ accepr that rhere are now plans in rrain
for launching sarellires for direct broadcasting to
European countries and that rhese will probably be
fh'ing by 1985? In view of rhe time it takes for rhe
Council to decide almost anything, and in view of the
fact that these satellites will not be broadcasting to
single Member States alone, but will be covering a
number of Member States, would he not accepr rha[
thrs is a very importanr marrer with legal as well asI See Annex
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technical imphcations, which the Council must look ar
now so thar ir will have made a decision by rhe rime
these broadcasts begin?
Mr Yan der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL)'!fl'e are all perfectly
aware of this, and I rhink these quesrions are being
discussed in all the national parliaments. Obviously
there are ma;or problems in store for us but, I should
think, the sarellite broadcasts will also make for consi-
derable progress in communication between the
peoples of Europe. This is a fact, but I have mv doubts
as to wherher it necessarily means [hat we, as Euro-
peans, musr organize a sort of European channel.
Particularly in view of the problems brought up by Mr
Colla, it srrikes me rhat this is more a national ques-
tion and nor one for the Council which 
- 
as I have
already said 
- 
in my view has more urgent problems
to deal with.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Surely although the President-in-
Office has twice referred to the natlonal responsibility
in this matter, he musr agree that transmissions from
one Member State to another within the Community
must contribute to a European sprn[ of understanding
among Community citizens and in that case must be
pressed ahead with.
Mr Van der Klaauw. (NL) The honourable
Member should hear the debate in rhe Netherlands
Parlrament to realize that not everyone in the Nether-
lands rs convinced that transmrssions from other coun-
tries would be useful and informative for the people of
the Netherlands. I personally may rake a different
view and tend rather to agree wirh rhe honourable
Member, but oprnions differ on this point.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) There are, of course, Euro-
pean events whrch are extremely suitable for broad-
casting live, for example, not only rhe lively debates in
thrsParliament,...
( Laughter)
. but also the Council meetings which so far take
place behrnd closed doors. \flould not a channel of this
krnd do a grear deal to promore European awareness
if the deliberations of a secret societv such as this were
transmitted drrectly ?
(Laugbter)
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I should like ro say two
things in reply to this. Firstly, rf rhe Council meetings
were broadcast the negotiarions and discussions in rhe
Council would, I think, become more difficult still,
and secondly, they rf were broadcast in the way in
which we are talking to each other now this would in
mosr cases promote the European cause bur, in some
cases perhaps not . . .
(Laughter)
Mr Bogh. 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidenr of the Council,
cultural policy does not come under rhe Treaty of
Rome. Vould it not be sensible if rhe Council would
in rhe near future clearly stare rhar all this Parliamenr's
fantasres about establishing a cultural policy do not
belong rn this assembly, and rhat ir is a wasre of rime,
money and effort to go on artempring to rnrerfere in
purelv national matrers? After all, the question of
redio and television transmissrons is a question of
frnancing publicity. This is direct interference in rhe
affarrs of mv countlv, where a very serious debate on
these questions is currently under way. Vill you assure
us tha[ thrs rs out of place?
Mr Yan der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I have lisrened very
carefully to what you have sard, but I would have
thought this was a specifically Danish problem rather
than a European one.
(Applause from the centre and right)
President. 
- 
I call Question No 50, by Mr Harris(H- r02l81):
'$flhen does the Council intend to rmplemenr the propos-
als for a Drrectrve layrng down standards for pressure
vessels so as ro remove the longstanding obstacles to
rntra-Community trade rn this field?
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-m-Office of the Council.
- 
(NL) There are currently four proposals for Direc-
u,ves on pressure vessels before the Council. The rech-
nrcal provisions of the two Directives on seamless steel
gas cvlrnders and seamless aluminium alloy gas cylin-
ders have been agreed, but adoption is being held up
pending agreement on rhe applicarion of the Direc-
tives to producrs from third countries; this problem
also arises in connection with a large number of other
Directives on rhe removal of rechnical barriers to
trade. The technical examination of a third proposal,
relating to welded steel gas cyhnders, will be
completed shortly. Discussrons are srill going on
within the Council re garding the fourth proposal,
s'hrch relates ro certaln types of simple pressure
'"'essels. The problem of application ro products from
third countries also arises in the case of rhese rwo
proposals
(Laughter)
Mr Harris. 
- 
Mry I thank the President-in-Office for
the detarls of that answer, while expressing disappoint-
ment at the lack of progress? Does he realize thar this
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matter has dragged on for several years and also that
the absence of a European srandard in these fields
causes considerable problems and additional expense
to manufacturers as they have to manufacture to
various standards to get their products into different
countnes of the Community? Is he also aware that it
parricularly affects a firm in my constituency?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NI.) I am very much au'are
of these facts but can only repeat that the Council
naturally attaches the greatest importance to mlin-
taining and strengthening what has been achieved in
the field of free movement of goods within the
Community since, if we did not have this strong free
internal market, the Communiry would run the risk of
losing rts very raison d'€tre and hence its influence in
the world as a major trade partner. This is an impor-
ranr and pressing problem 
- 
I wholeheartedly agree
with you on this point. However, there are also an
enormous number of aspects to the problem, and for
thrs reason it receives the fullest attention of the Presi-
dency.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
\7hile I agree with the questioner in
this matter, has the President-in-Office considered
jornrng the European standard to the other existing
standards rather than creating yet another standard?
'!7hy not have joint discussions wirh the ASME Code
in America so that we just have one code for world
trade? It would be much easier for frrms to cope with
that sort of situation.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) The situation is slightly
different. The problem is that, according to the GATT
rules, r,hen a standard is laid down it must be applied
in the world as a whole.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 61, by Mr Habsburg(H- 103/80) :
Now that rhe deadline for issuing a European passport
has been set at I January 1985, which is an inordrnately
long way ahead, can the Council assure Parhament that
rt rntends to spare no effort to bring thrs date forward?
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-ffice of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) The draft Resolution which will be presented
to the Representatives of the Governments of the
Member States meeting within the Council on l8 and
19 May 1981 provides thar the Member States will
endeavour to issue this passport from 1 January 1985
ar the latest. This provision does not rule out Member
States issuing the uniform passport before that date.
Mr Habsburg.- (DE) Mr Van der Klaauw, do you
not also feel that the Council should finally call on the
governments to come to some agreement on this ques-
tion of the European passport 
- 
which has been
under discussion for some years 
- 
now that all the
rechnrcal details have been settled, since compared
with the major tasks before us rt represen[s a very
small step?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) The Council, as you
will realize, consists of the governments and therefore
cannot contradict the governments. This is the first
point I should Iike to make.
Secondly, the deadline of tgss does indeed appear ro
be a long way ahead, but a period of adjustment rs
obvrously necessary and this takes time. I can asrurt'
you that we intend to introduce the passport a\ s()()n
as possible 
- 
i.e. l January 1985 is the final deadlrne
- 
but if this is to be possible the Member States must
take the necessary steps, and some of them wrll be
quicker to do so than others.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Thus the President of the
Council does not rule out the possibility of the Euro-
pean passport being introduced before 1985. I should
like to rule out something else and ask him whether
the Council is prepared to guarantee that, after the
final deadline of 1985, all possible steps will be taken
to preven[ this European passport being used to give
the authorities a firmer grip on citizens travelling
through Europe, in other words to prevent thrs Euro-
pean passport giving rise to a situation after 1985
similar to the one described for a year earlier by
George Orwell, in which the passport would enable a
complete check to be kept on citizens. It strikes me
that the possible risks which this passport could entail
xre so great that we must constantly bear thrs question
rn mind.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) The Council decision
relates only to the document as such. It does not
concern intra-Communrtv travel, which is a
completely different mrtter. Free movement is one of
this arms of the Communitv and it will therefore
obviouslv be promoted. I can assure Mr Van Minnen
of that.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Since the French Communist, Mr
Chambeiron, was typically not in his seat to ask Ques-
tron No 56 
- 
rt was however, on the same subject, 
-could I ask the Council to confirm that they do not
intend to forbid making European passports machine
readable? Vould they confirm that this would speed
up procedures and constitutes no threat whatsoever to
human nghts?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) The draft resolution on
the introduction of a uniform passport currently
before us, and to which I have just referred, contains
no provisions whereby those Member States which opt
for a passport incorporating a plastic card would be
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obliged to incorporate a machine-readable informa-
tion strip on rhis card.
Mr Simpson. 
- 
\flhile I welcome the introduction of a
European passport as a tangrble symbol of membershrp
of the Community which will be recognized by each
and every citizen, what sreps rs the Council taking to
provide even more convincing evidence of the Euro-
pean Communrtv by abolishing all forms of passport
and identity checks at internal frontiers?
Mr Yan der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) As the honourable
N{ember is no doubt aware, this idea has been
drscussed and considered. It became apparenr [har
ebolishrng these things would lead ro very great diffi-
culties, and the Council has therefore dropped rhis
matter.
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
Vould the President-in-Office-
confirm rhat rt realll' rs a misnomer ro call rhis parti-
cular passporr a European passport, and that rn fact he
rs talkrng about a new form of national passport which
wrll srmply have rhe same colour rhroughout rhe ren
nations and rn add'ition ro the name of the indrvidual
national countries wrll include on rhe fronr cover rhe
name of the European Economic Community?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Yes, of course, rhe
honourable Member rs quite righr. The passport will
also bear the name of rhe Member State. As you
know, the questions of where and how the name
should be shown and what letrering should be used,
etc. have been discussed at grear length, and we have
solved this problem. The European Passporr rs, of
course, a symbol, it is a standard passport for evcn.one
and has a sy'mbolic value, as manv honourable
Members have also pornred out.
Mr Schmitt. 
- 
(DE) Mr Van der Klaauw, do you not
agree that thrs passport will not be wonh the paper ir is
printed on rf border checks are nor ar the same rime
reduced or abolrshed?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Ve narurally wish to
keep border checks to a minimum, bur the honourable
Member will undoubredty be aware of rhe secunry
problems which a number of countries have unfortun-
atell' had to contend wrrh and whrch have, regrerrably,
mede extra checks necessarv.
Mrs Rabbethge. 
- 
(DE) Ylil rhe quesrion of the
European passporr perhaps be included on rhe agenda
for the European Councrl in June?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) The question is already
do,r'n for the Council meering in Mav. The European
Council pronounced on [his marrer a[ its last meeting.
'I'hus the formal decrsion will be raken ar rhe nexr
general Council in May, r.e. after rhis European
Council.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office of the
Councrl of Ministers nor aware thar, as has already
been hrnted here ronight, this is equally useless until
each Member State establishes separare entries for
Community narionals and abolishes pracrices such as,
rn the case of one counrry, rhe requirement ro fill in
nastl' vellow-coloured immigratron cards.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) This rs the case in all
countries. I must admrt that when I was referred to as
an 'alien' when enrering a cerraln country in the past I
felt somewhat slighted . . .
(Laughter)
Mr Van Aerssen. 
- 
(DE) Can rhe Presidenr-in-Office
confirm rhar the Council of Minisrers wrll deal wirh
the exceptionally sensible proposals of the European
Parliament ro make travelhng easier rhis year for the
citrzens of Europe by small steps whilst neverrheless
taking account of secunty regulations, rn good time,
r.e. before the summer holiday rush srarts in Europe?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) If I have undersrood
correctlv, the honourable Member is referring to the
questron of extending the free import of goods by
travellers. The Council is currently discussing this
question.
Mr. C. Jackson. 
-'!flill the President-in-Office of rheCouncil consrder that a further pracrical advantage of
the neu'-stvle passporr might be that it could be used
as evrdence of enritlement to free healrh tre_arment in
the various countries of the Communitv?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) This question srrikes me
as refernng to a completely different field and is nor
one q'hich I can answer. Health [rea[menr and the
elrgrbrlrtv of natronals of other counrries for such
treatmenr rs a narronal affair, and I do not think that
n'e have vet reached the srage where we can rake sreps
of thrs krnd on the basis of the inrroduction of the
European passport.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Vhrlst I accept that there are no provi-
sions or plans for magnerizlng European passporrs,
would the Presrdent-rn-Office tell us how he thinks
the Council of Minrsters could be galvanrzed into
.lction parrlcularly on marters such as those which
have just been raised and which are drrectly related ro
rhe freedom of people to move throughour the
Community?
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Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, it is
naturally the job of rhe Presidenr to galvanize the
members of the Council, and I will certainly do rhis.
(Laughter)
However, it has been suggesred that the introduction
of 'the European passporr should ar [he same time lead
to common conditions for medical rrearmen[ in all the
Member States and this, I rhrnk, is a matter which
goes beyond the scope of the decision on the introduc-
tion of the passport.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 62, by Mr Galland(H-r10/81):
Does the Council nor think that rhe communlcauon
forq'arded to rt by the prevrous Commissron rn March
1980 on the rntroductron of a tax on orl to provrde funds
for rnveslments in energy rs the wrong way to go about
frnancing a new polrcy whrch rs more necessary than
ever?
Mr Van der Klaauw, Prendent-in-Offrce of the Council.
(NZ,) In April 1980 the Council received a
communication from the Commission which
mentioned the possibility of introducting a specific
Community tax on energy as one of the methods of
providing funds for achieving the obiectives of the
energy policy as a whole. No decision has been taken
bv the Council on the matter. On 13 May 1980 the
Council, noting that the Commission rntended to
submrt a report on Member States' investment
programmes, srated that the financial aspects would
have to be examined in due course. A Commission
document on energy investments will probably appear
on the agenda for the Council meetrng on energy on
9 June 198 l.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should like to
know whether, unlike your attitude to Question
No 59 bv Mr Colla, you regard this problem as an
important one for the Council and whether, as you
said in Apnl 1980, the time has really come firstly to
implement an energy policy and secondly, to try and
find other ways of financing such a policy than by a
specific tax, which is a bad way of going about it.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) As I said, this rtem
figures on the agenda for the Energy Councrl rn June.
I do not thrnk I need to stress the importance of the
Community energy policy here today, as it is some-
thing we all recognize. However, whether this specific
proposal is an appropriate one is a different question.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Does not the President-rn-Office
agree that an oil import lery would (a) have the
advantage of raising money for investment in alterna-
[ive sources of energies and (b) discourage the use of
oil; and is it not a mistake to reject prematurelr anv
method of overcoming the obstacle of the VAT cerlrng
in a year when we are considering the neu
Community' financing system ?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) As I have already
explained, the Councrl has not taken any decision
whatsoever on thrs matter so the question is
completely open or closed 
- 
whichever you like. At
thrs stage, however, I cannot as Presrdent-rn-Office
make any statemenls even on the desirability of such a
course of action.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DA) I should like to ask the Presrde nt ,,f
the Council whether or not he agrees that cncrgr
prices are already such a burden on economrc:rctr\rt\
in the Community as a whole that there is no room for
further levies on energy, that additronal levres xre not
essential to achieve the necessary energy savlng ln the
Communit), and that the consumers, by which I mean
both commercial and private consumers, are already
very much aware that it is in their interests to make the
savlngs necessarl, to reduce our energy consumption
to a minrmum)
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) The Council has pot
expressed any opinion on thls matter, but I would say
in a personal capacity that it rs obviously true that
energv prices are high and constitute a considerable
burden on economic activity. However, whether they
.rre too high is another question. The energy savrng
proBrammes berng conducted rn the various countries
are, I think, havrng some effect. \7e can observe a
cle ar reduction in oil consumption and a move
towards other energv sources Naturally, the price
lncreases have led people to seek other ways of usrng
and saving energy It is hard for me to say, however,
to uhat extent a tax over and above the current pnces
would make the burdcn too great to bear, since this
also depends on the level of thrs tax. However, I fully
agree with the honourable Member that energy and oil
costs are hrgh and represent a considerable burden.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 63, by Mr Adam(H-112/8t)
Vrth reference to mv prevrous question (H-726/8qt
and the rnadequate wntten reply, will the Counctl now
explain 
. 
whl' the reference to the 'promotron of
economlc convergence' and,'the reductron of regronal
drsparrtres' uere deleted from the proposed Regulatrons
(COM(80) 333 frnal) and drd not appear rn Regulatron
No 2744180 (OJ No L 284, 1980))
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-m-Offtce of the Council.
- 
(ltlL) As the honourable Member has stated, the
Verbatrm report of proceedrngs of March 1981
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Council did indeed delete the references ro 'conver-
gence of economic policres' and 'the reduction of
regronal drsparitres' which appeared in the Commis-
sion proposal on supplemenrary measures in favour of
the Unrted Kingdom. The Council takes the view that
the measures in question constirure an exceptional
action planned and carned our in accordance with
princrples peculiar to such action and in no way
prejudice the development of Community policies.
Mr Adam. 
- 
It is a very painful business contrnuallv
to butt one's head against a bnck wall.
( Laughter)
However, here goes! \7hy drd the Council not insrsr
that rn vrev,' of the exceptional nature of the supple-
mentary measures there was a particular need for them
to be seen to be achre."'rnB economlc convergence and
a reduction in regional disparities. I do not understand
u'h1' rt was felt necessarv to delete these two phrases
from the Councrl regulation a[ rhe end of the dav.
Mr Yan der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Let us srate righr from
the outset that there were exceprional measures in
fevour of rhe United Kingdom. It was nor a quesrion
of settrng a precedenr for a new form of policy nor\ ere these measures intended as a means of devel-
oprng further rhe erisring policy in the various sectors.
lt uas out of place here, rn the vrew of the Council,
and I am sorry rhar you feel you are up against a brick
wall, but thrs was not the rntenrion 
- 
it was a rarional
consrderatron.
Mr Griffiths. 
- 
Vrll nor the President-in-Offrce of
Councrl agree that the references to rhe promotron of
economlc convergence and the reducrion of regronal
disparities were deleted because the programmes
presented b1' the Britrsh Government would nor have
complred with these partrcular criteria and that the
Bntish Government made it quite clear to rhe Council
that rt rntended to use rhe money to reduce the publrc
sector borrowing requrrement in Britain and had abso-
lutelv no intentron of dorng anyrhing to deal wrrh rhe
serere problems of the regions in the Unrted Kingdom.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) No, I repeat thrs was an
exceptronal measure. \7hen it adopred the regulatron
for the introduction of these measures in favour of the
Llnited Krngdom, the Councrl stared in so many words
that the supplemenrary measures in favour of the
Unrted Krngdom constiruted an exceprional action
planned and carried out in accordance wirh pnncrples
peculiar to such acrion and rn no way prejudiced the
development of Community polrcres This is what the
Council stared at the time, and I am convinced thar if
we had involved convergence problems and such like
thrs exceptronal action would have taken an entrrely
drfferent form
Mr r$(elsh. 
- 
Could rhe Presidenr-in-Office of rhe
Council confrrm that, notwithstanding the meritricrous
quesuons of the honourable Members opposire, rhis
rrroney was in fact spent in the drsadvantaged regions
ol the United Krngdom which are represenred here by
l\lr Griffiths, Mr Adam; myself and many orhers.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Thrs does not actually
strike me as a ques[ion, which I find a little srrange for
s()n)eone from Oxford, bur rhe proposals came from
the Unrted Kingdom and were adopted by rhe
Councrl.
( l-aughter )
President. 
- 
I call Question No 64, by Mr Griffiths(H-l ral81):
\Whar steps are berng taken bv the European Councrl at
Communrtt' level and by rts rndrvrdual members to enrer
rnro 'rnrensrre consultatron wrth the socral partners' to
deal r* rth the hrgh and nsing rates of unemplovment and
rn partrcular the 'evrl' of 1'outh unemplol.menr)
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Office of the Council.
- 
(NL) The Council arraches the greatest imporrance
to the 'lntensrve consultation' with the social parrners
recommended by the European Council in Maastrichr.
The Presidencl' has marntained close contact with the
representative of the social partners, and a meeting on
19 Mar,' l98l of the Standing Committee on Employ-
ment 
- 
v''hrch, as vou know, is a tripartite body 
-u'rll be entrrelv devoted to detailed discussion of the
problems of unemployment, and particularlv l'outh
unemployment. The position is the same at natronal
level, where the governments of the Member Stares
.rre continulng and rntensifying their consultations
$'lth the organizatrons of the social parrners ro step up
the fight agarnst unemployment and inflation. I might
add that the Presrdencv has been particularly acrive in
thrs freld ln recent months and intends to contlnue ro
this way in the near furure, panrcularly in connection
uith the preparation of the 'jumbo Council', where
these problems must also be included on rhe agenda
Mr Griffiths. 
- 
\l/ould not the President-rn-Office of
the Councrl agree that to show good will and commrt-
ment to dealing *'ith thrs ever growing problem of
unemplovme nt, rn rhe 1982 budget there should be an
rncrease rn the size of the Social Fund, the Regional
Fund, the amount made our for the Ortoli facility and
the funds available under the Coal and Steel
Communrty and that these should be rncreased nor bv
the rate of rnflation, or any,where near it, but by the
rate of increase of une mploymenr in rhe last year.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) As the honourable
Member wrll no doubt be aware, all these budgetary
problems are currently being discussed rn connecrion
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with rhe resrrucruring of the budget, in which rhe
greatesr arren[ion will be devored ro rhese matrers for
various reasons including rhe very ones jusr outlined
by the honourable Member.
Mrs Maij-Veggen. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, it is, of
course, a very good thing thar the European Council
in Maastrich tackled the question of yourh unemploy-
menr 
- 
this was one of rhe few points where some-
thing emerged in concrere lerms. I should like,
however, to draw the artention of the President of rhe
Council to a very specific aspecr of youth unemploy-
ment, namely that the level is several times higher in
some reglons than in orhers. I have had rhe privilege of
visiting Scorland, and I was rotd by rrade unionisrs
there that in certain parts of that counrry, yourh
employment has reached levels of 40 rc 5Oo/0.
Are special measures to be taken for these specific
regions rather than general measures which, rn my
vrew, do nor achieve the required effecr?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) As I have already said,
the question of the social and regional funds 
- 
which
are of course of particular interest for certain regions
which have specific serious problems to contend wirh
- 
will receive 
^ 
great deal of artention in the conrext
of the new budger.
Mrs Rabbethge. 
- 
(DE) Can the President of rhe
Council assure us, against the background of the srate-
ment he has 
.jusr made, that a debare on you[h unem-
ployment will be held during the next few days rn
which particular attention will be paid to the question
of girls who are our of work?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I mke the view that
unemplovment is a great evil for everyone, and we
should, I think, devote a[renrion ro all the categories
involved rather than selecting specific groups. The
problem, which is a major one, is precisely rhe same
for all Ioung people regardless of rheir sex.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Is the Council aware rhar Vales is now
a prionty area for aid ro combat unemploymenr
among young people as provided for by Article 4 of
the Social Fund, and can he explain why the United
Kingdom Government has not done 
.anything ro
inform the !flelsh people that 'Wales is now such a
priority area, and would he nor agree rhat the money
which the EEC is spending under the Social Fund
should be addirional ro the money being spent in the
Member States for thar purpose?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) This strikes me as a
question which should in the first insrance be consid-
ered by the United Kingdom, and the United
Kingdom will undoubtedly pur it before the Commis-
sron where rt belongs.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Since the President of rhe
Council has 
- 
and quite rightly, I rhink 
- 
srared rhar
the problem of youth unemploymenr will be one of the
pornts discussed at the 'jumbo Council', the questron
arises as to whether we can expecr [he jumbo Council
to take place before rhe end of the Dutch Presidency.
It not, can the President of the Council tell us when
we can expect this Council to be held?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) 'We are doing our best. I
cannot promise anything.
President. 
- 
I call Ms Clwyd on a point of order.
Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Mr President, rhe Council has agreed
to answer this questron which was addressed ro it and
which asks specifically about individual Members, so I
marntain that the Council should answer the quesrion
and not simply say ir rs up to rhe UK.
President. 
- 
This was a commenl on the answer.
Perhaps vou could make use of this answer in a future
question.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
I am rndebred ro Mrs Maij-!fleggen for
bnnging up the problem of youth unemployment ir-r
Scotland. Vould the President-in-Office agree rhat
one of the problems is that rhe vast majority of unem-
ploved voung people have left school wirhout any
qualificatrons or apritude ar rhe age of 15 or 16 
- 
in
the case of Scotland, 16 
- 
and yer rhe Community is
excluded from dealing with the years prior to school-
leaving? \flhat steps does the Council intend ro take
towards preparing young people ar the time of
school-leaving for employmenr?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I am sorry bur rhis
would appear ro me ro be a problem of national
education policy, and it is for each individual counrry
to take up its responsibility in rhis respect and ensure
that young people are given an education which offers
them a future.
President. 
- 
Since their authors are absenr, Quesrions
Nos 55 and 66 will receive written replies.r
'We continue with rhe quesrrons to rhe Foreign Minis-
ters.
See Annex
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President
I call Question No 57, by Mr Purvis (H-69/81):
Recalhng Parliament's resolution of 19 September 1980
on rhe persucutron of members of the Baha'r community
rn lran, what action have the Ministers taken and what
representatlons have they made to the Iranian authonties
and wrth what effective results tn protecting Iranran
Baha'r from summary arrest, detention and executton)
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-m-Offtce of the Fore[g,
Mmisters. 
- 
(NL) The Ten are greatly concerned
over rhe prersecution of the Baha'i community in Iran
and, in particular, over the most recent events. They
have also drscussed the question at several meetings
wrthrn the context of European political cooperation.
In addition, the representative of the Presidency spoke
on behalf of the Ten during the debate on the report
by the Commrssion on Human Rights which was
drscussed on 30 Apnl in the Economic and Social
Committee, when he expressed the wish of the Ten
rhat rhe Iranian Government should review its policy
with regard to this mrnority group in the spirit of the
International Convention on civil and political righr
rc which it is pany. The honourable Member can rest
assured that the Ten will continue to keep a close eye
on rhe situation of the Baha'i community in Iran.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Is the President of the Forergn Ministers
meeting in political cooperation aware [ha[ three more
Baha'is were executed on 29 April in Shrraz. The
reasons given were that they were agents of Zionism,
enemies of Islam and members of the Baha'i Institu-
tron. They were all professronal people; there is still no
news of many others. Vhar effect has the Community
had to rhe benefit of the Baha'is? Vhat direct repre-
senrarions have the Foreign Ministers made to the
Iranian Government and authorities 
- 
not just by
discussrng it themselves, but by making representa-
tions?
Mr Yan der Klaauw. (NL) The honourable
Member wrll realize thar although 
- 
as I have already
said 
- 
we are greatly concerned at the situatlon of the
Baha'is, there rs relatively little we can achieve in
Teheran.'!fle have chosen the Commission on Human
Rrghts as a forum for bringing the problem to the
arrenrion of the world as a whole. Ve have discussed
this matter in the Economic and Social Committee.
\7e are constantly considering what steps we can take
and are very much aware of the situation. I can assure
you that I regularly receive letters on this question
both in my narional capacity and in my capacity as
President of the Council, and we devote the greatest
possible attention to this question. Unfortunately,
hou.ever, we cannot do the impossible.
question of straight religious persecution because these
people are Baha'is? Is the President-in-Office aware
thar the future of the Baha'i community, and particu-
larlv of its elected representatives' is balanced on a
knife edge and that very large numbers of executions
may take place at any moment, and in view of this,
will he try to get the member governments to step uP
their representations to the Iranian Government?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) As I have already said,
we have not so far felt it would be desirable 
- 
and I
can assure you [hat this was afrer careful consideration
from all points of view 
- 
to make rePresentations in
Teheran, and we considered that we should approach
this abhorrent situation in a different way.
Mr Israel. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, do you not think
that ir would be rather more fitting for our Par[iament
to take steps on its own behalf? I am well aware that
there is an United Nations Commission on Human
Rights, but do you not think that personal representa-
trons in our own nght would have far more impact
than callrng on an rntermediary?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL)'We have unfortunately
come to the conclusion that this would not have the
desired effect.
Mr Habsburg.- (DE) Mr President, would it not be
sensrble if the representatives of the Communiry were
frnally ro bring up the question of the Baha'i in the
Unrted Nations 
- 
as in the case of so many other
questions 
- 
nor in the hope of achievrng anythinB,
but rn order to give the Iranian leaders 9he kind of
publicitv they would find highly embarrassing?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) As I have 
.iust explained,
we brought this matter up in the United Nations on
30 April, i.e. just a few days ago, and we have in addi-
rion advised the Baha'i to make use of the procedures
avarlable to them for the protection of human rights,
and they have accepted our advice.
President. 
- 
I call Questron No 68, by Mr Tyrrell(H-10e/81):
Do the Forergn Mrnisters consider that rt would under-
mrne the strong stand that they have rightly taken in
condemning rnternatronal terrorism, if they permrt their
representauves to talk to a head of an organization
whrch not only preaches terrorism but practrses it with
the avowed purpose of extermrnatrng Israel, a frrendly
democratic State?
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Office of the Foreign
Minister. 
- 
(NL) I should like to refer you to para-
graph 1 1 of the declararion issued by the European
Mr Prag. 
- 
Has the point been clearly made to the
i.l"ir.'"rrft"ritiqs that we are dealing here with a
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Council of 13June 1980 in \renice. This paragraph
states that the Nine have decided to take up rhe neces-
sary contacts with all the parries involved wirh a view
to ascertaining the views of rhe various parties
regarding the principles described in this declaration
and to determining, in the light of the results of rhis
consultation, the form which an initiative on rheir parr
could take.
Thar is what we stated in Venice and it is, I think, Mr
Presidenr, clear from this thar what we are currenrly
trying to do is ro promore rhe recognition and applica-
tion of the two principles which have been generally
acknowledged by the international communiry, i.e. rhe
right of all States in this area, including Israel, ro
continued existence and security, and rhe righr to
lustice for all peoples, which implies rhe acknowledg-
ment of the legirimate righr of the Palestinian people.
It is difficult to see how our efforts in this direction
could be regarded as undermining rhe strong stand the
Ten have taken against international terrorism.
Mr Tyrrell. 
- 
\7hile considering the answer that has
just been given, which of course just restares the view
of the Council of Foreign Ministers rhat has srood for
some time, may I draw attention to a new item of
information, according ro newspaper reporrs now
emerging, namely that a representarive of the Foreign
Ministers meering in political cooperarion is ro meer
Yasser Arafat. My question is whether rhe Foreign
Ministers do not consider rhat a meeting with such a
person u.ill only serve to encourage terrorists in
Corsrca and the Basque country and Northern Ireland,
Molucca and elsewhere ro think rhar by violence they
will achieve political ends?
Mr Van der Klaauw. (NL) The honourable
Member is clearly a litrle behind in his newspaper
readrng, since I have already had my meeting with
Mr Arafat. That was my first point. Secondly, I tomlly
disagree that this discussion I have had wirh Mr Arafat
could serve to encourage rerrorisrs elsewhere in rhe
world. Vhat we are rrying ro do is to pur an end to
rerrorism, war, conflicts and rhe victims of these and,
by means of sincere and honest consultation 
- 
and
this is a very difficult thing 
- 
to achieve the peace
which we all so urgenrly need and so much long to see
in the Middle Easr.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
\7ould the President-in-Office rell
us whar discussions have been held on rhis particular
issue wrth the PLO, with the Secretary of Stare Haig,
and what differences exist berween rhe Community;s
represenrarives and rhe Secretary of Srate of the
United States?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I have no inrention of
giving informarion ar rhis stage regarding discussions
which I am in the process of conducting. As rhe
honourable Member is no doubr aware, I will reporr
on these discussions at the European Council at the
end of June. However, I can assure him rhat the
discussions I have had 
- 
s[616 have so far been rwo,
and I have yet to have a rhird one with rhe American
Secretary of Stare 
- 
have made ir clear that rhe
alleged differences do nor in facr exist, and rhat
although we are working on our own basis we are not
at cross purposes wirh rhe United Stares, nor do I
think this would be in rhe inrerests of a European
initiative 
- 
should one be raken 
- 
since, in my view,
it is only together wirh the United Srares rhat ir wilI be
at all possrble to find a solution ro rhe Middle East's
problems.
Mr Israel. 
- 
(FR) Since you have met Mr Arafat, are
you aware, Mr Presidenr, of the fact rhat rhe organ-
ization of which Mr Arafat is the head is a joinr organ-
izarion which includes a number of sub-organizarions,
and that some of rhese are overrly rcrrorist organiza-
tions which, rotether with other terrorisr organiza-
tions, are sowing rerror rhroughout Europe?
Do you not think that the President of the Council is
failing to take things seriously enough if he meets the
head of an organization whose terrorist offshoots are
dealing in death throughout Europe?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I am aware of the
composite na[ure of rhe PLO and I am also aware of
the terronsm which is being practised. Almost every
day Dutch UNIFIL soldiers come up against either
terrorism on the part of the PLO, or infilrration from
the south into the Lebanon, where rhey are s[arroned.
'!fl'e are very much aware of this and therefore also
realize that it is vital thar we should do all in our
power in practical terms with a view ro esrablishing
peace in the Middle East.
Mr Schmid. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr-in-Offrce, since
you now admit thar there are various wings within rhe
PLO, do vou share my view thar refusing to talk ro the
PLO would tend to srrengrhen rhe wing which prac-
trses violence and hence weaken those forces who are
rn fact in favour of diplomaric negoriarions?
Mr Yan der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I have no inrention of
speculating but I am neverrheless convinced that we
must talk to the PLO 
- 
and not only the PLO, but
other Palestinians too 
- 
if we are to find a solurion to
the Middle East problem.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(FR) I should like ro rhank the Presi-
dent of the Council for rhe sraremenr he has just made.
Unfortunately, following this meedng I think the rwo
main interesred parties, i.e. both Israel and the PLO,
made a relatively negarive sraremenr regarding what
response ro make ro the European iniriative. I should
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therefore be grateful if the President-in-Office of the
Council could tell us what he thinks at this stage. Is he
optimistic or pessimistic?
Secondly, some of the Members of this Parliament
were present during part of the deliberations of the
Palestinian National Councrl and also met Mr Arafat,
who spoke [o us at. great length on the Brezhnev
initiative regarding the Middle East. Has this subject
also been dealt with in your discussions and what was
your answer, since I am certain that rhis was one of
the major points in your talks.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) In answer to the first
questlon, i.e. whether I take an optimistic or pessi-
mistic view, I should like to say that I take a realistic
view. This is, I think, all I can say.
Secondly, Mr Brezhnev's proposal to convene a
conference naturally came up in my discussions with
Mr Arafat, and it was in fact he who brought the
matter up. In my view, a conference of this kind would
certainly not help us find a solution at this stage. Such
a conference must, I think, wait until the final stage.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
Y^y I take it that the President-in-
Office agrees thai, whether we like the policies of the
PLO and Yasser Arafat or not, or whether we like the
policies of the Israeli Government ar not 
- 
and I do
not like the terrorist acts of the Israelis any more than
Mr Tyrrell likes the PLO 
- 
the facts of life are that
both the Israeli Government and the PLO will have to
be included in any discussion for a peaceful settle-
ment?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NZ) Yes.
Mr Schinzel. 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-Office, can
you confirm that views such as those expressed in Mr
Tyrell's question have tn the past in fact prevented any
dralogue in the Middle East and that we 
- 
including
those Europeans who thought along the same lines as
Mr Tyrell 
- 
have contributed towards the violence
which takes place there every day?
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) I do not understand
what the questioner is getting at.. I can only say that
whar Europe is trying to do is to get the peace process
rn the Middle East moving, despite all the problems
rnvolved.
President. 
- 
I call Question Number 69, by Mr Lizin(H-122/8t):
Have the Mintsters meeting rn political cooperation
discussed the outcome, wrth panicular reference to the
harmonizauon of European posittons, of the top-level
meeting of May l98O attended by a number of European
countries (German Federal Republic, the United
Krngdom, Belgrum and France), the United States,
Japan and certatn Arab countries to decide upon projects
of common rnterest in Afrrca at which the United States
was grven sole responsibrlitiy for'rmproving public
healrh' in A,fnca rhrough American aid and a specialist
centre in Atlanta?
Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Office of the Foreign
Ministers. 
- 
(NL) In view of the nature of the activi-
ties and the counrries involved, the ACDA 
- 
i.e. the
concerted action for development of Africa 
- 
has not
been discussed within the context of political coopera-
tion.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(FR) Does this mean that, in the
opinion of the President of the Council, political
cooperation is not competen[ in matters of this kind?
Is ir not regrettable that no concern has been felt in
this respect.
Mr Van der Klaauw. 
- 
(NL) Any subject may be
included on the agenda for political coopera[ion.
Thus, it is nor for lack of competence that this confer-
ence has not been discussed. I am sorry, but this can
happen. Ve have nor discussed everything.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question
No 70 will receive a written reply.l
Quesrion Time is closed.
I should like to thank the President-in-Office of the
Council for his answers, not only for the fact that it
has never before happened that we have got through
all the questions, bur also for the fact that Question
Time today has been rather more lively than we have
recently come to expect.
The sitting is closed.2
(The sitting toas closed at 7 p.m.)
I See Annex.2 Agenda for the next sittrng: see Minutes.
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ANNEX
Questions which could not be answered during Question Time, wtth utritten ans,u)ers
1. Questions to the Commission
Questrcn No 5, by Mr Balfe (H-840/80)
Subyect: Level of the Green Pound'
It rs estimated that because of the level of the 'Green Pound', Brirain's budgetary contriburrons to the
EEC will be increased by about f 250 000 000. Can the Commrssion confirm that this money will be
repaid to the Britrsh Treasury under the agreemenr of May 1980?
Grven thar the conclusrons of 30 May
contnbutron' of the Unrred Kingdom,
various reasons
Anszoer
l98O provrde for repayment on the basis of the overall
the amount to be repard cannor be specrfred in advance
net
for
If the United Kingdom's net contribution is more than !250 million or about 450 mrllron ECU
hrgher than the esrrmated amount, the followrng rule should be observed in accordance with the
conclusrons of 30 May 1980
if the estrmated amounts are exceeded in l98O the Unrted Krngdom must bear 25a/o or
I 50 mrlLon ECU, and the orher Member Srates musr pay 7 5a/o or 345 mrllion ECU;
tf the amounts are exceeded rn 198 l, the frrst 20 million ECU must be paid rn full by the United
Krngdom Out of the second tranche of IOO milhon ECU, 50 mrllion ECU is payable by the
Unrted Krngdom, and 50 million ECU by the other Member Srares Amounts above rhar are
payable to the extent of 250/o by the Unired Kingdom and 750/o by the other Member States.
Thus out of an tncrease of 460 mrlLon ECU rn 198,l, 155 millron ECU are payable by the Unrred
Krngdom and lO5 mrlhon ECU by the other Member States
Questton No 8, by Mr Turcat (H-5/81)
Sublect Explolrarion of 'bortom of the well' orl
Vartous reports on the outcome of research rnto the exploitatron of 'borrom of the well' oil suggest
that thrs v'ould provide new energy resources not only for the Communrry but also for the world at
large
Vould the proposed methods make tt possrble ro recommission wells consrdered to be exhausted,
some of whrch are on Communtty territory, and has the Commrssion been involved, or does it intend
to be rnvolr.ed, rn thrs matter)
Ansuter
The use of so-called secondary or assrsted techniques for recovery of orl strll remainrng afrer the
normal exploitatton of the deposit ls constantly increasrng rn the orl-producrng areas of the
Communrty.
Indeed, the use of these techniques makes rt possrble to rarse the rare of recovery of rhe oil initrally
found in the deposrt from 200lo ro 35a/o on average.
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In order ro lncrease further the quantrties recovered, the Communtty has been taking pan srnce
19741 in the financing of pilot projects whrch seek to perfecr new and more effecttve recovery
methods. Up to now, about 20 projects have benefited from ard measures, which have totalled
29 million ECU, representing 40% of the cost of rmplementing these pro)ects. Postttve techntcal
results have been achieved in nearly all the projects financed.
For rhe current year, l2 new ard requests have been submitted to the Commisston, representlng an
overall rnvestmenr of rhe order of 129 millron ECU
Questton No I 1, by Mr Ansquer (H-47/81)
Subject: New quota system
At present, a number of non-member countries are applyrng a new quota system whrch drfferentrates
between 'developed' and 'low-wage' countnes. Does the Commrssron plan to rntroduce such a system
for sectors where it is warranted and for the footwear and textile sectors in particular?
Ansuter
I The Commrssron points out rhar customs dutres and import quotas on the basrs of GATT rules
are applred only erga omnes
2. To the exrent that certain non-member countnes drverge from this pracuce, they normally do so
ln the conrexr of so-called self-hmrtatron agreements
3. The Multrfibre Arrangemenr allows ro all indusrnalrzed countries treatment whrch drffers to
some exrenr from thar for so-called 'low-wage' countries. The European Community, Lke the most
rmportanr other indusrrralized countries, has made use of this possrbility by concludrng about 30 self-
hmrtatron agreements.
4. The Commission does not rntend to conclude self-lrmitatron aBreements rn other frelds.
Quesnon No 12, by Mr Couste (H-49/8 1 )
Sublect Improvement of common transport infrastructures by means of the vanous Communrty
funds
Does rhe Commrssron not lhink that greater use should be made of avarlable instruments such as the
valous Community funds so as to further the improvement of common lransport rnfrastructures,
whrch are essentral to European development)
Ansq.oer
The questron put to the Commission has been examrned in the report on road bottlenecks and the
vanous measures whrch could be taken. The report was transmitted by the Commission to the
Councrl rn June l98O and the latter took note of it rn December 1980.
Parliament ls aware of thrs report and rntends to examlne lr soon, so I shall confine myself to a very
general answer
Councrl Regulatron No 3055 (EEC) of 9 Novcmber 1973 oo ard to Communrty pro,ects rn the hydrocarbons
sector
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The Commrssron remrnds honourable Members that the existrng financial instruments of the
Communrty whrch can be used for transpon rnfrastructures, z,rz. the European Investment Bank, the
Regronal Deielopment Fund, and the new Communrty rnstrument are all of consrderable use for
asslstrng the rmplementatron of certarn rnfrastructure pro,ects, but that rhe opportunrties for therr util-
rzalon are lrmrted erther bt geographrcal constrarnts (RDF) or lrmrtatron of the forms of frnancral ard
(loan, subsrdr or rnterest rebate)
Moreover, the crrrena followed for the utrlrzatron of the various exrsting lnstruments can ln some
cases lrmrt the rnten'enrron capacrty of these rnstruments rn the freld of transport rnfrastructures, rn
vrer of the need to crea.te a cohesrve network of communrcatron routes of rmportance to the
Communrtv
It rs for these reasons that the Commrssion felt rn necessary to supplement the range of exrstrng frnan-
cral rnstruments es raprdly as possrble bt'presentrng to the Councrl.r draft regulation on frnancral aid
for transporr rnfrasrructures. Nevertheless, lt is clear that, failrng the adoptron of rhe new system
proposed bv the Commrssron, rhe Member States can only seek to make maxrmum use of rhe exlsting
lnsrrumenrs rn the lrght of therr needs and rhe potentral of these rnstruments
Questron No 17, bt Mr Johnson (H-25/8 I )
Sublect Law of the Sea
In vrew of the reports that the Unrted States rntends to block possrble agreement at the curren[ sesslon
of the United Natrons Law of the Sea Conference apparently under pressure from deep-sea minrng
companres uhrch regard the exrstrng drafr treaty as unfavourable ro therr lnreresrs, can the Commis-
sron rndrcate what stxnce rs berng adopted by the EEC to rndicate their extreme drsapporntment at
thrs development)
Answer
L The proceedrngs of the tenth sessron of the thrrd La*' of the Sea Conference ended on l5 Apnl.
Thrs session was unable to make much progress Partrcularh'rmponant questions remaln open,
relaung to the creation of an rnternatronal framework for exploratron and explortatron of the sea bed;
questlons also remarn open relatrng to the dehmrtatron of the contrnental shelf and other sea areas,
and conditrons for the free passage of shrps through territonal waters
On the other hand, an exhaustive exchange of vrews and detarled negouauons took place on the
questlon of the partrcrpatron of non-governmental organlzallons rn the Law of the Sea Conventron
and on the sublect of the Preparatory Commirtee
2 The European Commrssron has already expressed rts vlews to the honourable Member and to the
European Parlrament on the changed attrtude of the United States at the Law of the Sea Conference
Accordrng to the rnformauon v"'e have, the reassessment of the Amencan attrtude could last untrl the
autumn of thrs year, rt rs therefore unlrkely that the Unrted States delegatron wrll play an actrve role rn
the summer session of the Law of the Sea Conference The American administration has stated that
the USA could once again play a full part rn a session at the beginning of next year.
3 On l7 March l98l the Netherlands Presrdency explarned to the plenary sessron of the Law of the
Sea Conference the attrtude of the Community and rts Member States to the presenr srtuation, as
follows 'Our goal remarns, of course, the same, and we, for our part, hope that the results of our
past work wrll not be put in yeopardy. !7e remain convinced that a speedy conclusron of an
all-embracrng Conventron, layrng down the neq' approach to the law of the sea, cannot but be the
ob;ectoftheelfortsofallofus Inourvrewltrsessentral,nowasbefore,toconcentrateoureffortsin
order to compLete the work of the Conference as early as possrble'
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Quesnon No 1 9, by Mr Hord (H- 1 32/8 1 ) I
Sublect Sales of surplus Communrty agncultural products to the USSR
It has been reported that during 1980, frrstly 145 000 tonnes of butter and butter orl were exponed to
rhe USSR, and secondly in reply ro Vnrren Question to the Commissron 1273/80 by Mr Paisley, that
surplus Communrty agrrculturel produce ro the value of 591 875 million ECU was sold to the USSR
rn the frrst srx monrhs of ts8o, compared ro a value of +zl 5t I million ECU for rhe whole of lglg
I How does the Commrssron explarn irs farlure to conform to the instructrons of the Foreign Mrnis-
rers'meetrng in polirrcal cooperation on 5January 1980 that future exports to the USSR should not
exceed the level of normal trade?
2 Ho*'r'as rhe Commrssion able to allow 145 000 tonnes of butter and butter orl to be exponed in
1980, q'hen the Commrssron had confirmed prevrously that the normal level of trade with the USSR
u'as 70 000 lonnes ln respect of thrs commodrty?
3 Does the Commrssron agree that bv not respecung the Council's lnstructions that it may have
acted q'rthout budgeran'cover in respect of the incrdence of excess sales to the USSR?
Answer
The Commrssron has stncrly observed the hne agreed by the Councrl of Mrnrsters of l5 January 1980
concernlng exports of agrrcultural products to the Sovret Unron.
As far as butter and butter orl rs concerned, the average expons of the Community ro the Sovrer
Union rn rhe three years 1977-1979 were 7a 000 tonnes. In 1980 cenificates were granted by the
Commission for expon of about 59 000 tonnes of butter and butter oil to the Soviet Union, whrch is
well wrthrn the tree-year average.
No such certrfrcates have been granted since May t98O and, desprte the relaxation of rhe embargo,
the Commrssion does not rntend co lssue any certrficates for butter and butter oil for the present
The reason why about 104 000 tonnes of butter and 44 000 ronnes of butter orl were shipped to the
Soviet Unron rn 1980, accordrng to the latest trade statistics, is firstly that some cenificates issued
before l5January 1980 were used for these expons, and secondly that some cenifrcares issued for
export to other desrrnarrons may have been misused traders.
As regards the budgerarv cover, I would remrnd the Honourable Member that the credits for the milk
sector rn the l98O budget were not used up, and expendrture was rn fact about 180 million ECU less
than credrts
Questton No 20, by Mrs Etoing ( H- 5 5/8 I )
Sublect: Assistance for blrnd people
Vhat proposals does rhe Commrssron have for assistance rates or flat rare allowances to blind people
rn thc Communrtv)
Answer
The Commrssron does not envrsage makrng proposals specrfrcally on the sub;ect of allowances for
blrnd people It has rn the past made proposals (whrch proved unsuccessful) concernrng lhe extensron
of soclal protectron to categories of people rnadequately covered by existrng social security
schemes.2 It is currenrly srudying rhe panicular situation of severely handicapped people, whatever
the nature of their disablement.
Former oral question wrthout debate (0-8/8 1) transformed into a questron for Quesuon Trme
OJ No C 30 of 7 2. 1977
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Quesuon No 21, by Mr Van Aerssen (H-61/81)
Subject. Negotrar.rons berween the Community and the Andean Group with a view to concluding a
framewc,rk agreemenI
Can the Commission state what posrrion has been reached in the negotiations for a framework agree-
ment bet*-een rhe Community and the Andean Group?
Ansztter
As rhe Commrssron has already had occasron to state before this honourable Assembly, negotiations
with the Andean Pact for rhe conclusion of a cooperation agreement were broken off rn July 1980,
following the coup d'itatn Bohvra. No date has yet been fixed for resuming these negotiations.
Questrcn No 22, by Mr Kappos (H-52/81)
Subject. Crude attack on workers'elementary trade union rights
Is the Commrssron aware that rn l98O at least 3 O0O workers, includrng 250 members of union branch
executives and factory commrtrees) were sacked in Greece on account of their trade union activrues)
Is rhe Commisr,ion also aware that this number includes about 80 members and all rhe executive
members of the unron branch rn the Greek aeronautical industry?
Does not the C.ommrssion consider that these dismissals are a crude attack on workers' elementary
trade unron nglrts?
Answer
In vrew of rhe lack of more precrse information on the drsmrssals thar are reponed to have taken place
rn Greece rn l()80 and rhat were due to the trade union activrtres of the workers concerned, it is not
possrble for the Commissron to express an informed opinion on the evenr referred to by the honour-
able Member
At the legal lerel, the legrslation rn force in Greece provides for protection against dismrssals based on
rhe trade union activitres of the employee concerned.
At the inrerna;ional level, protecrion of trade union rights rs provided for by the conventions of the
International I-abour Organization.
it rs rherefore the task of the ILO, in rhe first instance, to note infringements of these Conventrons by
means of the 1;rievance procedures organized and recognized b1. the ILO. Should it prove that [here
had rndeed been an rnfringement of certain general principles relating to the protection of the right to
organlze! the Commission) ln vrew of the general responsibrlitres conferred on lt as regards compli-
ance wrth the fundamental pnncrples of the Treaty, and especrally Artrcle 3 of the Act concernlng
conditions of membershrp, would not fail to uke action and draw the artention of the national aurho-
rities to the matter.
Question No 23, by Mr Buttafuoco (H-74/81)
Sublect: Renewal of the Italy-Tunisia fisheries agreement
The Italy-Tunisia fisheries agreemenr expired on 19 June 1979 and its renewal is the responsibility of
rhe EEC. The failure to do so means [har Sicilian motor trawlers are obliged to fish funher and
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further away'from their home ports, srnce they cannot operale in Tunisian terrirorial warers. Can rhe
Commtsston stnte why rt has delayed the conclusion of a new Italy-Tunrsia fisheries agreement?
Answer
'!flrth 
regard to relations wrth Tunrsia on frsherres, I would refer you to the lengrhy debates whrch
took place particularly on 26 September 1979 and 20 and 2l November 1980. There has been no
change tn the srtuation, whrch rs that Tunrsia is not prepared to conclude a frshenes agreement with
anypartneraccordingtothetraditronal termsof theagreemenrwrthltalywhichexprred nluly1979.
'\f e know that Italian shrpowners are now makrng informal contacts rn Tunisra ro examlne the possr-
brlrties of cooperanng using mixed companres The Commrssion rs strll prepared to negotiate wrth
Tunisra as soon as tt obtatns information from the Iralran Government on rhe willingness of Italian
shipowners to become rnvolved rn an undertakrng of thrs krnd.
Question No 24, by Mr Caloez (H-75/81)
Sub;ect Frsheries 
- 
rncreased surverllance
Can the Commission glve preclse detarls of the system of rncreased surveillance rn force in the zone
bevond the twelve-mile limrt)
Anszoer
In its Communication of l0 March 1981 (COM(81) 104), the Commissron proposed sysremaric sur-
veillance of fishing activities in Communrty waters in the Nonh-Easr Atlantic between 58" 30' N and
6l'N. In the draft proposal for a regulatron attached to thrs Communicarion, the Commissron
precisely described the proposed sysrem, oiz. the creation of a sysrem of licences, the derails of a
logbook to be kept by captarns, and the oblrgation to notrfy when enrering and leavrng the aforemen-
troned zone and to provide rnformarron on the quanriries of each species held on board.
Vhat rs the value (or the aim) of thrs system?
As the Commrssron stated rn the Communicatron of l0 March, the creatron of a system of increased
sun'etllance ls a way of achrevrng the arms of the fishenes arrangemenrs for species of special impon-
ance rn sensrtrve regrons of the Community, covered by Arricle 6, Paragraph 3 and Anicle 8 of the
modifred proposal for a basic regulatron of 25 February 1981 (COM (81) 8O).
In vre* of the delicacy of the problem which concerns rhe mosr drspured irem of rhe common frsh-
erres polrcy, tt rs proposed to hmrt the answer to a repetrtion of the wordrng of the relevant Commrs-
sron proposals The effect of the proposed zone of special surverllance largely depends on the practice
concernlng the rssurng of Ircences, whether they are rssued automatically on request ro all fishermen
applvrng or whether they are issued in a selectrve way allowing the Commission to limit the fishery, as
ts envtsaged under letter C of the Communtcation, by spreadrng the fishery campalgn on a seasonal
basis and in relation to the quotas allocated, by rotation of voyages per vessel and by the limirarion of
catches per vessel.
The Commrssron should not take publicly positron on these uems unless the British and French posr-
tions have becomer clearer.
Questrcn No 25, by Mr Galland (H-77/81)
Subyect Closure of customs clearance points for imports of sreel into Italy
In vres'of the applicatron of the procedure provrded for in Anicle 169 of the EEC Treary to the
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quesrron of customs clearance pornts for imports ol steel into Italy, and also of the discussions whrch
took place at the begrnnrng of March berween Mr Mario Pandolfi, Italian Minister of Finance, and
Mr Karl Hernz Narjes, European Commrssroner responsible for the rnternal Cgmmunrty market, can
rhe Commrssron state whether the Italan Government has rn fact followed up its intention of opening
seven addirronal border posrs? Vhatever the case may be, rs the Commrssron satisfied with thrs
measure, whrch would only partly solve rhe problem, since the most rmportant. customs clearance
polnts are strll closed?
Answer
By Decree of the Mrnrsrer of Finance of 27 March 1981, the Itahan Government authorized the
reopening of eight customs clearance points for imports of steel. This bnngs the total of such points
nos'open to 2O out of the ongrnal 33 competent customs posts.
Thrs measure rs an lmporranr srep forward. However, there are strll many hmitations on trade tn steel
u.ith Iraly, so that rhe Commrssron does not regard the Itahan vrolatron of the Treaty as betng at an
end ]t rs therefore contrnuing ln the usual way wrth the Treaty rnfnngement procedure tntttated on
5 Februan' I 98 I .
Quesnon No 25, by Mr Cabon (H-82/81)
Sub;ect: European shrpburlding rndustry
Vrll rhe Commissron make a sratemenr on the future of the European shipburlding industry in hght of
(a) Japan's rncrease ln ourpur in l98O by 3a0/o which now accounts for 46.50/o of world shrp comple-
trons, (b) the reducuon rn output in 1980 in the UK by 380/0, France by 6lol0, Netherlands by 560/0,
along with Denmark and Germany recordrng reductions rn shrpyard output; (c) the absence of any
Communrty programme for the Industry
'!7har rnformatron and drrectron of action has emerged from the recent Commlssion discussrons with
the socral partners rn the industry?
Anstoer
L Srnce the frst oil cnsis n 1973, rhe shrpbuilding industry has been tn an increasingly difficult
srruatron, but partrcularly since 1977, slnce the effects ofthe economic cnsis have led to a notable
reduction in rrade and hence in the need for sea transpon and, rn the shrpbuildrng sector, to a reduc-
rron rn world demand for new ronnage. Vorld demand now represenm less than half of the produc-
uon capxcrry for 1975 and 1976 (not until 1983 is the situation likely to show an upturn agarn).
On the other hand, account musr be taken of rhe dominant position ofJapan and the appearance on
the scene of new shrpburlding countries.
2. In the Communrty production depends above all on internal demand. l98O was a difficult year in
thrs respect (the equilrbrrum between Europe and Japan in 1978-1979 was broken).
3. Japanese domrnance cannor be explarned solely by the devaluation of the yen, but also by a relax-
atron of resrncnve measures in respect of capacrties and productton ('crisis cartel'), as well as by
frnancral support measures.
4 One cannot talk of the absence of Communiry actron, although the Council 
- 
and the Commrs-
sion regrers this 
- 
has not acted on defrnire proposals whrch were put before it
The Commission would like to draw specral attention to the actrvrties connected with the Fifth Direc-
tive on ard ro shrpburlding. This Directive is due to come into operatron in the first hatf of t98l
5 Vith regard ro relations wlth rhe social panners, the Commission is carrying on the dlalogue
wirh representatives of rndustry, trade unrons and shipowners It is as yet too early to express an
opinron about the rask which the indusrry has undenaken of examinrng a Community action
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programme aimed at rmproving the competitiveness of the sector, or about the mechanisms which
would be hkely to lead ro the srimulation of demand.
Questrcn No 27, by Mr lYekb (H-Ba/91)
Subject Subsrdized gas pnces to Dutch growers
In tts written answer to my oral question (H-766/801) rhe Commission suted that its final position on
the pursuit of a procedure under Article 93 of the Treaty of Rome would be influenced by decisions
on tariffs to be announced in the Netherlands by April lst.
'Vould the Commtsston now make a statement on rts attrtude and intentrons rn respecr of thrs marrer
which it admits is causing severe drstortions rn the market for honiculrural products (see answer ro
oral quesuon (H-41 I /80)) ?'?
Answer
The Commission contrnues ro follow the siruation artentively.
The negotiations between Gasunie and the Landbouwschap on [he natural gas tariff for growers were
not completed in the time originally envisaged. However, these negotiations conrinue. Definitive
results are expected in May.
The Commrssron will express a definitrve view ar rhat stage.
Question No 28, by Mr Schwartzenberg (H-8 t/S t )
Sublect Greece and the Mrddle East
Is rt true that, when speaking on behalf of rhe Commission ro rhe ambassadors of Saudi Arabia, Iraq
and the Lebanon, Mr Thorn beheved himself authorized to state that the Communrty institutions
would not urge Greece finally to recognrze Israel (see'Agence Europe'No 3l10 of l Apnl 1981,
p 3)? If so, ts the Commtsston not aware that, on the one hand, it has no power ro make such smte-
ments and that, on the other, any poluical cooperatron between rhe Ten concerning the Middle Easr
wrll be qurte futrle unless all of the Ten have diplomatrc relations wrth all the States concerned?
Answer
On 3l March l98l Mr Thorn received the Ambassadors of the Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and Iraq ar
thetr request. The three Ambassadors expressed the concern of all Arab Heads of Mission accredired
to the Communtty about a statement dated 25 February lasr and attributed ro Mr Thorn at the end of
his drscussions rn Arhens.
In realrty, when asked at his press conference in Athens if it was true thar he had exened pressure on
the Greek Governmenr to recognize Israel, Mr Thorn:
- 
rndrcated that Israel had not been mentioned rn his conversations ln Athens;
- 
confirmed that, by virtue of its accession ro the Community, Greece had adopted the enire acquis
communautaire of which the agreemenr between the Community and Israel form a pan.
Verbaumreponof proceedrngs, l1 3. 1981.
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He confirmed hrs remarks to rhe Ambassadors of the Stares ro which the honourable Member refers,
and indicated rhar it was not the Commission's role ro decide the modalrties of drplomaric relatrons
between the Member States and non-member countries.
Question No 29, by Mtss Hooper (H-85/8 t )
Sublect International exhibitrons wrthrn the EEC
Is rhe Commrsslon aware rhat manufacturers from Member States taking the ume and rrouble to
exhibrt ar rnternauonal exhrbitrons in the EEC are required to re-import therr exhrbus to their own
country? Any orders obtarned at the exhibitions therefore run the rrsk of berng lost, panicularly rn
respect of small manufacturers of highly specralrzed products who may not have all the export facrli-
tres of large companles
Ansuer
In the absence of Communrty regulatrons rn this field, goods to be exhibrted or used a[ an rnterna-
tional exhrbitron are sublect to natronal rules. These were drawn up rn accordance wrth a customs
agreement concluded rn Brussels on 8 June 1961 on facilities for the import of goods to be exhrbrted
or used at exhrbruons, trade fairs, congresses or stmilar events.
Thrs agreement, to which all the Member States of the Communrty are parties, rests on the general
pnncrple thar all such goods must be re-exported wrthrn srx months from the trme of their rmport The
agreemenr also provrdes that goods not intended for re-export can be rmponed, and especially trans-
ferred to duty-free and tax-free trade, rf they have been drrectly rmponed from abroad and provided
thar the condrrrons and procedures applicable under natronal law and the legislation of the country to
u'hich they are temporanly rmported are comphed with.
It should also be pointed our rhac rn some Member States the mosl rmportant exhibitrons are dealt
with not under the [emporary u';e provisrons but under the bonded warehouse procedure, which
carrres no obhgatron to re-exporl the goods and thus allows more freedom of manoeuvre tn terms of
the possibilitres of transferrrng the rmported goods to duty-free and tax-free trade.
The Commrssron will present to the Council a proposal to rntroduce a procedure for temporary trade
rn goods whrch are exported fronr a Member State for temporary use ln one or more other Member
States In that proposal rt has provrded for the possrbilrty of transfer of goods covered by this proce-
dure to duty-free and tax-free trade, to the extenr that rhe condrrions laid down in Artrcles 10 and I 1
of the Srxth Drrectrve on the Corrmunrty VAT System are fulfilled.
It should nor, however, be forgotten that clearance for duty-free and tax-free trade rn some products
(e g artrcles of clothrng) onglnetlng from certarn rndrvidual non-member countries, whrch have been
cleared for duty-free trade rn the Member State whrch exports them, mav be subject to quota ltmtta-
uons rn the Member State where they are used, rf the latter has been authonzed by the Commission
ro exclude rhe products from Cornmunity treatment under Artrcle I l5 of the Treaty
Question No 30, by Sir Daoid Nrcolson (H-8 7/8 I )
Subject: Commissron's basic pn,:es for steel !mports
The Commrssion has replred tc' my question No (H-829180)t by saying that exchange rates were
reviewed in October 1980 and that the rmports concerned represent only a very small proportion of
rhe UK's rotal steel consumptrorr
Verbatrm records of the srttrngs, 9 3 198 L
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\flith regard to the exchange ra.te, can the Commrssron explarn *'hy rhe rare ser last October was well
below the market rate of rhe previous nrne monrhs?
Even though sterltng rs now showrng a downward trend, the currenr panry strll leaves the basic UK
Prlce approxlmately 140/o hrgher than in Germany rs there not therefore a case for an ad;ustment?
'Wrth regard to the proportion of consumptron to whrch the price applies, rs rhe Commissron nol
arr,are thar:
the margrnal lowest cost supplrer exerclses a far greater rnfluence on the market than the tonnage
he supplres mrghr suggest,
UK producers clearly do not regard the tmport basrc pnces as rnsrgnrficant They have lobbred
herd to prevent full ad;ustment of the sterlrng parrtv Thrs helps to keep UK pnces above those
elseu'here rn the ECSC,
uhere steel accounrs for 500/o or more of the prrce o[ the frnrshed producr (eg a pressure
ressel). ant'measure whrch helps to keep UK steel prrces above comperruon rs damagrng to
users)
Ansu.,er
The exchange rate publrshed rn the Officral Journal L 290 on 3l October l98O quoted 0.614488 as
berng the Pound Sterllng equtvalent ofone European unrt of accoun[. Thrs rate was an average of the
ten months avarlable at the time of the calculation followrng the prevrous revlew, r e December 1979
to September 1980 rnclusrve The average of the rates of rhe nrne monrhs from January ro September
1980 uas 0.610531 Srnce December 1979 averc,ge rates have changed srgnrfrcanrlv each month and
not alu a',s rn the same drrectron
Bestc prtces for certatn tron and steel products are currently under revrew and, rf necessary, ad;ust-
ments u'rll be made
Prrcrng rules permrt alrgnment to compeutrve offers wrrhrn rhe Communrtv where, also, the general
loel of steel pnces rs below that obtarnrng the USA and Japan Thus, the effect on steel users should
not be serrous especrallv when takrng rnto account rhe relarrvely small quantrties rnvolved rn the
rmport basrc prrces
Questton No 31, by Mr Beazlet (H-88/81)
Sublect Accessron of Portugal to rhe European Communrtl
'!/hat changes to the Portuguese Constrtutron of 2 Apnl 1976 wil need to be made when Portugal
;otns the European Communttv, and, rn partrcular, and rn the hghr of rhe;ornt declarauon by the
Councrl, the Commtsston and the European Parliament on 5 Apnl 1977, wil the Commrssron state
u'hether the'Councrl of the Revolutron'defined rn Anrcle 142 of the Consrrtutron as the'Guaranror
of the proper working of democratrc lnstltuuons' and composed largely of members of the armed
forces, rs conslsrent wrth that country's membershrp of the European Communrty?
Anszper
It ts not tncumbent upon the Commissron to s[a[e rts vrew at thrs pornt concernrng possrble modrfrca-
ttons of a constltuuonal character whrch Portugal mrght be called upon to make as a result of her
accesslon to the Communtn' In accordance with the ;unsprudence whrch the Courr of Justrce has
alu'ay's matntatned, rt wrll be the responsrbrlity of Portugal ro carry our anv necessary adapranons ro
the tnsttluttonal structures of her natronal legal system rn order ro ensure rhe respect of the obLga-
trons whrch wrll result from her accesslon
In partrcular, the ;undrcal system establshed b1'the Treaties lnsrrrutlng the Communrues rs essentrally
characterized by the direct applicabrlity of certain of therr provisions and of certain acts adopted by
the Communttv instttuttons, by the prrmacy of Communrtv law over narronal provlslons whrch mrght
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be contrarl' to such lar', and the exrstence of procedures enablrng the unrformrty of lnrerpreratron of
Communttv law to be ensured Accession to the Communitres rmplres the recognrrron of the bindrng
character of these rules, and rt rs irdrspensrble that thev should be respected rf the effecrrveness and
the unrtv of Communrtv law are to be guaranteed.
Que stion No 32, by Lady Elles (H-89/8 1)
Sub;ect Implementatron of Drrecr*'e 77 /728
Vhat measures rs the Commrssron rakrng to ensure that rmplementatron of Dtrecttve 77/728 a,nd a,ny
amendment adopted to rt rs carnec our unrformly and simultaneously wlthln Member States)
Anstoer
1. The time-limit for rmplementtron ser in Anicle 12 of the Directive rn question, relating to the
classrfrcatron, packagrng and Iabellrng of parnts and varntshes, adopted by rhe Council on
7 November 1977,was 24 months, r e 9 November 1979.
2 Srnce the l\{ember States hacl not notrfred rt of rmplementauon measures by the exprry of that
trme-lrrrrr, the Commrssron rnrtrated the rnfrrngement procedure on lTJune l98O agarnst all the
Nlemfrer Strtes ercept rhe Netherlands, under Artrcle 169 of the Treatv, by sendrng a letter of notice
(the Nethe rlands had rn the meanr-ime communtcated therr implementatton measures)
J Srnce then rhe Commrssron has suspended the rnfringement procedure wlth regard to Germany,
Italr and Belgrum, srnce these counrnes have communrcated therr rmplementatron measures.
Questton No 33, by Mr Colla (H-90/8 1)
Subyect Communrty radro and tclevrsron programmes
\What does the Commrssron thrnk of the rdea of havrng the European Communrtv, possibly rn cooper-
atron urth the exrstrng broadcastrng companies, produce radio and television programmes and, should
such a scheme be realized, q'hat are rts vrews regardrng, on lhe one hand, advertising and, on the
other, rhe safeguardrng of rhe rnteresrs of mrnorrtres and groups of all political and phrlosophrcal
rendencres rn relatron to such broadcasts )
Ansuler
I The Commrssron rs followrnl; wrth the greatest rnterest the current debare in the European Parlia-
menr on the proposal ro creare a European televrsron channel whrch would also produce programmes
Radro and tele'isron are of course the most surtable medra for bnngrng up-to-date informatron to the
publrc and for producrng prograrnmes on European problems, as well as broadcasts of general rnterest
placed rn the European context
'\ilrthrn rhe frameu'ork of rts rnfrrrmation actrvity, the Commrssron is currently lnvestrganng how the
Radro, Televrsron and Films Divisron can make the maximum pracucal use of the possibrlitres offered
by the communrcatrons medra
2 As ro the possrble use to be rnade of advertrsrng lncome to cover) ln whole or rn part, the expendr-
ture rnvolved ln the productron and broadcastrng of the European programmes, a decrsron wrll be
taken as soon as the European Parlrament and other competent bodres have been consulted
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J In a democratic society such as the European Communrty, the safeguarding of the rnterests of
mrnorities and groups of all political and philosophical tendencres by the producers of radio and
television programmes rs one of the foremosr pnncrples which the Commission seeks to guarantee.
Questton No 34, by Mr Hutton (H-92/81)
Subyect. Coordrnarron of forestry measures
Srnce a number of separate measures for forestry have alreadl,been proposed, would the Commrssron
sar n hr rhese cannot be coordrnated rn an overall forestry polrcy?
Answer
I can assure the honourable Parliamentarran that the Commrssion matntains an overall view of the
needs of rhe foresrry sector and has proposed a coordrnated sertes of measures !ilhat I regret rs that
the Councrl has strll not adopted them.
Questton No 3 5, by Mr Ptnrnfdrina (H-94/8 I )
Subyect. Rrgrd systems of rndexrng rncomes
In rhe European Council's frnal declaration at lts meeting ln Maastncht, mentlon was made of
revrsing certarn ngrd svstems of indexing lncomes
Vhat measures does the Commrssron inrend proposrng [o ensure that the Italran rndexing system ls
brought rnto lrne wrth the economrc and monetary situation generally obtarnrng in the European
Communrtres )
Anszoer
In the Annual Economrc Report 1979-1980, the Commrssion suggested that, rn those counrries where
there rs a general rndexatron mechanrsm with raprd adlustment to rnflarion, this mechanism should be
restrrcted so as to avord secondary lncreeses rn the rate of rnflatron. Simrlarly, rn the l98O-1981
Report, the Commrssron underlned that although some countnes har.e taken measures to modify the
tndexatton sl'stem, other countries have made rnsuffrcrent adjustment or have expenenced an exces-
slve nse rn nominal wages and salarres.
The Commrssron consrders that systems of wage and salary rndexatron can, rn those countrles
applvrng such systems, rmpede the success of pohcres armed at reducing rnflarronary tendencies and
therefore not be totallv compatible wrth the arms of economlc convergence which the Commrssron
muSt Pursue
The Commrssron resen'es the nght to propose, rn the form rt considers most appropriare, a cerrarn
number of rdeas whrch rt will submrt ro the attenrron of the Councrl
Question No 35, by Mr Coutsocheras (H-9t/81)
Sub;ect Greek students rn British unrverslues
Is the Commrssron aware that, contrary to agreements thar srudents from EEC Member States should
pav the same enrolment fees as Britrsh students, Greek students rn Brrtish unlversrtles are being asked
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to pay enrolment fees for the academic year 1980-1981 of between l1 310 and !5 OOO rnstead of fees
ranging from !215 ro l1 105?
'W'hat 
steps does the Commissron rntend takrng to ensure rhat Greek students receive equal [rearment
as regards enrolment fees in Brrtrsh unrversrtres?
Ansuser
Last vear, the government of the Unrted Krngdom decrded ro exempr srudents of rhe European
Communttv from differentral fees charged to overseas students studyrng rn hrgher education institu-
trons rn the Unrred Krngdom.
The Commrssron warmly welcomed the announcement as thrs decrsron was consistent wrth the terms
of the report of the Education Commrttee adopted by Councrl and Mrnrsters of Education on 27 June
1980 u'hich stated as follows: 'where rurtion fees are payable rn a Member Srate, those for students
from other Communrty countnes wrll not be hrgher than those applicable ro home srudents .' (see
Councrl document EDUC 30 of Z July l98O). In the case of students from new Member States,
hou'ever, a Member State may for reasons of administratrve necessty defer apphcarron of the pnn-
crple set out In this paragraph, until the begrnnrng of the frrst academrc year after accesslon.
In the tteu'of the Commrssion, the disposrtions taken rn respect of Greek students do not represenr
dlscnmlnatlon agatnst Community citrzens bv the government of the Unrted Kingdom, since the
applrcetron of the princrple menttoned in the above paragraph rs berng applied rn the first year of
Creece's membership of rhe European Communiry.
Question No 37, by Mr Vlahoroulos (H-101/81)
Sublect Rehef measures to support farmers
It rs a fact that modern agnculture rs increasrngly making use of lrquid fuels and electncity, rn addr-
tron to other energ)'sources, in the process of cultrvatron and agricultural productron.
As the producrlon costs q'hrch our farmers have to meet are consrantly nsrng does the Commrssion
rntend to propose any measures ro provrde economic relief for them, such as cheap supplies of hquid
fuel, electriciry, etc., so that therr overheads can be reduced?
Answer
Agnculture, lrke other sectors of the economy, must accept the consequences of higher energy cosrs
The Commrsston does not therefore envrsage measures of the type suggested by rhe honourable
ParLamentarran.
Questrcn No 38, by Mrs Squaraalupt (H- 1 04/81 )
Sublect: Brrth of deformed babres rn Augusta (Srcily)
In Augusta 
- 
whrch has one of the largest concentrat.lons rn Europe of petrochemrcal rndustries,
discharging tonnes of polsonous substances rnto the air, warer and soil 
- 
the number of babres born
urth severe deformrtres rn the last ten years has risen from 3 to 14 per thousand, and the number of
deaths from cancer (especially of the respiratorv system, the rnresunes and rhe liver) has doubled in
the last two years. Furthermore a study by the \7orld Health Organrzatron has esrabhshed rhe pres-
ence of cadmrum and mercury rn the food cycle of this indusrnal area.
Vhen and how does the Commissron rntend to take measures [o rntervene drrectly 
- 
or in coopera-
tton wtth the ItaLan Government 
- 
to assess the extent of those developments, ro establish the
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degree of pollutron rn the area and to guarantee that rndustrral development does not jeopardize
health rn one of the most drsadvantaged regrons of the Communrw,?
Ansuter
I'he Commrssron thanks the honourable Member for drawrng attentlon once more to thls lmportant
problem At thrs srage the Commissron can only grve the same answer as l[ gave earlier to a wntten
quesrron (No l7O2l80 of l0 December l98O)
For a number of vears the Commrssron has been followrng the problems of envrronmental pollutron
caused bv lerge rndustnel plant As earh'as Julv 1979, rt presented to the Councrl a proposal for a
drrcctrre on the dangers of serrous accrdents ln certarn rndustnal sectors Thrs proposal has already
been examrned twrce bv the Councrl of Mrnrsrers for the Envrronment, but rt has not vet been possible
to adopt rL Moreover, rn June 1980 the Commrssron presented to the Councrl a proposal for a direc-
:rr;:" 
,"rP..,'ons ro ensure that certarn pubLc and pnvate pro]ects present no threat to the environ-
Both of rhese proposals arm ro prevent srtuations such as rhat mentroned by the honourable Member.
It rs unrmportant whether these regulatrons are lard down at the natronal or the Communrty level. At
all events, rr ls up to rhe responsrble Italran aurhorrtres to ensure comphance wrth the regulatrons on
protecnon from envrronmental pollutron
Questron No 39, by Mr Prag(H-105/81)
Sub;ect Crants for students studyrng tn Communtty countrles other than their own
'Vrll the Commrssron propose ro the Councrl a common system of grants for students who-are
nauonals of Member States and wrsh to study rn a Member State other than their own)
Anszoer
On 22 Seprember 1978 the Commrssron proposed in its communicatron to the Councrl (COM(78)
469 frnal) the settrng up of a European Communrty Scholarships Scheme for Students The rdea
behrnd thrs proposal vas ro supplement rhe provrsrons of Member States by the agreement rn principle
by Council and Ministers of Educarion on a common approach to the admission of students from
orher Member Stares, parr of whrch refers to the avarlabilitv of national malntenxnce grants in all
N{ember Srares See Councrl documenr EDUC 30 of z Julv 1980, S l9 of section IV-D thrs relares rn
fact to rhe hrgher frnancral porentral thar rs avarlable to students rn most of the Member States
The proposal however drd not receive the necessary suppon of the Education Commtttee, and tt was
not considered ripe for drscussion by Councrl and Ministers of Education.
Consequentll', wrrh the cooperation of the Educatron Commrttee, the Commrsston has made a fresh
sun'ev on rhe avarlabilrtl.of nauonal grants to enable students to study at hrgher educatron instrtu-
trons rn Member Stares other than therr own On the basrs of the results of thrs survey, the Commts-
sron mav decrde to re-submrt appropnate proposals desrgned !o lmprove the frnancral lncentives to
encourage student mobrlrtl'within the Communrty I expect the sun'e!'to be formulated durrng the
remarnder of the lear
Questton No 40, by Mr Tyrrell (H- I 08/8 I )
Subyect: Competrtron rn arr transport
Srnce the Court of Jusrrce has affrrmed rn Cases 167/73 and 2/74 thar the General provrsions of the
EEC Treatl., u'hrch include rhe rules on competitron, are directly applicable to arr transpon, why ii
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the Commtssron delaying its draft proposal for a procedural regulation in rhe air rransport sector
which would allocate rc Directorate-General [V of the Commission rhe powers of investigation and
penalry necessary to enforce the comperition rules in this sector?
Answer
As was explarned rn the answer to the oral question by Lord Bethell (H-578l80) on 9 February, Ani-
cles 85 and 86 alone are directly apphcable to agreemenrs and activiries of undenakings in the exer-
cise of their own rndependent business. In the field of air rranspon,l on which most aiscussion has
arisen, regulations can only have a limited influence because of rhe role played by governmenrs. The
latter rssue instructlons to the arrcraft companies on tarrff procedures and reserve the right ro approve
or re,ect tariff proposals. In the crrcumstances, rn whrch we have to deal with public undenakings or
undertakrngs ro which the Member Srates give specral or exclusive nghts, rhe Commission depan-
ments are carrytng out a thorough investigation of the possrbilities of proceeding under Anrcle 90 of
the Treatt' of Rome and taking action agains[ the conduct of Member Stares rf rr gives rise ro a situa-
tron on the relevant market which is incompatible with provisions of the Treaty. It is, however, a
complicated quesnon, not least because of the consequences for other government measures, in rela-
tron to rhe pnces ln other fields.
The Commissron has called for a report on these marrers, and has decided to await ir before
expressrng a defrnrte oprnron on the draft regulation and submitting it to the Council of Ministers,
rnstead of proceeding against Member States under Anrcle 90 without waiting for rhe regulation to
be adopted
Questron No 41, by Mr Adan (H- I I 1/81)
Sub;ect: Multinational companles
in vtew of the recent activrtles of multinational companies, will the Commrssion undenake to esrab-
lish immedrately a monitoring procedure to record the investments of multinational companies in coal
and strategrc raw materials and ro report rhe findings periodically to Parliament?
Answer
I \tr7ithout pre;udice to the powers attnbuted to lr rn rhe field of comperition, the Commission has
no rntentron of establrshing a special monltonng procedure to record the rnvesrmenrs of companies in
the sectors mentroned by the honourable Member or in other secrors.
2 \7rth regard to coalminrng lnvestments, the mining undenakings of rhe Community, whether
multtnattonal or not, submit periodic information to the Commissron of rheir own accord on all their
lnvestments flows, wrrhin or ourside the Communrty.
Questron No 42, by Mr Grffiths (H-113/81)
Subject. Combating unemployment especially among young people
Vhat steps are [he Commission takrng in rhe light of the European Council's Maastricht meering's
expression of'deep concern' about'high and risrng rates of unemployment among yourh' and their
call for'intensive consultation with rhe socral partners'?
Of scheduled flights.
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Answer
'!/rth 
regard to youth unemployment, the Commrssron rs seekrng to rernforce rts existing acrron, pani-
cularly bv means of the European Social Fund, [o supporr trarnrng and employment measures for
I'oung people
The rncreasrngll' hrgh rates of youth unemployment reflect a general worsenrng of the unemploymenr
srtuauon A number of guidehnes for a more posltlve poLcy response to the problem of
unemploymentr have yust been approved by the Commrssion and senr ro rhe Councrl for consrdera-
tton tn the frrst tnstance by the Standrng Commrttee on Employment on l9 May l98l and the Mrnrs-
ters of Emplovment and Socral Affarrs on gJune 1981 Other contacts at different levels are taking
place betu'een the socral partners and the Commrssron
The Presrdency of the Councrl has also arranged a frrst hrgh-level conracr wrrh rhe social panners and
the Commrssron to consider the problems of unemployment and, in panicular, to identrfy specific
tssues that could usefully be considered by a;ornt session of Mrnisters of Economy, Finance, Social
Affarrs and Employment
The Commrssron wrll be ready to make rts contnbution to such a ;oinr sessron once decisions are
taken by the Presrdencl'concerning the date and the agenda.
Questton No 43, by Mr Ptntat ( H- 1 20/8 1 )
Sub;ect: Research programme rn the freld of ceramrcs
The Councrl has rnformed the European Parlrament that rt still has not been able to begrn work on
the research and developmen[ programme rn the field of ceramrcs because CREST has not delrvered
lts oPlnron
Can the Commtsston state what progress thrs body has made wrrh rrs work and whar rhe grst of the
proposal *'rll be)
Anszaer
The Commrssron sent the relevant proposal to the Councrl on 5June 1979 (COM (79) 273 final)
CRESf dealt with thrs on 25 September 1979 wnh a view to grvlng an offrcral oprnron Mosr of the
delegatrons of the Member States acknowledged the scientific and technrcal interest of the proposed
actron, but the Commrttee agreed to grve rts definrtrve vlew as soon as rhe Commlssron had decided
uPon, ln parttcular, the rmplementatron methods envrsaged It rs a questron of research activrty wrth a
dtrect tndustrtal aim, on which CREST frnds that nor only the rules for carryrng rt our (panrcularly
whether or not to make use of pubhc lnvltatrons to tender) bur also the regulatron on the dissemina-
tron of knowledge (nghts to rndusrnal property) must be clarified.
Because of thts concern, and in the light of the rarronahzatron of Community R & D efforts rn which
the regrouprng of programmes rs envisaged, the Commission deparuments rntend to take rhrs proposal
up in an extensive programme in the raw matenals sector CREST had a preliminary exchange of
vre&-s on 8 April t98l about the future programme, and provrsronally expressed a favourable view on
the adoptron of an R & D subprogramme for clay and ceramic marenals (thrs provisronal favourable
oprnron was confirmed on l0 April l98l by a group of experts).
coM (8r) l5a and SEC (81) 662 of l5 4 1981
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Question No 44, by Mrs Desmond (H-125/81)
Sublect Srtuatron relatrng to abolrtron of headage Brants ln drsadvantaged areas ln Munster
]n answer to x prevrous questlon of mrnerconcerning the Irish Government's decision to abohsh
headage grants rn certarn aree.s in Munster, rhe Commissron was to contact the Irish Government to
ascertaln the srtuatroni can the Commlsslon now state the results of its enquiries?
Answer
I arn sausfred that the abolrtron of these headage grants for part-ume farmers whose annual income
exceeds 4 175 Irrsh pounds wrll not cause undue hardship, and is unlikely to have detrimental effects
on agncultural derelopment.
Question No 45, by Mr Purois (H- 127/8 I )
Sublect Explortation of turf peat
As a result of the Parlrament's resoluuon on turf peat contarned rn the Gallagher repon of
l9 December 1980, what actron has the Commrssion taken to promorc the use of peat for electricity
generatron, hearrng and other uses and what schemes involving peat exploitation are currcntly being
assrsted bl' the Communrw' and rn which related areas does the Commrssron propose to extend its
rnvolvement rn the future?
Ansztter
In the freld of productron and explortatron of peat, the Commrssron's actrvrty consrsts of making loans
conslsnng partly of rnterest rebates and provided on the one hand by the European Investment Bank
and on the other bv the Commrssron rn the contex! of the NIC
ln1979/8a theEuropeanlnvestmentBankloaned ll.TmillionECUroencouragetheuseof peatfor
electrrcrtv generation. The Commrssron has recerved no request for erds for peat-frred heatrng
systems In the same penod the Commrssron and the European Investment Bank have made loans
amounung to 18.9 million ECU to frnance rnvestments rn peat producuon.
Up to now rhese credrrs have been confrned to lreland. The Commrssron is prepared to extend the
ards to orher countnes when correspondrng pro;ects for developrng productron and exploitation of
peat 
- 
e g rn Scorland 
- 
reach the rmplementation stage.
Questrcn No 45, by Mr Petersen (H- l 28/81 )
Sub;ect: Rrght of veto rn the Councrl
Mr Gasron Thorn, the Presrdent of the Commissron, has proposed on several occasrons, elther
drrectll'or indirectly, that the nght ofveto rn the Councrl should be abolished or curtarled
Does the Commrssron consrder that rs rs beneficial to the Community, during a period of economtc
crrsrs, for drscussion of such a controversral rssue to be resumed?
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Ansuer
Lrke the prevrous Commission, this Commrssron has always urged the Council to make more frequent
use of majority voting. The honourable Member rs no doubr well aware that the same view was
expressed by the Heads of State and Government at rheir Conference in Paris in December 1974.
In vrew of the well-known difficultres encountered by the Council in its decision-making process, the
Commtsston thrnks that a review of the current practice of the Council could contribure ro rhe solu-
tron of certain problems facrng the Community
2. Quesuons to the Council
Questrcn No 47, by Mr Vi (H-22/81 )
Sub;ect: Renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement
Vhy drd the Council in rts brief to the Commrssron on the renewal of the Muldfibre Arrangement
glve no lnstructions on the rnclusion of a clause on the non-use of child labour in the texrile industries
of thrrd countnes, this being an ILO standard which I understood the Commission had decided to
include in EEC arrangements wlth non-associated countnes)
Ansuter
The Council has just begun examination of the Commission proposal on the renewal of the Mulri-
fibre Arrangemenr, submitted ro ir on I 5 April 198 I .
All problems rarsed by the renewal of the Multifrbre Arrangement, including that of working condi-
tions in third countries, wrll be dealt wirh rn rhe course of thrs examrnation.
Questron No 49, by Mr Ansquer (H-48/81 )
Subyect Development of the European Monetary System and public issues of ECUs
Vhat is the Council's reaction to the recent satement by the Chairman of the European Monetary
Commrttee concerning public issues of ECUs in the form of coinage and travellers' cheques?
Ansvter
It is not approprrate for the Council to comment on public staremenrs made in a personal capacity
such as that referred to by the honourable Member
The Council wrshes to point out, however, that the way in which the ECU may be used and devel-
oped rs currently being studied by rhe competent Community aurhoriries Any iniriative in this
connectron can only be gradual and the fruit of careful consideratron.
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Quesnon No 52, by Mr Ponmtowshi (H-93/81, ex 0-80/80)
Sublect. Development cooperatlon and the observance of certain internattonal standards governing
u'orkrng conditrons
'Vhet 
ecrron does rhe Councrl intend to take on the communrcation from the Commission of the
European Communrrresl concerning development cooperation and the observance of cenain interna-
tronal standards governlng workrng conditions?
Answer
The Commrssion communrcation of November 1978 concernlng the respect of cenarn international
standards of working conditions has been examined by Member Stares in various subordinate bodies
of rhe Council on a number of occasions. These examinacions have related panly to the negotiation
of the second ACP-EEC Convention of 1919, panly ro the proposals for the 1981 Schema of Gener-
alized Preferences and, frnally, to the general context of cooperation with developing countries. In
the course of rhese examrnations, rhe 1979 Reporu of Mr Nyborg and the Resolution of the European
Parlrament of I I May 1979 have been taken into account.
On these occasions, the Member States, while appreciating the motives which inspired the Commis-
slon ln lrs communlcauon, did not consrder rhat reference should be made to the ILO standards of
workrng condrtrons in the preferentral agreements which they were at the time examining.
Qrestton No 55, by Mr Chambeiron (H-65/81)
Sublect: European passport and threats to freedom
Certarn Member Srates have rndrcared that they could magnetize the 'European passport' on which
negotrations are currenrly rakrng place in Brussels Can the Councrl state whether it intends to ban
this procedure, whrch would enable the movements of the crtizens of the ten Communrty countries to
be computenzed and would thus seriously undermine their freedom; does thrs procedure comply with
the solemn declaratron, signed by the Council, on respecr for human nghts and freedoms in the
Communrty)
Answer
The draft Resoluuon currently berng srudied with a vrew to introducing a passport of unrform presen-
tation, does nor contarn any provrsion which would oblige Member States adoptrng a passpon which
rncorporated a plastic card to provide for a machine-readable strrp on the card.
Questrcn No 5 7, by Mrs Soiaener ( H-67/8 1 )
Subjecr: Use of oestrogens in breeding
In vrew of rhe alarm felt by European pubhc opinion, partrcularly consumer organizations, at rePorts
that narural and syntheric hormones might be re-introduced as growth stimulators, can the Council
confrrm that there are no such plans?
Doc COM (78) 42f.nal
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Anszoer
l'he Councrl rs partrcularlt'aware of rhe problem of rhe use of hormones as growrh strmulators in
breedrng antmals, a problem which has made an rmpressron on publrc opinion and caused drfficulties
on the mlrkets of several Member Stares
Further ro the Councrl's request of 30 September 1980, the Commrssron submrtted a proposal for a
Regulatron on thrs sublect to the Council on 3 November 1980.
\Tithin its relevant bodies, the Council is contrnuing [o examine the rechnical and polirical aspects of
thrs proposal and of the rmplementrng text relatrng to the control and use of cenain substances for
therapeutrc Purposes. in accordance wrth the rnstructlons grven by the Councrl at rts meeting on 8 and
9 December 1980, thrs examlnallon currentlv includes the preparation of a very shoru posrrrve list 
-bv o'av of derogatron from the pnncrple of a ban 
- 
of producrs whose use *,ll b. p.rr,,,ed under
certarn condrtrons to be determrned
The Councrl q'rll resume examlnauon of this matter at rts next meetlng on agrrcultural questlons.
Questton No 65, by Mrs Ltztn (H- t 21/81 )
Subject: Food ard to Viernam
Harrng read the polgnant conclustons of the report drawn up by the commercral and technrcal coop-
eratton advtsers under the presrdency of the Netherlands whrch refer to a fresh ourbreak of rnfantile
malnutrttton on a tragrc scale and the need to consrder the possrbilitv of makrng a humanrrarian
gesture, has the Councrl decrded to adopr a poslrrve attrtude tor.ards these frndrngs)
Ansuter
The Councrl has followed closely developments rn rhe food siruatron in South-east Asia, following in
parttcular the rnflux, rn certaln regions, of people uprooted bl. u'ar or bl' other, natural, drsasrers It
u'ishes to polnt out that the Communitv contributed rn favour of these peoples to a number of ma;or
ProJects, both rn l9Z9 and rn l98O and is currently strll carryrng our some of rhese One of the funda-
mental condttrons for such prolects rs, of course, rhe assurance rhat the ard supphed by the
Communrtv actualll,reaches the people for whom rt was intended and ar rhe rrght time
The Communrtv has not always been convrnced thar, as regards food ard to Vietnam, such a condi-
tron has generally been observed The Commrssron was nor able to evarl rtself of the opportunitv
qhtch arose tn the context of the 1980 programmes to grant ard to Vretnam and drd nor consrder rr
desrrable to make proposals on behalf of that country rn rhe contexr of rhe l98l programmes, which
are currentlv before the European Parlrament for its oprnron
Questton No 65, by Mr Caloez (H- 123/8 t )
Sublect Frshenes
A framework agreement was srgned between the EEC and Norway rn February 1980. One problem,
ho*'ever, rs str I I outstandrng rn I 9 8 I and concern s the management of 
,1 
ornr srocks of sarrhe and cod
rn the North Sea (17 0/o of the cod and 48 0/o oI the sarrhe stocks belong to Norway) The level at
u'hrch the TAC has been frxed is considered by France and other Member States as too restricrive
Does not the Council egree that the Community is entrrled to drsregard Norway's objections and to
unrlaterally rarse the TAC for these two specres?
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.4nswer
Irr accordence wrth Artrcles 2 aod 7 of rhe Agreement on frsherres between rhe Communrty and
Nor*'al, approved by the Councrl on 27June 1980, the rwo parrres consulted each other in order ro
frr the mutuel frsheries arrangements for 1981. The outcome of these consultarrons is grven rn an
Agreement rn the form of an exchange of letters, whrch the Council approved on 27 March last
follou rng consultetton of the European Parlrament whrch deLvered a favourable Oprnion
'fhe Communrtv and Norwav frxed by mutual agreemenr the TAC (total allowable catches) for the
sPecres mentroned bl' the honourable Member They also agreed that if rhe Advrsory Commttee on
Fishenes Manegement s'ere to rssue further recommendatrons, rhe Panies would review these
authonzed rares for catches
In these clrcumstances the Councrl feels that the Communrty ma).nor unrlaterally review the TAC for
stocks u'hrch rt holds in common wrth Norwav
3 Questtons to the Foreryn Mmtsters
Question No 70, by Mr Kaoanagb (H- I 26/8 t )
Subyect Partrcrpatron by the Communrtv rn LIN Confere nce on sancuons agarnsr South Africa
Vill the Community be represented officially at the fonhcoming conference organized by the UN in
cooperatron q'rth the OAS on the questron of sanctrons against South Afrrca to be held in Paris from
20 to 27 Mav 198 I )
Answer
The Communrtlr ls not offrcrally represented at the Conference The Ten have been unable ro agree
on a lolnt votrng policv tn resPect of rhe UN Resolutrons underlvrng the conference on sanctions.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS'
Vice-President
(The sitting was opened at 10 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Deoelopment of transport infrastructure
President. 
- 
The next irem is rhe repon by Mr Klin-
kenborg, on behalf of the Committee on Transporu,
on the Memorandum of the Commission on rhe role
of the Community in the development of transport
rnfrastructure (Doc. 1-601 /80).
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Klinkenborg, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presrdenr,
ladies and Bentlemen, I should like ro begin by making
three points in connection with my report. Firstly,
alrhough this reporr reflects a lengrhy debate in the
Committee on Transpon regarding infrasrructure
questions, the final decision was nevenheless unani-
mous. Secondly, the report. was made possible only
because we agreed in a debate nor to go into details of
individual projects as this would have placed us in rhe
difficult situatron of having ro draw up prioriries as
wetl. Thirdly, in the course of rhe discussion, we asked
rhe Commission to submit to Parliamenr a lisr of prior-
ities on the basrs of the crireria ser our in rhe report so
that Parliament could rhen discuss the individual
specific measures. As you all know, rhere is a long list
of requirements before Parliament which concerns all
sorts of desirable projects from rhe English Channel
through the Rhine-Rh6ne canal to rhe Messina Srraits.
The Committee an Transpon in fact felt ir was incre-
dible that it should have taken nearly 20 years for the
Mr Dalahouras, rapporteur
Adoption of the resolution .
Commission to submit a report which deals in detail
wirh rranspon policy and suggests possible lines of
action. Our first reaction, therefore, was to welcome
this report but we also expressed our regret at having
had ro wait so long for it.
It has, we feel, been made very clear for the first time
in this report 
- 
and I do not think there is any dis-
agreemenr among the experts on rhis point 
- 
thar if
we are to have a transport policy we must have a
transport infrasrructure. If we do not develop a trans-
port infrastructure, we can forger any ideas of a Euro-
pean transport policy. For this reason, we were very
pleased that the Commission has now stated its views
in demil regarding the transport infrastructures within
rhe European Community in this document. \tre are
firmly convinced rhat the development of an appro-
priate transport infrastructure will 
- 
and this is desir-
able in our view 
- 
ultimately be in the interests of
further European integration.
One of the aims of the European Community must be
and must continue to be, in the view of the Committee
on Transport, to develop a transport system which will
facilitate travel and interpersonal contacts. This is
regarded in the report as the primary aim in the
context of further integration. Clearly, if the infra-
structure is developed in a rational manner, access to
the various markets will be facilitated. In addition, as
we see it, the infrastructure should first and foremost
serve the people and it can do this best if it enables
them to get to know different cultures.
However, the development of transport routes is also
very much in the interests of regional policy, I think
rhis point should be made very clear. After all, what is
regional policy but the attempt to make the regions
less remote and alleviate structural weaknesses by
improving the links with conurbations? Obviously, one
cannot bring these regions any closer to rhe conurba-
tions, but it is equally cenain that this measure will
serve to facilitate access and in our view this is also
desirable from the point of view of regional policy. Ve
must examine the exrent to which specific measures in
a region will produce direct benefits in each case.
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There is also no doubt about the fact thar regional
measures have a direct effect on the employment situa-
tion and rt is amazing thar 
- 
as was made very clear
in the Committee an Transport 
- 
so little attention is
paid to the effects of transport on employmenr, since
the transport sector accounts for 60/o of. the gross
domestic product of the Community 
- 
and this is, in
our view, such a substantial sum rhat more artention
should be devoted to these ma[ters.
'!7'e are agreed thar the development of rransporr
infrastructure projects will be of great significance to
intra-Community trade srnce how can Greece be
involved to a greater exrenr ln rhe Community unless
we see to it rhar rhe requisite transport routes are set
up? How are we to solve rhe problem of Iraly and the
Community without suirable transporr routes?
However, there rs also a foreign-trade aspect, i.e. we
must examine our relarions with rhird countries and
probably, almost certainly, revise them. The responsi-
bility for European rransporr sysrems cannor be left
with the transit countries. In our view, this a job of the
European Community. 'We must determine what
infrastru*ure measures will be required in the future
on the basis of the changes in rhe siruation which
oblige us to develop our rransport infrastructure if
only to achieve a systemaric use of exisring sysrems
and a more rational use of energy. '\7e should like ro
point out in particular in this connection rhat road-rail
transporr is of exceptionally great significance to the
European Community.
Naturally, the development of rransporr infrastruc-
tures is a very expensive affair and for this reason ir
had originally been intended that the repon should
contain a section dealing with rhe financing of rhese
measures. !/e finally decided againsr this idea since we
had the impression that we would in thar case have
had no longer been able to reach agreemenr.
However, it should be made clear that, if Parliament
adopts this report today, it must realize that appro-
priate amounts must be included in the budget for
1982 as otherwrse rhis document will become norhlng
more [han a piece of paper full fine-sounding bur
empty words. Thus, anyone who support this report
must realise that it will cost money. However, I should
like to add that it is our firm conviction that Europe
urgently needs a European transport policy, and if we
are to have a European transport policy we must
develop rhe transpon infrastructure.
President. 
- 
I call the Committee on Transpon.
Mr Seefeld, Chairman of tbe Committee on Transport.
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am
very pleased that today's agenda for rhe European
Parliament includes four consecutive items relating to
transport policy. Today is, I think, a transpon policy
day. Unfortunately it is very rare that we have such an
opportunity to discuss various aspects of European
transport policy in a connected fashion.
These are very important subiecrs 
- 
for example there
is the questron of the future of European transport
infrastructure as raised just now by Mr Klinkenborg.
This will be followed, quire logically, with a further
report on the situation as regards the Channel Tunnel
and finally there rs a further problem which is to be
discussed today and which has been on the European
transport policy agenda for years now, in fact more
than a decade, i.e. the weights of road vehicles.
Ladies and gentlemen, I am convinced that today will
enable us in Parliament to make it clear once more ro
the Ministers who must bear the actual responsibilitv
in the Council how dissatisfied we are with what has
been done so far and the very small amount of
progress which has been made in the field of transport.
I should like first of all to take the opportunrty of
thanking all the rapporteurs, Mr Klinkenborg,
Mr Moreland, Mr Carossino and Mr De Keers-
maeker, for the work they have done. However, as
Committee Chairman I should also like to thank all
my colleagues in the Committee on Transport who
have been very accommodating and shown consider-
able team-spirit in their attempts to overcome SrouP
and national differences with a view to getting things
moving in the hope of a successful outcome. ' :
Mr Khnkenborg has just righrly pointed out that the
transport sector accounts for around 60/o of the gross
domestic product of the Community, which, as you
know, is more than in the case of agriculture. I do not
intend to indulge in any axe-grinding, but I think one
of the ways in which we must make the imponance of
European transport policy felt more clearly rs by
drawing more attention than hitherto to the difficulties
encountered since every citizen in the ten countries of
the Community is faced with, some form of transport.
problems or regards himself as an expeft in this field.
150/o of all investment and no less than 40% of all
public investment stems from the transport sector. It is,
I think, high time attention was drawn to these facm if
one considers that only 0.005% 
- 
y€s, you heard
righdy 
- 
of the budget of the European Community
is earmarked for transpon measures.
I should like to thank Mr Klinkenborg first of all for
the fact that he has attempted, with a great under-
standrng of the matter in hand, to go into the various
indivrdual aspects. If we in the Member States manage
to rethink our attitudes on infrastructure policy, I
thrnk we may then also succeed in arriving at an
overall European approach.
Communrty action can in no way be a substitute for
action on the part of the Member States which must
continue to plan and work out what must be set up or
maintained in the way of transpon routes. However,
all the Member Stares mus[ know how their plans fit in
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with those of other Member States and we therefore
need an overail long-term scheme for European
infrastructure. As you wiil remember, in the pasr,
before this Community had been ser up, rhe rransporr
routes in most of our counrries were based on the
capital or the marn rndustrial cenrres and rook very
little account of the borders. Nowadays we are trying
to facilrtate trans-frontier traffic and are coming up
against many difficulties in all the transport secrors.
I should like to stress anorher point made by Mr Klin-
kenborg. Ve will have to consider how certain
projects ere to be financed in the future. Mr Klinken-
borg made a number of observatrons in rhis respecr in
his report but I should lrke here today to make a very
clear appeal to you all. There is no point in us
adopting the Klinkenborg report coday 
- 
which I
urge you to do 
- 
and saving how vital all this is and
then forgettrng about it a few weeks or months later.
In other words, anyone who rs in favour of developing
the transport infrastructure 
- 
and I hope you are in
favour 
- 
must as soon as possible 
,1oin us all in consi-
dering how we intend to translare what we regard as
necessary lnto practical budgetary terms. If we do not
succeed in doing this, the Klinkenborg reporu might
just as well be consigned to rhe waste paper basket.
'!7e q-ill have made a lot of fuss without achieving
anything in practical terms. I wanred to make this
point at the beginning of rhe debate so as ro make ir
clear rhar ln [he transport sector we will need decisrons
s,'hich 
- 
if we in the European Parliament bring more
pressure to bear 
- 
may also be accepted by the
national governments.
Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to thank you for
listenrng to me ar the beginning of this debate. I hope a
number of important issues will be made clear today. I
should like to thank all rhe rapporteurs and am very
pleased at this opportunity we have of discussrng
various transport topics at the same sitting. I would be
grateful to the members of the Bureau rf they could
give us more opportuniries ro deal with European
rransport policy on the basis of several different
s ubj ects.
President. 
- 
I call the Socrahst Group.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the Commission
memorandum on transport infrastructure has been
grven the graphrc title of 'a transport network for
Europe'. This is, I think, a very good title as it makes
clear what is involved. Those who know anything
about transport policy will cenainly not dispute rhe
fact that we need to develop a European transporr
network. The figures show that by the year 2000 the
flow of goods and persons will have doubled
compared with 1980 so a European network is viral if
only to eliminate botrlenecks which already clearly
exist in various places. However, it is not only trans-
frontier transport within rhe European Community
which is increasing and will conrinue to increase ar an
enormous rate, bur the volume of traffic and rransport
from and to third countries will also continue ro
lncrease. The maps accompanying the memorandum
show where rhe difficulties he for the various modes of
transport. As regards roads, ir is of course clear that
there is a botrleneck ar the link between the conrinent
and the United Kingdom, i.e. the Enghsh Channel. As
regards warerways, it is clear that both the Rhine-
Main-Danube link and the Rhine-Rhdne link will
have a very important role to play, but improvement of
the entire inland waterways nerwork also calls for our
attentlon
As regards the railway network, we must. obviously
aim at reducrng travelLng times and improving goods
transport. '!7hat is too much lacking in the memo-
randum, however, is attention to sea-ports and
airports since it is clear even now that with the
increase in travel and transport to third countries these
will also have a greater role to play in the future. It has
been pointed out by the municipal and regional organ-
izations that the transport and raffic infrastructures in
conurbations also call for our full artention and rhat
there must be consultation on a regional and local
basrs with these authoritres. How rhen does rhe
Socialist Group view these proposals? Ve should like
to look rnto rheir consequences for economic and
regional development, particularly as regards employ-
ment, energy saving, the environment and road safety.
'$ile attach great imporrance ro the elimination of
bottlenecks in the road system, panicularly ar border
crossings and we should like to devote parricular
attention to peripheral areas in the future. However,
my Group would also like to place part.icular emphasis
on the improvement of the warerways, especially in
vreu' of the opponunities rhis will offer in rhe future
for energy saving and reducing our dependency on oil
imports. Above all, however, we attach grear impor-
tance to a substantial improvement of the railways
network as a whole. This is somerhing which in our
view is of the utmost importance since, as we see it,
the railways currently account for roo small a propor-
tion of transport, panicularly goods rranspon. !7'e
realize, Mr President, thar these proposals for an
improvement of transport infrastructure may act as a
stimulus for the European Community as a whole. '!7e
found figures in the memorandum which are based on
calculatrons of a few years ago. For example, the
figure of 12 ooo MUA ii quoteJfo. the total expendi-
ture on transport infrastructure rhroughout the
Community, and it is srated that approximarely
1 520 million of this would have ro be financed from
Communrty funds in rhe form of aid to projects of
Community interest. Obviously, rhese figures are our
of date. \7e should probably be ralking more in rerms
of 20 000 million per year nowadays, of which
2 000 million could possibly come from Community
funds. Then we see how limited rhe possibiliries for
Community financing are. 'S7e would have to use all
the existing instruments ro make thrs financing
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possible. However, we should nor lose sight of the
other side of the medal, i.e. cosr recovery. I would
draw your attention to the old proposals made by the
Commission at the beginning of the 70s and again in
1975 regardine the rnfrastructure lery, which met with
general approval, but did nor lead ro any decisions.
According to these proposals, lr was to have been
possible to pass on the infrastrucrure costs for road,
rail and inland waterways secrors. This is, I chink, an
essential basis for the implementarion of the plan
currently before us. First and foremost, rhere must be
loans, srnce we must invest in the future of Europe and
we can spread the costs over a number of years. But,
finally, Mr Presidenr, ir is perfectly clear that rhe first
thrng we need is a decision regarding the proposal for
a regulation on the granring of aid for projecrs of
Community interest in the field of transport infra-
struct.ure. Councrl musr ger out of the presen[ impasse.
It must make a decrsron on thar proposal before we
can proceed further.
Mr President, I do not wish to finish my brief remarks
without congratulating the Commission on its propos-
als and the rapporteur on the excellent report he has
drawn up. This proposal deserves our full arrenrion. Ir
should not be left to gather dust but we should consult
lt every time we come to consider the proposals so as
to see what has in fact come of them.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Party (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr Travaglini. 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
genllemen, it is quite clear from the Treaty of Rome
that rhe founders of the Community had a very good
idea of the signrficance of a common transport policy
and of the effect it would have, if implemented in a
shrewd and telling manner, on the harmonious
development of rhe Member States' economies and on
fostering relations between the peoples of Europe.
Be that as it may, there is so far precious little to show
for a common transport policy. It is way behind
schedule. Things got moving with regard to infrastruc-
ture only in 1966 with the introduction of a consul-
tat.ion procedure between the Commission and the
Member States, whereby the latrer had [o report on
investment in infrastrucrure projecrs of benefit to the
Community. In 1970 there was a decision by the
Council on the organization of an inquiry into infra-
structure costs. Apart from this, there has been
nothing else of note.
There were great hopes for developinB transport
infrastructure within the Community when the
Commission submitted a proposal for a regulation
concerning aid to projects of Community interest. But
this proposal has been wirh the Council for five years
now, once again perhaps because of rhis ridiculous
Luxembourg compromise which requires unanimity
and which has turned out to be a constanr stumbling-
block in the way of economic integration, in spirc of
the decision to get shur of it at rhe 1974 submir.
The Commission has now given Parliament a memo-
randum on lhe role of the Communrty rn the develop-
ment of transport infrastructure. I regard rhis docu-
ment as the first hesitant move in laying the ground-
work for a definition of Community policy in this
field. \fle are in favour but we are not going to get
excited about rt. \7e;ust wanr ro show for the
umpteenth time that we are waiting for some genuine
commitment on the part of the Commrssion and the
Council in this area which is fundamental for rhc
economic integration of Europe. Mr Klrnkenborg has
produced an excellent report which gave the
Committee on Transport an opportunity ro Bo inro the
matter in a frtting and constructive manner.
I think there are two points which deserve special
attention. I mean the two paragraphs calhng on the
Council to adopt the proposed regulation on support
for transport infrastructure projects of Community
interest, and on the Commission to draw up a list of
priorities for projects coming under this heading. The
Commission had listed criteria which rhe reporr adapts
to bring them more in line wrth the arms of develop-
ment and regional balance. It had also put forward an
outline of infrastructure of Community interesr. '!7ith
this motion for a resolution the Commlttee on Trans-
port is seizrng the opportunity to ask for a new
method guaranteeing uniform assessment for each
individual project. !fle hope that the priorities which
rhe motion clearly lisrs in paragraph l3 wilt be borne
in mind. I must, however, stress the remarkable effect
of a proper transport infrastructure policy on develop-
ment and regional balance, in line with the aim which
was explicrtly srated in the Treaty of Rome. The
Commission and the Council will have to remember
these points and give priority to Community projects
which help [o narrow the gap between the less well-of
regions, whrch rn fact are usuall','the ones at the edges
of the Community, and the more prosperous regions.
\7e are also in favour of thrs motron because ir calls on
the Council to adopt the regulation. Under discussion
are separate proposals acknowledging the importance
to the Community of certain major infrastructure
projects. the Innkreis-Pyhrn motorway across Austria
which will finally link northwest and southeast
Europe; the fixed link across rhe English Channel; the
Rhrne-Rh6ne canal which will provide a major
waterway link between the North Sea and the Medi-
terranean. Everyone knows how useful these projects
would be, and people have been advocating them for
some time. But unless we waste no time in taking a
thorough look at the impact they will have on the
territorial organizatron of Europe and on relations
between States as part of an overall view of the Euro-
pean system, there could well be profound changes
which could be tremendously counterproductive in
some cases and in some countries or regions.
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Can I just say, for example, that I am really concerned
about the effect of the Innkreis-Pyhrn motorway on
Italy's northern regions, unless the system is
completed by improving trans-alpine routes and the
whole of the Adnatic coast road from the pons down
in Apuha up to Trieste, since this is going to be the
major link between Europe and the countries of Africa
and Asia.
'We need to take an overall view in adopring a bold
approach to improving the whole European infrastruc-
[ure system. The Communiy is well able to carry out
thrs essentral task, provided it does more than simply
consulr and rnstead takes the lead in this arduous
matter bv providing financial aid through the regula-
tion which, once again, we hope will be adopted, and
above all by working hard to encourage and coordi-
na[e [he efforts of the Member States for the greater
benefit of the Communiry.
President. 
- 
I cail the European Democratic Group.
Dame Shelagh Roberts. 
- 
Mr President, I support
this report, and the amendments I have tabled are
desrgned only to strengthen and broaden its scope.
The absence of transport policies and, in particular,
the absence of a transport fund, is really a glaring
omrssron rn what rs termed a European Economic
Community. Good communications are indispensible
to the development of an economy, and I hope, there-
fore, if the House approves this excellent report of
Mr Klinkenborg, that the message will go out that,
because transport is a late starter in the field of
Community activities, this should now be reflected in a
great sense of urgency and rn the allocation of
resources in this field.
I do not think thar we want to be too particular about
trylng to draw a clear distinction between a
Communicy lnterest and a national interest. Every
Community project has, of course, a national impact,
and many national pro,ects have a Community
rnterest For this reason I do not go along entrrely with
the remarks of Mr Albers on the subject of bottle-
necks. I do not thrnk that primary attention should
necessarily be given to bottlenecks at frontiers. There
are internal bottlenecks whrch also have a Community
impact. For example, because of the inadequacy of the
London road system, London rs a major bottleneck for
traffic between the UK and the Continent.
I do however go along with Mr Albers' sratement thar
greater weight should have been given in the Commis-
sion's document to the significance of airports and
seapons. In this connection I think that we need to
look beyond the links with the non-member nations
whrch are peripheral to the Communiry. The import-
ance of the North American continent in terms of rhe
development of trade with the European Community
cannot really be overemphasized. That does call for
part.icular attention to be paid to both airports and
seaports to see to what extent the Community can
help.
I would also, Mr President, like to see Community
funds devoted to research. I believe that the
Communrty should be spearheading research into the
development of electric vehicles, the improvement of
safety standards and vehicle designs. Indeed this
would rmprove the image of the Community. If we
could be seen to be taking positive initiatives which
have pubhc approval instead of simply being looked
upon in rhe transport field as a restrictive and regula-
tory body, it would greatly improve the reception
which the European Community would have, particu-
larly in countries represented in my group. It would
also produce a better balance in the Community
budger and a betrer mix of Community policies. I hope
therefore that rhe Commission will take very seriously
the remarks which speakers are making rn this debate.
President. 
- 
I call the Communisr and Allies Group.
Mr Damette. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presrdent, I wish to confine
myself to a few simple remarks on behalf of the French
Communisrs and Allies. Each Member State has its
own exchequer and ministry of transport, whose auth-
ority and responsibilities are in no way disputed. \7e
have the European Conference of Ministers of Trans-
port take charge of all desirable harmonizatron. Then
there rs the United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe, whrch can deal with any transport problem.
This latter body has ample opportunities for bilateral
or multilateral contacts any time a particular problem
needs to be solved wrthout delay. 'S7hat then is the
pornt of introducing new machinery, providing new
funds, and setting up new bureaucracies? It is all the
more ludicrous that the very same people who are
loudest in their condemnation of the bureaucracies in
their own country are at the same time contemplating
setting up a supranatronal bureaucracy w-hich will be
even more expensive, even more remote from reality,
and even more technocratic than the ones at home .
\7hat does it all boil down to in fact?'We are talking
about setrrng up supranational machinery to take over
all the national infrastructure policies. The scheme is
presented as being in the Community interest, al-
though no-one seems capable of defining what thar
lnterest is. The report even goes so far as to say, with a
certain degree of naivety, that calculations will have to
be made to define what the Community interest is and
rhar, for the moment, there are still reething troubles
with the methodology, but neven mind, because once
the calculations have been made there will be no need
to stick [o them too closely anyway. It may all seem
quite farcical, but let us not have any illusions. For we
know that there is no need whatsoever for any instru-
ment [o define what the Community interest is
because, quite simply, Communrty interest is the inter-
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esr of big business and of those who wield power in
the Communrry. Accordingly, in rhe name of
Communiry inreresr, we are going to be offered a
policy whereby canals would bypass Dunkirk to the
benefit of Anrwerp, and whereby rhe Lorraine area
would be isolated while the Ruhr reaped benefits.
Such a transport policy is a logical accompaniment ro
the Davrgnon plans, rhe aim of which is to run down
the French iron and steel areas.
Speaking on a more general level, I feel I musr
denounce in rhe strongest possible [erms the idea thar
certain [ransport routes which are said to be in rhe
European interest should benefir from panicularly
favourable financing. Such an idea is dangerous, and
particularly pernicious for France. France's geography
and rts location in the middle of the Community make
it more concerned than any orher counrry by these
problems. Grantrng special favours to certain inrerna-
tional routes would inevitable lead ro France being
split up into two types of area: rhose of general
interest and those of only local interest. Such an idea is
totally unaccepnble ro us Communists. Ir would
amoun[ [o the economic and socia[ crippling of certain
regions. '$7e would end up with a two-tiered society,
along the lines already envisaged by others.
Finally, and above all, what we have here is a plot to
rmpose supranationaliry, a plot in which the role of
this Assembly is by no means passive. On the one
hand, Member States and various pressure groups are
rncreasing their proposals for new expenditure so rhar
they can grab as much of the Community kitty as rhey
can, whether for transport or for other matrers. At the
same time, we are told rhar new resources will have to
be found to meet increased expenditure. A Commis-
sioner tells us that the VAT rare will have to be more
than 1010. In thrs very Chamber a European rax on
hydrocarbons has been proposed. But we can see
through this little game. There is no need for suprana-
tional agencies to deal with these problems when coor-
dination and cooperation through existing bodies can
make far greater progress, and at a lower cost..
For these reasons, the French Communists and Allies
will be voting against this morion for a resolurion and
thereby recording our protest at the political conniving
of which it is only one aspecr.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mrs von Alemann. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, the shon
speaking time available ro me is not in keeping wirh
the rmportance of this subject and the excellent report
by.Mr Klinkenborg, bur nevertheless I will need time
later to speak on the Carossino report.
Transport infrastructure policy originally formed parr
of the discussions on the economic urilization of the
exisring routes and the harmonization of the distribu-
tron of infrastructure costs, which varies from one
sector or country to another. Vith rhe increased use
and overloading of those rransporr routes which are
important for internarional transpon, rhe question of
the eliminatron of botrlenecks and rhe invesrments this
would necessitate also arose. This concerned rhe use
of the routes for rransit and the financing of projects.
According [o the Commission, rhe development of rhe
main transport routes between rhe Member Srates of
the Community would cosr around DM 75 000 million
by the year 2000.
I should like to deal with just one point very briefly
here today, i e. the. question of how infrasrructure
investments of Community interesr may be financed. If
they are to be financed from Communiry resources,
we must discuss whether only general sums would be
preferable or whether projecr-specific solutions could
also be considered, i.e. how, for example, how multin-
ational financing of individual invesr.menr projects can
take place. The planned introduction of a hear,y vehi-
cles lely in Switzerland and the idea of introducing a
toll for motorways in Belgium, which is occasionally
discussed, show how pressing it is rhat we should set
up a European [ranspon infrasrructure policy and
settle the question of financing.
It has also been proposed in rhis connecrion r.o
consider whether the common transport. infrastructure
policy could be financed by a cenain percenrage of rhe
taxes on mineral oil. Ve should really seriously recon-
sider this proposal since rhere are cerrain budgerary
objectrons to it. Introducrion of a tax specifically for
the financing of cenain projects is not possible and
apan from that there are other considerations, i.e.
that only those countries which are financially
rnvolved in, for example, the construcrion of a road
would directly benefit from it. !(/e should really look
into the question of the exrent to wl.rich this would be
in the interest of the European solurion.
To sum up, I mighr'say thar this repon deals with a
problem which is of great imponance for the inregra-
tion process of the Communiry. There is considerable
danger that more and more countries might introduce
tolls for the use of their roads because their national
resources are no longer adequate. S7'e can only go
against this rrend if we are prepared ro accept a Euro-
pean or at least multinational system of financing.
This is the primary and most urgent msk before rhe
Commission.
My group supports the Klinkenborg repoft.
Mr Doublet. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, Mr Klinkenborg
has written an indisputably excellenr report and the
Committee on Transpon has thoroughly examined rhe
proposals put forward in irs usual conscientious
manner. 
.!fl'e 
can only express pleasure ar the fact rhar
the Commission has suggested thar Community rrans-
port policy should be extended into a field which up to
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nou'had barely been touched upon or had only been
tackled at the instrgation of those with shon-term
needs or interests but as part of an overall strategy for
the future. Although we in Europe may be satisfied
with the number of means of transport at our disposal,
I am afraid that we can hardly say the same for the
qualitv. The Memorandum points out the special
burdens placed on people when travelling and seeking
accommodation. I am particularly aware of these
problems as I have personally experienced and studied
them in one of the largest burlt-up areas of Europe.
Once again, we must draw attention to the need to
adopt the celebrated regulation for which we have
been waiting ever since 1976.'fhe report is of course a
compromise and on many points it leaves its options
open for the future. At some point, a list of priorities
for the different modes of transpor! will have to be
drawn up, the means of financing them will have to be
established, and we may well have to go beyond the
Community interest as such in order to glve support to
projects which, although they are the responsibility of
a partrcular Member State, are rmportant as lnlerna-
tional motorway connections 
- 
I am referring once
again to the Thionville motorway bypass. In short, all
these arguments would lead us to adopt Mr Klinken-
borg's report with enthusiasm.
Hou'ever, we have serious reservations about some of
the points. In paragraph 37, for example, not enough
emphasis rs given to true competition between rail and
\\ater ways where the carriage of goods in bulk is
concerned. \(e also have reservations about para-
graph 6 of the motion for a resolutton, and about
peragraph I O, whrch was just mentioned by .y
colleague, Mrs von Alemann. Finally, with regard to
re lations u'irh third countries, it is up to the competent
bodres in the Community and the Member States to
propose to Yugoslavra an arrangement on tax
measures affe ctrng transit traffic and a scheme for
coordinating the lmprovement. of infrastructures,
because the route through this country is an intra-
Community route. As the spokesman of my Group, I
have to say that lie have weighed up these different
arguments ,for and against the report, and that, while
we congratulate Mr Klinkenborg for the tricky and
important task he and the Committee on Transport
ha'e performed, we have decided to abstain from
YOiln8.
President. 
- 
I call the non-attached Members
Mr Buttafuoco. 
- 
(IT) Mr President, it has been said
many trmes here when we have been discussing [rans-
port issues that European integration will only come
through the rntegration of all the regions of the
Communrty in a single, functional and linked trans-
pon system. The result would be the elimination of all
those obstacles which are still there today to hinder
the free and smooth movement of people and goods,
be rt within the Community or with other countries.
A system like this provides more scoPe for all sectors
of production in the ten Member States; it provides a
worldwide dimension which is right and Proper for the
world's leading commercial Power. Consequently, it is
in the interest of the Community as a whole to use the
resources at its disposal, notably the Regional
Development Fund, to help implement rationalization
schemes which have already been tried with success in
rhe various Member States. The idea is to eliminate
excessive cost caused by the lack of integration at
Community level and to make way for increased
rnvestment. in these sectors. Ve should then be rid of
obstacles like traffic holdups and bottlenecks which,
because they hamper trade, have a considerable impact
on costs and prices. I want to repeat here what I have
mentioned before in a motion for a resolution, namely
the need to incorporate in the system every mode of
transport on the Eround, in the air and on the sea, and
especrally the ports and airports, as was rightly called
for in emendments on that occasion.
If a committee were set up to study the various possi-
bilitres which exist nowadays, thar would be sufficient
to come up with a definite plan. The watchwords for
such a committee should be harmoniza[ton, coordina-
tion and rationalization.
Another point I want to make is that when it comes to
allocating funds our budget shows a clear bias towards
expenditure on consumption, while penalizing infra-
structure projects which represent inves[menr and
therefore wealth. Speaking of these investments, I
should like to mention 
- 
as does the motion for a
resolution we are discussing 
- 
the projects which
have been acknowledged to be of Community interest.
I am referring to the Channel Tunnel which is again in
the news and which we shall be discussing in the form
of a motion for a resolution; to the bridge over [he
strarts of Messina which would do away with a bottle-
neck which rs affecting the development of Europe's
most southerly region and which would provide a fast
hnk between Sicily and all the countries in the nonh of
the Community; and to the Milan-Adriatic waterway
which is mentioned rn Mr Petronio's motion for a
resolution and for which millions have already been
spent on the infrastructure, if you bear in mind that
the port at Cremona has been built. This is going to be
all talk, however, and the transport policy 
- 
which is
explicitly mentioned in the Treaties 
- 
is going to be a
lot of hot air unless we provide the nght instrument,
and that is the financial regulation we have been
talking about for years and years and which still seems
to be as far away as ever.
Anorher vital issue to which the Community has not
paid due attention concerns the kind of vehicles we are
going to use. The type of infrastructure that has to be
built depends on our decision here.
Mr Klinkenborg's excellent report reflects all these
requirements. Knowing what kind of infrastructure to
build, that is the basic problem. And once again, my
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own counrry, Italy, has been first off the mark with
rational legrslation, especiallv with regard ro energy
savings on the roads. The Council of Minisrers musr
now reach a decrsion, without puurng things off any
Ionger because now, more rhan ever before, the trans-
port sector desperately needs clear rules so thar it does
not go off rn some drrection only to be pulled up by
the Communitv powers-that-be at some future date.
.{nv further delay in reaching decrsions represenrs an
economic and financial waste whrch has no little
impact on the national and Communrty economies.
Ve have to remember rhat the rransporr industry
provrdes.jobs, drrectly or indirecrly, for tens of
millions of people throughour Europe. Harmonrzing
rnfrastructure is the vital element in a sysrem to make
sevings rn the transport sec[or. And it goes without
saving rhat rf we make savings, thrs will have a posirive
effecr on costs and pnces.
Consequentlv, I welcome without reserve Mr Khnken-
borg's excellent repon, and I do so also because it
presents a new rdea: the rdea of makrng the
Communrty, formally responsible for part of rhe
spendrng which wrll be needed for the infrasrruccure
pro)ects *-hich drrectly affect the Member Srares But
as Mr Seefeld said, wirh hrs usual command and sense
of responsibility, these initrarrves will have to be
followed bv defrnrte budgetary measures, because
unless this is done all we say here is gorng ro be a lot
of hot air, with no chance of anything coming of it.
l-asth', we grve our full backing to the idea of ardrng
infrastructure pro,ects of Communrty interesr in rhrrd
countnes Of course, thrs has to be done in a ratronal
manner rn the light of the requiremenrs and in full
awareness of the interesrs of the ten Member States.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Carossino.
Mr Carossino.- (IT) Mr President, the good thing
about rhe Commission memorandum on rransport
infrastructure which Mr Khnkenborg superbll' set
forth rn his splendid repon is that it sketches the basic
outlrne of a transport policy whrch, if rr could be
implemented, would provide a significant boosr ro the
flagging process of economic inregratron in the Euro-
pean Community. !fle endorse the marn rdea of having
a coordinated Community approach to rhe develop-
ment of transport infrastructure because 
- 
and this rs
somethrng we should not forget 
- 
thrs is one of the
common policies envisaged rn the Treaties which
esrablished the Community.
This proposal is also rmporrant on accounr of rhe
contribution it could make to improving the efficrency
of the European transport nerwork, ro restonng rhe
competitive edge of rhe Communiry economv on
-r'orld markets, and at rhe same time to bringing the
regions of the Community closer rogerher.
For these reasons the Italian Communists feel we
should reject the view of those who say rhat this is an
acceptable proposal bur that it should be shelved until
such time as we have gor over the economic crisis and
the frnancial problems which are currenrly besetting
the Communitv If vou ask us, thrs is in fact a relevanr
political proposal which should be listed among rhe
urgent options for productive rnvestment to be written
rnto the Community budget right away, in order to
combat the effects of the economic crisis and to ensure
that ;obs are protected in the Community.
In 1978 we had rhe decision ro ser up a consultation
procedure and to form a commitree on rransport
rnfrastrucrure and then we had the proposal for a
regulation w'hrch the Council has strll not approved
and which was intended to introduce a definite finan-
cral procedure in the rranspon sector in order to
complete the range of instrumenrs which were already
available. Ve now have this memorandum which
outhnes planning for the sector. In our opinion, rhis
planning should be comprehensive, in orher words ir
should cover all modes of rransporr, including rhe
ports and the arrports, and should in rurn help bring
about other projects which come under regional,
energ), or indusrrial polrcy. .
It rs vitallf important at this rrme to identify the Euro-
pean protects whrch should get prioriry when it comes
to frnancing. In rhis respecr, rhere can be no doubt thar
the most important and imperarive pro,ects are those
for road and rarl links rhrough the Alps, and I am
thinkrng in particular of the tremendous imporuance to
Europe of the Brenner tunnel, slnce rhis srands out. as
a bottleneck in the European transpon network.
'S7e supported the proposed modification ro rhe regu-
latron extendrng rhe possrbility of ard to third coun-
tries because we believe thar cooperatron with third
countries can help significantly in solving these prob-
lems.
Bv way of conclusion, Mr Presidenr, ler me say rhar
we are firmly convinced rhat we musr ar last ger round
to thinking abour a Community rransporr policy,
which is one of the missing links in Community policy.
If somethrng definite comes of the rdeas in thrs memo-
randum 
- 
and thrs is rhe wrsh and the hope of the
Italian Communists 
- 
the Community will ar last have
made some real progress on rransport policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Markozanis.
Mr Markozanis. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to congratulate Mr Klingen-
borg on his detailed report, which represents a
comprehensive study of the subject, although I must at
the same time express my disappointmenr tha[ it is not
available rn Greek.
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Together wrth the rapporteur, I should like to
emphasrze that there are many ways rn which infras-
trucrure proJecrs in the field of transport can be
financed, if only we have the political will u'hrch is
necessary rf we are to find solutions. At a trme of
austerit',', of course, lt Boes wrthout saying that the
initial steps will have to be taken very slowly and, since
finding procedures will prove to be a tlme-consumrng
process, the Commission wrll have to prepare concrete
proposals rmmediatelv wrth a vieu' to selecting ways of
frnancing projects in thrs sector. There can be no
doubt that a properly functionrng transport system 
-of whatever krnd 
- 
rs one of the essential require-
ments for the economic integration of the Community.
The importance of transport rnfrastructures of Euro-
pean unity' and integration is all the more crucial now
rhat the tenth Member State of the Community 
-Greece 
- 
is geographrcally separated from the rest of
the Community.
It rs therefore essential that we avoid any kind of
geographic or economic isolatron of Greece. Since it is
generallv accepted that there rs a wide gap between
the North and the South as regerds economic develop-
ment ln Europe, any geographrc rsolation in the case
of Greece could make thrs problem of unequal
development even more serious
In general terms I agree with the KlinkenborB report,
bur s'e note to our regret that the problems of trans-
port infrastructures, in which Greece should be helped
in its efforts to adapt itself better to the European
economv, have not been dealt with adequately in the
motion for a resolutron
There should be a comprehensive and clear report on
Greece's problems with regard to transit through
Yugoslavia and -\ustna. This is a unrque problem
u'hich is of crucral importance for the integration and
economic unrficatron of Europe.
For this reason, the decisions to be taken must be
grven effective support, so that do nor remain mere
decisions, and they must be given economic muscle b1,
means of loans and grants from the Community funds,
partrcularll, the Regional Development Fund and the
Eu ropeen Investment Bank.
'Ve 
must all appreciate that recognition of Communttv
interest in studying ways of financing tnfrastructure
projects rn third countrles 
- 
such as the motorway
through Austria 
- 
have top priority in the light of the
rransport requirements of the Communicy, wrth a view
to the transportation of goods to the countries of the
Middle East, while at the same time this will consider-
eblv boost the further development of transport in the
neu' Member State of the Community, Greece.
In conclusion, Mr President, I should like to express
my agreement wrth rhe poinr referring ro rhe implica-
trons of lransport rnfrastructures for competrtion, to
their srgnificance for increastng potentral, and to their
lmportance for saving energY.
President. 
- 
I call the Commtssron
Mr Kontogeorgis, Member of tbe Commrssron. 
-(GR) Mr President, I should like to thank the rappor-
teur, Mr Klinkenborg, and congratulate him on what
is in every respect a comprehensive and thorough
repon. Thrs report is an excellent basis for the action
which the Commission of the European Communities
has proposed in this sector, the first stage of which was
the publicatron of its Memorandum on the need for
infrastructure projects in the transport sector.
Let me remind you that this Memorandum aroused
great rnterest in all the interested quarters and encour-
aged the fruitful exchange of vrews rn the debate of
6June 1980. One has only to read the minutes of that
debate to appreciate the conviction wrth which both
rhe Chairman of the Commtttee on Transport, Mr
Seefeld, and the rapporteur welcomed the way in
which the Commissron was tackling this problem. I
take rhrs opponunrty of thanking them for their
extremely positive contribution. I also take this oppor-
tunitv of thankrng all those who have spoken today for
therr contributron on a subject of such cructal import-
ance for European integration At a time when the
Commission is, as you know, drawrng up proposals
and asking for funds to enable the structure of the
Communitv budget to be adapted to the current
economic situatron, so that those Communrty require-
ments which have been grven priority can be met,
Parliament's vote on transport infrastructure projects
will be of special and significant importance.
The proposal before you is intended both as an
encouragement and as a warning. \7e must not lose
sight of the fact that, in the economic cnsls currently
facing the Community, adapting the transport
network to meet the need for greater rntegration of
our economtes ls essential rf we are to safeguard the
politrcal and economic cohesion of the Member States.
I am fullv aware of the fact that the rapporteur would
have liked to go even further and indicate the
approach to be adopted rn ensuring a better economic
basis for the measures being proposed. I share his
concern and, from a tactrcal point of view, I welcome
the fact that the Committee on Transport showed
rtself to be sensrtive to this point. At the current stage,
we must lnsrst that we be given the chance, in specific
cases, to take effecti,re action within the framework of
the Regulation we are proposing. Something along
those lines could limit the budgetary implications. In
my vlew, the rmportant thing is that we manage to
prove that rhe system we are proposing under the draft
regulation can function and that rt can be gradually
extended.
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Parliament's Commirtee on Transport attaches grear
importance to the establishment of criteria for the
selection of studies and programmes. In this conrext, I
would emphasrze rhat, quite apart from the application
of the selection criteria laid down in the drafr regula-
tron, there must also be a method by which rhe
Communrtv interest can be assessed, and work on
establishing such a method has already started at the
requesr of the Council. There have been talks wirh rhe
Commrttee on Infrastructure Projecrs, and we expecr
the relative repon ro be published by the end of the
year.
As regards infrasrructure projecrs in the field of sea
and air rransporr, I rhrnk we are well on the way
towards frnding a generally acceptable solution. An
anall'sis of the survev of bottlenecks indrcares that ir is
possrble to cover a sufficient number of handling facil-
itres rn areas where rhere are ports or airports wirhout
the matter of principle being involved and wrrhour
havrng ro resorr to the provisions of Article 84 of the
Treatv of Rome
Frnally, it has been pornred our rhat rhe Commission
Memorandum makes no menrion of a comparison
between frnancing the rnfrastructure projects and
passing on the cost of construction ro rhe localities
involved. In theory, this comparison goes wrthour
saying, but I think Parliament is fully aware of the
drffrculties which application of this principle runs
rnto, and I thrnk that it would not be polrtically expe-
dient to rnsist upon this link for rhe time being.
In repeatrng my congratulations ro the rapporteur, Mr
President, I should like ro express rhe hope that
Parliament's vote will represenr a new srarting-point
from whrch we could proceed to make major progress
by implementing Community infrastructure proJects rn
rhe freld of transport, which is of such grear lmporr-
ance for all the Member States of the Communiry and
for the Community as a whole.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote wrll be taken at the nexr voring time.
2. Carriage of goods by road betueen Member States
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. 1-950/
8O) bv Mr Moreland, on behalf of rhe Commirtee on
Transport, on the
proposals from the Commrssion to the Councrl (Doc
I -853/80) for.
I a regulatron amendrng Regularion (EEC) No 3164l
76 on rhe Communrty quora for rhe carrrage of
goods by road between Member Srates
II a drrective amendrng Drrectrve 65/269/EEC on rhe
srandardization of cenain rules relating ro author-
izations for the carriage of goods by road between
Member States.
I call the rapponeur.
Mr Moreland, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, Members
may frnd it helpful in rhis debate to remember rhar a
lorry consrsts of two parrs. The front pan is the
t.ractor, whrch includes the driver's cab and rhe engine.
The rear part is [he trailer on which the load is carried.
Under existing Community legisladon governing the
rssue of permits for the carriage of goods by road
across Member Srares' borders 
- 
whar is usually
referred to as the Communrty quota 
- 
an authoriza-
tion to carry goods is issued in rhe name of the owner
of the vehicle, in other words the owner of both the
tractor and the trailer together. However, in some
Member States there is no legal requiremen[ [o
register ownership of the trailer. Indeed, often the
owner of the tractor may borrow or hire a trailer from
someone else. The consequence is that when a driver
[akes a vehrcle across a border, he may be confronted
by an official who complains that eirher he has no
papers for hrs trailer, or that hrs trailer is in rhe name
of someone different from rhe owner of the rracror
and therefore hrs permit allows him to rake only the
tractor across a boundary.
Nou' Mr President, your Commrttee on Transpon is
against unnecessary bureaucracy. Indeed, we do not
take krndly to bureaucratrc officials at borders and we
have rn the past urged rhar border procedures be
simplified. Consequently, we endorse rhe Commis-
sion's proposals whrch would require only rhe rracror
to be registered. In other words, as long as there is a
permit for the rractor it marters not if rhe trailer is
owned by' the tractor owner or borrowed from
someone else. \7e are asking the Parhament to
endorse the Commission's proposal.
I wrsh to add three funher points. I have been asked ro
express the view of a mrnoriry on rhe commirtee who
were concerned thar the proposal represented an
opportunitv for some hauliers to bypass the permit
regulations. This was not the ma;oriry view and it is
not my personal view, but it is one to which rhe
Commissron should respond.
Secondly, there have been a number of reports,
including one recently from rhe United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe, on [he abuses at
the borders of Member Stares of the permit sysrems.
For example, there have been a number of reports of
bribes given to offrcrals by rhose hauliers who do not
have permits. As one has to ask far roo often, will rhe
Commission ensure that Community legislation on
transport is being enforced by Member States?
Finally, I would emphasize that it is appropriate that a
debate reviewing the quota is alongside the other
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transport sub;ects today. The existence of a require-
ment to obtain a permir ro cross Member State boun-
daries after 25 years of the existence of the
Community reflects the slow progress on the develop-
ment of Community rransporr. legislation. In rhis
context the Carossino report and its suppon for it are
extremely important. For there are rhose who would
thwart such legisladon on uniform lorry weights by
confusing us, by talking about huge, bigger or larger
lorries when of course there is no Community legisla-
tion advocating larger lorries. There are those who tell
us how dreadful it is ro increase gross weight when the
real effect on damage to the environmenr is a function
of axle weight. I make rhrs point because, as rappor-
teur on the quota, I am bound to remind rhe Parlia-
men[ that rt passed a resolution last November on [he
quota which I presented staring rhat liberalizarion of
the carriage of goods should be accompanied by
progress on, inter aliq uniform weights.
I would like to see an end to the need for continual
presentation in this Parliament of adjusrmenrs to rhe
quota, and indeed, perhaps more importantly, an end
to border bureaucracy. Therefore, I think it is impor-
tant in this context to state that, in supporting rhis
particular motion today; ir is also imponant. to supporr
the other committee reports and above all to grve the
impetus that we all want [o transport. policy in the
Communiry.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Doublet. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
genrlemen, the purpose of the proposed regularion and
directive submitted by the Commission to the Council
is 
- 
as our colleague Mr Moreland has jusr explained
- 
to authorize the circulation of haulage vehicles of
which the tractor and trailer may be of differenr
nationalities. But such a reform presupposes the revi-
sion of the Regulation on the Communiry quora and
of the Directive on bilateral authorizations. In purring
forward this motion for a resolution, rhe Committee
on Transport is hoping to improve the siruation by
providing for authorizations to be granred ro rracrors
and to tractors alone, no matrer where their rrailers
may be registered. There is no doubr rhat these
proposals q/ould be an improvement from rhe adminis-
trative and practical point of view, bur I am afraid that
we have a few reservations about rhem.
Firstly, the suggested reform for unaccompanied
semi-trailers being conveyed on conrainer ships will
pose certain problems. This particular point should be
gone into much more thoroughly as it would seem rha[
the interpretarion given to the proposals contradicts
their aim. My second reservation 
- 
and this one is
crucial 
- 
is that by extending these arrangemenrs
bilaterally, we will be besieged with demands from
third countries for their vehicles ro be rreared as rhose
of the Member States. This would pose a grave threat
ro our hauliers, given the transport policies practised
by States with planned economies. On rhis issue, we
have fundamen[al reservations and, if no account were
taken of [hem, we would be forced to vote against the
proposals.
Ir is therefore necessary to specity that the proposed
simphfications are aimed at facilitating rhe circulation
within the Community of load-carring vehicles when
the various parts are of different nationalities. It must
be emphasized that in no case would the arrangements
apply to unaccompanied haulage vehicles or to those
which come from third countries. Having voiced these
reservarions 
- 
in the stronges[ possible gs1rn5 
- 
|
must say that we will be voting for Mr Moreland's
report, and, being aware of the conditions under
whrch it was drawn up, we should like to warmly
congratulate rhe rapporteur for his achievement.
President. 
- 
I call the non-attached Members.
Mr Bournias. (GR,) Mr President, before
commenting on the report before us 
- 
and I shall
respect. your call for us not to spend all night on these
matters 
- 
I should like to thank the Commissioner,
Mr Kontogeorgis, for clarifying the question of the
development of transport infrastrubtures in pons. This
is a fundamental ma[ter and one which is of direct
inrcrest ro my own country. Another aspect to which
I should like to draw attention, by way of inrroduction
- 
alrhough it concerns all three reports 
- 
is that of
energy-saving. It is quite rightly pointed out thar we
must bear in mind the question of moderation in our
use of energy. And now let me turn briefly to Mr
Moreland's report.
As you all know, the question of establishing common
rules for road transport is of major importance. In our
modern economy, road transport of goods from one
Community country to the other has expanded enor-
mously, and the proposed measures must be adopted if
this transport is to operate smoothly. In panicular, the
permir system must be adapted ro the presenr-day situ-
ation, so as to avoid unnecessary problems in the
movement of goods. In the case of fruit and vegera-
bles, which account for the greater pan of road trans-
port because they have to be moved rapidly from the
area of production to the centres of consumption, it is
frequently difficult to find the necessary trucks, since
there are continuing disparities in respect of the
permits for tractors and trailers, which is somerhing
which could easily be rectified by adopting common
rules. This is the aim of Mr Moreland's repon, which I
welcome.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Butrafuoco.
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Mr Buttafuo (lT) Mr President, I wish ro
congratulate Mr Moreland on rhe excellent and
thorough report he has produced, alrhough there is
little chance that my colleagues and I shall be voting in
favour of it. The reason is rhat rhis reporr 
- 
on rhe
Commission proposals for a new regularion on rhe
carriage of goods by road and for a new direcrive on
the standardization of certain rules relating ro aurhori-
zatrons for the carriage of goods by road between
Member States 
- 
has rgnored existing legislation as
well as the principle of affording equal opportuniries
to alI the various Member Stares.
I say this because there is legislation in Iraly which
forbids as a rule the enrry of vehicles comprising a
trailer which comes from a different counrry from rhe
traction unit. If we were to adopt rhis motion today,
better organized and better equipped counrnes would
benefit to the detriment of the less well-organized.
You could even have a haulier serring up business near
frontiers, ports and airports in a differenr Community
counrry from his own and hauling rhrough the
country the widest range of rrailers his tracrion unirs
could handle. If this were the case 
- 
and Mr Doublet
made this poinr, coo 
- 
it would creare an impossible
situation for haulage contracrors in the country
concerned. There would be less work for them and
thrs would have really serious repercussions on jobs
and an equally serious effect wirh regard ro the
economy of the country in question.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Kontogeorgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, I should like to thank Mr More-
land for hrs report and the speakers for what they have
said on the subject of haulage vehicles and trailers.
The number of articulated vehicles, lorries and trac-
tors wrth trailers is increasing continually. This should
come as no surprise to those who know the potential
of such vehicles, not just within one and the same firm
- 
since one tractor can be used for several trailers 
-but also, more generally, in haulage combining more
than one mode of [ransport..
Roll-on-roll-off transport, road haulage of goods, the
opportunities for utilizing a pool consisting of several
hauliers from one or more Member States 
- 
all this is
forcing carriers to acquire articulated vehicles. It is
precisely because of these various new opportunities
available to carriers that rhe tractor and the trailer 
-which together perform the transport. are
frequently no longer registered under the name of the
same firm, or even do not belong to the same Member
State. Applying Community regulations for the issuing
of transport authorizations, such as the Regulation on
the Community quota, does not run into difficulties in
the case of coupled combinations, as long as the two
elements forming the combination are registered
under the name of the same firm esublished in the
Member State rssuing the authorization.
However, in cases where the vehicles are not regis-
tered under the name of the same firm, this sometimes
causes problems. Certain Member States require an
authorization for the trailer and pay artenrion only to
the freight haulage. Other Member Stares, however,
are interested only in the movement of the vehicle
dorng the haulage and therefore require an authonza-
tion only for the tractor. Other countries, finally, are
interested not only in the transporu as such, but also in
the goods being transported, so that they require an
authorization for both the rractor and rrailer. The
Commissron is of the opinion that the simplesr and
most equitable solution would be to issue articulated
vehicles wlth aurhonzations for the tractors. Apart
from the facr that this system is applied in eight of the
ten Member States, it also has advantages for
the hauliers, for the users and for the supervisory
authorities.
All these advantages are listed rn [he Commission's
proposals. The sole aim of the Commission proposals
now before you is to suitably modify the systems
currently in force, so that we can have the greatesr
possible chance of success in tackling this problem,
which is of major importance for the smooth func-
tioning of intra-European road haulage.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting-time.
3. lVeights of road ztehicles
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next rrem is the reporr by Mr Caros-
sino (Doc. l-865180) on behalf of the Commirtee on
Transport, on the proposal from rhe Commission ro
the Council (Doc. 575/78) for a direcrive on rhe
weights and cerrain orher characterisrics (nor
includrng dimensions) of road vehicles used for the
carnage of goods.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Carossino, rapporteur. 
- 
(17) Mr President, rhere
can be no doubt that behind this obviously rechnical
proposal for a directive lies,one of the most imponant
and pressrng decisions if the Community is to initiate a
coherent policy on road rransport. The adoprion of a
directive on the weights and cercain other characteris-
tics of road vehicles used for the carriage of goods
represents an essential stage 
- 
and it would be no
exaggeration to say that it is of strategic importance 
-if real progress is to be made in the area of road trans-
port.
The adoption of this directive would pave the way for
a common system of calculation and collection of
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certain specific [axes on transport. It would help future
planning for infrastructure and make it easier to draw
up srandards for the safety and supervision of road
traffic. Energy resources would be conserved. The
Community could have a common market for heary
goods vehicles, a factor of particular importance to
manufacturers and hauliers. It would be possible for
the Community to negotiate wrth third countries
rhrough whrch a proportion of Community traffic
passes 
- 
several Members, especraily from Greece,
have raised thrs pornt 
- 
on the harmonizatron of the
werghts and dimensions of vehicles. Finally, by ehmr-
nating one of the causes of distonion of competition,
we could take a definite step towards tonl liberaliza-
tion of Community transport.
These are the benefits. But the fact that thrs decrsron
has been delayed for 2O y'ears, since the first proposals
were drawn up by the Commission in 1961, shows that
this rs no simple measure to adopt. There have been,
and to some extent there still are, variances and differ-
ences of opinion. The proposal for a directrve whrch is
before the House today reflects these problems and is
to a large extent the result of a compromise. It has also
been greatly rnfluenced by the drrecttves which the
Council of Minrsters issued in 1975, calling on the
Permanent Representatives and the Commission to
find a practical solution to the problem. Vhat this
means is that we have here a proposal for a directive
q hich is partial and phased and which can be accepted
because it falls logrcally into the general outline of
transport policy.
In the report whrch accompanies the motion for a
resolutron, I have made every effort to be objective in
considenng the various porncs of view which were put
forward during talks with experts and representattves
from unions and local authorities. As a result of these
talks and the wide-rangrng and thorough discussion
thev prompted, the Committee on Transport feels that
rt has made a definite contribution to the gradual
artarnment of a decision which 
- 
as I said before 
- 
is
one of the most important and most pressing for the
dcrclopment of a policy on road transport.
Among the various arguments which have been raised
agatnst the proposal, there are some whrch concern
the effects on the envlronment and safety. These are
arguments to which the general public is partrcularly
receptive, and they involve paramount community
interests which must be safeguarded.
If we look at the major causes of pollution and road
accidents, we find exhaust emissions and noise are to
blame for the former, while the majority of accidents
are caused not so much by the maximum permrssrble
werght, as many people believe, as by overloading,
driving too fast for the braking capacity of the vehicle,
working longer than the statutory hours, lack of emer-
gency services and the difficulty of carrying out more
frequent and stricter checks on infnngements.
The adoption of the directive should rmprove marters
significantly because, while it is true that for some
countries heavier loads than at presenr will be author-
ized for transport. withrn the Community, ar [he same
time standards and regulations on pollution and road
safety will be made more srringent. Vhat is more, the
adoption of a single set of rules will make r[ easier to
monitor traffic and to clamp down on infringemenrs
and abuses. As for the fairly wrdespread and warranted
fear rn some countnes that increasing the maximum
permissible weight could result in damage ro infra-
structure and the need for more expenditure, it has to
be said that there is a lack of full and up-to-date infor-
matron on this. The experts'views do not always tally
and the Commission document fails to take proper
account of the advances whrch have been made in
recent vears u'ith regard ro rhe research carried out in
various Member States on suspenslon, tyres and the
optrmal ratio between the maximum axle weight and
road damage.
'We also have to assess the importance of the change
proposed by the Commrttee on Transport in the
motion for a resolution. I mean the proposal ro allow
natronal, regional or local authoriries the right of deci-
sron ro ban heavy traffic from paruicularly vulnerable
structures It is interesting to nore rhat the same
conclusions were reached in the Armitage reporr
commissioned bv the British Government., from whom
of course came the major difficulries. Although rhis
report does nol agree wrth the Commrssron proposals
as thev stand and instead makes some recommenda-
trons u'hich in mv opinion should be given considera-
tron together with those submirred by orher European
experts, rt does state thar rhe Commrssion proposals
u'ould reduce the harmful effecrs of goods vehicles,
especiallv hearv ones, on the populatron and rhe envi-
ronment.
In finishing, let me say that rhe use of heavier goods
vehicles u'rll certainly bring significant and lasting
economic benefrts, resulting in particular from lower
transport costs and less damage to roads.
Frnallv, I want to sav somerhing about rail rransporr
and the fear that the adoption of this direcrive might
push more goods traffic off the railways and on to the
roads. It has to be admirted rhat this is a problem of
some signifrcance and with tremendous economic
rmplications. The improvemenr and development of
the European rail network so rhar it can handle a
greater share of all goods traffic, especially over
medrum and long drstances, should be one of the top
priorities of the rranspon policy. This aim should not,
hou'ever, be viewed as conflicting with the need ro
maximize the potential of the existing network.
These are the main reasons why ir is to be hoped
Parliament will vote for rhis morron. However incom-
plete and inadequate this proposal may be, and
although it can be criticized in some respecrs, ir adop-
rion would represenr a major step forward. Like all
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compromise proposals, it requires everyone to make
some concessions and, ln some cases, sacnfices. This is
true in the case both of those countries which have
stricter national legislation and which are going to
encounter problems, even if they are going to benefit
as well, and for those which already allow heavier
loads and which are not going to get any immediate
benefit. The solution proposed by the Committee on
Transport, on the basis of a proposal from various
quarters, is to limit authorization for the time being to
the type of vehicle which is mosr common in the
Community: 40 tonnes on five axles. This will be a real
help to the transport sector and will lead to energy
savrngs and increased productivity.
By way of conclusion, ladies and gentlemen, let me
urge the House to adopt this proposal for a directive
with the amendments suggested by the Committee on
Transport. If this is done, it will at long last represent a
major srep forward for Community transport pohcy.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE.!flIELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the Commrttee on [he Envtron-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.
Miss Hooper, Dra.ftsman of an opinion 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, we would all like ro live in a Utopia without any
pollution, with empty roads, energy savings and at the
same time low prices and high standards of living.
(Applause)
Our ;ob here is to seek to strike the best possible
balance in the interests of our electors. Now, a great
deal of emotion has been generated by this particular
toprc of maximum vehicle weighr.
I belreve there has been a great deal of exaggeration
and that improvements rn technology and concern
over the design and maintenance of vehrcles will
satisfy many of the environmental needs. In my view
the essential point is not that of overall weight, but of
the individual axle weights, and in this respect it seems
to me that the proposals made by Mr Carossino, after
consrderation of the recently published Armitage
report, are qulte reasonable.
However, as draftsman of the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection's
opinion on these proposals, I now wish to move the
amendments tabled in my name, on behalf of the
committee. In the first place, however, I should say
that the Committee on the Environment' Public
Health and Consumer Protection was unanimous in
agreelng that alternatrve methods of transportation by
rarl and water should be much more acrively encour-
aged, and this point is made adequately, I think, by
Mr Carossino in his report. The committee was also
unanimous in supporting the proposals contained in
Amendments Nos 19 and 20 dealing with speed limits
and consultation with environmental groups. But I
should pornt out that Amendment No 18, suggesting a
maximum weight of 32'5 tonnes overall, was
supported by a majority of only one. Nevertheless, Mr
President, I beg to move these three amendments on
behalf of the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection.
President. 
- 
I call the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.
Mr Collins, Chairman of the Committee. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, first of all, I sayTrankly that I think the basis of
this debate is far too narrow, because although it is
concerned with the internal economics of road trans-
port, lt rs not about the economics of road transport in
rts enrirery: if it were, we should have heard the
rapporreur and no doubt other speakers tell us about
the cost of these proposals to the public, to other users
of roads and to the taxpayer rn general. But we hear
nothing at all about that, and in particular we hear
nothing about the cost to our entire architectural and
environmental heritage throughout Europe which is
imposed by these heavier lorries.
'We knou', for example, having read the evidence from
the Civic Trust and one or two o[her environmental
organrzatrons, that structural damage to buildings is
caused not just by direct impacr but also by the long-
term effects of low-frequency vibrations. That will
rmpose a cost, and that cost is not mentioned at all in
the equations which have been presented to this
Parliament, either by the rapporteur or, come to [hat,
by the Commission. It is a cost that will have to be
bornc by the private citizen, by the taxpayer. Ve know
too, from the King report published in the United
Kingdom in 1977 on the causes of serious gas explo-
sions, that heary lorries cause damage [o gas, water
and sewage pipes, and the cost of that also does noc
appear in these balance sheets. Ve know there will be
damage to street furniture, and that will be a cost. '!7'e
know from evidence of the European Environmental
Bureau rhar rhe enforcement of regulations on the
tolerance levels of weighm and the restriction of these
vehicles to specific routes is difficult and probably
impossible. Here, again, are costs that do not appear
on the balance-sheets and yet will have to be met. 'We
can guess that these proposals will have a clear effect
on the use, and therefore on the profitability, of Euro-
pean railways and canals, and again that is not
presented to us. The fact is, Mr President, that this
proposal is misconceived because it is not set within
the proper framework of an overall freight policy for
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the Community. I rhink it is misconceived and I rhink
rt is misleading, because ir fails to recognize the
economic implications for other sec[ors of environ-
mental and commercial life in Europe. ft is inconsis-
tent with other secrors of Communiry policy and
notably, I may say, with the direcrive presenrly
proposed by the Commission of the assessmenr of
environmen[al impact, which says that statements of
environmental impact should be compulsory
throughout the Community for'developmenr projects
likely to have a significanr impact on the environmen['.
This is clearly going to have a significant impacr on
the envrronment, and yer rhe Commission is not even
suggesring rhat it should be subject ro rhar kind of
analysis.
Frnally, Mr President, may I say [har these proposals
are being supponed by a ragbag of poliricians who
have simply swallowed whole the bair, rhe propaganda
issued by the bigger sections of the road lobby, and in
particular I may say thar some, indeed mosr, of rhe
British Conservatives will no doubt be supporting this.
They have often posed as champions of the environ-
ment in my own counrry, the United Kingdom, but I
think the voring partern that emerges and their
speeches today will reveal their essenrial and very base
hypocrisy in this. There are a few honourable excep-
tions, and I hope thar these will grow in number today.
I hope they will have the courage of their convicrions
and will break the whip imposed on rhem by their own
hierarchy.
In shon, Mr Presidenr, I rhink rhis proposal should be
re;ected on economic, environmenral and political
grounds, and that the Key and Hopper amendments
should be supported.
President. 
- 
Mr Collins, when represenrarives of
commlttees, given priority to speak in a debate, also
set out views which rhey do nor themselves share 
- 
as
they are obliged to do 
- 
they must refrain from
attacking groups or individuals.
This is something which, without wishing ro creare a
srir. I thought it imponant to point our ro you.
I call the Commitcee on Transport.
Mr Seefeld, Chairman of the Committee. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, in the course of nine meerings of the
Committee on Transport held berween 5 October
1979 and,3OJanuary 1981 we discussed all of this
rssue, although individual members who were nor
always presenr are perhaps nor aware of this. !fle
heard experts from many spheres and did nor arrive a[
a decision tighrty. 'We not only listened ro staremenrs
about the economic effects, the effects on the environ-
ment, but we also debared them and discussed rhem in
detail. And we also 
- 
which may surprise some of you
- 
arrived at solutions !
In the end rhere was a large majority in the
Commitree, with only [wo members voting against.
Indeed this was not very difficult because we lefr
ourselves a lot of time. Mr Carossino has already
pointed out how long ir actually rook unril rhe whole
question was ripe for a decision.
Let me emphasize once again that harmonizarion is
necessary and that each day's delay is a day wasred in
the development of the European Community.
Article 75(l) (a) of rhe EEC Treaty srares rhar rhe
implemenracion of a common lransporr policy
depends, inter alia, on [he enacrmenr of
common rules apphcable to inrernatronal rranspon to or
from the territory of a Member Stares or passing across
the territory of one or more Member States
Harmonizatron is necessary. Because it has only been
stated in writing and has nor ye[ been menrioned, let
me point out what the present siruarion is: the
maximum gross weight ranges in the Community
between 32.5 tonnes in the Unired Kingdom and
50 tonnes in rhe Netherlands. There are many who
have no conception of what this involves for rransit
traffic which has to observe the rules of all rhe indivi-
dual countnes. It affects unloading, transloading,
storage, reloading and rhe conrinuar.ion of rhe
lourney; it is a burden on those working in rhis sector
and creates difficulries for goods which have to be
unloaded and reloaded several rimes. I do not believe
that any reasonable person can dispute rhe facr thac
there must now be harmonization. Vhar is more, even
the environmentalisrs have long ago recognized rhar
this is urgently necessary for many reasons.
There is also the question of rranspon infrasrructure,
in connecrion wirh which we have just discussed Mr
Klinkenborg's report: how can we possibly draw up a
long-rerm road construction programme for the indi-
vidual counrries of rhe European Communiry if we
cannot first succeed in defining the dimensions and
weights of rhe vehicles which are [o use these roads?
This is another reason why a decision musr be taken.
How can we harmonize, for example, road taxes or
fuel oil taxes in the European Communiry 
- 
which
we all wanr to do 
- 
if rhe facrors involved such as the
means of rranspon, remain as diverse as ever? And
how can we oppose mororway tolls in various coun-
tries rf we cannor lay down the characrerisrics of the
vehicles using Community roads?
Ladies and gentlemen, if I say all this once again on
behalf of my Commirtee in suppon of Mr Carossino's
report, then ir is because I want to ask you to approve
a compromise solurion. Those who wish ro remain
wrrh an upper limit of 32.5 ronnes are dissadsfied
because rhis will have ro be increased somewhar, and
others who have ro lower their exisring upper limit of
50 tonnes are dissatisfied because rhey now have to
share in this decision. The Commission has proposed
44 tonnes. I hope we can agree on 40 ronnes 
- 
rhat is
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the compromise solution. Ladies and gentlemen, rf
everybody persists in his point of view, then nothing in
the European Community will work any more, and we
may as well all go home, having failed in our mandate!
(Applause)
For this reason we must try and find solutrons. Our
decisron was not taken lightly. I plead in favour of
accepting Mr Carossino's report with the compromise
solution of 40 tonnes, because it rs only in this way
that our demands for a meaningful European trans-
port policy in this specific sphere can be mer.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, following the
previous speakers, who were Chairmen of Commit-
tees, I stand here as an inhabitant of the most densely
populated country of the Community where we are
used to 50-ton vehicles on our roads. My narrve
counrry, the Netherlands, is perhaps not quite the
Utopia described by Mr Hooper, but it is nevertheless
a fine country to live in.
However, I am not speaking here today on behalf of
rhe Netherlands, I am not speaking as a Dutchman,
but as spokesman of the Socialist Group which has
naturally given a great deal of consideration to this
matter since we realize that an increase in trans-fron-
der traffic and transport-makes harmonization essen-
tial. It is vital that those involved in transport and
traffic should know what standards are in force. I am
speakrng. here of. haulrers who, for reasons of their
competrtive situation, need to know what is permitted
in the European Community. I am also referring to
those who transport their own products and there are
of course also the dnvers who are often threatened
with fines, penalties and even loss of their driving
licence if it turns out that they are driving around in
certain countnes with loads which exceed the
permitted limit Above all, however, there is the motor
industry, which needs to know what kind of goods
vehrcles must be produced. If this proposal leads to
harmonization of the u'eights of heary goods vehrcles,
the automobile industrv will be able to develop better
rn this respect, which is of the utmost tmportance for
the emplol,ment. situation, as we all know the difficul-
ries currently facing the automobile industry. The
proposal is also important for third countries since
they frequently adopt the standards we apply.
However, it rs easy to reach agreement. Agreement in
principle was reached in the Council in 1972. It was
agreed in pnnciple that we should aim at introducing a
40-tonne hmit for 5-axle vehicles. However, the limit
is still 38 t in both the Federal Republic and France,
which are by no means insignificant countries.
\fle must therefore support the Carossino report. This
is an excellent piece of work on which I should like to
congrarulate him. Unfortunately, I cannot do so on
behalf of my entire group as we are somewhat divided
on this point. These are not ideological differences 
-
as s'e sometrmes see ln rhe communist Group 
- 
bur
practrcal differences. Some Members of our Group
place great 
- 
and in my view loo great 
- 
emphasis
on the environmental requirements as the motion for a
resolutron contains a special provision for roads whrch
are not suitable for these vehicles. It is somewhat
unrealistic to assume that this goods transport could
take place by rail as this would frrst of all call for
conside rable investment in the railways and it is
improbable that this invesrment will be made. For this
reason, the vast ma;ority in our Group supports the
Carossino report as it often takes a critical approach in
rhat the resolution calls for consrderation of the feasi-
bility of fitting vehicles with speed-limiting devices and
for rhe rntroduction of noise limits with the view to
reducrng noise nuisance. It also calls for account to be
taken of socral legislation with a view to improving the
working conditions of the drivers and, in particular, it
calls for Regulatron No 543 of tgOg to be observed. In
additron, it is requested that measures should be taken
to lmprove road safety.
Under these conditions, a large majority of my group
can therefore go along with proposed maximum
combrnation of 5 axles/4O tonnes with a view to
improvrng productivity and saving energy, and in the
hope that the number of lorries wrll increase somewhat
less raprdh,. In addition, we take the view rhat if the
roads requrre more maintenance, the costs should be
passed on to the transport whrch makes rhese costs
necessary That is the view of the Socialist Group. If
u'e *'ork on the basis of the assumption that there are
approxrmatelv 8 million lorries driving around rn the
European Communrty, 50/o of which, i.e. 400 000, are
combined vehicles over 1O t, it would be a matter of no
small signrficance if we could come to some agreement
and if the Council could take a decision regardrng this
secror in June or perhaps at the end of this year.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
Peoplc's Party (Christran-Democratic Group).
Mr K.-H. Hoffmann. 
- 
(DE) Frrst of all, on behalf of
mv group I should like to object to the insulting
remarks made by Mr Collins. It is simply not on for
rhe Chairman of a committee to refer to all those who
do not share his vrewpoint and who wish to aPProve
the Carossrno report as lobbyists. That is extremely
undemocratrc. In my view Mr Collins ts no democrat,
but rather a pocket dictator, to behave in this way
towards hrs colleagues in this House . . .
(Applause)
(Mr Collms asked to speak on a point of order)
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President. 
- 
Mr Hoffmann, since you mentioned
Mr Collins by name, I shall perhaps have to allow him
three mrnutes at the end of this debate to make a
personal statement
Mr K.-H. Hoffmann. (DE) .. Mr President,
under the Rules of Procedure it is not normally
permitted to interrupt a member who is speaking in
order to rarse a point of order. If Mr Collins wants to
make a personal statement at the end of the debate, he
is free ro do so.
In any event., on behalf of my group I welcome
Mr Carossino's report and at the same time express
the hope that rts adoptron by Parliament will signal the
end of a long-standing dispute in this Community. If
the report is approved with a big majority in Parlia-
ment we are 
.iustified in hoping that the Council of
Ministers will at long last fix a uniform maximum
we rghr of 40 tonnes for European lornes, because for
too long now 
- 
namely for 20 years 
- 
national inter-
ests have taken precedence in the Community, and
that must now finally cease I
Some ma1' ask what the significance of introducing a
uniform maximum weight for lorries rs. The answer is
quite srmple. A uniform weight improves road safety,
makes it possible to calculate the cost of road
construction, creates fair conditions of competition
and at the same time contnbute s towards energy
saving and the protection of the environment. In addi-
tion, in order to be competitive the European motor
vehicle industry and the hauliers require uniform stan-
dards. Such uniform EEC standards would give the
European motor vehicle industry an important
competltlve advantage over lorry manufacturers
outside the Community, since 57 states are meanwhile
adoptrng EEC standards in their national legislation,
because they have recognized that rhese would be
useful and workable in their counrries roo; rhis
encourages lorry sales and at the same time creates
thousands of new jobs within the Communiry, jobs
v''hrch we urgently need, Mr Collins.
All these issues have been discussed withrn rhe
Commrttee on Transport. The answers to these ques-
tions contarned rn Mr Carossino's report make it
easier for my group to approve this report. I therefore
make an urgent and earnesr appeal to Parliament to
approve the 40 tonnes maximum weight. On this
important issue please pur aside natronal interests and
vote for a truly European solution.
Of course, it is difficult for our UK members from the
Labour Party to take rhis step. This can be seen from
their proposal for an amendmenr, which proposes the
UK maximum weight of 32.5 r,onnes as the EEC stan-
dard. \flhile appreciating the specifrc UK interesrs
involved, we musr empharically reject this proposal for
an amendment because rt does noc bring us any furrher
in the Communiry.
'We have already seen on one occasion how the Regu-
lation on the harmonization of certain social legisla-
tion relating to road transport. was blocked by the veto
of UK unions and the UK Government. At that time I
could not persuade my friend Jack Jones, rhe then
chairman of the UK Transport Union, that this was a
regulation heralding progress for workers. This policy
held up the further development of social legislation
for five years and in so doing hindered social progress.
Today, now that it is also in force in Great Britain, the
UK transport workers are becoming increasingly
convinced of its usefulness. The UK Transporr Union
today demands the strict application and monitoring
of this regulation. The 4O tonnes standard is also in rhe
interest of workers because we will see to ir rhat cabs
are better equipped, that braking systems are improved
and that 4O-tonne vehicles remain controllable and
steerable.
Many colleagues from the Committee on Transport
and also in my group have warved national interests in
favour of Community solutrons. I am grateful to rhem
for this, because this, solution makes it possible to
further relieve the strain on roads. Fony-ronne lorry-
trailer combinatrons can now be loaded wirhout
problem onto trains; the necessary installatrons such as
loading ramps, cranes and goods waggons need nor be
changed. Such changes would, however, be necessary
if we introduced a universal 44-tonne as rhe standard.
For this reason the proposal by Mr Carossino and the
Committee on Transport is a practical one.
My group espouses social security, prosperity and
personal happrness for all people in this Communiy.
The transport of persons and goods from one Member
State to another contributes far more to European
rntegratron than many a declararion made by this
House. For this reason Parhament musr rake the trans-
port policy decisions which are needed. One such
decrsron rs the introduction of a uniform srandard for
lornes Let us be jointly responsible for seeing rhat a
transport policy measure which promores European
progress is implemenred. I urge you ro approve the
Carossino reportl
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Moorhouse. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, first let me congra-
tulate the rapporteur on a first-rate analysis which, I
think, greatly helps to pur this complex issue of healy
lorries in a proper perspective. Now nearly all of us in
the European Democratic Group accept the principle
of the harmonization of che weights of lorries
throughout the Community as an essenrial element of
a common transport policy.
However, we consider thar both the draft directive
and the report need to be amended ro provide even
stricter environmenral safeguards and we shalI be
moving amendments to this effect. Their purpose is
and will be to protect rhe public, increase safery, cut
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noise levels and limrt damage to roads and bridges.
Some of mv colleagues are also movlng amendments
The reason for our partrcular concern has alreadv
been stated 
- 
thar in the UK we have the loweir
maximum weight o{ 32.5 tonnes. Understandably
there is genuine fear and concern that the advent of
heavier lorries will harm the envrronmenr and the
qualrt.,'of life even further. I should say rhis is a
concern that I fully shared myself until quire recenrlv
But v"'ith the publication of the British Armitage
Report I have been v!,on over ro rhe case for heauier
lorries provided that, as I have sard, and I repear, rhere
are the strict environmental safeguards we are calling
for. The Armrtage Reporr is an environmental impact
assessment of a most exhaustive type, whrch I think is
xn answer to what Mr Collins was saying earlier when
he regretted the absence of such a statement. There
could hardll' be I thrnk a more exhaustrve sraremenr
than the Armitage repon.
Now our qualified supporr is given on rhe under-
standing, of course, that no increase is proposed in the
size or dimensions of lorries excepr for the half metre
extension of the driver's cab for reasons given in the
Carossrno report. So we are nor talking about brgger
lorries 
- 
not at all.
The Armrtage Report clearly demonstrated, to the
surpnse of a good manv people, that heavier lorries in
limited numbers can actually improve the quality of
the environment The UK Transport Road Research
Laboratory reckons that if heavier lorries are rntro-
duced the savrng in lorry mileage for lorries over
25 tonnes will be around 10% in the Unrted Kingdom.
Now thrs is verv considerable, particularly if the
growth of road transport is as expected. So the saving
in lorry mileage would in fact be an environmental
garn. But then let us not forget, and one or two
speakers have made this point, it is not only the all-up
weight that counts, although it does get all the publi-
crty and the headlrnes. \7hat matrers far more is the
load on each axle That is what does the damage to
roads, that is what does the damage to bndges about
which we are concerned. So we say that provided that
the loading on the driving axle rs limited to
1O . 5 tonnes, and this will be the subject of our
Amendment No 7, then we feel we can avert further
road damage and avord having to take any action to
strengthen bridges in the United Kingdom. I hesitate
again to mention the point, but rt is a particularly cnt-
ical matter in our country.
The alrernative would be to invoke Article 7 of the
directive which allows vehicles to be excluded from
certain routes or structures for reasons of safety or of
protectlon of the infrastructure or the environment
Now such action of course would defeat much of the
objecr of the whole exercise. But one might be left
with no alternative. But otherwise we are very much in
favour of the provtsion of no-go areas, where Member
States think rI necessary
Mr Presrdent, heary lorries are a fact of Present-day
Iife and nothing we can say will wish them away. Let
us take thrs as an opportunity to Put them within a
framework which properly safeguards society as a
q'hole. We contend that our amendments will achieve
that
President. 
- 
I call the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Cardia. (IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Italian members of the Communrst and
Allies Ciroup intend to vote rn favour of the Carossrno
report, and thus rn favour of the report's proposed
amendments to Article 7 and paragraph 1.3 of Annex I
of the text proposed by the Commissron.
'We are well aware, ladres and gentlemen, that there is
strll a farr amount of doubt and puzzlement in this
House. \7e are especially aware of the concern whrch
prompted the Committee on the Environmenr, Public
Health and Consumer Protection to dub as unrea-
sonable 
- 
I think that was the word they used 
- 
rhe
Commission proposal regarding a maximum permis-
sible ueight which was of 44 tonnes, and not the 40
tonnes proposed in the Carossino report. 'We are also
xware that there is a need to take a closer look at all
the environmental effects on public health, including
road safetv, of more and more fully-laden lornes rrun-
dling around Europe. I just want to take this oppor-
tunrtv of mentlonrng to the chairman of the committee
rhat some of these concerns were borne in mind by the
rapporteur and that they do in fact form the basis of
the compromise which was worked out by the
Committee on Transport. '!fl'e must realize , however,
that effective measures for environmental protection,
safety and public health u'hrch are compatrble with an
integrated transport s),stem 
- 
which apart from being
required by the Treaties is also essential for the
economlc and terntorral unification of the Community
- 
can be achieved, as can considerable energy saving
and a reduction rn costs, only by givrng a decisive
boost to rarl, waterway and sea transport and by
rapidly developrng multrple transport systems, so that
the expansion of road transport is kept within reason-
able lrmrts. If this rs to be done, Iadies and gentlemen,
Parliament must succeed rn makrng the Council of
Ministers respect the Treaties, in which a common
trensport policy 
- 
which we simply do not have at the
moment 
- 
is viewed together wrth the common agri-
cultural policy as providing the basis for the economic
and territorial unification of this Community of ours.
Startrng with a common policy for major transporr
infrastructure, we have to work towards a more
coordinated and planned approach ro the expansion of
an integrated system of Communrty [ranspon.
The accession of Greece and the entry of Sparn and
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Portugal rn the nexr few years will push rhe borders of
the Communrty &'av beyond cenrral Europe. As a
result, phl.srcal links will have ro be developed rapidly
to facilrtate the movement of people and goods and
there will also need to be 
- 
and ir is already overdue
- 
a thorough revieu, of the part played bv differenr
sectors and means of transport. This rs rhe direction
we have to move in, starting with rhis compromise
whrch we have finally managed ro reach on an rnrrral
and provisional harmonization of the werght of heary
goods vehicles. Another point, which has alreadt' been
made but *.hich I wan[ to stress, is that this motron
lat's dou'n definrte guidelines for the European motor
manufacturers who desperarely need this kind of
contact! harmonization and convergence, before the
tremendous impact of comperition from Amenca and
Japan rs felt in this aree as well, in both European and
Third Vorld markets
Bnefh', Mr President, these are the reasons behind our
vote in favour of this repon and behind our hope rhat
Parliament will vote in such a way as to persuade the
Councrl of Mrnisters to adopr, rn keeping with rhe
Treatres, a coherent common rransporr policy for the
Communitl'.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr von Alemann. (DE) 
- 
Mr Presrdent, the Liberal
and Democratic Group has repearedly and vigorously
edrocated a common transporr policy. At rhe same
trme however we were forced to recognize thar the
basrc requirements and the respecrive inrerests of the
indrvidual Member State were so differenr that
progress was scarcely possrble or could be achieved
onlr. with great drfficulty.
The sublect under discussion today is almost as old as
rhe EEC rtself, namely about twenty years. Since a
comprehensrve Community regulation of vehicle
drmcnsions and werghrs can ro our regre[ obviously
not be achie'r'ed todav, rhe proposal arms mainly at
ler rng down uniform weights The marn diffrculty wrrh
a Community regularron consists in finding an accepr-
able balance for all Member Srates between rhe
economrc demands of the haulage industry and the
heavv goods vehrcle manufacturers, rhe prorection of
roxds, environmental considerations and economic
energy consumPtion.
In our opinion the partral regulation proposed here
offers a pragmatic solutron to rhese problems. From
the hauliers' viewpoint the most economic combina-
tion is a two axle traction unit with a rwo or rhree axle
trarler or semi-rrailer. For the success of this proposal
rt is absolutely essential thar the Member States agree
on acceptable values for this combination. If this
proposal is accepted, it will also be possible to develop
an effective and practical sysrem for monitoring inter-
natronal heary goods vehicle traffic. Overloaded
lorrres can lead to heary noise pollutron and air pollu-
tion and can cause excessive damage to roads and
amenitres. This could provide irresponsrble haulage
firms with an unfair competiuve advantage. Ve are
convinced that common vehicle weighm would
simplrfv the necessary monitoring of heary goods
vehicles and make it more effective.
Attentron rs also drawn to the environmenral pollurion
caused by heary lorries, and this is presented as an
argument in favour of restrictive measures governing
road raffic. '!7'e are convinced that the environmenral
problems of road traffic must be considered with the
same objecrivity as other policy issues. Questions to
whrch a Communiry solurion has already been found,
such as dnving time, the introductron of rhe racho-
graph, the annual road worthrness [est for lorries and
other technical provisions already make an effective
contribution to reducing noise levels and environ-
mental pollurion. These provisions musr be constantly
revieu,ed and, if necessary, new standards musr be
introduced. Environmentally sensitive areas could
perhaps requrre lower weights, which would then have
to be determined in individua[ cases afrer careful
consideratron of environmental and safety faccors.
The proposal represents no danger from an environ-
mental point of view bur rather on rhe contrary it
makes an effective contribution to improving pracrical
envlronmental control. It should be remenbered that
the proposal for a directive represenrs a reasonable
compromrse. Indeed the directive is long overdue. The
harmonizatron of heary goods vehicle weights as
sought here presents great advantages. Ve are aware
that thrs is just a first step. Further Communiry provi-
sions, partrcularly regarding rhe dimensions of vehr-
cles, are urgently necessary.
'l'he Liberal and Democratic Group vigorously
supports the proposal. \7e call on rhe governmenrs
and parliaments of the Member Srares ro accepr rhe
proposal for a directrve and ro enacr it as Community
lau' as quickly as possible.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Doublet. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on this question which has such wide-
spread and important repercussions, I rhink that the
main point to be stressed is that whar is being
proposed to us is a range of vehicles aurhorized ro
circulate in the European Community without at the
same trme Member States berng required ro adopt
Community legislation for all lorries. Undoubredly,
this proposal contains certain conrradicrions arising
out of the conditions of applicarion 
- 
in paruicular as
regards road infrastructure 
- 
within each Member
State and especially in the UK. As regards rhe number
of axles and the tonnage my Group would have
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preferred a slightly different approach than that
proposed, but we are prepared to adopt a provrsronal
compromise solutron dictated by common sense. Ve
therefore suppon rhe conclusions presented to us and
also those contained in the Economic and Socral
Committee's report. Furthermore I would not like to
let this momenr pass withour paying tribute to the
important, decisive role played by our fellow member
Mr Hoffmann in getting the 40 tonnes and 5 axles
adopted.
A Community weapon such as that provided for in this
proposal, undeniablv offers an economic benefrt,
notably energy savrngs, ir.r all secrors of activitv linked
to road haulage. It u.ill also provide grearer srarurory
safety, because in the absence of any harmonization in
this sphere road haulage undertaken under the presenr
conditions is sub;ect ro very precarious safery margins.
However, it is essential, that rf rhe Community agree-
ment on five axles of a rotal weight of 40 tonnes, is to
be effective, it must nor be undermined by standards
regardrng the axle load w'hich would be likely to elimi-
nate a great many vehrcles. Furthermore, we hope
that, for the sake of haulrers and users, the direcrive
fixes the driving axle werght at I I .5 tonnes rnstead of
I I tonnes.
Of course, the motions for a resolution in question are
not satisfactory in a[l respects and we cannor supporr
the proposed amendmenrs ro rhe annex of the direc-
trve, which do not always improve on rhe Commission
text bur whrch restrict its scope and rhrs in spite of the
efforts of the rapporteur who was not always backed
up. Hou,ever, although inchned ro reject it, our Group
has decrded to adopt this report in view of its principal
feature, namelv the 4O tonnes and 5 axles.
President. 
- 
I call the Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.
Mr Bogh. (DA) 
- 
Mr President, in this Assembly,
where we are so proficient at harmonlzing, I think that
we should do somethrng about harmonizing road
legislation in Europe. There is a great difference for
example between road legislation in France and road
legislatron in my country, Denmark, and thrs is
reflected rn the fact that at present Danish roads are in
a very poor condition as a result of the increase in the
axle weight introduced in 1977. It is not possible to
harmonrze in this sphere just like that. Frost, which
plays an important role, means that the roads become
damaged and that they become vulnerable to the
impact of heary lorries with a hrgh axle weight. The
new proposal will mean an increase of several hundred
million kroner annually in Danish expenditure on
roads and it is a small consolation to tax payers that in
return road haulage becomes more profitable.
The Danish People's Movement agalnst Danish
membership of the EEC will therefore vote against
both on the question of werghr restriction and trans-
port infrastrucrure. Our reason for opposing the
common rnfrastrucrure policy is rhat joint financrng
tempts or forces countries to adopt EEC priorities for
tasks instead of therr own prionrres based on rhelr own
needs. May I just menrion for example the permanent
link betv"'een Germanv and Denmark via Femern
proposed bv the Commission which is likely ro be very
far dou'n the list of Danish priorities. \7e have a far
greater interest rn lrnkrng our own counrry divrded as
it is bv the sea than rn lrnking individual parts of rt to
the EEC traffic-wise and consequenrly rnterest-wise.
The Danrsh government has already clearly refused
Community financing and rhe resulranr lack of
natronal control Thrs did not make the Commrssron
n'ithdraw its proposal however. On the contrary, rt has
changed rts proposal so that the EEC now also wants
to support projects in third counrries.
'!(/e wrll vote against both the resolution on rransport
infrastructure and on the weights of road vehicles.
President. 
- 
I call the non-attached Members.
Mr Bournias. (GR) 
- 
Mr President, I shall keep to
the tu-o mrnutes on e subject which, I have heard
(since I have onlv been here srnce I January 1981), is
as old as the European Parliament, which means that it
has been pending since January 1979.
I have heard manv interesting thrngs from rhe
chairmen of the committees and the other speakers, so
that there is no need for me ro go inro a detailed
anal.r'srs of my views in such a short trme. I shall
return, as I said in my last speech, to the subject of
fuels. It is essential that we should deal with this
subject and that there should be no waste. It is the first
subject I must stress. The second pornt is the fact that
road transport todav has become very extensive and
heary lornes subject the road netu'ork to extreme
wear and tear, especiallv in rhe small and economicaily
weaker countries, where the roads were nor designed
to take so much traffic. But apart from these two
consideratrons, we need to pay attention to the
workrng condrtions of those who drive heary lorries.
Lorry dnvers also have rights, and we must pay more
attention to them. Lastly, there is rhe ecological factor,
since motor vehicles, especially heary lorries, often
cause more pollution because of poor combustion, and
on the whole there are many reasons why there should
be a serious study on this subject and joint decisions
taken.
The rapporteur, Mr Carossino, goes inro all the facets
of the subject, pointrng out the weaknesses of the
proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council and proposing further
studv of the subject and greater use of railways, a
point with which I agree as long as the further study
does not again go on for years.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Ripa di Meana.
Mr Ripa di Meana. 
- 
(IT) Mr Presidenr, before I say
anvthrng else I must pay tribute to rhe excellence of
Mr Carossino's reporu, with special praise for the
admirable efforts to frnd common ground which have
marked his work throughout. I must say thar this is a
change from what happens far too often here, where
technrcal questions get mixed up with quesrions of
principle with the result thar no one is willing to make
anv concessrons. I should like to acknowledge what he
has done and to thank him for hrs work.
It has been said that this directive, arriving 20 vears
Iatr, rs the linchprn for the harmonization of
Community transport. I too believe that the future of
the motor industry, especially heary vehicles, depends
on the approval of thrs directive which also effects
taxes, road safety and, lastly, the ACP countries which
have signed the Lom6 Convention and which are
desperately warting for a clear decision by the
Community'. Turning to the matter as such, I want ro
sev somethrng about the compromise which the
Commission proposals represent and which rs outlined
rn the Carossino report. 'We rn Italy find it very hard
to xccept thrs compromise because our country, unlike
the Unrted Kingdom, has legrslation which is more
advanced and which allows lornes of 44 tonnes. In any
case, thrs is the ideal size for the transport of contai-
ners, and an amendment along these lines has been
tabled by Mr Travaglinr and others. However, I do
nor think there rs any reason to fight this out from
entrenched positions. 'Sflhat we have to do is to find a
\\'ay out of the present stalemate. I am concerned on
thrs pornt at the suggestrons of severe and unbending
attrtudes, r,"hrch is what I noticed when Mr Collins
u as speakrng earlier.
I am makrng an urgent plea to our British colleagues
who u'rth their amendments, such as No 3 by Mr Key
and others and No 7 by the European Democratic
Group, want to bring down the weights suggested by
the committee's amendments In my oprnion, these are
reasonable and appLcable and can be supported and
approved by a clear majonty in the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnson.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
Mr President, 'juggernaut' is an
emotive word of Indian origin. It refers to a many-
he aded and multi-limbed monster which comes up out
of the nrght wrth a great deal of roaring and belching
and swallows villages whole. I am not going to mlk
about juggernauts. The word is not Boing to pass my
lrps again. I want to speak rn a non-emotive way about
thrs subject
(Laughter)
There are three reasons for opposing the Carossino
report and three reasons for opposing the Commission
proposal. They are economic, environmental and
politrcal.
The economic case agalnst heavier lorries resrs
pnmanly on the damage caused to road surface, build-
ings and materials by heary overall weighr. The
Commission based its proposal on outdated evidence
of damage caused, data produced under experimental
condrtrons over twenty years ago in rhe Unired Smres
of America. The Commission has posited a so-called
'founh power' factor, but in fact evidence now suggesm
a frfth power, sixth power or even higher power laws
should apph,. It already costs more to repair one mile
of the motorway than it originally cost to build it. Our
socrety cannot afford, given the other claims on
resources, the massive investmen[ whrch the heavier
Iorrres will require. The economic cosr ro society as a
whole far outweighs the benefits to individual hauliers.
And even these may be overstated, because access may
not be possible and load factors envisaged may not be
attar ned.
Now, the environmental case against heavier lorries is,
ro my mind, strong and convincing. l7ithout a highly
developed network of motorways and by-passes, of
lorn' routes and no-go areas, there is no way of
limrtrng envlronmental damage at al[. I represent a part
of the South of England that is criss-crossed by major
rrunk routes. It is a mirage to believe that the towns
and vrllages of Hampshire can be protected by waving
some maglc q'and. The truth is that the environmenral
peckage will not materialize because we shall not be
able to afford it, and I say this with the greatest
respecr to my colleagues who worked hard and who
take a different view in my group.
In the United Kingdom, the present limits on gross
vehrcle weights are 32- 5 tonnes, with 10 tonnes axle
weight. Increased to 40 tonnes as proposed by Mr
Carossrno, or to 44 tonnes as proposed by the
Commission with 11 ronnes axle weighr 
- 
actually we
are talking about l1 .55 because a 50/o tolerance limit
rs also proposed 
- 
becomes intolerable. It is not just a
question of the norse and vibration of individual
lornes, it is the totality of the effecr created by the
rnvasron 
- 
and I have to use that word 
- 
of British
ports when they are opened to the new eurolorry.
And that bnngs me to my third poinr which is the legal
case against the heary lorry. I believe rhat Brirain's
furure lies within the European Community or it lies
nou-here . But that means that we have to carry public
oprnion rn Britain with us, and pubhc opinion will not
tolerate rhe notion that yet anorher outrage is being
foisted upon us from the other side of rhe Channel. It
would be politically disastrous in a short-rerm sense,
and as far as rhe long-term integrarion of Europe is
concerned it will also be disastrous, because it will
divert resources from other much more worthwhile
transport projects.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Butrafuoco.
Mr Buttafuoco. 
- 
(IT) Mr Presrdent, you have to
admit this rs an importanr day for transport polrcy. I
say thrs because I feel Parliamenr has been made aware
of the problem as a resulr of considenng the various
aspects which have been dealt with in the motions for
resolutrons which are before rhe House today.
l\4r Carossino rs to be congratulared on his efforus, on
behalf of the Commrttee on Transporr, on rhis thorny
problem which has been dragging on for vears and
vears and which even now has nor been properly
settled. I mean rhe problem of the technical character-
istics of vehicles for the carriage of goods by road,
especially rhe werghr and size of such vehicles. Of
course, you have to consrder all rhe valid and reason-
able arguments which have been pur forward on rhe
opposite side, bur I thrnk Mr Carossino has done this
and has tned to meer rhe requirements of those coun-
trres which are currenrly producing vehicles different
from those covered by rhe directive.
The problem of the srze and weight of goods vehicles,
ladies and genrlemen, is one of the most important and
most awkward problems for a comnron rransporr
pohcy which rs absolutely vital 
- 
this is obvrous from
todav's debate 
- 
if we want genuine European union.
'S7'e have been at if for l5 years and the problem is still
not solved. Frankly, I think that rhe Carossino repon
rs sarisfactor]'and should be approved by rhe House as
a whole in view of the compromise of 40 tonnes on
five axles. This rs nor rhe ideal solutron, in our
oprnion, but it is an arrempr ro meer rhe legitimare
requirements of other countries.
I want to echo Mr Hoffmann's plea. Can we pay a
little less arrenrion ro narional interests and a lirtle
more attentlon to [he lnterests of Europe, for the
reason that it will be possible ro sarlsfy national inter-
ests in the future only if rhey are considered from the
European angle.
Thank you, Mr President. If I may, I should hke to
say how delighted I am to see a large delegation of
Italy's famous Carabrnieri in the gallery today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kev.
Mr Key. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of the Brirrsh
Labour Members of this Parliamenr and, I also believe,
on behalf ol avery substantial body of opinion not 
.iusr
lnside my own coun[ry bur throughout Europe, I am
gorng to appeal to the House roday ro rejecr not just
the Carossino reporr bur also the Commrssion's propo-
sals, and to my British colleagues ro re ject rhe
proposed compromise of the Armitage report or rhe
compromises that are going to be made in this
chamber. I do so for a number of reasons.
The first rs an economic one, it is claimed that rhe
rntroduction of heary lorries will acrually reduce road
transporr costs. This is based on the assumprion rhar
there wrll be fewer lorries and thar each of the lorries
will be fulh' laden. I am afraid thar all the evidence
that we have on rhis and all the reporrs thar come
forv".ard rndrcate that it rs very rare ro see a lorry fully
loaded all the time Indeed, a rhird are usually emprv
on therr wav back after delivenng their load. Mosr of
those that are fully laden are ofren over-laden.
The second pornr ls the claim that rt will save energy. I
frnd thrs amazing. I would have thoughr rhe besr way
to save energy on long haulage roures was actually ro
use the rarlways and waterways of our Community,
not to introduce bigger road vehicles To me, wirh the
energ)' crisrs we are facing roday and will face in the
next ten or twenry years, such vehicles, if introduced,
wrll be no less than modern dinosaurs.
I\{l' third critrcrsm concerns the cost in terms of rnfra-
structure. I will quote but one figure because of the
shortage of time. Purely ro ensure that the bridges on
the main trunk roads in the United Kingdom are
strong enough to take the new 44 tonne lorries that
are being proposed, would cost 12 hundred million
pounds. There is no way, particularly q,ith the govern-
ment s,e have at rhe momenr, that the British govern-
ment u.rll commit rrself to such high expenditure
which, in fact, amounrs to rhe same figure as the
Bntish contnbution to the Communrtv for 1980.
The fourth point I wish to make concerns the environ-
ment. I think both Mr Collins and Mr Johnson have
made an excellent poln[ rn this connection. Just one
statrstic: over 170 000 miles of our 200 000 miles of
road in the United Krngdom are acknowledged by
experts to be unsuitable for the heaviest vehicles that
are berng suggested. No evidence is given to show rhe
dangers to the environment. As Mr Johnson said: the
tests were carned out 20 years ago, rn anorher conti-
nent, not even in this continent, and carried out on an
expenmental basrs under unvarying climatic condi-
trons, which are very different from ours.
The frfth pornr rhar I want ro rarse rs that people refer
to this as berng a package, and they quote Armitage
and other thrngs. This will not be a package. This isjust one item involving harmonizating just one aspecr
of the problem. People are rherefore nor going to
spend money on the environmental side, they are no[
gorng [o spend money on rhe road infrastrucrure or
anv of the orher aspecrs involved I do nor say rhar ir is
harmonization for its own sake, but I do beheve rhat
r/v-e can harmonize jusr as well at 32.5 ronnes as ar 40
or 44 tonnes and ger rhe same benefrrs. Therefore,
what I am asking you to do in this Parliament 
- 
and I
am really appealing to the back benchers here 
- 
is ro
re,ecr rhe proposals contained in the report by Mr
Carossino. Admittedly he has put a lot of hard work
into it and I sar through all the commitree meerings
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rl'irh him and we debated it all the way through, but I
have no alternative but to ask you to reject it.
President. 
- 
I call Dame Shelagh Roberts.
Dame Shelagh Roberts. 
- 
Mr President, I support the
principle of harmonization subject to the safeguards
whrch were stipulated by 
-y colleague, Mr Moor-
house. I am bound to point out that this would be
Lkely to lead to considerable areas in the United
Krngdom berng declared no-go areas. However, if that
resulted in putting some freight back onto rail or water
u,here that is a practical proposition, it would be all to
the good. Unlike Mr Johnson, I believe that the argu-
ments on economlc and energy-saving grounds for
harmonization are very compelling indeed. I do not
think erther that the economlc and the environmental
consrderations are rrreconcrlable and in thrs connec-
tron I mrght say that the speech by the chairman of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, coupled also wrth the names of
the Brrtish Conservatives when he spoke, might not
have sounded quite so silly and might even indeed
have been a lrttle bit credible if, instead of treating us
ro a stnng of sweeping assertions about the horren-
dous damage and cost of these heavier lorries, he had
quoted some evidence from member countries, such as
the Netherlands, which have far higher limits on their
lorrres than are proposed in the Carossino report. I
happen to beheve that having fewer heary lorries on
the road would result in an improvement to the envi-
ronmenr every bit as much as to the economy and the
freight transport industry. There is clear unmistakable
evrdence that as lorry weights have tncreased, so the
number of lornes licensed to use the roads, at any rate
in the Unired Kingdom, has decreased. I think it is a
reasonable assumption that the same has applied in the
other countries of the Community. I thrnk this is prob-
ablv one very good reason why the Netherlands has
been able to support a very much higher lorry weight.
The one other point I would jusr like to make rs that I
do think manufacturers of these vehicles should be
exhorted to carry out much greater research to
produce a more satisfactory vehicle. It is a fact that
more damage is done to the roads and to the envlron-
ment when a vehrcle rs travelling at less than fully
Iaden weights. This is bound to happen at times, and it
does require research so that you don't get the bounce
when the vehrcle rs not fully laden and I do hope that
the Commission will urge this on manufacturers.
President.-Icall Mr Markozanrs.
characteristics of road vehicles. I must, however, stress
one point which concerns both Mr Carossino's report
- 
paragraph 57 to be precise 
- 
and the difficulty
which, rf the harmonization proposed by the Commis-
sion in this field is carried out, rs likely to arise when
the Community comes to negotiate with non-
Community transit countries, in which, different
criteria are applied and different measures are in force.
Thrs difficulty will have to be studied and specific
solutrons found because otherwise we shall be in a
verv difficult negotiating position with regard to the
non-Community transit countries such as Yugoslavia,
Austria and Switzerland. Thus we shall all have to pay
serious attention to this whole problem.
I should also Iike, Mr President, to ask the rapporteur
to accep[ the two amendments which my colleague,
Mr Vogiatzrs, has tabled and which for technical
reasons it has not been possible to distribute but with
the content of which Mr Carossino is familiar. If I
may, I shall read these two amendments, which we
feel are posrtive and should be incorporated into the
te xt of the resolution:
The European Parliament calls on the Commtssron to
enter lnto rhe necessary and approprrate consultations
wrth the governments of non-Community countries such
as Austria, Swrtzerland, Yugoslavra, Romanta, Hungary,
erc , through which Member States' vehicles pass for the
purpose of carrying goods from and to Community
countnes such as Greece, with a view to bringing the
regulatrons on goods vehrcles tn force in these countrles
rnro line wrth those adopted rn the EEC countries
through the present resolutton.
And I shall conclude, Mr President, by quoring the
second amendment:
The European Parltament calls on the Commission to
report to the Council on how the Community contri-
butes to the frnancrng of the rnfrastructure Pro,ects
necessary for the road network in those Member States
of the Community whose matn road networks are not
adequate to cope wrth the increased demands placed
upon them by the applicatron of the provrsrons of this
resolu tion
President, 
- 
Mr Markozanis, you are therefore really
rntroducing oral amendments to this report. I fear that
the amendments in the form in which you have intro-
duced them will be diffrcult to accept. In other words,
they must first be pnnted and distributed.
I call Mr Gabert.
Mr Gabert. (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should first of all like to say that I could
happily go along with many of the critical arguments
raised in Mr Carossino's report.
I too voted against the report in the Committee on
Transport, because I really did feel that a total weight
of 38 tonnes should be about the highest limit.
Mr Markozanis. 
- 
(GR,)
gentlemen, I should like to
the Commission's attempt
time harmonizatron of the
Mr President, ladies and
state that I view as positive
to introduce for the first
weights and certain other
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Another reason for mv voring against was the fact that
I kne*' that we were certain to run into difficulries as
far as transit through third countries was concerned.
Nevertheless, rt was always my belief 
- 
for a vanery
of reasons, whrch have all been menrroned here today
- 
that *'e had ro come to a general agreemenr. The
malorit1. of people in my Group also supported the
38 tonne frgure In the end, however, we rhoughr ir
was more important to reach a general agreement by
strrkrng a compromise.
The Commissron had proposed 44 tonnes. In my
opinron, rhis figure would have been quite wrong for a
transport policy' So I came to the conclusion that we
needed a brg ma;orit1' for a compromise. Such a
compromise rs to be found in Mr Carossino's repon,
for which we will now vore, because we really do want
thrs big majority. Otherwrse, a decision mrght be
reached on a haphazard basis, and the figure of
44 tonnes mrghr even be picked Vhat is more, rf we
had proposed amendments, it was qurte possrble that
other Members would have done so as we[1. So it was
more lmportant 
- 
or so rt seemed to me 
- 
to get ajoint drrective, as ir was srill possrble to devise one for
'piggt,back' rransporr, r.e. combined rransporr. I
became convrnced of rhrs through my conversations
*'ith rarlwav offrcrals both rn the Community and in
countries outsrde lr. From the environmenral point of
view, the 'motorway on rails' has drstincr advantages.
As it rs still possible that 40 r.onnes may be the figure
chosen, I am puttrng asrde my reservarions and asking
vou all to show vour supporr for the reporr. I do this
because the joint drrective is an essenrral precondition
for the commitment of capital on the planr needed for
x svstem of combrned transport, by which I mean the
carriage of goods nor just by road and rarl but also by'
means of inland-waterway and seagoing vessels. For
these reasons, ] ask t'ou to vote for che morion for a
resolution.
President. 
- 
I call the Commrssion.
Mr Kontogeorgis, Member of the Q67np1551sn. 
-(GR) Mr President, in hrs very well-balanced report
on the weight and dimensions of commercial vehicles,
Mr Carossino expresses the view that as long as the
necessary polrtical will exists, a fair Communiry solu-
tion can and must be found to a complex problem
.r'hich has been pendrng for years. I can only agree
*-ith him. Furthermore, today manv pornts relatrng to
vehicle construction, such as braking, steering, noise,
emrssron and many others, are subject to Community
standards and'some of them have been harmonrzed.
The weights and dimensions of vehrcles are almost rhe
onll' matters whrch still depend on decisions taken by
the Member States in rsolatron, and rt is unilateral and
uncoordinated decisions of this kind which are contin-
uing to reduce and restrict the possibrlities of substan-
tial agreement at Community level. As is srated in your
mot.ion for a resolution, the right moment has arrived
for the adoption of a Community decision-making
procedure for weights and dimensions. It is important
thar rhese decisions be taken because, as Mr Carossino
hrmself pointed out earlier, the inabiliry ro reach
agreement rn rhis area prevenrs acrion and important
decisions being taken on rransporl in orher secrors,
such as the rmposition of road charges on commercial
vehicles and measures concerning the capacity of the
road network. I am rherefore pleased [o see rhar
Parliament and the Commrssion want and are deter-
mined to bring to an end this matter which has been
outstandrng for so long.
Mr President, before dealing as briefly as I can with
the resolutron itself, I should like to acknowledge rhe
excellent work done by the members of four commit-
tees and, of course, especially the work of the author
of the report as well as [har of the members of the
Committee on Transport and its chairman.
Frrst of all let me say rhar the Commission agrees with
all the marn points of Mr Carossrno's report and with
the motron for a resolurion, since the Commission is
seeking to achreve an acceprable balance between the
six objectives whrch are ser our so clearly in the reporr,
namelv keeping down transpor[ cosrs, conserving
energv resources, minimizing damage to roads and
bndges, minimizing damage ro rhe environment,
improving road safery, and progress towards a scheme
for whole vehicle rype approval, while ar rhe same rime
continuing to deal rationally wirh the problems of the
transport sector as a whole.
Our proposal, Mr Presidenr, musr be simple and easy
to rmplement. It is impossib[e for us to harmonize all
the technical characteristics of heary goods vehicles by
incorporatrng them rnro the provisions of a single
measure. In the first place, most of rhese pornts have
already been dealt with, and nor only rhose relating to
weight and dimensions Secondly, if we make an
already complicated subject even more complicared,
we are more likelv to fail.
Some honourable Members mighr have rhe rmpression
- 
there has already been an allusion to rhis effecr 
-that the subject of werghts and dimensions has nor
been adequately studied. I can assure you rha[ rhis rs
not the case; neither is it true, as has been suggesred,
that our proposals are exclusively based on rhe
2O-y'ear-old proposals based on resrs by rhe American
Associatron of State Organizatron, however lmportanr
these may have been. Of course they have been taken
into accounr. Over the years the Commission has
compiled a grear deal of documentation provrdrng
technical information both on rhe Communiry and
countries outside rt. Shortly before drawing up our
most recent proposals on weights, we helped ro
organize a meering of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Developmenr, rhe subject of which
was heary goods vehicles and the effecrc of their use.
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It was a meetrng in which experts from all over the
world took part and during which many important
vtews were Put forward.
The latest reports which have been drawn up by inde-
pendent bodies in Germany and the United Kingdom,
and which were I mentioned previously, come out in
favour of the way in which the Commission is dealing
with this problem. The proposals before Parliament
were previously discussed in detail with government
experts. During our discussions it was requested that
we should deal with the problem of maximum loads
permitted for lorries crossing bridges, and work on
this is underway. It will of course be possible to review
the decisions taken on this matter in the light of
current findings and future research, and amendments
will be made if they are felt to be useful, as was the
case with Community legislation on braking systems,
noise level, emissions etc.
Technrcal progress does not stand still, but it is not
sufficient reason not to take here and nov/ a rational
decisron based on the wide knowledge we have today.
The Commission looked into the possibiliry of the
step-by-step rntroduction of measures as proPosed in
your resolution, namely a maximum of 40 tonnes on
5 axles. After adequate examination, however, the
Commission still feels that rt should stick to its
proposal to achieve the long-term and balanced objec-
tive whrch it wants. A particular reason is that
44-tonne vehicle combinations are necessary for the
kind of combined transport which everyone is in
favour of, since in this way it is possible to transPort
already existing containers 
- 
ISO 40-foot containers
- 
fullv laden And this is extremely imponant for
facilitating intra-Community transport.
Secondly, the heavier 6-axle vehrcle proposed by the
Commissron causes less damage to roads and bridges
than any other heary vehicle whrch is allowed on the
roads in any Member State, and it is the authorization
of this 6-axle vehicle which is proposed in the two
reports I mentioned earlier.
The Commission feels that its proposal will help to
improve road safety by means of the more efficient
control of heary vehrcles and the reduction of over-
Ioading. It will ensure that such vehicles comply with
the most recent environmental standards and it will
enable local or national authorities to retain their right
not to allow the transit of heary vehicles. Lastly, our
proposal will provide vehicle manufacturers with a
modeI for the next generation of heary goods vehicles
and will enable them to work towards ensuring a freer
and more uniform internal market tn view of increased
ourside competition. These are objectives which the
Community would like to pursue at this time of
economrc depression and of the crisis which is
affecting certain sectors of Community industry but
also, I repeat, of outside competrtion in this area.
Certain detaili of the question of vehicle dimensions,
which is linked to that of weights, have been under
examination since December 1978 on the basis of the
l97l Commrssion proposal on the subject. Unlike the
situation regarding weights, there is already a reason-
able degree of harmonization on vehicle dimensions
throughout the Member States, which already largely
agree on this subject. However, certain Member States
would prefer a decision to be taken on the two
subjects together, since they constitute a single whole.
Mr President, I cannot enter into greater demil on all
the subjects which the previous speakers have touched
on. But I assure you that the Commission will take
into account wlth the greatest attention borh the reso-
lution which will be adopted by this House and what
has been said during today's debate. The Commission
accepts the proposed amendment to paragraph 7 but,
as I mentioned before, we would like to retain our
long-term objective, so that we would not like any
amendment to be made to paragraph 1.3 of the annex,
which concerns maximum vehicle weighm as proposed
rn the resolution.
In conclusion, Mr President, I should like to acknow-
ledge once again Parliament's constructive and usefuI
contribution and assure you that we shall most
conscientiously work along the lines suggesrcd by
Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnson.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
Under Rule 64(4), I really wanted to
ask the Commissioner for clarification. It says you can
interrupt hrm, but it was difficult to do so because he
was speakrng. It was not clear to us, Mr President,
whar the positron of the Commission tsis-i-ttis rhe
Councrl is going to be 
- 
and this is a matter of vital
import.ance, I think, on all sides of this House 
- 
in
the event that this House approves the Carossino
compromise of 40 tonnes Is it or is it not Boing to
change its proposal? It is a matter of vital importance
under the new Rules for us to know this.
President. 
- 
I call the Commtsston.
Mr Kontogeorgis, Member of tbe Commission. 
-(GR) As I told you before, the Commission has
studied the possibility of accepting strarght away the
proposal of 40 ronnes. But on the basis of its study, the
Commission considers that the figure should remain at
44 tonnes, as in paragraph 1.3 of Annex I. As I told
you at the end of my speech, we shall of course
continue to study everything which has been said here
in the debates and the resolution which Parliament
wrll adopt, and we shall form our own views accord-
ingll'. But for the moment the Commission's view is
that which I described to vou earlier
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Cortrell on a point of order.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
Mr President, I have an Amendment
standing rn my name 
- 
No I 
- 
which rs structurally
qurte different from the other amendments pur
forward by my group. I have not actually been given
speaking-trme, and I seek your guidance as to whether
thrs amendment mav be taken on and voted on when
we come to the vote.
As a Member, I .r'ould also make rhe poinr rhat, as a
general pnnciple, rf Members have subsrantial amend-
ments which are different from rhose of their own
political group, rhey should be given speaking-rime ro
explain them.
President. 
- 
Mr Cottrell, in accordance wirh the new
Rules of Procedure .,.our amendment is acceptable,
seeing that it has been drstnbuted and translared into
all the Communrrl. languages.
I call Mr Collins for a personal statemenr.
Mr Collins. 
- 
Mr Presrdent, the r6le of a chairman of
a commlttee is a somewhat curious one He has to
preserve balance in drscussions in the committee and
he also has to represen[ the vlews of rhe committee in
plenary slttrngs.
I thrnk ven' few people would argue rhar I have been
anvthing other than scrupulous rn observing balance in
the committee. As regards representing the committee
in plenary sitting, I obvrously represenr rhese vrews,
and since these views are rhose held by ma;orities, in
this particular case I represenl rhe German, Durch and
French majonty rn the committee againsr, oddly
enough, the British minority because this is nor a
British case, it is not an isolared case, ir rs an environ-
mental rssue. My dut1, rs also to carry the environ-
mental banner into this Chamber, because although
there are those v"ho clarm to be environmentally sensi-
tive, by therr activities and their acrions and their
speeches thel' sometrmes reveal themselves to be the
oPPosl!e
Now I do not thrnk rt rs legitimate ro arrack personali-
tres, although I do think rr is legitimate to atrack views.
It is certarnly not legitimate to artack personaliries b1'
rndulgrng rn cheap and rather lmmarure name-calling,
and I think we would all look with scorn on those who
choose to conduct therr polirical affairs rn that way.
I certarnly hope rhat in the end we will take account of
the evrdence I mentioned, which unfortunately Dame
Shelagh Roberts is not here to listen to; but then she
was not here to lisren ro the Commissioner either. The
evidence that I presented was from the Council for rhe
Protection of Rural England, from the Civic Trust,
from the European Envrronmental Bureau, from rhe
Royal Town Planning Insrrrute and from the Town
and Country Planning Assocration. If Dame Shelagh
Roberts feels rhat these are silly generalizarlons, [hen
perhaps she ought to take the matrer up with rhe
manxgemenr commlrrees of each of these organna-
trons and not *'rrh me; and I have no doubr at all that
she w'ill Ber a verv srmilar answer from them ro the one
she would ger from me
I think thar the bodv of this interested professional
and voluntary envrronmenral opinion rs againsr Caros-
sino, and so therefore musr I.
President. 
- 
Mr Collins, you may express your
opinion calmly, fully and without qualms, but in that
case You must do so in your own name. This matrer is
now closed.
The debare rs closed. The morion for a resolution will
be put to rhe vote at the next voting time.
(The sitting was suspended at 1.15 p.m. and resumed at
3p.m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MZLLER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The srttrng is resumed
4. Channel Tunnel
President. 
- 
The next irem on rhe agenda is the
report (Doc. l-93/81), drawn up by Mr De Keers-
maeker on behalf of the Committee on Transport, on
the construction of a Channel Tunnel.
I call the rapponeur.
Mr De Keersmaeker, rapporteilr. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and genrlemen, in the previous debare, one
of our British colleagues referred ro the question of
the weights and other characteristics of goods vehicles
as a monsrer. Some people also say rhat rhe Channel
Tunnel is a sorr of Loch Ness Monsrer which occa-
sionally sticks its head up. If only rhar was rrue ar leasr
the monster would be there rn the water, but unfor-
tunately'that is not even the case.
In view of the short speaking time available ro me, I
shall spare you the details of what led to a halr being
called to the previous project by rhe Unired Kingdom
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n 1975. Thrs story, which incrdentally has its begin-
nings as far back as the last century, is told in detail in
mV rePort.
The Committee on Transport felt it would be useful to
discuss rhe state of affairs in thrs field in the hght of
the developments of the last few years and months
v,'hen rhis question has become toprcal once more. As
you probabll' know, Britrsh Rail and the SNCF, the
French rarlu'al' company, recently set up a technrcal
studv into the feasibility of a Channel Tunnel and our
Committee looked into this question on the basis of
the resolutions by Mr Berkhouwer and Mr Boyes
u'hrch both dreq' attention to this matter although for
totally different reasons. The Commrttee's study led to
the following results. Firstly, the technical and finan-
cral feasibilrty of a Channel Tunnel was confirmed and
on rhe basis of the results of the studies devoted to this
quesnon at the request of the Commission itself and
carried out by two wellknown study bureaux, one
British and one French. Thus, the technical and finan-
cial problems have erther already been solved or can be
solved. As regards the financial problems I should just
like ro pornt out this project would only cost the same
amount as a nuclear power station and rs therefore
from the financral point of vlew not the monster
project that some claim rt to be. It must be viewed in
the correct context from the financral point of view
too. The problems *'hich have not so far been solved
are the requisrte political decisions and the question of
the extent to which the European Community should
be int'olved in the prolect. For the rest, as regards the
technrcal problems, the Committee on Transport has
ascertained that certain proiects were taken quite a
Iong u'av 
- 
almost to the final phase. '$7e also found
thar a railway tunnel would be preferable. Some
people marntain that it could only be a one-way tunnel
since otherw'ise it would never be possible to reach an
;rgreement u'ith the United Krngdom on the question
of whether one should dnve on the left or the right,
but surely no one can take thrs point seriously. Be that
as it may, rt is not for the Committee and Parliament
ro comment on the technical aspects. !fl'e will restrict
ourselves, for clearly defined reasons, to urging that
priority' be given to rail transport.
Secondll', this study has shown that a fixed link
between the two sides of the English Channel would
be of capital importance for the entire European
Communrtv. Not only from the point of view of trans-
port rnfrastructure 
- 
and there can be no doubt about
the rmponance of transport infrastructure for
economlc development, certainly in the case of the
English Channel which occupres such a crucial posr-
tron in the transport links between such an important
Member State and the continent 
- 
but also for simple
economic and technical reasons it is clear that a
Channel Tunnel would do far more than merely serve
the interests of the United Kingdom and France.
Three quarters of cross-Channel transport comes from
countries other than the United Kingdom or France. A
frxed lrnk is also essential in view of anticipated trans-
port requirements. At present, approximarely
16 mrllron tonnes of freight is transported over the
Channel every vear, but this figure is expected to rise
to lO million tonnes by the year 2000 and an increase
of 33 ro 50% is expected in passenger transport over
the same period. From the trme point of vtew too,
there would onh' be advantages. The distance between
the north of England and Basel, for example, would in
effect be halved. It is also a unique opportunity for us
to frnally get round to working at European level on
the coordinatron of railways policv rn general. I would
draw vour attentlon to the enerBy savlng which is
possrble with rail lransport. The costs per tonne per
kilometer of rail transport compared with other forms
of transport stand rn a ratio of 15 to 47, which is
clearlv in favour of the railways and by a factor of at
lerst ) to 1. Finallv, I would it.ess the imporrance of
this pro;ect for employment and would point out once
more that a frxed link across the Channel would fulfil
the criteria fixed by the Commission for projects
u hich can be regarded as of Community interest, since
the Channel rs a transport bottleneck and the link
u'ould be in the interests of coordinatron and stan-
dardrzetron of transport.
I rl'ill not go into the very important regronal implica-
tions of the Channel link as the Committee on
Regional Policv have already made a positive Pro-
nouncement on this matter. I might iust remrnd you
rhat at the end of the debate on transport infrastruc-
rure the Commrssioner said that this policy was of vital
and decisrve signifrcance for the Communrty. Is it not
then remarkable that only 0'A60/o of the budget is
earmarked for a policv for whrch the Treaty contains
explicit provision and which thus comes within the
competencv of the European Community. Finally, the
Commrttee on Transport felt 
- 
and this is perhaps the
most important aspect but it is not a measurable
quantity 
- 
that this visible link between the United
Kingdom and the contrnent would be of great political
and psvchological significance.
In vrew of all thrs, the Committee on Transport came
to the following conclusions. It is wholeheanedly in
favour of constructing this fixed cross-Channel hnk as
soon as possible and draws particular at[ention to the
regronal rmphcations. It also calls for Community
involvement rn the planning and realrzatron of this
proiect, preferably along the lines described by the
Commrssron n 1976 ln a proposal for a regulation
u'hrch has strll not been adopted by the Council. !fle
should therefore like to ask the Council and the
Commrssion what progress has been made in this
respect and we call on all the bodies and governments
concerned as well as the Commission and Council to
get things moving in this respect since at the next
general elections we will undoubredly be asked,
among other things, what has been done as regards
transport. infrastructure, which is somerhing which
appeals to the imagination of the public. Could there
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be a better symbol of rhe exrstence of the Community
than the realization of rhrs visible link berween the
Unrred Kingdom and rhe conrrnent? If we as Member
States and European Communiry do not fail to grasp
this opportunirv and see to it jointly rhat this project
can srart before 1985, s'e can name this tunnel, I
thrnk, not the Channel Tunnel but, as proposed by Mr
Diligent, the Europa -I'unnel.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Committee on Regional Polrcy
and Regional Planning.
Mr von der Vring, deputy draughtsman of an opinton.
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, the Commirree on Regional
Pohcy and Regional Planning has concerned rtself
exclusrvelv wrth the implrcations of a Channel Tunnel
as regards the economic situatrons in the regrons and
has not consrdered the quesrion of the appropriateness
of an investment of this kind or Community involve-
ment in the frnancing of such a project. The
Commrttee has come to the conclusion that ir would
be t'sr,,'drffrculr ro quanrif\,.rhe shorr-, medrum- or
long-term implicatron of a fixed link between the
Unrted Kingdom and France for the less-favoured
regrons of the Communitv.
Frrst of all, it is clear that the possible end pornrs of the
1g1nsl 
- 
i.e. the area of Kent 
- 
cannor or, as in rhe
case of the Pas-de-Calais-Nord region, can only to a
lrmrted ex!ent be regarded as less-favoured regrons
t,ithin the meaning of the European Regional Fund. It
is also a facr that the disrance between Dover, rhe
possible end point of the tunnel on the Bntish side,
and the nearest less-favoured regions in the United
Krngdom rs 200 km, rhat the effecrs of rhe tunnel on
the economic and social siruatron of the regions will be
greatest at the two ends of the tunnel and will gradu-
allt, become less pronounced wrth increasing distance
and that, frnally, the use of a road and rail runnel or a
brrdge rather than the traditional passenger or road
frerght ferry would mean a savrng of IOO minures or,
to put it graphically, the less-favoured regions too
u'ould be brought l0O minutes closer to the produc-
tion, consumption and decision-making centres of the
European Community. Naturally, the saving in terms
oI trme and costs and the consequenr improvement in
the competitive posrtion would be of steadily
decreasrng srgnificance as the discance from Calais or
Dover rncreased
The Committee on Regional Pohcy and Regional
Plannrng feels it would be sensible, indeed vital, ro
investigate in detail the rmplications of rhis relarive
reduction in distances for the less-favoured hrnrerland
before the Channel Tunnel pro.iecr actually gers under
way. This investigarion should nor, however, lead ro
delays in any preparatory measures. The Commirree
realizes the Commrssron has already made cenain
efforts to investrgate rhe effects of a fixed Channel
Lnk. A studv has been produced on this quesrion
which comes to the followrng conclusion as regards
the rmplicauons of the projecr for regronal policv. It
stares rhat there rs no logical reason whv a fixed lrnk
should lead to a change in the geographical distrrbu-
tion of comparable advantages This, I think, is the
Pnmar\. concern of the motron for a resolution bv Mr
Boves and \\'e musr therefore poinr our that as far as
we can see at this srage, rhere are no indrcations that it
u'ould lead to drsadvantages as regards regronal policy.
Howerer, the Committee would be verv pleased if the
Commrssron could arrange for a more detailed srudv
to be carried out rn which the rmplications for the
less-favoured regrons would be indrcated from rhe
geographical and temporal viewpoints. \We should like
to stress that thrs should under no circumstances lead
to a delay in the pro;ect Qurte apart from the results
of a more detarled srudv of this kind, it must nor be
forgotten thar regional objectrves should only repre-
sent one aspect of the overall considerations so rhar
partrcular attentlon should be taken to the general
advantages of an efficienr lransporr link berween rhe
Unrted Kingdom and rhe conrrnenr and this rs an
edvantage u.hich we should acknou'ledge even if we
are not rn favour of continued British membership of
the Common Market.
President. 
- 
I call the Socralist Group.
Mr Klinkenborg. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presrdenr, I must first
congratulate Mr De Keersmaeker on his report and
add that yesterdar erening the great majority of my
group r oted rn far our of rt.
Ve feel r[ rs verJ' srgnrfrcant that this morning's discus-
slon of rhe problems of transport infrastrucrure rs
follov,'ed bv a debate on a marter closely connected
s'ith thar repon, srnce rhe link berween the United
Krngdom and the Continent rs a classic rnfrastructure
projecr \(/e are convinced that the process of rnte-
grxtrng the Unrted Kingdom into the Community r.rll
be aided by such a change whater.er form it may take.
Onh' a good link will permit oprimum use of carriers,
u,hich brings me immediarely to mv first critical
comment. Ve must concern ourselves with the desrgn,
srnce it should permrt piggy-back [ransporr between
the United Kingdom and orher counrries and elimi-
nate the need for complicated reloading operarions in
the Netherlands. !fle are aware 
- 
and to this exrent
rl'e fully agree wnh the Committee on Regional Policy
and Regronal Plannrng 
- 
that the tunnel cannor be a
substrtute for regional policy. Nor do I believe ir is
intended to be one. Nevertheless, we do think rhat an
infrastructure projec[ of thrs rype 
- 
like all other
infrastructure projects 
- 
should basically serve ro
strengthen srructurally weak areas and nor in any way
hinder the process. 'We cannot of course put an end to
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those proble ms of peripherel areas whrch are
gcographrcal rn ongin and cannot be elimrnated, but
..re srll bc rmpro."'rng therr access to markets, and this
in rtself constitutes a structural lmprovement.
it rs our oplnron, and thrs ts mv second critical
comment, that the Commrsston should agarn try to
persuade the United Krngdom Government that
London should make a drrect financral contribution,
since ue are frrmlv convinced that such measures are
the task of go.'ernment and should not be left solely to
the prrrate sector. The benefit to be garned from the
tunnel depends ultrmately on the contribution of the
publrc authontres. The Commission should therefore
esk London once aBaln to make a direct contributron,
end the Communrry should not make anv contribution
untrl rhe Unrted Krngdom has done as.
Thrrdlv, the Commrssron should now start to examlne
the possrble effects of the tunnel on emplovment levels
rn fern trxnsport I thrnk that a studv of thrs tvpe is
urgentlv needed for structural policv purposes stnce it
could rndrcate whet measures should be taken to
compensate the loss of jobs caused by such restruc-
runng. In the coastal regions there rs a Breat deal of
qualrfied manpower with experience in tourtsm and
the transport of goods whrch should not be lost. Ve
therefore recommend that the Community should now
srart to investigate the long-term fate of these jobs.
The most posruve effect of a Channel Tunnel for us is
thet cross-channel fern'traffic u'rll be greatly reduced.
This n'ould substantiallv rmprove safetl' in the
Channel. You are all aware of the great Pressure on
shrpprng in the Channel and I don't think I need to go
into details of the attendant nautical problems
\7e ere, all rn all, satisfred.r,-ith the report and feel that
ue should try to carry ouI this project without delay.
It rs true that manl' cructal problems are not settled,
but that should not prevent us from making a start and
avordrng anv further postponemenr. I certainly have
not vet heard anv sensrble reasons for delav.
(-4pplausc)
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Partl' (Christian-Democratrc Group).
Mr Diligent. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladres and
gentlemen, ),ou mav thrnk it strange, but for the frrst
trme since I have been rn the House I feel moved; for
manv vears I have fought rn the French National
Assembly and the Senate for the constructron of this
tunnel, and a year and a half ago I even formed an
all-part.v group together with my friend Mr Prag,
which rmmediately attracted more than 70 Members
of all political inchnations and nationalities I feel that
if the Communrty could show that rt had carried
through this pro;ect which has been shelved so many
times, it would really prove its effecttveness.
I thrnk it rs reallv trme [o get dorl'n to business. After
congretulating Mr Seefeld, the rapporteur Mr De
Keersmaeker and Mr Berkhouwer, who have rendered
srgnal sen'rce in this battle, I u'ould like to say that
sereral centuries of thinkrng about rt are enoughl
A number of plans have been drawn up during the past
2OO vears. Favier, the engineer, submitted plans for a
paved tunnel for coaches to Napoleon Bonaparte, and
the Duke of Vellington was apparently afraid that
England would be invaded by the French cavalry.
Bur a lot of water has flowed under the bridge since
then. As the years have passed, the reasons for this
pro,ect have become more and more pressing, and
future generations will wonder how and whv what
seemed so obvious took so long, when all the technical
conditrons hed long been fulfrlled.
In 1876, HMS Ajax made 7 600soundings, and a
route vvas establrshed which has been studied agarn in
recent vears I will make only three points, on the
political imponance, the financial imponance and rhe
economic imponance of this projecr.
Polrtrcallr', as Mr De Keersmaeker sard, it would be
the svmbol of a constructive Europe, and I think that
earlrer atrempts farled because they were the subiect of
purelr brlateral negotrations. Bv tts involvement the
Communrtv u'ill bring to bear more polrtical will and
anrbitron end wrll grve the matter a European drmen-
sron, all of u'hrch were formerly lacking Thanks to
the rl'rll of the Europeans, Europe , up to now cut in
tu o, u rll finallv be physicallv united.
Financralll' speakrng, assessments made at the request
of the Commission confirm that the cost of the tunnel
urll be much less than the cost of developing present
merhods of crossrng the Channel. And if I were to
make a comparison with another Franco-British
project, Concorde 
- 
and I do not mean this unkindly
- 
I u'ould sav that the tunnel wrll be considerably
cheaper, last tw'enty trmes as long and, instead of
makrng :t permlnent loss, will be indisputably profit-
able
From the economic point of view it is clear that, as the
tunnel ,r'ill lrnk the United Kingdom with the large
commercral and rndustnal centres of the Communrty,
it wrll put an end to bottlenecks and stimulate trade
and economrc actlvltv.
Ten \,'ears ago at a symposium in Lille, academics and
experts of all nationalities explained that, even if
certain regions and nations would be particularly
favoured, all u'ould benefrt. I will not even mention
the environment, for we should not forger rhat we
would thus clear an arm of the sea where shipping
densitl, is making transport more and more difficult
and sometrmes almost dangerous
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Finally this, the project of the century, could be the
first of a series of European projects; during the last
debate we mentioned the bridge over the Suaits of
Messina which would stand out as a landmark in
Community history. As Roberu Schuman often said,
Europe will not be built in a day' but by a series of
practical measures. This is why I hope that, when the
final decision is taken, we will stop calling it the
Channel Tunnel, since that name will still be linked
wirh so many unfulfilled hopes and vague ideas; when,
I am sure, due to your determination, due to our
derermination, this great dream becomes reality, we
can call it the Europa Tunnel.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Moorhouse. 
- 
Mr President, we congratulate the
rapporteur most sincerely on the skrll with which he
has both drafted this report and steered it through the
commrttee. I think it will come as no surprise to the
House that we will support the resolution before us,
but it is particularly gratifying to us that the iniriative
has come from one of our distrnguished continental
colleagues, and naturally we are most pleased also to
have the support of other colleagues such as Mr Dili-
gent.
Now the Channel Tunnel is a magnificent concept. It
rs a project which would bring a great many socro-
economrc benefits and is far more [han merely a link
between two city centres, London and Paris, valuable
as that would be. Here we have a project which would
link physically the whole railway system of the Unired
Kingdom, including the most northerly points of Scot-
land, with the heart of Europe, and the southernmost
part of Italy. Furthermore, the Channel l'unnel is a
striking example of a project that is in line with Euro-
pean transport, regional and energy policies. It is one
that would provide a shot-in-the-arm for all the
railway systems of Europe.
Furthermore, it is a transport project that would
lessen, as Mr De Keersmaeker has said, a considerable
European traffic bottleneck. It would promote, as
another Member said, less developed regions by
offering the possibility of economically viable rail
rraffic between them and it would provide electn-
cally-driven transport paths that could be fuelled from
indigenous nuclear, coal and hydro electric sources.
And not least, it would create useful employment. 
-
new job opportunites, both in the consrruction of the
runnel itself, in the construction of the rolling stock
and locomotives, and in both the construct.ion and the
operarion of additional railheads. And again not least,
it would help to take some of the traffic off our badly
congested road system. It is a project which should be
seen alongside the discussion we have been having this
morning on the subject of heavier lorries.
There would be substantial envtronmental benefits
from bringing into being the Channel Tunnel and
technically, as we have heard from the rapporteur,
there should be no problem with the technology as this
is well-proven, whereas other forms of Channel link,
which may' be tempting, r'ould entail, if not further
development, then more careful scrutrny before the
green lrght can be given. And there are many of us
who,belreve that the time has now come to press
ahead.
Now what of finance) Thrs is the really critical factor
and I thrnk the one that concerns us particularly here
in the European Parliament and in the Communitl' as
a whole. Now, I should say that from the outset we in
this group are going on the assumption that such a
pro;ect would have to be funded wholly from priuate-
risk caprtal. It has been established that the bankers are
prepared to put up the funds required. However, as
the rapporteur has sard, it is generally agreed that
those bankers u'ould require some form of guarantee,
and the precise form this should take, I think, is some-
thing whrch still calls for further study. One would
very much like to hear what the Commissroner has to
sa), on the subject It would seem to us [hat at least
undertakrngs would be required from the British and
French railwavs on usaBe, but should there not be
some kind of Community guarantee financed from,
perhaps, the transport rnfrastructure which many of us
strll dearlv wish should be set up, or from some other
sou rce ?
So let us, Mr President, as a Parliament, give our
wholehearted support to this resolution and salute the
vrsron of men like Mr Berkhouwer, on my left, and Mr
Richard Burke, the predecessor of the Present
Commrssroner, who have kept the idea alrve by their
work and their initratrve. Let thrs project be the touch-
stone of the Communrtr': a Euro-project that is long
overdue, part of the effort to launch a common trans-
port polrcl' for the Communtty; the backbone for our
furure socr.rl and economic properity.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratrc Group
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, rn the old
Parliament I spoke countless times in favour of linking
the Unrted Kingdom wrth the contrnent by
constructing a Channel Tunnel. And naturally I think
that this matter should be pursued by the new Parlia-
ment. A good year ago I therefore took the inrtiative
of drafting a motion for a resolution with which I
assume you are acquainted and on which Mr De
Keersmaeker's report is based. '!fl'e are now consi-
dering the resolution put to us by the Committee on
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Transport through rts rapporreur, a resolution accom-
panied by a very clear explanarory sraremenr.
Mr Presrdent, after many years in which I have been
an ardent advocate of a Channel Tunnel project, in the
European Parliament, today 
- 
as Mr Diligenr has
alreadv sard 
- 
is an occasion for some emorion and
also a time for rejoicing. All rhe argumenrs for
constructing a tunnel which I lisred rn my morion for a
resolutron are included in the Commirtee on Trans-
port's resolutron plus a number of additional argu-
ments. I do not therefore need Mr President, rn view
of the overwhelming consensus on the marler, to go
into detailed argumenrs, since almost everyone is
pro-tunnel, and I think one usually needs more argu-
ments to speak againsr a marrer rhan to speak in
favour of it.
But I must menrron two poinrs as I look back.on the
moves which thrs Parliament, the old and the new, has
been makrng for some years now. I share Mr Drli-
gent's view rhat we have been elected to devote
ourselves to European projects on behalf of Europe
and its crtrzens. I frnd the same rone in Mr Diligent's
letter on behalf of the all-pany group and in his
quotatron of Robert Schuman. May I quote anorher
grear Frenchman, Antoine de Saint-Exup6ry: 'Le plus
beau m6tier c'esr d'unir les hommes'. Ir has been asked
wherher the momenr rs politically opportune since
there is some fnctron wirh our Brirish parrners. They
alwavs used to sav in Britain, when we were blanketed
rn fog and cut off from Britain, that the continent was
rsolatedf But I would say ro [he people of the Brirish
Isles that it is now our job to 'unir les hommes' as
Antoine de Saint-Exup6ry says. It is just at a trme of
fnction that we should rry to come closer and creare a
link, in the physrcal sense of the word, between people
on the two sides of the Channel.
The poinr rs, Mr Presrdent, thar now we must acrually
do what has been incontesribly proved to be techni-
cellv and financially possible. In my country we have a
savrng 'Vhere there's a will there's a way'. Changing
thrs slightlv we musr sa)., and I hope we will now be as
unanimous as the Committee on Transport, 'where
there's a wrll there'll be a runnel'. Mr President, if in
the past there were still sound ecologrcal arguments or
fears of increasrng congestion from traffic coming
from the UK, they no longer hold good, or on rhe
contrary, the1, now speak ln favour of the tunne l. The
pro,ect u'hich started in 1973 was halted in 1975 by
the then British Governmenr for financial reasons. Mr
President, it has since been shown that if a moderate
toll v"'ere levied, rhe tunnel would show a surplus
wlthin a few 1,ears.
And now I wrll remind the Commission of an old idea
of mrne which I have alreadl,pur forward several times
- 
that the Commission should examine the possrbiliry
of issuing a large number of low-denomination shares,
so that the man rn the srreer could be involved wirh rhe
tunnel project in two ways. Low-denominarion shares
of lO0 EUA could be issued, and rhen people would
also Iearn how much [hat was, i.e. about 300 Dutch
guilders. I urge the Commission to look into this
possibilitv.
To sum up, Mr President, construction of the 'Tunnel
de l'Europe' could as we have now seen, glve a grear
strmulus to industry in the whole megalopolis of
North-IVest Europe. It is of such grear importance for
emplovment in the construction industry and other
sectors, for the reglons, for the environment, for
quicker and cheaper passenger and goods rransporr
and for so much more rhar all I can do is appeal ro the
House to vote as unanimously as possible in favour of
the soonest possible srarl ro consrrucrion of this
tunnel
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Doublet. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, at the end of thrs gala day for transport,
\\'e come to a project which my friend Mr Diligent has
referred to as the European tunnel.
Here we find in facr an idea takrng shape which
emerged rn France and in Great Britain more rhan two
centuries ago In 1964 the French and Bntish govern-
ments reached agreement rn principle on rhe construc-
tion of a rarl tunnel under rhe Channel, subject of
course ro further discussion of the legal and financial
problems. Need I say rhar rhis project almost took
concrere shape a few years ago. Above all 1979
appears to mark the commencement of a remarkable
resurgence of interest rn rhe project of a fixed cross-
Channel [ink. And I would nor forgive myself if I
omitted to menrion rhe outstanding reporr presented
rn the rnrerim by the chairman of rhe Commirtee on
Transport, Mr Seefeld.
The re is no need to point our rhe political signrficance
and economlc and trade advantages of such an under-
takrng However, it should be stared emphatrcally that
the rmpact and said advantages will not be to the
benefit of Franco-British relations solely. The author
of this excellenl reporr, Mr de Keersmaeker, made this
very clear when he said that it represenred an unequi-
vocal act of faith rn rhe fundamental objectives of rhe
Community,. !7hat would be the pracrical conse-
quences of such an act of faith ? '!7ould the
Communrry be called on to make a financial conrribu-
tion ro the projecr? All rhis rs open ro debate now thar
the British have said rhat stncrly private financing
would suffrce. In any evenr rhe Communiry musr feel
rnvolved, and why nor take advantage of this oppor-
tunitv to ser up rhe fund for [ranspon infrasrructure
u'hich we are conrinuously calling for in other connec-
tions and which would play a decisive role in shaping a
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Community transporr policy. As suggested in this
report, we could also try ro make regional and trans-
port policies complementary at Community level.
However, all this presupposes a decision which 'we are
constanrly calling on the Council to !ake, namely to
adopt finally the 1976 proposal for a regulation on aid
[o transport infrastructure projects of interest to the
Community.
If priority is given to this project rn preference to
orhers 
- 
and I do not at all wrsh to disregard the
importance of, for example, the projected link across
Austria which is so dear to our Greek friends 
- 
it
should be pointed out thar in-depth studies carned our
in both Great Britain and France have shown that the
rail tunnel is the best of the options put font'ard to
date.
Apart from recognrzrng the major importance of the
project, it is also necessary to examine the practical
consequences, particularly the financial aspects, and it
must be made clear that of the modes of transport
proposed, the rail tunnel as defined by the French and
British railways rs the best and most economical
manner of carrying out this immense project.
To sum up, let me say that we must adopt a positive
approach to this problem as a matter of some urgency.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I calI Mr Buttafuoco.
Mr Buttafuoco. 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I shall be very brief, as I just want. to say
that we are in wholehearted agreement with Mr De
Keersmaeker's report on the construction of a
Channel tunnel. We are particularly happy to support
this idea, as it focuses the interest of the Comnrittee on
Transport on projects and infrastrucrures which are a
crucial element in any modern concept of a common
Iransport policy.
The Channel tunnel will provide new and greater
opportunities for firms and businesses to convey their
products to and from all the different regions of the
Community. It is proiects like this one 
- 
and it cheers
me to say so 
- 
which transform the ideal of Europe
into reality. I hope rhat what I have just said will be
echoed by other speakers when we come to discuss 
-
soon, I hope 
- 
the bridge over the Straits of Messina,
another project of immense interest to the
Community.
'We have just one small reservation, and that concerns
the Community contribution to [he proposed project
in the form of a loan. Once again we must insist, as we
have always done before and as we shall continue to
do under any circumstances, on the absolute necessity
of adopting an ad hoc financial regulation. 'lTithout
such a regulation, we will never be able to devise a
complete and coordinated Community transport
policy. Having stated this sole reservation, I am happy
to say that my colleagues and I will be voting for the
motion for a resolution drawn up by Mr De Keers-
maeker, because the pro;ect deserves to be greeted
wrth enthusiasm as it wrll help to bring the peoples of
Europe closer together, joinrng them in an ever
stronger bond of fnendship.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kev.
Mr Key. 
- 
Mr President, the idea of a fixed link
between Great Britain and the contlnent, as many
people have sard, is not a new one, and people have
been discussing it srnce the days of Napoleon Even
now, although there rs a great consensus within this
Chamber todal', it still provokes a certarn amount of
emotion and unusual debate in certain parts of the
Community; but I think rhe important thing to recog-
nize is thar the advantages of a fixed link are not now
seriousll' challenged, and in his excellent report the
rapporteur says that the practicality of constructing a
tunnel between the United Kingdom and France is no
longer rn doubt. It has always been political constdera-
rrons, mainlf in my own country, that have prevented
rts realization. For too long, passengers and goods
between Bntain and the continent of Europe have had
to suffer the inconvenience of that gap of 22 miles or
35 kilometres between the two road and rail networks
wrth all the resultrng problems of trans-shipment
between the drfferent modes of transport.
Trade betq'een Great Britain and the Continent
continues to increase 
- 
indeed, passenger and freight
traffic has doubled over the Iast ten years; and despite
the present economic difficultres, the underlying trend
is still upu'ards. Indeed, over 400/o of Britain's trade is
with the countries of the Community 
- 
this without
the goods that are passing through the Community
from other countries. The need is there, and there is
evidence now of a willingness both in the Unrted
Kingdom and France, to look favourably on the
project for a fixed hnk across the Channel.
Nevertheless, rhere is likely to be some reluctance on
the part of certain governments, especially the Conser-
vative government, to undertake thrs project as a
public investment. I think the Community has to have
a part in rr, and it is ideally placed to do so. Thrs could
be bi, r.ay of a grant under the proposed [ransport
infrastructure fund or one of the existing instruments
or by some form of underwriting of the risks during
the construction period.
In the view of the undoubred benefits of this scheme
for the Member States and for the regions of the
Communrty, including some of the peripheral regions
which concern many of us, it is hrgh time we adopted
a unired stand in this Parhament. '!7e can do so by
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endorsing this report and putring pressure on the
Council, the Commission and our own narional
governmenrs ro ger on with this valuable and essenrral
link.
(App!ause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jackson.
Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
Mr President, I have a special
interest in Mr De Keersmaeker's Europa runnel or
bridge, because it would have its Brirish enrrance near
Dover or Folkestone, in the area which I have the
honour to represen[. I fully support the idea of a fixed
link to unite Europe more closely; bur I musr say
frankly that I shall fight against any roo grandiose
scheme that does not take full account of the special
problems raised for Kent and rhe Pas de Calais.
'What would these problems be? First, employment.
Dover harbour is one of Europe's busiest ports. Lasr
year, passengers going through ir exceeded in number
the total population of Belgium or Greece. It carned
6 million tonnes of freight, and on rt depends rhe
employment of more rhan 12 000 people. It is vital that
the effect of any scheme on employment be mken fully
into account, as advocated in my amendment ro the
rePort.
The second problem ls rransporr infrastructure, [he
concern of Mr Patterson's amendment. A large bridge
with motorp'ays may grasp the imagination, but would
act as a ma8net for massive road traffic. Kent has
been called the Garden of England. I do nor want ir to
become a garden full of lorries travelhng on inade-
quate roads through our rowns and villages. The cosr
of any scheme must include adequare roads and
motorways to London and the'West.
Mr President, I welcome rhis reporr. In principle, I
ful11. support rhe modest Britrsh-French rail runnel
scheme, but I rnsist that the lnrerests of those rn Kent
and France most immedrately affected by the tunnel
should be fullv respected.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Markozanrs.
Mr Markozanis. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presrdent, ladies and
gentlemen, we agree with rhe effort which is being
made 
- 
and which must be conrinued since ir is a
longterm pro ject 
- 
wirh regard ro the Channel
Tunnel. The main reason for this is that we consider
rhat if Communiry responsibility rs acrually acknow-
ledged in such an imporranr [ransporr infrasrructure
project, rr will open the way for rhe systematic
financing of other projects which are considered to
have the same degree of pnonry. No-one should
forget that common policy in land transport cannor be
fully realized in all its aspecrs wrthour attenrion being
pard to transpor! infrastructure.
Mr De Keersmaeker's report deals in detail wirh the
specific options for a Channel link and the specific
advantages which have been studied in detail. \flirh
regard to the proposed projecr, I should like to draw
Parliamenr's attention to paragraph 13, which is parti-
cularly importanr for us and which srares that the
European Parliamenr srresses rhar rhe less-favoured
regrons of the Community have mosr ro gain from a
properly conceived rransporr. infrasrructure poIicy
implemented alongside an effecrive regional policy. In
view of this, we agree and shall naturally expecr rhar,
when other transporr infrasrrucrure projecrs of vital
interest for other reglons are being studied, everyone
will show the same spirit of understanding and serious
assessment of the project's rmponance.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prag.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to deal very
briefly with the fears which have been expressed in
vanous quarters, by those who would delay the project
concerning rhe economic and polirical consequences
of a Channel Tunnel for the poorer regions' of the
Communitl,. Essentially, rhey make rhree points: frrsr
they say that capital, especially public funds, would be
drverted from rhe assrsted areas, the poorer regions of
the Unrted Kingdom, to the rich sourh-easr. In France
the tunnel ponal area, Nord Pas-de-Calais, is irself an
assisted region, so for France rhis problem does nor
anse, but nor, indeed, in reality could ir occur in the
United Kingdom. Public funds could not be diverted
away, from rhe poorer regions, firstly because rhe
Bovernmenr has said thar public funds will not be used
for a tunnel and, secondly the portal area, Kenr, is not.
an assisted area and therefore is nor eligible for
Community Regional Fund aid.
Secondly, fears have been expressed that sea traffic
would be divened ro rail, thus disadvantaging, for
example, the norrh-eas[ern porrs of rhe Unired
Kingdom. But this is indeed very unlikely to happen
because of the very substanrial price advantage of sea
transpon. Indeed Brirish Rail has calculared that the
diversion of traffic will amounr [o some % million
tonnes of freight a year, and this compares with
30 million tonnes passing through the norrh-eastern
ports of the United Kingdom.
But now we come to rhe main quesrion which is the
impact on traffic and trade and therefore indirecrly on
the economic actrviry of rhe poorer regions. The critics
have said that a Channel Tunnel will bring a further
displacement of economic actrvity to*a.ds the rich
south-east Unrred Kingdom. This fear is in fact both
illogical and misplaced. The Channel Tunnel will
enable goods for the very firsr rime to be rransported
drrect from any,where in the Unired Kingdom to
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anlnvhere in Continental Europe without on and
off-loading at the ports. This witl give a very substan-
tial stimulus to Iong-haul traffic by rail and the
developmenr of fast and comperirive rail freight
servrces between the main United Kingdom regional
centres, such as Glasgow, Newcastle, Leeds, Liver-
pool, Manchester, Cardiff 
- 
all in regions which
requlre asslstance 
- 
and the main continen[al cen[res,
u,ould bring additional revenue and subsrantial
economic benefits to the regions. I have no doubt
whatsoever, Mr President, that if the right rransporr
poLcies are implemented, particularly in the United
Kingdom, the regions of the Community fanher awav
from the tunnel portals wrll also, Iike the portal areas,
derive large economrc and social benefits. 'fhat is
rndeed the marn reason why my group is firmly in
favour of the de Keersmaeker report.
President. 
- 
I call the Committee on Transport.
Mr Seefeld, Chatrman of the Committee. 
- 
(DE) Mr
Presrdent, ladies and gentlemen, I should like to thank
all those who have taken part in this debate lor their
valuable contnbutions. My particular thanks are of
course due to my deputy as Committee Chairman, Mr
De Keersmaeker, for the enormous amoun[ of work
he has done in producrng this report.
Vhen the history' of the Channel Tunnel comes to be
writt.en, it will probably begin, as we have heard today,
with Napoleon, but the names 'Berkhouwer' and, of
course, 'De Keersmaeker' wilI also be mentioned.
I should like to give Mr Diligent a few additional
arguments rn the form of historical references. I have
read that in the Trmes, that venerable publication,
there ir"'es menuon over a hundred years ago of 'the
srlver strip of our security', which was a reference to
the Channel Tunnel. Agarn rn this century and not all
thar long ago the same newspaper wrote that ail
Britain possessed 
- 
rts character, language, freedom,
rnsrirutions, religion and undaunted spirit 
- 
it
possessed because rt is an island. However, 
- 
and I
am very proud of this 
- 
the De Keersmaeker report
v"'as adopted unanimously in my Commrttee which
means that those people who have come [o us from the
island which for )'ears believed in the concept of
'splendid isolatron', also voted in favour of the report.
I mighr mention a few more nice incidents in the
history of the Channel Tunnel. In 1808 
- 
this is
somethlng everyone should know 
- 
a Frenchman
planned a Channel Tunnel which, he said, would have
to be lit by candles and permit horsedrawn carriages to
drive through it Later, when the French engineer
Gourmant developed his plan for rhe Channel Tunnel,
Queen Vrctona said 'tell the French engineer that I
grve my blessing to his project on my own behalf and
on behalf of all the ladies of England'. Perhaps the
Queen of England might be there when the Channel
Tunnel has become a reality and is opened.
Mr Presrdent, we started this morning with the Klin-
kenborg report on transport infrastructure and said
that European politicians must demonstrate their wrsh
to make an infrasrructure of this kind a reality by
visrble srgns. It is very appropnate that the last of the
four transport topics on today's agenda ls another
report which links up directly with what emerged from
thrs morning's speeches as the correct course of action.
Thrs ma;or project rs no longer merely a question of
improving the transport links between the United
Krngdom and France 
- 
indeed it is no longer merelv
a questron of the United Kingdom and France. \flhen
the Channel Tunnel is built 
- 
and this is somethrng
we advocate 
- 
rt wrll, in my vrew, undoubtedly be of
major importance for the transport situation as a
u'hole throughout Europe, and together with m1'
colleagues from the Committee of Transport, I should
like to urge that we explore and make use of all the
possrble ways open to us with a view to establishing
thrs hnk.
If the trme available permitted, I would like to draw
your attention to a series of problems which have only
been touched upon today. In a time of increasing
international commitments, it will not only be the
goods transport sector which is affecred, buc all of us,
r e. tourists and businessmen, to say nothing of the
rarlw'ays 
- 
since it rs going to be a rarlway ggnnsl 
-can profit from rt. However, this in turn brings new
problems which I will merely mention here today. For
example, attention will have to be paid to the internal
cross-section of the tunnel and the entrance and exit in
the Unrted Krngdom and on the Continent which will
affect thrngs as far afield as the Belgian railway
network or [ranspom in the Ruhr area. All these things
give rise to funher questions but I am convinced that
we have the necessary spirit and strength to cope with
them.
Mr President, I should like to make just one final
remark. \fle in the European Community need
symbols. Transport routes of rnternational significance
such as, for example, the Channel Tunnel could be
svmbols of this kind if we give them our backing 
- 
if
necessarv rn frnancial terms. Thrs Channel Tunnel
could be and could continue to be the clearest symbol
of our unity and our close cooperation within the
European Community.
I urge you to adopt the report. Thank you.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Kontogeorgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, the main aim of the common
transport policy is to ensure an effective and well func-
troning nerwork of transpon infrastructure projects.
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An advanced technological transporr link between two
ma.lor Member Srates of rhe Community such as the
United Kingdom and France is typical of the son of
problems the Communiry has ro rackle in rhis area.
The motron for a resolutron before Parliament is an
important and timely conrribution to the investigation
of the matter rn questron in that rt pledges full politrcal
support and puts forward proposals on how the
Community might lend its support. I note the large
number of problems raised and rhe useful proposals
made rn the resolution and assure the Members of rhe
House that the Commission of the European Commu-
nitres will take full accounr of all of rhese when rr
discusses rts proposals on infrasrructure pro.,ects.
As 1'ou know, the Commrssion attaches special impor-
tance to the creation of a Community mechanrsm for
financrng programmes for rnfrastructure construction
projects of Community interest with regard to trans-
port. The Commrssron's proposals for a specral regula-
tion have been before the Council since 1976. These
proposals have not yet been accepted, but neither have
thev been rejected. This proves rheir value, and we feel
that the matter has simply not yet reached the stage in
the Council for decisions to be taken. 'We hope that
this wrll happen soon The support and encouragement
which Parliament has given us in this area has been
both constant and strong. The Commission recognizes
v,'rth gratitude and satisfactron the work which has
been done ln this connection by Parlrament's
Committee on Transport, and particularly by its
Charrman, Mr Seefeld. It noted with particular grati-
tude that vour report on the link between Great
Brrtarn and France it very similar to the study
compiled by the Commission on the scheme in ques-
tion. This rs further evrdence of the usefulness of our
research programme, whrch it was possible to carry
out largely as a result of the relevant budget rrems
which Parliament approved. As for the comment by
Mr Moorhouse on a Communitv guarantee for the
financing of the project, I should like to remind you
that the main point in the 1976 Commission proposal
is that a Communrty guarantee may be grven for
carrving out major infrastructure projects, whrch of
course rnclude the Channel Tunnel.
In conclusion, Mr Presidenr, I should lrke to state thar
the draft report by Mr De Keersmaeker is proof of the
beneficial effects which the activities of the
Community lnstirurions can have when they. concen-
trate their attentlon productrvelv on subjects which
concern them all.
President. 
- 
The debate
resolution wilI be put to
time.
is closed. The motion for a
the vote at the next votrng
5. Announcement regarding ooting procedure
President. 
- 
I would lrke to ask Members to make
sure even now that thev have their voting cards with
them, rn case electronic voting is requested.
6. Decision on scientific and technical iffirmation
and documentation
President. 
- 
'Ihe next item on the agenda rs the
report (Doc 1-182/81), drawn up by Mr Beazley on
behalf of the Commrrree on Energy and Research, on
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communitres to the Councrl (Doc. l-512180) for a
decrsron adoptrng a third plan of action (1981-1983) in
the freld of scientrfic and technical information and
documentation.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Beazley, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, it is a happy
sltuxtlon indeed for me to rntroduce my reporr. on rhe
thrrd plan of action on rnformatron and documenta-
uon ln a week v"'hen thrs House has been drscussing
mxn) rmport.ant technologrcal areas where the Euro-
pean Community has fallen very badlv behind the
world leaders, the USA and Japan, and when fears
\\'ere expressed that the Community mrght find ir diffi-
cult, not onll, to catch up, but perhaps even ro play a
significant part rn certain of rhese new vrral rechnolog-
rcal rndustrres.
The Euronet/Diane posirion at the end of rts second
actron plan 
- 
that is ac the end of 1980 
- 
was
undoubtedh, a success on which all who have partici-
pated on the actron should be congratulated. The
proposals for the rhird plan, which was due ro srarr on
I January 1981, have been very favourably considered
b1,'the Committee on Energv and Research, which is
the responsrble committee on this mater, as well as
both the Committee on Economic and Monerary
Affarrs and the Committee on Budgers whose opinrons
were asked. In fact, it is almost a unique srtuation that,
ln a matter where there has been some limrted preoc-
cupation of the rhree Member States in regard to one
section of the Commission's proposals, thar all rhree
commrttees passed rherr vrews wirh unanrmity and with
one srngle abstention and no conrrary vorce. I would
especrallv lrke to thank Mr Hermann for the very
helpful oprnron he prepared for the Committee on
Economrc and Monetary Affairs whose conclusions I
have attempted to rnclude in my proposal.
The only amendments to my motion for a resolurion
are my o$.n two which it was necessary to table in
order to srmplify rhe title, removing the three words in
English and the one hyphenated word in German,
screntifrc and rechnical, rn relarron to the rype of infor-
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mation and documentation concerned, as we move
into a stage when we wish that the scope of rhe present
proposal should be widened to include economic and
other types of information relevant to the users. I
beheve that these small amendments will be readily
accepred.
Mr Presidenr, the resolution is very short and it has to
date received such unanimous support that I do not
wish to go into very great detail. I think however, thar
it is sufficient to say rhat the third of a series of three
plans of three years' duration starting in 1975 was
arrived at afrer the first two stages which set up [he
Euronet telecommunications network and provrded rt
with an information source called Diane, with more
than 25 computers and some 20 or more ready to be
linked at a later dater and some 2 000 terminals. Diane
has already 175 data bases in addition to some 2 000
subscribing organizations
The third plan, due to start 1 January last, has the
following objectives. The first is the setting up of
Euronet as a public network to be handed over to the
consortium of international PTTs by 1983. This
section of the proposal wouId cosr approximately
4 million units of account. The second is the develop-
ment of high-quality services in Europe wrth new
information projects under the call-for-proposals
scheme, which we, incidenmlly, strongly support and
which will ensure thar nationa[ policies are duly
considered whilst the new proposals will complement
the already exrstrng national proBrammes. This section
will cost 6 million units of account with an estimated
2.5 million additionally for sectoral information acti'r'-
ities.
It is in this total of 8 .5 million units of accounr rhar
three Member States have suggested some reduction,
or, in one case, rhe holding back of 5 million units of
account until the workrng mechanisms of the first
porrion of 2. 5 million are fully evaluated.
The third element of 3 milhon is for user support and
marketing, while the final element of 1 million units is
esrimated as being required for new technologres and
methodologies.
This rotal of tO.S million units of accounr is needed
for a period of 3 years, whilst approxrmately 5 ro
5. 5 million units are required for this year 1981.
Now herein lies the snag. There is no money under
line No 3620 of the 1981 budget ro meer this require-
menr As I understand the position, a small balance
from the second stage has been carried forward inro
1981 to complete the 1978/1980 second srage
amountinB to perhaps 1 .5 million unirs of account for
payments.
There is a token entry in the 1981 budget. Bur ir is nor
for me to suggest how the monies from the budget can
be provided to meet the 5 to 5.5 million reguirements
of stage 3. However, as the Cornmittee on Budgers on
24 Aprtl unanimously voted in favour of the 1981/
1983 programme, noring that no additional staff was
required, no doubt thev considered and wrll support
the means of supplying the first 5 to 5.5 million units
of account.
Of course they may need the Budget Commrssioner's
well-known skrlls and ingenuity rn achieving this, and
I hope that the Commissioner present roday will indi-
cate to the House how he can help supporl this
programme. If he fails to do so, I believe a senous
danger may be faced in that some of the very highly
skilled specialists who have supported stages I and 2
of our progremme may have to consider looking for
other employment, whrch would, of course, mean
closing down the pro;ect.
I would suBgest to the Commissioner that there can be
very few proposals as important as this, where the
proposal rs actually to hand back the Euronel resource
for the PTTs in 1983 and so relieve the Commissioner
of a continuing commitment.
This House, I beheve, will strongly support this
proposal and wrll offer its further support to rhe
Commrssroner and the Council in provrdrng the neces-
sary funds.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Party (Chnstian-Democratic Group).
Mr Herman. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like to congratulate Mr Beazley
on the excellent. report. which he has just presented to
us and whrch covers three problems I would like to
raise bneflv.
The first concerns the netuork I thrnk we musr
welcome the fact that the Commrssion has set up this
network. Perhaps we shall have to wait some time
before the natronal authoritres are in a posltlon to
accept responsibilrty for it themselves, since n'e are not
yet ready to undertake the desired integration, as was
stressed yesterday rn the report on telecommunica-
tions. Care must be taken in this respect and we must
see to it that the rransitron takes place smoothly.
The second problem concerns access. \7e must
encourage the standardization of access prorocols and
methods which would permrt much wrder use of these
sen'rces) thus making them profitable. Finally, the
third problem I should like to stress is the need to
encourage the setting-up of data banks. At present the
majority o{ such banks are in the United States. There
is thus an enormous fietd which we are leaving to
others, whereas Europe has the resources as regards
personnel and training and research facilitres to set up
data bases of an equally high standard as those in the
United States. Ve have sufficient universiry graduates,
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sufficrent staff, sufficient technology available and
consequently we must not allow the United Stares to
have a virtual monopoly on the setting-up of data
banks, partrcularly since thrs is an extremely profitable
operarron. The vanous data banks in the United States
are very profitable indeed and each year we Europeans
pal' out an rmpressive sum in rent or 'royaltres' to have
xccess to them. It is therefore advisable that we in
Europe should also have our own data banks, but I do
not thrnk that the procedure proposed here will of
irself provrde the necessary incentive. A temporarv'
subsrd.,' mrght be necessar\,, at least during the initial
penod.
Apart from these three observations it is clear that we
fullv support Mr Beazley's proposals. He took the
proposals of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs into account but he also added some of his
own, about which I should like to make one final
remark. It is a fact that at the moment, most data
banks accessrble to Euronet are unilingual. Obviously
it is difficult to envisage multrlingual data banks and
indeed this is a complex problem, but what we can
hope for in the longer term is that the automatic trans-
latron svstem which we are in fact a[ present financing
through another Communrty action programme can
be used to translate texts automatically. To conclude,
perhaps we can draw the Commrssion's attention to
the need to ensure that progress made rn rhe field of
automatrc translation is integrated as rapidly as
possible into the Euronet network so [hat the obstacle
of the data banks' unilingualrsm can eventually be
elrminated.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressrve
Democrats.
Mr Turcat. 
- 
(FR) Ladies and gentlemen, on behalf
of the European Progressrve Democrats I should like
first of all to welcome Mr Beazley's report, supported
bv N{r Herman's opinion. It rs remarkable for both the
clerirv of the analysrs and the lucrdity of the conclu-
sions If I might add one remark to what Mr Herman
has lust said, it is to point out ro the Commrssion, in
partrcular as regards point 7 of the Resolution, that the
setting-up of data banks involves not only the collec-
tion and computerizatron of data but first of all the
critrcal assessment and standardizatron of the informa-
tron. The shortcoming of some existing data banks,
even in the United States, rs the lack of prior standard-
rzation, firstly of data inputs, secondly of currencres,
and even indeed of the value of the information.
Sub;ect to this remark, which is not rnrended as a criti-
clsm, \\'e give our full support to Mr Beazley's report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sassano.
Mr Sassano. (IT) Mr Presrdenr, ladies and
gentlemen, the third plan of acrion, covenng the
period from 1981 to 1983, in the field ofscientific and
technrcal information and documentatron rerains on
the whole the merits and defects of the prevrous plans.
In partrcular, it reveals the defects of the system in the
earliest stage when screntrfic and technical information
and documentatron are processed If this is whar the
plan means bv raw data, the base on which we hope to
build the European information industry, ir gives no
clear-cut indication as to how meaningful progress is
to be made in this field.
I should rherefore like to make three essential points,
the frrst of which concerns the European product. The
satisfaction expressed in the first paragraph of the
motion for a resolutron and the recommendation in
the sixth have to be viewei in the light of market
condrtions whrch give some cause for concern. There
rs a vast range of data bases on offer 
- 
access to
which is already easy and the aim is to make it even
easier 
- 
and an increasing demand by users which it is
hoped to exploit further. But we have to ask ourselves,
where are the European manufacturers? To me, this is
a fundamental pornt.
Havrng said that, I must point out I should have liked
to submit some amendments, but unfortunately time
prevented me from doing so. I should ;ust hke to
mentron the first paragraph, in which, in my opinion,
it would have been a good idea 
- 
and I have already
spoken about this with Mr Beazley 
- 
to include the
following words: 'and at the same time to promore
data bases set up in Europe so [har they can compete
on the entire world market in the field of informarion
and documentation'. Similarly, I should also like ro
add some other points to paragraph 6, but I will nor
read these out now because it would rake roo much
time.
Mv second point concerns the type of product on
offer. Paragraph l2 of the motion for a resolution
laments the regrettable lack of actron in catering to the
needs of small and medium-sized enterprises. Actually,
rt would have been berter to admit rhat what action
was taken did not have the desired results because rhe
tvpe of documentation offered was rarely suitable and
the firms themselves were nor sufficienrly aware of rhe
advantages of documentatlon as a useful investmenr
for the orBanrzatron of their businesses and production
cyles. It is my belief, therefore, that afrer rhe words
'statistical, commercial and economic information' in
paragraph 7, ir would have been useful to add 'of
immediate relevance to meet rhe specific requiremenm
of users', etc.
Mv third point deals with on-line services and docu-
menr dehvery. Paragraph 1 1 almosr implies rhat rhese
are ttr,o differenr things by talking of on-line services
and 'other aspecrs of the information market such as a
document deliverv' I have two commenrs here: firsrly,
no menuon is made of preliminary study requirements,
end secondly, grven that these rwo things are regarded
as separare elements, litrle reference is made to the
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modern technology which simultaneously permits
on-line requests for informarion, requesrs for docu-
ments and rheir rransmission by telemaric means.
Vhile the technological problems may now be consid-
ered merely secondary, we can no longer put off
drawing up legislation in rhis field, which oughr to be
the subject of a specific srudy.
However, as the preliminary research has been inade-
quate and in view of the very real competition for and
dominance of the European marker by the Americans
- 
as Mr Herman also pointed our 
- 
how can we
possibly envisage a comperirion policy based only on
the proposals of third panies? How can we entrusr
them with such a task and risk so much? \7e musr first
of all critically examine the limired resulrs obrained
from the previous plans for scientifrc and rechnical
documentation and then define a clear straregy ro
promote our system whrch will demonstrare irs worth
in the economic contexr of the informatron industry.
In order ro do this, we must give prioriry ro a srudy
outlining such a strategy and laying down individual
parameters of rechnical and economic assessment on
rhe basis of which we may successfully choose whar
steps are to be taken.
I should like to conclude with a suggesrion. Ve need
precise guidelines to direct our thinking and our
actions so that we can design a good sl,stem and
market it. \Tithour rhis, we canno[ even talk about a
genuine and worthwhile information policy and
industry for Europe, let alone achieve these aims.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Davignon, Vice-Presrdent of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, the Commission can be extremely
brief on this question, nor because it does not atrach
importance to it 
- 
our inrerest in rhis matter is known
ro all 
- 
but because firstly, Mr Beazley's reporr rs
extremely clear and comprehensive, as the orher
speakers have said, and, secondly, we agree enrirely
with the addrtional remarks which have been made 
-either during the discussrons in commirree or here at
the plenary session. However, when I say rhar we
agree with them I am referring for example. to rhe
question of extending Euronet to Greece or communi-
catrons with the Americans because, of course, we do
not have an entirely free hand in this sphere, in rhat we
will have to discuss the question of pricing wirh the
telecommunications authoriries.
Vhat I should like ro say here is thar the Commission
accepts the task assigned to it under this proposal and
in so doing expresses its support for the rwo amend-
ments ment.roned by Mr Beazley just now.
To conclude, let me make one last point which
concerns the question asked regarding rhe budget.
As you know, the situation is that there is no entry in the
1981 budget because the Council decision is overdue,
thus giving rise to a budgetary dilemma. Borh your
interest in this problem and our own provide an incen-
trve to seek a solutron. On rhis parricular poinr let me
say rhar when the Commission has concluded its
rnternal drscussion on the 1982 budget againsr rhe
background of tggl, we will enter into consultation
on the question of the amendments to the budgers
with the two comperent commirtees, namely that on
Energy and Research and that on Budgets, so as [o
ensure tha[ a solutron is found.
My reply is therefore firstly we have not overlooked
this problem, and secondly that, in view of our presenr
situation, ir can onlv be dealr wirh as part of rhe proce-
dure for amending rhe 1981 budget. I will therefore
speak to my fellow members of the Commission to see
that it is included in this procedure. Then I will discuss
the problem wirh the two commirrees responsrble, so
that the amendments which we make have Parlia-
ment's supporr: thls is importanr for rhe sake of
consistency because rn my opinion Parliament will also
be supporting this repon and these recommendations.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KATZER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motron for a
resolution will be pur ro rhe vore ar the next voting
tlme.
7 . Decision adopttng a researcb programme in the field of
con tro lle d t herm ontrcle ar fu s ion
President. 
- 
The nexr irem on rhe agenda rs the
report (Doc. 1-833/80) drawn up by Mr Fuchs on
behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research on
rhe proposal from the Commrssron to the Councrl (Doc.
l-16ll80) for a decrsion amendrng Decrsron 8A/318/
ELfR\TOM of l3 March 1980 adoprrng a research and
trarnrng programme (1979-198J) for rhe European
Atomrc Energv Communrtv rn the freld of controlled
thermonuclear fusron.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Fuchs, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, I will begrn with the perhaps surprrsing
observatron that the Commission proposal for a deci-
sion amending the Decisron of I 3 March 1980
adopting a research and rraining programme rn the
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field of controlled thermonuclear fusion, otherwise
knor,"'n as JET, p'ould in fact be superfluous if the now
srmplv unavoidable ad.iustment for inflation were
made in the framework of the annual budgetary
drscussrons. The Council has to date refused to do this.
I hope, however, that rt will reconsider its position
because in so doing consrderable work would be
spared. For this reason the Commtttee has amended
the proposal for a dectsron and adopted a proposal for
an amendment 
- 
at present the only one. The
Committee on Budgets had already put forward a
proposal, from whrch the Commrttee on Energy and
Research merelv deleted four words, whrch in our
opinron were drspensable.
The decrsion should now' read as follows: 'These
frgures are of an rndicatrve nature only and mav be
adlusted in the annual budgetary procedure.' In our
r reu' thrs is necessary because the original estimate
provides for an rncrease in programme appropriations
for unforeseen expendtture of 2Aa/0.
'!7'e are convinced that the size of the project, its
new and complex nature and also the extreme safety
requlrements warrant. thrs. \7e believe, however, that
Parliament must be rnformed rmmediately of anv addi-
tronal expenditure so that an effective check can be
carried out.
A word about the frnancial effecrs: 80% of the cost of
thrs research pro;ect is pard by the Community.
Betrveen 1979 and 1983 the Communrty contributtons
urll rncrease from t45 mrllion ECU to 195 mrllion
f:CLI The total cost of the pro;ec[ now stands at
261. I mrlhon ECU, including funds from other
sourct's Hou'ever, thrs also includes expendrture
undertaken before 1979. The Commrttee on Budgets
hes checked the basis for the calculation and u'e can
therefore, rn m1'opinron, approve lt v"tth a clear
co nscience
The European Parliament and the Committee demand
emphatrcelll' that the deadlrne for carrving out the
project be obsen'ed, because otherwise addrtronal
pnce nses v"'rll be necessary. Because of the delal' in
the Council decision we are already two years behind
and are waiting for the operational phase of JET 1983
to actuallt' begin. In its memorandum the Commrssron
referred to other problems, to the acquisition of drag-
nosrrc equlpmenr 
- 
here also quite a substantial
lncrease rs expected 
- 
the extended performance of
the JET' progrxmme and requests for substantial addi-
tronal staff. Ve expect the Commrssron to monitor
these requests stnctlv and to inform Parliament of the
oulcome rn good trme.
l-here :rre some who are crrtrcal of thermonuclear
fusron, and u'e should take their views senously and
enter lnro an rntensive discussion u'rth them. However,
tl-rose u'ho belreve that such projects guarantee success
are not ar*'are of u'hat is involved, of the demands
be rng made on scrence. Vhat rs needed above all is the
flexible attitude to new developments 
- 
for example
hvbrrd reactors 
- 
and widespread international coop-
eratron, because it is only by cooperating that this
great project can be brought to completion.
I am convinced that thermonuclear fusion represents a
long-term energy solution, because the fuel is prac-
ticallv unlimited and evenly drsrributed. Europe would
then no longer be in a state of dependence rePre-
senting a threat to its existence, and also such energy is
undoubtedlv less damaging to the environment than
other forms of energv. However, such energy will not
be a realitl' before the 2lst century, and there are
undoubtedlv big problems tnvolved, as for example the
material requlrements, to whrch a solution can,
however, be found.
To re;ect fusion research, leaving it to others, would
mean, however, that Europe might possibly again find
rtself in a positron of dependence, for which it would
har.e to pay' dearly. This must be prevented at all cosrs.
'Vhat is needed rs a frank, scientifically-based discus-
sion, free of prejudice, so [hat it cannot be said that
something was concealed, and so that there is no new
talk of mrracles. On behalf of the Group of the
Euopean People's Party I approve this Commission
proposal and call on the House as a whole to approve
the proposal for the JET programme.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Mr President, I would just like to
support Mr Fuchs in his motion. !fle in this Group are
obviously very interested in the fusion experiments
that are gorng on or which are going to go on in
Culham. I spent some time last week with Dr Pease,
u'ho is the head of the JET project, and he sees major
advances being made, including the possibility of
reachrng criticality, i.e. of reaching 100 000 000
degrees centigrade, in the near future and he is already
consrdering, as we know, various extensions to the
programme u'hich were always envisaged right from
the start. So my Group enthusiastically supports the
proposal to raise the sum of money available to
263 million unim of account.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Turcat. 
- 
(FR) Ladies and genrlemen, for twenty
vears q'e have been hearrng that chermonuclear fusion
uould be operational in twentv or thrny years and rhe
seme sard today It is true that our energy siruation
makes it necessary for us to make the mosr of every
opportunity, of every heary or light atom, and for this
reason we support Mr Fuchs's conclusions about
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actively continuing the project, and about the increase
in proposed expenditure. However, we must be aware
thar thrs project rs and q,'ill continue to be cosrly for
manv years and to believe rn a rapid outcome rs ro
delude oneself. Srnce individuals are responsible for
managing projecrs, it is normal thar they should do so
in a sound business-lrke manner, wirh rhe ob;ecrives,
tvpes of machrnery and manpower require ments
clearlv defrned and wrth a fixed budget which is more
than mere ly' o[ an 'rndicative narure'.
This rs u'hy u'e agree with the rapporteur on [hese
Yanous poinrs, with the exceprron of paragraph 3 of
thrs resolution, u'hrch we find rather ambiguous on
this subject. However we rhank him for hrs excellent
studv of thrs rmmense project and support hrm on all
the other pornts.
President. 
- 
I call the Commrssion.
Mr Davignon, Vice-Prestdent of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, once agarn I can be exrremelv
brief because Mr Fuchs's report and related remarks on
it outlined the situation very well. I will therefore
confine myself to three observations.
Firstl.,', I belreve that we wrll have to look into the
possrbrlrtr of organrzrng a s!'stem for workrng with the
Comrnittee on Energy and Research 
- 
and I am glad
to see that l\{rs \Walz, its Charrman is here 
- 
so lhar rr
can supen'lse all our programmes as rhey develop, so
that rnformation rs available and a discussion can rake
place u'henel'er necessan' and so that anv proposed
ad;ustment 
- 
there may be others 
- 
can be examrned
in good rrme. I beliei'e that this rs a good suggesrron
and that at one of our future meerings we mrght return
to it and exrmrne the varrous pornts whrch fall wrthrn
the commitree's field of competence. Secondly, we
must of course take care ro continue this project, bur
rn accordance with rts economlc logic, while retaining
control ln a manner whrch rs accepteble ro all pertres
:rnd meking sure rhar the besr use is made of the funds
allocated to ir
lrlv thrrd obsen,ation concerns the proposed amend-
ment ro our proposal srarrng rhat rhe frgures are of an
rndicatr','e nature onlr.-. l-hrs rs alreadv the case, and we
xgree on rt I greetlv regret, however, that I cannot
support Parliament's proposal to adjust the frgures
annuallv rn the budget procedure, not because I do nor
agrce urth Perlrament but because that would reopen
a drscussron within the Council. It is absolutely necess-
ary that the Council approve this increase in expendi-
ture xt its meetrng on l8 May, orheru'ise rt q'rll be
drffrcult to carn'out the programme srnce it is already
Mry
I understand end share Parliament's ','iews. However,
the Commrssron cannol formalh' lntroduce an amend-
ment to rts legrslatron because it r,''ould not then have
the Council's agreemenr on l8 May, and this agree-
men! is needed for the managemenr of the
proSramme
It rs therefore for a pracrical reason and no[ as a
marter of principle rhat rhe Commission will not do as
Parlramenr proposes
President. 
- 
The debare is closed. The morion for a
resolutron wrll be put to the vote a[ rhe next voting
t.lme.
8. Recommendation on electricity tarif structures m tlte
Community
President. 
- 
The nexr irem of the agenda i, ,h. ,.po.,
(Doc. l-895l80), drawn up by Mr Adam on behalf of
the Commrttee on Energv and Research, on
the proposal from the Commissron ro the Councrl (Doc.
l-337 /8A\ for a draft recommendarron on elecrncrtv
tenff structures rn the Communrtv
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Adam, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, the Commis-
sion recommendations were published on 26 June
1980 and the Committee's react;on to them is now
before Parliamenr on 6 May 1981. I therefore don'r
frnd ir surprising that delavs of this length, particularlv
on x melter u'here there has been lrttle disagreement,
s eaken Parliament's influence on the Council.
The broad objectives of the Commission recommenda-
tions are [o promo[e rational pricing structures which
reflect costs and result in a more efficient use of elec-
trrcitr.'. i emphasize the word structures. The report is
not about electricitv price levels.
-l'he Commrttee on Energy and Research is in full
xgreement ,r'ith the objectives and thus with the broad
thrust of the Commrssron's recommendations. The
Committee supports rhe view rhar a rwo-part rariff is
the best structure for rhose purposes and rhar multiple
tariffs based on rime are a useful weapon in promoting
more efficient use of electriciry. The Commitree agrees
that block tariffs which provide for lower price levels
as consumption increases encourage inefficient use of
electricity and should be abolished. However, the
Committee does not agree wirh rhe Commission's
proposal rhar uriffs based on use should also be abol-
ished This view takes no accounr of rhe broader role
of electricity within an overall energy policy. For
example, the use of electrically-driven hear pumps is
less efficient than direct electrical heating and it might
be necessarv to implemenr a special tariff to achieve
specific energv efficrency goals. Economic and polir-
rcal ob;ectives may also impel special rariffs. The
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Committee therefore proposes that this anicle be
amended to allow mriffs related to specific use pro-
vided use is in line with Anicle I and is also consistent
with the energy-policy objectives.
Turning to the social, or political, subsidies, the
Committee believes that the Commission draft Anicle 6
is insensitive to the situation. There are very compel-
ling reasons why low income groups, old people for
example, should have adequate power in the home.
The administrative ways of giving help can be
exrremely complicated and it would be unfortunate, in
the view of the Committee, if Parliament accepted a
recommendadon which made it more difficult to give
help.
Disconnecrions of electricity supply to private houses
cause considerable hardship and can endanger health.
Earlier this year, for instance, disconnections in the
London area were running at the rate of 400 a day. In
my own area of the north-east of England, over 5 000
people every year are disconnected for this reason. All
this represents severe social and economic difficulties
magnified by rising unemployment, and in such
circumstances a more sympathetic approach rs needed
than that which is proposed by the Commission.
Other consumers can also suffer discrimination; those
in cenain geographical areas, for example, the islands
off the west coast of Scotland, which are not connected
to the national grid. Also in remote rural areas it
obvrously costs more per house for connection to such
a grid. Pricing structures must allow for flexibility in
such cases.
A somewhat similar situation exists in Northern
Ireland, where high energy cosrs result from undue
rehance on oil as a basic fuel. Subsidized grid connec-
tions, or subsidized fuel costs, could be the answer in
such circumstances with the consumer paying the
normal tariff for the other part of the two-part block.
There is a strong case for a more generous interpret-
ation of the possibilities regarding tariff structures in
this instance and the Committee, without in any way
questioning the principle of the Commission's propo-
sals 
- 
and I do stress and underline that we in no way
drffer from the principle that the Commission sets out
- 
very strongly urges the amendment that we have
agreed to Article 5.
Mr President, electricity tariffs are an imme nsely
complex sub;ect; there is no magic answer. The
Commissron proposals are only a first step towards
achieving more rational systems throughour the
Community. I must stress, however, that this whole
subject is greatly limited by the absence of an overall
energy policy and of an agreed role for electricity
within such a policy.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratrc Group.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, the decade of the eigh-
tres will be the decade of the krlowatt. After 20 years
of swilling rn cheap rmported oil, we spent the seven-
ties writhing under massive oil-induced inflation. Now,
in rhe erghties, we are going to skake off our depend-
ence on oil and use more and more electricity. Vhy do
I say that? Because electricity can be derived from
plentiful indigenous supplies of coal, hydro-electric
and nuclear power; and secondly, with heat pumps
and with combined heat and power, electricity can use
fuel efficiently.
Vhen Europe emerges from its recession, as it
certarnly will do soon, the demand for electricity will
be enormous, and we must [herefore get the prrcing of
it nght. This must be fair to all users and comply with
the Treaty of Rome rules on free competitron. At
present it does not. A recent survey bv the Natronal
Development Organization of Great Britain estab-
lished bevond doubt that British companies who use
large quantrtres of electrrcity for producing metals,
paper, chlorine, etc. pay up ro 250/o more than German
companies and up to 350/o more than French
companies do for their electricitl'. (I am talking about
the big users.) Dutch and German steel companies
often have special contract prices, which are secret but
which may be as much a,s 37a/o lower than Bntish
companies pav.
'!fle are not asking for equal prices. Every nation rs
entitled to the price advantages of its ow'n natural
resources and its own investment poltctes. But French
electricity prices, for instance, are low because they
have ample hydroelectric and nuclear power, which
produces 450/o of their electricity. In four years' time
this figure will be 75a/a. The enormous German elec-
trrcitl' supply compan)', RVE, which produces 50% of
Germany's electricity, does it cheaply because rt owns
rts supplies of cheap brown coal. The fact that the
Bntrsh do not supply North-Sea orl and gas to their
own rndustry at prices lower than world prices is our
own affair. There are many British industrialists who
rhink we should sell rt lower [o our own industry; but I
beheve the reason for charging world prices for
North-Sea oil rs that it is going to run out rn thirty
vears' time and therefore there rs no object rn selling it
cheaph,.
'!/hat we do ob;ect to, fundamentally, rs the financial
help which the French Governme nt grves ro Electricit6
de France to restructure its caprtal with over one
brllion pounds' worth of reprogrammed inrerest
pavments. It is a type of subsidy. In Germanv, where
there are over 400 differenr suppliers of electnciry,
there is no transparency in tariff charges, and secret
contracts are frequent. The German and French
governments also help therr elecrncity suppLers with
substantial aid on research and development. Agarnsr
this Bntish electricity users have many handicaps:
frrstly, the hrgh value of the pound, which makes price
comparisons very difficult; secondly, 700/o of our elec-
tricity comes from highpriced deep-mined coal, and
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thirdly, we are not able ro use our electricity capacity
to the full and therefore our load facror is very low.
'What we need from the Community is, firstly, trans-
parent electricity tariffs, openly published for all to
see; second[y, a ban on secret contrac[s for coal
supplies; thirdly, a ban on governmenr subsidies and
special financial aids; and finally, tariffs that reflect the
global long-term cosr of supply, including reparr and
replacement. \7hat we do not wanr 
- 
and I agree
r,,'ith Mr Adam on this 
- 
rs rhe eliminatron of
different charges for different uses. \7e do not wanr
the same charge, for instance, for meral melting as for
street lighting. But above all, rn conclusion, we want
the Community to esrablish a grearer convergence of
electricity price strucrures and avoid arrificially low
prices, which conflicr with our main objective, that of
energy conservation. That is our first pnonry, and for
this reason we hope rha[, srnce little attentron will be
paid to this recommendation 
- 
because ir rs a recom-
mendatron 
- 
if it is not followed by member countries
it will be changed into a direcrive: then someone will
pay attention to it and wjll act on it.
I would conclude by welcoming rhe news rhat the
2 000 megawart cross-Channel cable has been aurhor-
ized by the British Governmenr. \[hen it is in use, ir
will contribute greatly to rhe flexibilrty of supplies,
reduce peaks and harmonize the pricing of electricity.
'We must have many more cross-frontler electncrty
links.
President. 
- 
I call the Communrsr and Allies Group.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenr, we are againsr
this report rn pnnciple, because, ro a grearer or lesser
extent., it restncts the sovereign nghrs of each country
to decrde elecrricity tariffs, i.e. rr resrricts the right of
the Member States to fix tariffs according ro their
needs 
- 
e.g. to conducr an anti-inflarionary policv, to
strengthen partrcular secrors of rhe economy, such as
agriculture, or to mee[ other socra[ needs.
Furthermore, Mr President, whereas the basic objec-
tive is the transparency, rhe fixing and the structuring
of tanffs on the basis of costs, provision is made for
private agreements to remain secret and confidenrial.
Essentrally, these agreements concern monopolistrc
concerns which purchase electricity at preferential
terms from the State-owned electricity companies. In
Greece, for example, the Pdchrney company pays O. 7
drachmas per kilowatt/hour, whereas it should be
paying more than 3 drachmas. This places a burden on
the other consumers, on the national budget and on
the Greek people as a whole. It is rherefore nor
possible for the people to bear this burden and to
remain in the dark as to the situation and the extent of
the burden. For these very reasons, Mr Presidenr, we
reject the report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sassano.
Mr Sassano. (IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, until the 1970s the tariffs charged by
private electricrty supply companies and public elec-
tncity, boards in the vanous Member States were tradi-
tionally designed to increase the consumprion of e[ec-
tncrty. Every effort was made to promote the use of
electrrcal energy, by applying different tariffs
according to the type of consumer and wirh various
rebates for differing quantiries of energy supplied to
consumers But in the last few years, a restriction on
supplv and, to an even greater extent, increases in the
cost of energy have resulted in an overall change of
attrtude in producers which has in turn resulted in
changes in energy' tariffs and in chat of electricrty in
particular.
The fact that energy has become scarce has made it
necessary to rntroduce u'ithout delay 
- 
and this has
alreadv been done by several Member States 
-measures to control demand by means of special
clauses in elecrncity supply conrracrs, and also to
reduce as far as possible the rncorrect use of elecrrical
energ),. The aim rs to drscourage the use of electricity
for heating water and premises, for example, as this
can be done much more effrcrently with other sources
of energy.
The definition of what constrtutes the rncorrect use of
electricity vanes consrderably, however, from one
country to another and is likely to vary even more
with the ).ears to come, being based, among other
things, on generating capacity. For this reason, the
amendment put forward by Mr Adam to the Commis-
sron's recommendations is of particular merit, as it
allows Member States the option of imposing, in
exceptional cases, differential tariffs aimed at discour-
agrng rncorrect use, for example, if this is in keeping
with the long-term energy policy of the country
concerned.
Still on the subject of energy shortages, I should hke
to mention another consequence, and that rs the ever
rncreasrng feelrng that in the years to come the
Member States will have to step up their efforts to
apply multr-period tariffs and to provide energy users
,r'ith information in order to help them modify indivi-
dual and industnal practices as much as possrble.
Another suggestion wrth whrch I concur wholeheart-
edll rs that which calls for the abolition of degressrve
tariffs. Such tariffs are quite out of the question for rhe
l98Os, grven the high cosr of energy generally and of
electncity in partrcular. My only regret is that since we
are gorng to be faced with ever more serious problems
vuhere energt' supply rs concerned, an examinatron of
the Commission's proposals could have provided us
wrth an opportunity to extend the simple and strarght-
forward discussron of tariffs to include other develop-
menrs v",hich har.e already raken place and whrch are
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likely to become of even greater inrerest in the near
future. I mean, for example, such developments as
reductions in tariffs for users in areas where large-
scale energy production units have been installed and
reductions in tariffs for those using elecrncal energy
sources. Thrs practice should be more widespread.
Apart from that, it should be borne in mind that prices
must be rn lrne with costs for each caregory of use and
that the srrucrure of tariffs musr be designed in a
simple and comprehensible manner, should be easy to
use in practice and should stimulate the rational use of
plant. Secondly, the two-part structure 
- 
which meets
the requrrements of the previous point ideally 
-should be more widespread. Thirdly, promotional
tariffs which encourage wasteful consumption should
be outlawed, and multi-penod tariffs should be intro-
duced on a more general basis, as I said earlier.
I do feel, however, that it would be extremely useful if
a motion for a resolutron could be drawn up and
srudied by the Commlt[ee on Energy and Research, in
which our general views on prices and rates of energy
consumption in the medium and long terms could be
glven.
President. 
- 
I calt Mr Moreland
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, I welcome the
Commission's proposal and Mr Adam's report.
Yesterday the President of the Council agreed that
discrepancies in energy pricing structures between
Member States was,a serious impediment to fair
competiuon and that a common approach to energy
pncing structures was urBent. I think many of us
r,''ould welcome such a statement from a Dutch
Minrster at this time. In this connection therefore, rhe
Commrssron proposal is welcome. Indeed, I particu-
larlv welcome the basrc philosophy that underlies it,
that e lectricitv pncrng must reflect the scarcity value of
enerS)/ resources.
Indeed, in rhis context we believe that point 6 of the
proposal should be clear in order to indicate that any
artificralll' low price, albeit for good reasons, must be
defrnitely an exceptron because we know what
happens 
- 
you give one concession and that conces-
sion soon becomes the rule and you give further
concessions.
Thrs proposal is only a recommendation. It has no
force of law and I suggest irs effect will hardly be
dramatrc. It is a mouse. Is it a mouse that is gorng ro
roar ?
Consequentlv, I would sugBes[ that it will not rake us
very far. Indeed I would be inreresred to know from
the Commission what effecr it really believes thrs
recommendation will have, and indeed if the Commis-
sron would suggest at a later date a drrective on this
partrcular subject. Because we do believe that energv-
pricing structures, given that energy costs are now an
important part of industrial costs, are an integral
element of fair competition within the Community.
And indeed I would ask the Commission in these
clrcumstances to make sure that ir is using the compe-
tition rules of the Community where there are artifi-
cial energy-pncing schemes
So, although I welcome this proposal from the
Commission, I rhink it has severe limitations. It is
going at some time in the future to need teeth, and I
would be interested to know from the Commission
what its plans are rn the future for further develop-
ments along the line of gas and other schemes because
we do need a common approach on energy-pricing
stru ctu res.
President. 
- 
I call the Commrssion.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commtssion. 
-(FR) I should like to say to Mr Adam that his report
sers the problem out wel[. And I think that a step
forward has been taken, since this is the first time that
Community energy policy has embarked on the
extremely difficult question of prices. It is somerhing
which has not been done before and everyone who has
spoken has shown quite clearly the effect rhat prices
have, and how rhey can lead to distortions in the
economy, drstortions in industry, all of which we were
talking about in yesterday's session. The Commission
shares thrs vrew.
I would add that the Commission is not optrmistic,
rnsofar as we do not believe that we can make every-
thrng clear overnight in this jungle of electricitv gener-
ation, anv more than we believe that we ought to
arnve at a single unrform tanff. That would have no
meaning, since the situation is not the same every-
where and we u'ould end up with somethrng idiotrc.
The system must, on the other hand, be transparent,
people must know what is the reasoning behind it.
tVhat does encourage us is that Member States seem
to be u'rlling to follow us on this subject, since there
q as e drscussron about it rn the Council on
l8 November and another at the begrnnrng of fhrs year
u'hen the conclusions of a British report, by the
NEDC, were ar.ailable, and when the Member Srates
agreed that the questron should be looked at in detail.
At the moment comparative studies are being carried
out bv experts rn the Member States with the agree-
ment of therr governments. That is a first step.
-fhe 
reason, Mr President, why we proposed a recom-
mendrtion rather than a directive rs that we do not yet
hare enough informatron to make a directive. '!7hen
\\'e are giving instructions, it's better if we know what
\r!e are talking about; what we are ralking abour is not
sufficrentl.,' transparent for us to be able ro propose a
drrectrve Thrngs have to be done stage by stage
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Having said that, I would like ro refer to rhe two
amendments which have been put forward. The first,
which relates to point 4, we can accept, and we will
amend our proposal to take account of it. The amend-
ment to point 6, as it stands, poses a problem for us.
This amendment proposes that for social motives
special tariffs may be applied provided that 'any social
support element is clearly identified as such'. We do
no[ disagree with that. The question which has to be
asked, and whrch does not appear in the text, is who
will bear the cost of these special tariffs. Is it to be the
Member States as part of their social or regional policy
- 
which seems equitable 
- 
or is it to be the other
consumers, which may be defensible but which is part
of an entirely different programme? Because if that is
to be the case, no one should complain if rises in nriffs
for non-privileged consumers are not applied or not
rhe same as in other countries who have no wish to
finance their special nriffs in that way.
My own view is, therefore, rhat we cannot accept this
amendment in its present drafting: it is incomplete.
Vere it possible ro complete it by indicating not only
thar any elements of social support should be clearly
identified as such, so as to ensure transparency, but
also by whom the cost of such support should be
borne, we would be able to accept it. The amendment
would then be in line with point No l, as is the
amendment to point 4. .We are prepared to discuss the
question, but we can only take it up if the rapporteur
changes his amendment during thrs drscussion as I
have suggested. I would add straight awav, Mr Adam,
thar if you are unable to do it, it will not be a disaster.
'!fl'e are not talking about a law and even rf we were
unable to accept the amendment we would be quite
willing to offer our own views on it to the Council
along rhe lines I have indicated. That, it seems to me,
shows quite clearly that there is no basic disagreement
between us.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
9. Foundation of the Communitiesfor international
technological and scientific cooperation
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the
report (Doc. 1-862/80), drawn up by Mr Purvis on
behalf of the Community on Energy and Research, on
the creation of a Foundation of the European
Communities for International Technological and
Scientific Cooperation.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Purvis, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I should like,
on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
to thank Mr van Aerssen for bringing this subject up.
The Committee, in studying his initial morion, decided
to confine its attentions to the problem of transfer of
technology to the Third \fl'orld rather than expanding
it much more broadly to exchange of technology and
screntific informatron within the rndustrialized u'orld.
This subject, of course, is one of major internatronal
rnterest 
- 
the United Nations, the OECD, the Brandt
Commission, Lom6 II, and the US Committee for
Economrc Development, have all devoted a lot of
artention to this question. The United States'Committee
for Economic Development indicates that the transfer
of technologv is the heart of the economic develop-
men! process So, transfer of technology to the Third
Vorld is a top prionty in any developmen[ strategy,
because rt helps towards self-sufficiency, and so tech-
nologv transfer should have, as stressed also by the
Parliament's Committee on Research and Develop-
ment rn rts opinion, an even more prominent place in
the Community's development policy.
In our motron we stress the rmportance of improving
the capability for research and development in the
developing countries themselves by helprng their univ-
ersit.res and research establishments and so encour-
aging native researchers to work in their own coun-
tries and ro discourage the brain drain to the indus-
trialized countries. The proportion of the world's
research and development carried out in the devel-
oprng countries is prtrfully small; only about 30lo of the
w'orld's total. Our efforts should be drrected towards
redressing thrs rmbalance. The United Nations' target
is 2a0/a by the end of the century. This can be
achreved, as pointed out in our report, by drrecting
financial aid to universities and research establish-
ments in the developing countries, by encouraging
exchanges of researchers and by encouraging multina-
[ronals to carry out research, where possible, in the
developing countries.
They also have a responsibility to make the conditions
encouraging, especially for foreign companies to
locate research and development on their territory.
Thel' have !o assure proprietary rights over any
discoveries and they must not rmpede the repatriation
of profits or over-extend their propensity to nationaliz-
ation and confiscation. 'We stress in particular the
problem of patents and propnetary rights Inevitablv
there must be benefit to the proprietors of inventions,
orherwise useful technologies will iust not be made
avarlable. But thrs does not preclude the Community
from financing the acquisition of such rights rt felt
appropnate and if the commercial return cannot be
seen.
Some members of the committee raised the problem of
the economic effect on our industnes of enhancing the
developing countries' competitive abilitv by transfer-
ring technologv. I have therefore spelt out in the
explanatory statemen[ that we can hardly provide the
rechnologv and not expect comperition in certain
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industrral sectors. The industrialized countries will
have to accept that they must keep ahead of the game
and rhar it wrll entail adjustment in our industry. But
the overall economic and politrcal benefrts will
outu'eigh the difficulties and we must have the capa-
bilrtl'to keep ahead and ad;ust.
Mr van Aerssen proposed the setring up of a new
body, a foundation for organizing this transfer. I think
he now agrees with the Committee's view that the
necessary elements already exist within the
Communrtv for achreving satisfactory results, even if
therr performance has not always been as satisfactory
as one mrght have wished. There are establrshed rela-
rrons with a number of developing countries, especiallv
under the Lom6 Convention. Under this agreement we
have the Centre for Industnal Development, the CID.
Its performance has been cnticlzed, perhaps rrghtly,
but this has been due largely to inadequate finance and
sraff. Under Lom6 II the CID is being revitalized and
improved and the Committee sincerely hopes that this
*rll materiaLze, as its role rs a potentrally very useful
one, concerned as it is with industrial projects, infor-
matron on technology and rndustrial developments,
the provrsion of technical services, the promotion of
contacts between ACP and EEC industrialists and the
management of projects including technology and
lrelnl ng.
Formal cooperation aBreements also exist between the
Communitv and other groups of developing counrnes
including ASEAN, the Mashrek and the Maghreb. In
the Unrted Nations, as parr of the Nonh-Sourh
Dialogue, the Community is fullv involved in trying to
achiel'e a vrable strategv although no agreement has
)'et been achreved and technology transfer is one of
the pnncipal problems.
The Commirree rherefore feels ir would be unwise ro
ser up a new foundarion which could well become
another bureaucracl' and drvert scarce intellectual and
financral resources Rather, we ask the Commission ro
reformulate rts aims and duties and reorganize its
u'orking methods so as to be more effectrve and to fit
bette r ,r'ith the requrrements and capabilities of rhe
developrng countries. Jusr urging, we feel, is not
enough, so we ask that rhe Commission reporu to the
Perlrement within six monrhs on what they have done.
Parliement has an obligation to keep a close watch on
u'hat happens. In committee the Commrssion has indi-
cated its willrngness to lmprove its methods and to
work closely with Parliament in formulating and
achiering the Community's objectrves. I should parti-
cularlv appreciate it if the Commrssioner would agree
publiclv to provrde us with a formal reporr on this
matter in the second half of the year. 'We have also
esked that this motron should be sent ro the ACP/
EEC Jornt Assemblv and I hope q'e shall have therr
obsen'ations by the time it is next considered.
I therefore ask the House to suppon this motron
*'hrch rernforces our concern for an effecrive poLcv
and system of rechnology transfer and places on the
Commission the responsibility for fulfilling rhese
intentrons.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Party (CD Group).
Mr van Aerssen. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to thank Mr Purvrs for
fearuring rn his report preciselv the thinking behind
our motron even though he did not actually support
the setting-up of a foundation. That is not a desper-
ately important matter from our point of view because
hrs report and the strategy proposed therein compnse
all the elements we had in mind in proposing the
establishment o[ a foundation. Ve can only endorse
his fear of bureaucracy. He has stated his views clearly
and put forw'ard very precise and worrhwhile propo-
sals u'hich my Group will be supporting when rt comes
ro the vote.
Mr Presrdent, the process of stimulating research and
the transfer of technology is going on ar rhree levels:
frrstlv, among the Member States of the European
Communitv 
- 
in other words within our European
family itself 
- 
secondly, between thrs European
family and the industrialized nations of the Vest, and
rhirdly, between the European Community and rhe
developrng countnes. The latter is precisely the weak
point, a pornt which Mr Purvis brought out with
admirable precisron. That rs precisely the point we
intended to work on, and that is preciselv what he has
proposed these instruments for, which we approve of
in every respect. You have only to bear in mind thar
rhe \(est holds 95% of the 3 500 worldwide parenrs ro
realize how imponant the problem of technology
rransfer will become over the nexl few years.
Ve support the strategy proposed by Mr Purvis, and I
should like once again to spell our rhe elements whrch
we partrcularlv welcome and which we shall support in
even' respect. Frrstll', technologv transfer will be given
much hrgher pnontv rn this strategy; secondlv, rech-
nologv transfer will not be simply a one-u'ay flow
from here to the developrng counrries, instead, the
stretegy provides for the establishment rn rhe devel-
oplng countrres of organrzations to promote tech-
nologv and research; rhirdty, it is part and parcel of
thrs straregy rhat we in the European Communiry
should teke x more acuve lnteresr in rhis marrer.
On thrs basrs, we come 
- 
founhly 
- 
ro rhe conclu-
sron rhet the arms and rhe insrruments of technology
and the transfer of technology ro rhe developing coun-
tnes wrll have ro undergo change wirhin the
Community. That is somerhrng we wholeheartedly
suppon Ve thoughr it could be done by way of a
foundatron, but we can ar any rate supporr Mr Purvis's
rdeas on rhe subyect.
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I should like to underline once again on behalf of my
Group the enormous importance of what Mr Purvis
had ro say in rhe conrexr of this srrategy about rhe
need to overcome narionalistic thinking in this field
and for prioriry ro be given independenr instirutions in
preference [o governmen[ parronage and conrrol. That
is to our mind a highly imporranr facror, and we
would ask the Commission ro implemenr rhls srraregy
with grear care and to acrively pursue this poinr.
The final element of rhis strategy is the permanent
dialogue with the Commission and the report which is
due to be submitted in six months'rime. Mr Purvis was
very polite in asking the Commission to present its
report. We demand that the Commission should have
the report ready by the end of six months.
I think that, if all these six points are put into practice,
we shall have cause to be pleased, because then we
shall have taken a step together along our common
path. I would address a sincere word of thanks to Mr
Purvis and all the Members rn this House who support
this common concern.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, the concern which
led Mr van Aerssen to put his morion for a resolution
is completely justified; it is essential thar we give
developing countries help rn acquiring scienrific and
technological information. The author does, however,
seem to have forgotren thar rhe European Communiry
already has suimble channels which are of proven
wor[h. The new Lom6 Convention went further than
Mr van Aerssen's own wishes in proposing increased
cooperation on energy matters, particularly in devel-
oping alternative sources of energy and in prospecring
for oil. Lom6 II also has proposals for installing and
helprng small and medium undertakings. These are
two key sectors and should lead to the industnal
development of the developing countries, precisely by
using technological and scientific cooperation. One
only has to read the resolution in the annual report of
the ACP-EEC Council of Minrsrers adopted in
November 1980 to realize that the ACP Stares are nor
interested in setting up a foundarion wrth goals which,
like every other body of the same kind, are too vague
and have no binding value. That the ACP Srates have
clearly understood so is clear from the fact that they
are asking, under the Lom6 Convention, for a business
administration instirute ro be set up to train managers
in appropriate techniques and technologies. In the
same resolution they ask for a rechnical cenrre for
agricultural and rural coopera[ion to be established
and for cooperation between the JRC and the ACP
research centres. Although finance from the EDF and
the European Investmen[ Bank for projects aimed ar
scientrfic and technological cooperation are not a
complete answer to the ACP Stares' requirements rhey
do at least exist and enable some projects to be carried
out.
Ve are not, however, just talking about the signatories
of the Lom6 Convention. All developing countries
need this kind of assistance. The United Nations, the
Vorld Bank, the OECD and the Secretariat of OPEC
are all already participating in cooperative projects on
energy. Since all Member States of the European
Communitv are Members of one or o[her of these
organizations a certain amount of information and a
certain amount of international coordination in aiding
developing countries already exists.
I would like to say in conclusion that we mus!, as a
general rule, avoid the proliferation of such organiz-
ations, the value of whose work is rarely in proportion
to the cost of their administration. On the other hand,
as Mr Pun'rs made clear in his report, the European
Parliament must ensure that the Commrssron fulfils ir
obligations towards the developing countries.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Croux.
Mr Croux. (lrlL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to begin by congratulating
Mr van Aerssen on taking this initiative. This may
sound somewhat odd in view of the fact that his
proposal was no! adopted, but 
- 
as Mr Purvis
explained in his excellent report 
- 
we felt that there
was no need at the present moment for a new instrtu-
tion. However, as Mr van Aerssen himself said just
now, his aims were shared by the Committee, as we
have heard in this House. In that respect, we owe a lot
to his initial motion. I believe he is the first person to
raise in this House the question of the relationship
between Europe and the developing countries in the
field of screntrfrc research and technological rnnova-
tion, and for rhat he certainly deserves our congratula-
tions.
Secondly, after we had completed the Purvis
report, rhe Commission sent us a document dared
18 Februarv 1981 on Community policy on scrence
and technology and the effecrs of Communrty
research and development on the horizontal policy. It
seemed to me a good opportunity to draw artentlon ro
this matter, because, among other rhings, rhe docu-
ment referred also to development cooperation in rhe
contexr of the horizonral policy. It is to my mind an
odd document, whrch seems ro have been drawn up ar
the behest of rhe Council That requesr dares from as
long as ago as 20 December 1979, and I therefore
appre crare why Parliamenr, rhe Council and rhe
Commission wish ro tackle this subject with special
care. As we do not have sufficienr rime ro go inro the
metrer in any more details, I should like to ask the
Commission how much progress ir has made on rhe
intentions expressed rn its reporr concerning a
proposal to encouraBe the transfer of scienrific
research and technological rnnovarion ro rhe devel-
oping countries. How far has the Commission got
wrth this work, and will it be in a position to develop
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rrs proposal further in the short term and communicate
the results to the Council? I also wonder whether it
would not be possible to combine this subject with
Mr Purvis's request to the Commrssron to tell Parlia-
ment wirhrn the next six monrhs what progress the
Commrssron had made in its attempts to improve the
efficiency and obtain optimum coordination of the
various measures. In view of the facr that the Commis-
sion is studying this question at the request of rhe
Council and in the context of the horizontal policy, I
think it would be useful if its efforts could be
coordinated and integrated.
Thirdly, the Commission's report of 18 February to
the Council refers to the aims of the Vienna
programme. I shall not repeat rhe relevant passages 
-those who take an rnterest in rhis question will know
them already 
- 
but I thought it would be woruhwhile
to extend them. After all, we are becoming increas-
ingly aware of the need to integrare these relations
wrth the Third Vorld in rhe field of scientific research
lnto our own problems, and we are becomrng lncreas-
ingly aware of the global character of the problems.
\7e have only to think of the question of the interna-
tional division of labour and certarn recent documenrs
- 
such as Professor Tinbergen's project for the world
drstribution of labour 
- 
to realize that we too are
very much affected by this whole problem and no clear
distinction can be drawn any more between the devel-
oped and the undeveloped countries. That is some-
thing which, in my opinion, deserves to be restated.
It q'ill of course be a long road 
- 
let us be under no
misapprehension about that 
- 
but it is in my oprnion
an extremelv important matter which must rnvolve the
FAST programme currently under preparatron by the
Community. I would very much appreciate an answer
to these questlons from the Commission.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commissron. 
-(FR) Mr Presrdent, I think that MrCroux summed
thrngs up when he said that Mr van Aerssen's initiatrve
in drawing attention to the need for us to do more on
these questions, and improve our methods, was very
rimel1,, srnce the Committee has recently made propo-
sals 
- 
referred to in Mr Purvis' report 
- 
to which we
can Blve our approval.
'\flhar this means in real terms is that within the six-
monrh dme-limit we shall be carrying out the analysis
.r-hich has been asked for, so that a clear view can be
had of what works and what does not work, what is
needed and how the various programmes we already
ha."'e under way 
- 
this is how I interpret Mr Croux's
question 
- 
frt into the general context. Vhether they
are individual projects forming pan of our connection
with the developing countries 
- 
for such projects
already exist in our programmes and in the work of
the JRC 
- 
or of a more general nature as suggested
by Mr Croux when he referred ro the Vienna
Programme.
I have borrowed from him the Document of
18 February l98l; looking through it I see rhar ir is a
kind of snapshot of what we are trying ro do. Under
the circumsthnces I think that it would be best if we
forwarded ro the appropriate Committee of this
Parliament those parts which relate to this question,
and include the most important elements rn lhe docu-
ment we shall be producing within the next six
months.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolurron will be put to the vote a[ the next voting
time.
10 Suspensron of arcrk m thefield of breeder reactors 
-N uc lea r en e rgy m orat ori um
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is the joint
debate on
- 
the report (Doc. 1-647 /80), drawn up bv
Mr Seligman on behalf of the Committee on
Energy and Research, on the Geneva appeal and
the suspensron of work in the field of breeder
reactors,
- 
and the report (Doc. I -49/81), drawn up by Sir
Peter Vanneck on behalf of the Committee on
Energv and Research, on a nuclear energy mora-
torlum.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Seligman, rapporteur. Mr President, the
Capanna resolution of October 1979 supports the
Geneva appeal of 1978 and we are now debaring it in
1981. So whilst I have great respect for the motives of
the people involved in the Geneva appeal; I thrnk the
whole subject is a bit stale.
The resolutron calls for three things. It requests the
Committee on Energy and Research to hold hearings
on breeder reactors and to report on safety, economic
matters and relations with non-member countries.
Noq'the Committee on Energy and Research consid-
e red that since there was an exhaustive two-day
hearing by the Council of Europe in Brussels in
December 1979, in which the whole subject of fast-
breeder reactors was considered, ir would be a dupli-
cation of effort and a very subsrantial wasre of money
to hold yet anorher hearing on rhe same subject.
Needless to say the minority opinion in my report did
no[ a8ree.
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Mr President, not only was the Council of Europe
hearing well attended by Members of this House 
-rncluding incidentally Mrs Bonino who spoke ar
length 
- 
but all shades of opinion were openly
expressed at that hearing and it was recorded. It
considered all the aspecrs of fast-breeder reactors
which were worried about: safety, environmen[, etc.
Now, in my opinion, there is very lirtle new ro be said
about fast breeders which has nor already been said at
that hearing and in exhaustive srudies carried our over
2t/z years in the International Fuel Cycle Evaluarion
Conference in Vrenna which reported last year. Now
INFCE was set up bv 50 narions as a means of eval-
uating non-proliferation techniques in the pluronium
fuel cycle, and it came our srrongly in favour of fast-
breeder reactors as the most efficienr and environmen-
tally acceptable means of using pluronium.
Now, in view of all this derailed discussion rhat has
been going on in other, places, do Members really
think that it is worth holding yer anorher hearing on
the same subject? Are we incapable of accepring the
opinions and informarion already available in great
abundance ?
The second Capanna recommendation rs that
Community contributions to the implementation of
fast-breeder pro.jecrs, like Super Phcnix and Kalkhar
should be suspended. Now, Mr President, the
Community makes no contributions from our budget
to fast-breeder projects. One fast-breeder project drd
receive loans from the European Investmenr Bank and
from Euratom. But Parliament has no control over
those sort of loans.
The rhird point made by Capanna is that governments
concerned should suspend all work connected with
breeder reaclor projects and set in hand public and
parliamentary inquiries to determine wherher rhe
Geneva appeal is well founded. The Committee on
Energy and Research, subject again to the minority
opinion, considers that the Community has no legal
competence to encroach on what is an internal
national matter. The Community could only suspend
work on Community projects. The draft resolution
before the House today therefore rejects the Capanna
resolution on the Geneva appeal and the suspension of
work on fast-breeder reactor proiects.
It is not my wish 
- 
because time is getting on 
- 
to go
into a profound technical debate on the merits and
demerits of the fast-breeder reactor; but I would like
just to make one or two important points. If we now
suspended work on fast-breeder reactors this would
allow the Russians and the Americans to establish a
technical lead which at presenr is firmly in the hands
of Community nations.
Secondly, it would seriously damage the French
energy programme and would damage all the people
who depend on the success of that programme.
Thirdly, the fast-breeder reactor, we should all realize,
is the only reacror which makes full use of IOO%
natural uranium 238. It, therefore, is 60 to 750/o more
efficient than any thermal reactor in using uranium.
Another important point 
- 
fast neutron reactors can
produce plutonrum but they can also incinerate it, so a
fast-breeder reactor can be used to Bet rid of
plutonium, if that is what we wanr. ir, ro do.
Finally, as far as safety is concerned, fast-breeder reac-
tors, unlike pressure water reac[ors, operate at normal
atmospheric pressures. They are not pressure reacrors
and, unlike *'hat someone said this morning ar a news
conference, thev could never explode like a bomb.
That rs absolutely ridiculous. It is not fair ro the public
to delude them that a nuclear power station bears any
similarity to a bomb. Thar is plain deceir. The core of
fast-breeder reactors is so disigned rhat, even if rhe
coolant pump breaks down, natural circulation will
still contrnue. This was proved at Dounreay and, if
cooling failed and remperarures started to rise, the
neutron acrivity would in fact fall under the activiry of
the Doeppler coefficrent. So the whole thing is much
less dangerous than some people would have us
belreve.
Now the Geneva appeal demands utter absence of
risk. Now that is all baloney. The question is would we
rather face economic drsaster, unemployment and,
possrbly, war due to lack of energy or do we accept
reasonable risks such as we always face in indusrrial
life, and ensure peace and growing properity for
future generations with adequare supplies of energy?
I move acceptance of our repon.
President. 
- 
I call the second rapponeur.
Sir Peter Vanneck, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, this
debate resulrs from a motion for a resolution rabled by
Mr Coppieters, Mrs Bonino and Mr Capanna. Do I
see them in this Chamber? Of course not. Their busi-
ness is mischief-making and not conrriburing or
listenrng to a debate. But I will borher ro answer [hem,
although I wonder wherher they are wofihy of ir,
because I suggest rhat their power, rhey think, lies
more in press conferences rhan in debating marrers
with the other Members in this House. I believe nor
onlv that there is no case for a moratorium on the use
of nuclear energy, but rhat there is rndeed an impera-
tive for all our citrzens ro encourage the expansion of
nuclear power.
Let us look at the ratronale of the opponenrs of
nuclear power against observable facts. They say rhar
there are strong and growing grounds to justify rhe
non-use of nuclear power. Now, the original nuclear
technology in rhe Community, primitive by today's
standards, rs British and nearly 30 years old.
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Europe's first-generatron nuclear technology, namely
Brirain's nine Magnox nuclear reac[ors, have proved
reliable and safe. They are also operating efficiently
and safely beyond their original design life. There has
never been loss of life or diseases attributable to nuclear
power in Britain, in Europe or in the USA. Perhaps
Mr Capanna can tell us about Russian experiencel
Todav our nuclear industry rs building new reactors
designed and developed on the basis of experience
gained with the first Beneration. Even allowing for
higher caprtal cosrs and reprocessing charges, nuclear
generators produce electricity considerably more
cheaply than orl and coal-fired plant. A comparison of
production costs rn America, France and Britain
proves this statemenr. Further, in those Member States
which have nuclear power stations, they are burlt and
operated to standards of safety superior to any
required rn other industries.
The nuclear industry is less pollutant than the major
industries in which milhons of our fellow citizens
obtain their livelihood without complaint. To our
fellow cirizens who might be attracted to support
parliamentary candidates of Green Parties I say this:
the allegations that Mr Coppieters and others like him
make about nuclear power are false and, more, they
are dishonest Thel'are drshonest because it requrres at
least good knowledge of physics, engineering and
medrcine to understand that they wish to bnng about
fright or frightening uncertainty among you. To the
people of Ireland, Denmark, Holland, Italy, Greece
and Luxembourg, this Parliament should send the
message that they can and should invest in nuclear
power with confidence.
Mr Preside nt, opponents of nuclear power frighten us
with claims of cancer and leukaemia resulting from the
radiation emitted spasmodically or accrdentally bv
nuclear Benerators But these diseases much more
usuallv have other causes. Since the beginning of time
our ancestors have been exposed to the natural radia-
tion of the universe. '!/e, and our fellow citizens, are
all a product of genetic effects which natural radiation
has caused, a radiation which is measurable. Looking at
ourselves, the genetic effects of radiation are obviously
less serious than its capacity to cause cancer. In the
Community, natural radiation rs approximately
100 mrllrrems a year. The average level of radration to
the French and British pubhc resulting from their
nuclear power programmes is about 1/7A0 of the
natural background radiation to which man has been
sub;ect since creation It is accepted by professronal
medical opinion thar the majoriry of cancers result
from the environment in which we live; what we eat,
breathe and even think. Radiation effects are now so
well researched and understood that the public need
not e'orry about nuclear power.
I want to speak now of nuclear power in rhe total
political and energy context. As the Commrssion has
reported, the governments of Member States want an
annual rate of economic growrh of 3. lo/0. This rate of
growth is unlikely to create additional jobs. Greater
economrc growth is needed to solve unemployment
and it calls for addirional electricity of 4.30/o annually.
The governments of Member States would like to have
a roral of 125 grgawatts of nuclear capaciry, an addi-
tional coal-fired capacity of 156 gigawarts in operation
bv 1990, but the actual rate of ordering of nuclear
plant rs so reduced rhx a de facto moratorium exists
todav in all Member States except France and the
Unrted Kingdom How many of rhe Community's
frrends among the Gulf States will still be counted as
friends in 1990? The Community seeks stability in that
regron, but the Soviet Union might have another view
and the oil-rndebtedness of Member States is already
clipping their political wrngs. For instance, at what
price can the foreign policy of the Federal Republic of
Germanv or of the Netherlands be changed when a
customer must necessarily respect the views of the oil
supplrer irrespective of the sincerity of that relation-
ship) And it is noteworthy that the Soviet Union's
handling or raw material supplies to its client States
requires their polidcal obedience.
I u'ould like to quote because I feel that not only is a
moratonum on nuclear power a course for political
and economic catastrophe, but is a very important
factor rn the rdeologrcal conflict with the Soviet
Union, I would hke to quote the Nobel Prize winnrng
physicist, Andr6 Sakharov. He has written that there
exrsts a politrcal interest on the part of the USSR in
exploiting shortages rn the \(est. And he added,
polrcy-makers always assume, not without reason, that
one of the many factors in determining the political
rndependence of a country, rts military and diplomatrc
strength and its international influence, is the level of
economic development of a country and its economic
rndependence. Thrs assumption is doubly valid in the
case of two world systems opposing each other. But
the level of e country's economy is determined by its
enerBv technology. Therefore he said, I assert that the
development of nuclear technology is one of the
necessarv conditions for the preservation of the
economic and polrtical independence of every country,
whrch means both those that have already reached a
hrgh developmenr staBe and those that are jusc devel-
oping. For the countries of'l7esrern Europe and Japan,
the importance of nuclear technology is particularly
great. If the economy of these countries continues to
be rn any rmportant way dependent on the supply of
chemrcal fuels from the USSR, or from countries
v"'hich are under her influence, the 'West will find itself
under the consranr threat of seeing such supply chan-
nels cut off. This will result in humiliaring, political
dependence. In politics, one concession always leads
to another and where it will finally lead is hard to
foresee.
Mr President, let this debare be a warershed in rhe
democratrc debate on nuclear power. Let this Euro-
pean Parliamenr give the go-ahead to nuclear power
so that nuclear power can continue to be harnessed for
peaceful uses. The rime for debare is running shorr.
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The Community needs economic srrength ro susrain
democracy and the freedoms and the responsibiliries
which flow from rt. Nuclear power, I suggest, is the
technological gift-horse of rhe age. Ler us nor
unthinkingly look it in rhe mouth and turn ir away.
President. 
- 
I calI rhe Commission.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, it will not be my privilege ro be
here during the resumed debate romorrow 
- 
I have to
be present at rhe ECSC Consulrative Commitree
which will be dealing wirh other marrers 
- 
and so I
should like to ou[line the Commission's view on rhis
quesrion very briefly now. Very briefly because the
ques[ion arises from a reporr on a ropic which Parlia-
ment decided to look into on irs own initiative, and
which does no[, therefore, involve the Commission
directly.
The Commission did express its view on these ques-
tions 
- 
nuclear waste and fast-breeder reactors 
-when it set out what it considered ro be the way
forward in a document dated 18 February 1980. Ir rs
on the basis of those views rhat the Commission will be
continuing discussion with the Council, aimed at
achieving 
- 
with all the necessary carc 
- 
the guaran-
tees which are needed, and the economic constraints
we all face 
- 
following up the programmes which are
considered essential to Europe's independence in
energy, together with a European strategy on energy.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Socialist Group.
Mr Linkohr. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, my Group did nor commenr on rhe fore-
going reports by Messrs Beazley, Fuchs, Adam and
Purvis 
- 
not because we do nor have a high opinion
of them, but because we shall be voting for them. I
should like insread ro concenrrare on rhe dual ques-
tions of a moratorium on nuclear energy and fast-
breeder reactors.
To begin with, I should like to say to Mr Vanneck thar
nuclear energy cannor be used as an ideological
weapon in our confronrarion wirh the Soviet Union.
Our source of strengrh is our credible sysrem of social
order and democratic governmenr, which makes ir
incumbent on us ro debate all these maters in rhis
house and not dodge the issue.
In our view, the report on a nuclear-energ'y morato-
rium merely scratches the surface of the problem and
leaves a number of questions unanswered. You cannot
srmply measure all ren Member Stares of the
Community by the same yardstick when it comes [o
the question of nuclear energy. Some of our counrries
have built no nuclear reactors at all 
- 
and in their
context it may make sense nor ro build any; perhaps
they have other means of meering therr energy
requirements. Orher countries, however, simply
cannot do without nuclear energy 
- 
at least not in my
opinion. That point should have been made crystal-
clear. The question we should have asked is what will
happen in the question of the disposal of nuclear wasre
if no further nuclear power sta[ions are bui[t, or whar
effect will a moratorium have on our nuclear industry
- 
in other words, would it not re-gear itself to
exports, with the effect that we should simply have
dodged the issue?
Because of ail these unanswered questions, we are
duty-bound to abstain when it comes ro the vote. I
should also like rc add that most of rhe social-demo-
cratic and socialist parties in rhe Community have
come out against a moratorium, and have discussed
the real issues in much greater derail rhan has been the
case here.
Moving on ro rhe quesrion of fast-breeder reacrors, the
polnt at issue here is not to come down for or against.
'!?'hat we have to decide here is whether or nor we
want to clear up the outstanding issues in a hearing.
I should hke briefly to explain why my Group is in
favour of a hearing along these hnes. The fact is rhar
energy consumption in rhe Community rs a lot lower
than predicted by the Commission and the Member
States. The figures for rhis year are way below the
forecasts. These are new facts which we shall have to
come to terms wirh. That is precisely what the Federal
Cerman Government is doing, and in the third phase
of the energy programme, the figures will be still
lower than ln the second programme.
It rs possrble 
- 
indeed, it occasionally happens when
groups of visitors come to the European Parliamenr 
-to confuse the Council of Europe with the European
Parliament. The Council of Europe has indeed
already held a hearing on rhis ques[ion, but no
Member of Parliament should confuse the two. The
European Parliament has rrs own tasks ro perform, irs
own responsrbilities, and must ask itself the vital ques-
tions.
Nor can we ignore the fact rhar rhere is growing
opposition to the commercial use of fast-breeder reac-
tors The present French Government wanrs [o put the
fast breeder into commercial operation, but the other
Member States' governments have come out against
such a move
The German Members will be aware rhar rhere are
mounting frnancial problems in the Federal Republic
of Germany regarding the construction of the proto-
rvpe SNR 300. These are new facts that need some
thinking about. In my opinion, a hearing would help
us to find the answers
The European Parliament also has a responsibility in
this matter in view of the facr that loans have been
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granted by Euratom and the European Investment
Bank. It is true that 
- 
as Mr Seligman said just now 
-this does not fall within our field of responsibility, but
has the European Parliament not always called for
lending policy to be integrated into our budget? lVhy
are s'e now contradicting ourselves and all of a sudden
finding that something we have all called for rn the
past is no longer important?
There are a number of research programmes on ques-
tions relating to the fast breeder, as I pornted out in
my amendment. There are indeed stiil questrons to be
answered and I would draw .,'our attention here to the
reports produced by the German Bundestag's
committee of enquiry which, for instance, has called
for a risk-orientated analysis comparing the fast-
breeder reactor with light-water reactors of the Biblis
type or supplementan' investigations regarding the
upper lrmits of energy' release in the case of certain
operating faults. These are recommendations issued by
the German Bundestag's commrttee of enquiry. Vhy
should we be content with less than that? I for one do
not see why we should.
I should like to say in conclusion that the European
Parliament 
- 
or rather, the Community, by way of
the Communiry budget 
- 
makes a contribution to the
development of fast-breeder technology, but has no
warchdog powers whatsoever. It behoves this House
and rts sense of self-respect to deal with thrs question
at a hearing at least. If we are in favour of a European
energy polic1., we must not dodge the rssues brought
up bv the fast breeder.
President. 
- 
The debate rs suspended and will be
resumed tomorrow. The lrst of speakers is closed.
11 . Votes
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The next item rs the votes.l
\fle begrn wrth the report (Doc. 1-173/81) bv the
chairman of the Committee on Budgets on estimates
of revenue and expenditure of Parliament for 1982.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets. 
-(DE) Mr President, following the decisions we took
on 23 April, the Committee on Budgets last night once
again discussed the amendments tabled, starting at
6 p 
-.- 
or, to be more precise,5.16 p.m. 
- 
and I say
that for a verv specific reason which those concerned
will appreciate.
( Pro tcsts )
\7e were faced with 58 amendments. You will recall
that I pointed out in my rntroduction to the prelimi-
nart' draft proposal on the European Parliament's
rncome and expenditure for 1982 that the Committee
fe lt thar no changes whatsoever should be made to the
prelimrnan' draft. And that was essentially the upshot
of the votes.
Amendment No 36 to the motion for a resolution
xmounts to the total replacement of the motion for a
resolution and would, to all intents and purposes,
result rn the rejection of the prelimrnary draft. That
would mean in turn that Parliament was no[ doing its
job properlv, and for that reason the Committee on
Budgets has re;ected the amendment.
The Commrttee also drscussed the amendment tabled
bl' Members of the European Democratic Group for a
decision to be raken on a definitive total of 199 million
and a few hundred rhousand EUA 
- 
in others words,
virtualh, the same total as for 1981. This amendmen[
was incomplete insofar as it would have resulted in a
final total but not a budger as such, beeause there was
no mention of what amounts should be set aside for
the varrous headrngs, chapters and items in the budget.
Because of its incomplete state, the Charrman of the
Committee on Budgets was simply unable to put this
amendment to the vote.
'$7e then discussed the European Democratic Group's
amendment calling for the setting-up of a working
partv for the investigations to be undertaken
according to point 3 of the motion for a resolution.
The Commrttee take s the view that a rapporreur
cannot be replaced by a working party when the job at
hand rs realll' that of a repporteur. Ve also agreed
vesterdav that the rapporteurs for the draft budgets
for l98O and 198 I had simrlar tasks and rhat we had
alreadr,' combrned the jobs of the two rappor[eurs on a
pre\lous occaslon. The same thrng can be done in the
case of the rapporteur for the 1982 draft budget. \7e
should not, however, try to replace a rapporteur by a
working partv on the grounds that this would falsrfy
the u'hole procedure. For that reason, the Committee
decided to re,ect this amendment.
Amendment No 173-6 tabled by the Communist and
Allies Group was withdrawn yesterday, and I hope
that the same will happen today.
Moring on to the amendments tabled by rhe political
groups, I have ro sa)' thar the commirtee was unable
The verbatim report conrarns only the sraqes of the vores
which gave nse ro speeches, for a detailed repon on the
votes please refer to the Minutes.
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and unwilling to deal with the mar[er, because orBan-
ization and posts are a matter for the Bureau and
because we had agreed-to stick to the number of posts
provided for in the 1981 budget rather than increasing
the number. '!fle have therefore recommended rhat
these three amendments be wichdrawn and the necess-
ary suff drawn from the reserve available to Parlia-
ment in its organization and posts plan. The resulr
would be to avoid any increase in the number of posts,
and I think it should be possrble for rhe Bureau to
reach agreement on this.
All the other amendments tabled by Messrs de la
Maldne, Pannella and Fich 
- 
which I shall nor go rnro
in detail now 
- 
were rejected by the Commirtee on
Budgets in a single vore ro comply with rhe principle
recommended ro Parliament by rhe commitree rhat rhe
compromise be accepred and thar agreemenr be
reached on covenng all the necessary quesrions by rhe
frrst reading. In principle rherefore, all rhe amend-
ments were rejecred by the Commirtee on Budgets 
-with the exception of rhe special rrearmenr we have
recommended for the political group's amendments.
That is all I felr obliged to add on rhis marrer, so rhar
Members are aware what decision the Commitree on
Budgets is recommending ro rhem. I would ask you to
accept the committee's proposals and rejecr all the
amendments.
()
Resolution as a zohole. After the ,uote on Amendment
No 35
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I would like the
last vote to be taken again. You ought to rake into
account that the explanation went on for rather a long
time after you had pur rhe mauer ro rhe vote.
President. 
- 
(NL) Mr Bonde, the result of the vote
was absolutely clear. I cannor rherefore consider
taking the vote again.
()
Amendment by Mr de la Maline
Mr Ansquer. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, Mr de la Maldne
made a brief sratemenr in the plenary sitting ro explarn
our Group's view on the procedure adopred since the
debate on the European Parliament's provisional draft
budget. Following this sratement in plenary sitring, Mr
de la Maldne tabled a number of amendmen[s r,o srress
our opposlrion ro rhe procedure adopred since rhe
beginning of the debare on rhe provisional budger.
I hope that Parhament will take accounr. of this view.
Ve cannot carry on a running battle wirh the Bureau
of Parliamenr. On rhe conr.rary, I hope 
- 
and I rhink
that it is also Mr Lange's hope 
- 
that rhere wilt be
permanenr consultation between the Committee on
Budgets and rhe Bureau of Parliament. That rs what
we are asking Parliamenr ro undertake and organize.
That said, I wirhdraw all the amendments tabled by
Mr de la Malene, with his egreemenr.
(Applause fron ztarious quarters )
()
Amendments by Mr Gouthier and others
Mr Gouthier.- (lD Mr President, we hereby with-
drav"' our amendments, while committing ourselvcs to
raising rhe same points when we re[urn to the marter
before the aurumn.
()
Article 202. After the rejection of Amendment No 16
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(DE) ivlr President, could you
please establish that these votes are taking place with
no votes being cast in favour.
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, I musr only establish
how rhe majoriry votes.
()
Item 223 1. A,fter tbe reJechon of Amendment No 23
Mr Herman. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, since no-one has
so far spoken in defense of an amendmen[ by Mr
Pannella, could you nor save us all a brr of time by
regarding these amendme nrs 
- 
since they are neither
defended nor supported 
- 
as berng all withdrawn?
(Mixed reactions)
President. 
- 
Mr Herman, your observarion is incor-
rect Some of Mr Pannella's amendments received
'"'otes in favour and there have also been abstentions
from time to rime. Bur in any case rhe Rules of Proce-
dure do nor allow me to follow the procedurc you
suggest.
()
Paragraph 1. Amendment No 4
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidenr, I would like to know
whether vou can also confirm thar the figure which
has been voted on up ro now is the same figure which
u'as found in the morion for a resolution, namely
209 million units of accounr?
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President. 
- 
Mr Krrk, I believe there is still a slight
misunderstanding. \fle fixed on a preliminary frgure of
slighrly more than 209 million. Your Group is now
asking through an amendment that a preliminary
frgure of slightlv more than 199 million be fixed That
is a difference of lO million and rhis amount therefore
departs from what we have just decided. And this
amendment must therefore lapse, since a completely
drfferent decisron has been taken.
()
President. 
- 
Explanations of vote may now be given'
Mr Forth. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to make the
position of the European Democratic Group quite
clear rn the vote on the final document.
This Group shall abstain, and the reason we will
abstain rs that we wrshed, as the House should know,
to maintain a figure of 199 million unrts of account for
the budget of the European Parliament because we are
not convinced that we have yet had sufficient explana-
tion or reason for any increase beyond that figure.
Therefore we do not find ourselves able to support the
figure which is in this resolution, namely 209 mrlhon
units of account. '!?'e maintarn our position and reserve
our position and this is quite consistent with what the
chairman of the Committee on Budgets has said, and
rn this we are at one with him and with the committee
that we wrsh opportunities to be taken as the budget
procedure goes on through the rest of the year to
re-examine the budget of this Parliament to see
v"'hether or not we can sustain the proposed figure,
reduce rt or change rt in an1'way. It is for rhat reason,
Mr President, that the European Democratic Group
shall abstain in the frnal vote on this proposal
Mr Colla. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I shall vote in favour
of thrs draft budget, but it is very much a conditional
vore rn favour. A vote in favour because progress has
indced been made rn the procedure, a vote in favour
because effons have been made, a vote in favour in
sprte of the fact that it is not yet a definitive budget but
onlv a draft estimate. Conditional because, in my
oprnron, the draft estimate in its present form is strll
comple tely unclear and opaque. Conditronal also
because I expect particularlv the Bureau of Parliament
to show more readiness in future to give to the
Committee on Budgets further and more precise infor-
mation on the grounds for a number of expenditure
items. Conditronal also because my conviction is that
in relatron to a number of items careful examination
will show that on the basrs of the concrete information
a grear deal of effort can still be made and further
savrngs achieved. A conditional vote in favour, there-
fore, both in formal and practical terms it can certainly
not mark the end of our duties in connection with the
1982 budget.
Mrs Scrivener. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, we shall vote in
favour of this resolution because we think it is the
result of good consultation 
- 
certainly difficult, but
even so very' useful 
- 
between the Committee on
Budgets and the Bureau. Since we are strongly
attached to such consultation, because we think it is
the onl1. proper way to work, the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group will vote in favour of the resolution.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I am in the
amusing situation that I can tell you that I really ought
not to have had the floor, after I had first expressed my
view, and after the frrst explanation of vote had begun,
but let me now thank you, and also explarn whv I
intend to vote against this provrsronal motion on the
budget. The reason rs that we did not have the oppor-
tunitv to vote on the Amendment. No 4 tabled by our
Conservative colleagues. This does not mean tha[ I
think l'ou drd something wronB, Mr President, since
you followed the rules under which a vote takes place,
bur I thrnk that it would have been correct for us to
have taken 198 I as the base year for calculation.
( Parlrament adopted the resolutron)
President. 
- 
Ve now move on to the Danhert report
( Doc. 1 - 1 8 8/8 1 ) on the carryooer of appropriations from
the financral year I 980 to 1 98 1.
()
( Parltamen t adopted the resolution)
President. 
- 
\7e now move on to the Delorozoy report
(Doc. 1- 1 5 7/8 1): Industrial cooperation betueen the
Member States.
()
Paragraph 1. 
- 
Amendment No 5.
Mr Delorozoy, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am in favour, Mr
President, srnce this amendment only provides further
details on an established fact.
()
Paragraph 4. 
- 
Amendment No 6.
Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I
cannot support this amendmenr, since it stresses the
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inadequacy of existing mechanisms, whereas
throughout the report I stressed the existence of the
necessary institutional powers.
()
Paragraph 5. 
- 
Amendment No 1.
Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) This is an inter-
pretation of the term 'adequate'. After all, there is
no harm in delecing it, and therefore I am in favour.
()
Paragraph 6. 
- 
Amendment No 7.
Mr Delorozoy, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am against, for
this amendment comes under the heading of prospects
of institutional reform 
- 
some[hing which our
Committee did not study at all.
()
Paragrapb 8 
- 
Amendment |''lo 1 5.
Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am in favour.
Thrs amendment clarifies and compliments [he text.
After paragraph 9. 
- 
Amendment No 9.
Mr Delorozoy, rapporteu.r. 
- 
(FR) Once again, this
addition brrngs in a number of pornts on plannrng of
workrng time and *'ays of organrzing work which are
really not within the province of our committee and
are not relevanr to the subject in question. I am
against.
()
Paragraph 10. 
- 
Amendment No 10.
Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am against this
Amendment, for it constitutes a constraint imposed in
advance on the Commission without waiting for
suggestions which it v'.ill put to us.
()
A, ter paragraph t 1 . 
- 
Amendmen ts Nos 3 and 4.
Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am obliged to
oppose both amendments, first because they were
rejected by the Committee on Economic and Mone-
mry Affairs during our discussions, and also because
Mr Davignon stated clearly yesterday morning that it
would still be essential for problems of industrial
cooperation to be discussed wirhin the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs.
()
Paragraph 12. 
- 
Amendment No 2.
Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) This amendment is
very interesting, bur it *'ould nullify a proposal by the
committee which is the raison d'€tre for paragraph 12.
That is whl' I cannot accept ir, given that one canno[
amend an amendment nor adapt a new text which
would take borh suggestions into account. I am there-
fore agarnst
()
Paragraph 13 
- 
Amendment No I 1.
Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am against The
Committee refuse to encourage the crearion of a new
rnstrtute and preferred inrtially to propose cooperation
among the existing national institutes.
()
After the first indent of paragrapb l5 
- 
Amendment
No 12.
Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) The suggestion
contarned in this amendment, namely that the Council
should take these decisions by a majority is interestrng
Oprnrons vary a great deal on this in Parliament. At all
events) our Commrttee has never discussed it. As
rapporteur, I canno! therefore take thrs amendment
into account.
()
Paragraph 15, after the fourth indent 
- 
Amendment
No 13.
Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am against, for
this amendment rntroduces an addrtron relating to the
health regulations.
()
Paragraph 20. 
- 
Amendment No 16.
Mr Delorozoy, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am in favour, for
this amendment introduces useful clarifrcarion.
()
A"{ter paragraph 21. 
- 
Amendment No 14.
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Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur, 
- 
(FR) I would be in
favour of this amendmen[, but I would like the rablers
to allow its insertion afrcr paragraph 15 as para-
graph 15 A, orherwise it would nor be in the right
section of the report.r
President. 
- 
Vhat does Mr Spinelli think about that?
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(FR) I agree. The position is not
importantl
()
President. 
- 
Explanations of vote can now be made.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the report and the
measures it proposes have as their aim a major exten-
sion of the powers of the EEC. It must be clear that
such an extension in the prevailing conditions of crisis
and serious economic instabilrty is to a considerable
extent unrealistic. Apart from this, to the extent that it.
is carried out, it will provoke a new sharpening of
conflicts, new problems, worsening unemployment,
and the closure of small and medium-sized undenak-
ings. These effects, Mr President, of the major exten-
sion will be particularly painful for Greek industry. In
our opinion, the answer is not an extension of the
EEC but measures at national level to guarantee
employment, to guarantee work, the survival and
development of small undertakings and craft indus-
tries. Apart from that, Mr President, there is a vital
need to guarantee marke6, and this can be done only
by smoothing out international relations, encouraging
ditente and peace and by building international
economic relations on a democratic basis according to
the principles of real equality and mutual benefit. This
is the way to guarantee markets and to avoid trans-
forming the EEC into an adjunct of the United States
and their cold was plans, as recently demonstrated by
the embargo. For precisely these reasons, Mr Presi-
dent, we shall vote againsr the repon.
Sir David Nicolson. 
- 
I spoke in the debate on this
report yesterday and, as I said then, I think it is a good
report on an extremely urgent subject. But it is not
quite positive enough in some ways, particularly as
regards the constitution of the industrial policy
committee whrch is referred to. I greatly regret that
Miss Forster's two amendments on this subject were
lost, despite the views of the Commission, because I
believe that if we are to fulfil our role in this Parlia-
ment of thoroughly debating the problems of industry
in the Community and generatinB the political will
necessary to get results, then for psychological reasons
alone, quire apan from the time and effort necessary
for study, we must have a proper industry committee
in this Parliament. Unemployment and the decline in
industrial competitiveness are rhe greatest chailenges
which we face in the Community roday; so why do we
treat them as of secondary importance?
Nevenheless, Mr President, I will vote in suppofl of
the report, because I think at least it points in rhe right
direction.
( Parliamen t ado p ted t he re so lution )
President. 
- 
'!7e now move on @ the Friedrich report
(Doc. 1 - 1 67/8 1 ): Restructuring the iron and steel
industry.
(.)
Paragraph 5 
- 
Amendment l',[o 1) 
- 
A,fter the
announcement of electronic potmg.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls. 
- 
Is it an interpretation or a
rule that people cannot come up without their card
and give their name? Is this your interpretation or is it
a srrict rule that must be adhered to?
President. 
- 
It is a srrict rule adopted by the Bureau
as far as I know, and the Assembly has been rnformed
on three occasions of this decision. \7e have the
problem that in a non-roll-call vote Members might
vote twice by having a card and saying they had no
card; in order to cope with that problem, it is better
rhar when they do not have a card they do not vote.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls. 
- 
Further to that point of
order, how long has that rule been in operation?
Names were submirted when we voted on the question
of urgency yesterday. How long has that rule been a
rule that has to be adhered to?
President. 
- 
Ir has been in operation since today.
(Laughter)
I call Mr Forth.
Mr Forth. 
- 
I wonder if you could clarify whether or
not you feel that the Bureau has the power under the
Rules to impose on the House a method of voting
without referring to the House at any stage. I would
have thought that the House should be given the
chance to endorse or not a proposal by the Bureau to1 The rapporteur also supported Amendmenr No 8
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alter radically the voting rights of Members in the
House. I would suggest to you that what you have said
is not valid until the House has voted on it.
President. 
- 
Mr Forth, I have ro point out first of all
what is said in Article 78 of rhe new Rules on the elec-
tronic voting 'the technical lnstructlons for the use of
the electronic voting system shall be laid down by the
enlarged Bureau'.
I gave you the instructions of rhe Enlarged Bureau.
I call Mr Seal.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Mr President, now that vou are only
going to count votes that are registered electronically,
I can see no reason at all for not using the boards up
there for indicating the vote.
President. 
- 
I think that is a good suggestion.
!7e shall pass it on through the back door.
I call Mr Nord.
Mr Nord. 
- 
(NL) I have always maintained thar rhe
Bureau acted in conflict with the Rules of Procedure
when, ar the start of operarion of rhis system, it
allowed Members to announce that rhey had forgotten
their card and to vore in spire of rhat. I therefore parti-
cularly welcome the decision of the Bureau. More-
over, I do not regard ir as a new rule which has been
established by the Bureau but as a return of rhe Bureau
to the right path of proper application of our Rules of
Procedure.
(Applause from oarious quarters )
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, speaking as a member of
the Bureau and Enlarged Bureau, I don't know when
this decision was raken.
(Cries)
President. 
- 
Mr Rogers, if you have problems wirh
the Bureau, you should get your information from the
Bureau, of which you are a member. You are not in
the position of an ordinary Member.
(Applause)
Mr Rogers. 
- 
All I am saying, Mr President, is rhat, I
do not know of a decision that altered the voting
procedure yesterday or today. \7hat I was going ro
suggest, which would have been reasonable, I rhink, in
view of the fact there has nor been a meering since
yesterday and today 
- 
so how the decision rook place
I don't know 
- 
is rhat it would have been courteous
at this time to allow those Members who do not have
their voting cards ro walk rhe 20 yards ro where they
can obtain one and then use it in a vote. I agree with
Mr Nord that Members should be in possession of
their cards at all rimes. But on this first occassion rr.
would be a courtesy to delay the vote so as to enable
people to get their cards and thus exercise rheir rights.
President. 
- 
Mr Rogers, you know as well as I that
you were in the chair this morning when there was a
Bureau meeting on the Rules and how to apply them. I
have to check what the decision of the Bureau was
concerning the procedure. I do not think we should
argue about what happened or what did not happen. Ir
is absolutely useless. You should afrer all have enough
confidence in the President chairing rhe sitring ro
accept that when he says that the Bureau took a parti-
cular decision the Bureau did in fact so decide. Orher-
wise we cannot work.
(Applause)
I call Miss Forster.
Miss Forster. 
- 
Mr President, I can understand the
reasons for avoiding double counting, but if rhere is a
roll-call vote and somebody does not have his or her
card, surely that person should be allowed to give his
or her name rn to you.
President. 
- 
That is another mau.er. 'W'e are holding a
normal vote where only the numbers count and no[
the names.
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
First of all I wish to pro[esr ar rhe fact
that Members were nor a least rold abour this in
advance and as we are now hearing very important
rulings about which we have not been informed could
you please tell us what happens when we have an elec-
tronic faulr? 'lfhat happens if my machine is not
working? Do you accept my vote or not?
President. 
- 
Mr Harris, if a machine fails to work ir is
not a Member's fault. As for being informed, I musr
point out that when in the Chair this afternoon, Mr
Moller informed the Assembly three times. If you were
not in rhe Chamber, that is your responsibiliry. But the
House was informed very clearly.
(Applause from oarious quarters)
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I call Mr Moller.
Mr Msller. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, when I was in the
chair at 3.30 p.m., I asked Members with reference to
thq many votes to be held at 6 p.m. toda'r, to make
sure that they had their voring cards, or to get them.
There were not many Members in the Charnber a[ [he
time, that is certarnly not the fault of the Prt:sidency.
(App laus e from o ari o u s q uarte r s )
(.)
Paragraph 9 
- 
Amendment No 1.
Mr Friedrich, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) I must unfortun-
ate ly oppose this, since it would nor fir in with rhe rest
of the report.
()
Paragraph 10 
- 
Amendment No 8.
Mr Friedrich, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) I am also opposed
to this; since the formulation chosen by the rapporteur
is more precise than the proposed new formulation.
()
Paragraph 11 
- 
Amendment No 9.
Mr Friedrich, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) I am againsr, srnce
the existing report is more preclse.
()
Paragrapb 1 1 
- 
Amendment No 2.
Mr Friedrich, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) I am opposed to
this, for if we made the implemenrarion of the Euro-
pean Communitv's aid regulations depend on 
^Council decrsion, as Parliament wanrs, that means
rndefinrte posrponemenr.
()
Paragraph 24 
- 
Compromise amendment.
President. 
- 
After rhe expiry of the deadline Mr
Friedrich, rapporteur, has rnrroduced a compromise
amendment in accordance with Rule No 74, para-
graph 4 
- 
I assume on the basis of both the origrnally
introduced and now withdrawn Amendments No 4
and 16.
I call Mr Friedrich.
Mr Friedrich, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) In mv original rext
there was a very precise formulatron on the expiry of
compulsory productron quotas. Mrs Lrzrn, Mr Glinne
and Mr Bonaccini raised objections to rhis formulation.
So as not to put the entire report. at risk and so as ro
enable the Parliament to reach a decision, we then
compromise on a slightlv weaker formulation, which
should therefore be accepted even after the expiry of
the official deadline, namelv'is due to exprre'.
I appeal to Parliament !o accepr this compromise
proposal I
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonaccinr.
Mr Bonaccini. 
- 
(fD Mr President, I would not
want a mrsunderstandrng due solely to translarion
difficultres ro arise here. Vhat we in fact asked was
that this senrence should use rhe conditional and that
therefore instead of rhe formula 'dovri scadere' it
should read 'dor.rebbe scadere'.
I now frnd 
- 
at least in Italian 
- 
the same formula-
tron 'dovri scadere', and I wonder if there has not
been a misundersranding. For if that rs rhe case we
cannor vote for rt, if on rhe other hand rhe conditional
is used 
- 
as we had said 
- 
we shall vore for it.
President. 
- 
The Italian version will be amended
accordrngly.
()
Explanations of vote may now be given.
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(FR) Ve spoke at length, Mr Presi-
dent, dunng the general debate on Mr Friedrich's
report on the steel industry. My Group is still rarher in
a state of waitrng and seeing, since we feel that some
of the rnformatron given to us by the Commission is
rather vague. Ve would have liked to know whether
or not anv companles have grearly exceeded therr
quotas, and, rf so, whether the Commisslon proposes
to enforce any real sanctions. Ir is here rhar one realizes
- 
and it has only Jusr become apparenr 
- 
thar the
argumenr about the Friednch report revolves around
Article 24.
I can only express my regrer that the two amendments
proposed by the Sociahsr Group have been withdrawn,
slnce rn our vlew we shall have to conrinue the state of
manifest crisis and Anrcle 58 unless there rs a volun-
tarv agreement, failing which we shall see the joinr
I The rapponeur also supported Amendmenrs Nos 6, 1O
and 17, and opposed Amendments Nos3,5, 7,11,12,
13, 14 and 15
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efforts of Member States of businesses and of the
European institutions come to naught. However, with
Mr Friedrich's agreement to amend his text following
the withdrawal of our amendments, and whilst wishing
ro support his report 
- 
whrch, indeed, we shall do 
-we can only regret that better information was not
available. tVe shall therefore be votrng for the report,
with the wish that a firm undertaking be given, now,
by all the sides involved.
Mr Gautier. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presrdent, I should like to
place on record that, despite the fact that I frequentlv
agree with the contents of my colleague Mrs Lizin's
amendments, I have decided to abstain on the vote on
all of them for a reason which may surprise many of
you, but which derives from an exchange which took
place in this House yesterday morning. Mrs Lizin
complained about the fact that only Mr Davignon was
attending the debate on behalf of the Commtssron,
and criticized the absence of Messrs Andriessen,
Richard and Onoli. Mr Davignon replied that the
Commission was a collegiate body, and that as such he
was entitled to represent the Commrssion. I should like
to remind you that the European Parliament ls not a
collegiate body, and that there are such things as
majorities and minorities, and when someone tables
amendments, I expect her to be here in person, as she
is not present, I have not voted for her amendments.
Mr Peters. 
- 
(DE) Ladies and gentlemen, Mr Fried-
rich's report paints a general picture of the situation in
the steel industry which one can only agree wrth.
However, the report is of such a general nature that
this House's express approval is not reallv justifred,
especrally in view of the fact that, rn three places, no
solutions are proposed. Firstly, the rapporteur refers to
the coordination of national polrcres 
- 
that is some-
thing people have been trying to achieve all the time,
and which has totally farled. !flhat we need is a Euro-
pean structural plan. Secondly, the social measures 
-such as shorter working time 
- 
are only hrnted at
rather than being named outright. Thirdly, the Soci-
alists' motion recommending the non-acceptance of
closure premiums was re.iected,which is why I too felt
unable to vote for the report. In view of the other
general statements, we can do no more than abstain.
( Parli amen t adop te d t he re so lution )
President. 
- 
!7e now move on rc the Leonardi report
(Doc. 1 - 1 3 7/8 I ) : Microelectronrc tecbnology.
Mr Leonardi, rapporteur. 
- 
UT Mr President, I am
in favour of Amendment No I tabled by Mr Ruckman
on behalf of the Commrttee on Budgets, relating to my
motion for a resolution. It is a request by the
Commrttee on Budgets to whrch ] am not opposed.
'!7ith 
regard to Amendments Nos 2 and 3, I would
point out that they concern a change in the Commis-
sron's draft regulation. I see no objection to these
either, and would therefore be in favour of accepting
them.
()
til'ntten explanation of cote
Mrs Hammertcb. 
- 
(DA) The People's Movement
agarnsr rhe EEC is opposed to the Commtsston's
proposal for a regulatron, no! out of distaste for rhe
development of mrcroelectronic technology but because
the proposal means greater EEC integratron . .
the proposal favours the btg multrnational
companres but rt wrll nol rmprove the Danrsh
employment and balance-of-payments situation . . .
the obhgatron on Member States to earmark funds
for EEC actron rn therr rndrvrdual budgets repre-
sents an unacceptable rnterference in the rights of
our Parhament
the extent of the obhgation to provtde rnformarion
to the Commrssron has not been defined . . .
the proposalimphes EEC tnvolvement tn vocational
tralnlnE .
the presentatron of rhe problem, namelv that the
EEC is laggrng behrnd the USA and Japan, is not
correct because European production is intertwined
wrth that of the USA
a further elaboratton of these vrewpoints ls
contarned rn the pamphlet 'EEC and mtcroelec-
tronics I' from our documentatton centre
Since the Commrssron proposal berng dealt with by the
EEC Parliament ts not tdenttcal to the proposal as tt nop-
stands after drscussron rn commlttee, we are not votlng
on the rndrvrdual artrcles but are opposed to the proposal
as a whole yust as we are opposed to Parliament's report
srnce lt proposes even greater EEC integratron
(Parliamen t adopted the resolution)
President. 
- 
\We now move on rc the Herman report
(Doc. 1- 138/8I ); Telecommlrnications.l
I call Mr Leonardi to grve an explanation of vote.
The rapporteur supported Amendment No I
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Mr Leonardi.- (IT) Mr President, we shall vote in
favour of rhis motion for a resolution, although we
think that some aspects of it are nor enrirely satisfac-
tory. Ve, too, would have preferred ro have a direc-
tive in thrs field, but we acknowledge thar rhe recom-
mendation procedure is much more flexible and makes
it possible to achieve a coordination and consensus
which rs essentral rn this field.
I take the opponunity provided by rhis explanation of
vote to draw the artention of rhe Commission to the
point made by the rapporreur rn Paragraph 6 of his
motion for a resolution. He stress rhe extraordinary
diversity of adminisrrarive strucrures in rhe field of
telecommunications, and expresses surprise and disap-
proval at the fact that rhis diversity 
- 
which in rhe
final analysis is the basis on which one musr operale 
-was underestimated by the Commission, which makes
no mention of ir and makes no recommendation for
overcoming it.
I fully agree wrrh what the rapporreur Mr Herman
says in his paragraph 6, and I would like ro ask rhe
Commission ro remedy rhis lacuna by drawing up a
report on the strucrures which adminisrer the
switching and disrribution network in the various
countries. Otherwise rhe desire to harmonizarion will
be very difficult ro achieve.
I wanted to poinr rhis our while expressing my supporr
for the motion for a resolution.
(Parlmmen t adopted the resolution)
President. 
- 
Ve now move on the the Schinzel report(Dot l-67/8 I ): Good: torrtatned rn ttatcllos' luggagt,
(Parliament adopted tbe oarious texts).
declarations. If we say rhat something musr be based
on reciprocity, then we musr also say whar we shall do
if this is nor rhe case. This musr be dealt wirh separ-
ately.
On Amendment No 3 ro paragraph 3 rabled by Dame
Sheila Roberrs I would point out rhis quesrion is
explained unequivocally in paragraph 9 of rhe repon.
Paragraph 9 was inrroduced specially at the request of
the Committee on Transport, so ir cannor be deleted. I
am therefore opposed ro both amendments.
()
Paragraph 6 
- 
Amendment llo 2
Mr Klinkenbor1, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) I can agree ro
the addition provided that it is combined wirh a srngle
change in rhe presenr rexr 
- 
insread of 'rhe only
possibility' it should read 'a possibiliry'.
President. 
- 
Mr Klinkenborg, I cannor accepr [har
proposal. That is an oral change ro an amendment. If
necessary, you can add ir to the paragraph.
Mr Klinkenbotg, rapporteur.- (DE) Mr Presidenr, in
this Parliamenr u.e cannot regard rhis as the only
possibilrry. Ve are not cleverer than everyone else
outsrde Parhament. This must still be changed. It is
srmply a linguistic quesrion. And after all I said rhat I
am in favour of this addition, and this amendment has
no other purpose.r
President. 
- 
If you add this amendment to rhe para-
graph, the problem rs solved. Then we can vore first on
paragraph 6 and afterwards o,n the amendment.
()
(Parliament adopted the resolution)
President. 
-'!fl'e now move on rc the Moreland report(Doc. 1-950/80): Carriage oJ goods by road betcoeen
Member States.
(Parliament adopted the oarious texts.)
President. 
- 
We now move on o the Klingenberg
repgrt (Doc. 1-601/50): Deaelopnent of transporr
infrastructare.
()
Paragrapb 3 
- 
Amendments Nos I and 3
Mr Klinkenbor1, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) I am against
Amendment No 1 to paragraph 3. I fully understand
the concern of rhe tabler of rhe amendment, but the
Committee on Transport will concern irself with this
problem ln a separate discussion. !fle cannot make ' 
Tt* rapporreur also
and 5
supponed Amendments Nos 4
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President. 
- 
Ve nov/ move on $ the Carossino report
(Doc. 1-855/80): Veigbx of road oehicles.
Motion for a resolution 
- 
Amendments Nos 3 and 1.
I call Mr Johnson.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
My point relates to Rule 32(4) and as
I understand it, Mr President 
- 
and you will forgive
me if I have not got the right interpretation of the new
Rules 
- 
the new Rules provide now for the Parlia-
ment to vote first on amendments to the proposal with
which the repon of the appropriate committee is
concerned 
- 
that is to say, on amendments which
have been put down to the Commission text. Now we
have put down Amendments Nos 23 and 22 on behalf
of the Committee on Transpon, and I submit, Mr
President, that these are amendments relating directly
to the Commission proposal which we ought to be
taking first; then, in the light of our vote on these
proposals, you as President under Rules 35 and 36 are
going to ask the Commission to state im position. So I
b.g fou, Mr President, not to proceed now to the vote
orith. .otion for a resolution or to any of the amend-
ments to it, whether to replace the whole or parts of it,
until you have dealt first, as our new Rules provide,
with ihe amendments to the Commission proposal. It
is rcrribly imponanl that we initiate this dialogue with
the Commission.
(AppLause from certain quarters of the European Demo-
cratic Group)
President. 
- 
\7hat you are saying is quite reasonable,
bur there is also the point that there are two or lhree
amendments which have clearly the character of
reaching more or less the same result as you want to
reach by first voting on the Commission's proposal' If
we adopt at least Amendment No 3, I think we have
the same kind of situation as when we refer the matter
to committee. So from that point of view, my order is
as logical as yours; and I think ir is better to proceed
with mine.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
My problem, Mr President, is a sort
of institutional one. Once we get into the business of
voting on the resolution in any form, then we cannot
engage the procedure which is laid down in Rules 35
and 36. Amendments Nos 23 and22 are amendments
to the Commission's proposal itself, and we should
take those first for that very reason and because that is
what Rrrle 32(4) says we ought to do. '!7e should not
enter into any of the other amendments unlil we have
taken the main amendments on the Commission's text
itself.
President. 
- 
The Key amendment and probably also
rhe Cottrell amendment seek to replace the whole
motion for a resolution. That is a preliminary question.
Ve can now vote on that.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Mry I support Mr Johnson and put
one more factor to you? Although it is true that the
Key amendment does in fact have the effect that you
srate, the mere fact that it refers to the resolution and
could be construed as constituting a vote on the reso-
lution 
- 
whether rejecting it or amending it 
- 
might
prejudice the whole purpose of Rule 32, which is that
we should not deliver our opinion until we have heard
what the Commission rhinks. That was the purpose of
the change in the rules. It may be that you are right,
but if there is any element of doubt which could be
construed by the Council or anybody else as meaning
rhat we delivered our opinion 
- 
and an unfavourable
opinion is srill an opinion 
- 
we should avoid it. So
might I humbly suggest that Mr Johnson's procedure,
which you said is just as good as yours, be followed in
order to be absolutely safe?
President. 
- 
I have no objections. It would be still
easier if Mr Key and Mr Cottrell would withdraw
their, what I would call, preliminary amendments,
then we could proceed automatically. I see that Mr
Cottrell withdraws his amendment and that Mr Key
agrees that we take his amendment later. !7e shall
accordingly.
()
After the adoption oftbe proposalfor a directioe
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr Presidenr, I should like to assure Parliament
that today's debate on the Carossino repon, which
has been extremely interesting, important and serious,
will be studied by the Commission in conjunction with
the resolution which Parliament finally adopts. In this
context, I should like rc repeat what I said this
morning 
- 
that I cannot change the Commission's
proposal and that I stand by it.
I assure you, however, that when the Commission 
-
which is a collegiate body 
- 
comes to take its deci-
sion, I shall report to it on this entire debate and on
rhe spint which prevailed today in this House on the
subject in question. As I said, the Commission will
reach its decisions after studying all the views which
have been expressed here and the contents of the reso-
lution adopted by Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefeld, Chairman of tbe Cornmittee on Transport.
- 
(DE) Ladies and gentlemen, I think what the
Member of the Commission said was quite correct' in
that he has been confronted with a new situation here.
He said that the Commission was a collegiate body
and he himself was not empowered to withdraw a
far-reaching decision taken by the Commission. It is
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therefore only logical rhat he cannor give his imme-
diate suppon to Parliament's decision. I fully accept
his staremenr rhat he will accept this decision, repon
back to rhe Commission and make a srrtern.ni in
favour of our view. !7e shall then have to wait and see
what decision the Commission takes. Mr Presidenr, as
everyone knows, the Commission will have to say on
the Monday of the next part-session whar arritude ir
has adopred to Parliamenr's decisions. I am in favour
of Parliament not making its decision conringenr on
the Commission's response. It is up ro us to decide
what we want and ir is up ro rhe Commrssion to decide
whether or nor ro take our line. If ir decides nor ro, we
have a new situation, and it will then be up to us to
express our opinion on rhe nex! occasion on the
Commission's proposal. Today, rhough, Parliament
must decide what irs own view is and not whar it can
expect in the way of a response from rhe Commission.
I would ask you to adopr rhe motion for a resolurion.
(App laus e fro n zt ari o u s q uarte rs )
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnson.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
I am sorry ro intervene yet again, Mr
Presidenr, but in the light of what the Commissioner
said, and indeed in the light of whar the chairman of
the Commirtee on Transpon said about the impor-
tance of the Parliament wairing to hear the reaction of
the Commission before giving im final opinion, I do
believe rhat rhis is precisely the situation envisaged by
the new rules. Having voted conclusively on rhe
amendmenls ro the Commission's proposal, the
Commissioner having heard our views and having
undenaken to go back ro the Commission ro put our
views before the collegiate body, this is rhe moment
for us to postpone our final vote on rhe resolurion. I
am absolutely sure rhis is the righr procedure as pro-
vided for in the new rules, and if nobody else will, Mr
President, I move under Article 85(l) of our rules rhat
this matter be referred back ro Committee.
(Applause from certdin quarters of the European Demo-
cratic Group)
President. 
- 
I think rhar Mr Johnson's interprerarion
of the Rules of Procedure is correct in rhis case. In a
situation such as rhis it is possible ro posr,pone rhe vote
on the resolution. I nore that rhe chairman on the
Committee on Transpon is against that. Ve musr vore
on lt.
I call Mr von der Vring.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(DE) Anicle 85, paragraph 1,
is concerned only with referral back to Commirtee and
not with the postponement of the vote. There has been
much confusion here about rhat. I would ask Members
to take note thar it is simply not permissible.
President. 
- 
I must tell Mr von der Vring once more
that Anicle 85, paragraph I is clear: 'referral back to
Committee may be requesred by any Member at any
time'. I musr inrerpret MrJohnson's requesr to send
the resolution and its explanatory sratemen[ back to
Committee, and in rhar connecrion he also indicared a
specific point of time 
- 
rhe momenr when rhe Euro-
pean Commission will have submitted its views on rhe
proposal ro amend rhe regularion.
I call Mr De Pasquale.
Mr De Pasquale. 
- 
(17:) Mr President, I think the
procedure invoked by my colleague is that laid down
in Rule 35: 'If a Commission proposal fails to secure a
majority of the votes casr, rhe President shall, before
Parliament votes on a motion for a resolution, reques[
the Commission ro withdraw rhe proposal'. I think this
is the poinr in quesrion; I wanted to ask you if ir was
this one, because I do not rhink Article 81 can be
invoked 
- 
i.e., I do not believe that after the voting
procedure has begun and after rhe vote on rhe
Commission document has been raken rhere can be
any possibiliry of asking the Commission to withdraw
it, since the voring procedure has begun and must be
completed. Such a requesr could have been accepted
before the beginning of the vote, bur not in the course
of the vote, parricularly after rhe Commission proposal
has been adopted, albeit with the amendments vored
by Parliament. In my view, therefore, rhe requesr [o
the Commission to wirhdraw its proposal is inadmiss-
ible. Thar seems ro me ro be rhe basic poinr.
President. 
- 
Mr Johnson based his requesr on
Rule 85, paragraph 1. I think thar the requesr is justi-
fied on that basis. I could also have been 
- 
and in thisI think Mr De Pasquale is righr 
- 
on rhe basis of
Anicle 35, paragraph 3. In both cases ir is possible to
ask for a referral back ro commirree unril a rime to be
fixed later.
I call Mr Collins.
Mr Collins. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, in fact I agree with your
interprerarion thar Rule 85(1) makes it quire clear rhat
any Member may make a request at any time and thar
that request shall rhen be pur to the voce. I think thar is
absolutely clear. However, before we proceed to rhe
vote, Mr President, I think it would help a great deal if
we were absolutely clear procedurally abour what will
result if in fact we do vote and if this is referred back,
or indeed if ir is not referred back to commirree. If ir is
not referred back then we proceed 
- 
I think I am
right in saying 
- 
to rhe vore on rhe resr of rhe morion
for a resolution. I think [o rhar exrenr ir is quite clear.
If, however, it is referred back, rhen I wonder if you
would use your offices ro ask Mr Johnson whether lt is
his intention that rhe commitree should reconsider the
whole matter or whether it is his inrention thar rhe
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commirree should simply sir on the matter and do
nothing until we hear more clearlv from rhe Commis-
sion whar the result of irc discussion, .... Now, I think
the distincrion I am drawing is an important one and I
think rhar rhe answer which we ...eiue may influence
the vote one way or rhe orher. I am sure thar we all
agree with the chairman of the Commitree on Trans-
por[ rhar this has been lying around for far too long,
and we need a decision, bur the imponant rhing is: ale
we really going back to the whole roundaSout of
discussion, or is it merely a simple deferral thar
Mr Johnson is asking for?
President. 
- 
I ca[[ Mr Johnson.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
Mr President, I am the last person
who wanrs ro engage in futile rime-wasting riferral
back to committee. Bur I was absolurely shocked
before lunch roday when the Commissionei, at about
1.30 p.m., made it absolurcly clear rhat, no marrer
what we vored, he was going ro srick to 44 tonnes. I
therefore believe it is righr to give rhe Commission
time to look at the thrng again. To answer Mr Collin,s
point, yes, of course ler the Committee on Transport
cake it back and hold it under consideration while
waiting for a considered response from the Commis-
slon.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Harmar-Nicholls.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls. 
- 
In order [o prevenr confu-
sion arising because of the ruling which you had to
give and which I do nor quesrion under rhe Rule itself,I think it should be poinred out rhat MrJohnson,s
interpreration of whar the Commission said is certainly
not true. The Commissioner made it perfectly clear
only a few minutes ago rhar he wanred Parliament to
speak wirh a clear voice so thar rhe Commission could
take into accounr whar we said, and the only way thar
Parliament can speak with a clear voice is ro vore on
the resolution which is rhe result of months and
months of examination by rhe Commitree on Trans-
port. Thar is rhe only way of helping the Commission
come to real conclusion.
(App laus e from o ario us q uarte rs )
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cottrell.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
Mr President, we are really talking
about something of far more consr.irutional signific-
ance here than just the juggernauts rhemselves. Ir is rhe
Commission rhat is the 
.juggernauts 
- 
rhey have rold
us that no marrer what we decide here they are going
to roll on in rheir own sweer way and arrive al thi
destination fully laden at 44 tonnes. And that is the
objective of the Commission here.
I am sorry rhar I do no[ pur rhe same inrerpreration as
some of my colleagues on what the Commissioner
said. I heard him rhis morning in this House and he
quite clearly stated rhat rhere was norhing thar we
could do in this Parliament which would make rhe
Commission change its mind. I rhink ir needs ro go
back to rhe Commirtee on Transport since I rhink we
need firsr to have the reaction from the Commission to
see if they are going to take us seriously.
(Parliament rejected Mr Johnson's request)
()
A,fter the ninth indent 
- 
Amendment No 10.
Mr Carossino, rapporteur. 
- 
QD Mr President, I am
in favour provided thar the word 'persons' is delered,
since the resolurion deals only with the rransporr of
goods.
President. 
- 
The rapporreur mus[ say if he is for or
against, and nor suggesr changes to rhe amendment.
Are you for or against?
Mr Carossino, rdpporteur. 
- 
(IT) But rhere is an irrel-
evant word, Mr Presrdent. There is a menrion of
persons when the subjecr is solely goods rransporr. Ir is
an error which needs to be corrected.
President. 
- 
I ask you once more, what is your view?
Mr Carossino, rapporteur. 
- 
(ID I am favour, prov-
ided this interpretation is given.
President. 
- 
There is no inrerprerarion, rhere is a rexr,
and I think you are againsr it!
()
Afier Paragraph 1 
-Amendment No 8.
Mr Carossino, rapporteur. 
- 
UD I am in favour up ro
the words towns and oillages, I am against the
remainder.
()
A,fter Paragraph 16 
- 
Amendment No 20.
Mr Carossino, rapporteur. 
- 
(IT) I am against,
because this is already contained in the earlier provi-
sions of rhe resolurion.r
1 The rapponeur was also in favour of Amendments
Nos 2, 9, 14, 15, 19 and, 23, and agarnsr Amendments
Nos 3, 4, 5, 6,7 , 13 and 18.
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President. 
- 
Explanations of vote may now be given.
Mr Adam. 
- 
I shall be voting against the proposal to
introduce heavier lorries onto our roads for the
following reasons. Firstly, in my Nonhumbrian consti-
tuency the roads are not designed or maintained to
"ccepi erret lorries at their 
present weight of 32'5
tonnis. Secondly, the restrictions on expenditure on
roadway maintenance are such that that pattern is not
likely to change in the immediate future, and to
support the proposals would involve an act of faith in
rhi Bridsh Government, which I do not have' Thirdly,
rhe two main roads in my constituency, the A I from
Newcastle to Berwick and the A 69 from Newcastle,
although recognized. by the Commission as priority
routes, are not recelvlng any additional expenditure
under the special road programme that is pan of the
supplementary measures. Founhly, there is no system
of- iorry routing to protect the environment in the
narrow streem and roads in the urban rural areas' For
those reasons I shall vote against the proposals.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Mr President, I have to say to begin
with that whichever way we vote on this resolution,
we are now unable to establish in practice an impor-
tant constitutional principle, [hat is the one enshrined
in Rule 32. This I consider to be the greatest ragedy
of this evening. Ve nearly did it and, paradoxically,
the advice of Mr Seefeld has achieved exactly the
opposite effect to what he inrcnded. Had we done so
"nJ follo*ed the advice from Mr Johnson, 
we would
have reserved our opinion and put pressure on the
Commission to adopt our amendments' But we did
not. Our opinion will be delivered and the Council will
now be able to act for or against whatever we say. I
shall not be supponing this proposal, therefore, for
that and for other reasons. It is not because I reject the
arguments for this measure, energy saving, a reduction
inlhe toul number of vehicles, less red tape at fron-
riers, economics for industry and so fonh and I also
accept that the overall weight is not as imponant as
the weight on any one axle. However, I do not believe
that a proposal for heary lorries is acceptable unless it
is accompanied by other related measures. The Caros-
sino report imelf draws attention to some of these 
-
axle spacing, noise levels, breaking and steering stand-
ards, damage characteristics and so fonh. There is, in
addition, the all-important question of where these
lorries are allowed to go and I do not believe that
Article 7 of the Commission proposal is enough until
enforcement procedures can be developed. In sum,
Mr President, common standards and 4O-tonne lorries
yes, but nol until they are safer, quieter, pollution-free
and kept out of those areas which they would other-
wise destroy.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, I shall be voting for
this resolution and the directive and in voting for it I
would like to congratulate the rapporteur and my
colleagues on the committee who have sweated hard
on this issue through public hearings to this day, and I
am voting for it because I am sick and tired of the
codswallop that I have heard from people who have
not troubled to actually read what it is all about. If
they look at the environmental evidence, time and
time again they will see that the problem is not the
gross vehicle weight, it is the axle weight and our
reservation on this particular directive happens to
relate to axle weights. I will end by observing,
Mr President, and I pass this to my Labour colleagues,
that my local Transpon and General '!fl'orkers' Union
said: 'Ve are against this directive because it means
fewer lorries and fewer jobs for drivers'. I am in favour
of fewer lorries and in favour of this directive.
Vritten explanations of vote:
Mr C. Jachson. 
- 
Lorries are perceived by most people
as large, dangerous, smelly, noisy 
- 
in shon destructive
of the quatity of life where they impinge upon it. The
presence of lorries on narrow roads, in small towns or
villages, shaking the foundations of houses, that is unac-
ceptable. No people know this better, alas, than my
constituents near the roads leading to the pons of south-
east England.
Technically I largely accept the draft Directive as
amended by my Group. But rhe many constituents who
write to me say: the current situation is unacceptable and
we could not bear it to get worse. Ve must heed this cry
for help.
I cannot accept any proposal that wi[[ not reduce the
nuisance and damage of the current situation' The
glaring omission is a firm proposal to keep heavier
lorries off unsuitable roads, especially in towns and
villages.
I therefore call on the Commission to make proposals
for a framework Directive providing (a) standards
including signs and (b) funds for the makrng of lorry
routes and 'no go' areas.
Mr Puruis. 
- 
I will vote for this motron.
It will benefrt the Scottish economy by helping to
contain transport costs.
If it is not implemented in Briain because of unrea-
sonable pressure from south-east England, Scodand will
have to be provided with an alternative route, equally
cheap and equally convenient, to the continent of
Europe. A tunnel under the North Sea?
Mr Seligman. 
- 
I intend to vote tn favour of the Caros-
srno resolution for the following reasons.
(l) It states rn Preamble 14 
- 
'whereas at the same
time the protection of the envrronment, the adop-
tion of effective safety measures and the heavy cost
of road building, impose limitations on increase in
weights and dimensions of vehicles and mean that a
way must be found to reconcile such diverse and
equally rmponant demands ;
(2) Clause 7. 'Requestp the Commission to undenake
and coordrnate funher studres on:
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(ii) damage characteristics of vehrcles especially
in relation to roads, bndges and burldines ,nd *,ti,
reference to the effect of different axle ipacrngs on
rhese characteristics,
. (v),lorry routrng and rhe designarion of no_go
areas for lornes, and ro report to parliament on tle
resuhs ofthese srudies by 3l December 19g1.
Finally,
(3) The European Democraric Group amendment No g
to clause I adds 'Recognrzes public concern ar rhe
nuisance and damage caused by heary road vehicles
using unsuitable roads or travelling rhrough towns
and villages and insists that the oveiall effeir of any
measure proposed by rhe Commission shall be sucL
as to reduce this nuisance and damage,.
Mr Tunrer. 
- 
I will vote for rhis measure because, with
the amendmenrs pur in by the Transpon Commitree the
European Parliament is providing full protecrion for
villages and small rowns. The most imporranr facr is that
lorries will be banned from all areas where safety, envi-
ronment and amenrties are at risk. This means rhar,
where roads are unsuitable, lorries cannot go. It does not
mean that any of the small bridges and nar.ow streers
have got ro be made surtable for iorries. Indeed, a small
bridge or dangerous corner will, under parliament's
proposal, guaranree the banning of healy lorries from
the area.
Secondly, I am very glad that the European parLament
is supponing rhe provision of dynamil weigh-bridges
along major roures, especially at the ponr, *h.r. 
"lllorries will be automatically werghed.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)
President. 
- 
The Smff Commirree has agreed ro
conrinue the vore unril 8.30 p.m. This means we can
only resume aL 9.30 p.m., in one hour. The Staff
Commirree has also agreed ro work until 12.30. I want
to thank everybody for rhis.
Moreland
The other votes, not dealt with now, are posrponed
until tommorrow morning ar rhe beginning of the
sitting.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting @as suspended at 8.30 p.m. and resumed at
9.30 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR:MRS VEIL
President
President. 
- 
The sirting is resumed.
12. Limitation of /apanese car imports into the United
States
President. 
- 
The nex[ irem on [he agenda is the
topical and urgent debate. \7e begin wirh the morion
for a resolution ubled by the Group of rhe European
People's Pany (Chrisrian-Democratic Group) on rhe
limitation of Japanese car impons inro the Unired
States (Doc. 1-201 / 8l / rev.).
I call Mr Beumer.
Mr Beumer. 
- 
(NL) Madam Presidenr, rhe reason
why my Group has mbled rhis morion for a resolurion
is that discussions on rhe penetration of the Japanese
car industry inro the American and European markers
has led to a volunrary limirarion agreemenr between
the United Stares and Japan bur nor 
- 
ar least, not yet
- 
berween Europe and Japan, and thar berween
March 1980 and March 1981, Japanese imporrs into
the United Smtes fell by 250/0, compared with a drop
of onfy 90/o in Japanese imporr.s into Europe. The fact
that for mosr Member Srares of the Communiry,
Japanese exporrs to Europe are twenry-five times
European exporrs ro Japan is having a dramatic effecr,
especially on rhe employment situarion. Thar is why
we thrnk it essential for us ro be told very soon whar
plans the Commission has ro come [o rerms with rhis
situation, and in rhis respect, I should like to draw
your arrention briefly ro a number of points. Is rhere
not cause for concern 
- 
as you yourself said recently
in Japan 
- 
that pressure on rhe European marker may
increase as a result of rhe agreemenr berween rhe
United States and Japan? And if the Commission has
no such fears, does ir base its opinion on unofficial
verbal assurances like thar mentioned in point 3 of our
motion for a resolurion or on some o[her considera-
tion, or perhaps on somerhing in rhe US-Japanese
agreemenr itself 
- 
although that seems ro me
unlikely? But if rhe Commission is afraid of the pres-
sure intensifying, what possible acrion has it consid-
ered and what does it have rn mind to rackle this
problem wirh vigour? Should the agreemenr between
the Unired Srares and ]apan be reBarded as a purely
bilateral agreemenr, ,nd hm the Communiry been
informed or no[, or has ir been involved in any other
way? I should like ro point our, Madam President, that
you yourself said at the rime thar rhe agreemenr was in
the offing, and I should now like ro know whether any
attemprs were made by the Communiry to influence
the agreement. Vill the Commission be in a position in
the near furure ro give us more details about rhe
nature and the content of the agreemenr? And should
we not perhaps give some considerarion to extending
the terms of the agreemenr berween the United Smres
and Japan to include rhe Community? Is that being
considered, and what chance of success does the
Commission see in all rhis? At any rare 
- 
and this is
an extremely important marrer 
- 
are the chances of
reaching a bilateral agreemenr being examined? I have
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Beumer
read that Mr Narjes said during Question Time that
the agreement between the United States and Japan
offers the Community certain possible starting points.
Vhat precisely does he have rn mind here? To what
extent does the Commission feel that the current situ-
ation in Europe 
- 
whereby some of the Member States
are adversely affected by Japanese Penetration into
their markets and others are not 
- 
may make it diffi-
cult to reach an agreement, and is this not a matter for
consultation between rhe Member States at this
moment in time . . .
My principal concern in tabling this motron for a reso-
lution, Madam President, is to encourage the
Commission to state in the near future what its aims
are as regards relations between Japan and rhe
Community, what steps it has taken so far and what it
intends to do in the future, and to give this House
more information on the question.
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul. 
- 
(DE) Ladies and gentlemen,
my Group supports in principle the motion for a reso-
luiion tabled by the Christian-Democratic Group, and
I should like to take this opportunity to comment
briefly on the present srtuation.
I should like to say qurte clearly and categorically on
behalf of my Group that we regard thrs self-imposed
limitation agreemenr between the USA and Japan 
-in form, substance and method hostile act on
the part of the two signatories against the European
Community. The blame rests with the Americans as
well as the Japanese; after all, far from being a volun-
tary limitation agreement, it was squeezed out of the
Japanese by the Amencans. That being so, we are crlt-
ical of the fact that the USA has evidently taken no
account whatsoever of the interests of the Europeans
and the European Communitv, and has not even
consulted us 
- 
a fact which rs all the more remarkable
when you bear tn mind that the Europeans are always
consulted when we are needed elsewhere to give polit-
ical support. \fle want such consultation to extend to
those cases in which our own economic and commer-
cial interests are affected.
Another question followrng on from this is why this
matter was not postponed until the Ottawa Confer-
ence rn July, where these things could have been
discussed by the industrialized countries around the
table. As rt is, though, the meeting is clearly going to
be more a display of patriarchal dominance than of
true partnership.
Vhat I shoutd like to know rs what will become of the
140 OOOJapanese cars which will now no longer be
dumped on the American market? And what will be
the repercussions of similar agreements, advance news
of *hich has already emerged from Canada and
Sweden? If the said cars are perhaps no[ dumped on
the European market 
- 
with a view to rhe situation in
the Benelux countries 
- 
there is still a danger that
rhey will be dispatched to South-East Asia and other
countries whose markets will then in turn be lost to
Europe's industry.
In view of the fact rhat demand will reach saturation-
point worldwide in the foreseeable future, this self-
i.posed agreement will do no more than intensify the
.ui-th.ortiompetition which will be even more to the
disadvantage of Community car-makers' The Euro-
peans Democrats 
- 
the European Conservatives 
-'hare brought out the figures very clearly in their own
motion foi a resolution. However, there is one highly
critical point which must be made, and that is that the
.-..g.n.. of this agreement between the USA and
Japan is due in part to political Pressure and in part to
ihi fr., that the American car-makers have got so
much into the red that they have called zaith one ooice
for measures to be taken. The European Community
as such cannot exert any political Pressure 
- 
and would
not wish to do so 
- 
but we can at least take common
action, and at least formulate and develoP a cornrnon
trade policy ttis-d-ttis Japan' I would therefor-e address
this appeat'in particular to the Sovernment of my own
.or.r,ry to abandon at long last its reservations about a
Community approach' After all, it testifies ro a lack of
solidarity on- ih. pan of the Federal Republic of
Germany r.tis-d-ttis the smaller Member States, which
are less well protected and are in a worse economlc
situation, if the German Government continues to
pursue its policy of open markets. If we rn Europe
continue to apply such widely differing arrangements
with very low quotas 
- 
as in Italy and France 
- 
and
the open market policy in the Federal Republic of
Germany, we are in effect inviting outsiders to drive a
wedge between these countries and between their
industries. I should like to make the point, though,
that the European car industrv has failed [o Pursue a
harmonrzed polrcy in this matter, and anyone who
opts out of a coordinated European mutual suPPort
system should not be surprised rf the Japanese apply
the precept of divide and rule against him too.
I think we must therefore commit the Community 
-both the Commissron and the Council 
- 
to follow a
common line and ensure that the national quotas
whrch have been applied so far are abolished. That can
be the only logrcal conclusion in view of the fact that
these national quotas do not even benefit the countries
they are supposed to be protecting. \7e demand that a
self-imposed Iimitatron agreement be negotrated with
the Japanese, giving due consideration to our indus-
tnes in the European Community. I should like to
point out to the Japanese that we can always, if necess-
,.y, p.or..t our markets by non-tariff measures, and
it would be unfortunate rf other trading Partners were
to be forced to adopt such measures.
I would therefore call on you to glve your support to
this motion for a resolution, which could perhaps have
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been given more reerh, and I should like in particuiar
to ask the Commission ro continue to fly the flag in
this marrer and rhe Member Srates' governmenrs [o
abandon their national restrictions.
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Party (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr Miiller-Hermann. 
- 
(DE) Madam Presidenr, part
of the thinking behind this initiative taken by my
Group is to get the Commission to make a starement
which will clear the air and prevenr rhe spread of a
kind of panic atmosphere rhroughout Europe. I think
it imponanr to make rhe poinr that all parts of the
European car indusrry achieved record sales rn rhe
years up to the beginning of 1980, and that the
increasing comperirion from Japan had been forsee-
able for a long rime by all of us, including rhe Euro-
pean car industry, whose managers perhaps thought
that things would conrinue ro go as well as they had in
the past withour any special effons on rheir part. The
first thing rherefore must be ro address an urgenr
appeal to the car industry in Europe to rethink its own
attirude. Anorher important point seems to me ro be
that the United Kingdom, France and Italy are, in
contravention of the Treaty, applying quotas which
date from a time when there was as yet no common
trade policv. It is odd that the call for a marker organ-
ization 
- 
as in rhe morion tabled by my Conservative
friends 
- 
comes from precisely those counrries,
whereas the countries which are parricularly exposed
to Japanese pressure as a resulr of rhe quota sysrems
applying in rhe orher countries 
- 
I am thinking here
of the Benelux countries and the Federal Republic of
Germany 
- 
are quite prepared ro make an efforr
themselves to meer the Japanese challenge. I am also
of the opinion that anificial barriers will do norhing at
all to help, because if the Japanese fail ro sell rheir cars
on the American or European markers, they will divert
them to other unprorecred markets, which will mean
in turn that the direct competirion will simply be
shifted elsewhere. Despire all rhis, I believe thar we
musr do something by way of discussions wirh rhe
Japanese. As the arrangement between the Japanese
Government and the Americans is the caralyst in this
issue, I should like ro make the point rhat during rhe
visit paid by our European delegation ro Japan in
February, everyone was aware that an arrangement of
this kind would be made before the Japanese Prime
Minister Mr Suzuki met Presidenr Reagan. In other
words, this did no[ come as a surprise. At rhe time, the
Japanese Foreign Trade Minister Mr Tanaka rold our
delegation in reply to a specrfic quesrron thar the
conclusion of an agreemenr berveen Japan and the
United States would under no circumstances resulr in
the vehicles not sold on the American marker being
added to sales on the European market. I should like
to remind Mr Haferkamp of thrs sraremenr of Mr
Tanaka's, as Mr Haferkamp is here today and I am
sure will be in charge of the discussions with the
Japanese. It is a point we should bear in mind. Of
course, the European car industry is experiencing
certain problems in this rransirional phase, and for thar
reason 
- 
I have almosr finished, Madam President 
-I am sure it would be a good idea for Mr Haferkamp
to endeavour on behalf of the Commission to ger rhe
Japanese ro give an assurance rhar the level of sales in
1980 will nor be further increased and thus presenr an
additional challenge ro us. If thar much could be
achieved, I rhink rhe Communiry could regard ir as a
success, and we hope thar the Commission will work
towards that end.
President. 
- 
I call rhe European Democratic Group.
Sir Frederick'V'arner. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, we in the
European Democraric Group agree with this resolu-
tion and we shall vote for it. But looking round this
House I do not know how many vores there are going
to be. Not very many! 'We want to see a unanimous
resolution, an overwhelming resolution, and for that
reason, under Rule 49, we have put down a rather
similar resolurion, No 203. Ir is on rhe register in
Room 1130, so will you please, all of you, tell your
friends and go and write your names on ir romorrow
or the first day of rhe next session so rhat we have an
overwhelming majority for the policy we want.
I want to say one ching more. 'We need a unanimous
resolution. For I was astonished on Monday ro hear a
Commissioner in this House say that there is no Euro-
pean polcy, that there are four or five European poli-
cies and that we are in a state of total muddle. If rhat is
so, may I ask on what basis Sir Roy Denman has been
negotiating for the lasr eight mon[hs. On what basis,
for goodness sake, has the Council of Ministers pro-
duced two srrong sraremenrs. Madam President, if I
may ask you, on what basis did you just now go to
Japan and deliver a very convincing account of a very
convincing European view? Thar view exists, we wanr
to put it on record, so please make your friends go to
Room 1130.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mihr.
Mr Mihr. 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I have no doubt
whatsoever thar the agreement reached between the
Unired Stares and Japan will have an adverse effect on
the employmenr situarion in one of Europe's most
important industries, the car industry. Experience
hitherto would indicare rhar the products which are
not exponed to the United States as a result of rhis
agreement 
- 
press reports put the number concerned
at some 170 000 vehrcles per year 
- 
will find rheir
way onto markets by some other route. Everything
would seem to indicate rhat a substanrial part of the
European market will be thus affected, especrally thar
part where the principle of free world trade srill
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applies. The additional import of such a substantial
number of Japanese cars will, it is estimated, affect
some 5 000 ;obs in the car industry as well as 
- 
and I
do nor think we should forget this aspect 
- 
in the
supplying industries, and will probably mean the loss
of some of those jobs.
This agreement is a threat to the European car
rndustry. It will intensify competition within Europe,
because even those Member States which have so far
tried to protect themselves by introducing restrictions
on their Japanese comperitors will very soon realize
that European car-makers will try to make inroads
into these countnes' markets so as to keep up their
sales levels in the face of the increased flow of
Japanese imports. This witl affect first and foremost
those parts of the car industry and those companies
which are already engaged in a struggle for survival.
As a result, the prospects for improved cooperation 
-
especially in the field of research and development in
the Communrty's car industry 
- 
will be jeopardized.
Nor am I mollified by the assurance given by the
Japanese Foreign Trade Minister that the vehicles not
sold on the US market will not be diverted to the
European market. I am not at ail reassured by such a
statement. Our experience so far with statements like
these has been that they are more akin to a tranquil-
iz-er than a trustworthy assurance.
My colleague, Mrs Ylieczorek-Zeul, has already
spoken about the foreign trade repercussions of this
agreement, and I should like to say a few words about
the risks to our employment policy.
The European trade unions have come out in theory
and in practice against protectionism, but no one
should be surprised if a call for protectionism within
even these organizations gets louder and louder as a
result of this kind of policy. It is only possible to effect
the necessary changes rn the car industry 
- 
which has
always been a technological key industry 
- 
in
anything like acceprable social conditions if protec-
rionist measures are abolished. This has been difficult
enough in the past, and will become even more so in
the future. Moreover, rhe agreements reached between
the United States and Japan are bound to act as a kind
of signal. They set a dangerous precedent which may
have a profound and adverse effect on world trade It
is up to the Commission, the European Council and
rhe governments of each and eren' l\'[ember Strte to
make the United States andJapan aware in no mean
terms of rhe consequences of the polrcl' thev are
pursuing, a policy which is contrary to the spirit of a
reasonable international trade polrcy, and which above
all will have a serious effect on the employment situ-
ation.
The French newspaper Le Monde repons today that
the Commission decided at its meeting yesterday here
in Strasbourg to recommend that the Council of
Foreign Ministers meeting in the 2nd half of May
should examrne carefully the agreement between the
USA and Japan and conclude a similar agreement with
Tokyo. The fact that we obtained this information
during a part-session from the press does not exactly
tesrify ro a great deal of respect on the part of the
Commission for thrs House. Perhaps Mr Haferkamp
could say a few words about this. I should prefer not
ro say yer whether this approach is the right one, but I
share the view expressed by the previous speaker thar
the least we can expect is for those countries which
have so far pursued a restrictive polcy to publish the
figures which we have so far not received from rhe
Japanese.
President. 
- 
I call Mr \Tedekind.
Mr Vedekind.- (DE) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, in discussing this highty important motion
for a resolution, there is a danger of our completing
here in Europe the protectionist process which Japan
and the United States have already embarked on, and
that will do us no good at all in the long run. Over the
long term, protectionism will harm all of us, here in
Europe and in all the other countries concerned. I
must say that I cannot really understand the justifica-
rion put forward by the Americans for their move. If
one partrcular industry misses its cue, misses the bus,
you cannot. expect all the other trading partners and
all the other producers to down tools for a while to
allow the straggler to make good its mistake. Let us
therefore be on our guard to ensure [hat this motion
for a resolution does not point us along the road to
greater protectionism, a road which would of course
not end at the car industry, but would affecr all other
industries. Vhat we need is an efficient car industry
capable of competing on the international markets.
That is the only thing that can protect us here in
Europe against the Japanese.
To strike a crirical note, though, allow me to say that,
if the Japanese think rhey can reach agreements of this
kind wrth the Unircd States and need give no consid-
eration whatsoever to Europe in any sphere of
activity, if the Japanese really rhink they can exporr
400/o more to Europe than they themselves import
wrth the sole justrfication that we had simply failed to
control the Japanese market 
- 
a very simplistrc justifi-
cation which can easily be refuted in view of the
coordrnated power of Japanese trading companies,
banks, distributive organizations and producers, all of
which are in the same boat and simply erect a barrier
against anyone they do not want to allow into their
market 
- 
we mus[ make it clear to them 
- 
in reason-
able terms 
- 
that a balance-of-trade deficit of these
dimensions is intolerable in the long term. Of course,
there can be no free trade to the exclusive benefit of
one of the parties. That too should be borne in mind
when we reflect on this motion for a resolution, and I
would warn the House against vrewing this as the first
step along the road to protectionism.
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President. 
- 
I call rhe Commission.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) Madam President, the Tokyo agreemenr we are
talking about here is, to our mind, a grave occurrence
in terms of our efforts ro keep world trade free, open
and fair. The agreement affecrs a parricularly impor-
tant industry and has been concluded for a period of
three years. Previous speakers have already menrioned
the disquieting aspecr of rhe procedure used.
Over the lasr few years, we have ofren had occasion in
this House ro debare rrade matters, and the Commis-
sion has, in its capacity as a negoriator for trade ques-
tions in the Tokyo Round, always received the full
backing of the House. The reason why I mention this
major series of world trade negotiations is because rhe
Tokyo Round was for years characterized by a very
close and highly responsible cooperation between rhe
Community, the United Stares and Japan. !7e wish to
see this cooperation continue, and we hope thar by our
cooperation, we shall keep world rrade as open as it
has been in the past. !7'e musr resrore the balance
which once existed between the various sides, other-
wise we shall run a risk 
- 
as has already been said 
-of severely upsetting rhe partern of world rade.
In the interesr of world trade, the agreemenr reached
in Tokyo musr nor consrir.ure any deviation from posi-
tions adopted so far. Should there be signs of a change
here, and should we fail ro resrore the state of cooper-
ation which exisred earlier, we shall be in danger of
gewing inro the kind of difficulties we wenr through in
the 1930s. That kind of development can be in
no-one's interests. On rhe contrary, we must all have a
vested interest in avoiding any such developmenr.
In view of the special questions affecring rhe car
industry, we have for a long'time made it clear thar, in
discussions between two parries, rhe interests of a third
party musr always be borne in mind. Most recenrly, we
have made appropriare represenrarions ro rhe diplom-
atic representarives of the two countries in the course
of the negotiations themselves. 'We have made ir clear
that we cannor accepr any diversion ro rhe Communiry
of a.ny exports which would have gone from Japan to
the USA and which will not now be going there over
the coming years. '!(/e have also demanded that Japan
should adopr the same arrirude ois-i-ois rhe
Community.
To answer cenain quesr,ions which have come up in
the course of this debate: of course we were aware
that discussions were in progress. \7e also received
detailed information on rhe fac[ that discussions were
being prepared. On 2 May, we received full informa-
tion from the Japanese Governmenr as to rhe conrenr
and the resulrs of the discussions, and ac rhe same time
we received notification that the Japanese Governmenr
had called on the Japanese car industry to exercise
restraint in its deliveries ro rhe Community.
As a consequence, we are in a position ro keep a check
on the flow of imporus from Japan. As you are aware,
we introduced a few monrhs ago a sraristical check on
the car indusry. Ve are able to keep in touch with
developments, and, as you know, we have very specific
agreements with certain Member States of the
Community, some of which have been in existence for
a number of years.
At its meeting yesterday, the Commission decided ro
forward a communicarion to the Council calling for
the conclusion of an arrangemenr wirh Japan which
would amounr ro a limimdon on rhe export of
Japanese cars ro the Community along the same lines
as the agreemenr berween Japan and the United States.
This informarion has been passed ro rhe Council, and
che Commission will be passing on further details to
rhe Council in the course of the coming week. Ir will
then be up to [he Council to discuss this marter on
18 May, and in rhis respecr, the Commission can only
express the hope that the Councrl will adopr an overall
view for the whole Community which will enable us ro
implement the same kind of arrangemenr I referred to
.just now.
At the same time, I should like to draw your artenrion
to the need for us to make an effort ourselves. As a
previous speaker said, our car indusrry has shown in
the past what heights it is capable of scaling. That is
something we should nor forger. In a siruarion like rhe
present, we should keep calm. After all, our rndustry is
perfectly capable of showing thar it has confidence in
its own ability. Thar is what we need now 
- 
self-
confidence and solidarity ar European level.
Ladies and gentlemen, reference was made earlier ro
the importance of the world economic summit in
Ottawa. '!7e take the view rhar our aim in Ortawa in
discussing quesrions of world rrade should be to keep
world trade open in the interests of all parties 
- 
nor
to put any one parry in rhe dock, so to speak. In rhat
respecr, we have a greal responsibilrty for world
economic trends over the coming period.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Peter Vanneck.
Sir Peter Vanneck. 
- 
This is purely a rechnical point.
As a well-disciplined officer, when I heard rhe cogenr
appeal of my colleague, Sir Fred 'Warner, I went
running out to sign the morion that he suggested we
should all of us sign. And I find rhar neither is the
noticeboard up that is going to be arranged where one
can sign, and neirher is Room 1130 where one can also
sign manned. And although I appreciare rhar rhese
late-nighr sirtings musr inrerfere desperately with the
social life of our staff, it does equally interfere wirh
our own arrangements, and I would [ike, withour
further sarcasm, ro suggesr thar while we are here,
they should be here, and somebody should man thac
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President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
( Parliamen t adopte d t he re s o luti on)
13. Community interaention infaaour of certain areas
President. 
- 
The next ltem on the agenda is the ioint
debate on two motions for resolutions:
tabled by Mr Papapietro and others on Community
intervention in favour of the Naples metropolitan
area (Doc. l-1a0/81);
tabled by Mr Costanzo and others on the extenston
to all the communes affected by the earthquake in
Southern Italy of the aid provided for in directtve
268/75 (Doc. 1-197 /81).
I ca[[ Mr Papapietro.
Mr Papapietro.- (17) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, the reason we asked for urgent discussion
of this motion for resolution is that, after last
November's earthquake, the situation in and around
Naples has been getting progressively nearer and
nearer a critical polnt beyond which we cannot allow
it to go. The frgures were given to us this morning by
the Mayor of Naples, who is, with other members of
the munrcipal council, following our debate in the
public gallery, and [o whom we offer our warmest
Breetings.
(Applause)
In the Citv of Naples alone there are 100 000 unem-
ployed and approximately 140 000 with no roof over
their head; these people are s!ill occupyrng almost
200 schools and preventing classes from carrying on.
Municipal work is at a standstill, industrial output is
cut back. \7hat does it benefit Europe for Naples to
remain in rhis state? Can Europe remain indifferent to
such a tragedy?
'!7e feel that the answer to both questions is 'no', and
for two reasons. The first is rhat a srtuation such as this
does not remain for very long within the simple
confines of economic and social difficulties and,
rndeed, the spectre of terronsm is now beginnrng to
appear in Naples.
The second reason is that Naples and the surrounding
area are not in their present state just because of
narural destiny and because of an earthquake, but for
historical reasons too: because of this Naples and its
region can become a source of material wealth for
Europe Just as they have always been a source of
culrure and of civilization. Europe owes a debt to
regrons such as this: the high output of such places as
Hamburg, Brussels and Cologne results from the w'ork
and the wit of southern immigrants. This is why we
are cailing for more speed in the structure plan for
Naples, which is losing momentum, and I call on the
Committee on Regional Policy and the regional
authorities to come to some agreement on interven-
tion measures with the national and local authorities
for Naples City and the Naples region, and to refer
them to Parliament.
There is one other thing which we are calling for,
because Europe's resources are not only economic and
financial.
Naples, Campania and Basilicata also need Europe's
cultural and technical support in order to tackle their
tragic problems, new and old. It is for this reason tha[
we are adopting the appeal made by the Mayor and
local authority of Naples and other similar regions in
rhe south of Italy to the most influential political
figures in Europe and to rntellectuals, an appeal to
found a European commirtee to preserve and restore
this crty and country which have been and remain,
even in times of disaster, one of the glories of Europe.
Ve have learned that Mrs Veil responded favourably
ro [hrs morning's appeal; for this, Madam President,
we feel gratitude and some pride:
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Party (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr Travaglini. 
- 
QD Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is no bad thing that we are taking
rogerher rhe two motions for resolutions relating to
Community intervention in favour of the Naples
metropolitan area and that on the extension to all the
communes affected by the earthquake in Southern
Italy of the aid provided for in Directive 268/75.
The problems in Naples and in the area devastated by
the disaster on the 23rd November 1980 have now
reached catastrophic levels of both complexity and
urgency. Something tangible must be done urgently 
-and here I would remind this House of its duties 
-using all the measures which are available and using
exceptional procedures, so that we can ensure that the
gashes in the fabric of society and the disorder in what
was already a precarious productive system do not
make recovery impossible. The integrated actron
planned for the Naples metropolitan area 
- 
for the
management. of whrch the Community had already
assumed a large part of the responsibility even before
the earthquake 
- 
must be put into action urgently,
but must also be integrated, and quickly, with funds
from the European Regronal Development Fund and
with the use of every other Community measure,
rncluding the European Investment Bank, with the use
of all our common policies, each of which should be
aimed at revitalizing these areas.
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In calling for this we are following rhe lines clearly
laid down by this House in rhe resolution on develop-
ment policy for less-favoured regions of rhe Com-
munity, a resolution which resrored meaning to
one of the basic principles of rhe Community institu-
tions, namely reducing regional imbalance. \fle should
pu[ that into pracrice, and start straight away with
Naples and the area of Campania and Basilicata,
where the need is overwhelming. At the same time as
implementing a sysrem of support for industrial
activity we should implement an urgenr and compre-
hensive sysrem for Communiry supporr for develop-
ment in agricultural and associated activires, and reac-
tivate the counrry life which is one of the great rradi-
tions of the people of this area. The ear[hquake has
had serious effects on rhe whole of rural life and even
on agriculrural resources. Unless exceprional socio-
economic aid is given to the agriculrural secror roo,
there is a risk rhar larer there will be an irresistible
exodus which would make any resumprion of develop-
menr impossible.
This is the justificarion for the morion for a resolurion
which we have ubled on extending to all communes
affected by the earrhquake in Southern Italy of the aid
provided for in Direcrive 268/75, as rhe Community
did for the communes of Friuli-Venezia Giulia which
were devastated by the 1976 earthquake, in a decision
which rhe Commission is roday asking ro be extended.
The Communiry's abi[ry ro sustain the development
of less-favoured areas is being tried out roday, Madam
Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen, in a test of extraordi-
nary significance. Ler us nor disappoint a people; who
are at their wits end and who are calling on us to help
them in rheir srruggle [o survive and to advance in
times of great adversiry!
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Gatto. 
- 
Uf) Madam President, I would like ro
speak briefly on behalf of my Group in order to
express my agreemenr both with the texts of the rwo
resolutions we have before us and with what has been
said by the speakers on those resolutions. For rhis
reason I will resrrict myself ro expressing the hope that
cooperation between rhe Community instirutions,
between Europe and the local instirutions, the
economic organizations and the technical, scientific
and cultural associations which are rhere can, under
the present tragic circumstances, prove [o be rhe fore-
runner of a real change for Naples and rhe
surrounding area.
European solidarity cannor and must nor remain
simply an economic factor, ir should be a real, demo-
cratic support. I, like some orher Members and like
Mr Pascale, am a wilness to rwo carastrophic earth-
quakes, one of which is now history, rhe other still
news. My home town was desrroyed some 73 years
ago in a gigantic cataclysm which left IOO OOO dead; it
was rebuilt with no arrenrion paid to people, but only
to material rhings, and years later although the shanry
towns still exisr the communiry spirit has been losr.
More recently, in Belice, there was a reconstrucrion
plan in which Iocal organizarions, people, cirizens and
their hisrory and their culrure were ignored. This
gigantic plan has given rise ro specularion and corrup-
tion which are rhere for everyone to see. This musr nor
happen in Naples. In Naples the planning and the
reconstrucrion musr be carried out principally by the
national democratic organizations so thar the future
which is being built will be a future with a human
dimension, tailored to fit rhe people.
I have learned roday, Madam Presidenr, thar you have
accepted the invitation ro preside over rhe Committee
for the Preservation of Naples and for thar, Madam
Presidenr, I am profoundly happy, and would like to
express ro you my deep personal gratitude, and I hope
that I do so in the name of every Italian Member of
this House, because of the great political significance
implicit in such an acr, because of rhe encouragemenr
it will give ro rhe people, and because of rhe great
signifrcance which ir wrlI have for the citizeni of
Naples.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Barbi.
Mr Barbi. 
- 
(lT) Madam President, rhe time avail-
able to me rs less than the earrhquake took in che night
of 23rd November, and so I shall use the litrle rhere is
to make a single point to the representative of the
Commission.
The Community drd a grear deal ro come irnmediately
to the aid of the people affected by rhe earthquake, as
did indivrdual countries, rndividual cities, individual
communities and indivrdual people from the
Community. \tr7hat is important now, rhough, is whar
the European Community can do for the two affected
areas, in addition to the immediate emergency aid,
whrch is to give assisrance to the economic develop-
ment organlzations of the rwo regions. And, even
though work has already begun on an integrated plan
for the Naples metropolitan area q/e are proposing
with this resolution that more decisive progress should
be made and that rhe Community does the work of
overcoming the difficulties which are at presenr
holding progress up. They are local adminisrrative
difficulties which reflect the deplorable bureaucraric
habit of passing responsibiliry back and forth between
local and nationa[ authorities.
However, apart from this Community inrervention to
mediate and collaborare, rhe Community can also
undertake very important work ro develop the
economic rniriative which can be born from the
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disaster of the eanhquake itself. Building reconstruc-
tion and the reconstruction of public works which will
be needed will give impetus to many kinds of
dependent economic activity which only financial aid
and a lead from the Community can bring to fruition.
It rs our hope that the Commission will be able to lead
such an initiative and, to be honest, we regre[ that the
Commissioner responsible for regional problems is not
here tonrght: we hope none the less that Commrs-
sioner Haferkamp will report back to Mr Giolitti all
that Parliament is now asking of the Commission for
the economic development of Naples, of Campania
and of Lucania.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ippolito.
Mr Ippolito. 
- 
(lT) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is as a Neapolitan and as an elected
member of the city's council that I ask you, on behalf
of the italian members of the Communist and Allies
Group, to grve your full suppor[ to the motion for a
resolution tabled by Mr Papapietro and many other
Italian members of this House from each of the demo-
cratic groups.
The city of Naples and the surrounding area which
shares the city's glorious name was, as you all know,
hard hir by last November's earthquake; alas, though,
thrs natural disaster had a profound effect on a situa-
tion which was already extremely difficult both from
the economic and the social point of view, as a result
of an earlier decline which had its origins in the city's
own history: at one time Naples was the second
largest city rn Europe and the flourishing capital of a
kingdom, and its decline began at the start of the 19th
century with the bloody establishment of the Neapol-
itan Republic. This decline became worse after unifi-
cation and has already been a subject of long and close
investigatrons by a number of famous economists and
politicians amongst which I draw your attention to
one in panicular, the work of the economist and poli-
tician Francesco Saverio Nitti, who pointed to the
causes of Naples's decline and indicated the remedtes
more than 70 years ago. However, two world wars in
the first half of rhrs century, the mindless rhetoric of a
fascist dictatorship which tried even to remove the
expression 'the problem of the south' from official
documents, and the events since the second world war
mean that the problem of Naples is still burning and
cannot be left any longer. Even the erroneous policy
of exceptional interventions in the Mezzogiorno,
which were so severely criricized by Giorgio Amen-
dola in the Italian Parliament, have only worsened the
decline in the social and material conditions of a city
which remains a source of a significant productron
potential, which only needs interventrons such as
restoration of the production apparatus and civilian
structures 
- 
as our resolution says 
- 
so as to drrect
the city towards balanced development and to inte-
grate the city itself into the economy and the produc-
tion apparatus of the whole of the Mezzogiorno.
However, ladies and gen[lemen, rhis great task is
necessary also from the point of view of general Euro-
pean policy, which must not allow potential ho6eds
of revolution to remain 
- 
and we have had some
signifrcant examples of them during the last few days
- 
and cannot be brought about without tangible, vital
aid from the whole of our Community. These are the
reasons why we have tabled the resolution, calling
upon the Commission to implement nov/ the requests
unanimously formulated by this House on
18 December 1980.
I trust you will allow me, ladies and gentlemen, an
ironic and very bitter conclusion: what Naples and the
other areas affected by the November earthquake
need is not unanimous agreements offered as a salve to
our consciences, but real tangible action which inte-
grates the authorities responsible for reconstruction
and, if necessary, spurts them on, guides them and
supports them. Getting into the enormous problems
which Naples has because of its historical, social and
cultural importance, integrating the solutions to those
problems with those of the surrounding regions,
promoring, with our Committee on Regional Policy,
rhe bnnging together of generous but dispersed forces,
giving the Commission of the European Communities
the job of coordinating and directing, will all mean
bringing a solution to rhe problem which is the
problem nor only of Naples but of the whole of Italy
and the whole of Europe.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Petronio.
Mr Petronio. 
- 
gD Madam President, I should like
to speak on this question of Naples on behalf of all my
colleagues from the Italian national right and, if you
will allow me, particularly on behalf of Mr Almiranto
who is, amongst other things, a member of the Naples
Ciry Council, and who is prevented from being here
today by other pressing duties of a political nature in
Rome.
Ve do quite obviously support the proposal which has
been announced here today, namely that the President
of the European Parliament should become the presi-
dent of a committee for the preservation of Naples.
'What we would like to point out is that we shall have
to use all 
- 
every one 
- 
of the cultural means which
are available in order to demonstrate what Naples was
in rhe past, what it is at present and what it can
conrinue ro be with its great historical monuments, its
Provengal architecture, its Angevin monuments and its
settecento glory which was recently highlighted by the
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exhibirion on 18th cenrury Naples whose visitors
included ambassadors, the Mayor of Paris and the
Queen of England. !7e musr, I think, remember that
this is a grear arrisric city and remember above all that
it is a pon. Let us rhink of Naples not as rhe capital of
starvation 
- 
for ro do so is ro set off on rhe wrong
foo.r 
- 
but of Naples as a capital in the Mezzogiorno
and an advance posr in the Mediterranean. It is a fine
example of how a regional policy can exist not only in
words but (and rhis is the challenge we must face up
to) as a real policy of grear srrucrural importance. \fle
are always all in agreemen[ on rhe general principles
- 
as someone was saying the orher d^y 
- 
but for rhe
policy to be real, s/e musr put into real acrion all the
means we can to ensure thar the imbalance berween
the different regions of Europe is corrected.
I am in perfecr agreemen[ with rhe few words of
Mr Travaglini who spoke of the integrated plan for
Naples and made ir clear 
- 
as it was said ar a press
conference this morning 
- 
that an inregrared plan
means financially integrated nor only rhrough rhe
local, regional, narional and European organizations,
not only wirh non-repayable grants, but wirh a policy
of loans which will give essenrial encouragement
beyond the public secror, in dependanr industries, rhat
is in private enterprise and small and medium under-
takings which can cooperare acrively in revitalizing
Naples. These sectors musr nor be crippled by usurious
banks granring loans ar quite unacceptable .interest
rates. Ve must remind our own financial insriturions,
the European Invesrment Bank and the New
Community Instrumenr rhar they can and mus[ over-
come rheir technical banking problems, and, as a new
line in developmenr, give aid ro rhe privare enrerprise
and small and medium underrakings of Naples. This is
my view and rhe view of the Italian righr wing. This is
so that Naples can be reviralized and so that Naples,
after its misfonunes 
- 
which can only be attributed to
fascism up [o a cerrain point, since 40 years larer
things rhere are srill so much the same that rime
appears to have stood still 
- 
so rhat Naples can nor
only start ro weave again the social fabric of urban life,
but can become an example of development in the
Mediterranean and'of a rrue Europian Regional
Policy.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) Madam Presidenr, as rhis House will know, the
Commission introduced a number of aid measures
immediately after rhe disasrer. \7e prepared and set up
an inregrated operation involving all the Community,s
financing insrrumenrs 
- 
that is ro say, the Regional
Fund, the Social Fund and all rhe other facilities ar our
disposal. Ir goes wirhout saying that, in a marrer like
this, those Members of the Commission who know
besr whar is going on in rheir own counrry 
- 
in this
case our Iralian colleagues Mr Giolitti and Mr Natali
- 
had a special role ro play and gave us the benefir of
their special advice. You will alsJ know that, in every
phase, rhe Commission was one hundred percen[
behind these effons to bring aid ro the sore[y tried
region. Thanks ro rhe various financing insrrumenrs ar
our disposal, v/e were able ro maki some 50 mil-
lion EUA available. At the suggestion of the Commis-
sion, the Council of Ministers made possible a special
loan of rhe order of a thousand miliion EUA which,
backe-d up by funds by the Communiry budget, can be
used for infrasrructure measures in the region.
The fact that these measures have nor yer been pur
into effect is because rhe final parliameniary decisions
on the necessary Iralian legislation have noi yer been
taken. However, we have of course started prepara-
tory work on specific projects and ways of carrying
them our so thar work can starr immediately the legisl
lative groundwork has been done.
As regards morion for a resolution No 197, I should
like to tell you rhat no such application has so far been
received by rhe Commission from the Iralian Govern-
menr. In a marrer like this, the Commission cannor
take the iniriarive and implement the measures
proposed because the Iralian Government would have
to bear 50% of the cost of any such project. Those
members who tabled the morion for a resolurion may
rest assured thar rhe Commission will be well disposed
to any such applicarion on the pan of the Imlian
Governmenr. However, I should like to draw your
attention ro rhe facr that somerhing like 50% of the
areas affecred by the eanhquake in November in 1980
belong to rhe hill areas which already receive aid
under Directive No 258l75
President. 
- 
The joinr debate is closed.
( Parliament adopted both resolutions )
14. Hunger strihes at Long Kesh
President. 
- 
The nexr item on rhe agenda is rhe joinr
debate on two morions for resolutioni:
rabled by Mr Lalor, on behalf of rhe Group of
European Progressive Democrats, on the hunger
stnke of BobbySands and others (Doc.l-194/
8 1 /corr.) ;
tabled by Mr Capanna and others, on hunger
stnkes at Long Kesh (Doc. l-2OOl81).
I call Mr Van Minnen ro speak on rhe Rules of proce-
dure.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, on rhis
subject we have two resolurions and a large number of
amendmenrs before us. Two of the imendments,
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Nos 15 and 1 seek to replace the entire text of the
original resolution. I would like to ask the Bureau why
it allowed these amendments to be tabled, in view of
Rule 54 of the new Rules of Procedure which
expressly state that an amendment is inadmissible if it
is tantamount to a motion for rejection of the text to
which it relates.
President. 
- 
This morning we examined, together
wirh rhe Vice-Presidents and the chairman of the
Commrttee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, a
number of problems relating to the interpretation of
the new Rules of Procedure. !7e studied in particular
the problems of amendments which seek to replace the
whole resolution.
Rule 53(2) states very precisely that 'an amendments
may seek to change the whole or part of a text, and
may be directed to deleting, adding or substituting
words'. The chairman of the Committee on the Rules
of Procedure, whom we consulted, therefore rook the
view that any overall replacing amendment was
acceptable. That is why the amendments in question
were decIared acceptable.
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Madam President, will we be allowed
to vote separately on the amendments and the resolu-
tion?
President. 
- 
If it is requested, we have always allowed
a vote by division 
- 
it is quite legidmate.
I call Mr Lalor.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
Madam President, in moving this resolu-
tion on behalf of my Group, I do so with regret and
with a heavy heart. Early on Tuesday morning last,
Bobby Sands died at the end of a prolonged hunger
strike. There is no denying that at that moment a
shroud of sadness spread itself, not only across
Ireland, but across the mainland of Europe The great
majority of the Irish people disagree fundamentally
and totally with the methods espoused by the IRA
rerrorists and their advocates.
(Applause)
And I am one of those people. But let nobody tell me
rhat the hunger strike which resulted in the tragic
death of Bobby Sands, a fate which presently faces
three other prisoners, is an act of terrorism. The death
of Bobby Sands was not suicide; regrettably, it was the
supreme sacrifice of an lrishman in an effort to
achieve simple humanitarian prison conditions being
denied by the United Kingdom.
(Cries of dissent)
Sadly, a few hours before his death, Bobby Sands was
descnbed here in this House as a murderer. I do hope
that rhat false allegation will be withdrawn before the
day of his funeral has ended.
I have endeavoured in the preparatron of my resolu-
tion to couch it in the most moderate terms. I am
simply asking the United Kingdom authorities to
modify rheir prison regulations to enable the hunger
strikers to honourably call a halt. Feelings are running
very high back home at present. The cauldron is on
the verge of boiling over and too many innocent lives
are in danger) too many from both traditions in
Northern Ireland. Apart from addressrng myself to
this House in general I want to rake this opportunity
of addressing myself to you, the members of the Tory
Party of the Unircd Kingdom, and Mr de Courcy Ling
has obligingly got all of you in here on a three-line
whip.
I like ro think that I have built up good relations with
many of you since our election almost two years ago.
So also, I know, have my Irish colleagues from all
sides of the House. .W'e, in general, have similar aims,
ambirions, aspirations and 750/o of the time we are
collective[y voting together on resolutions. Under-
standably, we disagree on the common agriculture
policy, but I think it must be accepted that we fully
appreciate each other's point of view and we under-
stand and accept the reasons for our diversiry of
approach in this regard. There is no resaon whamo-
ever, therefore, why we cannot. also agree on our
approaches on the Irish question. Let us agree to
dialogue and discussion and proper parliamentary and
democratic approaches. Let us have compromise
rather than aggressive action. That is what I am asking
for here.
Ladies and gent.lemen, I will go a little bit further: my
late mother, by your standards, was a terrorist. In her
time, a little less than 50 years ago, she was in jail, on
hunger stnke, against an Irish Free State Government
for signing a Lreaty with the UK. She had even more
of a grudge than most. Her father in turn had died
from ill health shortly after being released from jail,
havrng spent four years in prison for Land League
activities agarnst absentee English landlordism.
However, within a very shon few years of her im-
prisonment my mother, like very many other Irish
people of the rime, followed the leadership of
Eamonn De Valera and rededicated herself with the
others ro forming a national movement aimed at
achievrng their aspirations by peaceful, parliamentary,
legitimate and constitutional means. This is now the
Fianna Fai[ Party that I inherited and that all of us
Insh here in this group follow. The leaders that came
, after De Valera, the late Sean Lemass, Jack Lynch and
now Charlie Haughey had exactly the same aspira-
tions.
But we need your cooperation You must srop insisting
rhat you will never give way, even against your better
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;udgement. The Irish polirical paruies in the Republic
represented in this House and in the Irish Parliamenr
back home all condemn violence as a means of
achieving our aspirarions but our population is young;
death as a resulr of hunger strike has a horrific effeit
on our people, quite apart from its sadness. Please,
colleagues, I ask, do not add fuel ro thar fire.
I am worried, personally, and my group are worried,
at the attitude of the Irish youth at rhis time. Young
people wanr action ro save rhe lives of rhe hunger stri-
kers. A young Irishman who was with a group in this
House today asked me why my resolution was only
submitted last weekend, when it was too late. Now
Bobby Sands is dead. Please, let us not have any more
such deaths. Ler us have dialogue, discussion, debare
and a slighrly open door.
The whole world has given attention ro the funeral of
Bobby Sands today. That is undeniable. Let nobody
deny thar the sympathy of that whole world, like mine,
was with his mother. In looking ar her, on rhe rele-
vison screen ln my country roday, every Irish morher
was saying, 'there but for the grace of God go I'. That
is what I am afraid of. Of course my symparhy and
that of my government goes out also to the mothers,
the wives, the members of rhe family of all those
people who have died, particularly over rhe lasr
I I years in this confronta[ion. Let nobody rhink for a
momenr that my symparhy is confined ro a par[icular
sector of people in the six counries. My symparhy is
nor selective, it is real and ir encompasses all, but I am
trylng to avoid having to sympathize for rhe next
l0 years with more and more people of both tradi-
tions. In the reasonably immediare fu[ure a general
election is expecred in my country. 50% of rh"e Irish
electorate for rhat elecrion will be under 25 years of
age, and we want that electorate ro sray with law and
order, to vote for the existing consrirurional political
parties and fully accept the democratrc process. Please
do not drive our resrless, hopeful, expec[anr. and ideal-
istic yourh into the arms of the terrorisrs. I am makrng
this impassioned plea genuinely here in this house,
Madam President, ro the Parliamenr ro accepr rhis
resolution in my name, on behalf of my pany, on
behalf of my group, and on behalf of my country. I am
willing to accepr any moderate amendmenr that any
group wrshes me to add ro secure its support.
Furuher, may I ask the speakers supporring my morion,
please to abstain from aggressiveness or vilificarion.
Before I finish I am conscious of the amendment
which has been submimed by a man whom I look upon
as a good friend of mine and a man who I think is
very, very reasonable, Mr Haagerup. There are a
number of very respecrable names in the EPP. I have
already addressed the European Democrars. I would
love to see the compromise starting now and thar
amendment withdrawn bur maybe that is asking roo
much 
- 
bur I ask it nonetheless.
Finally, I ask you, SirJames, and your colleagues here,
almost in its enrirety, in rhe friendliest possible spirit
on this sad day ro accepr my resolution in rhe
moderatc, sincere and honest way rhat I ask and to
submit it to Her Majesty's Governmenr for its
sympathetic flexible and immediate arrenrion.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castellina.
Mrs Castellina. 
- 
(lT) Madam Presrdent, ladies and
gentlemen, it is awkward for me to speak after
Mr Lalor because, not being Irish myself, I am
obviousl.r unable to speak with the same degree of
feeling.
\7hile I know that the history of Ireland has been
terrible and bloody, as it is a country which has been
subjecterl to centunes of colonization and is even
nowadarzs arbitrarily split in two, it is still not my
homeland that we are discussing.
However, I do believe that rt is up ro us rn this Parlra-
ment to make it known that the matter which we are
discussing here today is something which incites feel-
ings of sorrow and anger in democrats in all the
Community countries, even those who are nor Irish.
'\fl'hat is more, we would only discredit ourselves if,
having so often loudly condemned violations of
human lights in countries so far from the Community,
we did not have the courage to face up to what was
happening in one of our very own countries in the
Communitv. I realize that the problem is highly
comple>r and that this is not the right occasion to
discuss rt, but I do believe there will come a time when
we in this Parliament wilI have to discuss the question
of Norr-hern Ireland, as rc is an issue of tremendous
importance for Europe as a whole. Even though this is
not the time to go into this question, the least we in
this Parliament can do rs to grasp the fact rhat in this
particular case we are not observing acts of wanton
terronsm but are following events which, whether we
sympatl-rize with the participants or not, 
- 
and many
do not 
- 
have been dictated by reasons which are the
ou[come of decades of struggles, the struggle to free
Ireland, history with which we are all familiar. It is
therefore impossible for us not to recognize that the
demands of these prisoners for polirical status, for
which rhey are even ready to sacrifice their lives, is a
right r',hich must be acknowledged. This issue is
bound up wrth humanrtarian and democratic principles
as much as with our abiliry to understand European
history and the tremendous problems which remain
unresolved. That is why we have tabled this motion for
a resolution which, as you can see, has been signed by
Membr:rs in different groups and from differenr coun-
tries, because we feel that this problem is the concern
of democrats everywhere in Europe.
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President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
Madam President, dear colleagues, we
in the Socialist Group are deeply concerned at the
situation in Nonhern Ireland. .We regret the needless
death of hunger striker, Bobby Sands, as we regret all
lives lost and injuries suffered as a result of the tragic
situation in Nonhern Ireland.
It will solve little to try to apponion blame. There are
centuries of history and mistakes involved. Even so, it
must be said that Sands' death could have been
avoided had it not been for the intransigence of the
IRA and the insensitiviry of the British Government.
Madam President, the people for whom we have
deepest concern are the ordinary people of Nonhern
Ireland. They are the ones who suffer from violence
and its consequences and some have already suffered
in the violence succeeding Bobby Sands' death. And
there are, as everybody knows, three other IRA
prisoners still on hunger strike.
In the interests of the people of Northern Ireland, the
utmost must be done to find a way out of the present
situation. Ve believe and hope that a solution could be
found through a humanitarian approach to prison life
within the framework of the decision of the European
Commission on Human Rights. I repeat that we
believe and hope that a solution could be found
rhrough a humanirarian approach to prison life within
the framework of the decision of the European
Commission on Human Rights.
Ve share the view that there are no grounds for any
claim for political status and we call for no sacrifice of
principle on the part of the British Government, but a
sensitive approach to a critical problem, the solution of
which could prevent funher vagedy and violence.
The consequences of such violence serve only to
deepen divisions in Northern Ireland 
- 
propeny is
destroyed, the people suffer fear and tension and
sectarian feeling does intensify, delaying even funher
the development of a peaceful, united community and
increasing the likelihood of suppon for the men of
violence on both sides of the community.
Our immediate concern, as I have said, is the situation
of the ordinary people of Nonhern Ireland at this crit-
ical point of time and the possible consequences for
the rest of the United Kingdom and for the Republic
of Ireland. '!7e must, however, look for ways leading
towards a solution to [he underlying problems in
Nonhern Ireland of which the present situation is a
symPtom.
Ve believe that political initiatives must be undertaken
to bring the people of Northern Ireland together and
to allow them together to work out their own destiny,
accepting, however, the considerable responsibility
that the British and Irish Governmenrs would have to
ensure the development of a just and open society.
Madam President, we have tabled several amendments
ro the Lalor and Capanna texts. \7e call for the
support of the House on these amendments. \7e
believe that the Lalor resolution with our amendmenrs
offers a coherent and constructive posirion in the
presen[ situation. The European Community should
express its willingness to support and facilitate all
measures 
- 
economic, social and political 
- 
towards
bringing about the economic improvements in
Nonhern Ireland essential for any long-term solution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democraric Group).
Mr Ryan. Madam President, the killing in
Northern Ireland has to stop sooner or later. Better to
stop it now. It is difficult to appreciate at this late stage
that the violence of the last decade in Northern
Ireland sprang out of illegal violent reaction by state
forces and paramilitary groups against legitimate
peaceful protest by an underprivileged minority.
Failure ro observe decent standards in political
processes has given undue influence to verbal and
physical terrorists. There will be no solution to the
problems of Nonhern Ireland without the re-establish-
ment of fundamental decencies. The indecency of viol-
ence obstructs the decenry of justice. This is the
moment when the killing has to stop.
I would like to make my contribution, Madam Presi-
dent, to better understanding by giving credit where
credit is due. British Members of Parliament are today
willing to support a resolution which calls upon the
Council and the Commission of the EEC to join with
Parliament in expressing their readiness to work for
any assisrance rhat may ease the tensions and thereby
help to solve the problems in ways compatible with the
governments and people concerned. Our Community
of Europe is rooted in the Treaty of Rome which
respects the sovereignty of Member States. That is
proper. That respect however must not., indeed
cannot, exclude the European dimension of many of
our problems, panicularly one which the world sees as
a European disgrace.
The European Communiry was created to erase old
sectarian and nationalist antagonisms. That
Community cannot be indifferent rc the sufferings of
the people of Northern Ireland, the one remaining
corner of Europe where the worst aspects of our
common European heritage appear to exclude all rco
often forgiveness, tolerance and cooperation.
'!7hile welcoming the direction of the common
amendment of the Liberal, European Democratic and
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Christian-Democratic Groups resolurion, my Irish
Christian-Democraric colleagues and I will be unable
for technical reason ro vote for it, because I was neces-
sarily presiding at a meeting yesterday afrernoon of
the College of Quaestors I was unable ro parricipate inthe tripanire negoriarions which produced the
common resolurion. As a resulr some aspects of the
draft do not correspond wirh what we would have
recommended. For instance, we cannot accep[ the
assertion that the European Communities have no
competence to make proposals for changes in the
Northern Ireland situation. \7e would point our for
instance that this Parliament the Council and rhe
Commission have made innumerable proposals
affecting over 50 countries outside Europe, including
the Middle East, Afghanisran, El Salvador, erc. there-
fore, they canno[ say they are unable to lend a helping
hand to some pan of Europe.
Ve are panicularly concerned that rhe resolution does
not take on board the recommendarion of the Euro-
pean Commission of Human Rights for flexibiliry in
the applicadon of prison regulations. !7e Irish
Members will therefore abstain on rhar amendment.
'!(/e Chrisrian Democrars have rabled 8 amendmenrs ro
the Lalor resolution. '!7e agree with the main thrust of
the Lalor resolution, but feel rhat it should be broad-
ened to cover the whole Northern Ireland tragedy and
that it should avoid making judgmenm as ro where the
blame may lie. Ve also want ro emphasize thar while
cenainly death is the ulrimate rragedy, suffering as a
consequence of violence can rake many forms. Above
all, we want [o express our conviction that rhe
Nonhern Ireland situation can be solved only by
peaceful, political means.
Having regard to rhe complexiry of the situation in
Nonhern Ireland and to the overwhelming anxiety of
true Europeans to see an end to the conflic[s there, v/e
believe there would be merir in establishing an ad hoc
committee of rhis Parliamenr ro srudy rhe situation in
deuil on a continuing basis. I sow the seed of thar idea
tonight and hope it will bear fruit. There can be no
victor in Northern Ireland excepr 
.iusrice. The insriru-
tions of the European Community have a function to
play in this regard. 'Whatever, may be the outcome of
this debate and vote, we hope and pray that ir may
express our common passionate concern for a
peaceful, just solurion [o rhe [ragedy of the tensions in
Europe's most westerly and mosr deprived region.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr Msller. 
- 
(DA) Madam Presidenr, I believe thar
Mr Lalor's speech this afternoon made a deep impres-
sion on us because of the quiet manner in which ir was
presented. It is an impression which events have only
served to underline, because events speak louder than
words. \7hat has been happening in Northern Ireland
for a number of years now has left a deep impression
on all of us who believe in Europe. '!7e consider it a
tragedy that there is such deep animosity and such
hatred between two European peoples, members of
this Community, rhar they resort to violence ro serrle
their mutual differences. There are many of us who
cannot understand how conflicrs regarding relrgious
and soci,rl issues and political differences can lead to
what har; been happening in Northern Ireland for a
generation. Ve do not undersrand it ar all and for rhis
reason we must do everything we can not only to learn
to understand it but also to prevail on the Communi-
ties to ease rhe differences between the two peoples of
Ireland, the Northern Irish and the Irish people, so
that they can live side by side in that peaceful co-exisr-
ence which it is the European Community's duty to
foster between European peoples.
It is claimed that this is a question of human rights. I
would like to poinr out that I cannot see rhar any
human rights have been infringed here. As we know,
the Commission of Human Righr of the Councrl of
Europe has repeatedly refused to make this the subjecr
of a real debate, and it has refused to bring any charge
against either the Irish or British governments for
breach <>f the Convention of Human Rights which
would allow the Courc of Human Rights here in Stras-
bourg dccide between them.
Great Britain is in my opinion a state governed by law
otherwise I would not be a member of this group and
Great Britain would not be a member of this
Community. It is a state governed by law and many of
our legal institutions here in Europe have been taken
over frc,m Great Britain. As an example of the legal
lnst.itutions we have taken from Grear Britarn, allow
me iust to mention the Habeas Corpus Acr which
protects indrviduals againsr rhe illegal imprisonment by
the statt'. Is it our concern under the Treaty of Rome
to becorne involved in rhe exercise of law in a socrery
whrch is governed bl' Iat ? Is ir our concern to pass
judgment on the Bntrsh authorities, British judges,
whose integrity we have never had reason in doubt?
The British jury system is also a concepr which origin-
ated up in the Anglo-Saxon world and which we have
taken over in Europe. \What we must do 
- 
if we can
- 
is tc, try to help where we can help, ro make a
useful c,rntribution towards eliminating the differences
and abc,lishing the instinct tov"'ards violence between
individuals and between peoples in our Member Stares
which cherish the principles of law. For this reason I
would like to recommend that the members of this
Assemblv vote in favour of the proposal which my
group has moved together with the European People's
Party and with the Liberal and Dernocratrc Group. I
believe rhat rhis proposal shows a way, namely it calls
on the Commission and the Council to do what they
possibly can to reconcile these incomprehensible
differences between the Irish people and I ask you ro
take note of the fact that this proposal is an attempt ro
get the Community to do something to prevent viol-
ence, tc, halt violence and not to reach our a hand ro
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violence. For this reason I recommend the proposal ro
you for your approval.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call rhe Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Galluzzi. 
- 
(17) Madam President, above all else
I want to voice the deep distress of rhe Italian
Communist and Allies at the terrible death of Bobby
Sands. I agree with Mr Glinne that this debate could
and should have been avoided. It casts an ominous
shado*' over the other three prisoners who are on
hunger strike and the other 70 in the Long Kesh
prison who have decided to starve themselves to death
in turn.
Ve realize that the problem is not jusr one of recog-
nrzrng the legitimate claims of prisoners who are only
asking for their human rights to be respected. '!7e
realize this, even [hough we are convinced that the
problem of the humanitarian treatment of prisoners in
Northern Ireland is one which must be tackled before
a way can be found of avoiding the spiral of violence
and counter-reaction.
Ve, the Italian Communists, have always condemned
terroflsm as a method of political struggle and we still
condemn it. \7e have always rejecred and we still
reject any argument used to justify these methods. But
there is a genuine political problem, ladies and
gentlemen, behrnd the bloody violence sweeping
Belfast and Northern Ireland. It is the problem of a
people's independence and freedom, and the need to
recognrze that they are all one people. A solution to
thrs problem has been awaited for hundreds of years,
but it is certainly no solution to turn an entire reglon
into a military occupied zone.
Confronted with this tragedv 
- 
which is not just the
personal tragedy of Bobby Sands, terrible though that
is, but it is also a daily toll of murders, firebombings
and destruction in a country being torn apart by
btoody strife 
- 
and with no seeming end to the trou-
bles in sight, we can only hope that reason will ulti-
mately triumph over hatred, oppression and intoler-
ance and that Bobby Sands' dreadful fate will make all
those involved think very hard about the causes for ir
and make them do all they can to find a posrrive solu-
tion to these problems.
It is wrth these hopes in mind, Iadies and gentlemen,
that we will be voting for the motion for a resolurion
which has also been signed by many members of our
Broup. Having heard Mr Lalor's impassioned speech,
we hope that Parliament will vote unanimously on this
question.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Haagerup.- (DA) Madam President, Parliament
decided yesterday by a small majority that the sirua-
tion rn Northern Ireland can and should be discussed
here, and whatever such a decision may indicate, there
are in any event undoubtedly many here in Parliament
who think that it would be inapppropriate to ignore
that situation when on various occasions we have
devoted a lot of time to events in Latin America,
Africa or Asia.
Even if my group clearly holds the view that the
Community has no competence whatsoever ro inter-
vene in the situation in Northern Ireland, it is
nonetheless useful to demonstrate with this debate that
we as Members of the European Parliament are
greatly preoccupied by events in Northern Ireland.
In connection with what Mr Ryan said, let me point
out that as some but by no means all Members of this
Parliament know, I directed for some time a small
discussion group on Northern Ireland in which repre-
sentatives from almost all political groups participated.
I expressely used the term 'discussion group' because
we discussed matters from the fundamental viewpornt
that the Community's insututrons cannot interfere
directly in the political, social and religious disparities
which lie behind the bloody events in Northern
Ireland. On the other hand, as Members of Parliament
and as individuals we cannot of course be precluded
from discussing and being concerned with a siruarion
within our Community, a situarion which has claimed
over 2 000 lives over a number of years. In this lirtle
discussron group we are nor seeking ro shape a specific
policy, still less even to reach toral agreemenr, but we
are concerned to see if there is not a way for the
Community to render some form of assistance which
can relieve the tensions or their underlying causes and
thereby perhaps contribute to a peaceful solution or in
any event reduce and perhaps also even prevent acts of
violence. A precondition for all this is of course that
the competent authorities and the people concerned
themselves want such assistance.
As an example of such assistance let me mention the
report on regional policv in Northern Irleand which
has just been drawn up on behalf of the Commitree on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning by Mrs
Simone Martin of my group.
And now, Madam President, before I conclude I
would, exceptionally, Iike to follow Mr Ghnne's
example and swrtch over to English, one reason being
that the an amendment of which I was one of the prin-
cipal authors, was originally drafted in English.
(The speaher continued in English)
Madam President, let me say that of course we are all
concerned about the situation in Northern Ireland.
Above all, we sincerely wish and hope that violence
wrll cease. The fact that this Parliament is now
discussing the situation in Northern Ireland on the
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basis of the dramatic events of the lasr few weeks and
days can in no way be interpreted as an encourage-
ment to those who commit terrorist acts or any other
form of unlawful violence.
(Applause)
On the contrary, this debate is our opponunity to
make it abundantly clear that the European Parliamenr
is against all acts of violence and srrongly condemns
terrorism, wherever it is commitred.
(Applause)
Even if the European Community as such cannor
intervene in rhe substance of the conflict in Northern
Ireland, it is impossible for us to remain neutral when
it comes to acts of terrorism. Those groups and indi-
viduals who use violence or who encourage violence to
promote their political views must be condemned
without any reservation. I trust thar no one Member of
this Parliament, irrespecrrve of how he or she may feel
a strong personal commitmenr in rhis siruation, will try
to weaken this srrong condemnation. And may I say to
Mr Lalor, whom I also consider a good personal
friend, that his dignified and moving speech fully 
-and I repeat, fully 
- 
mer all the expectations I had in
this regard, and I think it contribured to rhe positive
spirit in which we should end this debare.
(Applause)
Let me add by way of conclusion, Madam Presidenr,
that what is at stake here is nor, in the views of my
group, prison condirions or rhe use of hunger-strikes as
a political weapon, nor is rhis debare about the 
.jurid-
ical and legal sysrcm in a member counrry 
- 
and here
I share the view expressed by .y counrryman, Mr
Poul Moller; no, whar this debate is about is our deep
concern and anxiety at the frightening acrs of violence
and the loss of numerous lives caused by a highly
complicated strife in one of our member countries,
and we cannor remain indifferent ro rhar. It is possible
that theCommunityfor the rime being will not be
able to do anything more than whar is already being
done by way of a consrructive regional policy. Maybe
the parties involved and the responsible aurhoriries do
not want the Communiry to do anything. But there
must. not, and there should nor, be any doubts as to
our readiness to offer any assisrance rhar we may be
asked to render. This attitude of real human concern
and readiness to help is reflected in rhe amendment
that I have tabled and which is intended ro replace all
other motions before us. I wish ro rhank all colleagues
from three groups chat have supponed me and assisred
me in drafting this text, and I urge all Members of this
Parliament to give it the largesr possible majoriry.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Group for rhe Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members.
Mr Blaney. 
- 
Madam President, I have just returned
from thr'funeral of Bobby Sands, and I can convey to
you herc tonight, as a Member who represents part of
Ulster, the most northerly county in Ireland, not only
in my national parliament but here in the European
Parliamr:nt, that I have seen the grief of a nation in the
matter of a few hours in Belfast crty today. I have seen
the extreme sorrow of a family so sadly bereaved; but
above ail I have seen the clear indication of the anger
and determination of the thousands and the tens of
thousands of people who marched in that cortdge [his
evening I appeal to thrs Assembly here tonight, as I
have attempted to do on other occasions, to do what
lrttle you are being asked to do 
- 
and it is not very
much 
-- 
bv way of either of the resolutions proposed
by Mr l-alor or Mr Capanna, rn [he hope that, belated
though it now is, it may perhaps just have that effect
persuadrng the British Prime Minisrer and the British
Government, to exercise compassion and reasonable-
ness in the interests of the lives of the innocent in
Ireland 
- 
not just only in Northern Ireland, so
descnb,ed here tonight.
Perhaps before I started I should have said, in view of
the oft-repeated allegations against my own standing
in this House and elsewhere, that I do not come here
as a member of the IRA, as some of my colleagues
would like ro make others believe. I do not belong to
that organization 
- 
I never have 
- 
nor to any other
subversive organization. I come here with a record of
activit)' rn the most democratic manner possible surely,
in that this year I am completing my thirty-third
consecutive year as an elected member of my own
nationa[ parliament, elected by the people of an Ulster
count)'- the most northerly in the country, adjoining
the border of the six counries wherein all this trouble
has erupted as a resulr of the suppression that was
attemp,ted back in 1969. l was elected to this House
also, llmost, two years ago by the second highest
percerrtage vote among all the 410 who were [hen
elected, my constituency again embracing part of the
historic province of Ulster, where we succeeded in
bnngrng out the highest percentage potl of all consti-
tuencies rn the entire Community.
I say r.hat in order that those who are being misled by
the sl;tnderous allegations 
- 
not just rhis week but last
week, last month and last year 
- 
should at least know
the truth, thac when I speak to you here on these
matters I have no ulterior motive other than to try and
save rny own neighbours and their children, teenagers
and those growing up today, who have never known a
norm,rl life in our country and never will while we
have r-he r6gime there that operates at the moment.
I want. vou to realize that I talk strongly and emorion-
ally, rlirectly and without any tongue or tooth, in what
I hav,: got to say, whether here or elsewhere, because I
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happen to know better than most what the situation is,
for I am one of the people of Northern Ireland. I am
one of the people that are being nlked about here
tonight,,talked about with a great deal of compassion
by many speakers, who I only hope will soon come [o
Ireland and see for themselves the blight that partition
has brought about in our country, not only in the
northern part but along the whole southern pan of
that border to which I also belong as a native. I ask
you here tonight, not merely as something that you
might do but as a direct responsibility, representing
as we do here in this Parliament almost 300 million
people 
- 
and that number still growing 
- 
as a
responsibility, whether within the Community or
outside, but particularly within the Community, by
every means at our disposal at any time to try and
ensure that peace and economic well-being will reign
together. Instead of this, we are perhaps avoiding
facing up to rhe reality wirhin the Community.
Perhaps I can say it more easily, more readily than the
representarives of the bigger countries here. There is
no[ a nation under the sun that has not got a skeleton
in rhe cupboard, and so when there is any suggestion
of a finger being pointed, then there is a huddle
togerher of those who most fear that their own skele-
tons will tumble our, and that if they should disturb
rheir friend's skeleton he mighr not support them in
the future in hiding theirs. Is rhat not really the honest
truth of the situation? Instead of doing that, let us
grow up in this Parliament, in this Community that
promises so much, and let us assume our responsi-
biliry; ler us rake one or other or both of those two
motions put down as motions and'not as amendments
and pass them here tonightl
I make a special plea to my British colleagues, both in
rhe Labour Party and in the Conservative Party. The
Labour Party has on many occasions shown its
concern in a deep, knowledgeable way over the pecu-
liar problems that we have had for 800 years in
Ireland, and to them I make this appeal tonight. Your
Labour spokesman did you an ill turn when he came
to Belfast and to the prison only a week ago. You can
erase thar !o some degree and restore rhe confidence
of the ethnic Irish voters in Britain, the majority of
whom have traditionally supported you and who at
this moment are in extreme pain as a resulr of that
unneccessary, unchristian, bigoted, ignorant visitation
to a dying man to say, 'I came over ro tell you there
isn't a hope, you must have no doubt thar the Labour
Party will have no part of you, won'r supporr you. Ve
in the Labour Party supporr Mrs Tharcher in her
srand.' I know that is nor your view, and I hope that
will be made clear to my compatriots and my friends
- 
of whom I have thousands in Great Britain 
-before this night is out.
To the Conservative Party may I say: my particular
plea to you is that, feeling perhaps, as you naturaly
will 
- 
and I know all abour belonging to parries 
-the natural concern of any party which is the ruling
party not in any way to appear to reflect in its
outpourings any divergence of opinion in regard to its
leader or its government. You would in fact 
- 
and I
say this honestly to you here tonighr 
- 
be doing a
great good turn to your leader particularly, who has
achieved as a woman the highesr office in your land
and in your government, perhaps you could make her
even greater, which I am sure would be your ambition
by getting either or both of these motions tonight
through to her and persuading her to exercise her
compassion, because greatness canno[ exist and never
has existed in any leader at any level without there
being compassion, mercy and justice. So far that is
absent, and I appeal to you on those grounds.
Here is a sheet which many of you will have received.
I have only just received it for the first time, but my
European mainland colleagues have been getting it for
quire a while. Ir is a list of the convictions of the four
hunger-strikers. Let me ask those who have issued this
sheet [o add to it that the courts that tried these men
are special courts, non-jury courts, and applicable only
to Nonhern Ireland and not to [he rest of the UK and
that rhe evidence accepred there in 80% of the cases of
the 1 3OO prisoners in Long Kesh represents forced
confessions obtained at the notorious Castlereagh
barracks. Thar is a fact that you cannot get away from:
I merely say it in reply to what is there, which is in
itself a scandal to have circulated under the heading of
your particular ambassador . . .
(Tbe President pressed tbe speaher to conclude)
Madam President, I challenge the government that has
put the prisoners in Long Kesh to bring the cases of
any or all of these I 300 before any democratic coun
in the world with normal evidence obtaining,
including your own courts on the mainland, and I will
abide by their decision, but not by rhat sheet, which
was issued in order to try and influence a vote here
tonight
President. 
- 
Mr Blaney, as you have used up all the
speaking rime available to your group, I am afraid I
cannot. calI Mr Vandemeulebroucke.
I call Mr Habsburg.
MrHabsburg. 
- 
(DE) Madam Presidenr, the most
funamental duty this House has is the preservation of
peace, both within and without. l7ithin the
Community, the sine qua non must be the elimination
of existing tensions, rather than a policy which can
only aggravate these tensions. Admittedly, Northern
Ireland is an extremely difficult question, not only
because it bears the heritage of a long and often tragic
history. As with serious illnesses, problems of this kind
can only be solved with a lot of patience and calm. It is
imponant to have plenty of time, but time is precisely
what is not available to the governments concerned in
these days of the media explosion and constant pres-
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sure from radio and television. Anyone prepared [o
take an objective view of things is bound ro admit that
both the British and the Irish governmenrs have done
their best to reduce the tension as an essential precon-
dition for any sensible solution. It should also be
stressed 
- 
because it happens to be true 
- 
that
widely-held claims regarding allegedly deplorable
conditions in the prisons of Northern Ireland are wide
of the mark. Prisons are by definition always
unpleasant places from the inmares' point of view, but
conditions in the prisons of Nonhern Ireland are on a
par with the average standard in Europe.
'\flhat the terrorists have been demanding are the kind
of privileges which no srate can possibly concede. The
fact that London and Dublin have so far been denied
ultimate success is nor only the resulr of the factors I
have just mentioned, because there are elements which
do not want peace, and it is these we are talking about
in connection with the events which led to the rragedy
of Long Kesh.
History teaches us that rhere is only one effective
weapon against terrorism, which is under no circum-
stances to give in, and once the terrorist situation has
been diffused, to solve the political and social prob-
lems which the terrorists are exploiting. Allow me, as a
convinced Catholic, to say that it is up to the churches
- 
all the churches 
- 
to do their utmost to avoid
anything which might agBravate rhe existing tensions
or create the impression of a religious war.
(Applause)
The churches on both sides have an obligation here
which they mus[ accept. Europe too has an rmportant
role co play in eradicating the scourge of terronsm.
More than ever before, we need a European legal
space so that we can use the same *'eapon\ er ervwhere
to combat trans-frontier terrorism. After all, terrorism
is a threat to all of us, including those who hope to be
able to exploit the terrorists' aims. Thar is something
which should be borne in mind by those who have so
far prevented the implementation of this long-overdue
measure. And we in the European Parliament should
do everything in our power to pur an end to the
conflicr and to bring discussions back to an objective
level by concentrating on the facts rather than on
propagandist distonions of the truth and by avoiding
anything which might aggravate the opposing views.
I therefore call on this House most urgently 
- 
and
perhaps not leas[ under the impression of the moving
words spoken by Mr Lalor 
- 
to adopt Mr Haagerup's
amendment to the motions for a resolution before us,
because by so doing we shall be making a contribucion
to the peace our fellow Europeans rightly expect from
us 
- 
not least the rormented people of Ireland.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Taylor.
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
Madam President, I speak tonight
as one of those who lives in Ireland and represents
Northern Ireland in this Assembly. I belong to the
largest political party in Ulster but my views tonight
would also be supported by 80% of the Ulster people,
including both the Alliance Party and the Northern
Ireland Labour Party to whrch most trade unions in
my country are affiliated. I want to commence my
speech by doing something unusual as an Ulster
Unionist. I want to congratulate a Southern Irish poli-
tician 
- 
Mr Lalor for the tone and delivery of his
moving speech this evening.
(Applause)
I cannot., of course, agree with some of the content of
his speech. And I want to also refer to the speech you
have just heard from Mr Blaney. It was the more
authentic voice of Southern Irish Republicanism and is
the reason why in Ulster they want norhing to do with
a united Ireland. He is living proof of what we reject. I
regret this debate, not simply because the Assembly
should not interfere in the matter of prison conditions
wirhin Member Staces of the Community, but because
already this debate is being welcomed by the IRA as a
propaganda victory. This can still be corrected this
evening if every speaker condemns the IRA and shows
that it has no responsible political support in Europe.
I am deeply troubled by the violence and regret the
deaths no matter whose life it is. As a practising Chris-
tian, my artirude could not be otherwise. But I am
concerned that those who cannot wait to table motions
abour human rights of the murderous criminals of the
Provisional IRA have stood idly by 
- 
some of them
have even acted as fellow travellers of the IRA 
- 
as
over 2 000 of my people have been killed by rerrorists
in Ulster during the past 10 years. There have been no
motions from these same politicians about the human
rights of the victims of IRA terrorism.
(Applause from the European Deruocratic Group)
Some were shot through the head in front of their
children; women have lost Iimbs due to IRA bombs;
some have actually been fried into black cinders by fire
bombs in restaurants. The cruelty of the IRA has been
unimaginable. The ordinary people of Northern
Ireland also have human rights and the widows and
orphans of IRA violence have lrttle respect for a
Europe which appears to show more concern in its
press and media for the terrorist than for the ordinary
cirizen.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
In rhe two motions there is reference to prison condi-
tions at the Maze Prison in Belfast. It was built only
8 years ago. In 1979,Mr Justice Mey, requested by the
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then Labour Government to report upon the pnson
service in the Unired Kingdom, sard: 'Prison accom-
modation rn Northern Ireland is relarively the best in
the whole of the United Kingdom'. Prison regularrons
at [he Maze were created by rhe Labour Government
rn 1976. They were then challenged by crimrnal [error-
ists, but the European Commission of Human Rights
dismrssed the IRA claim for polirical prisoner status
and suggested some further flexibrlity in prison rules.
This did not satisfv rhe IRA who, as rhey starred their
hunger strike on 5 February this year, stated 'we are
demanding to be treated as polirical prisoners'. \flhilst
there has been government flexibiliry rhere has also
been inflexibilitv and thar has come from IRA. Jusr as
earlier in France with the Corsican hunger srriker and
more recently in Germany, no self-respecring Unired
Kingdom government, Conservative or Labour, can
surrender to criminal terrorist blackmail. The govern-
ment has the full support of the British Liberal and
Labour Parties as well as most Irish people living
throughout Northern Ireland. \flhy do the IRA wanr
to select their own clothes, their associarion wirh each
other in prison, etc.? It is because they want ro wear
IRA uniforms, form themselves into army unrts and
command structures and train as soldiers so that when
they leave prison rhey will be better equipped to
pursue their political objectives by murder and
destruction.
That is not the purpose of a prison; but rhat is what
they did previously in the prison and rhat is what we
want to avoid happening again. All rhe excellent facili-
ties and opportunities for a new life when they leave
prison have been rejected by the IRA, who have
inflicted upon their own selves horrible conditions of
filth and damage, but it is rhe IRA, and not the prison
authorities, who create these unacceptable conditions.
The two urgency motions call for further flexibitity by
the government, but not by the IRA. They suggest that
hunger srnkers are decent people who simply want
basrc human nghts. In the crrcumstances these motions
are unrealistrc. Flexibrlity there has already been
shown by the government, but the IRA strll demand
full politrcal status and nothing less. The hunger
stnker has the choice to live or die. A basic human
right which they deny to their victims.
On behalf of Northern Ireland I reject these tw-o
motions, but I go further. Europe can help people of
Ulster. They are a kindly people. They need reassur-
ance. Thev need to be convinced that Europe still has
concern for law-abiding citizens Constitutionally
Europe may have no role within Ulster 
- 
that is
strictly a ma[ter for the United Kingdom Government
and the people of Northern Ireland. Personally I hope
for political progress towards devolved Bovernment
for Ulster which will give a new opportunity to both
Protestants and Roman Catholics to rebuild a caring
and progressive pluralist society. Europe can reassure
Ulster that it wrll not interfere in constiturional and
polrtrcal affairs, but rhat, where possrble, as Mr Glinne
said, it will assist with economic and social help.
Frnally, Madam President, I therefore ask you and the
Members of this honourable House to support the
amendment rn the name of rhe Liberal, People's Party
and European Democratrc groups, and to rejecr all
other amendments which would only cause grearer
division and polrtrcal resen[menr wirhin a community
which rs alreadv over-polirrcized and strained by rhe
savagery of rhe IRA. I say that as rhe one Member
here who actually has to live in Northern Ireland and
see the suffering around me daily.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr'W'urtz.
Mrltrfl'urtz. 
- 
(FR) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, there is, in the heart of Europe, one
section of society which has been suffering under
vicious colonial repression for decades. It is rhe popu-
lation of Northern Ireland and its oppressor is Great
Britain. Regardless of which government is in power
- 
be it Labour or Conservative 
- 
the British policy in
Northern Ireland has been built on discrimination, on
the consistent refusal to enter any negotiation, and on
the blind refusal to accept the fact of Irish nationhood.
That policy is based on miliury occupation, brutal
repression, indiscriminate arrests, inhuman prison
conditions and a permanent state of siege.
I, like Mr Blaney, returned from Belfast barely two
hours ago. As a representative of the French
Communist and Allies in thrs House, as a represenra-
tive of my party and of the Committee for the Defence
of Human Rights and Freedoms in France and
throughout the world which is presided over by
Georges Marchais, I shared rn rhe grief of Bobby
Sands's mother.
(Mixed reactrons)
It is easy to see who is laughing when we mlk of
Bobby Sands's death . . . I shared in the grief of Bobby
Sands's morher, of his family and of his friends. I
shared in the emotion which weighed on the hearus of
the thousands of Irish Catholics who followed rhe
funeral procession of their murdered MP. I saw with
my own eyes a city where the omnipresent forces of
British repression rmpose a permanenr cLmate of
tension. And, in the impressive dignity of rhe funeral, I
saw the grave faces of the men, women and rhe many
voung people who came to bear witness to their calm
determination to carry on with Bobby Sands's fight for
liberty.
And now, as three orher Inshmen, Francrs Hughes,
Patsy O'Hara and Raymond Mac Creesh carry on
with their hunger strike to obtain the status of polirrcal
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prisoner, for which Bobby Sands sacrificed his life,
who amongst us can remain unmoved by the torture
inflicted on young patriors only a few hundred kilo-
meters from here?
It is intolerable rhat men in this Assembly who so often
have such fine words to say about hurn"n rights should
this time be saying norhing or, even worse, be giving
noisy support ro British colonial violence. \7orsr of all
are [he Conservative and Labour Members who are
shameless enough to defend Mrs Thatcher's criminal
attitudes. Your hands are stained with rhe blood of
Bobby Sands, and should you ever again use rhe word
'libeny' in this Chamber we will remind you of this
cheerful young man of 27 who has jusr added his
name to many o[hers who have given their lives in
manyrdom in the great struggle of the people against
oPPresslon.
'!fle Communists can be proud rhat we have always
fought against colonialism, including the colonialism
of French governmenrs. Ve have, by rhe same token,
never failed in our support for rhe cause of rhe people
of Nonhern Ireland, either before rhe representarives
of the United Narions or, wirh Georges Marchais,
before the highest aurhoriries of the Inrernational Red
Cross, be it in Srrasbourg, in Belfast or anyvhere in
our own country. Our presence ar Bobby Sands's
funeral was rhe logical consequence of our principles;
principles from which, you may resr assured, we shall
never waver.
Madam President, I should like to address formalll, ro
you our suggestion rhar you propose rhat the
Assembly observe one minute's silence as a tribute to
Bobby Sands.
President. 
- 
I call Miss De Valera.
Miss De Yalera. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, in the limited
time I have available to me I can make bur a few
points, I was with Bobby Sands, who as you know was
elected Member of rhe Bridsh Parliament rwo weeks
before he died, and I spoke to him for over one hour.
At the end of that one hour's conversarion he pointed
out that he had nor once menrioned the term political
status. Al[ he and his fellow prisoners wanted and still
want are the five simple demands which are already
enjoyed by fellow prisoners, both Republican and
Loyalist in the same prison and which are also enjoyed
by Irish prisoners in English 
.f ails.
These rights are there as a marter of course for
prisoners in the part of Ireland which I represenr.
\7hile speaking to Bobby Sands, he told me of rhe
beatings that took place in the H Blocks on Long Kesh
and that he personally heard the cries as prisoners
were beaten in pan of rhe prison adjoining his cell. Ir
is therefore for humanirarian reasons rhat I appeal ro
all Members of this House to supporr the Lalor
motion, which calls on the British authorities to apply
their prison regulatrons with the flexibility and
humanity recommended by the European Commission
on Human Righm. I would also echo the Commis-
sioner's hope rhat rhe British authorities will now
concentrate on finding solutions ro rhe problems in
Long Kesh rather than be more concerned wirh rhe
punishment of its prisoners. Mr Lalor mentioned rhe
deep feeling that young Irish people have with regard
to this matter. I ask your supporr for this mo[ion
tonight both as an Irishwoman and indeed also as the
youngest Member of this European Parliament.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pesmazoglou.
Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 
Madam President, I wish to
emphasize that this debate and the resolution we are
discussing are both a manifestarion of strength and our
dury. It is our duty because such a debate would have
been unimaginable rn a non-democraric country. '!fle
are aware of countries in which dearhs by hunger take
place and nobody knows about them.
Therefore, ronight's discussion is a manifesrarion of
strength and I wish to make rr quite clear thar from all
the statements we have jusr heard it is quire clear thar
no one in this House supporrs or acceprs any form of
violence or rerrorism. On the conrrary, the texts we
are discussing consrirute a condemnation of violence
and a condemnation of terrorism rogerher with a
recognition of legality rn any form, whether it be a
const.rtutronal law. \7e Greeks are very sensitive abour
this type of legality because on an island rn which rhe
population is very close to us, legality is being violated.
I believe that the moves which have been made by the
European Democratic Groups as well as by rhe
Socialist group are indrcatrons of steps in che right
direction because both proposals from these groups
include positive elements which allow us to express rhe
hope that the invrtatron by Mr Lalor and by Miss
De Valera, which we just heard, namely an invitation
to reach a joint resolurion, will be acceprable both ro
our Irish and ro our British fnends. Ir is a possibrliry. I
do hope that such a convergence can be worked out
and, possibly, we can vore on such a more widely
accepted text, on which we might, if that is possible
under the rules, have a vore even romorrow if tonighr
this is rmpossible.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Macario.
Mr Macario. 
- 
Uf) Madam Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, I believe rhat Parliament has demonstrared
great political wisdom by deciding ro hold rhis debare,
as it shows that the Community and the European
Parliament are wrrhour question polrtical institutions.
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In discussing this issue, we must of course emphasize
our radical opposltion to those whose weapons are
violence and terrorism. But given our role here and the
ideals which we seek to serve, we cannot ignore the
significance of non-violent struggle. That, I believe, is
why members of the public throughout democratic
Europe are so caught up with the events in Northern
Ireland and explains why these events are followed
with such avid interest.
Our discussion has been quite lengthy but I thrnk that
two basic points emerge which are quite clear and
which we have incorporated rn our amendments to
Mr Lalor's motion for a resolution. The first of these
is the need for prison regulations to be applied with
grearer flexibiliry, but I should say that it is onlv
secondary to the other when one considers the tragedy
of the situation as a whole. The second, more impor-
tant point is the conclusion reached by Parliamenr that
there are political causes behind the terrible crisis in
Nonhern Ireland and that these causes must be
thoroughly explored; political action is therefore
required and fresh efforts must be made on the polit-
ical front to find solutions.
I am quite convinced that it is up to both London on
the one hand and Dublin on the other to find a solu-
tion to this probleri; it is also up to [he Northern Irish
community, which 
- 
I hope Conservative members
will allow me to make this point 
- 
is undergoing a
crisrs somewhat similar to that which we experienced
on the borders of Italy. Vhen the events to which I am
referring affected our country, we had no problem in
finding a solution to the Alto Adige question through
the offices of the Council of Europe. In this way, we
found a solution which, for a long period of time at
least, helped to eliminate the acts of terrorism which
had made the cohabitation of different peoples in thrs
region of Italy fraught with rension.
\i7hat is it that our Britrsh and Irish friends are up
against? It is not just a question of defending the rights
of the majority in Northern Ireland, but also of
frnding a solution to problems of an economic and
social nature whrch reflect serious social and political
disparities. A solution to these problems needs to be
found which will meet with the agreement of the
minority in Northern Ireland, or at least wirh the
agreement of most people in that minority because,
whatever happens, their role will be vital. Given the
circumstances, I feel I can only repeat what t'as said a
short while ago in my own country: never give up
negotiating! You must get round the table and carry
on negotiating until the problems have been solved.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kappos.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(GR) Madam President, not only are
human rights b,:ing cruelly and brutally violated in
Northern Irelar,d, but a system has been rmposed
which literally reminds one of the old days of English
imperialism. In Nonhern Ireland, Madam President,
the old principle of 'divide and rule' has been applied,
just as ir was applied all over the world by the British
Empire 
- 
with the painful consequences which are
still being felt today. In additron, Madam President,
Northern Ireland is in a state of milimry occupation.
Enormous milinry and police forces have been
brought in. There are emergency laws and measures.
Those patriots who are arrested are brutally tortured
ro obrain confessions, and they are subsequently
judged nor by ordinary courts, but by special courts 
-
as was admitted by another Member 
- 
on rhe basis of
rhese verr- confessions obtained from the prisoners, as
I said before, by rorture. Conditions in the prisons are
hard and inhuman; the cells are damp, and in winter it
is even impossible for the prisoners to find any sleep.
Furthermore, they cannot refuse to work, they have to
wear special uniforms, and there are restrictions on
correspondence, on visits and on books. In other
words, rhey are subjected to a system which can only
be compared with rhe darkest regimes of fascist dicta-
torships.
The ourcome of this situation is the death of Bobby
Sands, an elected Member of the British Parliament,
and the immediate threat of the death of three more of
the political prisoners in the Maze prison. The British
Government, of course, talks about terrorists, but
fighrers for the rights of the people are always slan-
dered. In any case, rhose elected by the people cannot
be terrorists 
- 
the people does not elect terrorists.
Moreover, the Englrsh used to talk about terrortsts in
Cyprus, and now we visit their graves to pav our
respects and regard them as heroes.
(The President interrupted the speaker)
Madam President, allow me to finish. The attitude of
the British Government towards the political prisoners
rs thus criminal 
- 
it is unacceptable and cannot be
condoned by any respectable person. As a result of this
stance there have been huge demortstrations in all the
capitals of the world, including Athens.
Madam President, the EEC is condoning . . . (Tbe
President interrupted the speaker) . . . I repeat, is
condoning the cnmes . . .
(Protests)
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Madam President, on 17 October 1980,
- 
when Mr Kappos of course was not a Member of
rhis Parliament, and therefore will not have been aware
of rt 
- 
this Parliament expressed ir deep sense of
outrage at terrorlst acts commitred rn the Community,
including the Unrted Kingdom. The hunger strikes in
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Northern Ireland are one more example of the violent
acts of violent men seeking violenr change ro rhe
existing democratic order. This violence is deeply and
bitterly resented and regretted by rhe vasr majority of
all those people li'ring in Nonhern Ireland, be rhey
Catholic or Protes[anr.
The hunger strikes are not about prison conditions.
The prison r€gime in the Maze is one of the most
modern and progressive in Europe. They are no[
about inflexibitiry. The United Kingdom has in fact
made substantial rnodifications [o the prison rigime.
The statement issued on 5 February by the provisional
IRA on behalf of tlhe protesting prisoners, revealed the
tru[h s/hen it srare,J we are demanding to be rreated as
political prisoners. Vhatever any other Member in this
House may have said, they were not about wearing
civilian clothes. 'I'hrs was one of the modifications
made with great ftexibiiity by the United Kingdom
Government [o meet the prisoners' specific demands
which would have led ro their parading in paramilitary
uniforms. In which Member State of the Community
would that have been allowed and in which prisons
would that have been tolerated?
(Applausefrom the European Democratic Group)
The United Kingdom Governmenr has firmly srated
that there is no qr.restron of granring political srarus ro
the prisoners. Madam President, rhe policy has been
strongly supporte,C by Mr Michael Foor, Leader of the
British Labour Party, and Members of this House will
know that he is no friend of the Conservative govern-
ment. But he has supported very strongly
Mrs Thatcher when he srated in the House of
Commons on 5 lVlay, and I quote:
Concedrng political status cannor be done wrthout grvrng
ard to the rer'ruitment of rerronsrs. If polrtical status
were conceded ir would greatly increase rhe number
who have been encouraged to lorn. That rn turn would
mean a grea! increase in rhe number of innocent people
who would be killed. Ve believe that marrers in
Northern Ireland, as elsewhere in rhe country, should be
settled democratically and not at the pornt of a gun.
That was Mr Nlichael Foot. Europeans should be
aware that appeals by prisoners to rhe European
Commission on Human Rights were found to be
groundless. They'had no enritlement to political sratus,
either in national or international law. Their prorest
cannot derive any legitimacy or justification from the
Convention, and cannot be attributed to any posrrive
action on behalf of the United Kingdom Governmenr.
Members of thir; House should be reminded that the
prisoners are criminals with convictions for murder,
actempted murder and causing explosions. Of course
Mr Blaney is rig,ht: courts in which terrorist trials are
held in Northern Ireland do not have juries, and thel'
do not have thern in the Republic of Ireland eirher. He
knows that it is because the lives of rhe jurymen would
be put at risk if they were asked [o serve rhe
community.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
Since the beginning of the troubles, 1 500 civilians and
over 500 soldiers and policemen have been killed. Our
sympathies must lie with their families. Only yesrcrday
a younB policeman was killed and two soldiers injured.
It is indeed the human rights of the victims of violence
which have been violated and not those of rhe
criminals involved in perpetrating them. Even the visits
of the Pope's representative, Monsignor Magee, and
members of the European Commission on Human
Rights failed to dissuade Robert Sands from taking his
own life.
I would ask Mr \(/urtz, who mentioned in his speech
his recent visit to Northern Ireland, whether he
showed any sorrow or sympathy for the families of the
13 innocent victims killed since the start of the hunger
strikes, or indeed for the widow and the two young
orphans left by the ruthless killing of a young
policeman, aged 29, lasr week. It seems ro me and my
colleagues on this side of the House that for
Mr'lVurtz and his colleagues a criminal becomes a
martyr, but the innocent murdered merely becomes
stat.istics.
(Applausefrom the European Democratic Group)
It is to be profoundly hoped that those still on hunger
strike may be persuaded to call off their strike and
save therr own lives. It must be clear to all that no
Bovernmen[ can submit to blackmail by terrorists.
There are no grounds for believing thar submission by
concession, and I repeat, submission by concession,
would lead ro peace and stabrlirv The European
Democratrc Group sincerely hopes that the Provi-
sional IRA will heed the words of Pope John Paul that
murder is murder p'hatever the cause and he has
appealed for all to pre\-ent fratrrcrdal violence. V/e
therefore, Madam President, urge that our amended
text. be adopted on behalf of our Group and the Chris-
tian-Democratic Group and, Madam President, if this
House contributes anything to the cause of Europe
and peace it will be by condemning violence in all ir
forms and ;oin together in findrng a cause of peace
within the European Communiry.
(Applause from tbe European Denrocratic Group)
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-Presrdent of the Commission. 
-(DE) The birth of our European Community more
than thirty years ago was prompted by the determina-
tion to put an end once and for all to violence and war
between the peoples of Europe. All those of us who
today are commirted to giving effect to that determi-
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nation want to see an end ro confrontation and viol-
ence in that part of our Community we are debating
here today. In the course of the debate, an appeal was
addressed to all the Community rnstirutions to help rn
overcoming the problems. The Commrssron is
prepared to plav its pan in this process. Atrenrion was
also drau.n to the limited powers available to the
Community, but within those limits Ee mus[ do every-
thing in our power to improve the situation, especially
in those where we can influence economic and social
conditions. This could make it easier for us ro ser our
along the path of peaceful cooperation, which is some-
thing u'e all want.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The joint debate rs closed.
(Parliament adopted Amendments No 15 and No 2
tohich replaced the two motrons for resolutrons)
15 Aidforfarmers a,ffected by storm disaster
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is rhe
motion for a resolutron (Doc. 1-197/81) tabled by
Mr Hutton and Mr Newron Dunn, on behalf of the
European Democratic Group, on aid for farmers
affected by storm disaster.
I call Mr Hutton.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
Madam President, late in the afrer-
noon, of Frday 24 April 
- 
only a fortnight ago rhe
weekend after Easter 
- 
I drove down through the
Border country of Scotland. It had begun to snow and
I sau' farmers gathering rn newh' born lambs close to
their farmhouses. Late rhar night I drove back through
a blizztrd wrth snou' falhng heavily and being blown
br,' strong q,inds across the roads, againsr walls and
fences and into those small gullies where sheep and
cattle trv shelter in bad u'eather. In the headlrghm of
mv car I could see ewes and their lambs trvrng ro find
some relief from the storm for it hit the hrll farms in
the south of Scotland and England and \7ales right rn
the middle of lambing time. Those sheep and cattle
strll out on the bare hrlls were caught bv the full force
of a storm whrch nobodv could have reasonably
expected ar this time of 1.ear. As a result thousands of
lambs and many calves whrch had been brought our
after wintering indoors perished under that silent,
smothenng blanket of snow.
Even now the final tally of dead srock cannot be
accurately assessed. It will take several more weeks
before farmers know what they have lost. Ir has to be
said that this is not an rsolated blow. Hill farmers have
already had seven bad years, and this has hit them
while they are down. Last vear the sheepmeat regime
came too late to give them the benefit of increased
pnces and they had looked forward to this vear's lamb
sales to begin the long climb back. Now, many of
them har.e seen that chance wiped out in one nrght.
As the storm swepr sourh it turned, Madam Presidenr,
on a new victim, rhe falls of snow and healy rain
saturated the flar fields of rhe crop-growing country of
South Humberside and Lincolnshire in easrern
England. Newly-sown seed was swepr away ruining
the effort of weeks of preparation at lhe very time
vn,hen farmers had spent therr investment in seed and
fertilizer. Some smaller farmers there non' face total
ruin. Spnng wheat, barlev, potatoes, sugar beet and
vining peas worth some frve million pounds were
destrov'ed over manv thousands of acres.
It was not only the Unrted Kingdom which suffered,
Madam President, many areas rn other Member States
suffered considerable damage and loss from this
extraordinary storm. In the past the Communrty has
shown rtself compassionate and understanding when
devastating weather has struck farmers. I appeal ro rhe
Commissron to look generously on the distress which
many Communrtv farmers find themselves in and
when the final details are known to make avarlable ro
them some practical help to keep any farmer whose
hvehhood has been put in jeopardy on the land where
n'e need him.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Adam.
Mr Adam. 
- 
Madam Presrdenr, mv constltuency also
rncludes a ven' considerable sheep farming area; as
rnenl' sheep in fact as there are in the whole of France
and has just been as badly affected bv the unrea-
sonable wearher as the south of Scorland and Lincoln-
shrre that are menuoned in the resolution. I really do
deplore the very, limrted nature of rhe resolutron.
Many other areas and crops have suffered as well.
There *,rll be no support for the resolution, bur rather
for the amendment, from rhis section of rhe House.
But rt does not say verv much really for the CAP that a
resolutron of thrs tvpe is felt to be necessary when
there rs an unexpecred and severe falt of snow. It
ought to be burlt rnro rhe policy that aid in such cases
from the Commission can be automatic. Certarnly the
farmers in the north-east have been badly hit and any
additional ard that the Commissron can give now will
be most welcome All the farms have been hrt, but I
crnnot give the House any specific figures because
there is srill snou'there and the derailed reports have
strll ro come in.
Mr Hutton mentioned the new sheep meat regime.
Could I remind the Commrssron that in the longer
term the sheep farmers in Northumbria and elsewhere
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can best be helped by modifications in rhe exporting
rules governing rhe clawback of rhe inrervenrion aiJ
which is lost on ellporr. A revision of that, a calcula-
tion based on high-quality lamb, is urgently needed.
Exporrs have been extremely disappointing since the
sheep meat regime was inrroduced, and Lad as the
unreasonable weather has been, the exporting arrange-
ments for lamb are much worse. I hope the Commis-
sion will look, not only at the immediare way in which
they can help, but also very seriously ar this other
imponant aspect of the hill sheep farmers' problem.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Haferkamp, l'ice-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) Madam Presidenr, emergency Community aid
under Secion 59 c:an be granted to local populations
afflicted by narural carastrophies the effects of which
are of unusual exrent and are unusually serious. 'We
have debared such aid measures many rimes in rhis
Parliament and reponed on rheir implemenrarion. The
Commission has nrade conrac! with rhe Office of the
Permanent Representarive of the United Kingdom in
order to obtain through official channels all relevanr
information abour the even6 menrioned here. The
Commission expecrs ro obtain rhis information shorrly
from rhe British Governmenr. Ir will rhen immediately
make all necessary checks and reporc ro Parliament.
President. 
- 
The rlebate is closed.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1 utbich replaced
the motion for a resolutton)
16. Radio K
President. 
- 
The nexr irem on rhe agenda is the
motion for a resolurion (Doc. l-198/81), tabled by
Mr Jacquet and others, on Radio K.
I call Mr Gatro.
Mr Gatto. 
- 
U1) Madam Presidenr, in rhe absence
of the tablers of this resolurion, Mr Pisani, MrJacquet
and others, I would like to call for its adoption on
behalf of the Soci,alist Group.
The case of Radio K is well known to the European
public, and it could consrirure a very serious precedent
in relation to quesrions of basic freedoms, in terms of
the legal question arising from rhe artemprs to inter-
fere in the legal sysrem of a sovereign Srare, and in
political terms wirh regard to the effective exercise of
the freedom to express one's views.
This radio srarion is rransmitting on Iralian rerritory
and is not contravening any major consrirurional or
legal norm nor any of the laws of our country, and
therefore there is no reason why it should be subjected
to coercive action on the pan of an external power. It
would constiture a serious precedent to allow such
intervention and nor to remove the present obstacles.
Therefore, I agree with rhe spirir of the motion for a
resolution and call for its adoption.
President. 
- 
I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(FR) Madam Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, the Liberal and Democratic Group asks
you to reject the motion for a resolution before Parlia-
ment. For the question raised by rhe rablers of the
motion calls for careful examinarion. The defenders
of liberty should also bear in mind that rhe libeny of
some ends where the libeny of orhers begins. And if
Radio K is a private srarion, situated on Iralian terri-
tory, subjecr to Iralian laws, largely financed by
French capital, ir should also be remembered thar rhis
radio station broadcasrs on a French channel without
having asked aurhorizatron to do so. I think we have
here rhe relevanr commirrees Legal Affairs
Committee, Commitree on Youth, Culture, Educa-
tion, Information and Sport 
- 
to which this question
must be submirted.'Ihar, ladies and gentlemen, is why
we asked you to reject this motion for a resolurion.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Parliament relected the motion for a resolutrcn )
17. Economic aid to Mount Athos
President. 
- 
!fle now move on ro [he motion for a
resolution (Doc. l-l4l/ 81), tabled by Mr Dalakouras
and others on behalf of rhe Group of European
Progressive Democrats, on economic aid to Mounr
Athos (monastery region).
I call Mr Dalakouras.
Mr Dalakouras. 
- 
(GR) Madam President, I do not
wish to keep the House up any more after such a long
sitting, so I shall restrict myself ro pointrng out thai
Mount Athos is nor a museum 
- 
it is a living
community, and we are asking for protection ro be
given to its shell, in other words to the framework in
which it is developing.
The second pornt which I should like to emphasize is
that this is not a case of 'anyrhing is welcome', i.e. I do
not think we have to offer things which the people
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who live there neither need nor want. Since we are
ralking about such a unique and delicate subject, the
meaning and object of the motion is that a Parliamen-
tary commission should immediacely be set up which
would then visit Mount Athos to get a true picture and
idea of how monastic life is organized, what needs
there are and whether and how we should provide aid.
The reason for the urgency is that the ravages of time,
the earthquakes which occurred two years ago in
northern Greece and the lack of facilities for main-
taining countless buildings, all of equal importance,
are placing an enormous burden on the resources of
rhat region.
I therefore ask the House to approve the motion and
to provide an opportunity for us to study this impon-
anr matter on the spor as soon as possible.
(Applause)
( Parliament adopted tbe reso lution)
President. 
- 
\U7e shall now adjourn.r
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting toas closed at 12.30 a,m.)
Agenda of the next sitting: see Minutes
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IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President
(Tbe sitting opened at 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
I call Mr Chambeiron on a point of order.
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, you will no
doubr recall 
- 
as I believe you were present ac the
meeting 
- 
that last Tuesday the Enlarged Bureau
approved the proposal from one of our Vice-Presi-
dents, Mrs De March, that reference should be made
this morning in the European Parliament, and in a
meaningful way, to the anniversary of rhe victory of
8 May 1945, which marked not only the end of the
war but also the crushing of the Fascist r6gimes.
The chairmen of the political groups were to agree on
rhe form thrs demonstration should take, but they have
not had a meetrng. Does this mean, Mr President, that
the Assembly is to sit without anything being said
abour 8 May? It seems difficult to me for an Assembly
elected by the crtizens of the Communiry countries to
remain silent on the anniversary of an historical event
which marked the liberation of the peoples of Europe,
including, incidentally, the German people itself, and
which forms an integral and inalienable part of rhe
collective memory of all the nations who fought for
freedom, justice and peace.
I rherefore suggest., Mr President, that you suspend
this sirting for a few moments to show that the Euro-
pean Parliament, if only symbolically, has demon-
strated its willingness to be associated with the
commemorauon ln many countnes of one of the mosr
important events in our recen[ history: the victory of
liberty and democracy over oppression and Nazi
terror. I ask you, Mr President, to agree to a suspen-
sion of the sitting.
President. 
- 
Mr Chambeiron, I note what you have
said. By uking the floor now, you have already drawn
artentron ro the significance of todays date, and
think we shall have to remain satisfied with that.l
l. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is voting-time.2
'!7e begin wirh the De Keersmaeker report on the
construction of a Channel Tunnel (Doc. 1-93l81).
()
A"{ter paragraph 15; Amendments Nos 7 and 6
Mr De Keersmaeker, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I am
opposed to Amendment No 7. The subject-matter of
Mr Jackson's Amendmenr No 6 was not discussed in
committee. personally, I have no objection to it.]
President. 
- 
I can now give the floor for explanations
of vote.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
Mr President, I want to explain briefly
why I shall support this motion for a resolution in this
excellent report with enthusiasm this morning.
For some years now, the two parties have agreed to
contract a marnage. Unforuunately, rhe wedding and
the celebrations have never taken place. In these
circumstances, I believe the European Parliament will
play a particularly valuable role as a match-maker at
last and bring them to rhe altar.
(Laughter)
I For adoptron of the mrnures , documents received, trans-
fers of appropnations and perirrons, see the mrnures of
this srttrng2 ]n rts coverage of the votes, the report of proceedings
only reproduces those passages which rnclude speeches
from the floor For derails of the vores, see the minutes
of thrs srrting.I The rapponeur subsequenrly spoke agatnst all the other
amendments
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My only criticism of the proposals in rheir many forms
for what I hope will be a rarlway tunnel benearh the
Channel is thar we may think too small and we shall
not have a railway tunnel beneath rhe Channel but a
mousehole or even a branch line benearh rhe Channel.
\fle ought even ar rhis lare srage in the day to rhink big
- 
to be thinking of a double-track railway tunnel
which will be able ro rake cars and orher road vehicles
aboard trains. '$7'e must also, I rhink, wirh respecr,
consider the improvemenrs ro the railway infrasrruc-
tures which it will be necessary to make in both France
and che United Kingdom and which are nor covered in
this report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patterson.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Mr President, ir would have been
very nice indeed if it had been possible ro vore for this
report unanimously, and it is wirh grear regre[ [har I
announce that I am not going ro supporr ir. The
reason is that I proresr at the decision raken on rhe
amendments by myself and Mr Jackson. It is all very
well to be in favour of a channel tunnel, bur you musr
have some regard for the environmental impact on the
people who live in the area where the tunnel is going
to emerge or where the bridge will end.
I cannot understand why Mr De Keersmaeker did not
recommend a simple amendment saying rhat we
should have regard for the environmenr in Kenr, part
of which is my constituency. How rhe House could
have voted againsr thar I do nor know, and in prorest I
am not going to supporr Mr De Keersmaeker's reporr.
( Parliament adopted the resolution )
x- )i-
President. 
-'!fle proceed to rhe Beazley reporr onscientific and technical information and documenta-
don (Doc. l-182/81).
Proposal for a decision (Doc. 1-)12/80): Amendments
Nos I and 2
Mr Beazley, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, rhe effect of
both these amendmenrs, which I put forward on behalf
of the committee, is merely to bring the rirle in line
with the text. The amendmenr was accepted by the
Commissioner yesrerday, and I am sure rhal our
committee would have supportr:d it.
()
( Parliament adop ted t he re s o luti m )
President. 
- 
Ve proceed ro rhe Fuchs report on
controlled thermonuclear fusion (Doc. 1-833/80).
Proposalfor a decision (Doc. 1-351/80): Amendment No
I
Mr Fuchs, rapporteur. (DE) The amendment
corresponds word for word to the version originally
adopted bv the Commirtee on Energy and Research. It
has been abled solely on accounr of the provisions of
the new Rules of Procedure. I ask the House to
approve it
()
( Parliament adopted the re solution)
President. 
-'!7e proceed ro the Adam reporr on e[ec-tncity tariff srrucrures (Doc. 1-895/80).
Proposal for a drafi recommendation (Doc. l-337/BO),
point 4: Arnendment No 9
Mr Adam, rapporteur. 
- 
I do not quire understand
why thrs is down as an amendmenr, since it is actually
included in the report, but perhaps it has something to
do with the new Rules of Procedure, in which case ir
obviously has the supporr of the committee.
(Laughter)
()
Point 6: Amendments Nos I and 10
Mr Adam, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, rhis poinr was
touched on by the Commissioner when he replied to
the debate yesterday and raised rhe question how these
social payments would be covered. As I did nor ger an
opportunity to reply to the debate, I would say now
that this point is covered by the preamble of the
original drafr recommendations, which rhe commitree
supported and which states on page 1:
'!Thereas tariff structures should not be used for the
redrstnburion of resources among electricity consumers,
that is to say, any social subsrdy would nor be carried
by other electricrty consumers. Thar was the point that
was of concern ro rhe Commissioner last night, and
that is how it is covered in the committee's delibera-
tions.
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The two amendments do not in any way conflict with
the Commission principle. The amendment by Mr
Seligman does not go as far as the committee's amend-
ment, and it was overwhelmingly rejected in
committee. I would urge the House to accept Amend-
ment No 10.
()
Motion for a resolution, paragrapb 2: Amendment No 2
Mr Adam, rdpporteur. 
- 
It does not really add
anything to the resolution and I am not in favour of it.()
Paragraph 4: Amendment No 4
Mr Adam, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, all this adds is
eleven words to the resolution. I am against it.
()
A"frer paragraph 11 : Amendments Nos 6 and 7
Mr Adam, rdpporteur. 
- 
\flith regard to Amendment
No 6, this work is abeady under way in the Commis-
sion and I do not think that the addition is necessary
to the resolution. I am against it.
As for Amendment No 7, I think it contradicts the
main purpose of the report and I am against it.
()
A,fter paragraph 12: Amendment No I
Mr Adam, rdpporteur. 
- 
The report makes it clear
that these recommendations are very much a first
stage. This was emphasized by the Commissioner
when he addressed the House yesterday and I do not
think that this amendment talking about a direcrive is
in keeping with the character of the recommendation.
I am against it.1
( Parliament adopted tbe resolution )
,, 
t'_ 
,t
President. 
- 
Ve proceed to rhe Purvis reporr on a
Communiry foundation for inrernational technological
and scientific cooperation (Doc. 1-862/80).
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
The rapponeur also spoke
No 3.
2. Moratorium on nuclear energy (contd)
President. 
- 
The next item is a continuation of the
loint debate on rhe reports by Mr Seligman (Doc.
l-647 /80) and Sir Perer Vanneck (Doc. l-49/81).2
The Group of the European People's Party (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group) has the floor.
Mrs rV'alz. (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, rarely do six months pass without the
European Parliament being presented with a motion
for a resolution calling either for a moratorium on
nuclear energy or for a stop on further development
and in particular for a decision not to install advanced
reactor types, for example fast breeders and, to a
somewhat lesser extent., high-temperature reactors.
'!fl'e 
are told that enerBy conservation and better use of
energy will make nuclear power superfluous. '$7'e can
only save and conserve the energy we have. Although
oil consumption was reduced by 200/o in my country in
1980 and this welcome trend 
- 
albeit at a lower level
- 
is continuing in 1981, the oil bill for 1981 will still
be 5% to 100/o higher, amountinB to DM 50 000m-
55 000m, instead of DM 44 500m, and increasing the
current-account deficit accordingly. The first priority
is therefore conservation, while better utilization of
energy, for example by the extension of long-distance
heating facilities, with bivalent heat pumps, the insula-
tion of houses and windows and solar energy, is the
second priority. This does not, however, mean rhat we
should not exploit every source of energy available to
us or research and develop alternative energy sources
capable of meering rhe world's energy requirements,
srnce energy represents not only the basis of world
prosperity but also the basis of life imelf in the devel-
oping countries.
The directly-elected Parliament adopted the Fuchs
report on the Community's energy-policy objecrives
and the \Valz repon on alternarive sources of energy
- 
in which specific reference was made to fast
breeders and high-temperature reacrors 
- 
by a verv
large majority. The consranr references to Harrisburg
have not prevented us from approving whar we
consider necessary. The report on Harrisburg has now
been published. I quote: 'No flames, no ruins, no
floods, no deaths or injuries. No noise, no smell.' Thar
is what the report of rhe American investigaring
commission says. Nobody has been affected by radia-
tion as a result of the accidenr, because the average
dose was some 1.5 millirems, one millionth of rhe faral
radiation dose. The cancer statisrics have not changed,
there was no disasrer. The accident and normal opera-
rions cannot be blamed for a single malformarion in
the animal or planr world. Afrer all the 'polluted infor-
mation', a remarkable staremen[l
in faoour of Amendment
See report of procee drngs of 7 May 198 I
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Last week, environmental expens in the Federal
Republic submitted a special report which confirms rhe
votes taken by Parliamenr. They warn againsr exces-
sive concentration on coal-based and nuclear energy.
According to this reporr, rhe normal operarion of
nuclear power-stations causes far less pollution than
coal or oil-fired power-sra[ions. Ir is exrremely
unlikely that a disaster will occur, but rhe possibility
cannot be complerely excluded. Coal, on the other
hand, the report continues, is already causing consi-
derable pollurion despite all the improvements rhat
have been made. The long-term effects 
- 
particularly
on the climate 
- 
will be serious, and it is difficult to
assess the harm that will be done, panicularly if a large
number of small units are built. The environmenralists'
view that renewable energy sources are by nature
non-polluting is not shared by the scientific expens.
'!7hat does this mean, ladies and Bentlemen? Ir means
that life in indusuial society is dangerous nor only
because of energy supplies, and it means rhar the range
of energy sources must be really broad ro minimize the
damage as far as possible. '!7'e cannot afford ro drop
out of this society, because rhere are now far roo many
of us, and 'back co nature' 
- 
if there is still any narure
that has not been disturbed 
- 
is only possible for indi-
viduals. This is the 'plutonium society', ladies and
gentlemen, and the best thing is to burn rhe pluronium
in fast breeders and to preserve the uranium reserves.
The Christian-Democratic Group calls on rhe House
to approve the Seligman and Vanneck reports.
President. 
- 
The Communist and Allies Group has
the floor.
Mrs Poirier. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, my speaking time
will not allow me to develop our views on rhe safery of
nuclear power-stations and of fast breeders in parui-
cular. But I should like to make a few commenrs.
To begin, I would remind rhose who oppose nuclear
energy how different their atritude is, somerimes even
amounting to total indifference, on the question of the
safery of nuclear arms or the safety of those working
on other energy-generating systems. I would draw
their atrention to the following figures: the srarisrics
on the numbers of days lost per working life show that
I 393 days are lost in seafishing, 150 days in coal-
mining, I l1 days in the petrochemical and coal chem-
istry sector, and only 7 days in the nuclear energy
cycle. If we take the chain of events from extraction to
utilization, we find that so far there has not been a
single fatal accident caused by irradiation either in
France or the USA.
As regards the ecological dangers, emissions have been
checked for twenty years in my country and have
never revealed a level higher than that authorized in
the installations, and that is a lower level than the
maximum authorized by law; and in ."r. oi th.
Phenix fast breeder at Marcoule, in France, there has
actually been a clear reducrion in emission levels. This
does not, of course, mean rhere is no need for the
democratic conrrol which rhe nationalization of
nuclear energy generarion we demand for our country
would guarantee.
Security, considerations and the possibility of prolifer-
ation, which prompr the opposition ro rhe construcrion
of nuclear pov/er-stations, are being used as an excuse
by those whose logic means aus[erity for rhe people
and who do not really want independence in rhe
energy field. The nuclear indusrry is highty coveted as
a major source of profirs. Those who propose a mora-
torium, those who want ro srop [he sale of fast
breeders, are no fools: they are aware of rhis impor-
tant aspec[ of the question. They are rherefore know-
ingly helping ro allow uranium resources to be wasted
and to perpetuate the dependence of our countries on
external supplies. lf the counrries of Europe stopped
building the nuclear power srations needed for energy
production, it wou[d mean, [har American light-water
reactors could dominare the whole of the '!7'estern
nuclear market for rhe [en years 'Wesringhouse and
others need to launch their own fast breeders. 
- 
Nor
that 578 Pechiney Ugine Kuhlman, who have gone
into the nuclear indusry with a will, would have
anythinB against thar.
Non-prolrferation has been used as an argumenr in rhe
efforts to block the consrrucrion of fast breeders in
Europe, and it is curious ro nore rhat the evaluation of
the nuclear fuel cycle called for by the American
Government has come out in favour of fasr breeders at
the very time when the American indusrry is capable of
building its own fast breeders.
Consequenrly, I must point out that the Socialist
amendment calling for the research to be contrnued
but marketing stopped is just what capitalist interests
want and will enable 'lTestinghouse to dominate the
market.
Independence in energy will be achieved by devel-
oprng all forms of energy, particularly nuclear energy.
That is why we approve the reports which reject rhe
idea that the development of rhis industry should be
stopped.
President. 
- 
The Liberal and Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should like to say
a few words to the authors of the resolutions which
call for a nuclear energy moratorium and for the
suspension of work on breeder reactors and, through
them, to all the opponents of nuclear energy. I musr
point out straight away rhat I am not a fanatic
supporter of nuclear energy, but I am opposed to any
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moratorium in this area. Nor do I reject the argumenrs
of the nuclear opponents because, as a true democrat,
I am convinced thar we must take account of their
anxiety even if it somerimes seems to be prompted
more by political considerations than by concern for
the safety of the public and the protection of the envi-
ronment.
Vhat I do not understand is why, before 1973, there
was practically no opposition to the use of nuclear
energy. But there were nuclear power starions and
nuclear submarines at tha[ time, and this form of
energy was already berng used in medicine. Can you
explain to me, genrlemen, why you became so our-
spoken precisely at the time of the first energy crisis,
which revealed the extent of our dependence, the
uncertainty of our supplies, the limits to the reserves of
fossil fuels, which brought us economic recession and
unemployment? You will no doubt reply that we are
witnessing rhe unbridled development of nuclear
energy. That is absolutely untrue. I will quote the
example of France, which I know well and which has
also been your favounte target. because of the
advanced nature of rts nuclear programme. So what do
we find here? Ve find in fact that France produces
more electricity with the aid of nuclear energy than
any other Member Stare of the Community, bur thar ir
has also set up a solar energy commission and an
energy conservation agency and that it has one of the
largest budgets rn the Community for research into
new energv sources.
Are those who are obstructing the developmenc of
nuclear energy aware [hat they are paralyzing rhe
societv of the future, and do they have any nght to do
so? I ask them this, because all the prospects, even lhe
most optimistic in the medium and long term, are
worrylng.
So what are we to do? Step up energy conservation?
Yes. Develop new sources of energy? Yes. Use coal
and natural gas? Yes. But rf we add up the energy
these different sources can provide, will Europe be
able to meet all rts needs? Ve know very well that the
answer is no. Do you think I find any sarisfaction in
saying this? Do you think I would acknowledge rhis
wrth my eyes closed? Unfortunately, I musr accepr [he
evrdence: all the international experts without excep-
tlon come to the same conclusion. But you, the oppo-
nents, cannot speak agalnst nuclear energy with the
same unanimiry as the men of science
Let us talk about the problem of safety. Are you aware
rhat the Community's nuclear indusry rs undoubredly
safer rhan any'where else in the world, thanks to the
Euratom Treaty, which was the firsr mulrilareral
system for ensuring safe operation, and rhat safety has
been funher improved by an agreement concluded
between Euratom and the Internatronal Atomic
Energy Agency? Tell me how many people have been
victims of nuclear energy. How many were there at
the time of the Harrisburg accident, which vou regard
as proof of the danger of nuclear energy?
You are also concerned, and I congratulate you on
this, abour the fate of the developing countries, but
you should not ignore the fact that they have a parti-
cular need for fossil fuels, because it would be too
costly and in many cases no[ enough to install nuclear
power stations in those countries. Vill you take the
responsibiliry for a constant increase in oil prices,
whrch these countnes will have to face if our demand
continues to grow and, if the third crisis comes, for the
irreparable damage to their future?
I do not denv that radioactive waste rs a problem that
has not been completely solved, but I claim that
presenI methods of stonng waste can be further
improved. And these improvements will come thanks
to all the research effons being made throughout the
u'orld. The technique of vitrifying the highlv active
q'aste has come a long way and is proving entirely
satrsfactory. I am convrnced that our research workers
u'ill find other, rncreasrngly sophisticated methods.
You are also deceiving the public by exaggerating the
risks involved in the development of fast breeders,
because in many ways they are better than light-water
reacrors: they pollute the environment less because
there are vinually no Baseous or liquid emissions, and
there rs no chance of an accident caused by rhe sudden
loss of refrigerant. If you succeeded in preventing
Europe from having a very important source of
energy, vou would be seriously ,1eopardizing the lives
of future generations and vou would be held respon-
sible for thrs.
f'ou are also confusing nuclear reactors wrth nuclear
bombs and trying to convince the pubhc that the two
are the same. And you are doing this knowingly
because you are well aware that a nuclear power
station cannot explode [ike an atomic bomb.
To conclude, I call on all those who wanr a moraro-
rium to rhink drspassionately abour this quesrion: are
vou sure that there is less risk of conflicr resulting
from an energv crisis than from having recourse to
nuclear energy? It is nor so much a quesrion of being
for or against nuclear energy, bur one of comparing
needs and risks.
The Liberals have arrived ar rhe conclusron that
nuclear energy is indispensable if the gap in European
energy supplies is to be filled and thar rhe only source
of genurne concern a[ present. is the maintenance and
improvement of safety srandards \7e feel rhat no
effort must be spared in safery research, because safety
must take absolure priority over profitability. Bur we
also have a duty to ensure the future economic and
social progress and well-being of our peoples. Liberals
will never aBree to opt for recession.
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President. 
- 
The Group of European Progressive
Democrats has the floor.
Mr Turcat, 
- 
(FR) Ladies and genrlemen, ir always
comes as a surprise in this kind of debate, in which we
have had some practice, to find how incoherenr some
arguments against nuclear energy are, and we musr
really ask who would benefit by a general or limited
moratorium on fast-breeder reactors. For sure, rhe oil
producers: Isfecit cui prodest.
I do not want to do rhe Member who has appointed
himself the spokesman of the PLO the injustice of
accusing him of also being the spokesman of the fabu-
lously nch producers, but he is undoubtedly their ally.
In fact, our decisions are only ever justified if they are
in the interests of the pubhc. Safety comes first,
certainly before economic interests.
I shall not go into the technical aspects of the precau-
tions that have been taken to ensure, in particular, the
safety of fast breeders. There will, of course, never be
a system in industry that does no[ break down, but it is
not reasonable to refer all rhe time to incidents where
there have been no casualties, when any activity
involves incidents of that kind. But I add to what the
rapporteurs and previous speakers have said, that
according to [he most serious studies thar have been
made, the likelihood of anyone suffering as a result of
an accident at a nuclear power-station, on the assump-
tion that there are one hundred nuclear power stations
in a country like France, is about the same as his
chance of being hir by a meteorire.
On the other hand, there is a considerable risk of there
not being enough energy, despite all the efforts being
made to develop every reasonable source. It is not only
our little comforts that are being threatened, but all
industrial activity, employment and the production of
the wealth whose distribution undoubtedly does not
improve mankrnd spritually, but does bring the pros-
perity for which elected representatives, like govern-
ments, are responsible. I mention the elected represen-
tatives, because they must do rheir duty after seeking
out the truth. The public hearing for which Mr
Linkohr has called would mean an escape from our
democratic responsibilrty, which no pressure group
must be allowed to influence .
I would add that it is not consistent sometimes to
ques[ion the abiliry of nuclear power to solve the
energy problem in view of the shonage of uranium
and sometimes [o question fast breeders, which are
precisely the way round this shortage.
It is therefore with the utmost sincerity, because we
are not nuclear militants, but interested solely in the
public good, it is in the interest of the public, of the
environment, for which nuclear power srations in fact
show greater respecr rhan other types, it is because of
our interest in the security of our future that we
support the peaceful use of nuclear power and, there-
fore, the Seligman and Vanneck reports.
President. 
- 
The Group for the Technical Coordina-
rion and Defence of Independent Groups and
Members has the floor.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke. (NL) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the energy problem is nor
primarily a technological but a social problem.
Choosing from among the vanous energy sources also
means choosing a specific model of sociery for rhe
next generation. As regards the choice of nuclear
enerBy, I have very few illusions in this respect.
It is extremely enlightening [har we should find rn the
reports by Mr Seligman and Sir Peter Vanneck the
same attrtude as we noted yesrerday during the debare
on Northern Ireland, because he re again, as in
Northern lreland, the fundamental question is whether
or not we give people the right to decide their own
destiny, therr own future. And when I hear Mr Turcat
say that the holding of a referendum is a form of
escape from our own responsibilities, my blood boils
because we find the same attitude adopted towards
those who speak up for the right of self-determination.
They' are politely scorned or regarded as irresponsible
or 
- 
as the Gaullist speaker said 
- 
naive. But the
ultimate object is to avoid a debate on [he essence of
the matter.
The original motion for a resolution on the rntroduc-
tion of a nuclear energy moratorium reflects the very
same attitude. But there are still many questions [hat
worry thousands, even millions of people. There has
been an accident at Harrisburg, and there has been a
much worse accident at La Hague. The waste disposal
problems have still not been solved, and there is a
great deal of screntific evidence to which an answer
has still not been given. There is also rhe quesrion of
whether a series of low radiation doses do nor even-
tually lead to disease. This questron has nor yer been
answered erther. There is above all the basic challenge,
as we witnessed, for example, a few weeks ago wirh a
series of accidents in Japan. Here we find rhose
responsible have not given answers, and I feel that rhe
same has happened here in the European Community.
Is there nor then an urgenr need for us to call a halr to
this development, to reflect and ro see whether we
cannot organize a public debate. The Vanneck report
also answers with the same assuredness rhal we hear
all the time from the representatives of indusrry,
whether rt be the armamenr.s indusrry, the chemical
industry or the nuclear industry. There are, like it or
not, a number of questions to which answers have
never been given. Considering the changed economic
situation and the forecasts, is there likely to be an
energy shortage if real adjustmenrs are made? Vhar is
the energy potenrial of the sources of renewable
energy that have so far been studied or developed?
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'!flhat effecr does nuclear energy have on employment
compared with alternarive energy sources? !flhat effect
does rhe mining or uranium have on the lives of the
indigenous population, and can it be justified by the
world's increased energy needs? Is it possible to
continue to develop nuclear energy without the public
being subject to an almost intolerable number of
controls? These are all basic questions, each repre-
senting a choice where the future shape of society is
concerned.
For in fact we find, ladies and gentlemen, that a
number of small count.ries, which are consequently
more closely geared to democratic procedures
throughout their societies, have resisted the pressure
of the nuclear lobby. You have heard what the public
has to say. I am referring to Luxembourg, Denmark
and Ireland, which have all introduced a moratorium.
I am referring to the fact that pubhc opinron has put a
srop to nuclear development in the Netherlands and in
the Federal Republic of Germany. Only Belgium,
France and the United Kingdom persist.
In the Seligman report we find the sarne desire to
avoid a debate and giving the public real information,
not only the public in our own countries, but in Switz-
erland 
- 
the Mauville project, for example, affects
rhe citrzens both of our Communiry and Switzerland.
But the citizens cannor express their views because a
hearing rs not allowed. This is an attitude which will
determine our future. It is also an attitude which the
Commission frequently adopts and is revealing,
because we would normally have expected the
Commission's representacive, Mr Narjes, who is respon-
sible for safety, to be present for this debate. But he is
not, and I therefore call on you to approve our
amendments concerning the consultation of the public
and the introduction of a moratorium. A few days ago
Mr Davignon enrered a stronB plea for nuclear energy
and also for further scienrific research. Bur neither Mr
Narjes nor Mr Richard, who is responsible for social
affairs, are here todar., and that is revealing enough.
As the first directly-elected Members of Parliament we
must therefore propose an alternative [o the bureau-
c:,acy of this Commission and of the whole
Community, whrch has such a suffocating effect on
the people who thought Europe could be different.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Viehoff.
Mrs Viehoff . 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr Linkohr
discussed the report by Mr Sehgman at length
yesterday on behalf of the Socialist Group. I shall
rherefore concentrate on the report and resolution by
Sir Peter Vanneck. Of particular importance in the
resolurion on which the report is based is paragraph 2,
which calls for consideration to be given to the possi-
bitity of suspending further developments of nuclear
energy until the problems have been solved. The
report should have gone inro this question, which is
now briefly summarized in the form of a requesr for a
moratorium. There is some confusion about the term
'moratorium', but I refer once again to the text irelf.
Sir Peter Vanneck has not discussed this question, but
shows himself to be an uncritical, if not emotional,
supporter of nuclear energy, as his presentation in
Parliamenr yesrerday once again proved. Even
supporters of nuclear energy, of whom I am not one,
might conclude that a responsible approach would be
to disconrinue further development until the problems
have been solved, because no one denies that there are
problems. And as politicians we are as responsible for
the safety and health of the public and for guarding
democracy as we are for ensuring constant and
reasonably secure supplies of energy.
After the considerable criticrsm voiced both by rhe
supporters and by the opponents of nuclear energy in
the Committee on Energy and Research of the first
version of his report, the rapporteur has tried in
Chapter II (advantages of a moratorium) of the
revised version to consider the situation through the
eyes of the advocates of suspension. He has not been
very successful, few of the arguments advanced being
sound. Let us look ar point 5, in which he says thar
breeder reactors generate more electriciry but use less
frssionable material and thus open new prospects of
Europe possibly becoming independent of external
energ)' supplies.
I have rwo commenrs to make on this: firstly, whether
a breeder reactor generates more electricity depends
on capacity and secondly, breeder reactors necessitate
reprocessrng plants, which do not work well, which
means that breeder reactors are not a real option.
Accidents regularly occur a[ reprocessing plants: at
'\Tindscale rhere have been at least eight leaks of
radioactive substances, two fires, a critical incident
and not least the leakage of tOO 000 curies from a
building, v''hich has not been used for years, rhe radia-
tion four metres below ground level being 600 rads.
According to the Government, this does nor represent
a danger, because the ground is retarning rhe radia-
tion. Recenr rnformation indicares thar the incidence
of cancer around Vrndscale is far higher than else-
where. I will not say that rhis is proof, but I do find ir
srgnificant and I feel thar such informarion provides
sufficient arguments in favour of a moratorium. La
Hague does not measure up very well either: 1 713
cases of pollurion berween 1970 and 1976; on
22 September 1980, land bordenng rhe reprocessing
plant was contaminated after rhe water from a was[e-
pond overflowed on to the road and rhe adjacenr land.
The planned reprocessing of spent rods has by no
means come up ro expectations, and this has
far-reachrng implicarions for the Member States which
send their fuel rods to La Hague because their is a
good chance they will be gerring rheir radioacrive
property back again. In pornr 15 of Chapterll, the
rapporteur says rhar a suspension may result in a shor-
tage of reprocessing capaciry. He forgets chat money
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that is not spen[ on the construction of nuclear power
stations can be invested, for example, in energy-
conservation measures and the development of other
energy sources. Money invested in conservation prod-
uces results in a very short time and also creates
employment, while money invested in nuclear power
stations now may not produce results for ten years. In
addition, society may not be able ro mee! the costs of
nuclear energy, which are continuing to rise. Ve must
also take the time to consider rhe consequences of
Harrisburg. Some people are saying thar two years
have now passed and we have all the informarion, but
more information is coming in all the time. The
changes being made at the nuclear power sration are
already costing over 50 million dollars, and the Vice-
President of '!(/isconsin Electric Power, Mr Bernstein,
feels that the wrong lessons are being learned from
Harrisburg. All kinds of safety and information
systems must be added, and this is simply making
everything more complicated and will reduce rarher
than increase safety. And now [here has been another
accident in Japan, on which we have by no means all
the information, but it will eventually filter rhrough.
Since Harrisburg the Americans have also become
more careful about the issue of licences. Mr Eklund,
Director-General of the International Atomic Energy
Agency has said that this caution is a threar to nuclear
energy. This shows that the construction of nuclear
power stations is considered more imporrant rhan
safety, and that is unacceptable. In America, where
they have been seeking a solution for over twenty
years, no progress has yet been made. This should
make us think before we go on to produce yer more
nuclear waste.
I could mention a Breat many more facts, and I would
emphasize that these are facts and not emotional argu-
ments, which the opponents of nuclear energy are so
often accused of advancing. And I find that rhe
rapporteur, to put it midly, has not taken a great deal
of trouble to esablish the facm, let alone the opinions
of expens whom he does not like and whom I have
also mentioned. And that is not just my opinion: Sir
Peter Vanneck also admitted this in the Committee on
Energy and Research when we were discussing his
rePort.
I should like to explain my amendments briefly. In
Amendment No 3, I refer to a book by Mr Lilienthal,
the former president of the American Atomic Energy
Commission and undoubtedly an expert. In his book,
he wrires that the nuclear power stations now in oper-
ation are so complicated that safery cannot be ensured.
Research and development are needed to find a safer
type of nuclear power station
In Amendment No 4, I say that there have been over
the years and will be accidents in which people are
affected his radioactive irradiation. There are two
types of victim: those who will die years after an acci-
dent at a nuclear power station and those who suffer
harmful effects due to uranium mining and ore waste.
By the year 2 000 uranium mining under the American
nuclear programme alone is expected to result in
100 000 cases of lung cancer. At this juncture I will
refer strarght away to the completely false comparison
rhat is constantly made between the victims of nuclear
power sration accidents and the injuries and faraliries
that have occurred in coal-mining in the past. The only
fair comparison we can make is between the risks
involved in coal-fired power-stations and nuclear
power-stations and the risks inherent in coa[-mining
and uranium-mining. I beheve that uranium-mining is
far more dangerous to the public than coal-mining.
In Amendment No 7, I say that a comparison cannot.
be made between the aircraft industry and the nuclear
rndustry xs the rapporteur does in his explanatory
sratement to give an example of empirical develop-
ment. Arrcraft accidents have resulted in an improve-
ment in the safety of aircraft. But a learninB process
whereby a safer design is achieved after a large number
of nuclear power station accidents is socially unaccept-
able.
Mr President, I have not referred to proliferation, to
the encroachment on citizens' democratic rights, to
the danger of a police state emerging, but in the short
time available to me I have had to set myself certain
limits. Although Members may not be able to vote for
my amendments, I urge them nevertheless to vote
againsr this report and this resolution, because it is
unworchy of the representatives of the people to treat
so serious a matter so superficially. At the same time, I
requesr that the vote be taken by roll-call.
President. 
- 
I calI Mr Kappos.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, in general we are
not opposed to the use of nuclear reactors for gener-
ating electricity, since this can only help ro improve
rhe siruation by diversifying the sources and forms of
energy. Under the presenr circumstances, however, we
are definircly opposed ro the consr.rucrion of nuclear
reactors, at least in Greece. The reason for rhis is thar
the stud1, and construction of reactors is in the hands
of various monopolies, which carry on their work
without any controls, more parricularly withour any
democratrc controls, and this poses serious threats for
our country and our people.
'lfhat does this meani Firstly, the counrry's absolute
subjection 
- 
at least in this field 
- 
ro rhe monopohes
and to rmperialism; second[y, there is consequenrly no
guarantee, no Buarantee at all, that the environment
and the healrh and lives of rhe population will be
protected. The monopolies entrusred wirh rhe
construction of reactors 
- 
as, for example, Ebasco in
Greece 
- 
are interested in norhing bur selling their
products and supplying atomic fue[, and show no
concern for protecting the health and rhe lives of the
population.
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In order to make rhese views or our quite clear, Mr
President, we shall be voting against Sir Peter
Vanneck's report
President. 
- 
I call Mr Petersen.
Mr Petersen. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I wish to express
my disappointmen[ over Sir Peter's report. For one
thing, the rapporteur is an inveterate supporter of
nuclear energy; for another, he does no[ look closely
enough at the problems whrch it is his duty as rappor-
[eur to expound to us. For instance, he does not deal
adequately wirh the safety aspects. The Harrisburg
incrdent is hardly mentioned, and there is no serious
drscussion of the facr rhat rhe development of nuclear
energy wirhin rhe Communiry is at a standstill.
The question really is whether rhings are nor tending
towards a general moratorium. Opposirion to nuclear
energy is on the increase in Europe, and in Denmark
we do have a de facto morarorium 
- 
a iact rhar is jusr
not mentroned in the Vanneck reporr 
- 
for rhough
the Folketing, rhe Danish Parliamenr, did adopt in
1976 a decision of principle on the building of nuclear
Pov/er stations, our Social-Democratic Government
has in fact postponed the implemenrarion of rhar
programme. The reason is the unresolved problem of
storage, and it is obvious after the Harrisburg incidenr
thar rhere is a problem wirh regard to safety which
urgently needs examining. As long as rhese questions
are not cleared up, nuclear energy must also be
mentally contaminating. !7hat is more, a technology
which in country after counrry splits the population
into two nearly equal pans is not a technology on
which we can base our future with a clear conscience
as a democratic Community.
For these reasons, we in Denmark have called a halr ro
grve us time to reflect; the Social-Democraric Govern-
ment has declared a defacto morarorium, and I should
Lke to take this opporruniry of recommending rhe
other Member States to do the same. If they did, the
Communrty could use the money thus made available
to make a serious beginning on investing in the only
natural alternarive ro oil 
- 
that is, rhe renewable
energy sources 
- 
nor with small token amounts, but
with really massive sums.
For these reasons I recommend thar the House vote
against the Vanneck resolution and therefore also
against the Selrgman resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ippolito.
Mr Ippolito. (17) Mr President, ladres and
gentlemen, on behalf of the Italan Communisr and
Allies Group I express my supporr for the Vanneck
motion for a resolution, whrch rejecrs rhe request for a
nuclear energy moratorium, and for the Seligman
motion, which re;ects the so-called 'Geneva appeal'
and the suspension of work on breeder reacrors. I see
it, moreover, as my duty to denounce rhe proposals of
those who would hke the Parliamenr ro go on record
against the development of nuclear energy for peaceful
uses such as the generation of electricity; on [he one
hand, these proposals go against hisrory and progress,
and on the other rhey unwrttingly promore the disrup-
tion of our society. In fact, social disruption 
- 
and
the terrorism which derives from it 
- 
is fed by the
scarcity of energy, which leads to unemployment and
poverty. The vast majority of experts the world over
agree that in the next few decades it will be absolutely
necessary to rely on electronuclear energy to sarisfy
mankrnd's energy needs. That is why no country
which is not energy self-sufficienr has been able ro opt
for a decisively antinuclear policy.
'!fle can discuss the need to improve security; we can
define more precisely the norms and rhe means for the
final disposal of radioacrive wasre, a task already
undertaken by AEIA experts in colloboration with
those of the EEC; we can investigate funher the possi-
bitity of accident control rn reactors, as is being done
at Ispra. No one, however, not even those who are
rdeologically opposed to nuclear energy, dares ro
assert 
- 
or can demonstrate through technically and
economrcally valid proofs 
- 
that the so-called renew-
able energy sources will be able to supply a consider-
able portion of our electricity needs in the nexr rhirty
to forty years. The experience 
- 
in my opinion,
useless and very expensive 
- 
of the Aviano power
plant in Sicily, which at rimes uses more electric power
than rt produces, shows beyond the shadow of a doubt
the impossibrliry of producing elecrric power rhrough
solar energy today, even at relatively higher cosrs.
Solar energy may be used only ro produce low and
medium-temperature heat, but there ir can make an
appreciable contribution and ease rhe burden on rradi-
tional energy sources.
The possibility of generating elecrricity through solar
energy or nuclear fusion lies still in rhe disranr furure,
even if we accept considerably higher producrion costs
than those arrsing from traditional methods such as
coal, nuclear fission or oil. Therefore, if we do not
wrsh to interrupt the development of rhe EEC coun-
tries, whose energy production covers only 50% of
their consumptron, and of many Third \7orld coun-
tries, in particular those which have no hydroelectric
resources) it becomes inevitable not only to turn ro
nuclear power-planrs, wirh the so-called 'proven reac-
tors', but also to carry on a vigorous programme of
research and industrial experimentation in rhe field of
f ast-breeder reacrors.
On the basis of these conclusions, reached in Iuly by
our party after much reflectron and debate, we are in
favour of these resolutions. I hope that Parliamenr will
want [o approve rhem by a majoriry large enough to
drscourage the persistent opposirion to nuclear power.
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Ve have witnessed a demonsrrarion of rhis opposition
this morning, and I mus[ say ir is unwarranred, based
on misconceptions, and incired by people who have no
knowledge in the matter.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Georgiadis
Mr Georgiadis. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I should like
to state briefly the position of rhe Greek members of
the Socialist Group on the Vanneck report which is
being discussed. First of all, I must say that no nuclear
power stations have yet been built in Greece and so it
would perhaps be something of a conrradicrion if we
were [o support the nuclear energy moratorium at a
time when there is no such problem in Greece. 'W'e
know however, that the Greek Governmen[ is plan-
ning to build its first nuclear power station in Greece
in 1990 and, from this point of view, the positron of
our party is, rn my opinion, a matter of special inleresr.
I shall not refer in detail to what my colleague Mrs
Viehoff said as regards the dangers and long-term
possibilities of nuclear energy, but merely say that we
are opposed to the Vanneck report and in favour of
:!;r;::'..r 
enersy moratorium for the following
First, there are serious dangers for the environment
and the population from possible accidents in nuclear
power stations, given that they are still at a stage of
experimental operatron based on empirical research
and their operational safety has still not been finally
Proven.
Second, I would remind you of the example of the
recent accidents in Japan and yesterday's decision by
rhe United Stares Congress whereby Mr Reagan's
Government decided to end support for fast-breeder
reactors in the United Srates.
Also, there is still no effective solution to the problem
of storing and disposrng of nuclear waste. There is no
reliable complete informatron about the dangers which
may arise from the operation of nuclear power
stations.
Fourth, there are other important aIternatives 
-renewable sources of energy such as solar energy,
wrnd energy, geothermal energy, etc. 
- 
in addition to
the conventional sources of energy such as coal and
hydroelectric power, which could do an excellent job
of filling any future gaps in the energy supply.
I should like to point out to my colleague Mr Ippolito,
who spoke in favour of the report, that of course there
is no chance that nuclear and other forms of energy
will be replaced by alternative, renewable forms of
energy in the near future, but this rs due to the fact
that 38% of the expenditure on energy research within
the Community goes to nuclear energy and only
0.50/o goes ro research on renewable sources of
energy.
Fifth, in areas prone to earthquakes, like the Mediter-
ranean and Greece, the dangers of building and oper-
ating nuclear power srarions are considerably
increased.
In closing, Mr President, I should like ro point our
thar the question of taking positive measures to make
economies in energy consumption has been basically
neglected in many areas, like industry, transport and
the services sector. Moves in this direcrion would
reduce the urgency to discover new sources of energy
and would lead to a more rational use of available
resources. For all these reasons, Mr President, we are
opposed to the Vanneck report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seligman.
Mr Seligman. rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I just
wanted to say that we have heard the usual scare-mon-
gering from a number of people who, as Mr Ippolito
said, are not fully aware of the technical details, and
this scare-mongering is harming their own counrries.
The serious accident at La Hague referred to by Mr
Vandemeulebroucke was an insignificant accidenr; rhe
two unions involved at Cap La Hague both expressed
themselves satisfied wrth the way the problem had
been dealt with, and no one suffered.
As to the question of reprocessing waste, there is a
perfecth' satisfactory interim solutron rn vitrification
and the American Senate last summer agreed ro a
semi-permanent storage of waste which would cover
the next 50 to 100 years untrl the final solution rs
found.
Therefore I do say to counr.ries like Greece and
Denmark and Ireland that rf rhey go on listening to
this scare-mongering they are going to damage their
own economres; they are going to be a burden on the
economy of the Communrty; they are going to have to
import ll5 to 900/o of their energy. They are therefore
dorng themselves and their populations a good deal of
harm by listening ro scare-mongering.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. 'We proceed to the
vo[e.
.!7e begrn with the Sehgman report.l
()
( Parliamen t adopted the reso lution )
t The rapporteur spoke against a[ the amendments.
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'We proceed to the Vanneck report.
Tbe motton for a resolution as a whole: Amendment
Nol
Sir Peter Vanneck, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, this
amendment represents the mrnority opinion, which is
of course already contained in the report. It is a col[ec-
rron of agnostlc assumptions and refusals to accept
that nuclear power is safe, clean and, indeed, an essen-
tral energy tool in the battle against unemplol'ment
and the srriving for economic growth. It is another
exemple of the tail trying to wag the dog. It would
completely upset [he maJonty report, which was
adopred by a proportion of 2 to 1 in committee, and
therefore your rapporteur rs against.
(. . )
Preamble and paragrapbs 1, 3, 4, t, 6 and 7: Amend-
ments Nos 2,3,4, 5,5, 7 and 8
Sir Peter Vanneck, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, these
amendmenrs by Mrs Vrehoff are exactly the same,
practically word for word, as those that were consid-
ered in commrttee on a paper dated 24 October 1980.
I don't want to take up the time of the House by rter-
ating each tlme my objections, because they all stem
from the fact that they were rejected in commrttee and
realh' they have already been explained this morning
in the House. I am against them all for reasons. So, to
start with Amendment No 2, your rapporteur is
aSalnst.
()
tX/ritten explandhon of oote:
Mr Bogh. 
- 
(DA) \Tithout commenting on the indi-
vidual paragraphs in the proposal, I wish to emphasize
the fundamental belief of the Danish People's Move-
ment that it rs wrong to apply supranational solutions
to problems which can be solved at the narional level
or by agreements between individual governments. I
would also say that, in my country, the governmen!
has undenaken not. to introduce nuclear energy
v"'rthout consultrng the people. The views expressed in
the report and the conclusions can, therefore, be
regarded as outside rnterference in a matter rhat
should only be decided by the Danish people. Our
fundamental rejection of supranational solutions
n'hich restnct Danrsh sovereignty also applies to rhe
ideas put forward in the reports being debated under
Items 78, 79 and 80 of the agenda.
( Parlrament adopted the resolution)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Viehoff on a point of order.
Mrs Viehoff. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I requested a
vote By roll-call on Sir Perer Vanneck's report. In
view of the time, I will not request that the vote be
raken again, but I hope that in future you will consider
requests somewhat more carefully.
President. 
- 
Mrs Viehoff, I have received no request
for a vote by roll-call.
Mrs Viehoff. 
- 
(NL) I explicirly called for a vote by
roll-call on Sir Peter Vanneck's report ar the end of
mv statemenr thrs morning. I will not requesr that the
vote be taken agarn, because I do not want to take up
the Assemblr''s trme. The result wou[d be the same, but
I drd very clearly request a vote by roll-call.
President. 
- 
\flould you next time put your request
for a roll-call vote at the begrnning of the voting? That
u'ould prevent the danger of misunderstandings.
3. Social security
President. 
- 
The next irem is the report by Mr
Ghergo (Doc. I - 150/81), on behalf of the Commitree
on Social Affairs and Employment, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Councrl (Doc. l-
562/8q for a regulation amendrng Regulation (EEC)
No 1408/71, on the apphcarron of social security
schemes to employed persons and therr famrlies moving
urthrn the Communrry, and Regulation (EEC) No 57al
72, fvrng the procedure for rmplementing Regulatron
(EEC) No t4A8/71.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Ghergo, rapporteur. 
- 
(lT) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and genrlemen, rhe Commission's proposal concerning
a modification of Regulation 1408/71 is extremely
important, not only because of its contenr but also and
especiallv beceuse of its significance.
The proposal may be divided inro two parts: rhe firsr
deals v"'rrh formal and technical problems, the second
with substantial and fundamental issues. On rhe first
part I have no commenrs ro make, since I fully agree
u.ith the Commission's posirion. Much more important
is rhe Commrssion's proposed modification ro para-
graph 2 of Article 22 of Regulation 1408. Since 1971,
under the provisions of Anicle 22(l) (c), a worker
rnsured in a Member State may be authorized ro go to
another Member State for trearmen[ and to receive the
benefrts rn krnd provided by the legislarion of the latrer
State as though he were insured there.
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In order to avoid misundersranding, it must be said
here rhat rhe cost of medical care is borne by the insti-
tution which has granted aurhorization. According to
Article 36 of rhe Regulation, it must fully reimburse
the costs incurred by the instirurion providing the
medical care. According ro Arricle 22 again, the
authorization cannor be refused if the treatment
cannot be provided ro rhe person concerned in rhe
territory of the Member State in which he resides,
either because rhe Srate does not include such treat-
ment in its insurance plan or because rhe rreatment is
not considered sufficiently effective. Authorizarion
may be refused only if it is ascertained rhat the transfer
of the person concerned would endanger his health or
impede rhe application of medical rrearmenr. Borh the
spirit and the letter of rhe provision, which is of itself
extremely clear, have been reconfirmed by two deci-
sions of the Coun of Justice.
The second of rhese decisions, that of 3l May 1979
concerning case No 182/78, srares rhar when a derer-
mined rype of medical care is recognized as a valid
course of treatment for the disease suffered by the
individual in question by an auronomous decision on
the part of the patient's physician or rhe medical
officer of the institurion ro bear rhe cosrs of the rreat-
ment, the said institution musr grant rhe requested
authorization. Thus the Court has reaffirmed that the
responsible institution has no discrerionary admrnisrra-
tive powers excep[ for those of an exclusively medical
nature for which only a doctor is responsible.
Now the Commission would like ro replace the second
sub-paragraph of paragraph 2 with a provision
according to which authorization cannor be refused if
relevant trealment is included among rhe benefits
provided for in the legislation of the Member Srate on
whose terrirory the person concerned resides, and if he
cannot receive such rreatment in time in that Member
State. Thus, whereas before the only condirion for
authorization was one of a therapeutic nature, [he
Commission would now impose two condirions, rhe
first of which is chat the [rearmenr. musr be included
among the benefits provided for in the Member Stare.
This argument is diametrically opposed to the original
one, which righdy saw in the lack of a parricular rrear-
ment in the country of residence the basic reason for
authorizing the person concerned to receive such
lreatment. as was deemed most effective by his docror
in another Member Srate. The second condition
concerns the rapidity with which the treatmenr can be
given in the country of residence. This rime factor is
extremely difficult ro define, and it is also an open
question as to who should be charged wirh such decr-
sions. Imagine the legal problems rhis provision could
provoke I
Given the serious nature of rhe modificarion proposed,
one cannot help emphasizing the weaknesses inrrinsic
to its justification. It is said in rhe proposal rhat the
application of the provision mighr give rise ro abuses.
Apart from the fact that rhese abuses are neirher
mentioned nor demonstrated, it must be pointed our
that if such abuses occur, they should be dealt with by
organizing a rational sysrem of controls, but potential
abuses cannot be used as a pretext for abolishing
acquired rights. I have said thar the alleged abuses
are not even expressly mentioned; indeed, I do nor
believe that what the Commission calls 'abuses' may in
reality be considered as such; 'abuses' in fact refers to
instances when a person has asked for and received
au[horizatlon to go to anorher Member Stare for
medical treatment. And that is nothing more rhan rhe
rightful implementation of the existing provision.
Nor are the Commission's orher motives betrer
founded. They allege rhat rhe provision is not actu-
ally grounded in Article 48 of the Treary, which esra-
blishes freedom of movement for workers. In fact,
freedom of movement is based, as is also Regula-
tionl-4a8/71 in its entirery, on Article5l and on
Articles 2 and 7 . Bur Anicle 51 srates nor only that the
Council shall adopt such measures in the field of social
security as are necessary to provide freedom of move-
ment for workers, but also qualifies and complemenrs
Article 48 (2), which states that such freedom of
movement entails the abolirion of any discriminarion
based on nationalrty berween workers of the Member
States as regards employment, remunerat.ion and other
conditions of work and employment. There is no
doubt that these conditions include social security and
medical care.
The Commission's proposal states, furthermore, that
the imple mentation of the provision under Article 22
would aggravate the financial difficulties faced by the
health insurance schemes of rhe Member States.
Medical costs are continually increasing all over the
world, and n rs therefore impossible to deny the exisr-
ence of such difficulties. On the other hand, if it is
conceivable to call a halt rn the evolution of social
proBrammes, a retreat rs absolutely out of the ques-
tion. The solution to economic drfficulties does nor lie
in the reduction of social secunt\'. The solution rests
rather p'ith the coordination and harmonization of
legislatron and benefirs, wirh rhe rationalizarion of
admrnistrative procedures and with the rigorous appli-
cation of the sohdarity principle, under which each
contributes to the support of social security
programmes according to his own capacity.
In any event, the proposed modification encails a
reduction a[ Community level of the workers' social
protection; it is a step backward which is prejudicial ro
the rights acqurred in the past decade and confirmed
bv various Community institutions, particularly on the
occaslon of the accession of new Member States and
of the extension of medical protection to the families
of workers. (See Regulation 2595 of 1977.)
From a legal standpoint, the proposal raises a serious
problem, for it is meant to modify a provision of the
existing Regulation in a sense which is complerely
opposed to the direction taken by the Court of Justice
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in the two cases mentioned above. The Commission,
however, also refers to the same Coun decisions in
order to support its case (see p. 15 of the Commis-
sion's proposal, Doc. l-562/80).
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I trust I have
made my argument clear enough to render any further
pursuit of it superfluousl I should like to conclude
with a proposal and with two appeals. The proposal,
which arises from the report, calls for the adoprion of
the modrficauon proposed by the Commission; with
the exception of those concerning Article 22; I have
moved in the same direction with the two amendments
I have presented on behalf of the Committee on Social
Affairs.
As for the appeals, while emphasizing first of all that I
speak not only as rapporteur but also on behalf of the
Chrrstian-Democratic Group, I invite the Commission
to modify its proposal accordrng [o my repon. I turn
particularly to the new Commissioner, Mr Richard,
asking him not to start his term of office with an
action which would represen[ a step backward in the
field of workers' social protection.
Above all, however, I am appealing to you, the
Members of rhis House. Ve are the first directly-
elected European Parliament; we know that ail evolu-
tron, and especially social evolution, inevitably means
progress. It would be a sad moment indeed if this
Parliament should somehow endorse a regression, and
thrs for the first time in the history of the European
Communitv. I therefore urge all my colleagues to
approve the repon and the amendments 
- 
already
approved unanimously by the Committee on Social
Affairs 
- 
so that from this House there may emerge a
clear and unequivocal political orientation for the
other Community rnstitutions, and particularly for the
Councrl, in vrew of its upcoming meeting in June.
IN THE CHAIR :MR ROGERS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of tbe Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, since 1972, when the regulations
on social security first came into force, they have been
repeatedly amended. These amendments had to be
made because of the rapid and contrnuing develop-
ment of natronal legislation and socral security. The
amendmenrs on whrch your opinion is being sought
today are either of a technical nature or an accurate
reflection of the changes in national legislation.
One of the proposed amendments, in particular, which
was underlined in Mr Ghergo's interesring report to
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, is
designed to bring about a fundamental change in the
exrstrng rules. This amendment refers to Article 22 of
Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71, which aims at limitrng
the obligatron of the competent instrtution to grant a
worker authonzation to go to the territory of another
Member Stare to receive appropriate treatment. It.
would limrr thrs obligation entirely to cases where such
treatment is included among the benefits provided for
in rhe legrslation of the Member State on whose terri-
rory the person concerned resides and where he
cannot be given such treatment in time in that Member
State. At this point, I should like to make it clear that
the proposal does not alter in any way the basis on
which the competent institution takes its decision, as
this remains a medical matter. In other words, if there
are no medical grounds for ailowing treatment in
another Member State, then authorization is not
given This is rhe present situation and the Commis-
sion is not proposinB any changes on this matter.
As regards the statement included in the motion on the
creation of discrimina[ory treatmenr between workers
wrth reference to their panicipation in social security
systems of the different States, which contravenes the
provisrons of Articles 48 and 5l of the Treaty esrab-
lishing the European Economic Community, I can
srare rhar the whole system to coordinate national
social security schemes in Regularions 1408/71 and
574/72 is based on rnsurance rn the social security
system of one Member State only. It cenainly cannot
be maintained that a worker who is insured in
Belgrum, for instance, is discriminated against because
he is not insured in the United Kingdom or in Italy.
Paragraph 2 of the morion for a resolution also refers
to discriminatory treatment based on nationality. In
this case also, the Commission does not accept that its
proposal in any way introduces discrimination which is
prohrbited 
- 
and quite rightly so 
- 
by Anicle 7 of
the Treaty.
The Commission's proposal is based on rwo argu-
ments. The first is thar experience has shown that rhe
provisions of Article 22 have been applied in a way
whrch is inconsistent wirh rhe aim of Article 51 of rhe
Treaty, on which Article 22 is based. Anicle 5l of the
Trearv provides for rhe coordination of social securiry
systems with a view ro the free movemenr of workers.
Article 22 is applicable more ro persons who have
never lefr their country and who wish to go r.o the
terntorv of anorher Membe. Srate wirh the sole
purpose of receiving rrearmenr which is not provided
for by the regulations under which they are insured.
The second reason on which the proposed amendmenr
is based rs the fact thar, in vrew of the development of
new and much more expensive medical rechniques, the
Member States have esrablished health-policy priori-
[res slnce therr economies and budgets cannot bear the
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cosr of all treatments which are rechnically possible.
These priorities will be disrupted if, by means of the
provisions of the regulations on the social security of
migrant workers, insured persons can receive treat-
ment in the rerrirory of anorher Member State when
that treatment has been specifically excluded from the
social security system of their own counrry. The
Treaty guarantees that migrant workers retain their
right to benefits, but it does not guarantee unlimired
access to any form of treatment in any pan of the
Community.
Finally, I should like to point out thar, when rhe
Commission's proposal is adopted, any institurion in
any of the Member States will be able a[ any r.ime ro
authorize any person covered by the regulations to go
to the territory of another Member Stare ro receive
appropriate medical [reatment. The Commission's
proposal does not place resrrictions on this possibiliry.
The proposed amendment means rhar it is possible not
to give authorization and 
- 
I should like ro stress rhis
point 
- 
ir provides rhat this can only be done for the
following reasons: first, when no provision is made for
the treatment by the social securiry sysrem of the
country in which the person is insured or, second,
when the treatment can be given normally and in time
in the country where the person is insured.
The Commission is convinced that the proposed
change is justified and that rhe new regulation will
enable any person who needs special rrearment ro
receive this treatment in the best possible manner.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. Ve proceed to rhe
vote.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
4. Procedure zoithout report
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the consul-
ta[ions dealt with under the procedure wirhout repon
provided for in Rule 99.
I put to vote the proposals for:
I. a regulatron on the opening, allocation and admin-
rstration of the Community Tariff quota of l8 OOO
head of heifers and cows, other than those intended
for slaughter, of cenain mountain breeds falling
within subheading ex 01.02 A II (b) of rhe Common
Customs Tariff.
II a regulation on the opening, allocation and admin-
isr.rarron of the Community Tariff quota of 5 OO0
head of bulls, cows and heifers, other than those
intended for slaughter, of cenain alpine breeds
fatting within subheading ex01.02 A II (b) of the
Common Customs Tariff.
(Doc. 1-940/80)
(Parliament approaed the proposak )
President. 
- 
I now put to [he vote the proposal for a
Council directive amending Directives 66/402/EEC
and 66/403/EEC on rhe marketing of cereal seed and
of seed potatoes (Doc. 1-35l81).
I call Mr Kappos for an explanation of vote.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I am in favour of
the proposal. However, I should like to stress that in
practice there are serious problems with the health
controls and that the seed potatoes which are imponed
are often unsuitable and cause reducdons in produc-
tion, with severe consequences for the crop yield.
In addidon, I should like to point out that under the
presenr sysrem supporr has been given to seed produc-
tion in one of the Aegean Islands, Naxos, where the
population has no other form of employment. or, in
any case, few possibilities of employment. Ending the
present arrangements and the possibility of harmoni-
zation will cenainly make it very difficult for pro-
ducers on this island to continue seed production.
For this reason, in panicular, I should like to under-
line the need for measures to be taken [o ensure that
the Greek Government can take measures to enable
the inhabitants of this island to continue with the
productive employment of seed production.
(Parliament approoed the proposal)
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the proposal for a
Council decision amending Decision 76/557/EEC
regarding the inclusion of cenain disaster-stricken
communes in Italy among the mountain areas within
the meaning of Directive 75/268/EEC on mountain
and hill farming and farming in cenain less-favoured
areas (Doc. l-145/81).
( Parliament approzt e d t he pro p o sa I )
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President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Sir Fred-
erick Varner, on behalf of the Commitree on
Development and Cooperation, on the proposals from
the Commission to the Council (Doc. l-963/ 80) for
regulations concerning food aid in 1981 (Doc. l-178/
81).
I call the rapporteur.
Sir Frederich Varner, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President,
ever srnce this elected Parliamenr first met in the
summer of 1979, it has been rhe firm view of your
Committee on Development and Cooperation that we
have a duty to monitor all the Community's activities
rn the field of aid and development. The committee
believes that we should carefully watch all the activi-
ties of the Commission, that we should give guidance
and make proposals for new policies, that we should
review the operation of existing policies, thar we
should press for adequate funds to be provided in the
budget and that we should carefully examine the
accounts and control expenditure. These views are set
out in a report by Mr Michel on behalf of the
Committee for Development and Cooperarion, which
has been submitted ro Parliament and will be consid-
ered at one of our subsequent sittings.
In particular, in view of the gigantic and appalling
problem of hunger in the world, Parliament spenr
almost ayear in producing its proposals for helping to
abolish starvation and chronic malnurrition. Views on
this were contained in the famous repon by Mr
Ferrero and were adopted by an overwhelming
majority in the appropriate resolution last autumn.
Food aid constir.utes one of the mosr imponant instru-
ments in the struggle againsr world hunger. Vhen
reviewing the Commission's proposals for food aid in
1981, the Commitcee on Development and Coopera-
tion were concerned to discover to what extent. [he
recommendations in rhe resolutron on world hunger
and other subsequent resolurions were being carried
out by the Community, and your rapporreur has read
the Commission's document primarily with rhis in
mind. I am happy to reporr that some of rhe main
recommendations of Parliament 
- 
for instance the
proposals for multi-annual programmes and for serr.rng
up regional buffer stocks of food have been approved
by the Council and that rhe first sreps are provided for
in the Commission's plans for 1981. Other importanr
proposals, such as rhar for increasing the range of
foodstuffs made available, have not yer been put in
hand, and Parliamenr will no doubt wish ro see rhar
the recommendations which were considered so care-
fully last year are once again broughr to rhe arren[ion
of the orher European insrirutions, and that they are
included without fail in the programme for 1982. This
really must be done. A first-class programme has been
drawn up, and we wish ro see ir implemented wirhout
further delay.
Mr Presidenr, the resolution covers all the principles
concerning food aid which, as I have said, were
covered in the resolution on world hunger. There is no
need to go over them here today. They are clearly
discussed in the reporu and are clearly set our in rhe
resolution. I will only make one point of principle,
because it is one which has been stressed again and
again in your Commirtee on Developmenr and Coop-
eration. It is that food aid is not an end in itself, that
we are not a charitable instirurion, rhat we are not here
to waste time in simply keeping clients fed. \7e aim to
use food aid as parc of a whole process of enabling
Third Vorld countries ro build up their own capacity
to feed themselves. Food aid musr go hand in hand
with rural development; the Commission is welI aware
of this and increasingly implemenrs its schemes in this
way. Nevertheless, at a recent conference in London I
was surpnsed to hear non-governmental organizations
complaining that, in therr opinion, the Commission
was still not sufficrently aware of this problem and rhat
they felt that this principle was far berter implemented
by the Food and Agriculture Organization and even in
the UN programmes than by the Commission. If this is
true 
- 
and I have not the detailed knowledge to say
whether it is 
- 
I hope that 1981 will be the year of the
big turn-round.
I would just make one other general commenr. '!7e
believe food aid can be carried our effecrively and effi-
ciently by multilateral aid programmes, and your
committee has suggested that we must work towards a
situation in which the members of the Community
channel therr food aid solely through the Community
instead of pursuing ren different individual
programmes. The confusion in this field can be so
great if there are too many people engaged in it. Ve
should like to see one food aid programme for
Europe, but if we are to achieve rhis, the Commission
must show irelf ro be the most effective adminrsrraror,
that it can really do the job betrer than national food
programmes can, and we are nor yet convinced that
that is the case. Indeed, one of rhe more distinguished
members of rhe Commrttee on Development and
Cooperation has pointed our rhar in her opinion the
food aid programme carried our by rhe national
authorities of Germany are superior to those of the
Commission. The Commrssion really mus[ [ry ro see
now rhat it is a world leader in rhis type of assisrance.
I would just Iike ro menrion three marrers briefly
before concluding. The first is rhat cooperation
between the Commitree on Development and Cooper-
ation and the Commission seems ro me ro be a model
of what we wish to see berween Parliamenr and the
Commission. The Commissioner, or his senior repre-
sentative, attends every meeting of the committeel
they produce a reporr on their activiries during the last
month and every meering opens with a discussion, full
and frank, of rhe reporc on whar the Commission has
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been up ro. This is an admirable sysrem and one which
could well be copied in other commirrees of the parlia-
ment. 'We are yery sarisfied with the degree of cooper-
ation. \7e wish the Commission to bring their
programmes ro us on a case-by-case basis so [har we
can continue to monitor their work, to guide and to
give suggestions, as in the past. I am sorry thar the
Commissioner is not here roday 
- 
we fully under-
stand his orher preoccuparions, alrhough I do not
share his polirical views and cannor rherefore wish him
success, I do wish him an early return to the valuable
work which he is doing.
The second point I wanted to make was rhar another
aspect of rhe Commission's work has not been so satis-
factory. \fle have called for a number of repons which
rhe Commission has still not produced. In panicular,
last year we called for a report on the effect of Euro-
pean agriculrural exporrs on the food economy of
developing countries. This is an absolurely key elemenr
in the whole administrarion of aid, in the whole
problem of world hunger. It is also of enormous
importance to our agricultural people. A second repon
which was asked for was a report on procuremenr: we
wish to know how rhe Commission goes about irs
procurement policies. Could we please have that
rePort?
The rhird poinr I wanr [o make concerns rhe regula-
tion on food aid. This was senr ro the Council in early
1979; we still do not have it back. Mr Barbi has
introduced an amendment asking for the conciliation
procedure to be entered inro as quickly as possible. Ve
had the same problem with rhe regularion on assist-
ance to non-associared countries, and I must say that
when the conciliation procedure rook place, it pro-
duced, in my opinion, quite the wrong resulr. For
instead of giving rhose who are really responsible for
the adminisrration of assisrance to non-associared
counrries the righr ro ger on with rhe job, it handed it
over to a management committee, which consists of
not very senior officials from member countries who
have no real knowledge of rhe Community's problems
in this respect. They may think rhey know about it, but
they cannor approach it in the way we should like to
see I do nor wanr to see rhe same happen with the
food-aid regulation, and I hope that those who are
charged wirh rhis will get a berter result than we gor
on non-assisred countries.
Finally, there is Viernam. It gor acked on ro rhe end
of this report. This is rarher a piry: ir introduces polit-
ical considerations which are alien rc the food-aid
report. It was suggesred that we voted here, and I
think we shall have ro do so, bur Members may well
feel they want ro rake this paragraph separately. You
have two amendments, and I am in favour of both of
them.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Norenboom [o presenr [he
opinion of the Committee on budgets.
Mr Notenboom, deputy drafisman of an opinion. 
-(NL) Mr Presidenr, I shall only take a minure to
explain the two amendmenr which Mr Barbi has
tabled on behalf of the Committee on Budgets and
which I hope will find the rapporreur's and the
Assembly's approval. They do not seek to change the
text bur ro add rc ir. The first amendmenr calls for the
inserrion afrer paragraph 18 of a new paragraph
recalling Parliament's decision [o requesr rhe Council
to initiate the conciliadon procedure in respect of the
new food-aid programme. The point ar issue here is
the role played by the Commission and the position of
the management commitrees, to which Sir Fred
Varner has jusr referred. Mr Barbi wishes to recall this
point, and we again call for rhe immediate resumption
of consultations with rhe Council.
The second amendmenr mbled by Mr Barbi concerns
the insertion of a new paragraph afrer paragraph 28, in
which we call on rhe Council and rhe Commission to
take accounr of rhe recommendations of the Coun of
Auditors regarding the food-aid programme. \7e will
be discussing rhis again larer, cenainly in the
Commitree on Budgetary Control and perhaps in the
Committee on Budgem roo. This point will be
adequarely discussed, but it would be a pity if 1981
should pass without accounr having been raken of
these imponan[ recommendarions by the Coun of
Auditors.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Socialist Group.
Mr Enright. 
- 
First may I congratulate Sir Frederick
on what is a very good repon indeed. May I add rhat I
am very sorry indeed thar he will not be reponing any
longer on behalf of the Commirtee on Developmenr
and Cooperation. 'We have very much appreciarcd the
sensirive work that he has done in this sphere even
though he is of a differenr polirical pany.
I agree with him thar ir is very sad not ro see rhe
Commissioner responsible here today, but we well
understand ir, and I think I should also add that I shall
be very sorry ro see his departure for good when Mr
Mitterand is elecred on Sunday.
(Laughter)
I would, if I may, briefly underline a couple of the
points that have already been made. In rhe Committee
on Development and Cooperation we are very
concerned indeed abour rhe quality of food aid, and
we shall be examining rhis matter in some depth over
the next few meetings. Ve are equally concerned that
the Commission has only staned its homework on rhe
resolution that we had on hunger in the world, which
is quirc relevant here, and frankly we condemn rhe
Commission as a whole for nor mking up this matter
with much greater urgency. It is required; it should be
done; ir must be done and we shall be monitoring
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what the Commission does in this respect. !/ith regard
to our programme for food aid, I would urge that the
Commission takes a particular look at Zimbabwe.
Zimbabwe has had the good fortune this year to have
a bumper crop. Let us make sure that is not a disaster
for rhem because they are not able to sell it. The
Commission has a crucial role to play, and I hope it is
playing that role with some urgency.
Finallr', on the question of the cohesion of food aid, I
aBree entirely wrth Sir Frederick Varner that it would
be totallv appropriate for the Community as such to
adminrster all food aid and do away with some of the
nonsense that is gorng on in bilateral aid; but equally I
am sure that rhe Commission has to prove itself
competent in this respect and more competent than
any other existing authority. And this again we shall be
monrronng rn the future. On behalf of the Socialist
Group, rhen, I would merely add that we shall be
supporting wholeheartedly this report and the two
Barbr amendments.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democratic Group.
Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
Mr President, I too would like to
add my congratulations to Sir Fred on an excellent
and comprehensive report thar was drawn up wrth
great speed. The European Democratic Group agrees
not onlv wrth the main purpose of the report 
- 
that
is, approving the Commission's food-aid proposals for
lgtl I 
- 
but also with the principles underlying the
broader commen[s it makes about food ard. \7e do,
however, have one major specific reservation and at
this pornt, Mr President, I would like to ask that we
do have a separate vote on paragraph 31, relating to
Vietnam I would remind Members that in the autumn
of l9z9 this House passed by a subsranrial majority a
resolution on food aid to Cambodia in which it quite
specifrcally resolved that food aid should not go to
Vietnam. The principle was that any government that
has sent troops to invade another country and spends
an enormous amount of money on arms can afford to
buy food aid for itself; and it is for this reason that I
urge rhe House ro reiect paragraph 31.
This House has on many occasions expressed in the
clearest of terms its commitment to helping in a spirit
of partnership the poorer and especially the poorest
countries of the world, but the report before us shows
yet again how far the Community has to go rn making
food aid the effective rnstrument of help we would
wish it to be. I say this recalling the increasing chorus
of concern from experts and fietd workers in
non-governmental organizations who tell us chat food
aid of the wrong sort., or poorly administered, can do
more harm than good. \7e only have to turn to the
Court of Auditor's report, to which Sir Fred referred,
to see their comment abou 1979 that the management
of food aid showed no improvement, not least because
the draft regulation to modify policy in manaBement,
submitted in January 1979, was still before the
Council. It is still before the Council today, and I do
urge rhe Council to give priority to this matter to
follow up its resolution of November 1980 where it
approved the principle of multiannual food
Programmes.
The European Community has been criticized 
- 
and
in mv view rrghtly criticized 
- 
for structuring its food
aid pohcy in line with its agricultural interests. I
suggest that the size of the programme in dairy prod-
ucts should be reduced and that the resulting bud-
getary savings should be transferred to programmes of
financial aid, especially for the pooresr non-associated
countnes, for whom we do too little.
Finally, Mr President, the report suggests thar the
Commission should gradually assume responsibility
for a greater proportion of the total Community food
aid: at the momen[ it adminisrers only some 60%. The
sting here is rn the tail, because it goes on to say,
'provided that the Communrty's performance is satis-
factory.'
I very much agree with Mr Enright's remarks in
connect.ion with rhis, because I am convinced rhat the
Community should by virtue of the scale, by vinue of
its contacts and im potential flexibility, be able ro
administer food aid better than individual Member
States. But, I too, am far from convinced that it does
at the moment. It is much too open to criticism.
phen errors, delays and inefficiency occur because
DG VI and DG VIII do not cooperate, the Commis-
sion will find us increasingly critical and unforgiving
of poor performance. Ve expect the Commission to
be flexible enough to give DG VIII the smff which we
have requested and which it needs to administer aid
effecrively. It is just not good enough for rhe
Community to allocate funds and food to appease its
conscience and then do too little to see that that food
really reaches the needy.
My Group welcomes this repon, and we shall cenainly
be checking to ensure that its recommendations are
followed up by the Commission.
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, first of all I should like to thank
Parliament for agreeing to deal urgently with the
Commission's proposals on rhe food-aid programmes
for 1981. I should also like to thank Sir Frederick and
the draftsmen of opinions, announced rhar rheir
committees had approved the programmes for 1981.
I shall just mention a few funher thoughts on rhe
matter. First, I share the belief of the Commirtee on
Development and Cooperation that the programmes
for 1981 are a progressive step for the following two
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reasons. The programmes were, in fact, drawn up with
regard to the conclusions of the debate on world
hunger which rook place in this Chamber 
- 
I should
poinr out that ir was to rhis end rhar rhe Community,s
programme for cereal aid was increased by 290/o rhis
year 
- 
and ceruain decisions which were raken in the
light of this debare should be rmplemented. There is
also rhe Council Resolution of l8 November 1980 on
multiannual food-aid programmes and the creation of
buffer-srocks.
Second, the Commission also agrees with rhe
Commrttee on Development and Cooperation's
suggestion that there should be further sreps in rhis
direction. I shall give just two examples. The Commis-
sion's proposal on the framework regularion for
administering food aid has not yer been adopred.
However, the adoption of the modificarions called for
in the plan would lead ro a definire improvemenr in
rhe way the ard is administered, allowing more [ime
and effort ro be devoted to more imponant matters.
The Commission's proposal to increase the range of
foodstuffs available for food aid has also not been
adopted, while recent experience has shown how valu-
able it can be ro provide foodstuffs which correspond
to rhe needs and rhe usual diers of those who receive
them.
Finally, I should like ro add thar these programmes,
which, in some respects, are an rmprovement over
previous programmes, srill have their positive points,
including, ln panicular, rhe fact rhat rhey are concen-
trated on the poorer counr.ries. I would point our [har
950/o of the resources of the cereal programme are
intended for countries whose GDP does nor exceed
680 US dollars per capita on the basis of tgZg srarisrics.
In closing, I thank Parliamenr again for adopting rhe
Commission's proposals. I am in a posirion ro guar-
antee that there wiil be conrinued efforts to make
improvements rn this insr.rumenr and in the way it is
used in accordance with the spirit in which the docu-
ment which is under discussion was drawn up.
Finally, I should like rc tell Sir Frederick that I shall
inform my colleague, Mr Cheysson, about rhe poinr
he made that certain information and repons which
had been called for have still not been produced.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
'We proceed ro rhe vore.
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, one or rwo speakers have
mentioned that rhere is some objection !o para-
graph 31. As far as I know rhere is no other objeition,
so may we have a separate vote on that panicular
paragraph ?
President. 
- 
Yes, it has already been asked for by Mr
Jackson.
(. .)'
A,fter paragraph 31
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nielsen on a point of order.
Mr Nielsen. 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I think rhe vote
on paragraph 31 was a lirtle confused. Could we nor
take it again, perhaps with our voting-cards?
President. 
- 
I have been taking rhe votes fairly
slowly, Mr Nielsen. There was a requesr rhat we vote
on certain paragraphs individually, and we did so. I am
sorry for any confusion, bur ir really would be setting
a bad precedent if I went back on vores that had
already been taken, simply because rhey did nor go rhe
way that some people wanted.
()
(Parliament adopted the resolution)
6. Guide pricefor unginned cotton
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon (Doc. l-172/
81) by Mr Papaefstrariou, on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, on rhe
proposal from rhe Commrssion ro the Councit (Doc.
1-82/81) for a regulation fixing for rhe 1981-82
marketrng year rhe guide-price for unginned cotton and
the_ quantity of cotton for whrch ard may be granred
wrthour reducrion.
I call the rapporreur.
Mr Papaefstr*iou, rapporteur. 
- 
(GR) Mr presidenr,
on behalf of the Commitree on Agriculture, I have the
honour 
- 
briefly 
- 
ro present to parliamenr [he
reporr on the proposal from rhe Commission ro rhe
Councrl for a regularion fixing for rhe l98l-82
marketing year the guide-price for unginned cotton
and the quanrir.y of cotton for which aid may be
granted.
I should line to remind Parliament rhat protocol 4, on
corr.on, to [he Acr of Accession of Greece ro rhe Euro-
pean Communities provides for assistance ro supporr
the production of corron, given the grear imporr.ance
t The rapporreur spoke in faoour of Amendments Nos I
and 2.
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that cotton represents for the Greek economy. In
addrtron to thrs, a point on which particular stress
needs to be laid is that the total production of cotton
onlv meets l5% of the total needs of the Community.
In other words, rt is a product which is in particularly
short supplv as regards the Community's needs.
For these reasons and also because the cost of produc-
tion, according to reliable figures, has increased by at
leasr 240/o in the last year, the Committee on Agricul-
rure, on whose behalf I have the honour to be
speakrng at the moment, has made an especiaIly
detarled study of the matter and disagrees with the
Commission's proposal to fix the price at 73'50 EUA
per IOO kg of cotton. Instead, the committee ProPoses
- 
and I hope that Parliament will adopt the proposal
unanrmousl\' 
- 
that this price should be fixed at
84.85 EUA.
Since the drsadvantages of agricultural surpluses that
plece a s[rarn on the Community's budget have often
been pointed out in this House, we have to Pay some
atrentron to the special need to support those products
which are in particularly short supply. Since we have
arred our ideas on the principle of co-responsibility,
vt'e must provide specral protection for products which
are produced in small quantrties in rhe Communrty
and which, therefore, have to be imported by the
Communrty from third countries.
I therefore ask Parliament to accePt the Committee on
Agriculture's proposal to fix the price at 84'85 EUA
and reject the amendment tabled on behalf of the
Committee on Budgers, which proposes a lower price.
'\7e should not forget the need to support those
farmers who often make sacrifices in continuing to
cultrvate crops, like cotton, which involve a lot of
problems. I ask Parliament to adopt the Committee on
Agriculture's proposal.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Committee on Budgets has the
floor.
Mr Notenbo om, dra,ftsman of an opinion. 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, I shall be very brief and take less than a
minute. I have the thankless task of striking a different
note on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. '!7e quite
appreciate the views of the Committee on Agriculture.
There can be no doubt about our symPathy with the
new Member States. But by 12 votes to 1 against we
felt we must adopt an ob.iective position and also think
of the future. The Commission's proposal concerns a
price increase that is higher than the average adopted
by the Council in April for the new agricultural
season) namely 100/o as against 9'70/0, and in
drachmas that amounts to 130/0. It is undoubtedly true
that the increase in costs has been higher' I will not
deny that in any way. But the Commitree on Budgets
felt rhat we would do well to supPort the Commis-
sion's proposals and not to exceed the agreed rate of
increase, thus adopting an objective course as with
other products I must therefore call on you on behalf
of the Commlttee on Budgets [o aPProve Amendment
No l, which corresponds to the Commission's
proposal.
President. 
- 
The Socialist Group has the floor.
Mr Georgiadis. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, first of all I
should like to register my agreement with everything
that my colleague Mr Papaefstratiou has said on the
question of providing support for the Communityt
southern products and, in Particular, for cotton, which
is a noted Greek product. As Mr Papaefstratiou said in
hrs report, 990/o of the cotton produced in the
Community is produced in Greece. I should also like
to underline the fact that the Community only pro-
duces 150/o of its cotton requirements.
This matter, which is perhaps of little importance to
you but of great importance to Greek cotton-pro-
ducers, is another test of the credibility of the whole
Communrty and of the common agricultural policy,
which, over a number of years, has assisted northern
products and has led to the creation of surpluses. Its
credrbility 
- 
I repeat 
- 
will be put to the test if in this
case, which involves a product thar is in Particularly
short supply for the Community and which is pro-
duced by the much poorer farmers of the south, assist-
ance is not provided in such a way as to ensure that its
production is continued and, above all, ro ensure that
it can be funher developed to meet the Community's
needs.
I should like to point our that the increase which the
Commission is giving comes to about 130/0, which
means a clear profit for the Greek producer of approx-
imately 10% (this is based on guide price in which
transport and other costs have to be taken into
account): this figure does not cover even half of the
increased cost of production which has taken place in
Greece in the last year.
In my opinion, it is the duty of Greek and other Euro-
pean MPs to state how they intend to revise the
common agricultural policy by providrng more assist-
ance for products from the south and, in particular,
for products which are in short supply.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The Communist and Allies Group has
the floor.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(CR) Mr President, we are in favour
of the report on the fixing of the guide-price for
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unginned corron. I should, however, like ro take this
opportuniry to poinr our rhat we consider the
Commitree on Budgers' proposal and, in parricular,
the Commission's proposal to be unacceptable. '$7'e
consider the Commission's proposal for an increase of
I 0olo unacceptable.
Ve all know 
- 
it has been repeatedly pointed out in
this Chamber 
- 
rhat in Greece inflarion in 1980 and
1981 has been above 250l0. Consequently, production
costs have also risen by over 250/o.ln addition to rhis,
a number of aids, dozens of narional aids are gradually
being abolished up to 1985 and, as a resul[, producrron
costs are rising even more rapidly. Given rhese condi-
rions, the recenr increases granted for the prices of
agricultural producrs have created a very difficult situ-
ation for Greek farmers; consequenrly, a proposal ro
increase the pnce of corron by lO0/o is unacceptable to
Greek farmers.
I should also like to take rhis opportunity to point our
that the cotton-producers of Greece, who have a long
tradition of fighting for their rights, are fighting for
their right to a price for corton which covers rhe cosr
plus a small profit. There is no doubt that if they are
not guaranteed this they will conrinue rheir struggles.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Commission.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, the Commission is fully aware of
the fundamenral imporrance which cotron has for rhe
Greek economy A large number of farmers are
employed in producing rhis product and, in rhe
Community, it is produced almosr exclusively in
Greece It is a classic case of a product which rhe
European Community is interesred in stimularing
because existing production on[y meers a small amounr
of rhe Community's needs.
I myself, as a member of rhe Greek Government at rhe
time, was responsible for negoriating Greece's acces-
sion to the European Communiries and I also nego-
tiated Protocol 4, which provided for rhe crearion of a
common agricultural policy on corron as it had still
not been included in the agricultural policy for the
simple reason tha[ ir was nor produced in rhe
Community. For this reason, I express my sarisfacrion
ar the fact thar rhe Commitree on Agriculture accepted
the implementation of Prorocol 4 of the Act of Acces-
sron.
The committee's proposal to increase the price of
corton ro the level of 84.85 EUA per 100 kg has been
carefully examined by the Commission, and I find
myself in the unpleasan[ and, I should add, the person-
ally awkward position of having to tell you rhar,
within the framework of the Community's wider
economic and agricultural policy, rhe Commission is
not able ro agree wirh the proposal of the Commirtee
on Agriculture.
As you know, the Council of Agricultural Ministers,
after long discussions which followed the long and
deuiled discussions in the Chamber on rhe Commis-
sion's proposals on prices for agriculrural products,
decided, having regard to all aspects of the problems
and ro the wider framework of the Community's
economic policy, on an average increase of 9.70/o for
1981-1982 prices. For cerrain staple Community prod-
ucts, such as cereals, the increase is qnly 60/0. The
increase which the Commission is proposing for
cotton and which is being presented today separarely
for technical reasons 
- 
because, when the Commis-
sion's proposal on the fixing of prices for orher farm
products was being discussed, rhe regulation on corr.on
had not been drawn up and, consequently, there was
at that time no common agricultural policy for corron
- 
amounrs to 100/0, which, if one rakes into accounr
the wider decision on rhe prices of agricultural
produce, is better, considerably berter, rhan the
average increase in prices of farm produce. I should
add that there'is a funher increase of 3olo ro this basic
price in view of the readjusrment of rhe green drachma
following the devaluation of the Italian lira.
Indeed, the argumenrs pur forward concerning the
increase in rhe cosr of production of corton are
correct. Bur the problem is much wider, and it does
not only affect corron. It is a problem for all the coun-
tries of the Communiry, who have had an increase in
the cosr of living higher rhan rhe average increase in
agricultural prices decided on by the Communiry.
Consequently, ir is a wider issue which affects all rhe
councries und nor only Greece and an issue which also
affects all their agricukural products and not only
cotton.
I have raken nore of everything thar has been said. The
Commission is aware of the problem creared in those
countries where rhe level of the green currency has not
matched the rate of price increases. The problem is
one that concerns rhe Community but, I repeat, I am
not able, on behalf of the Commission, to agree ro rhe
increase proposed by rhe Committee on Agriculture,
because this mighr jeopardize the Community's entire
agricultural policy and rhe decision on prices and
create wider problems whose repercussions cannot be
estimated.
For these reasons, I repeat, the Commission cannot
agree to the proposal of the Committree on Agricul-
ture.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed. \7e proceed to the
vote.
(. . .),
( Parliament adopted the reso lution)
t The rapporteur spoke against Amendment No 1.
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7. Measuresfor the conser"aation and management of
fisbery resources
President. 
- 
The next rtem is the proposal from the
Commission to the Council for a regulatron layrng
down for 1981 certain measures for the consenation
and management of frshen, resources applicable to
vessels flying the flag of Spain (Doc. 1-96l81).
I call the European Democratic Croup.
Mr Battersby. 
- 
Mr Presrdent, both as a member of
the European Democratic Group and as charrman of
the u'orking-party on frsheries, I am recommending
that this proposal be adopted. Once agarn, however,
we are faced with a fatt accompli, we are faced with a
force maleure. once again we have been treated, mainly
by' the Councrl, as a formalrty, as an automatic rubber
stamp, and our future partners, the Spanrards, are
being encouraged to belreve, even before they join,
that Parlramenr can be treated with disdain.
Our relations with Commissioner Contogeorgis are
excellent. The problem is an inheritance of many
veers' standing and occurs ln many other sectors. It is
not only rn frsh that we have thrs problem. It can be
resolved by plannrng, by routines, by consultation, and
I assure Mr Contogeorgis that he will have our full
cooperation in streamlining the procedures.
This agreemenr runs out at midnight on 31 May.
Non-adoptron will cause an interruption in fishing.
Under Article 43, consultation rs needed with Parha-
ment. \fle were advised at the end of March. Mr
Gouthrer was appointed rapporteur in April. He is to
report on 19 May. There rs no hope on thrs earth of
our submitting the report to Parliament before
15June, and I feel that the Councrl could have
informed us earlier 
- 
whilst recognrzing, of course,
that the Spanish negotiators were cliff-hanging to their
last eyelash rn order to get a good deal.
To prepare the Commissroner for the meeting of the
u'orking-party on fisheries on l9 and 20 May,I would
just like to put two quesuons to him without asking
him to reply rn detail at this point
Frrst of all, when is Spain going to ratrfy the frame-
work agreement? !flill the final result be favourable to
the EEC, or wrll rt be favourable to Spain? Shall we
sign for signrng's sake ?
Secondly, I see no reference at all to any advantages to
the Community. Vhere are the quotas for French,
ftalran and Greek boats on the Sahara Bank in the
200-mile zone of the Canaries? Are these to be
included in the frnal agreement?
In conclusion, since I recognize the importance of this
agreement to the frshermen of Yizcaya, Cantabrta,
Vrgo and El Ferol as also the fact that the Commission
has done rts ;ob to the best of its abilities and facilities
in a drffrcult situatton, I am recommending that we
vote for the Commission regulation, but I would at the
same time stress that Parliament will nevertheless be
prepared, the Gouthier report will go through, and
we shall be insrsting that due attention is paid to our
recommendatrons and comments so that, when the
next rntenm regulation is prepared, it wrll have the full
support of Parliament before the event and not merely
rts half-hearted support after the event.
President. 
- 
I call the Lrberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Nielsen. 
- 
(DA) Mr Presrdent, on behalf of my
group I should quite briefly like to recommend that
the House vote for this proposal for a regularion. I
share Mr Battersby's feelings about the rmpossibility of
Parlrament or the Commlttee on Agriculture consid-
ering the matter rn the proper manner, but I do think
it is useful for us to be able to express our support for
the rntegratron of the Spanrsh fishing industry tnto [he
European system. Many of the Spanish fishing
industrv's problems, not least with regard to deep-sea
fishing, are the same as ours; at the same time, the
species of fish traditionally caught by Spanish fish-
ermen are not the same as those caught by the
Community's frshermen, so lt. rs also easier to find a
mutual accommodation. Lastly, it is a fact that the
Communrty's fish-processrng rndustry has the advan-
tage of exporting substantial quantities of fish prod-
ucts to Spain. In vrew of all these considerations, the
Lrberal and Democratic Group believes it is nght for
us ro supporr the rmplementation 
- 
the speedy imple-
mentation 
- 
of this regulation.
President. 
- 
I call the Commrssron.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission. 
-(GR) Mr President, the proposal for a regulation now
before Parliament reflects the outcome of the negotia-
tions conducted wrth Spain on the fishery resources
arrangement for 1981 . These negotiatrons only
reached a conclusron on 17 February afrcr Spanish
'".essels had been stopped, as from I February, from
fishing in Community waters as a resu[t of the fact that
the 1980 arrangement had been applied temporarily in
Januarv 1981.
I should like to recall that in 1978 negotiations wirh
Spain took place to establish a single fishing agree-
ment, which was signed in 1980. This agreement, valid
for five years, was adoprcd by the Council of Ministers
in November 1980, but it is yet to be ratified by the
Spanish Parliament. Ve discussed the matter with the
Spanish representatives during the recent negotiations
on the arrangements for 1980, and I want to assure
Mr Battersby that we were given a clear assurance that
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the agreement would be radfied as soon as possible by
the Spanish Cones.
The five-year agreemenr with Spain is reciprocal in
nature. It is similar to rhe agreements with the Scandi-
navian counrries. In reality, however 
- 
and Mr
Battersby said more or less the same rhing 
- 
it gives
Spain fishing righrc in Community waters. The
Community believes and the Commission and rhe
Council of Ministers are agreed on rhis point 
- 
rhar
Spain's posirion is a special one: it is a country that has
applied for accession ro rhe Communiry; it is a country
where democracy has just recenrly been resrored; and
a country which lost irc fishing righm when fishing-
limits were extended rc 200 miles in the whole of rhe
Arlanric. Given rhese special circumstances, ir should
receive special atrention from the Communiry.
It was with these particular circumsrances in mind that
the 1978 agreemenr was drawn up. As regards rhe
agreemenr which will come inro effect, the agreemenr
which settles the fishing arrangemenr for 1981, I
should like ro make rhe following observations. On the
basis of the principle which the Community has
followed, that of progressively reducing rhe number of
Spanish ships fishings in Communiry waters, it was
agreed that the number of vessels for 1981 should be
reduced from 168 to 142. I should point out rhat there
was also a reduction last year 
- 
that is, the 1980
figure of 158 was lower than rhat which had applied in
1979 and the figure for 1979 was also lower than rhat
for 1978. Also, the fishing-quom for hake was reduced
by l0o/0.
Spain was granred an almost unlimited quora for one
fish, the sea carp, which Spain, unlike the countries of
the Community, has an interest in. Funhermore,
permirs for small fishing-boats, which lasr year
amounted to 25, have been limired to 17. Likewise,
certain technical measures for conrrolling the issue of
.fishing-permits were modified following an agreemenr
with the Spanish aurhorities based on pasr experience.
This is designed ro ensure more effectually that
fishing-rights granred by the agreemenrs are in fact
being adhered ro and nor exceeded to provide bigger
catches. '!7e are conrinually examining these conrrol
measures so as ro ensure thar they are being applied in
the most effective way possible.
In closing, I should like to call on Parliament to adopr
the proposal for a regularion before it today on the
fishing agreemenr with Spain for 1981 and to call its
attention ro rhe facr rhar, as a resulr of the delay in
completing the negotiarions with Spain, the l98l
arrangement has been provisionally pur inro effect by
means of a directive, based on Article 103 of rhe
Treary, whrch is valid until the end of May this year.
Finally, I should like to offer my especial rhanks ro Mr
Battersby and to assure him that the commenrs he has
made will be taken into considerarion by the Commis-
sion.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
vote.
(Parliament adopted the proposal)
'!7e proceed to the
8. Information in tbe field of technical standards and
regulations
President. 
- 
The nexr irem on lhe agenda is rhe
report by Mr Leonardi (Doc. l-874/80), on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
on the
proposal from the Commissron to the Council (Doc. 1-
430/80) for a decisron laying down a procedure for the
provision of informarion in rhe field of technical stan-
dards and regulations.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Bonaccini, deputy rdpporteur. 
- 
(17) Mr Presi-
dent, the motion for a resolurion in question urges
approval of the Commission's proposal. Ir is a resolu-
tion which has been unanimously endorsed, because
the Commission is aiming at preventing the introduc-
tion in individual Member Stares of poren[ial [rade
barriers in the form of rules and regulations which are
later difficult to eliminate. The proposal thus tends to
reverse curren[ procedures, which allow the Commis-
sion to lntervene only afrer damage has been done,
when effective action is difficult. It would seem rhere-
fore much simpler to enact new rules capable of
avefiing such negative consequences.
The proposed prevention strategy consists above all in
an advance information procedure and in the accept-
ance of consultation procedures. \7ith its decisions,
the Commission proposes increased cooperation with
CEN and CENELEC, a matter on which the
Committee on Economic Affairs is in complete agree-
ment.
The Commission ought, however, to provide more
information on the past experience of cooperation
with these bodies, and respond ro rhe quesrions raised
by Mr Leonardi. Additional information concerning
the costs to be borne by the Community budget should
be presented in a financial s[atemenr. These considera-
tions apan, the commirtee and rhe rapponeur invite
you to approve the Commission's proposal.
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President. 
- 
The Group of the European People's
Pany (Christian-Democratic Group) has the floor.
Mr von Vogau. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany I should like to congratulate the
Commission on its proposal. It provides for the
national authorities to inform each other of planned
standards and can thus contribute to the evolution and
realization of the common market. The new national
standards constantly being inroduced today in new
areas of technology represent barriers to trade. Infor-
mation at an early stage can help to prevent such
obstacles from occurring.
I do, however, have some doubrs about rhe form of
the information procedure. The greatest possible
importance should be attached to the quality rather
than the quantity of the information provided. \7e
should concenrate on alarm signals where there is a
threat to the free movement of goods in the
Community and ensure that the exchange of informa-
tion does not result in the creation of gigantic
compendia of useless information gathering dust on
the shelves. I therefore call on the Commission to give
some thought to how this exchange can ac[ually be
confined to imponant information.
I also very much welcome the fact that the European
instirute, of standards, CEN, was consulred on [his
procedure and that CEN and CENELEC are ro be
involved in the future. I believe this is first step
towards a reasonable division of labour berween rhe
Commission and the European standards instirutes.
This repon should also prompt us to think how
greater account can be taken of European and interna-
tional standards in future European legislation.
President. 
- 
I call rhe Commission.
Mr Contogcorgis, Mernber of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
Presidenr, allow me to thank the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and its chairman, Mr
Leonardi, for the excellent report on the proposal
tabled by the Commission. As you know, the Commis-
sion has been trying for 15 years and longer to remove
the technical barriers to trade and continues to be
convinced of the need to do so, because it is only in
rhis way that our aims of creating a real common
market and the free movement of goods within this
market can be realized.
Starting with the Commission's communication to
Parliament at the beginning of last year, you had an
opportunity of acquainting yourselves with the
Commission's main lines of thought and, subse-
quently, of improving uPon them when Mr von
Vogau presented his proposals in his interim report.
The proposal for a decision now under debate is the
concrete result of the Commission's aimi and of your
own proposals on the matter. Consequently, the
Commission notes with satisfaction that the main lines
of its proposal are endorsed by the Leonardi report,
and it only remains for me to say that I hope the
report will be adoprcd.
Finally, the fact that the European Parliament and
rhe Commission have adoprcd the same attitude on
such an imponant question has, in my opinion, impor-
tant political and practical consequences for future
work on removing technical barriers to trade. The
initiative taken by the Commission on the fixing of a
common procedure for the provision of information
on rechnical standards and regulations constitutes a
serious attempt to develop the statutory possibilities,
based on the broadest possible disuibution of informa-
tion, for harmonization and cooperation in the field of
providing information. The Commission's aim is to
relieve its services, as far as possible, from the time-
consuming technical work of approximation by means
of a procedure which is, as f.ar as possible,
non-bureaucratic, while attempting to achieve a
greater approximation of legislation.
In accordance with the proposal, the Commission's
aim is to assign these tasks on technical regulations
and standards to the two European standards organi-
zations, CEN and CENELEC. The Commission is
convinced rhat if all the Member States concerned and
their leaders, the national and European smndards
organizations and, in the final analysis, all manufac-
turers directly concerned, consumers and employees
are fully aware of their responsibiliry and can panici-
pate and cooperate in this attempt to approximate laws
on technical standards, then we shall be nearer
achieving, without undue bureaucracy, a Community
market which can operate without barriers. The
Commission's services will then be in a much bester
position to deal wirh rhe legal problems of approxima-
tion 
- 
for these will cenainly remain ro some degree
- 
wirhout being overwhelmed by the flood of
approximation plans.
The Commission is of the opinion that the proposed
procedure is an imponan[ step towards fixing uniform
technical standards, which are so badly needed by
industry and which are the basis for crearing, as I said,
a truly uniform Community market.
In closing, allow me to refer to paragraph 9 of rhe
motion 
- 
that is, to the problem of rhe expenditure
entailed by adopting and enforcing the proposed
procedure for providing information. The Commission
has already drawn up a draft financing programme on
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this matter, but it prefers to reach an agreement with
the standards organizations as regards the accuracy of
the expenditure allowed for before submitting this
plan to the European Parliamenr. This process has
only just ended, and the document will be submirted as
soon as we have the necessary translations.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de Ferranti.
Mr de Ferranti. 
- 
Mr President, it is the Commis-
sioner's words that prompt me to add two last
sentences to this debate. He has clearly indicated to
the House how well he understands the problem and
he has clearly underlined the Commission's recogni-
tion, not just of the technical imponance, but of the
political imponance of this issue, at this panicular
stage in the history of forming a common market. It
does not sound a very exciting issue from its title, but
we cannot. have a common market, w'e cannot. have a
Community, without being able to do -something to
make sure that standards, standards to which manu-
facturers comply, evolve on a Community ra[her than
a national basis. Each of the four national standards
organizations produces something like 800 standards a
year, and if they are all different, the one from the
orher, it is impossible to achieve the sort of advantages
for the peoples of the Community that we all of us
believe should follow from a common market. The
fact that the Commissioner himself and the Commis-
sion as a whole clearly grasp the importance of the
matter will give all of us who work hard, but often
unsung, in this area a great deal of hean.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. 'We proceed to the
vote.
(.)
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
9. Taxes on manufactured tobacco
President. 
- 
The next irem is the report by Mr
Beumer, on behalf of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs (Doc. l-871/ 80), on
the proposal from the Commission ro the Council
(Doc. l-328l80) for a directive amending DirectiveT2/
464/EEC on taxes other than turnover taxes which
affect the consumption of manufactured tobacco.
I call the rapponeur.
Mr Herman, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, as Mr Beumer is unable to be
present, he has asked me [o present this repon on his
behalf. I thank the President for authorizing this and I
apologize for Mr Beumer's absence.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
has devoted several, difficult meetings to this very
ricky and very complicated question. It finally arrived
at the same conclusion as the Economic and Social
Committee. Having noted the slowness of the process
of harmonizing excise duties, particularly on cigar-
ettes, we found that the third stage of harmonization,
the one now being proposed, is still very far from
being the final stage, and the committee feels it might
be premature to take a final decision on rhis final sage
at this time.
The committee therefore calls for an immediate study
of this matter. \flhen the results of this study are
known and the consultations with all the interested
panies have been completed, the Commission should
then put forward new proposals based on a different
arrangement and a different approach.
President. 
- 
The European Democratic Group has
the floor.
Mr Hopper. 
- 
Mr President, nine years ago the
European Commission set out to harmonize excise
duties on cigarettes. Unfonunately, the method which
they chose has encountered considerable hostility in all
Member States and this hostility has culminated in the
excellent Beumer report, which disagrees with the
Commission's draft directive for the third stage of tax
harmonization. The attitude of the Beumer repon has.
recently found support in a decision of the European
Court of Justice on a question of cigarette [axation.
The court has found that a high level of ad oalorem tax
is damaging to competition. I would point out that the
whole rhrust of the Commission's proposals is towards
a high level of advaloremtax.
Since the Beumer report was adopted in commitree
under rhe old Rules, there was no possibility of
amending [he text of the Commission's proposal. In
rhe circumstances, the Parliament has no option but to
reject the Commission's draft directive.
Mr President, as you know, we have new rules and we
are not entirely familiar with rhem. I would, with your
permission, like to read out the relevant rule, which is
Rule 35:
'If a Commission proposal fails to secure a majority of
the vores cast, the President shall, before Parliamenr
vote s on the motion for a resolurion, request the
Commission to withdraw the proposal . . . If rhe
Commission does not withdraw irs proposal, Parliament
may decide nor [o vore on the morion for a resolurion
and to refer the matter back to the appropriate
committee'.
I would suBgesr ro my colleagues that this is the
appropriate course of acrion in rhis case. The object of
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referring rhe marter ro the appropriare commitree is
not t.o reopen rhe debate, nor, indeed, to delay a deci-
sion, but to give our friends in the Commission rime
for furrher reflecrion 
- 
this, of course, on [he
assumprion rhar they decide not to withdraw their
proposal.
President. 
- 
The Commirtee on Agriculture has rhe
floor.
Mrs Castle, dra,frsrnan of an opinion 
- 
Mr Presidenr,
the Commirree on Agriculture appointed me
draftsman of irc opinion on rhe Beumer reporr, and rhe
result is set our in this document which we have in
front of us. My justificarion for my opinion is there in
detail together with rhe resulrs of the discussion in the
Commrttee on Agriculture of my proposals, three of
which were amendmenrs ro rhe morion for a resolu-
tion which were rejected by the Commitree on Agri-
culture. Three other amendments, however, were
accepred by the committee, alrhough, admirredly, by
the narrow margin of 9 vores to 8. These amendments
to the morion for a resolution are before rhe House
today as Amendments Nos 3, 4 and 5 smnding in my
name. I want ro urge [he House to adopt rhem.
Amendment No 3 seeks to delere paragraph 2 of rhe
motion for a resolution. This paragraph deplores the
slow rate of progress on harmonization; bur as Mr
Hopper has said, the present merhod of harmonizarion
has aroused widespread discontent and is doing
damage to all the different groups of cigarette manu-
facturers in the Communiry. Ir is an atrempr ro recon-
cile the irreconcrlable. I do find ir rarher inconsistent,
the Beumer report, which, I agree wirh Mr Hopper, is
excellent. It should be based on a radical criticism of
the method of harmonization, and yer goes on 
- 
I
think, by accident 
- 
in paragraph 2, ro deplore the
slow rate of progress towards a system that we do not
want. I suggest to the House thar rhar is an inconsis-
tency and we ought ro vore ro eradicate Paragraph 2
as not being in keeping wirh the whole tenor of the
report. '!7e are justified in doing so because the
Commission imelf admir how remore rhe final stage of
harmonization really is and how litrle of the original
objectrve has been accomplished. I believe 
- 
and I
share Mr Hopper and Mr Beumer's view on rhis 
-that the reason for that slow progress is rhar rhey are
trying to go in the wrong direction and it will not
work. So let them think again, very quickly indeed!
My Amendment. No 5 seeks to insen a new paragraph,
which embodies a principle with which I am sure we
would all agree. That is thar it is wrong ro use the rax
system to try [o force consumers to change to types of
tobacco that they do nor like. If rhis Communiry
stands for anything, it ought to stand for the
consumer's freedom of choice. I thought that was
what the whole business was all abour. The present
system rs designed to give preference ro one type of
tobacco over others that other consumers in the
Communiry prefer. Thar is a very bad principle. So my
Amendment No 5 seeks ro inserr rhe following new
paragraph:
Consrders thar the sale of cigarettes and tobacco
depends as much on the rasre of the various products as
on the differences in pnce and rhat rt rs therefore wrong
ro penalze cenain consumers by forcing them to change
to brands they dislike.
Might I add that it would be equally intolerable ro
call, as some people have, for exrra [ax to be imposed
on cigarettes according ro rhe quanrity of imponed
tobacco they use. That is to penalize certain
consumer's tastes in a quite unacceptable way.
Finally, wirh my Amendmenr No 4 I wish to insert
ano[her new paragraph, but I would point out ro rhe
House that in rranslarion a misleading word has been
introduced. It calls on rhe Commission ro srep up
measures designed ro encourage the Community's
tobacco manufacrurers [o produce the varieties
required on the Communiry market. Vell, rhat should
be tobacco producers and not tobacco manufac[urers,
and I apologize ro rhe House for rhat error, however
it occurred.
'What I am seeking ro suggesr there is this. Surely rhe
right way to help rhe Community robacco growers is
to help them through the CAP to produce the sorr of
tobacco the consumers of rhe Communiry want. I do
not think enough arrention is given to this by the agri-
cultural Commissioners, and therefore I think ir would
be valuable if rhe House would agree to add my
Amendmenr No 4.
Apart from rhar, Mr Presidenr, the Committee on
Agriculture does nor disagree with the Beumer reporr.
I wish personally to add my srrong endorsemenr of it,
to congratulate the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs on having produced such a realisric,
sensible and challenging reporr, and to express rhe
hope rhar rhis House will carry ir unanimously.
President. 
- 
The Communisr and Allies Group has
the floor.
Mrs Poirier. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, quite recenrly the
Commission in Brussels took the harmonizarion of
taxes on alcohol as a prerexr to granr aids amounting
to several brllions to whisky producers ro rhe disadvan-
tage of our producers of wine 
- 
and fruit-based
alcohols. Here again, rhe Commission in Brussels is
preparing to hir the robacco trowers on rhe prerexr
that it is harmonizing taxes on manufactured tob^cco.
The Commission in Brussels, which includes, of
course, the two French Commissioners appointed by
Mr Giscard d'Estaing, is zealously conrinuing to apply
its malthusian policy of desrroying our narional pro-
duction secrors because the robacco growers are
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charging prices which give them a decenr rerurn on
their labours and also because the Commission has
passed the death sentence on the family farms that
sdll exist in very large numbers 
- 
in France, for
example. No secror of production is spared: all family
production units are threatened. Today the target is
more specifically the robacco growers. The offensive
against them has been going on for some considerable
tlme.
Since 1976, the commercial measures mken by the
Community wirh the agreemenr of the French
Government, under the pressure and in the interests of
the multinational companies, have resulted in a
substantial decrease in the use of Communiry robacco
and a very rapid rise in imports, wirhour any respecr,
moreover, for Community preference. In 1971, only
7 .70/o of the total consumed was imported, and up to
1975 imports increased by about 100/o each year. In
May 1976 the French Governmenr bowed ro rhe
Community directives and abolished rhe Srate mono-
poly. The hunt then began as the multinarional
companies began their offensive, at the same time as
the campaign against smoking. Since then, imporrs
have increased 6y 300/o a year. This year they will
amount to over 4Q0/o of the total consumed in rhe
Community At this rare rhe 500/o mark will be passed
in 1983.
In France, this offensive has unfonunately been
supponed by the Government and its Parliamentary
majority. Having abolished the monopoly, they have
accelerated the breaking up of CITA by changing its
statu[e and allowing rhe introduction of private
capiral. Today, 330/o of SEITA's capital is in the hands
of the South African Rothmans group, which has put
its commercial director in charge, to ensure good
multinational order, of course. And during this time
there has nor been the slightesr reduction in consump-
tion or addiction to tobacco, because that was not the
aim either of the Commission or of the French
Government. Ve Communists are now accustomed to
seeing arguments about qualiry, the environment or
the protection of health used in this Assembly rcjustify unjustifiable destruction that only benefits
private profits and the multinationals.
The consequences of this deliberate policy of destruc-
tion, jointly pursued in Paris and Brussels, are particu-
larly serious for our country and above all for the
growers, whose numbers have been considerably
reduced. The area under tobacco is shrinking at an
alarming rate: 22 000 hectares in 1977, 12 000 by
1982. In terms of employment. in agriculture and
industry, one hectare less means one job less and the
loss of 10% of the market means [he loss of
I 000 jobs. The deficit in external trade, which was
less than FF 500 m before 1975, will soon exceed
FF 3 000 m. The entry of Greece, with its imponant
srocks, into the common market has further aggra-
vated the situation, but eventually the opening of the
markets of our partner countries to the multinational
companies will similarly resulr in the destrucrion of rhe
Greek market and then the Spanish market, if Spain
joins the Community. Those are the consequences of
an enlargement which practically everyone here is very
'waq/ of admitting. Ve therefore have every reason to
maintain our resolute posirion on this enlargement,
which the other French polirical groups conrinue r.o
aPProve.
The application of rhe common agricultural policy
also contributes to the same objectives: rhe derisory
increase 
- 
80/o in the price of tobacco 
- 
adopted by
the Council, the dangers inherent in the intervention
system and the introduction of co-responsibility
measures are helping to make rhe future look very
gloomy. This is a real plan to sabotage our production
and our tobacco economy solely in the inrerests of the
'Yirginia gang', [he four multinational companies
British American Tobacco, Philip Morris, Rothmans
and Reynolds. These companies, which ar presenr
control over 500/o of the market, buy very litde
tobacco grown in the Communiry. They have secured
far more juicy sources of supply in the developing
countries, to the derriment of food production rhere.
The people in those countries are dying of hunger
alongside immense robacco fields. Ar rhe same rime,
these companies have built up their branches in
Community countries without monopolies . . .
(Tbe President called on tbe speaher to conclude)
. . . and from them they have successfully carried on
the fight against the French and Iralian monopolies. In
1970, domestic cigarerte production accounted for
960/o of consumprion in France. The figure has now
dropped ro 700/0. The directive proposed by rhe
Commission for a third stage in rhe harmonization of
taxes on manufactured tobacco will speed up rhis
trend even more. Its application, as everyone recog-
nizes 
- 
and rhis is also menrioned in rhe Beumer
report 
- 
will increase imports, intervention measures
and exporrs involving refunds. Ir will also resulr . . .
President. 
- 
Mrs Poirier, your speaking-rime is up. I
calI Mr Kappos.
Mr Kappos. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenr, we are opposed ro
the report. There is no doubt rhat the measures for
harmonizing the rax on tobacco will be damaging to
Greek tobacco producers, as harmonization will
reduce the competitiveness of Greek cigarettes and
will make it easier for foreign cigarettes produced with
foreign tobacco to penerrare rhe market, wirh panicu-
larl1, bad consequences for rhose tobacco producers
who offer traditional products. I must also menrion
the fact that when Greece joined the EEC no resrric-
tions were placed on tobacco production, which
means that if the uaditional varieries 
- 
which are
cultivated mainly on infenile plors of land unsuirable
for any other crops 
- 
are reduced, then producers of
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these varieties will suffer. Furthermore, as a result of
accession rhe concentration of tobacco in one region
will be abolished. One has to add to this the fact that
the prices granted for tobacco by the recent decisions
were humiliating. For four varieties the increases were
100/o and for six varieties just 40l0, this at a time when
inflarion in Greece 
- 
I repeat this fact 
- 
exceeded
250/o in 1980 and will do so again in 1981.
Vhat this means in real terms is a drastic decrease in
the incomes of tobacco producers,, and this poses a
direct threat to the cultivation of traditional varieties
of tobacco. The tobacco producers are particularly
worned by these measures, and there is no doubt that
rhey will not allow themselves to be deprived of the
right to continue to cultivate traditional crop varieties;
nor will they allow their incomes to be reduced.
President. 
- 
The Commission has the floor.
Mr Contoge orgis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I am pleased to have the opponunity to
comment on rhe committee's repon and the motion
for a resolution. This is a complicated issue, and I
should like to make some brief reference to its back-
ground in order to throw some light on the Commis-
sion's proposal.
\flork on the harmonization of taxes on the consump-
tion of manufactured tobacco 
- 
cigarettes, cigars and
orher tobacco products 
- 
started at the beginning of
the 1960s. In 1970, three Council resolutions on
tobacco were adopted which referred to taxes on the
consumption of manufactured tobacco products. The
first Council directive, which set ou[ the basis for the
mixed system of taxes on consumption, fixed the pro-
visions for the first stage. This was adopred in 1972.
The other directives, which regulate the implementa-
tion of the second stage (at present in operation) and
determine what tobacco products should be taxed,
were adopted in 1977 and 1978. Consequently, the
Commission's proposals on the third stage, which are
the proposals before you today, do not represent any
new depanure, bu[ are the logical conclusion of the
measures adopted by the Council in 1970, 1972 and
1977, ro which Parliament has given its approval.
Furthermore, we can state that our experience of
implementing this policy has led to positive results, for
instead of different systems of taxes on tobacco
consumption within the Community, we have only one
streamlined system: the mixed system.
Despite this progress, the Commission is aware that
differences of opinion continue to exist as regards the
ratio which should be achieved between the specific
[ax component and the ad oalorem component of this
mixed system. Unfortunately, there is no magic
formula which anybody can point ro as rhe one which
has been shown to be the mosr correct or just as
regards the question of competition. Although the
Commission's proposals aim to achieve a balanced
solution, having regard to the interests of all parties
concerned, ir would not be a surprise if Parliament
were to propose that the margin of fluctuadon of
berween 10% and 350/0, which was proposed for rhe
third srage, should be altered in some way or that the
ultimate aim of 200/o for the specific componenr is
either roo high or too low.
The motion for a resolution now before Parliament
goes even further. Paragraph 5 doubts the validiry of
the method which has been followed over the lasr
lO years. Paragraph 6 requests the Commission to
investigate an alrernative method for calculating the
tax in relation to the effect of ad oalorem taxation on
retail prices. Paragraph 7 disagrees with the proposals
for a third stage and urges the prolongation of the
second stage pending the submission of proposals
which take into account all aspects of the problem of
harmonization. This would mean an interruption, a
suspension in the progress made so far towards
harmonization and the possibiliry of a complete
change in the approximation so far supponed by the
Council and Parliament. Furthermore, Parliament has
never expressed any doubts on the present method of
harmonizing taxes on tobacco consumption, nor has it
proposed rhat the implementation of further stages of
rhe procedure already begun should be slowed down:
on the conlrary, it has often insisted on the need for
progress to be as rapid as possible.
The motion makes no mention of points which require
even furuher study. The Community is being asked to
abandon a path which it has followed with a certain
amount of expense and with some success for more
than 10 years without being given any definite indica-
tion as to whar alternative solution it can follow in its
place. The Commission is not opposed in principle to a
change of direction if it can be shown that such a
change offers good prospects for more rapid develop-
ment and better results; given the delay, however, this
should not be done unless special care is taken, and I
must openly confess that the Commission doubr
whether a change of approach can be of any help.
The basic problem between the Member States has
always been thar some favour the highesr possible a/
aalorem rate and, consequently, the largest possible
tax-multiplier effect on the differences in production
prices, while others favour the highest possible rate of
the specific component and, consequenrly, the lowest
possible multiplier effect. The morion for a resolurion
does not offer any easier ways of reconciling such
differences of opinion than rhose offered by the
present Communiry merhod. In fact, insread of
attempting to achieve a compromise for the dme being
based on the rarion between the specific componenr
and the rotal rax charged, rhe motion proposes thar
the compromise be based on lowering rhe ad oalorem
component as a percenrage of the retail price.
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Perhaps it would help to rhrow some lighr on the
problem if I were to give a few figures. According ro
the terms being proposed to you in the motion for a
resolurion, Member States are now to levy an ad
aalorem tax which flucruates berween 7lo/o of the
recail price in Italy and 320/o of rhe rerail price in
Ireland. According to rhe Commission's proposals for
the third stage, if rhey are adopted, Member Stares
will have to change rhese percenrages and fix them at a
rate of between 660/o and 440/o of rhe retail price.
Similarly, rhe Commission's ultimate aim of 2Oo/o for
the specific componen[ is essentially rhe same as an ad
aalorem componenr of 550/o on the retail price. These
figures show that the alrernative ad oalorem method in
paragraph 6 of rhe morion for a resolurion does nor
offer any magical solution to the problem. The rrurh is
thar it uses differenr rerms ro highlight whar is basi-
cally the same problem. The Commission has no
grounds for believing that the Council's agreemenr
will be gained any more easily on rhe basis of rhe ad
oalorem component rhan the specific componen[
which we are pushing for. Furthermore, rhe arguments
which claim that the tax sysrem must. be more neurral
in its effects on competition, and which therefore
favour the ad oalorez solution, are direcrly dependenr
upon the rate of ad oalorem rax which is eventually
adopted. Despite this, the morion for a resolurion does
not determine what this rate should be. Consequenrly,
the Commission is justified in irs reservarions and in
opposing steps towards the ad oalorem method.
Perhaps I could menrion a few of the proposals under
discussion. It is implicit in what I have said so far thar
the Commission considers the amendmenrs to rhe 4d
aalorem componenr as positive. They should enable
progress on the harmonization of taxes on consump-
tion to continue withour delay. As regards the
proposal for a specific rax on manufactured producrs,
which is to be based on rhe proponion of Community
tobaccos, at first sight it seems thar rhis is rnconsistent
with our obligarions under GATT. Neveruheless, rhere
is the more delicate poinr of our trying ro encourage
tobacco growers to change, where possible, ro
varieties for which there is an adequate demand.
Finally, I should like to remind Parliamenr of rhe diffi-
cult polidcal situation in which this morion places the
Commission. Our proposals for the third phase are rhe
logical consequence of a policy which rhe Council has
followed in srages with rhe direcrives adopred in 1972
and 7977. In view of rhe insrructions given to the
Commission by these directives, ir will be difficult to
jusrify abandoning the presenr me[hod.
If the Commission were to follow ro the lerter the
directions proposed by the motion for a resolution, the
only certain resulr would be thar a lot of precious time
had been wasted and funher uncenainty created as
regards the future ourcome, whereas the Commission
has studied alternarive solutions and prepared new
proposals. If an alternative proposal is presented, the
Council will ask, quite righrly, why the Commission
has depaned from the political agreemenrs of l97O
and the Council directives of 1972 and 1977.
Therefore, I hope that Parliament will understand that
I am not able to give any assurances rhat the Commis-
sion will be in a posirion to abandon its presenr propo-
sals at this stage. I should like rhe Council to have rhe
chance to reach a decision on these proposals before
any radical amendmenrs are made rc the whole basis
of our present approach ro rhis marrer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Remilly.
Mr Remilly. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should like to
begin by congratularing Mr Beumer on rhe qualiry of
his repon.
As a good democrar, he has not failed to rake account
in his final rexr of the opinions put forward by the
Committee on Budgets, the Commitree on Economic
and Monetary Affairs and rhe Committee on Agricul-
ture. The well founded argumenrs advanced by rhese
committees in their opinions make for a better under-
standing of a problem whose complicarcd technical
aspects conceal the serious difficulties faced by the
hard-working tobacco growers in surviving.
It is therefore hard not ro be concerned ar rhe consi-
derable decline in Communiry tobacco producrion,
which in France alone has resulted in the loss of
12000hectares and of tZOOOjobs. In view of these
figures, which are repeated in all the starisrics of rhe
producing counrries, common sense and reason indi-
cate the need for the rhird stage of rax harmonizarion
to be based on the desire ro maintain a tobacco pro-
duction sector of genuine imponance in the
Community, where unemploymenr is already so high.
Efforts are being made along these lines. The growers
are attempting to change to varieries which will enable
them to produce a blended tobacco.
But apart from the investmenrs ir involves, this change
will take time, a grea[ deal of time, whereas rhe
imponed brands, which account for almost 50% of
the cigarette market, have their own sources of supply
outside the Community.
To encourage this tobacco policy, we feel it should be
decided to extend the presenr, second phase of
harmonizarion so rhar the direcrives can be applied
uniformly. Italy has nor yet staned on rhe presenr
phase, and Greece will benefit by a transitional period.Is there nor somerhing quesrionable abour nine
Member States adopring principles regarding the
strucrure of taxes which will soon apply to rcn
Member Stares? Funhermore, a direcrive which set out
to reduce the excise elemenr, now ranging from 2.5 to
420/o,berween I January 1983 and 31 December 1984
to reach the 10 and 350/o limirs by the end of 1986
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would result in Europe having a major deficit in agri-
foodstuffs trade. France already has an appreciable
deficit, which will amount to almost FF 3 000m in
1981. !flould it not be unreasonable and contrary to
general interests to insist on meeting the requirements
of a time-table set up some considerable rime ago,
when an assessment of the present situation indicates
rhe need for a change in that rime-table?
The Group of European Progressive Democrats, on
whose behalf I am speaking, will therefore be voting in
favour of the Beumer report and suPPorting
Mrs Castle in her efforts to have paragraph 2 deleted.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Herman.
Mr Herman, deputy rapport (FR) I should like
to thank the Commissioner for hrs very long answer,
but I would ask him for his opinion on the following:
Mr Hopper has referred to Rules 35 and 36 of the new
Rules of Procedure. Vhat is the Commission's
proposal ?
I thought that Rule 35 referred to the inability of the
Commission to agree with Parliament's poin[ of vtew.
But there are amendmenl5 
- 
\e5 1 and 2 
- 
which
seek quite substantial modifications to Parliament's
position. If these amendments were adopred, what
would the Commission's position be under Rule 36
this time?
Could you tell us briefly whether of not the Commis-
sion is in agreement with amendments Nos I and 2? If
not, or if you tell me you cannot state an opinion
because you have to consult your colleagues, I shail
call on the President to enforce Rule 36 or Rule 35 as
applicable.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Herman, I am not going to ask the
Commission to reply: it has a few moments' time for
reflection, since we shall first wait to see the result of
the vote. If the result is the one you are hoping for, the
Commission will have to reply. Mr Hopper has acted
well:we have the Rules on our side.
Ve shalI now consider the proposal for a directive.
(Parliament rejected the Commission's proposal)
Pursuant to Rule 35 of the Rules of Procedure, I have
to ask the Commissioner whether the Commission is
prepared to withdraw its proposal, since the Parlia-
ment, for once, cannot agree to it.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I am not able ro withdraw the proposal for
two reasons: first, because the proposal is a proposal
from rhe Commission as a whole and I am not
empowered to withdraw it or to amend it in this
House. The Commission will take note of Parliament's
decision when taking its own decisions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemam. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, may I ask the
Commissroner a question? 'We do, of course, under-
stand that he cannot take so serious a decision on his
own. But is he prepared ro ask the Commission 
- 
as a
matrer of principle for furure occasions 
- 
whether the
appropriate representative of the Commission should
immediately state that the Commission withdraws its
proposal rf Parliament decides to reject it? Can the
Commisson tell us at rhe next part-session whether it
will adopt this course of action in such cases, which
may well occur again?
President. 
- 
I call the Commission.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission. 
-Certainly, Mr Bangemann, I shall give an accurate
description to the Commission of the feeling of
today's discussion. The implementation of the new
regulation poses certain problems and I think that
today, in this sitting of Parliament, was the first time
that rhese issues have cropped up. I shall convey this
matter to the Commrssion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hopper.
Mr Hopper. 
- 
Mr President, I welcome Mr Bange-
mann's suggestion and the Commissioner's answer and
in line with them I propose that under Rule 35 (3) the
motion for a resolution be referred to the appropriate
commlttee.
May I emphasize to those of our colleagues who are
nor yer familiar with this rule, that the object of this is
not to re-open the debate. 'We on these benches
strongly suppon the Beumer report, and the rule
states: 'In this case the committee shall repon back to
Parliament within one month or, in exceptional cases,
a shorter period'. This will provide the opportunity for
rhe Commission to have second thoughts and to come
back to us.
(Applause)
President. If I have correoly undersrood
Mr Bangemann, the Commission and Mr Hopper,
Parliament does not insist upon considering rhe
motion for a resolution immediately, since rhere is a
difference of views, but is prepared to accepr thar the
Commission and also rhe appropriate parliamentary
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committee reporr to it within one monrh at the larest. I
therefore propose thar the House agree ro refer rhe
matter to committee and ro reconsider it in a monrh's
time, when ir can hear rhe Commission's repon.
I call Mr Herman.
Mr Herman, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr,
you are making a proposal, but what we want. is quite
simply the application of the provisions of the new
Rules of Procedure. That is nor rhe way I interpret
them. '!7e are simply saying that we should give the
Commission time to reflect and ro put forward new
proposals. !7e do not believe v/e can interpret Rule 35
as meaning that we should discuss this ro rhe finish at
the next part-session. I believe rhat rhis matter is far
roo complicated for us to be able to adopt a final posi-
tion at this time. I am calling for the applicarion of
Rule 35 and nothing else.
President. 
- 
Mr Herman, Rule 35 (3) smres:
In this case [rhar is, if you decide nor ro vore but to refer
the matter to the appropriate committee], the committee
shall report back to Parliament within one month or, in
excepuonal cases, any shoner period decided by Parlia-
(Parliament decided on reference to committee)
10. Adjournment of tbe session
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned. I
The sitdng is closed.
(The sitting closed at I .1 0 p.n.)
Corrigendum
ln Debates of the European Parliament, No 1-268 (10-
13 March 198 1) , the following correcrions should be
made:
Page 55, col. 1: For'Forgenssen', read'Jorgensen'
Page 55, col. 2: For'Ji]rgens', read 'Jorgensen'.
I For rnformation on the following irems, see the minutes
of this srtting: Membershrp of commirtees; time-limit for
tabling amendments; forwarding of resolurions adopted
dunng this part-sesslon; motions for resolutions entered
in the regisrer pursuanr to Rule 49; and darcs of the next
part-sessron
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